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Ghe ditors Sersonal Suge 
The time has come to turn the light on an existing condition touching the 
American fireside that will appal the average woman and girl. It is the 
knowledge of this condition that led this magazine, now nearly two years ago, to 
insist upon a greater parental frankness with children about their physical selves. 

The Condition: 
ECAUSE of the secrecy with which the whole 
question is enshrouded it is practically impos- 

sible to obtain absolute figures. But so far as the 
highest authorities have been able, through the 
most careful inquiries, to secure accurate figures, 
it is a conservative statement to make that at least 
60 out of every 100 young men are today “ sowing 

their wild oats.”’ Of these 60 young men a start- 
ling number are either already making or will 

makea tragedy of marriage. ‘They produce either 
childless homes: dead-born or blind babies: chil- 
dren with lifelong disease with them: or they 
will send thousands of women to the operating- 
table. Exactly what percentage of these 60 young 
men escape the lifelong perils of their early indis- 

cretions it is impossible to tell. 
These statements are made not upon theory, 

but facts that are proved and demonstrated at 

thousands of domestic bedsides and in the autopsy 

rooms of hundreds of hospitals. ‘They are facts 
that are known to every physician. 

This frightful condition has been brought 

about, largely, by two contributing factors: 
First: The parental policy of mock-modesty 

and silence with their sons and daughters about 
their physical selves, and 

Second: The condoning in men what is con- 
demned in women. Fathers and mothers, and, 
in consequence, girls have condoned in a young 

man this sowing of his “wild oats” because it 
wasconsidered a physical necessity; that “it would 
do him good”; that “it would make a man of 
him”; that “it would show him the world’’—all 

arguments absolutely baseless. 
With hundreds of girls the young man who 

has most promiscuously and profusely scattered 

his “ wild oats” has been looked upon as the most 
favored one among possible husbands. ‘To many 
a girl there is always something alluring to marry a 
man with a past because it appealed to her vanity 

to “remake” or “reform” him. ‘The peril to her- 
self she has never known, for silence has been 
the portion meted out to her by her parents. 

‘Thea | )jarizar 
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Over 60 out of every 100 new-born blind babies are blinded, soon after birth, from one cause. 

The Five Results: 
THE First: The lifelong invalidism or the sur- 

* gical mutilation of thousands of women; 

‘THE SECOND: The deaths of untold thousands of 

unborn or new-born infants; 

THE TuirpD: The lifelong taint of disease upon 

children who do live; 

THE FourtH: The blindness of over Go out of 
every 100 new-born blind babies; 

THe FirruH: The domestic unhappiness of tens 

of thousands of homes because of the absence 
of children. 
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Over 70 out of 

every 100 special 

surgical operations 

on women are the 

direct or indirect 

result of One cause 

This statement is 

made on the highest 
medical authority 
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It seems so merciless, So unfair. 

It is to the little graves that we turn, and not to the 

The Remedy: 
No thousands will naturally ask: Is there a 

remedy for this slaughter and maiming of 
babies and the surgical mutilation of women? 
‘There is not only a remedy, but a remedy as 
potent as it is simple. It is this, and it is dis- 
tinctly “up to” the parents: 

First: We parents must first of all get it into 
our heads firm and fast to do away with the policy 
of silence with our children that has done so 

much to bring about this condition. Our sons and 
daughters must be told what they are, and they 

must be told lovingly and frankly. But told they 
must be. 

Second: We fathers of daughters must rid 
ourselves of the notion that has worked such 

diabolical havoc of a double moral standard. 
‘There can be but one standard: that of moral 
equality. Instead of being so painfully anxious 

about the “financial prospects” of a young man 
who seeks the hand of our daughter in marriage, 
and makingthat the first question, it is time that we 
put health first and money second: that we find 
out, first of all, if the young man comes to court, as 

the lawyers say, with clean hands. Let a father 

ask the young man, as his leading question, 
whether he is physically clean: insist that he shall 
goto his family physician, and if he gives him a 
clean bill of health, then his financial prospects 
can be gone into. But his physical self first. 
‘That much every father would do in the case of 
a horse or a dog that he bought with a view to 
mating, Yet he does less for his daughter: his 

own flesh and blood. 
Once let young men realize that such a ques 

tion would be asked them by the fathers of the 
young women whom they would marry: that a 
physical standard would be demanded—and that 
knowledge would be more effective for morality 
among young men than all the preaching and 
moralizing and exhortations of the past thousand 

years. . 

‘Thus, and thus only, can we save our daughters 

and their unborn children. But in no other way. 

of Babies | 

One cause kills outright before, or shortly after, birth, 3 out of 4 children affected. 

‘‘A child dying, leaving this good world of ours, seems to have had so small a chance for itself. There is something 

in all of us struggling against oblivion, striving vainly to make a real impress on the current of time, and a child 

dying can only clutch the hands about it and go down — forever. 
why, all over the world, the little graves are cared for best. 
larger mounds, in our keenest anguish: to the little graves that our hearts are drawn in our hours of triumph; and 

so the child, though dead, lives its appointed time and dies only in the fullness of its years. 
little dresses, the ‘little tin soldiers, covered with rust,’ and the memories sweeter than dreams of a honeymoon — 

these are life’s immortelles that never fade.’’ 

Perhaps that is 

The little shoes, the 

—WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE. 
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THAT REMINDS ME 
Bright Things of All Times that People Have Laughed Over 

Who was “ It’? 

Bic pee ih the last session of the Pennsylvania 
Legislature a well-known member was made 

head of a State department. As there were a 
large number of lucrative positions in his depart- 
ment he was besieged by Eongrecnen on behalf 
of their friends who wanted good, fat jobs. 

Messrs. _— Smith and Brown were all 
applicants for the same position and their claims 
were equally pushed. Finally two Representa- 
tives who were for Brown went to the new 
executive and asked how the contestants stood. 

“It’s this way,” was the reply. ‘‘Jonesis a 
good man, and the corporations and the judi- 
ciary are with him; Smith is a fine fellow, and is 
backed by the newspapers and the people gener- 
ally, and your friend Brown is an excellent apie. 
man, who is being pushed by the politicians anc 
the members of the Legislature.”’ 

‘*Well, but who has the best show?” asked 
one of the friends. 

“If you won’t repeat it,’”? was the answer, ‘‘I 
will tell you.” 

Both promised. 
‘‘Barnum and Bailey.” 

How Could He Guess It? 

ONE-ARMED man dining in a restaurant 
was the subject of much inquisitive specu- 

lation by a nelakbor. The latter, after gazing at 
the empty sleeve in a how-did-it-happen way for 
some time, ventured: 

“*I beg pardon, sir, but I see you have lost an 
arm.” 

The one-armed man picked up his sleeve with 
his other hand and red anxiously into it. 
‘*Bless my soul!” he exclaimed, looking up with 
great surprise. ‘‘I do believe you're right!” 

The Canny Scot 

SCOTCHMAN and a commercial traveler 
one day occupied neighboring seats on a 

train. The Scotchman was not inclined to talk. 
Finally the commercial man said: ‘‘Could you 
lend me a match?” ‘The Scotchman took one 
out of his pocket and gingerly placed it on the 
window-ledge. 

“‘Oh! by-the-way, I’ve forgotten my tobacco, 
too!” said the traveling man. 
“Um! Then ye’ll nae need th’ match,” re-* 

plied the Scotchman as he picked it up and 
replaced it in his pocket. 

Its Real Advantage 

T WAS a wise old Southern deacon who ad- 
vised with a chuckle: 
‘‘Keep yo’ tempah, son. Doan’ yo’ quarrel 

with no angry pusson. A soft answah’s alus 
best. Hit’s commanded an’, furdermo’, hit 
makes ’em maddah’n anything else yo’ could 
say.” 

Willie has Such an Active Brain 

ss AS Daniel really such a wise man, 
Mamma?” asked Willie thoughtfully. 

‘* Yes, dear, as wise almost as Solomon, Willie.’’ 
“Well, Mother, I bet Solomon would have 

done better than Daniel did, anyway,’ continued 
Willie. 

‘Why, what do you mean, my son?” 
**T’ll betcher Solomon would have had sense 

enough to charge admission when he went into 
the lions’ den!” 

What Troubled Pat 

N OLD Irish laborer walked into the luxuri- 
ous studio of a New York artist, and asked 

for money to obtain a meal, as he was too weak 
to work. 

The artist gave him a quarter and then, seeing 
possibilities for a sketch in the —_ old fellow, 
said: ‘‘I’ll give you a dollar if you'll let me 
paint you.” 

‘*Sure,” said the man, ‘‘it’s an easy way to 
make a dollar, but, but—I’m wonderin’ how I’d 
get it off.” 

From Bad to Worse 

T THE end of his first year in the ministry a 
young divine was about to leave his parish 

for a wider field, and one good old lady was be- 
wailing the fact and insisting that the church 
would be ruined thereby. 

Flattered by her words and manner, and 
wishing to console her, the minister said: ‘‘ But, 
sister, the man who will succeed me is a fine 
preacher and a splendid fellow. You’ll soon see 
that everything is all right, and get used to it.” 

‘*No, no; I won’t,” she answered tearfully. 
‘**T don’t get used to this changing. I’ve seen six 
changes in preachers now, and it’s got worse and 
worse all the time.” 

Opening the Season 

T WAS the first-night performance of the sea- 
son, and at the end of the first act a man leaped 

hurriedly to his feet. 
‘*T heard an alarm of fire,”’ he said to his wife. 

**T must go and see where it is.”’ 
It happened that her hearing was less acute, 

and she made way for him in silence as he dis- 
appeared. 

“*It wasn’t fire,’ he said, on his return. 
**Nor water, either,” said his wife coldly. 

News for the President 

FEW. years ago, while President Roosevelt 
was holding an open-air reception in a New 

York town, a tall negro pushed his way forward 
through the crowd and eagerly grasped his hand. 

‘*Yo’ ’n me war bo’n on the same day, Mistah 
Roosevelt!” he cried, enthusiastically grinning. 

‘*De-lighted, indeed, to hear it!” was the warm 
response. 

“*Yo’ war bo’n on October 17, 1858!” 
se Yes.”’ 

‘*Va-as, suh,” then exclaimed the man, shak- 
ing all over with rapture; ‘‘ya-as, suh, Mr. 

) Roosevelt, yo’ an’ me is bofe twins! 

Hints to Fall Movers 

‘WES, we are going to move to escape house- 
cleaning,” said one man to another at the 

office one morning. 
‘And so are we. If I must confess it myself, I 

am afraid it will take the new tenants two weeks 
to get rid of the rubbish we are leaving behind.” 

‘It is just the same with us. Our house will 
need a mop and soap from cellar to roof. By-the- 
way, where are you going?” 

‘re L Street.” 
‘‘What? Why, that is where we are leaving!” 
‘‘Well, I declare! Where are you going?” 
““z2 B Street.” 
‘‘Why, that’s where we are leaving.” 
‘*Great Scott!” 
“Phew!” 

So Bad as That! 

YOUNG medical student who was calling 
upon a girl volunteered to sing and help 

entertain the company which arrived unexpect- 
edly. At the end of his second solo he turned to 
the young lady and remarked, ‘‘I am thinking of 
taking vocal lessons. Do you know of a good 
teacher?” 

‘*Ves, indeed,’ was the quick reply; ‘‘I know 
the very one for you. Here is his address,” and 
she scribbled the name on a card, giving it to the 
student. 

Next day he called up the teacher by telephone : 
“*Ts this the instructor of vocal music?” 

‘*The what?” was the answer. 
‘‘The vocal teacher ?”’ was repeated. 
‘“‘Naw,” came the reply, ‘‘I don’t teach noth- 

ing—I file saws!” 

What She was Working For 

““"CHEY tell me you’re working ’ard night an’ 
day, Sarah?” her bosom friend Ann said. 

“Yes,” returned Sarah. ‘‘I’m under bonds to 
keep the peace for pullin’ the whiskers out of 
that old scoundrel of a husban’ of mine, and the 
Magistrate said that if I come afore ’im ag’in, or 
laid me ’ands on the old man, he’d fine me forty 
shillin’s!” 

“And so you’re working ’ard to keep out of 
mischief ?”’ 

**Not much; I’m workin’ ’ard to save up the 
fine!” 

Dollars and Doctors 

PROPOS of his dictum that dollars made 
doctors cut a famous physician told the stu- 

dents how a young surgeon had once shown him 
over a large hospital, and in the end had said: 

‘*Doctor, which do you consider the most dan- 
gerous of our cases here?” 

‘*That, sir,”’ was the reply, pointing signifi- 
cantly toward a case of glittering surgical instru- 
ments. 

A-Profit— Even at That 

HE new drug clerk was filling his first pre- 
scription, and when he handed it to the lady 

he told her it was a dollar and ten cents. 
She paid the dollar and ten, and after she had 

gone he informed the proprietor that the dollar 
was counterfeit. The proprietor looked over his 
glasses at the young man and said: 

‘*Well, how about the ten cents—is that good 
money?” 

The young man answered in the affirmative. 
**Oh, well,”’ the proprietor replied, ‘‘that’s not 

so bad—we still make a nickel.” 

I Told You So! 

‘*T’LL bet you can’t guess the name of the new 
family in our street,’ said one schoolboy to 

another. ‘‘It’s awful hard.” 
‘‘H’m, T’ll bet you there’s one in our street 

that’s harder,”’ said the other one. 
‘*Well, give it up?” said the first boy. 
‘“*Yep. What’s yours?” 
“Stone. What’s yours?” 
‘*Harder.” 

The Joke was on Them 

WO capricious young ladies planned to have 
some fun when a certain young man called to 

spend the evening. They thought it would be 
great sport to imitate everything he did. When 
the young man entered the parlor he blew his 
nose, which each of the girls promptly imitated. 
Thinking it a peculiar incident the young man 
proceeded to stroke his hair. Both girls followed. 
Then he straightened his collar. They did the 
same, and a io dimples and smiles began to 
appear in spite of them. Now it was the young 
man’s turn. He was positive of his ground and 
calmly stooped down and turned up his trousers ! 

And that Ended It 

fess officers once — before one of the 
crowned heads of Europe to ask permis- 

sion to fight a duel, as one had grievously insulted 
the other. 

‘Certainly, my friends,’ said the King. ‘‘I 
will be present myself at the encounter.” 

On the day appointed the King appeared on 
the scene accompanied by a sinister-looking 
— who proved to be the public executioner. 
ointing to the two combatants the King said: 
“*You see those two men? Immediately after 

their duel you will behead the survivor.” 

Why Not? 

ai of the greatest of living violinists not 
long ago proved himself both proud and 

ingenious. A millionaire French Tectanaker 
invited him to dine, and after dinner brought out 
a violin and asked his guest to play. The musi- 
cian bit his lip, but taking the instrument he 
played several beautiful compositions. 

Afterward, in Paris, the violinist invited the 
millionaire to dinner. After dinner, in the 
presence of the distinguished company, a serv- 
ant brought in a pair of old boots, which the 
host handed to his millionaire guest. At the 
latter’s puzzled look as he awkwardly took them 
the violinist smiled with grave courtesy and 
replied : 

‘*In Nice you asked me after dinner to play 
for you. Now I ask you to mend these boots for 
me. Each to his trade, you know!” 

Oh, Dear! 

N A RECENT declamation day in a New 
ge school a promising young idea shot 

off the subjoined: 

‘*Our yaller hen has broke her leg, 
Oh, never more she'll lay an egg; 
The brindle cow has gone plumb dry, 
And sister Sal has eat a pie; 
This earth is full of sin and sorrow— 
We’re born today and die tomorrow.” 

He Knew by Experience 

LITTLE boy, who had just this season 
joined Sunday-school, was asked by his 

mother how he liked it. 
‘*‘Why!” exclaimed Charlie disgustedly, ‘‘they 

don’t know much. The teacher asked what was 
the collec’, and I was the only one who knew.” 

‘*And what did you say, dear?” 
‘‘Why, I told them pretty quick that it was a 

pain in the stomach.” 

Time to Begin—Anyway 

ze AMMA, I want some water to christen my 
doll,’”’ said Ethel. 

‘“No, dear,’’ answered her mother reprov- 
ingly; ‘it’s wrong to make sport of such things.” 

‘““Then I want some wax to waxinate her. 
She’s old enough to have something done.”’ 

Rival Dignities 

| ENGLISHMAN, fond of boasting of his 
ancestry, took a coin from his pocket and 

pointing to the head engraved on it said: ‘‘My 
great-great-grandfather was made a lord by the 
King whose picture you see on this shilling.’ 

‘*‘What a coincidence!” said his Yankee com- 
panion, who at once produced another coin. 
‘*My great-great-grandfather was made an angel 
by the Indian whose picture you see on this cent.” 

Everything in Proportion 

PONCE OW you may have something to 
eat,” promised the doctor to the typhoid- 

fever patient who was now convalescing and 
correspondingly hungry. 

The patient realized that there would be a 
restraint to his appetite; yet he hoped for a 
modest, steaming meal. 

‘*Here is your dinner,”’ said the nurse next day, 
as she gave the patient a spoonful of tapioca pud- 
ding ; ‘‘and the doctor emphasizes that eyerything 
else you do must be in the same proportion.” 
Two hours later the nurse heard a frantic call 

from the bed-chamber. 
‘‘Nurse,”’ breathed the man heavily, ‘‘I want 

to do some reading; bring me a postage-stamp.” 

A Helping Hand 

MONG the contributors to a minister’s dona- 
tion party was a small but very bright boy 

belonging to one of the families of the congrega- 
tion. After obtaining his mother’s permission to 
spend his money for anything he pleased he went 
to the village store and returned home with a 
neat package. In it was a pair of suspenders, and 
attached to them was a card upon which was 
written in a scrawling hand: 

‘*For the Support of our Pastor.” 

This department is always open to our readers for contributions of humorous stories. The 
material need not be original, but the source of the story should, if possible, be given. 
Acceptable stories will be paid for at the rate of one dollar each. 

Address be returned unless postage is inclosed. 
Unavailable ones will not 

The Editor of ‘‘ THAT REMINDs ME,”’ 

THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL, 
PHILADELPHIA. 

Saw Something Else 

PHYSICIAN engaged a nurse, recently grad- 
uated, for a case of delirium tremens. The 

physician succeeded in quieting his patient and 
left some medicine, instructing the nurse to ad- 
minister it to him if he ‘‘began to see snakes 
again.” At the next call the physician found the 
patient again raving. To his puzzled inquiry the 
nurse replied that the man had been going on 
that way for several hours, and that she had not 
given him any medicine. 

‘“*But didn’t I tell you to give it to him if he 
began to see snakes again?” asked the physician. 

‘*But he didn’t see snakes this time,” replied 
the nurse confidently. ‘‘He saw red, white and 
blue turkeys with straw hats on.” 

Why He Attracted 

FN peeotny ys who had the reputation of using 
strong language on the golf links, started out 

on a sunny autumn afternoon to play nine holes. 
Looking back after he had driven off, he saw a 
great crowd following. ‘There were young men 
and old, good players and bad, all trailing close 
behind with looks of interest and expectation. 
The broker paused and turned. He smiled 

politely and nervously. 
‘Really, gentlemen,” he said, ‘‘this is very 

flattering. I hope I am in good form this after- 
noon. I trust I shall play well enough to reward 
all this kindly interest.” 

‘Oh, it isn’t that,” replied an elderly lawyer 
with a chuckle. ‘‘We came out to listen.” 

‘If your mother bought four baskets of grapes, 
the dealer’s price being a quarter a basket, how 
much money would the purchase cost her?” 
asked the new teacher. 

‘*You never can tell,” answered Tommy, who 
was at the head of his class. ‘‘Ma’s great at 
bargaining!” 

‘* You are charged with stealing nine of Colonel 
Henry’s hens last night. Have you any wit- 
nesses?” asked the Justice sternly. . 

‘‘Nussah!” said Brother Jones humbly. ‘‘I 
*specks I’se sawtuh peculiar dat-uh-way, but it 
ain’t never been mah custom to take witnesses 
along when I goes out chicken-stealin’, suh.”’ 

‘*Can you walk on your hands or turn a somer- 
sault or a cartwheel, Miss Edith?” asked Johnny 
of his new nurse. . 

‘*No, dear,” said the young woman with a 
sweet smile. ‘‘Why do you ask me? I can’t do 
anything like that.” : ‘ 

Well,” said Johnny with a sigh, ‘I’m afraid 
you won’t do. ‘They told me you were a trained 
nurse!” 

‘‘What’s the matter?” asked the policeman of 
the tramp; ‘‘haven’t you any place to go?” 

Me place ter go!” was the contemptuous re- 
ply. ‘‘I’ve got the whole United States before me. 
I’ve got so many places ter go dat it’s worryin’ 
me dizzy makin’ up me mind which way ter start.” 

“IT give you my word the next person who 
interrupts the proceedings,” said the Judge 
sternly, ‘‘will be expelled from the courtroom 
and ordered home.” 

‘“‘Hooray!” cried the prisoner, and the Judge 
pondered. 

‘‘Now, remember, Bridget,” said the mistress, 
‘the Browns are coming to dinner tonight.” 

‘*Leave it to me, Ma’am; I’ll do me worst. 
They’ll never trouble you again!” 

‘Say, young man,” asked an old lady at the 
ticket-office, ‘‘what time does the next train pull 
in here and how long does it stay?” 

‘*From two to two to two-two,” was the curt 
reply. 

‘*Well, I declare! Be you the whistle?” 

‘*Oh, my friends! there are some spectacles 
that one never forgets!” said a lecturer, after 
giving a graphic description of a terrible accident 
he had witnessed. 

‘‘Ahem!” spoke up an old lady in the audi- 
ence. ‘‘I’d like to know where they sells ’em.” 

“*Is music of any practical benefit?” was the 
question asked by one of a party discussing the 
subject. 

‘*Well,” replied the cynic, ‘‘judging from the 
photographs of eminent violinists, it keeps the 
hair from falling out!” 

” 
‘*T can’t stay long,” said the chairman of the 

committee from the colored church. ‘‘I just 
come to see ef yo’ wouldn’t join de mission 
band.” 

‘*Fo’ de lan’ sakes, honey,’ 
‘*doan’ come to me! 
organ!” 

’ was the reply, 
I can’t even play a mouf- 

‘Do you call this steak fit for a Christian to 
eat?” asked the man in the restaurant. 

‘*We hain’t providin’ for de religion of our 
customers, sir!” said the waiter. 

‘*Do you know you talk in your sleep, Henry?” 
said his wife. 

‘*Well,” was the meek response, ‘‘do you 
begrudge me even those few words?” 



HAPPY THOUGHTS 
That Have Made Hearts Sing and Freshened Up Courage 

OST people have been at some time in their 
lives helped or cheered on their way by 
reading some happy thought pithily ex- 

pressed, some bright rhyme or inspiring poem. 
Such are on this page, and they are given in the 

hope that they may make the way seem brighter 
and easier for some one else. 

Keep Your Grit 

ANG on! Cling on!- No matter what they 
say. ‘ 

Push on! Sing on! Things will come your way. 
Sitting down and whining never helps a bit; 
Best way to get there is by keeping Sf od grit. 

—Louis E. Thayer. 

HE day returns and brings us the petty round 
of irritating concerns and duties. Help us 

to play the man, help us to perform them with 
laughter and kind faces, let cheerfulness abound 
with industry. Give us to go blithely on our 
business all this day, bring us to our resting beds 
weary and content and undishonored, and grant 
us in the end the gift of sleep. 

—Robert Louis Stevenson. | 

REATLY begin! though thou have time 
But for a line, be that sublime — 

Not failure, but low aim, is crime. 
—James Russell Lowell. 

EEP your smile pinned on! 
Keep your smile pinned on! 

It may give another cheer; 
It may soothe another’s fear; 
It may help another fight 
If your smile’s on tight. 

bs gg: we are all approaching the time when 
we are sure to be called either ‘‘a dear old 

soul” or ‘‘a horrid old thing,” let us fly our joy- 
signals now so that there may be no doubt of 
our future cognomen. 

OWOMAN whocomes down to her breakfast- 
table with what her son frankly calls a 

‘““srouch on” is grouchy to herself alone. Her 
husband feels it; that same candid son feels it; 
and so the day falls a little more darkly than it 
need on this dear, troubled, beautiful world. 

— Margaret Deland. 

OF ALL the lights you carry in your face, 
Joy shines the farthest out to sea. 

NOUGH for me to feel and know 
That He in Whom the cause and end, 

The past and future, meet and blend— 
Who, girt with His immensities, 
Our vast and star-hung system sees, 
Small as the clustered Pleiades— 
Moves not alone the Heavenly quires, 
But waves the springtime’s grassy spires; 
Guards not archangel feet alone, 
But deigns to guide and keep my own. 

—John Greenlea} Whittier. 

HERE is no unbelief; 
Whoever plants a seed beneath the sod, 

And waits to see it push away the ctod, 
He trusts in God. 

Whoever says, when clouds are in the sky, 
3e patient, heart; light breaketh by-and-by,” 

Trusts the Most High. 

Whoever sees, ’neath winter’s fields of snow, 
The silent harvest of the future grow, 

God’s power must know. 

Whoever lies down on his couch to sleep, 
Content to lock each sense in slumber deep, 

Knows God will keep. 

Whoever says, ‘‘ Tomorrow,” ‘‘ The Unknown,” 
“The Future,” trusts the power alone 

He dares disown. 

The heart that looks on when the eyelids close, 
And dares to live when life has only woes, 

God’s comfort knows. 

There is no unbelief; 
And day by day, and night, unconsciously, 
The heart lives by that faith the lips deny — 

God knoweth why. 
—Edward Bulwer Lytton. 

MINUTE’S success pays the failure of 
years. — Robert Browning. 

UT of the night that covers me, 
Black as the Pit from pole to pole, 

I thank whatever gods may be 
For my unconquerable soul. 

In the fell clutch of circumstance 
{ have not winced nor cried aloud. 

Under the bludgeonings of chance 
My head is bloody but unbowed. 

$eyond this place of wrath and tears 
Looms but the horror of the shade; 

And yet the menace of the years 
Finds, and shall find me, unafraid. 

It matters not how strait the gate, 
How charged with punishments the scroll, 

I am the master of my fate: 
I am the captain of my soul. 

—William Ernest Henley. 

LJ NANSWERED yet? Nay, do not say un- 
granted; 

_.Perhaps your part is not yet wholly done. 
lhe work began when first your prayer was 

uttered, 
_And God will finish what He has begun 

If you will keep the incense burning there; 
His glory you shall see sometime, somewhere. 

i — Robert Browning. 

VERY inmost aspiration is God’s angel 
undefiled — 

And in every ‘‘Oh, my father,’’ slumbers deep a 
‘*Here, my child.” —Tholuck. 

E’RE weary a-walking the Highway of Life; 
We're fretted and flustcred with worry and 

strife. 
Let us drop by the wayside the heavy old load, 
And rest by the inn at the turn of the road— 

Let us tarry a while 
At the ‘‘Sign of the Smile.’ 

Let us tarry a while at the ‘‘Sign of the Smile” — 
Forget all our griefs in the joys that beguile; 
Let us pleasure the noon till it changes to night; 
Then up with our loads and we'll find they 

are light— 

Let us tarry a while 
At the ‘‘Sign of the Smile.” 

HINGS that hurt and things that mar 
Shape the man for perfect praise; 

Shock and strain and ruin are 
Friendlier than the smiling days. 

—John White Chadwick. 

& IT’S give’ me to perceive, 
I most certin’y believe 

When a man’s jest glad plum’ through, 
God’s pleased with him, same as you. 

—James Whitcomb Riley. 

The Best Medicines 

By and Temperance and Repose 
Slam the door on the doctor’s nose. 

— Friedrich von Logau (Long fellow’ s translation ). 

HEERFULNESS is the very flower of 
health. — Schopenhauer. 

re heights by great men reached and kept 
Were not attained by sudden flight, 

But they, while their companions slept, 
Were toiling upward in the night. 

Standing on what too long we bore 
With shoulders bent and downcast eyes, 

We may discern—unseen before — 
A path to higher destinies. 

Nor deem the irrevocable Past 
As wholly wasted, wholly vain, 

If, rising on its wrecks, at last 
To something nobler we attain. 

LEAVE then to the sunnier side of doubt, 
And cling to Faith beyond the forms of Faith! 

She reels not in the storm of warring words, 
She brightens at the clash of ‘‘ Yes” and ‘“‘ No,” 
She sees the Best that glimmers through the 

Worst, 
She feels the sun is hid but for a night, 
She spies the summer through the winter bud, 
She tastes the fruit before the blossom falls, 
She hears the lark within the songless egg, 
She finds the fountain where they wailed 

‘*mirage.” — Tennyson. 

EW things are impossible to diligence and 
skill. —Samuel Johnson, 

ee me go where’er I will, 
I hear a sky-born music still: 

It sounds from all things old, 
It sounds from all things young, 

From all that’s fair, from all that’s foul, 
Peals out a cheerful song. 

It is not only in the rose, 
It is not only in the bird, 

Not only where the rainbow glows, 
Nor in the song of woman heard; 

But in the darkest, meanest things 
There alway, alway something sings. 
’Tis not in the high stars alone, 

Nor in the cups of budding flowers, 
Nor in the redbreast’s mellow tone, 

Nor in the bow that smiles in showers, 
But in the mud and scum of things 
There alway, alway something sings. 

—Ralph Waldo Emerson. 

HEN friends are at your hearthside met, 
Sweet courtesy has done its most 

If you have made each guest forget 
That he himself is not the host. 

—Thomas Bailey Aldrich. 

IVE us, O give us the man who sings at his 
work! Be his occupation what it may, he 

is equal to any of those who follow the same pur- 
suit in silent sullenness. He will do more in the 
same time—he will do it better—he will perse- 
vere longer. One is scarcely sensible of fatigue 
whilst he marches to music. The very stars are 
said to make harmony as they revolve in their 
spheres. Wondrous is the strength of cheerful- 
ness, altogether past calculation its powers of 
endurance. Efforts, to be permanently useful, 
must be uniformly joyous—a spirit all sunshine 
—graceful from very gladness— beautiful because 

—Henry Wadsworth Long/ellow. bright. -Thomas Carlyle. 
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bg = is only the slave of Good; 
Sorrow the servant of Joy; 

And the soul is mad that refuses food 
Of the meanest in God’s employ. 

The fountain of joy is fed by tears, 
And love is lit by the breath of sighs; 

The —— griefs and wildest fears 
Have holiest ministries. 

Strong grows the oak in the sweeping storm; 
Safely the flower sleeps under the snow; 

And the farmer’s hearth is never warm 
Till the cold wind starts to blow. 

~— will return with a fresher boon; 
od will remember the world! 

Night will come with a newer moon; 
God will remember the world! 

—Josiah Gilbert Holland. 

“Eighty Years and More” 

‘TS yet high day, thy staff resume, 
And fight fresh battles for the truth; 

For what is age but youth’s full bloom, 
A riper, more transcendent youth! 

A weight of gold 
Is never old, 

Streams broader grow as downward rolled. 

At sixty-two life has begun; 
At seventy-three begin once more; 

Fly swifter as thou near’st the sun, 
And brightest shine at eighty-four; 

At ninety-five 
Shouldst thou arrive, 

Still wait on God, and work and thrive. 
—Oliver Wendcll Holmes. 

E WAS not able to realize his ideals, but he 
» had the ‘‘angel aim” by which he idealized 

his reals. — Kate Douglas Wiggin. 

Unessential 

HE thing that troubles me most, begad, 
Says I to myself, says I; 

The thing that I think about most, my lad, 
Is why—why— why? 
Why are we born to die? 
pie | why do we fight and lie 

For a little space in a useless place 
That we cannot keep and we may disgrace ?— 

Says I to myself, says I 

I needn’t trouble you then, my lad, 
So answered myself to me; 

The ‘‘why” don’t cut any ice, begad— 
The ‘‘how” is the thing, you see; 
For the ‘‘why” in the case, maybe, 
Will be plain when your soul’s set free; 

But if you wait for your final fate 
To learn the ‘‘how” it will be too late 

So answered myself to me! 

And it’s good advice that you give, begad, 
Says I to myself, says I; 

For a fellow has got to live, my lad, 
As sure as he’s got to die. 
So it’s up to you to try 
Your best, as the days slip by; 

To do your task till the years unmask 
The secret at last—and then you can ask, 

And perhaps they’ll tell you why! 

Out of Great Tribulation 

Fe LOOK on with patience at inevitable suf- 
fering often requires more courage than to 

endure it, said a writer not long ago in ‘‘The 
Youth’s Companion.”’ But when the spirit rises 
to the height where it can see even the pain- 
racked life it loves as part of a divine plan— 
mysterious but gracious—there is no finer hero- 
ism in the world. 

A working-man found that his eyesight was 
failing, and presently he became totally blind. 
He was in middle life, and physically in full 
vigor. He had a small income, and he and his 
wife left the city of their birth, took a tiny cot- 
tage in a village, and began adjusting their lives 
to the new conditions. 

In a year another blow fell. Complete deaf- 
ness came upon him. So, cut off from sight and 
sound, he took up the strange, solitary life which 
the blind and deaf must lead. 

He speedily developed a splendid temper— 
more active than resignation and more peaceful 
than hope. His countenance was not gloomy, 
but radiant. ‘‘You will perhaps think that I 
get tired of doing nothing,” he wrote: ‘‘but the 
time is too short for all I want to do.” 

He began to learn the world anew by the 
senses of smell and touch. Out of this new 
knowledge, and the meditation which his condi 
tion forced upon him, he built up a wonderful 
belief in the goodness and the he ted of God. 

Beside him in all the months of fierce trial 
stood his wife. Every pang he felt was a sword- 
thrust in her loving heart. Every perplexity for 
him was doubly dark for her. Even the ordinary 
domestic life had its duties trebled for her; for 
she must do his tasks and her own, and must find 
time and strength to serve his needs, to guide 
his darkened steps, and to speak to his spirit, in 
spite of the sealed ears 

But out of the fiery trial she came like one 
transfigured. She learned to see his pain through 
his own patience. She moved as one who bears 
aloft a torch. She spoke as if she sang. The 
woman who had been always a devoted and 
cheerful wife became a heroine and saint. 

As one saw her, one realized for the first time 
the full meaning of the words, ‘‘These are they 
which came out of great tribulation, and have 
washed their robes, and made them white in the 
blood of the Lamb.” 

F YOU and I-—just you and I 
Should laugh instead of worry ; 

If we should grow—just you and I[— 
Kinder and sweeter hearted, 

Perhaps in some near by-and-by 
A good time might get started ; 

Then what a happy world ’twould be 
For you and me—for you and me. 
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Sunday evening; and the maid is out. 

So Helen and Tom and Helen’s sis- 

ter “do the dishes”. 

Helen washes. 

puts the dishes away. 

Helen’s hands are as dainty as her 

face; and she intends to keep them that 

way. So, when she washes the dishes, 
she uses Ivory Soap. 

She knows that Ivory Soap will not 

hurt her hands. It will not make them 

red and coarse and hard. 

Tom wipes. Sister 

It contains no 

Ivory Soap . eee « 99% Per Cent. Pure. 

D CSE | @ 

“free” alkali; no chemicals; no injurious 

ingredient of any kind. It is the ideal 

soap for the bath, for the toilet, for fine 

laundry purposes and for washing dishes. 

True, it costs more than ordinary 

laundry soap — two or three cents a week 

more. But what does that amount to, as 

compared with the satisfaction that comes 

from scrupulously clean dishes; from the 

improved appearance of one’s hands and 

from the knowledge that Ivory Soap is 

pure and sweet and wholesome? 

a 
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n an Editorial Way 
SHE Most COSTLY DELUSION that has ever gripped a people is at 

| last in a fair way of being brushed aside: that colds are contracted in 

the open air. We have all believed this and we have all suffered 
from it. And so deep-rooted is the delusion that thousands will doubtless 
not have the bravery to disbelieve it, and will go on suffering. But for 
many of us, at least, the end has come. 

| IT IS IN A SENSE AMUSING, however, if we lose sight of 

the fatalities that the delusion has cost us, that the very air 
Ba that we have so dreaded to go out into, and to allow into our 

houses, is now the same air in which the greatest curative 

The New elements are found. Not only that, but the very warmed- 
Way to over air of our homes in which we have so comfortably 
Meatts reveled and which we have so tenaciously refused to allow 

to go out of our windows, is now discovered to be the very 
air that has not only given us colds but is the direct cause of 

the dreaded tuberculosis, pneumonia and diphtheria, all of which are now 
proved to be dirty-air diseases, and the victims of which are deliberately put 
into the open air to be cured. So complete a reversal of long-accepted truths 

is naturally apt to cause wonderment and a hesitancy of ready adoption, yet 

the marvel of it all is that our minds have so long remained closed to a fact 
so plainly apparent. It would indeed be strange if an element so wonderful 

in its nature as to have the power of keeping the human being alive should 
fail to possess the lesser power of keeping it well. It might have easily 

been borne in upon us that any air breathed over and over becomes 
poisonous, but the fact remains that it was not. ‘Truly we saw with eyes 

that saw not. For years we have considered as a menace what God gave 
as the greatest curative to the human race: we laid the blame for dreaded 

disease upon what He gave us instead of the air that we ourselves made. 
Of course, we cannot in a day readjust ourselves to this new way of thinking, 

logical and plausible though it be, but at least our eyes are seeing, our 
minds are believing, and what is so much more important, our loved ones 

are having their lungs healed by God’s fresh air. 

THE SEASON IS NOW UPON US when our common-sense 
la must assert itself in this respect. We have lived outdoors 

8 all summer: our faces have been browned by the sun: we 
have had health. But soon, with the very first suggestion 

Once of “autumn chill” we will begin to hibernate: to go into 
Enemy: our homes and close our windows and doors after us, and 
Sans Sickel shut out the very air that has kept us healthy these four 

months. And all because “it is getting cold” we savy, 
forgetting that we have all the greater need of fresh air 

during the months when, perforce, we cannot live so much in the open air. 
The positive and simple rule to follow seems to be: never sit in any room 
unless some part of a window is open to let in the fresh air, and never sleep 

in a room in which one window, at least, is not lowered fully a foot, or better 
still, lowered as far as it can be. And this rule we must apply particularly 
to those days when stormy weather comes. We must learn the great truth 

that the air is always fresher and clearer when the rain or the snow gathers 
the particles of dust. We have all been too apt to fear what we call the 
“night air,” whereas the truth is that this same dreaded night air is a 
thousand times less to be dreaded than the air which we pollute with the 

poisons exhaled from our mouths and our bodies. ‘To sleep in the open air 

is the ideal condition in which we get the ideal sleep and ideal benefits, but 
this only a few of us are either in a position to do or have the hardihood to 
brave. But what we can all do and should do is what comes nearest to it: 

to let as much air into our sleeping-rooms as we possibly can. ‘It is 
impossible to let too much air into a sleeping-room,” says the great Doctor 
Osler, “no matter how near to the window a bed may be: the nearer the 
better. Cover up, and let the air blow over you or on you. Instead of harm 

it will do you incalculable good, for the simple reason that fresh air or night 
air has never yet done any living soul a particle of harm.” 

In other words, we should make a friend of the fresh air and not regard 
it as we have so long regarded it, and to our grievous cost, an enemy! 

HERE IS THE IDEAL HEALTH CREED, simple and yet 

Q guaranteed to keep us all well: 

“7 
1. Eat moderately : meat only once a day; 

The Ideal 2. Drink all the pure water you can—eight glasses 

Health a day is ideal—between meals: drink no water 
Creal with meals; 

3. Keep out in the fresh air as much as possible 
and breathe deeply: if you can’t walk, bundle 
up and go and sit in the sun; : 

4. Let plenty of fresh air into a sleeping-room: in the room in which 

you are sitting always keep a window lowered at least a foot; 
5. Bathe or wash the body every day with as cold water as you can stand. 

en 

THE YOUNG PEOPLE OF A WESTERN COLLEGE—Vashon 
College, by name, in the State of Washington —had reason 

B to suspect not long ago that their table manners were not 
all that might be desired. So they organized a “Social 
Culture Club,” and all the teachers and pupils became 
members. Fines were imposed upon the members who 

Idea broke the ordinary rules of good behavior at table, and 

these were some of the fines: 

An 

Excellent 

Using toothpick in public 2 cents 
Hand in pocket at table . ‘ . 2 cents 
Scuffling under table ; . . 2 cents 

Not sitting erect at table 4 . ‘ 1 cent 
Tilting chair back 2 cents 
Talking with mouth full é 2 cents 
Uncomplimentary remarks about food ‘ 2 cents 
Placing another dish on plate z - 2 cents 
Knife or fork misplaced é 1 cent 
Spoon left in cup . , ; ‘ ‘ : 1 cent 
Incorrect holding of knife or fork 1 cent 

Arms or elbows on table 2 cents 

Overreaching ‘ 1 cent 

[eating from knife . , , ; ; 2 cents 

Buttering bread on tablecloth 1 cent 
Talking across from table to table F 2 cents 

Spearing bread with fork 2 cents 

The effect on the table manners of those young people was, it is said, 
nothing short of a miracle. Their attention to table behavior had been 

called in a manner that was at once effective and in a way that they will 
probably never forget. 

THERE IS MORE THAN A GRAIN of casual thought in 
am the above experiment for scores of schools and colleges 

<7 throughout the country. It is our boast that a poor boy 
or poor girl can rise to any position in this country that he 

The Mind: or she chooses. We give the boy the public school for 

The Soul: mental education: the church for spiritual uplift: the 
But industrial school for practical training —all free, to fit him 

u 
for any position in life so far as his mind and soul are con- 
cerned, But where can he learn manners? And yet when 

he seeks to occupy the position he is trained for he finds that there are 
countless little rules of behavior at the table, on the street, or in the presence 
of women which a well-bred man observes and a boor neglects. We all 

judge a stranger, whether we meet him on the street, on the cars or in our 
own homes, by his observance or neglect of these rules far sooner than by 

his knowledge or his noble purposes. He may have all the learning of the 
schools and the holy aims of an apostle, but if he eats greedily, if he keeps 
his hat on in the presence of women, if he is inconsiderate of the comforts 
of others, he is, with all his talents, at a distinct disadvantage. 

Why could not instruction in these matters be added to the curriculum 
of our schools?) Why should not a boy be taught manners as well as mathe- 
matics? He will need them a thousand times as often, and through them 

he will add to pieasant living. 

THERE IS A WIDESPREAD IDEA, especially among women, 
CO that intellectual activity is measured by the number 
Le and variety of things one is trying to do, and that brain 

power is a synonym for muscular energy. ‘The unfortunate 

Invalids: woman who had “joined” fourteen clubs in moments of 

Not absent-mindedness doubtless counted herself a person of 
uncommon mental gifts and was so regarded by her less 

discerning neighbors. The fact that she was always going 
to or coming from meetings, that committees were always 

sitting in her library, and that she swept with triumphant feet from Western 
science to Oriental mysticism, and conversed fluently on Parisian modes 
and Venetian art, was accepted as conclusive evidence of her superior 

intellectuality. Such half-educated women are the victims of an epoch of 

world-wide interests and concentrated mental energy, which bears the strong 
and clear-headed on to great gains of knowledge and to notable achieve 

ment in many fields, but intoxicates those who are sensitive rather than 

sane and well-poised. A great many good women are rushing breathlessly 
from science to art, from art to religion, and from religion to philanthropy, 
under the impression that they are intensely intellectual when, as a matter 
of fact, they are abnormally nervous. ‘They are driven through the world 
of knowledge by nervous restlessness, not by intellectual interest. With the 

best possible intentions they make their lives as barren of the fruits of 
thought as a desert country perpetually swept by tireless and wearisome 

winds, without rest and always in haste. They exhaust themselves and 
their friends, and find themselves at the end of their energetic traveling 

where they were at the beginning. Instead of being intellectual leaders 

they are semi-nervous invalids. 

v 

Leaders 
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SUCH A FAMILIAR STORY IS THIS, and yet with what 
pathos are two little lives yielded up through the crass and 

8 cruel ignorance of parents! ‘Truly might we well ask: Is 
there nothing that can stop this slaughter of little innocent 

Two lives at the hands of parents? 

More “The twin babies of Mr. and Mrs. —— died early 
Babies today of opiate poisoning superinduced by the use 

of a well-known brand of soothing syrup.”’ 

The pathetic story of the parents’ ignorance is this: 

“The children, only three months old, were normal, healthy children, 
and, save for the usual colics and other afflictions of infants, had 
never been ill aday. The mother had been in the habit of giving 
the babies the soothing syrup to quiet their restlessness at night, 
and last night, when the crying and restlessness of one of them 
awoke her, she arose and gave each of them some of the syrup, 
giving it to the quiet one, she says, to assure its remaining quiet. 
About 5 o’clock this morning she woke up, and thinking the 
children had been unusually still since she had given them the 

soothing syrup, listened for their breathing. They seemed to be 
breathing normally and she went to sleep. Awakening again at 
6 o’clock she went over to the babies and found one of them dead. 
A doctor was hastily summoned, as the parents feared for the other 

child. He hurried to the house as quickly as he could in his auto- 
mobile, but when he arrived there the other child had succumbed.” 

And then follows the most significant statement of all: 

‘‘Only four or five drops of the syrup was given each child’’! 

THE PASTOR OF A WESTERN CHURCH recently conceived 
the sensible idea that there was one way by which he might 

3 at least encourage attendance in his church: by giving 
the people fresh, pure air to breathe. Of course the sexton 

A Pastor’s assured him ‘the did all he could to air the church out 
Excellent before service”: he recited the sexton’s usual woes: what 
Id pleased one person didn’t please another, and so forth. 

ea ‘“‘ But,” said the pastor, “all the same, the air during service 
is awful: fresh air I will have and fresh air 1 am going to 

have if I have to take the ventilation of the church into my own hands.” 
He called his people and his trustees together, explained the efficiency of 
fresh air, and asked for their help to see that the air in the church was 

pure and fresh. What that pastor did was to awaken the attention of his 
entire congregation to a subject to which his people had given little or no 
thought; he got not only better air into his church, but, moreover, he set 
his people thinking about the benefits of fresh air in their homes, and the 

reports of four physicians show a marked decline in colds and illnesses 
among the members of that parish! Now, that is practical religion: the 
kind of religion we need in scores of our churches today which fairly reek 
with poisoned and breathed-over air, the result of poor ventilation: a reli- 
gion of fresh air. A little more common-sense of this sort on the part of 
the pulpit, and the church will have taken one step toward making of itself 

an institution of practical good with an appeal to men. 

THE MAN WHO SAID ‘THAT TO KNOW a man you must 

see him at play must certainly have been a golf-player. 
B For it is a singular fact that of all forms of sport, perhaps 

none is more self-revealing than golf. ‘There seems to be 

How something in the ancient Dutch game (its true home of 
invention is the Netherlands, bythe-way: not Scotland) 
which brings out all the hidden qualities in a man with 

startling clearness. ‘To see the man to whom she may be 
attracted play golf might be an excellent lesson to any girl. 

It is a pretty safe rule to go by: as a man plays at golf so does he play at 
the game of life. For it is a physical and mental impossibility for a dishon- 

est man to play honest golf. It is perhaps the most psychological game in 
the entire category of sports. 
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‘“‘T MUST OBJECT TO YOUR PLAIN SPEAKING,” writes a 
father, “‘on subjects that may well be left to the discretion 

8B and intelligence of parents.” Exactly. ‘That is precisely 
where the failure of plain speaking has been: “left to 

About the discretion and intelligence of parents,” and neither 

Plain discretion nor intelligence has been used, with the present 
fearful evil results to society. But we are proud to be 
placed within the ranks where this objection would place 
us: with Paul, with Plutarch, with Emerson, with, in fact, all 

the early fathers and writers who despised prudery and knew it not, and 
who, whether with pen or voice, said what they meant when the need was 
felt and the time had come to say it. If this protesting father would read 
back to the first ages of Christianity he would find words and messages 
coming from the greatest and purest teachers of those times that would 
throw him and others of his sensitive temperament into convulsions. And 
’twould have been infinitely better for the young people of today, and their 
knowledge of what they should know, if, in later times, we had not departed 
from the plain speaking of those sages and seers of our early Christian period. 
Fortunately there is now a growing admission that the conservatism of the 
past one hundred years on vital topics has been carried too far, with moral 

detriment to the young. ‘This does not mean that liberty must be confused 
with license, or plain speaking with coarseness, but it does mean that 
ignorance is no longer to be confused with innocence, or a wise frankness 
with an unwise silence. Our “discreet ” and “ intelligent ” father is, we fear, 
neither discreet nor intelligent. If he were he would see the trend of 
thought, realize the wisdom of it, and instruct his own children accord- 
inely. 

Speaking 

SOME WOMEN SEEM TO THINK that the words “good” 
and “stupid” are synonymous. ‘They simply cannot asso- 

8 ciate goodness with anything that savors of high spirits 
or gayety. Gray seems to be the only color-tone in the 

Good world to them. May this not be because their mothers 
Stupid were unduly sensible? Of course mother stands for good 

in a girl’s life: if she doesn’t it isatragedy. And if mother 
was of the extremely, uncompromisingly, sensible variety 
—the sort of woman who discouraged the frivolous, who 

sacrificed the sweet freedom of home to the fetish of perfect housekeeping, 
who rolled the routine of her daily and religious life ruthlessly over the 
hearts of her family—as so many good women do —it. is quite likely that 
“goodness” will stand in her daughter’s life as akin to stupidity. But if 
mother was the jolly sort, who liked fun as well as anybody, the girl’s idea 
of “goodness” will be a broad one, including every harmless pleasure in the 

category, and her health and her mind will be the better for it. 

People 
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‘THE MEANING OF EVERY PRINTED or written sentence 

is modified by the word upon which we put the emphasis. 
8B The special stress on one word gives it special importance, 

endows it with new prominence, makes it ina way the 
Where We keynote of interpretation and tends to throw other words 

| Put the into the shade of the subordinate. Life is a sentence that 
, the individual must construct and read for himself. ‘The 

Emphasis ; a “ : , : words upon which we put the emphasis really represent our 

living. We must emphasize some words: what they shall 
be we must determine, then will they determine us, mould and model our 

life and all its activities. 
If we unduly emphasize money, dress, society, amusement, self or similar 

words till they ring so loud and persistent in our ears that we find other 
words merely trailing into silence we have put the emphasis in the wrong 
place. If the intense stress on success makes us ignore all that leads up to 

it and all that follows it we may find some time that we have paid too dearly 
for it and sacrificed love, honor, truth, character, justice and some of those 

other words that should be emphasized in every sentence of our living. 

SOME WOMEN ARE ALWAYS deceiving themselves by 
saying that they would do great things if they had the 

8 time. In almost every case they have the time, but they 
do not use it. A woman cannot get what she wants out of 

“If I Only her garden because the soil is so poor; but if rich soil is to 
Sad be had for nothing on the next lot whose fault is it if the 

garden goes barren? A woman wants physical vigor, an 

active circulation, mental energy; there is a road at the 
front of her house and she can walk miles in any direction. 

Whose fault is it if she remains a weakling? Certainly not the fault of hei 
circumstances. Providence does not pauperize us by putting clothes on 

our backs, and roofs over our heads, and food in our mouths: Providence 

gives us raw materials and bids us make ourselves comfortable by the sweat 
of our brow. Providence does not give us knowledge of science, art, music, 

books, language, Nature: Providence gives us eyes, brains, will and time, 
and bids us teach ourselves. ‘Time is not mere duration: it is duration 

intelligently used. Hours of real idleness are not wasted time: they are 
raw material that was never used. ‘There are a few who work up all the raw 
material of duration; but most of us are surrounded by material which we 

never use: spare hours here and there, on trains, on ferries, on trolley- 
cars, between business and play, on holidays and Sundays. Many a one 

has learned a language going to and coming from shop or office. If you 

have not time enough to know more and become more competent, make time 
for yourself. Look about you and you will find plenty of raw material. 

WE CAN NEVER MAKE LIFE SIMPLE, but we can make it 
simpler than we do. Nature gives us time on the install- 

B ment plan—never even a whole day at once. If we live 

™ each day as best we can the sum of our living is sure. 

Taking ‘Taking short views of life is a moral tonic. 
Short Views ‘There are times when the burden of trial, sorrow, failure 
of Life or care seems impossible to bear. It is made harder if we 

add fear of tomorrow to today’s overflowing cup. We can 
surely bear today, but if that seem too long let us seek to 

be brave, loyal, kind, patient and calm for a half-day or even a few hours. 

Then with strength renewed we can meet a new installment as if each were 
all of life, and so—the seemingly endless bitter day will be mastered. 

Habits can be neither made nor broken in a moment. ‘To conquer an 
evil habit, to vow never to surrender to it again, is too diffuse an outlook to 
inspire strength. ‘Take a short view of life. ‘lo conquer our tendency to 
anger let us resolve that nothing will make us angry this morning. ‘The 
whole fighting strength of one’s nature is thus concentrated on a few hours. 
A second installment of resolve for the afternoon means a day’s victory 
that will make tomorrow easier. If this morning’s clearest thinking and 
wisest planning reveal no solution of a future problem for which we should 
prepare it is surely folly to permit thinking to degenerate into brain- 
destroying worry. Banish the problem till afternoon; if its freshened thought 
bring no new light then the question is tomorrow’s, not today’s. ‘Tomorrow 

cannot harm us today. ‘Taking short views of life helps greatly when heavy 
clouds darken our sky. 

EIGHT GIRLS WHOSE WEDDING DAYs had been fixed 

banded together in an Eastern town and refused to be 
8 married unless the word “obey” should be omitted from 

the ceremony. And yet each one of these girls promised 
To “Love” to “love” her husband, as if it were possible for any mortal 
and “Obey”| being to promise to love another! But this foolish and 

| glaring inconsistency was deliciously passed over. 
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- By Louise Clos 

I 
KEPT Aaron waiting last night, 
and we didn’t get into the Moon 
Room at the Astor until it had 
almost set—meaning the moon. At 
least the musicians were far enough 
advanced in the program to be play- 
ing ‘‘The Rosary, by Request,” 
and all the men and women supping 
together were sitting back in their 

5 chairs looking dreamily at each 
ae : \~” other. Aaron, who was hungry but 

amiable, said he was really glad he missed the ‘‘ Number,” as 
he would have been the only man in the room who continued 
io think of the girl opposite him. The rest of the men, and all 
{ the women (this pointedly at me), were-each thinking of 
ome oneelse. That isa way‘‘ The Rosary”’ has, he concluded. 

I laughed at this, and did not protest against his assertion 
that I was not thinking of him, as of course he hoped I 
would; but in my heart I was admiring him very much. 

Next to my art there is nothing in the world so attractive 
as a perfectly clean, perfectly sound New York business man 
in a dinner-coat—the man who, even at thirty-five, has a few 
lines about his mouth that come from set jaws during the 
business hours, shrewd eyes that can be kind and terrible, 
square shoulders that were put to the plow when a young- 
ster, and the well-ordered, limited speech of a man who has 
learned the use of -his tongue in a country college and the 
control of it in a city office. 

As it happens, this very well describes Aaron, but it just 
so happens. There are dozens of brokers quite as clean- 
shaven, with hair brushed quite as nicely, but none of them 
so pig-headed. That is his great fault—he will not see 
things as I see them. 

“Aaron,” I said, while waiting for the clams, ‘I was 
detained tonight to talk to the Stage Manager. He thinks I 
can get a good laugh and a good hand on my last exit if I 
fall right through the long window backward, as though the 
shutters had given way.” 
‘Who catches you on the other side?”” demanded my 

companion suspiciously. 
‘How can you be so silly?” I exclaimed. ‘I suppose 

one of the stage-hands will. You can never depend on an 
actor, or I’d ask one of the 

company to look after me.” 
Aaron deliberated a minute. 
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“Then, Without Warning, Aaron Kissed Me on the Lips” 
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your pretty, tired face covered with a map of queer wrin- 
kles, prancing about for a lot of lazy, idle humans to giggle 
over. I tell you, Darling, there is nothing in it. And—and 
I want you.” 

As his voice went husky, not from weak emotion but from 
great sincerity, | turned as I had often done before, and 
looked perplexedly into the mirror in the side of the wall; 
and IJ re-wondered how a big, broad man could struggle so 
long for a small, colorless, thin girl of twenty-three —a 
woman who didn’t want him, didn’t want anything except 
to be let alone, to have a fair part in an agreeable company, 
and a dressing-room near enough to the others to borrow 
rduge and exchange gossip without effort. I had said some 
of these things to Aaron before, and I pushed away my 
chicken and ham preparing to say them all over again. 
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“‘ Aaron,” I began wearily, ‘ you know well that ever since 
I was old enough to remember anything I wanted to go on 
the stage. I couldn’t have been over six or seven when I 
signed all the pledges at a temperance revival. It was not at 
all because I had religion, but because I saw that the con- 
verted ones were allowed to recite texts from the platform. 
I wanted to recite, too, and I did. My mother and father 
were dead, you remember, and the relatives who brought 
me up were just that poor type of villagers who felt I was 
started on the right path. When I was a little older I began 
to know just what it was I wanted; and, as I had long been 
granted the medal as the leading elocutionist of the village, 
the general opinion was that, when the time was ripe, it was 
only fair to the stage that it should have me.”’ 

““T suppose you call fifteen ‘when the time was ripe,’”’ 
interrupted Aaron excitedly. 

“No, I don’t,”’ I admitted, ‘I was too young; but I had 
been to a high school, my relatives wanted to move to a 
farm, which I didn’t want, and I had an opportunity to go 
East with the minister.’ I put my hands to my face and 
laughed a little. ‘‘ Did I ever tell you,” I resumed, “of my 
embarrassment on my first night in the sleeper, and of my 
kneeling down in the aisle to say my prayers with the cur- 
tains drawn so well over me that the conductor stumbled 
across my figure? He was much alarmed, and thought I 
had fainted, and I was so shy about confessing what I was 
really doing that I pretended I had.” 

“*Pretends,’ ‘pretends,’”’ said Aaron; ‘‘that’s what your 
life is made of; all of you ‘pretending’ like little children. 
And do you still say your prayers?” he added suddenly. 

“Yes, I do,’”’ I snapped, ashamed to be ashamed. 
But Aaron’s eyes softened; he reached over and laid 

one of his warm hands on my chilly one. ‘‘ Dearest,’’ he 
breathed. 

It was rather nice, but I pushed back my chair to go, and 
Aaron beckoned for the check. I put on my gloves leisurely. 
“You needn’t think I’m through,” I said. 

“What, more supper?” 
“‘No, more story. Gracious, Aaron!—another!’’ as he 

opened his bill purse. ‘‘ You never seem to have anything 
but hundred-dollar bills; he’ll be ages getting that changed.” 

““Go on,”’ said Aaron quietly, ‘‘but my turn next.” 
“Well, it’s just this. All 

through my year at the school 
of acting my veneration for the 

‘Better have a stage-hand,”’ 
he finally advised; ‘‘they’re 
dirty, but at least they work 
for their living.” 

1 was devouring my third 
clam by this time and the clams 
were very cold and good, but I 
put down my fork and reached 
for my fur. Aaron forestalled 
ine by seizing it hurriedly. 
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“You know perfectly well,” 
I stormed, ‘‘that I will not 
have my profession abused.” 

“1 didn’t mean to abuse it,” 
he replied humbly, the while 
sitting on my fur. ‘‘ But I can’t 
think of you bouncing around 
every night like a rubber ball 
from one man’s arms to an- 
other’s, and keep calm.” 

“You know that when | do 
bounce in and out of men’s 
arms it’s all comedy,” I re- 
torted. ‘‘ How would you like 
to have me a leading woman 
making love and being made 
love to through every act? A 
character woman doesn’t have 
that to undergo, anyway.” 
“Undergo, ’’almost sneered 

Aaron. ‘I suppose you claim 
that a stage kiss is physical and 
mental agony.” 

It was well the band was 
playing, for I vulgarly shrieked 
my answer: “‘I say to you now 
and for all, Aaron Adams, that 
a stage kiss is a piece of stage 
business like sitting down or 
getting up, only a little more 
exacting for fear you'll get 
rouge on each other’s cheeks.” 

“Don’t say ‘you’ when 
speaking to me,” he replied, 
looking dangerous. ‘I’m not 
an actor 

When Aaron looks dan- 
gerous | get sort of weak and 
my hands go loose in my lap. 
‘Aaron, only tell me,” I said, 
— What do you want me to do?” 
here was a break in my voice. 
Character women are not sup- 
posed to do these things, but I 
knew the trick. 

Aaron helped me to chicken 
and ham. He wasn’t danger- 
ous any more. ‘You know 
What | want,” he declared. ‘‘! 
Want you to give up the stage 
and be my wife instead. I 
Want you to let me love you 

a | stage increased. If that school 
didn’t do me any other good 
it gave me a respect for my 
calling which those first miser- 
able years of travel in cheap 
companies could not dissipate. 
There wasn’t much veneration 
in‘ those ‘troupes,’ and very 
little artistic endeavor. But I 
had never cherished false illu- 
sions, and later, when I got 
into better companies, I found 
conditions even happier than I 
had imagined. I really feel an 
integral part of the theatre 
now. If I married you I'd 
leave my right arm behind. 
You'd have a maimed lady to 
look after.” 

The change came, and after 
putting on our things we 
walked up toward my hotel. 
The air was cool under the 
early April sky; the big lights 
of Long Acre had given place 
to a late moon which looked 
a little old-fashioned after the 
glowing advertisements in rain- 
bow colors. I slipped my arm 
through Aaron's. It would be 
so pleasant to go on supping 
with him—and part at my 
hotel door. Why could not 

men bereasonable? But Aaron 
was silently arguing in a differ- 
ent strain, and at the corner 
of Forty-seventh Street he 
stopped. He never could talk 
and walk both. 

‘“‘What you don’t take into 
consideration,” he began ‘‘is 
that love has a place all to 
itself, and since it rules the 

world I think I am not crazy 

when I say it should be given 

Fe, first place. You can’t any more 
compare acting with love than 

you can compare cheese with a 
rocking-chair. If your talent 
had run along the lines of lead 

ing business, and if your sense 

of humor had not preserved you 
from such a fate and made a 
character woman of you, you 
would probably have been 
pestered bya good many men 

who move about in the ‘artis- 
tic’ world sufficiently to meet 
women of the stage. Some ot 
them would have made the 
right kind of love to you, and 
some wouldn't. But I don’t Pwd 

and shelter you. Think of a 
lit le nervous girl like you, with “Aaron’s Eyes Softened; He Laid His Hand on Mine. ‘Dearest,’ He Breathed” 

think any of them could care 
more than I have cared from 
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the very first day when that amiable throat-specialist 
introduced us in his office. He had no right to, of course, 
but bless him!” 

“You've lost your point,”’ I said, beginning to move on. 
“No, I haven't,” he protested, stopping me again. 

“There isn’t any beginning nor any end to my point. 
It’s just this: I want you for my wife, and I’m going to 
have you, and I’m going to wait for you every night; 
though, goodness knows, I feel an ass hanging around a 
stage door; and I’m going to make love to you till you 
see things right, and then marry me. You’re just so 
saturated with ‘pretends’—children’s ‘pretends’—that 
you can’t get a proper viewpoint.” 

If there’s anything that makes me “‘mad”’ it’s to have 
some one insinuate that I’m infatuated with the stage. 
So I said to him: “Allright. I like to see you; I always 
like to be with you; but I say to you solemnly that the 
first opportunity that presents itself for me to leave New 
York I shall accept.” 

Aaron and I walked on to. the door of the hotel and 
parted in perfect silence. I hadn’t the remotest idea what 
he was thinking of, and it was simply maddening. 

T IS understood in the hotel office that I am never to be 
rung up on the telephone till the hour I am to be called. 

I had a long time beating this into them, but they are 
fairly well trained now. Once I would dash out of bed 
to talk airy nothings to some girl who had gone to sleep 
at ten and was ready for the day at eight. Now, when I 
am by accident aroused, I talk in my vocal cords and 
don’t send my voice curving out over the roof of my 
mouth, and the girl at the other end says, ‘“‘ Mercy, have 
I waked you up!” and feels very guilty, as she should. 

With all the talk now about the busy life of the actress, 
the general public have grown more conscious than they 
were as to the habits of ‘‘my ain people.” Still they don’t 
know anything about it yet, and they never should. 
I wouldn't for the world shake their belief, for instance, 
that a piece which is a success has anything but continual 
rehearsals; rehearsals serve too excellently as an excuse 
for avoiding the things one doesn’t want to do. 
When a rehearsal call does come, however, it always 

falls on the day of a particularly nice luncheon, and tele- 
grams have to be sent in all directions. The curious 
thing is that, no matter what the degree of a player, she 
almost never stays away from a rehearsal—that is, if she 
is needed. She may come in late with hackneyed tales of 
“coal-wagon on the track”’ or ‘wasn’t called’’; but she 
comes, and while she complains of missing her luncheon, 
yet the sense of discipline, the strongest unadmitted note 
in a theatre, is too powerful for her to withstand. 

The things that take an actress’s time are the going to 
bed and the getting up. My dear old relative in the West 
sent me a neat plan for living when I accepted my first 
engagement. Her argument was that I could easily be 
in bed and asleep by eleven-thirty, since I left the theatre 
by eleven; and I could then be up by eight, ready for a 
long, happy day darning stockings and improving my 
mind. But at eleven the actor’s work is just over, and 
he is nervously but not physically tired. The blood is 
in his head and he is hungry, for his dinner has been 
light and early. Like a true laboring-man he sits among 
his friends and chats a while, then goes home, reads a 
bit, and prepares for sleep. He need not be supping in 
a fashionable restaurant. It need not even be New York. 
I know of at least two great stars who look upon their 
spring tour as real playtime. ‘‘Have you found where 
the lunch wagon is?” one of them used to say to me 
during her “‘intense’’ scene. And when the play was over 
we would go across the village green with the glimmering 
light of the ‘‘White House’’ wagon as a beacon, and on 
high stools, with our feet tucked up on the rounds, devour 
onions with hot milk, and talk ‘‘shop.” 

ort 

Having justified myself for supping late, I must still 
account for my being called at eleven o’clock in the morn- 
ing; for there is something slothful in sleeping from one 
till eleven —if one really did sleep from that time, but 
one does not, at least not if one is a character woman. 
Before I leave the theatre even there is a good twenty 
minutes of wig-removing, wrinkle-removing, eyebrow- 
removing, and general remodeling of my figure. 

When I get home I pull off my gloves, take off my 
blouse, and look ruefully at the traces of stain on my arm 
intended to make it toil-worn, and the shadows of blue 
grease-paint rubbed in to hollow my neck, shadows which 
the cold cream and colder water of the theatre have not 
entirely removed. My hair all around the edges is silver- 
white, for strands were drawn up over my gray wig, and 
then powdered, and after that silvered so as to give the 
appearance of real gray hair growing from the roots. 
Under my big hat and draped veil this did not show at 
supper; but now this hair must be carefully separated 
from the untouched brown and brushed vigorously. The 
silver powder is ruinous to hair and everything it touches, 
and I have to spread a paper on my toilet-table over 
which I lean. After that those discolored strands must be 
washed, and, since this nightly performance is too drying, 
an oil is rubbed into the scalp. 

Then comes a careful washing with the use of pumice on 
the arms to remove the toil-worn stains. It reddens the 
skin and a balm is applied, while a thicker cream than 
that used to remove make-up is massaged into the skin 
of the face. For all through the evening that poor visage 
has been drawn up into a network of expressive lines, and, 
when one is tired they are apt to remain. Last of all a 
warm wrapper is put on, and, with the windows open, 
come a few calisthenics just to straighten the shoulders 
that have been bent for three hours. 

These antics over, on the evening of April third —the 
morning of April fourth rather —Rhoda Miller went to 
bed. She was very, very tired, but the events of the even- 
ing floated through her mind. She had lost that laugh 
in the second act because she had not waited; yes, the 
audience was slow to get the points—how smooth Aaron's 
face was—they might put a mattress back of the window 
—she really wouldn’t need a man to catch her —but that 
was giving in to Aaron—well, why not?—on the other 
hand, why?—had Aaron ever given in to her?—besides, 
this Aaron business must be stopped—why hadn’t he 
replied to her last words?—what were her words? —‘ The 
first opportunity—leave New York—shall accept ——” 
and quite right, too— quite 

The bell of the telephone rang frantically, and I sat up 
in my bed, digging for my watch belligerently. It was 
only ten; but the bell continued to ring, and to stop the 
tattoo it was beating on my nerves I flew to the call. 

““Who’s there?” I croaked. 
“Miss Miller, I can’t help it,’’ came the hurried voice 

of the girl at the switchboard downstairs. ‘‘It’s a 
theatrical manager; he’s on the wire now . 

“Hallo, hallo,” broke in a gruff voice; “I'll explain to 
Miss Miller. Miss Miller?” 

““Yes,”’ I answered, removing the croak from my voice 
with great dexterity. ‘‘Who is this?” 

“This is the office of Junius Cutting. Mr. Cutting 
wants to see you this morning; right away, please.” 

“Well, I'd like to wash my face.” 
The man laughed, and I heard him repeat my scintilla- 

tion, and then after a pause, ‘‘ Mr. Cutting says to have 
some breakfast, too, but don’t stop to read the paper.” 

“All right, I’ll be down,” I answered. 
I dashed in and out of my cold bath, then ordered up 

my breakfast with a comb in one hand and the receiver 
in the other, and dressed between mouthfuls. I wore my 
second-best furs and paid small attention to my hair. 
I took a fierce delight in this, for it would need years of 
such carelessness of detail to make up for the weary hours 
I primped in other days before I dared present myself, 
tremblingly, before the managers. 

eX 

Once in the office, comparisons again thrust themselves 
upon me. I slipped in quietly, for already the outer room 
was filled with actors and actresses, singers and dancers, 
and eager young playwrights. The office boy, recognizing 
me, said he would take in my card, and ‘seeing that this 
must be the proper thing to do, a young woman offered 
hers also, but he passed it by scornfully. I blushed apolo- 
getically. ‘‘I have an appointment,” I explained. But 
there was a vaingloriousness about the word ‘“‘appoint- 
ment’ which made me eVen more unhappy. 

The door of the manager’s office opened, and a scared 
young man shot out. He had gone into the sanctum but a 
moment before, whilé I was entering the outer room. 
Behind him appeared Junius Cutting. The actress who 
was evidently “ next’’ advanced toward him, but he looked 
through her with unseeing eyes. ‘‘ Will you come in, Miss 
Miller?”’ he called, and, murmuring an apology for any 
one in the room who cared to accept it, I made my exit. 

In the revolving chair the ogre again became a genial, 
smiling man. On the top of his desk was a row of leather- 
framed photographs—one of his wife, one of the baby in 
overalls, and one—without them. 

‘“‘Got a two weeks’ clause with your people?’’ he began 
briskly. 

By this question he meant had I a contract with my 
present management which permitted me to give them, 
or them to give me, two weeks’ notice about leaving the 
cast. It is a customary clause in all theatrical contracts 
(except those of a few poor managements who reserve 
that blessed privilege for themselves alone). As we climb 
a little higher clauses are written in for us, which adds to 
our importance and pleases our vanity. Then comes a 
delightful period (before we arrive at starship, when a 
special contract is made out with red seals and lawyers all 
over the place) when there are no contracts at all; we 
shake hands with the management as we go in and as we 
go out, and every one is on his honor to behave himself 
and to play fair. I had arrived at the stage of no contract, 
and told Mr. Cutting so. 

‘‘Humph!”’ he said, thinking better of me, but con- 
cealing it. ‘‘Still, I’m good friends with the Fullers, and I 
suppose they’d let you off.”’ 

‘I’m very comfortable where I am,”’ I replied, dying to 
know “what was up,” but also concealing it. 

He turned carelessly to his desk. ‘Don’t suppose a 
big part in London would attract you, then?” 

Abig part in London! The roses in the carpet came 
up before my distorted vision and wreathed themselves 
around the manager’s head. His wife waved dizzily 
from her frame. A big part in London! It was the zenith 
of my ambition, and yet it was not the accomplishment 
of my desire that was whirling around in my mind with 
the carpet roses and the manager’s wife, but my insistent 
phrase of the night before: ‘‘ The first opportunity that 
presents itself for me to leave New York I shall accept.” 

or 

Then I found myself saying: 
“‘T like to play a big part anywhere and I’m pleased that 

you want me; still, this piece I’m in is apt to run all 
summer, and I suppose that the other would be a risk. 
May I ask what your play is?”’ 

“It is a new one of Hallam’s; the scenes are laid in 
America; some of the characters English, but most of them 
Western, so we want to get good types. Your part is the 
best of all—an ugly old half-breed, perfectly hideous crea- 
ture, a delightful thing to play. Any one could make a 
hit init.” This last he added absently, which showed that 
the fight was on. 

“T have no doubt Mr. Fuller will release me,” I said, 
“‘especially if you make it a point and I am bettering 
myself in every way.” ‘Every way” was slightly 
emphasized. 

“You will undoubtedly better yourself,’”’ responded 
Mr. Cutting; ‘‘it’s the chance of a lifetime. Of course, 
as regards salary ——” he hesitated. 

“Oh, yes, salary,” I echoed, as though it were a new 
thought. 

“Well, salaries are not the same in London as in New 
York, but you can live more cheaply and have a nice 
summer, too.” 

“Perhaps.” 
“It’s a risk; but then everything’s a risk. The play 

you're in might fall as flat asa burst balloon on the first hot 
day,” and there he was right. ‘I can’t guarantee any- 
thing but your passage there and back, two weeks’ guar- 
antee and a fair salary —a big one for London.” 

“T want just what I’m getting now—one hundred and 
fifty dollars weekly ——”’ 

I didn’t get any further, for Mr. Cutting revolved in his 
chair and laughed. ‘Gracious, girl! That’s a prince’s 
ransom in London.” 

‘*Well, it’s mine, too; and, more than that, I want six 
weeks’ guarantee. It’s only fair 

But the manager cut me short again, and for fifteen 
minutes by polite negation we assured each other how 

indifferent we were to the engagement. It finally ended 
in my conceding a point as I had intended to do, and in 
his conceding a point as he had intended to do, for I was 
to receive the same salary but no guarantee. 

It really was an excellent summer’s engagement; and 
yet somehow, as I passed through the outer room after 
shaking hands cordially with Junius Cutting, I was feel- 
ing rather sorry for myself—sorrier even for myself than 
for all those waiting ones who were not being driven from 
their dear country through the persistent attentions of 
Aaron Adams. With this grievance in my mind, as soon 
as I had talked and wept a little in Mr. Fuller’s office and 
had finally been honorably released, I went straight to the 
telephone to tell that man what he had forced me into. 

ot 

I didn’t tell him, however. I wanted to be on hand to 
see how he'd ‘‘take it,” so I just said that I wanted to 
see him. 

“Well, I’m glad of that,”’ was the response. ‘‘I hope 
you are going to say you're sorry for your outrageous 
behavior of last night.” 

‘“‘T’m not,” I called back, looking coquettish and realiz- 
ing how absurd it was todoso. ‘But I'll give you lunch- 
eon if that will help matters.” 

Giving Aaron luncheon meant that I would pick out a 
place and he would pay the bill. 

‘Luncheon, eh?” came back in rather pleased metallics. 
“‘Then you were up early. Did you get the worm?” 

“‘Rather,” I answered, mindful of Cutting. 
“‘Did he squirm ?”’ 
“*Oh, did he!” 
‘Poor fellow!” 

trifle jealous. 
suppose.” 

‘*Please don’t, I’msohungry. I don’t mean bait makes 
me so—but where can we go?”’ 

‘‘Why don’t you come downtown? I'll meet you at the 
Subway and we can have a meal in peace without mas- 
ticating to music.” 
We had done this before, so arrangements were easily 

completed. Indeed I was flying out of the booth when 
the girl at the switchboard cried out, ‘‘He’s calling you 
again, Miss,’’ and that brought me back, she and I both 
with receivers to our ears. 

“*Ves, I’m here—what?” 
“Oh, just by-the-way—will you be my wife?” 
‘‘ Aaron, how can you? The girl is listening.” 
‘Well, I’m not ashamed of it.”’ 
““You don’t have to face her.” 
‘Is she so dreadful?” 
“é Ssh ! ” 

“But will you?” 

“No; 
“All right; come down anyway and I'll poison the 

soup.” 
“I don’t want soup.” 
“‘Great Scott! How British in our humor today.” 
“British, ha! You just wait—wait.” And I hung up 

the ’phone. 
“Double charge, please,” said the telephone girl; 

and very pink in the face I rushed on to the station. 
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Somehow I didn’t find it easy to tell him on the way to 
the restaurant, and it was not until the little tournedos 
were brought on that I found an opportunity. 

‘This is good beef,’’ said Aaron, plastering his with 
Béarnaise sauce. 

“‘Our best beef goes to England, doesn’t it?’’ I began 
very artfully. 

“It certainly does not,’”’ he responded. vigorously. 
“The best of no American product goes out of America. 
It doesn’t need to.” 

“‘[’m sorry to hear you say that,’ I said feebly. 
“Oh, well, don’t take it to heart, Dear; the beef doesn’t 

mind.” 
‘‘But I do,” I almost tearfully insisted. 
Aaron put down his knife and paused, eying me 

tenderly but anxiously. ‘‘What’s the matter, Dear?’’ he 
asked. 

“I’m going to England,” I gulped forlornly. 
‘“‘For a vacation? Good.” 
‘‘No, to play; to stay there forever—at least to stay 

there until you forget me. It’s my opportunity, and I— 
I’ve seized it.” 
When I went to bed that night I remembered I had 

been so busy with the lump in my throat that I had not 
watched particularly how Aaron had ‘‘taken it.’ I 
recalled, however, that he had held my hand and looked 
into my face. ‘Dear little love,’’ he had said simply; 
‘‘poor little love.” 

Later, after what I can conscientiously call pulling 
himself together, he went back to his tournedos. 

‘“You may make me miserable,” he said, as he renewed 
his attack upon it; ‘but, thank goodness! you can’t take 
my appetite from me.” 

Then there was a lot of talk which made me even more 
set, and by the time coffee was served he had just one 
more ‘‘last alternative’ to suggest. ‘‘ Rhoda,’’ he said 
earnestly, ‘if you are really going out of your own coun- 
try and giving up what you call a ‘ pleasant and profitable 
engagement’ here in order to get away from me, Ill 
pledge you my word of honor that you can stay on in 
New York unmolested. I'll be within call, as you know, 
but I shall never see you.” 

This was making things very difficult. Visions of 
dreary evenings rose up before me, of lonely suppers; 
and all the time right within reaching distance Aaron 
Adams and the pleasant hour after the play. Besides, 
there was London and the chance of playing a good réle 
in that Mecca of all actors, of adding to my reputation. 
My questioner saw my hesitation and, being a man with- 
out vanity, attributed none of it to himself. 

‘‘You have answered me,” he went on; ‘‘ you want to 
go. You've seized the ‘opportunity’ that you spoke of 
last night because it suits your convenience. That’s your 
excuse, not your reason. You're just enjoying one of 
your ‘pretends’; but let me tell you, little girl, don’t 
imagine you'll be married to your art. There’s only one 
thing a woman can be married to, and that’s a man. 
They’re not synonymous—my love and your art; and 
don’t you forget it.”’ 

cried Aaron, uncomprehending and a 
““Now you'll use him as bait for me, 
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Sweet and low, sweet and low, 

Wind of the western sea, 
Low, low, breathe and blow, 

Wind of the western sea! 

Over the rolling waters go, 

Come from the dying moon, and blow, 

low him again to me; 
While my little one, while my pretty one, sleeps. 

s is the first of a series of fu ge ures painted for The Journal by W. 
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Sleep and rest, sleep and rest, 

Father will come to thee soon; 

Rest, rest, on mother’s breast, 

Father will come to thee soon; 
Father will come to his babe in the nes 

Silver sails all out of the west 

Under the silver moon; 
Sleep, my little one, sleep, my pretty one, 

Taylor, illustrating so 
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-What Being a Woman has Meant to Me 

ORAWN BY 
EMLEN MCCONNELL 

WILL begin at sixteen—as a 
pretty girl, aching for a good 
time and full of impractical senti- 
ment which constantly counter- 
acted the instruction I had all 
my life received, that as a poor 
girl I must, when womanhood 
arrived, do something to improve 
the family fortunes. I sincerely 
meant to do this, but my atten- 
tion was fatally distracted by 

my intense joy in living and the natural gayety of my 
disposition. 

No girl ever had a better mother, and yet I was 
strangely blinded to Mother’s cruel anxiety and need for 
me to be more practical. It never seemed to me to 
matter if there was only bread and water to eat—though 
there was usually something more—so long as there was 
a drive, a stroll at twilight, a little impromptu dance. 
We were desperately poor—Father was dead, Mother 
had practically nothing, and there were three of us girls. 
But I never minded being shabby—and I generally was 
shabby—so long as there was a young fellow to tell me 
that I was pretty, and that he adored me! 
We lived in a small village—a muddy, dusty, ill-kept 

little town. There was little wealth in it, but the people 
whom I knew and with whom our family associated were 
gentlefolk—a set of people who lived smartly, who gave 
dinners and dances, who read books and magazines, who 
cultivated music and made much of social graces. 

Our family was recognized by this social set in a rather 
peculiar way. I think my mother’s fine character, her 
intellect and her sense of humor were appreciated, and 
besides, she had a way of asserting herself that com- 
manded respect; and no one could fail to admire the 
discretion, the rectitude of her widowed life and her 
devotion to three unruly children, who with all their faults 
still showed some glimmerings of their mother’s genius. 

We were tagtail on an aristocratic set, and if you have 
ever been tagtail and young and pretty, with every girl’s 
hand against your hand and every man’s eyes bent admir- 
ingly upon you, you will know what I mean when I say 
that my girlhood was pathetic. And yet I would not 
have missed having it just as it was in many ways. The 
poor have much to be grateful for. How we used to 
laugh over our makeshifts and subterfuges—our frantic 
scrambles to find clothes enough for all three girls. How 
we robbed Peter to pay Paul when trying to fix the house 
up for company. Our ridiculous old house, our poor 
clothes, our uncertain little income—all were weapons in 
the hands of the other girls, who recognized in us, despite 
many disadvantages, formidable rivals for the attentions 
of the young men of the community. 

While Mother brought us up wonderfully well in many 
ways, she was fearfully lax in her discipline regarding our 
relations with young men. She was the purest woman [| 
ever knew; her father and her husband were gentlemen 
in the truest sense. She had unbounded faith in the inno- 
cence of youth. Perhaps, after all, that faith was not 
misplaced. Owing to my premature development into 
womanhood I had several lovers when I was a very young 
girl. I am firmly convinced that there is nothing much 
worse fora girl than to have several lovers. If she has 
one sincere lover and marries him she is peculiarly for- 
tunate, and very foolish if she doesn’t know it. 

My Love Affairs 

HERE is no sillier attitude than that of a woman 
boasting of many lovers. It exposes her to the charge 

of vanity, of being soft, of deceit and double-dealing on 
her part. But if | am to tell what being a woman has 
meant to me I fear | must make some rather ugly con- 
fessions. First of all, let me, if possible, impress it upon 
the reader that I was as free from actual guile as a girl 
can be. I suffered somewhat from the Southern idea that 
a girl has a right to be a flirt. 

When I remember my girlhood as it was, with some 
tinge of shame that it should be so crowded with love 
affairs, so mixed with frivolities, I still have not the heart 
to be quite sorry. I know that many of the men who 
made love to me did so with quite as little serious purpose 
as I listened. But they were not ‘‘ making a fool of me”’: 
it was a case of give and take. I scorned the feminine fear 
of a man’s not being in earnest. What did I care, I who 
was never in earnest myself! 

It is a very unfortunate habit for a girl to form: that of 
having men tell her that they love her. She gets used to 
it, and then when she marries she misses something, and 
misses it dreadfully. In looking back over my brief years 
of girlhood, which were made up of a series of régimes of 
different lovers, I believe that I would have been happier 
(not better) in after life if I had been kept in a convent till 
I was married. But I insist that through all my love 
affairs and my minor flirtations I was intrinsically pure- 
minded, though men urged me to marry them by every 
argument known to man’s nature. How well I remember 
the men who kept away from me because they did not 
wish to love me, and how fondly I carry in my heart those 
who were just good comrades who loved me and whom I 
loved with never a real thought of marriage. There was 
nothing short of love between me and the young fellows 
I knew; the next step was coldness, indifference or posi- 
tive dislike; but there were grades in the love of the 
others, and I believe most of it was affection rather than 
the single desire for marriage. 

And so love dealt very strangely with me—I fairly 
despair of explaining it. I have loved so many men—and 
love them still; but to marry them—or desire even 
remotely to marry them—that is different. And now on 
the shady side of life—though I am wife, mother, grand- 
mother, I doubt very deeply whether I have ever loved 
a man as I should have loved to marry him. 

I Meet My Fate—and Marry 

NDER the circumstances it was inevitable that I 
should marry wrong. I was sincere in my quest for 

love, and too ignorant—not in spite of my many “chances 
to marry,” but because of them—to make a proper choice. 
Most of the men who had seriously asked me to marry 
them were men in years and schooled in the reticences 
which men learn as they grow in wisdom. I was not cold- 
blooded enough in my desire to marry to make any cal- 
culation of worldly advantage or propriety. Love was 
what I was looking for. So when I encountered the rash 
passion of a boy who was selfish enough to wish me to 
marry regardless of consequences, I believed that I recog- 
nized my destiny—and hurried into matrimony. 

All of my life had been premature: my early acquaint- 
ance with grief, my quick development into womanhood. 
From the dawn of life I had passionately longed for life’s 
experiences and grasped them eagerly as they came. But 
for my utter unshakable belief in love I would have been 
unhappy about marrying the boy. He was poor, he was 
too young to marry, his ideals of life were different from 
my own, we were both totally undisciplined, but no 
amount of argument on the part of my elders could con- 
vince me that I could possibly be unhappy if I married a 
man I loved. This utter faith in love is one of the cruelest 
things in life. My faith in love was and is boundless, but 
I was greatly tortured with doubt whether what I felt 
for the boy was love. All that I could say was that it was 
totally different from any feeling I had ever had for a 
lover. It isa pity fora girl to be thus confused, and this is 
one of the strongest reasons why a young woman should 
be kept from many love affairs. If I had been the child 
of wealthy parents no doubt I would have been hustled 
off to school or to Europe away from the boy. Then 
I would have pined away in foreign lands—or climbed out 
the seminary window and eloped with the boy. As it was, 
the few weak and helpless guardians I had gave up, and 
the boy and I were married. 

I was eighteen—so fearfully, pitiably young! 

My First Baby 

WAS three months married when quite suddenly the 
conviction seized me that my experiment wasa failure, 

and that I could not be married any longer. I wanted my 
mother and my home just as I had left it. I wanted my 
youth, my freedom. I announced the fact to Mother, 
and she came and got us both and took us to live with 
her. She was determined we should live together. It was 
good of her: most mothers would have left so undutiful 
and misguided a child to sweat it out. But Mother 
krew me—and, besides, she loved me. I was very happy 
for nearly a year. Mynearnessto Mother, whom I always 
loved better than any man on earth (though I had left 
her for one), in addition to having my young husband 
near me, seemed, in a measure, to approach my ideal of 
happiness. This happy period preceded the birth of my 
first baby and had a good effect upon her disposition. 
She is cheerful and gay and has a fine sense of humor, 
and is full of sane philosophies and healthful views of life. 

The birth of this child remains in my memory a per- 
petual question-mark as to the purposes of the Creator. 
I have been present at the birth of many modern babies. 
I have seen the sterilizing, the sanitation, the care of 
nurses and physicians, and I think backward with wonder 
to the birth of my baby. I was absolutely ignorant of 
motherhood. It was not the old way to explain or to 
discuss such things. I had no nurse, and Mother had no 
help in the kitchen. When my baby was about to come 
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The motif is to show how a woman may rise above the most 

I was afraid to say so, so I kept at work a whole long day 
in actual labor. I did a morning’s ironing and canned a 
lot of cherries, wishing to defer matters as long as possible, 
I suppose. I certainly succeeded, and when we finally 
sent for the village doctor he gave me a large dose of 
morphine by way of putting off the birth until the next 
day so that he could go home and go to bed! Women 
have died of such treatment. But it was not foreordered 
that I should die. When I remember how many years of 
health and happiness I have lived since the twenty-four 
hours that followed that dose of morphine, how I have 
laughed and danced and ridden horseback and gone in 
swimming, and what a genuine apostle of mirth I after- 
ward became, I fully believe the old Persian proverb 
about a woman, a dog and a walnut tree. 

I Hate Being a Woman 

AROSE from this experience to bare realizations. Deep 
in my soul was a bitter resentment toward God for 

having made me a woman. My whole mind was centred 
on the thought that it would be better to die than to have 
another child. Moreover, my husband had gone into a 
business and it was not a very prosperous one. There 
was debt and poverty to face. I was twenty years of age. 
You will think me unmotherly when I tell you what [ 
remember best about being twenty and a mother. It was 
a June evening, and my new baby insisted upon crying. 
My mother told me to take her into the kitchen where 
there was a fire and toast her little feet by the stove. Out 
on the front steps, in the odorous twilight of early sum- 
mer, my pretty young sister was entertaining a company 
of girls and boys. I could hear their merry voices in 
laughter and snatches of song. It was very quiet in the 
kitchen, save for the ticking of the old eight-day clock 
and the insistent fretting of this animated little bundle of 
flannel and cambric, the feet of which I had been advised 
to “toast.” I felt an awful sinking of the heart, and knew 
distinctly, without equivocation, that I wanted to be out in 
front there with those happy, light-hearted youngsters. 
The baby cried and I cried. The big tears rolled down my 
cheeks and moistened the baby’s dress, the twilight faded 
and the soft summer night came on. The baby fretted 
herself to sleep, and I, worn out with my early maternal 
cares, took her and flung myself with her upon the bed. 
Soon I, too, fell asleep, and there, later in the night, after 
the streets were silent and the ‘‘uptown” life was losing 
its charm, our light-hearted young husband and father 
found us. 

Before my baby was born I had arisen to the heights of 
actual womanhood: now I was thrust back once more 
into a torpor of dull wondering and a sense of the useless- 
ness of endeavor. For three years I was melancholy and 
gay by turns—irresponsible, aimless. 

My Fear of Motherhood 

HEN the terror came upon me and I knew that I was 
to have another child. My feelings are too pitiable 

to narrate. It was a silent, desperate time. I did not 
mention the fact to any one. I knew that I was under 
the disapproval of the family, because, as they all agreed, 
we did not ‘‘need” any more children. I cannot tell how 
many nights I lay awake crying, or simply staring into 
the dark, thinking horrible and bitter thoughts. I shut 
myself indoors, shunning company and hiding myself. 
I do not blame my mother for allowing me to do this. 
I had made her life very hard for her. My early and 
imprudent marriage had nearly killed her: my peculiar 
disposition, my lack of energy, my willingness to allow 
her to overwork caring for my first baby, all combined 
to make her position particularly painful and bitter. But 
if some angel could have appeared to us all and just asked 
us to have mercy on the child that was coming! 

I nearly died of fright. I am sure that if my heart had 
been in the least weak I should have died of sheer terror 
when the hour of trial came—but it was all unfounded, 
and I discovered that my first experience was, as I had 
but dimly suspected, a very unusual case. The little girl 
which came to us was phenomenally bright, desperately 
moody, morbidly sensitive. Her disposition was fairly 
ruined by my state of mind before she was born, and all 
her life long she will have to struggle against fearful odds 
of temperament—the inheritance of my misery before her 
birth. I wish I could go wherever a baby is coming and 
make the mother understand, as I now do, the sin of 
entailing this heritage on a child. The baby was born 
with a cold, and some way I got the idea that she was 
going to die. For a day and night I lay in agonized 
repentance over the state of mind I had been in about 
her coming. Then she got well, and I vowed to atone 
to her for my unmotherly attitude before her birth. 

I Decide There is No God 

HEN I arose I was a woman. Before I had been 
only a visionary child irrationally waiting for some 

destiny ahead. Now I knew that the destiny had arrived. 
I was married to a poor man and one who always would 
be poor, and I had two children to provide with reasons 
for being born. I got busy. 

One of the first things that I did was to decide that there 
was no God. The next decision I came to was that I would 
take hold of life with a strong hand. I decided not to 
be afraid of anything—neither God, man nor the devil. 
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O YOU know what electricity is?” 
asked a visiting member of a 
Board of Education. 

“‘T did,” the boy answered, ‘but 
I’ve forgotten.” 

‘‘What a pity!” said the exam- 
iner. ‘‘The only person in the 
world who ever knew!” 

We do not know what electricity 
is, and possibly never shall. We 
know a great many things that it 

will do, and we know how to make it do them. But what 
it is—that is different. So, too, we do not know what 
telepathy is. It seems to be a force exerted by the brain 
and nerves—organs as to the most familiar processes of 
which we have only the most imperfect knowledge. Some- 
times it acts upon material things, sometimes on the minds 
of others. It is probable that most people can produce 
it; but it is certain that most people never have, at least 
as far as they are aware. Even those who have great 
telepathic power cannot use it always; they seldom know 
in advance whether they can or not, or even what form it 

will take or what it will do when it does appear. Yet 
telepathy is today as much a fact as telegraphy, and the 
things it will do are even more marvelous. 

What can telepathy do? It has tremendous power over 
matter, for instance, as is shown in table-lifting. Only the 
ther day, in my personal experience, a celebrated novelist 
with a circle of dinner guests in a New York house, most of 
them skeptics, caused a mahogany table to leap into the air 
and with such violence that when it fell it was wrecked. 
The owner of the table, at least, is no longer a skeptic. 

Take the series of experiments by Count de Gasparin, of 
Switzerland, in which he was assisted, and his results certi- 
fied, by friends numbering from six to ten. The circle stood 
about the table in a manner that prevented the slightest 
suspicion that any one could exert on it any muscular force. 
They laid their hands upon the top of the table, little fingers 
touching, so as to form a united circle. One day, when the 
table was weighted with one hundred and sixteen pounds of 
sand, it rose free of the floor. Stones were added 
to the total of one hundred and sixty-five pounds 

to lift which would have taxed the united mus- 
cular efforts of the entire group. After a long 
hesitation the table lifted, several times in 
succession, each of its three legs. It lifted them 
with a force and a decision which were surprising. 

But the table’s strength, already put to so many 

proofs, could not withstand this last one. Bend- 
ing under the powerful swaying motion imparted 
by the total mass of one hundred and sixty-five 
pounds, it suddenly broke down; its centre-post 

split from top to bottom, and the entire mass 
rolled off—to the great peril of the company. 

ost 

HE telepathic power of mind over mind can- 
not, for obvious reasons, be so carefully 

observed nor so accurately measured; yet 
instance after instance has been collected, 
numbering literally thousands. Here is one, as 
told by Mr. F. W. H. Myers, a member of the 
Society for Psychical Research: 

‘In 1888 a gentleman, whom I shall call Mr. 
A, who has occupied a high public position in 

India, and whom I have known a long time, 
informed me that he awoke one morn- 
ing, in India, very early, and in the dawning 
light saw a lady, whom [I shall call Mrs. B, 
standing at the foot of his bed. At the same 

time he received an impression that she needed 
him. This was his sole experience in hallucina- 

tion, and it so much impressed him that he wrote 
tot he lady, who was in England at the time. 

‘This Mrs. B had decided to try telepathy on 
aman whom she knew to be possessed of the most 
workaday-world common-sense (Mr. A). His 
views and hers regarding most things were at 

the antipodes; he was a man who was very 
unreceptive, who would be entirely out of sym- 
pathy with her in her experiment, at which she 
new he would only laugh, while regarding her 

aS a simple tool in tricky hands. She willed that 
Mr. A might feel that she was near him and 
wanted his help, and that without any sugges- { 
tior. from her he would write to tell her she had 
influenced him that night. 
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“Mrs. B jotted down a memorandum of the date, but 
made no mention of the experiment to any one. In a few 
weeks she received the letter from the man in India.” 

To many, perhaps, this incident will seem less significant 
than the lifting of Count de Gasparin’s weighted table. A 
little thought will show, I believe, that it is vastly more so. 
Wireless telegraphy, the latest wonder of our age of wonders, 
succeeds at best in spelling out a message, letter by letter, 
at a distance of three thousand miles—across the Atlantic. 
It has at its call all the gigantic forces of electricity. As 
against this, the mind of a single woman cast itself eight 
thousand miles into space—one-third of the way around 
the earth—in such a manner as to find out a single unsym- 
pathetic mind among millions, wake him from sleep, make 
him see a vision, and from it receive a detailed message. 

ex 

“THESE three are representative instances of the mysterious 
power of the mind which we call telepathy. Three centu- 

ries ago such feats would have made the person who pro- 
duced them liable to be burned for witchcraft. In ancient 
Rome they would have established him as a soothsayer, 
who might have commanded the ‘serious attention, and 

perhaps the belief, of Julius Casar. In ancient Greece or 
still more ancient Egypt they would have established him as 
a priest of the temple of Apollo or of Memnon. 

Not so today. We live in an age of skepticism. 
The forces which Alexander and Cesar attributed to the 

gods, and which the Puritans attributed to the devil, we 
have come to regard merely as mysterious facts which it is 
our duty to establish and record. Yet these facts are daily 
revealing to us new possibilities of the minds and wills of all 
of us, and many think that in the end they will bring us 
clear knowledge of the human soul and proof of its immor- 
tality. 

The central question is how far the forces reveal an intel- 
ligence which the people who exert them do not recognize as 
their own, and of what order this strange intelligence may 
be. When Count de Gasparin’s circle caused the heavily- 
weighted table to rise there was no reason to think that any 
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mind was present except the minds with which they were 
willing that it should rise. It was not always so. They 
commanded the table to lift one of its legs and it did so as 
often and as high as they wished. They made the table 
dance to a tune; yielding in the most comical way to the 
invitation to dance the minuet, it took on grandmotherly 
airs, sedately made a half-turn, courtesied, and then came 
forward, turning the other side. 

Here is a thoroughly-attested case. The Reverend 
Stainton Moses, an Oxford graduate and a clergyman of 
unimpeached integrity, was lifted bodily six feet from the 
floor, in the presence of a circle of witnesses. 

‘“T felt my chair drawn back from the table,’’ he writes, 
‘and turned into the corner near which I sat. I was so 
placed that my face was turned away from the circle to the 
angle made by the two walls. In this position the chair was 
raised from the floor to the distance of, I should judge, 
twelve or fourteen inches. My feet touched the top of the 
skirting board, which would be about twelve inches in 
height. The chair remained suspended for a few moments, 
and then I felt myself going from it, higher and higher, with 
a very slow and easy movement. I had no sense of discom- 
fort nor of apprehension. I was perfectly conscious of what 
was being done, and described the process to those who were 
sitting at the table. I was close to the wall, so close that I 
was able to put a pencil firmly against my chest and to mark 
the spot opposite to me on the wall-paper. That mark, 
when measured afterward, was found to be rather more 
than six feet from the. floor, and from its position it was 
clear that my head must have been in the very corner of 
the room, close to the ceiling.” 

ont 

PROFESSIONAL medium, Daniel D. Home, performed 
feats of this kind in a state of trance. The most sensa- 

tional was when, in the presence of three witnesses, Lord 
Lindsay, Lord Adair and Captain Wynne, his body assumed 
a horizontal position, floated out of one window and into 
another—eighty-five feet above the ground! Before a com- 
mittee of the Dialectical Society Lord Lindsay described the 

case, showing that no fraud was possible; and 
his account was authenticated by Lord Adair. 

A Doctor Carpenter refused to believe their 
statement. He explained the case as due to 
hallucination, and intimated that Captain 
Wynne had not seen and had denied the phe- 
nomenon. Home asked Captain Wynne to write 
what he had seen. Captain Wynne wrote: ‘‘ The 
fact of your having gone out of the window and 
in at the other I can swear to.” 

That the intelligence of this unknown force 
of telepathy is not always in sympathy with the 
owner finds singular proof in the case of the family 
of a man of well-known character and scientific 
culture who developed these unknown powers. 
The father distrusted the influence of the forces 
on the health of his family and forbade them. 
After a few days his son, who had been shown 
to be the chief possessor of the forces in the 
family, became haunted by the powers within 
him, which, once having been given freedom, 
refused to be put under the ban. One day as the 
boy was taking a piano lesson a strange noise 
was heard in the instrument, at once musical 
and metallic. Presently the piano reared up on 
its back legs. Pupil and teacher fled to another 
instrument. There the action was repeated 
For days the boy was persecuted by such remon- 
strance. The most rigid inquiry was made, and 
no possibility of fraud detected. The first piano, 
a grand, weighed six hundred and sixty pounds. 
To lift its two front legs required an exertion 
of four hundred and forty pounds. The intelli- 
gence thus displayed was ill-proportioned to the 
force. The psychic power frequently seems, in 
fact, to have neither good sense nor a sweet dis- 
position. Frequently, I say; not always. 

There are men whom it enables to locate 
the best spot for a well. These men, called 

if \ “‘dowsers,” carry a freshly-cut bough between 
‘4 J their hands with the fork pointing upward. 

When the fork passes over a vein of water it 
trembles violently and circles downward on the 
pivot of the hands. I have myself seen this 
force so strongly exerted that when the operator 
gripped the rod in an effort to hold it in its 
original position it twisted free of its bark; or, 
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this failing, twisted the solid wood into shreds. The force 
is often as accurately as it is strongly exerted, and what is 
more wonderful, it communicates to the mind of the 
‘““dowser”’ accurate knowledge of the depth at which the 
water will be found. ° 

Here I avail myself of the rigidly-authenticated records 
of the Society for Psychical Research. An_ English 
country magistrate and proprietor of a Dairy Company 
required a large supply of pure water for his butter 
factory and tried several times in vain to find it. When 
his ‘hopes had almost gone and faith was all but spent” - 
he sent for a ‘‘dowser,”” who held the rod over the dry 
hole and said there was no water there at any depth. 
Within ten feet of it he found a spring too small to be of 
service. He walked all over the field and still with no 
result, until he stepped into a bunch of nettles in the 
corner. There he promised a good head of water at a 
depth of ‘not over twenty-five feet,”’ and said it was not 
running away, but stood ready to tap, and when tapped 
would come surging up. 

An old well-sinker was employed to dig. Several times 
he came to the owner and, showing specimens of soil, 
assured him that water was never found in such ground. 
He was told to go on digging. At twenty-two feet the 
doubting digger tapped a spring of such force that, his 
mates being away, he was in terror of being drowned. 

This is only one of innumerable well-established in- 
stances that might be cited. 

When Fire Did Not Burn the Human Body 

F ANY one imagines that he can explain how the 
psychic force lifts weights or agitates a divining rod let 

him try to explain certain other things that it does. Mr. 
Home, when in a trance, repeatedly proved, or seemed to 
prove, that fire would not burn the human body. Here 
is a case of a Mrs. Honeywood, attested by Lord Lindsay, 
who, with two other persons, was present. 

There was a lighted lamp on the table. Mr. Home, 
under the mysterious spell, deliberately grasped the 
chimney of the lamp with both hands; then, advancing 
to the lady of the house, he asked her to touch it, but she 
refused, knowing that it was hot. Mr. Homesaid: ‘‘ Have 
you no faith? Will you not trust me if I say it is cool?” 
She replied, ‘‘Certainly,” and placed her finger on the 
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glass, exclaiming, ‘‘Oh, it is not at all hot! 

This was corroborated by Lord Lindsay and a friend, 
who in turn both laid their fingers on the glass to test it. 
It appears that another member of the party remained 
skeptical. Mr. Home laughed, and without putting the 
glass back on the lamp said: ‘‘I will make it hot for you, 
old fellow. Now touch it.’”’ Mr. L did touch it, 
and exclaimed, ‘‘ You have, indeed!” shaking his hand 
and showing a red mark. So hot was the glass when a 
fourth person touched it that it raised a blister, which 
the person who told the incident saw some days later. 

Mr. Home now returned to the fireplace, and thrust 
the chimney into the red-hot coals, resting the end on the 
top bar; he left it there about four or five minutes, then, 
lifting it, he clasped it in both hands, went to the table, 
took a lucifer match from a box, and, handing it to the 
lady of the house, desired her to touch the glass. The 
match instantly ignited; and, having called the atten- 
tion of those present to this fact, he said: ‘‘ The tongue 
and lips are the most sensitive parts of the body,” and 
thrust the heated glass into his mouth, applying, espe- 
cially, his tongue to it. 

Again Mr. Home returned to the fire, and once more 
placed the glass on the coals, where he left it, and walked 
about the room. Going to the lamp, he passed his hand 
slowly backward and forward through the flame, not an 
inch from the wick. Returning to the fireplace he lifted 
the chimney and, moving the coals about with his hand, 
selected a small, flat, red-hot coal and placed it in the 
chimney, shook it up and down, and advancing to a lady 
playfully said, ‘‘Here is a present for you,’”’ and threw 
out the coal on her muslin dress. Catching it up in dis- 
may she tossed it to Lord Lindsay, who, unable to retain 
it in his hand, threw it from palm to palm until he reached 
the grate and flung it in. While we were all looking at 
the muslin dress and wondering that it was neither soiled 
nor singed, Mr. Home approached her and in a hurt tone 
of voice said: ‘‘ No, no, you will not find a mark; did you 
think that I would hurt your dress?”’ 

Here we have the telepathic force acting not only 
decisively but, moreover, with results which cannot be 
produced in any other manner—not by all the resources 
of physics and chemistry combined. The means of pro- 
ducing the effect is no more mysterious than the effect. 

The Influence of One Mind upon Another 

VERY simple explanation for all these instances of 
the power of mind over matter occurs to every one— 

sleight-of-hand and deception of the senses. From the 
beginning of time, as we know, these have been responsible 
for many, perhaps most, of the exhibitions of so-called 
supernatural powers, and the recent annals of spiritualism 
and hypnotism are mainly composed of cases of mercenary 
fraud detected. Hundreds of newspaper and magazine 
articles have appeared which relate the means, often 
crude enough, by which seeming marvels are produced. 
No one can be more sensible of the danger of fraud than 
are those men of high intelligence and lifelong training in 
that most difficult art of precise observation, who have, as 
individuals and as scientific societies, spent years in study 
of these mysterious psychic forces. They have often seen 
public ridicule fall upon themselves and their associates, 
and the work of weeks and months crumble and come to 
nothing, as the result of tardily-detected imposture 

Yet it may be asserted without fear of contradiction 
that throughout the story of what was once called the 
supernatural there has been a decisive element of truth 
mingled wich so much imposture. Today no fact of 
history and few facts of science are more solidly grounded 
than that the human mind is capable of developing an 
extraordinary and varied power over matter. 

So much for the influence of telepathy, as we call it, 
over matter. Now as to the influence of the human 
mind upon the human mind, to which the word telepathy 
is sometimes applied exclusively. The mind is the most 
complex, delicate and variable organ known to Nature, 
and when it acts upon another similarly mysterious organ 
the difficulty of obtaining scientific results is enormous. 
The cases are of two kinds, those which result from 

experiments by scientists, and those which appear of 
themselves —‘‘ spontaneously ”’—to people in general. 

Subjects under hypnotism are generally able to feel 
what the person controlling them feels, and often to taste 
what he tastes, even to see what he sees. Take a single 
instance, well authenticated by the Society for Psychical 
Research. In 1882 Dr. A. S. Wiltse, of Skiddy, Kansas, 
carried on a series of experiments in clairvoyance with a 
servant girl fifteen years of age. An interesting by- 
product of his experiments two witnesses described as 
follows: ‘‘When any of us would prick the Doctor with a 
pin the girl would flinch with the same part of her body. 
The girl did not use tobacco. The Doctor was ina differ- 
ent room with a wall between them. When he would 
smoke she grew nauseated, and seemed to taste the same 
as he did.” 

Tastes, Pains and Ideas are Often Transferred 

ITH subjects in a normal state of mind the results 
are perhaps less decisive, but still beyond question. 

In 1883 Mr. Malcolm Guthrie, of Liverpool, conducted 
a long series of experiments in tastes on two of his 
employees, Miss E and Miss R, with the aid of two lead- 
ing members of the Society for Psychical Research, Mr. 
Gurney and Mr. Myers. The test was that Mr. Guthrie 
would drink or eat in one room, and his two employees 
would taste the things he ate and name them. Several 
unforeseen difficulties marred the results. Certain of the 
substances tasted were not familiar to the women. Thus 
Miss E described port wine as ‘between eau de cologne 
and beer,”’ and candied ginger as ‘‘something sweet and 
hot.”” Miss R described port wine as raspberry vinegar. 
Sometimes there was no taste, or the wrong taste. But 
in almost half of the thirty-two experiments the taste was 
accurately named. Some of the answers indicate the 
reality of the sensations. Miss E described nutmeg as 
‘peppermint —no— what you put in puddings—nutmeg.”’ 
Miss R described alum as ‘‘a taste of ink—of iron—of 
vinegar. I feel it on my lips, as if I had been eating 
alum”; and caraway seeds as “like meal—like a seed 
loaf—caraway seeds.” 

Experiments in the transfer of pains are even more 
striking. One series of twenty produced eighteen total 
or approximate successes. Experiments in sounds, on 
the other hand, produce poor results, partly, perhaps, 
because to guard against error the sounds have usually 
to be not real but imagined. Card-guessing requires the 
transfer of numbers, colors and forms all at once. In his 
telepathic play, ‘‘The Witching Hour,’ Mr. Augustus 
Thomas represents his hero as performing the feat with- 
out fail. I have heard of such cases but have not been 
able to authenticate them. 

Experiments under hypnotism, or with the subject ina 
trance, have succeeded in transferring sensations, images, 

ideas, emotions and even commands of the will at a 
great distance, as we have found in the case of the woman 
in England who made her form seen and her will felt in 
India. But with the subject in a normal state the results 
of experiment are not so good, and experiments conducted 
by scientists have been especially unsatisfactory. It 
seems necessary to have a considerable degree of intimacy 
and affection between the communicating minds. Cases 
are worth considering only when the evidence is thor- 
oughly detailed and rests on the authority of two or more 
people. To make it convincing the experience of each 
party should be written down before conference with the 
other. Even then, it is wise to remember, there remains 
the possibility of fraud arranged beforehand. 

Marvelous Results of Two Women’s Experiments 

LADY in London (Miss X) had all her life had frequent 
interchanges of telepathy with her friends on the most 

commonplace subjects. Several members of the Society 
for Psychical Research knew her, and at the request of 
one of them she and a friend (Miss D) kept diaries of their 
experiences through the year 1888. Most of this time 
they were both in London, but during a part of it they 
were in far-distant counties of England. In Miss X’s 
diary there were fifty-five entries, twenty-seven of which 
were made before the event was known. Of these, three 
were failures and two possibly the result of chance. The 
other twenty-two cases relate to meeting particular 
people, receiving letters, playing music, etc. In Miss 
})’s diary there are thirty-five entries, of which twenty 
were recorded before the event was known. Of these 
fourteen were successes, two failures and four possible 
accidents. One of the acknowledged failures indicates the 
care that the Society takes not to exaggerate its results. 
Miss D records: ‘Tried several books. Finally took 
‘Villette.’’? Miss X records in her diary that she willed 
Miss D to read ‘The Professor,” also by Charlotte 
Bronté. In one case Miss D records: ‘‘ ? Music 9:30-10.” 
The question-mark was meant to indicate that Miss X 
had told her that at that hour she would be out, so she 
regarded the impression as probably false. But Miss X 
had stayed in and played. 

On five occasions in succession Miss D records music. 
On the fourth and fifth she records ‘‘Flash of Henslet”’ 
and ‘Faint Henslet,’”’ both preceded by a question-mark. 
On all these occasions Miss X was playing music of Henslet 
which Miss D had never heard, and had her friend vividly 
in mind, knowing that she would like the new music. On 
the last two occasions Miss D thought she recognized the 
unknown pieces as in the style of Henslet. On one 
occasion, when the two were many miles apart, Miss D 
records: ‘‘ Music never gets finished.’’ Miss X had been 
interrupted while playing by the arrival of visitors, and 
the unfinished music kept running through her mind. 

The most marvelous instances of the power of mind 
over mind are those which occur of themselves—‘‘spon- 
taneously’’—as a result of some emotional crisis. Fre- 
quently, it should be kept in mind—perhaps more fre- 
quently than not—visions and premonitions are found 
to be baseless or false. Yet the records of psychical 
research abound in cases of the highest interest. 

Miss X and Miss D record an instance of the spon- 
taneous transfer of the sense of smell. Miss X smelled 
fire, and could not trace the cause, though it followed her 
everywhere. The rest of the household quieted her only 
by the assurance that they could smell nothing. The fire 
was in the house where Miss D was living. It is signifi- 
cant that Miss D was led to discover the fire by thinking 
of Miss X. She had left some papers in disorder and 

remembered that Miss X ‘‘would insist upon order.” 
Going to the room where the papers were she found it in 
flames. She was thus thinking of Miss X when she caused 
her to smell fire. 

John Ruskin informed the Society of a case of the 
spontaneous transfer of the sense of pain which occurred 
to Mrs. Arthur Severn, wife of the celebrated painter. 
‘I woke up with a start,’’ Mrs. Severn wrote, ‘feeling I 
had had a hard blow on my mouth, and with a distinct 
sense that I had been cut and was bleeding under my 
upper lip, and seized my pocket-handkerchief and held 
it (in a little pushed lump) to the part as I sat up in bed.” 
There was no blood, and realizing that nothing could have 
stuck her she decided that she had been dreaming, and 
went to sleep again. This was at seven o'clock. Mr. 
Severn had been out for a morning sail and, coming in to 
breakfast at half-past nine, ‘‘sat farther away from me 
than usual, and every now and then put his pocket- 
handkerchief furtively up to his lip, in the way I had 
done.”’ On being questioned he confessed that a sudden 
squall striking his boat the tiller had swung about and 
hit him on the lip. He had had no watch with him, but 
judged that the accident occurred about the same time as 
Mrs. Severn’s sensation. 

Some People’s Strange Telepathic Experiences 

ROFESSOR WILLIAM JAMES tells of the case of 
F.H. Krebs, Junior, a Harvard undergraduate, who 

was haunted one afternoon by a sense of uneasiness that 
increased to a positive fear. ‘‘I fancied that there was 
some one continually behind me, and although I turned 
my chair around several times this feeling remained. 
At last I got up and went into my bedroom, looked under 
the bed and into the closet; finding nothing I came back 
into the room and looked behind the curtains.” Still the 
sensation haunted him, and to escape it he went to the 
room of a friend, to whom he described his sensations, and 
said that he believed that they were ‘‘a warning sent to 
show me that some one of my family had been injured or 
killed.” The next day he found that at noon the day 
before his father had been injured by jumping from a 
train in motion. Before the accident, the father related, 
he had not been thinking of his son, but at the moment 
it happened his whole family had flashed in a vision 
before him. 

A Mrs. Barber, living near Sheffield, recorded in her 
diary several cases in which her little daughter Evelyn 
read the unspoken ideas of her parents. While out shop- 
ping she had seen a big black dog with curly hair. She 
had it in her mind to tell her daughter of it, but was 
interrupted. About two mifutes afterward Evelyn said: 
‘‘Mother saw a big dog in a shop.” 

The mother gasped and answered: ‘‘ Yes, I did; but 
how did you know?” 

“With funny hair,” the child added calmly. 
Once the child’s father while breakfasting at an inn 

had found a cockroach in his coffee. He fished it out and 
went on with his meal with what courage he could, but 
got another in his mouth. Next day at breakfast he said: 
“What’s the most horrible thing that could happen to 

any one at breakfast? I don’t mean getting killed, or 
anything of that sort.” 

Evelyn looked up at him for a moment and said: ‘To 
have a blackcock (cockroach) in your coffee.” 

A Doctor G. Dupré narrates this: ‘‘I had just been 
visiting a patient and was coming downstairs, when 
suddenly I had the impression that my little girl of four 
years old had fallen down the stone stairs of my house 
and had hurt herself. Then gradually, after the first 
impression, as if the curtain which hid the sight from me 
were slowly drawn back, I saw my child lying at the foot 
of the stairs with her chin bleeding. I had no impression 
of hearing her cries.” 
When he reached home he found things exactly as he 

had seen them, and his wife said: ‘‘ My husband’s account 
of his telepathic experience is perfectly correct.” 

Evidences of Telepathy in Dreams are Very Strong 

N SLEEP there is reason to believe that mysterious 
thing which we call the subconscious mind acts with 

greatest power. Itis thus to be expected that evidences of 
telepathy in dreams are peculiarly strong. Here is a case 
of the burglary of a house closed for the summer. It is 
related by ‘‘ Mrs. E. J.,”” who was spending the summer in 
Lunenburg, Massachusetts, together with the Misses W, 
whose house was burglarized. 

Mrs. E. J. says: 
“In my dream I arrived unexpectedly at the house of 

the Misses W, in Cambridge, where I found everything in 
confusion, drawers emptied and their contents scattered 
about the floor, bundles unrolled and dresses taken from 
the closets. Then, as Il stepped into one room | saw four 
boys in bed—three or four; I cannot distinctly remember. 
I saw their faces distinctly, as they sat up in bed at my 
approach; but the recollection of their faces has faded 
from menow.” At breakfast she related the dream to the 
Misses W, ‘‘thinking only to amuse them.’”” Miss W 
confirms this, and adds that the eleven-o’clock mail 
brought word from the woman in charge of the house that 
it had been robbed. ‘‘ The policeman who went over the 
house with me said he had never seen a house more thor- 
oughly ransacked. We found that in the upper attic room 
the bed had evidently been used.” 

A Mr. R. V. Boyle tells this authenticated case: 
“My wife and | were in Simla, in the Himalayas, 

and my father-in-law and mother-in-law were living in 
Brighton, England. It seemed in my dream 
that I stood at the open door of a bedroom in a house in 
Brighton, and that before me, by candlelight, | saw my 
father-in-law lying pale upon his bed, while my mother- 
in-law passed silently across the room in attendance on 
him.” In the morning ‘‘the nature of the impression left 
upon me unmistakably was that my father-in-law was 
dead.”” He noted the dream in his diary and broke the 
news to his wife. After a few days he received a telegram 
from England saying that his father-in-law had died in 
Brighton. In due course they learned that the death had 
occurred on the night of the dream. 

Mrs. Boyle wrote that her husband had described the 
dream to her at the time as in his written account. Mr. 
Gurney, of the Society for Psychical Research, saw the 
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The Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 

2ND what is the news from 
London, Desmond?” asked 
Sheila idly. The afternoon post 
had..just been distributed and 
all the members ‘of the 
Fitzgerald family were immersed 
in letters. The arrival of the 
mail had grown to be an import- 
ant part of the day’s routine at 
Avonmere, and when General 
Fitzgerald presided he enlivened 

the officialdom of his own news and the impersonality 
of his ‘‘London Times” by calling upon his children to 
read aloud any letter whose appearance or postmarks 
seemed to promise entertainment. This form of amuse- 
ment, and the impromptu ‘‘editing’’ it entailed, was 
popular with none of his children, but it was an especial 
hardship to Sheila, the only daughter of his house, who 
was, as he found occasion to remark at least fifty times 
a day, ‘‘the very living image of his poor, dear mother. 
A most extraordinary likeness, by Jove.” 

It was a most extraordinary likeness» The girl who had 
come to Avonmere in response to the commanding invita- 
tion which the General had forwarded to his scattered 
children bore no slightest relationship either to him or 
to his poor, dear mother. She was the Lady Rosnah 
Creighton. She was the nearest friend of the real Sheila 
Fitzgerald. Her brother, young Sir Kevin Creighton, 
was betrothed to that insubordinate young person who 
had refused pointblank to obey the summons to the 
family reunion which was designed to celebrate General 
Fitzgerald’s return to his native land after thirty years’ 
campaigning in India. 

Rosnah, older by a year than the young lovers, had 
urged and remonstrated in vain. Sheila was immovable. 
Kevin told her so. But they had persuaded and cajoled 
the Lady Rosnah to take the part of only daughter and 
only sister until such time as the truth of Sheila's engage- 
ment might safely be broken to the choleric General and 
his gentle consort either by the truants in person or by 
the understudy. And as Kevin assured his sister with 
conviction and admiration: 

‘The old boy is lucky to get a daughter at all: staying 
all these years in India and never once coming home tosee 
her. You'll do for him as well as Sheila could. And 
nobody but Sheila will do at all for me.”’ 
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But upon this perfect afternoon the General and the 
Lady Mary had driven into Dublin to lunch at the Vice- 
Regal Lodge, and the brothers read their letters in blessed 
freedom and went promptly about their own devices, 
leaving their elder brother and their only sister en ¢éte-a- 
léte upon the terrace. 

“In London?” he repeated when her question reached 
him. ‘‘Oh, the usual thing. The height of the season, 
you know. The usual number of balls and dinners and 
new plays. More than the usual number of débutantes 
and twice the usual number of royal foreigners incognito. 
I hate that custom intensely. If the people are not 
known then there is a nasty air of deceit about the thing. 
If they are known (and most commonly they are) then it 
is merely stupid. And why men and women of any 
station or of any title should find amusement in conceal- 
ing their individuality and abandoning their responsi- 
bilities is a thing which I could never understand. 
Masquerade of any kind is most distasteful to me.” 

‘But sometimes,” Sheila urged, “it is kind or necessary 
or advisable. You remember the King in the ‘Arabian 
Nights’ and all the good he did for his people?” 

“On an Arabian night, perhaps,’ admitted this learned 
barrister-at-law. ‘‘But on British days, my dear Sheila, 
you will find that people keep to their own name and 
station, unless they want to do something unbecoming or 
unlawful. We seea great deal of that sort of thing in my 
profession and we rarely find that the motive will bear 
examination. It is not commonly done for good.” 

“Or for fun?’’ Sheila suggested hopefully. 
“Nor for fun,’” he answered. ‘The fun which requires 

that sort of preparation is not very funny.” 

with him. Distinctly it was not funny.. She thought 
with a little mental gasp, half of mischief and half of 
fright, that Desmond would have found a text ready to 
his hand in the letters which lay in hers. 

‘“‘Rosnah, darling,” the first began, ‘‘I know you will think me 
the worst of cowards, but you simply must go on being me for 
another few days. I know it is mean and shabby of me. I know 
1 am a shocking coward, but I cannot bring myself to face those 
relatives of mine of whom you seem so fond. I wish with all my 
heart that you could have them altogether. You remember that I 
wished it when the General’s letter came. Well, now, I wish it 
more than ever. I can’t bring myself to leave Kevin and be an 
inconsiderable item in a large family of practical strangers. But 
truly, dear, and really, 1 will come home very soon now, and, of 
course, if they discover the truth I shall come at once and face the 
crisis with you. Your own devoted, 

“SHEILA FITZGERALD.”’ 

ee 

From the depths of her perturbed spirit Sheila agreed _ 

The naperonins of S 
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By Myra Kelly, Author of “Little Citizens,” etc. 

The girl on the terrace at Avonmere read this letter for 
the second time and wondered at the sense of resignation 
with which she saw herself committed to another indefi- 
nite period of masquerade. For well she gauged the 
nature of the real Sheila and clearly she read between the 
lines, and knew that only the day of confession or discov- 
ery could induce this unnatural daughter to come into 
her own. But the Lady Rosnah passionately decided 
that when she should bid farewell to the family which 
had been hers for four happy and eventful weeks it would 
be impossible for any one, but most of all for the supercil- 
ious, censorious Desmond, to feel that she had—by the 
very shading of a hair’s breadth—overstepped the rules 
of strict propriety. And this was no new resolve born of 
the situation. he had always known, even in school 
and nursery days, that she belonged to a race and to a 
position which imposed dignity and honor upon its women 
even as it did upon its men. And the Lady Rosnah 
Creighton never forgot the lesson. She was still a child 
when her mother died, and she had assumed control of 
her father’s household. And the eccentric Earl of 
Creighton was quite rational enough to know that his 
daughter was, as he expressed it, ten times the man her 
brother was. But this Rosnah could never be made to 
see, and she turned now, with a glow of affection, to 
Kevin’s letter. It was so like him—so boyish and so 
natural. Every one was well at Glencora. They were 
expecting every day to hear that she had found a good 
time to tell the Fitzgeralds about his and Sheila’s being 
sweethearts and settle things somehow about their being 
married. Old Snuffy, as he dutifully called his father, 
was quite willing. Surely General F. would not object. 
What a clever little girl she was to manage so well. 
Belle had four pups; the calf he had written of in his 
last letter was turning out to bea beauty. The geraniums 
on the south lawn had been gorgeous, but the rain yester- 
day beat them about like anything. Her father hadn't 
missed her yet. He had been away a great deal. A 
new floor was being laid in the carriage-house, and he 
was her attached brother Kevin. The girl tore these two 
letters into shreds and threw them in little handfuls over 
the terrace wall. So that was her life! Those her 
interests! Glencora her real place in the world. A 
brother who got on so buoyantly without her and a father 
who had not even known that he was getting on without 
her. These were her own people. 
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And these others who had accepted her so warmly, 
trusted her so perfectly, appealed to her so surely, were 
strangers. She was nothing to them nor they to her. 
Yet here was a father—of sorts—who regarded her with 
ever-present pride and satisfaction; here a quartette 
of brothers to whom her companionship was dear, her 
opinions important and her approbation of great value; 
and here a sweet and tender mother who came trust- 
ingly to her daughter in all her little troubles and puzzle- 
ments, and between whom and all the disillusions of the 
world the daughter stood sentinel. 

These reflections were broken in upon by a messen- 
ger from Dublin with a note from Lady Mary, who 
announced to her ‘‘darling daughter” the fact that the 
General and she had encountered in the Vice-Regal 
Lodge a Mr. and Mrs. Potter, companions of their Indian 
days, and had decided to spend the night in town, dining 
at The Shelbourne, and talking over old times and people. 

‘‘The Potters return tomorrow,” the mother wrote, ‘‘otherwise 
we should have persuaded them to come to Avonmere for a few 
days. I wanted them to see my darling children. Send Cagney 
to The Shelbourne in the dog-cart with our things. He will pac 
for your father, and Ameera will send me everything I want. 
Dear, it is such a comfort to feel that you are with the boys. I 
think you will all have a very happy evening together without any 
old people to bother you.” 

Sensations were following one another quickly upon 
that golden afternoon, and it was rather a puzzled and 
distraught young person who sent for Cagney, the 
General’s body servant, and Lady Mary’s Hindu maid, 
Ameera, and to them gave the instructions which left her 
bereft of chaperon and with only the three hours inter- 
vening before dinner in which to evolve one. 

She donned hat, hoisted parasol and set out across the 
park for the Dower House. Of course, thought she, the 
Duchess and her sister would be glad enough to dine and 
sleep at Avonmere. They dined there once or twice a 
week, and frequently, if the weather were unpropitious, 
they stayed all night. So she argued as she trailed her 
pretty dress over the lawns, and Desmond, watching her 
from his upper window, thought for the hundredth time 
how fair and dear and sweet she was, this sister of his, 
and congratulated himself, also for the hundredth time, 
upon the prospect of introducing her to his London 
friends. 

“By Jove!” he chuckled, ‘‘she ought to be a great 
success. London will be hers within a fortnight or I miss 
my guess.”’ The astute Mr. Fitzgerald did not miss his 
guess. A section of London society of which even he, 
successful, popula* and eligible, knew very little had 
already welcomed the Lady Rosnah Creighton. 

But for once the little Duchess failed her friend. ‘It 
would be no end of a lark,”’ she admitted ruefully, ‘‘but 
some terrible old fogies are coming here to dine, and 
Adelaide and I are fixtures.” 

“Oh, the most awful old frumps,’’ Miss Lytton broke 
in; ‘‘the most unspeakable frights. Ducky and I drove 
about in the pony carriage for one long morning, and 
whenever the pony shied at a woman Ducky got out and 
invited her to dine with us tonight. She does it once 
every year when I am here with her. I implored her to 
have some of you down to lighten the gloom, but she says, 
and I think she’s right, that none of our guests could enjoy 
themselves in the presence of your frocks. That is the 
third one within the week, isn’t it? Abeauty! I wish my 
father were a retired Indian General instead of a respecta- 
ble manufacturer of jam.” 
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“Sheila, dear,” the Duchess broke in, ‘I am really 
awfully sorry, but you know since the frumps are coming 
we simply must be here. And now, frankly, don’t you 
think you would be better by yourselves; that even such 
outsiders as Adelaide and I would be a little in the way?” 

‘I see what you mean,” Sheila acquiesced demurely ; 
“but if you want frankness I can’t agree with you.” 

It was nearly six o'clock when she passed again up the 
avenue of Avonmere. She was very tired. She had paid 
three nightmare visits to three ladies with whom she was 
on terms of the very slightest and most formal acquaint- 
ance. To each of them she had made, with an air of 
careful indifference, the astounding request that they 
would come and spend the night with her at Avonmere. 
Each of the three ladies had declined: the Doctor’s wife 
because she had an unbreakable engagement; little 
Mrs. Dimmick because Mr. Dimmick had promised that 
he and she would dine with a client of his; and the 
Curate’s mother because—or so Sheila fancied—she 
considered her visitor quite mad. And so Sheila toiled 
up the avenue more close to tears and puzzlement than 
she had been for many a year. 
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Her dilemma was all horns. To invent a hasty sum- 
mons away from Avonmere would be to bring upon herself, 
she knew, Desmond's careful guardianship. To stay was 
impossible. Toconfide in any one wasequally impossible. 
To run away secretly was out of the question. Yes, the 
only daughter of the Fitzgerald household had a queer 
trapped feeling as she reached the terrace and found her 
four ‘‘brothers” waiting with varying tales of the day’s 
adventures to recount to her. Nothing occurred in the 
interval before dinner to relieve the tension. The dress- 
ing bell rang and Sheila gave herself over into the hands 
of Ameera with very much the feeling which might have 
animated the French ladies during the Reign of Terror 
when they dressed for Monsieur Guillotine. Then, when 
she had despaired of it, relief came. She heard the noise 
of an arrival, and looking out from her window she was 
reassured by seeing the Curate’s mother disembarking 
from the village hack into the arms of the astonished 
butler. Descending hastily she was in time to see the 
astonishment, tempered with dismay, repeated in the 
faces of Gerald and Owen, who were smoking near one of 
the windows. They had never met the Curate’s mother, 
and, though their manners were good, they were not 
convincingly glad when that lack was remedied, and they 
could not in the least understand Sheila’s apparently 
genuine pleasure nor the little staccato phrases in which 
the guest explained her presence and apologized for her 
earlier refusal. The truth, which she did not tel!, was 
that after Sheila’s departure she had begun to bewail 
herself for that refusal, and to regret that she had declined 
what. was probably the only opportunity she would ever 
have of beginning her remarks with ‘‘ When I was stop- 
ping with the Fitzgeralds at Avonmere, my dear.”’ 

Hardly was the Curate’s mother welcomed and estab- 
lished when the Doctor’s gig passed the window and the 
Doctor’s wife, voluble and red-faced, broke into the 
drawing-room. She was closely followed by Desmond, 
and some more enforced cordiality took place. It had 
hardly subsided when Mrs. Dimmick, dusty, but indom- 
itable, was announced, and Sheila had the pleasure of 
feeling that her brothers all shared the Curate’s mother’s 
opinion of her sanity. For each of the chaperons had 
made it ghastly plain that she had been invited and 
each seemed to take special and personal umbrage at 
the presence of the other two. 
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The butler and his aids had thri¢e arranged and thrice 
disarranged the hospitable board. The atmosphere of 
the drawing-room was strained to breaking point when 
Lawrence Fitzgerald interrupted the Curate’s mother’s 
opinion of last Sunday’s sermon to announce that the 
Duchess of Clontarf and Miss Adelaide Lytton were 
coming across the lawn. 

‘“‘And by the Lord Harry!” exclaimed the artless 
Lawrence, ‘‘they look as if they were coming to dine! 
Come over here, Sheila, and take a look at them.”’ 

Sheila, too dazed for aught but obedience, crossed to 
his side and waved a welcoming hand at the latest arrivals. 

At Lawrence’s announcement panic had seized Mrs. 
Dimmick and the Doctor's wife, and it was upon a frozen 
silence that Adelaide Lytton’s voice floated in through 
the window. “Oh, Sheila, dear,’’ she cried, ‘‘ by the most 
astounding luck both the frumps remembered that they 
had had previous engagements for tonight. So Ducky 
and I came up to take care of you.” 

While the now enraged butler and his utterly demoral- 
ized aids were arranging and disarranging the now most 
inhospitable board, Mrs. Dimmick and the Doctor’s wife 
made each six distinct and warring explanations to the 
Duchess. Miss Lytton retired with Lawrence behind 
the curtains and indulged in unseemly hysterics. 

It was not a propitious beginning for a dinner-party. 
Sheila suffered all the pangs of the hostess unprepared 
combined with those of the prisoner at the bar. The 
conversation wandered miserably among by-paths and 
deadly swamps without aim, without guide and without 
life. The Duchess was slow to accept defeat. She and 
Gerald kept up a flow of badinage, while Adelaide flirted 
openly with Lawrence, and the Curate’s mother as openly 
disapproved of them. Desmond, too, did all that a man 
might do, but since Mrs. Dimmick and the Curate’s 
mother were not on speaking terms, and since he did not 
know it, his efforts met with but slight success, though 
they earned him the undying gratitude of his sister. 

The period in the drawing-room alone with the women 
after dinner seemed so long to Sheila that she suspected 
her brothers of concerted desertion in time of trouble. 
But at last they appeared, and Sheila was able to act 
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The Mystery of Miss Motte 
ne Romance City Parish 

By Caroline Atwater Mason, Author of “A Minister of the World,” etc. 

Vil 

HE first social function entered into 
by Mrs. Matthew O’Brien on her 
return from her seashore villa in 
October was a small dinner. 

Like most dinners this one repre- 
sented a variety of purposes. Mrs. 
O’Brien’s purposes-in-chief were to 
further an acquaintance between 
Mr. Dane and Miss Adelaide 

VWOVZ Search, in accordance with a sug- 
“+ gestion of Doctor Tiffany’s, and to 

bring Mrs. Motte to her house to gratify Mr. O’Brien, who 
had not thus far seen Noelle’s mother. Taking account of 
the situation when dinner was two-thirds over with her eye 
of practiced social discrimination Mrs. O’Brien perceived 
that Miss Search was frost to Noelle, and Noelle ice to her; 
that Dane was of intention devoted to Miss Search, but that 
no word spoken by Noelle was lost upon him; that Noelle 
had grown thin and pale through the summer, and that on 
her face was an indefinable impress of suffering. 

Dinner over, Mrs. Motte was conducted upstairs to Mr. 
O’Brien’s library; Miss Search was bound a captive in 
chains to the piano by the 
flattering importunity of the 
hostess, who gave an im- 

Drawing by W. T. Smedley 

‘Oh, yes, to be sure it was Mussoorie.’”’ As Matt spoke 
he felt a curious constraint and restlessness in Mrs. Motte’s 
bearing. 

“T was born on Christmas Day, Mr. O’Brien,” said 
Noelle; ‘‘that is why my mother named me Noelle.’’ She 
rose as she spoke. 

“If you please, a few moments more,”’ said Matt. “I 
have something that I wish to speak to your mother about. 
An old student friend of mine in Germany is coming to 
Pemberton on some matter of business. He has been in 
India I am not sure how many years as a medical missionary. 
Last week I received this letter telling of his coming to 
America, and it is dated Agra.” 
“What is your friend’s name, if you please?’”’ The 

question came abruptly from Mrs. Motte. 
‘“‘Hartlieb —Doctor Emil Hartlieb.” 
“‘T have met the gentleman,” said Mrs. Motte, rising. 

Noelle, taking her hand, found that she was trembling 
violently. 

‘‘T remember Doctor Hartlieb very well,’’ Noelle began, but 
her mother interrupted her to make her adieus to Mr. O’Brien, 
who reluctantly accepted their excuses for departure. 

Vill 

FEW weeks later, early in the evening, Doctor Tiffany, 
coming from the deathbed of a parishioner, rang the bell 

at the cottage in Gore Terrace. Katy Duffy opened the 
door, and the visitor stepped directly into the small parlor. 
At a glance his eye took in with gratification the Oriental 
richness of the interior, the grace of Mrs. Motte as she sat 
in the lamplight with a bit of dainty embroidery, the beauty 
of Noelle’s face bent over a book. Suddenly aware that 
some one had entered, Noelle started to rise, but he forbade 
her with a gesture. 

“Be quiet, Miss Motte, if you please. Do not spoil the 
picture. Mrs. Motte, good-evening. I beg you not to rise. 
Will you let a pilgrim have a seat at your fireside for a-few 
moments?” 

Forthwith he seated himself in a deep wicker lounging- 
chair, and, leaning back, closed his eyes. Noelle saw that his 
face wore the stern, yet tender, solemnity which she had 
often noted in it when he came from the presence of death. 

“You have been at the Butlers’?’’ she asked gently. 
sé Yes.” 

“Is George still alive?”’ 
“No. He died less than an hour ago.” 

“You are tired, Doctor 

perious order in an under- 
tone to Mr. Dane to show 
Miss Motte the blossoming 
century plant in the con- 
servatory. The remaining 
ten or twelve guests sat in 
the music-room at attention. 
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In the shadow of the cen- 
tury plant Danetook Noelle’s 
hand with a sudden impulse 
not to be resisted, and said: 
‘‘It is three months since | 
have seen you. Youare not 
well; something in your face 
breaks my heart. Can you 
tell me?”’ 

“There is nothing to tell.” 
Noelle spoke lightly, but 
tears hung heavy on _ her 
lashes at his tone. 

‘| have had just four notes 
from you. They are here 
always,’ and he touched his 

breast. ‘“‘Have I lost any? 
Have you written more?” 

‘“Can I remember?’ 
Noelle’s eyes said, however: 
“Can I forget?”’ 

“IT cannot go to the house 
since I feel your mother’s 
aversion to me. Is there no 
way to overcome it?” 

“There is no aversion to 
you on her part.” 

‘“What does it mean, then 

her attitude?” 
“T cannot tell you,” the 

girl faltered. ‘It would 
be the same to any other 
man Ra 
‘Who cared for you?” 
A flush rose to Noelle’s 

cheeks; she drew away her 
hand which she had suffered 
until now to rest in his. 

“Noelle, I care; you know 
I care " 

“ Dear, you Must not Care 

it is hopeless.”’ 
Then she felt his kiss on 

her forehead and met the 
worship in his eyes. 

“Never —never again,’’ 
she whispered, but her eyes 
were aflame with response 
to his passion. 
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With no other word she 
hurried back to the others, 

and a little later made an 
excuse to join her mother 
upstairs. At the entrance of 
Mr. O'Brien's dimly-lighted 
library she was met by a 

cordial welcome from the 
invalid. 

‘Be seated, Miss Motte,”’ 
cried Matt. ‘‘My con- 
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Tiffany?” 
“T had not thought of it. 

Possibly.” 
“You have had no din- 

ner?”’ 
‘‘A mere detail.” 
‘But, really —it will not 

do, you know. What may 
I get you?” 

‘‘T should like some coffee 
nothing more. Is it too 

much trouble?”’ 
“You know it is not.” 
“Doctor Tiffany, please 

understand, it is great honor 
for me that I may prepare 
you coffee. Noelle will talk 
with you while I direct 
Katy.” 

Mrs. Motte vanished. 
Noelle took up her embroid- 
ery and made a feint of being 
busy with it, the better to 
allow her guest the silence 
which she knew he preferred. 
He did not like one to prattle 
and flutter. 
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Presently Mrs. Motte 
entered with a tray contain- 
ing a quaint foreign coffee 
service which she placed 
upon a tabouret beside 
Doctor Tiffany’s chair, then 
handed him a gleaming 
damask napkin, smooth as 
satin. Opening it with lux- 
urious satisfaction he 
glanced at the tray, where, 
beside the old blue Canton 
cup, appeared a plate of 
delicately-browned toast 
and a tiny dish of spicy 
Oriental conserve. 
‘How very well you know 

how to care for a man, 
Madam,”’ he said to Mrs. 
Motte with a graciousness 
which filled her with singular 
delight. It was in Doctor 

Tiffany’s power to do this 
when he chose, a part of his 
claim to distinction, of his 
hold upon a large body of 
people. When he had fin- 

ished eating and drinking, 
which he did in silence, he 
drew up to the centre- 
table and tuok in his hand 
the book which Noelle had 
laid down upon his entrance. 

“Ah!” he cried, in pleased 
surprise. ‘‘So you have got 
hold of this old Anglo-Saxon 
poetry.’ His fingers ran rap- 
idly through the leaves with 
the familiarity of the book- 
man. ‘Do you know it well? 
Some of it is very noble.” 
As he spoke he turned the 
pages to the flyleaf, then 
closed the book, all his fervor 

science, how handsome you 
are tonight! And how come 
you, Mademoiselle, by that 
conquering air? However, don’t interrupt your mother, if 
you please. We are conversing eloquently in French of the 
Himalayas. Continue, Madam, if you please.”’ 

| was about to say, Mr. O’Brien, that I prefer Darjeeling 
myself to any other Himalayan resort. It was our summer 
home in India in the months when Agra was impossible.” 

“Oh, if I could go back to it tomorrow!”’ cried Noelle 
under her breath. 

>o you remember Darjeeling?” Mr. O’Brien turned 
his keen eyes upon the girl. ‘‘I thought you told me you 
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had no recollection of the place where you were born.” 
I} e x ? s 
lhat is true. I was born in Mussoorie, but we never 

went there after that year, did we, Maman | aa 
. Motte shook her head. 

“At the Climax She Stepped Forward and Fastened Over Her 

Somewhat later Boyle came in, bringing coffee. 
‘Did you see the little white-haired French lady, Boyle?” 

Mr. O’Brien asked carelessly. 
“Yes, sir, I did,’’ answered Boyle. ‘‘ Hasn’t she the lively 

way with her?” 
“Charming. She is rather like her daughter, Miss 

Motte.” 
“Is Miss Motte that lady’s daughter, Mr. O’Brien?” 
Matt nodded, stirring his coffee contemplatively. 
‘Then the young lady must favor her father altogether, | 

should say. Nobody would pick them out for mother and 
daughter, sir. Miss Motte, she’s that dark skin, like velvet, 
and the big brown eyes, and so tall. The little French lady 
is quite different.” 

Hea:t the Jasmine Flower, in Token of the Bridal of Death” 

fled, and laid it down with 
a smile at Noelle which she 
found inscrutable. 

His eye had taken in a small penciled inscription: “N. M. 
from W. C. D.”; but this she did not guess. 

“TS it tonight, Doctor Tiffany, that you have the Carnival 

of Nations for the benefit of the building fund?”’ Mrs. Motte 

asked politely. 
“Yes, Madam. To me it would be Purgatory. But there 

are those to whom it is Paradise.” 
“Oh, really!” protested Noelle laughing Do you 

think so?”’ aro 
“Certainly. There is Dane now,” and Doctor Tiffany 

laughed his mellow laugh. ‘‘ Nothing could be more to hi 
mind. He is certainly very young — younger than I had sup 
posed. But, to be sure, there is Adelaide Sear« h to the fore. 

Dane is hard hit, | judge. 
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“Oh, is he? How interesting!’’ Noelle’s color deep- 

ened, but her eyes met Doctor Tiffany's without a shade 

of trouble. ; 

“One cannot wonder that he is. She is quite of the 

great world, you know, Miss Motte. And besides, she 

is distinctly beautiful. What time is it? Eight o'clock? 
Incredible!” ‘ 

Doctor Tiffany rose and took up his overcoat, which 
he had hung on the back of the chair. 

‘‘l am due at the parish house at eight,’’ he remarked. 

“Ah, then Doctor Tiffany will, after all, attend the 

Carnival!” cried Mrs. Motte archly. 
He shook his head. ‘It is not to the Carnival I am 

hastening, Madam. That is in the parish house, to be 

sure, but in the assembly hall above. I go to the study 

below, where I have an engagement to meet a man —by- 

the-way, a man just landed, having come all the way 

from India.” 
“It must be Doctor Hartlieb,” said Noelle. : 

“Tt is Doctor Hartlieb.””. Doctor Tiffany was already 
at the house door. ‘How did you know of him or his 
coming?” 

“Through Mr. O’Brien.” 
“IT see. Good-night, Mrs. Motte. Thank you for your 

entertainment. Good-night, Miss Motte.” 
The door closed upon him. 

IX 

T NINE o'clock the Carnival of Nations was at its 
height. Everywhere was a chaos of color, noise 

and perfume. The crowd, confused with the multifarious 
challenge to attention, swayed hither and thither, heated, 
excited, eager. Dane pulled himself out of the tide and 
threaded his way through a motley throng of Continental 
soldiers, Dutch milkmaids, Empire beauties and Turkish 
damsels in scarfs and sequins, until he found a retreat 
near a flower-booth and watched the scene for a moment. 
As he was turning away he heard his name spoken by 
some one within the shadow of the booth. 

“Oh, Miss Search,” he said; ‘I did not remember 
that you have this department. How long have you 
been here?” 

“Quite ten minutes. Long enough, is it not? I prom- 
ised simply to show myself. I am going to the opera 
now.” 
“May I help you to find your carriage?”’ 
“That would be good of you.” 
A few moments later Dane met her at the door of the 

dressing-room, a fair and stately figure in her sweeping 
white evening cloak. 

“To me you have the air, Mr. Dane, of not being 
enthusiastic over the Carnival of Nations,” she said as 
they walked down to the level of the street. 

‘“T find it detestable,” he said soberly. 
“Still it is the way we build churches now,” she 

responded lightly. ‘There will have to be no end of this 
kind of thing for the next two years. The church is to 
cost —how much is it?” 

‘A hundred and sixty thousand dollars,” Dane replied. 
“Tf the Carnival in three nights produces two thousand 

it will be extraordinary, will it not?’’ she asked carelessly, 
then entered her carriage and was driven away. 

oor 

In the doorway of the study, as Dane turned back into 
the parish house, he saw Doctor Tiffany; with him a 
stranger. 

“Come in, Dane,” said his superior. ‘I want you to 
meet Doctor Hartlieb. He came to Pemberton only 
this morning, direct from India. Mr. Dane, Doctor 
Hartlieb.” 

Dane found his hand taken in a friendly grasp by that 
of a tall, thin man with homely, strongly-marked features, 
luminous, light-gray eyes, rather long brown hair swept 
back carelessly from a broad forehead, and a fringe of 
brown whiskers below the line of his chin. Doctor 
Hartlieb wore a low collar turned away from his throat 
and with a soft black silk tie. Altogether his appearance 
was unconventional to a degree, but possessed of a singular 
attraction: the eyes were convincing of a complete sin- 
cerity and of marked personal power. 

The three talked for a few moments, after which Dane 
excused himself to go to his own small study, once Miss 
Motte’s, at the end of the long room. A little after he 
heard the others go out, and the lower part of the house 
was left to him alone. 

Dane had made it his purpose to preserve intact every 
smallest arrangement as Noelle had left it, and here, and, 
as the months had passed, here alone, he seemed able to 
hold fast to the initial aspirations and ideals with which 
he had entered the ministry. Tonight a sudden hunger 
for her actual presence mastered him —for he was spirit- 
starved with loneliness—and a sudden impetuous 
impulse to discover some smallest token of her aforetime 
presence in this place rose in him. He pulled out drawer 
after drawer from the desk, tossed his own papers into 
wildest confusion, but all in vain. Then a sudden thought 
came to him. Could that be a drawer, that flat, 
unbroken surface at the bottom of the desk, apparently 
its frame? He bent and pulled at it from below, and it 
yielded after a little to his hand. A drawer, narrow and 
shallow, was pulled quickly into view, but it was empty 
save for a sprinkling of dust. Its counterpart on the 
opposite side, however, rewarded his search, for in it, 
covered thickly with dust, he discovered a small and 
shallow paper box of foreign make. He blew off the dust 
and found a cover of rose color with tarnished gilt orna- 
ments and a tiny square of looking-glass, suggestive of 
the hoarded treasure of a child. 

After a moment’s hesitation Dane opened the box. 
Inside he found a string of sandalwood beads falling from 
their yellowed thread, a spray of jasmine dry and brown, 
and a small, faded book. The book appeared to be a 
collection of Christian hymns printed in Hindustani. 
The imprint was Agra. By this he knew that the little 
forgotten treasure belonged to Noelle. 

On the inner cover of the book was written in laborious 
English: 

“ Missy Noelle: 
‘“*Praving always for her and for her soon return to us, her 

own, Respectfully, 

‘* SOONDERBAI.”’ 

Dane laid the things back and closed the box with 
tender reverence. That mysterious Indian childhood of 

Noelle’s suddenly seemed alive and vivid to his fancy. 
He could see the little creature, graceful, brilliant, 
imperious like an Oriental Princess —his old, first thought 
of her—followed by adoring servants whom her father had 
led in the ‘‘ Jesus way,” and who prayed and looked 
always for the child of their love to return to them. 
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A knock on his door startled Dane. Opening it he 
found to his great surprise Mrs. Motte. The clock struck 
ten. Dane held out his hand and spoke a word of greeting 
mechanically, but the suppressed agitation in her face 
and manner cut the effort short. 

‘“‘What is it, Mrs. Motte?” he cried. ‘What can I 
do?” 

“Oh, nothing, Mr. Dane,” she said hastily. ‘“‘I am 
sorry to have disturbed you. It is rather late, I fear. 
I have been to Mr. O’Brien’s, and they told me that he 
was probably over here with Doctor Tiffany. Doctor 
Hartlieb, I mean. Excuse me,” and she laughed nerv- 
ously; ‘I am afraid I do not make myself very clear.” 

“‘Doctor Hartlieb was here nearly an hour ago, but I 
heard him go out with Doctor Tiffany. Let me go and 
inquire.” 

‘‘No, thank you,” she exclaimed, then stopped irreso- 
lute. ‘‘ There is really not the slightest need of my seeing 
him tonight.”” The bright light of an electric burner was 
shining full on the small, rose-colored box as it lay on the 
desk. Mrs. Motte’s eyes had fallen upon it. She stopped 
speaking and grew paler than she had been before. 

“Did Noelle give you that?” she asked with discon- 
certing sharpness. 

‘““No, Mrs. Motte,” Dane replied gently. ‘‘I have just 
found it where your daughter must have left it, forgotten, 
in one of those drawers.” 

She eyed him keenly, then stepped into the room and 
took the box in her hand. Opening it she examined the 
contents with an appearance of feverish anxiety, then, to 
his further surprise, sat down in his desk-chair. Some- 
thing in her attitude betrayed that the strength to stand 
had failed her. For a moment she sat in silence, her large 
blue eyes fixed upon his face; then she said slowly: 

“Mr. Dane, some one ought to tell you that my 
daughter will never marry. She is pledged never to do so 
—while I live. When we know things certainly ——”’ 
she broke off, laughed faintly, then rose, and taking the 
box with her walked back through the long study, Dane 
in great perplexity attending her. 

A carriage was waiting before the door. 
“Noelle thinks I am asleep,’”’ she said, and departed. 

X 

cy; THE evening following the last night of the 
c ‘arnival of Nations a reception was held at the resi- 

dence of Mr. Bishop, a prominent banker of Pemberton, 
at which, for the surprise and entertainment of the guests, 
Miss Motte was to give a monologue. Her talent in this 
direction, not heretofore practiced in public, had been 
discovered by Mrs. O’Brien. 

It was after nine o’clock; the rooms were filled by a 
brilliant company, vaguely expectant. A whisper was 
going about that Mrs. Bishop had in reserve some rare 
and novel diversion, precisely what no one knew. Sud- 
denly and swiftly, at an unperceived signal, the murmur 

and movement everywhere ceased, and all eyes con- 
verged on a central point midway of the large drawing- 
room. Here a circle had been cleared, and a smail 
platform introduced, covered with a rich rug. Close 
behind it stood Mrs. Motte with a look of proud, yet 
painful, anxiety in her dilated eyes. She had been induced 
for the first time to be present at a large social function 
in Pemberton, and a sigh escaped her lips asa slight, veiled 
figure, draped in India silk of changing tints, appeared 
and stepped upon the platform. 

Parting the transparent folds of white gauze from her 
face with one skillful movement, Noelle made a slow, 
sweeping salaam, then explained in a few quiet words her 
purpose to set forth in impersonation the life of a hivh- 
caste Hindu woman of other days from its childhood 
to its close. 

At the first glance the company was conquered by the 
girl’s beauty, almost startling in the lustrous, clinging 
dress, her coloring set off by the glittering intricacies of 
profuse Oriental jewelry on hair, ears, throat and wrists. 
In her eyes was the dreamy brooding of introspection; 
but an anxious thrill ran through the company for her, 
for her voice, as she began speaking of her childhood, was 
light and tremulous, her face was colorless, her small 
brown hands, loaded heavily with strange symbolic rings, 
clasped and unclasped each other nervously, while her 
body was tensely rigid. But suddenly there was a striking 
change. 

Unobserved by the company in general, Doctor 
Hartlieb had entered the room at the door not far from 
where Noelle stood. Mrs. Motte, standing immovable, 
lost every trace of color. Noelle did not notice his com- 
ing, but a piercing and subtle fragrance was wafted 
toward her, and an instant later a spectator, in obedience 
to a whisper passed along, bent forward and placed in her 
hand a spray of white jasmine. Instantly the girl’s face 
was suffused with light and color, an elastic softness and 
mobility came into her frame, and, the jasmine pressed 
against her breast, she went on speaking in a voice of 
joyous, vibrant timbre. 
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The theme ran on swiftly to the ceremonies and «peri- 
ences of betrothal and marriage, of which the breath of 
the jasmine blossom was sign and symbol; then followed 
the proud exaltation of the mother of a son; the long 
hours of brooding seclusion behind the purdah; then the 
husband’s death and the climax. With the piercing call, 
“Suth ! Suth!” there followed the wife’s voluntary 
offering of herself, a living sacrifice, on the funeral pyre, 
secure in her faith in an instant reunion of her spirit with 
the spirit of the Beloved. 

From point to point as she proceeded Noelle sang a few 
strains of Hindu music, now quick and exultant, again 
low and soothing; then, when the death motif was 
approached, little more than a prolonged musical wailing 
as of inarticulate sorrow. At the climax she stepped for- 
ward, unclasped from throat and wrists and hair her gor- 
geous jewels and threw them to the floor, but fastened over 
her heart the jasmine flower, in token of the Bridal of 
Death. With slow, rhythmical steps she next moved 

three times around the supposed funeral pile, chanting 
as she went the Sancalpa: 

‘“That I may enjoy with my husband the felicity of Heaven: 
‘That expiation may be made for my husband’s offenses— 
Thus I ascend my husband’s funeral piie. 
I call on you, ye guardians of the eight realms of the world— 
And upon my own soul, the god of the dead, day, night and 

twilight— 
Thou too, Conscience, bear witness !— 
I follow my husband’s body on the funeral pile!” 

As she sang this Mantra her unveiled head lifted, her 
clasped hands extended, the triumph over self and mortal 
pain revealed in voice and action, the listeners were 
swept on to a height of emotional excitement which left 
them breathless, when they suddenly found that she had 
vanished. 

A moment of pulsating silence was followed by out- 
bursts of tumultuous applause. From every side men 
and women crowded around Mrs. Motte with superla- 
tive expressions of congratulation upon her daughter's 
gifts. These were received with a species of strained and 
formal attentiveness thinly veiling a quivering excite- 
ment, which betrayed itself in her unsteady hands and 
in the spot of color on each cheek. 

at 

‘“Miss Noelle did not render the Spirit of the East, 
Mrs. Motte,’ a deep, mellow, masculine voice at her 
right hand declared: ‘‘she was the Spirit of the East.” 

‘Possibly you overstate, Doctor Tiffany, pardon me,” 
said the little lady gravely, and turned quickly, hearing 
her name spoken at her left. 

“At last, Mrs. Motte, we meet.’”’ Doctor Hartlieb, his 
hand extended, his rugged face illuminated with cordial 
anticipation in the meeting, with these words claimed 
her attention. 

Doctor Tiffany, as he turned to leave them, noted that 
Mrs. Motte gave her hand with no word of greeting and 
that her eyes searched Hartlieb’s face with an almost 
tragic appeal. He heard the physician say with grave but 
affectionate gentleness, ‘“‘ Do you know, I have really come 
to Pemberton to see you?”’ then saw Mrs. Motte’s fragile 
hand lifted in a quick, deprecating gesture. 

“Did Doctor Hartlieb know the Mottes in India, Mrs. 
O’Brien?” Doctor Tiffany had crossed the room to that 
lady’s side. 

“Yes, very well, in Agra. He seems particularly 
anxious to call on Mrs. Motte. I have ordered the 
carriage to take him there tomorrow morning, if he 
finds that time suits her. But he will miss Noelle by 
going in the morning; she has classes right on from nine 
o'clock.” 

““T suppose all that will be at an end after this in short 
order.”’ 
‘Why so?” 
“Stars of the first magnitude are not hitched to the 

common cart of teaching very long. For my part, I 
could wish you had left her undiscovered.”’ 
“How extraordinary of you!” 
‘Not extraordinary in the least. It will simply be so 

much harder for me than ever now.” ; 
‘Harder than ever to what?” 
“You know, Mrs. O’Brien, perfectly. Harder than 

ever for me to marry her.” 
Mrs. O’Brien’s face changed. She shook her head. 

“Tam sorry,” she said, almost tenderly, ‘‘but a thing 
cannot be harder than impossible.”’ 

“You have not always thought this impossible,” he 
responded quickly. 

“Perhaps not before you called up a spirit that you 
cannot lay;” then, in answer to the authoritative 
demand in his eyes, she added, ‘‘ Your Viking.” 

Doctor Tiffany’s face grew suddenly gray and grim. 

Xl 

N THE great hall of the second floor, embowered with 
ferns and palms and lined with roses, Dane meanwhile 

was pacing up and down. Save for a white-capped maid 
here and there down the long vistas beyond, he was alone. 
His eyes were fixed upon one closed door, his face was 
alive with eager expectancy. The door opened and a 
slender, dark-haired girl in a simple white gown came 
out. He met her with outstretched hands. Her face 
grew brilliant at first sight of him waiting thus, but when 
he took her hand tears had already dimmed the shining 
of her eyes, and an unwonted languor in her bearing 
moved him. 

“Noelle,” he said softly, leading her to a window niche 
screened by tall ferns, ‘you must know what you have 
done; you have made your India live for us all.’ 

Noelle sat now, a weary droop in her limbs, her head 
thrown back against the black oak paneling of the oriel; 
the faded spray of jasmine lay between her listless hands. 
She smiled faintly. 

“It is more than that,” she said; ‘‘it is alive for me 
again tonight after a long sleep.” 

“T know. It was the reality which made it almost 
overpowering. You will be called upon for things like 
this continually hereafter.” 

“I shall never do the thing again.’’ The girl spoke 
with sudden fire. ‘‘To turn the deepest life of my people 
and my own into an evening’s fashionable diversion! 
It is impossible.. I forgot that part of it; then the 
applause showed me what I had done. Oh, I am so 
homesick!” 

“‘}Tomesick for India!”’ 
“For the sun and the rain, the beauty and the ugliness, 

the love and the sorrow of it. Yes,’’ she went on passion- 
ately, ‘‘for they are my people and they need me—even 
me. They brood over their memory of me, they pray for 
me to come back, just a girl like me, little as I can ever 
do for them.” 

Noelle’s voice faltered and she hid her face in her hands. 
The spray of jasmine dropped by her side. Dane lifted it 
to his lips, then gently drew her hands away from her 
face. 

‘‘Listen,” he said, glancing at the flower; ‘‘was it 
this? Did the fragrance bring the call of the East back 
to you?” 

“That, and another bit of jasmine, brown and dead,” 
she answered dreamily. ‘It lay in a little pink box that 
my ayah, my nurse, gave me when I wasachild. Maman 
found it yesterday ——”’ 
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loney Is 
by Lyman Abboit, D. D. 

T IS a curious 
passion this of 
our age, for 
making money. 
Tosucceed is to 
make money; 
to fail is to lose 
money. If we 
ask what is a 
man worth we 

é bY reply in terms 
of money—he is worth so many thou- 
sands or millions of dollars—as though 
a man were to be measured as cattle 
are measured, so much per avoirdupois, 
only men a somewhat more valuable 
breed. Our emblem for money and 
our emblem for the Nation are the 
same cryptogram, only the symbol for 
money 1s a trifle more compact. We 
might express a popular conception of 
national greatness algebraically thus: 
$=—U. S. , 

If a policy of national justice and 
equal right to all threatens the money 
of the privileged class, and so of their 
dependents, this is all the argument 
required in certain quarters to show 
that it ought not to be pursued. 
Halt! is the cry, we are losing—money! 
The full dinner-pail in time of prosper- 
ity is the argument for continuing the 
present policy; that the dinner-pail is 
not so full is a conclusive argument for 
changing the policy. 

Nor is this passion for making money 
confined to America. If the United 
States has had its Crédit Mobilier, 

and snoring. He had money to buy a 
ticket, but no capacity to enjoy the 
music. And he could not buy capacity. 

In the middle of the last century a 
successful miner returned from the gold 
mines, where he had made a “‘pile,’’ to 
San Francisco, and there built him a 
fine house. Among its features was a 
large picture-gallery. About that time, 
in the mutations of business a near 
neighbor, who combined culture with 
wealth, found himself in such straitened 
circumstances that it became necessary 
for him to sell his fine collection of pic- 
tures which he had been for years col- 
lecting. Meeting Mr. Nouveau Riche 
on the street he said to him: ‘‘ You have 
a fine gallery and no pictures; my pic- 
tures | must sell. The collection con- 
tains some fine old masters. Will you 
buy?” <A price was named and they 
separated. A week later they met again 
and the subject was re-opened by the 
owner of the pictures. ‘‘No!”’ said 
Mr. Nouveau Riche, “ Jane and I have 
talked it over and we have decided not 
to buy. We have a brand-new house 
and we don’t want to stock it with old 
masters.’ He had plenty of money with 
which to purchase pictures, but not 
capacity to enjoy them. These in- 
stances simply illustrate a common 
experience. John Burroughs with his 
few acres on the banks of the Hudson, or 
John Muir with, I believe, not an acre 
of land he can call his own, will get more 
enjoyment out of Nature thana multi- 
millionaire can get out of his forest pre- 

France has had its Panama Canal and 
England its South Sea Bubble. Gam- 
bling is not confined to Monte Carlo 
nor to the racetrack. In larger gam- 
bling-halls than Monte Carlo stocks are the tokens, and in other racetracks 
than Sheepshead Bay men are the racing stock, and brokers are the jockeys. 
Legitimate trade shades off into doubtful speculation, and doubtful specula- 
tion into the fatal fever of gambling by such gradual gradations that thousands 
pass every year from trade to gambling without knowing that they have 
done so. The reasonable desire for money is the common and legitimate 
incentive to honest industry; the same honest industry is paralyzed by the 
passion to get rich quick by getting something for nothing. So true is it that 
sin is oftenest a virtuous desire transformed into a base passion. 

What is money? What is money worth? 
I hold in my hand a ten-dollar gold-piece. What will it do for me? I cannot 

wear it, nor eat it, nor take refuge in it from the cold or the heat; it will not 
amuse me when | am sad, nor instruct me if I am ignorant. Why should I be 
so eager to possess it? 

Secause it will buy me the things which will render me these services: food 
that I can eat, clothes that I can wear, a house that I can dwell in; it will buy 
me tickets to the concert and books for my library. 

What things will it buy? 
Nearly everything. 
Yes! Things! But only things will it buy. And there are other and much 

more important values than things. 

Money Will Not Buy Capacity. A friend of mine had in his school a pupil 
who could not get on. She failed in every recitation and could not pass any 
examination. At length the teacher wrote to her mother to take her unfor- 
tunate daughter from the school. In response the mother appeared in high 
dudgeon: Why should she take the daughter from the school? Was she 
disobedient? No. Dishonest? On the contrary, very conscientious. — IIl- 
tempered? No; remarkably amiable. Idle? She did the best she could. 
Then, pray, what was the matter ? 

‘*Madam,” said the embarrassed Principal, ‘‘I am sorry to say, if I must 
speak plainly, that your daughter lacks capacity.” 

“Then buy her some,’ came the indignant response; 
abundantly able to buy her anything she needs.” 

The Principal had no difficulty in surmising from whom the daughter inher- 
ited her lack of capacity. Capacity is not a thing; and money will not buy it. 

Therefore money will not buy happiness. ‘A multi-millionaire,” said one 
of them to me one day, ‘‘rarely smiles.” He was an exception, for he is a 
merry soul; but my limited observation confirms his statement founded ona 

wide observation of a world of which I know but little. 
Happiness depends on capacity, not on things; on what we are, not on 

what we have. THE LApiEs’ HOME JOURNAL some years ago published the 
story of ‘‘The Happiest Man in London,” a dramatic illustration of the truth 
that happiness depends on character, not on possessions. He had an invalid 
wife; in the morning he prepared the breakfast, tidied up the room, placed 
the simple luncheon on the table at her bedside and left her alone for the day, 
while he went out to earn their daily bread and returned at evening to 
prepare their supper and make the invalid ready for the night. ‘‘And I sup- 
pose,” he said as he leaned over to kiss the smiling wife, “that I am the 
happiest man in London.” Happiness depends on capacity, not on money; 
and money will not buy capacity. 

In my boyhood I knew of a merchant of fine character, a liberal giver, a 
possessor of great wealth, whose purse would enable him to buy for his table 
every luxury the markets of the world could supply, in season and out of 
season. But, a chronic and incurable dyspeptic, he had to eat alone the sim- 
plest diet, his food prescribed by the physician and weighed out for him on 

scales. He had money to buy food, but not capacity to digest it. 

“‘her father is 

When I was Yet in My Teens Jenny Lind Came to This Country. Passionately 
fond of music, I put all my spending-money for a month into a concert ticket. 
There sat at my side a hard-featured old sea-captain, who asked me to point 
out to him the singer whose newspaper fame had drawn him to the concert- 
room. The theme was Handel’s ‘‘ Messiah.’’ Jenny Lind rose to sing “Come 
Unto Me.” The house hushed itself to listen. As she sangeit seemed to me I 

heard the invitation of the Master floating down through the ages. All the 
experience of eighteen centuries of consolation, repose, inspiring strength was 

in that song. When she ceased the silence was more responsive to her message 
than any applause could have been. It was broken by a strange, rasping 
sound at my side. I turned about; the poor sea-captain was sound asleep— 

Ihe Well-Known Clergyman and Writer 

Dr. Lyman Abbott 

serve who knows not the difference 
between a maple and an oak or between 
a robin and a catbird. 

Money Will Not Buy Honor. I was present not long since at a public dinner 
given in the interest of a great philanthropy. An orator, familiar with the 
rhetorical trick which elicits applause from a not too discriminating crowd by 
bringing a eulogistic sentence to a dramatic close with the name of some 
famous individual, tried it on his auditors twice, each time closing his eulogy 
of a giver by reporting the munificence of his gift. One name was greeted with 
loud and long-continued applause, the other with disheartening and ominous 
silence. It is not important to inquire here whether the discrimination was 
deserved or not; it is enough to note that neither the greatness of the money 
possessed nor the largeness of the gift bestowed was sufficient to win the 

coveted public honors. I modify my opening paragraph. America no 
longer reveres men for what they possess; it is beginning to ask what they are. 
In our better moods we measure men by the way in which they have earned 
their money and by the uses they make of it, not by the amount they have 
acquired, 

And this has always been the method of history. The honor paid to wealth 
is superficial and short-lived. Who of my readers can recall the name of a 
single millionaire who made his millions out of the Civil War? But Abraham 
Lincoln, who lived and died a poor man, will not be forgotten until America 
forgets to care for liberty. The name of Croesus, supposedly the richest man 
in Grecian history, lives only as a symbol of dishonest wealth; but the name 
of Socrates abides immortal as a symbol of self-devotion to truth. And He to 
Whom most of my readers gladly give the name that is above every name had 
not where to lay His head, so poor was He. 

Money is Often Said to be Power, but it is Not. It is only an instrument of 
power. Like a sledge-hammer or an axe it is power only in the hands of one 
who knows how to wield it. It is said that the richest community in the 
United States is a tribe of North American Indians. And they are “‘ wards of 
the Nation,”’ and have to be guarded by the ‘‘Great Father”’ from the spolia- 

tion of men poorer but shrewder than themselves. But we have not to go to 
Western wilds to find illustrations of the truth that money mated to incapacity 
is weakness. Our great cities afford pitiful illustrations of the truth in the 
wasted lives of some rich men’s sons and daughters. The old melody of the 
nursery is truer than we used to think: 

‘*Wark! Hark! the dogs do bark, 
The beggars are coming to town; 

Some in rags and some In tags, 
And some in velvet gowns.” 

The beggar who is living on the earnings of others, and doing nothing for others 
and little for himself, is still a beggar though he wears broadcloth or velvet, and 
his money purchases for him neither happiness, nor honor, nor power. He is a 
poor, unhappy, dishonored, weak creature. If some son or daughter of wealth 
should happen to read this article I should like to press on him or her the 
truth that to be born with a gold spoonin the mouth involves not only greater 
responsibility but also greater need of education and training than to be born 
with an iron spade in the hand. For the greater the fortune the greater the 
wreck that will be made of the life if the owner have not capacity commensu- 
rate with the opportunity which wealth confers upon him. Opportunity for 
good is always and equally opportunity for evil. The greater the steamer 
the greater the destruction if the steamer goes upon the rocks. 

And Usefulness— Money Will Not Purchase Usefulness. There is a very com 
mon illusion among us poorer members of society that if we had the money of 
our wealthier neighbor we could do a great deal of good with it. Perhaps! 

And perhaps we should only do harm. It requires at least as much capacity to 
spend money wisely as it does to acquire it largely. Most very rich men realize 
this truth. A few devote as much thought to their beneficence as to their 

acquisition, but they are very few. Most of them either give their money to 

specially-selected boards to spend for them, or they bestow it upon institution 
charitable and educational—the expenditure to be directed by the boards of 

those institutions; or they wait till they die, and leave their wealth to be dis 

tributed after their death by others. A. T. Stewart was, in my boyhood 
reported to be one of the wealthiest men in America. He had devoted his life 
to acquiring wealth, but had never learned how to use it. In his later years he 

devised two charities and both failed—a home for working-women, which 
presently was converted into a hotel, and a suburb for working-men, which 
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y Experience on a Board of Education 

HREE years ago I was elected a 
member of the Board of Educa- 
tion in a community of three 
thousand inhabitants, occupy- 
ing the middle ground between 
the congested population of the 
large cityand the remote country 
districts. It is composed of 
middle-class Americans., 

Before going on the Board I 
had taken the precaution to get 

myself married and to have children of my own. 
| had read a good many books on education, and was 

conversant with a number of theories. I had ideas of my 
own—as most American fathers have. For it is a singular 
thing that, as a rule, the fathers seem to take more 
interest in the subject than the mothers. No doubt 
many women will combat this statement. Nevertheless, 
I believe it to be true, with certain qualifications. 

I have noticed that at the public meetings it is the men 
who speak, and not the women. This, mind you, in spite 

of the fact that the town has a flourishing woman's club 
and a number of the members speak in public. This 
woman's club of ours is composed of all the representa- 
tive women in the community. They are exceedingly 
active in every department of human thought except 
the cause of local education. They pride themselves on 
their Civics Department, but I do not remember a single 
instance where they have visited our local school in a 
body, or even in twos or threes, to investigate into its 
condition with a view to its improvement. 

Men Take More Interest in Schools Than Women Do 

SARULE, any suggestions come from the fathers, and 
are not the kind of suggestions which would emanate, 

even through this masculine medium, from the feminine 
members of a household. It is the fathers who appar- 
ently take the time to examine the textbooks and to 
catechise their children about their studies. It is the 
fathers who appear to know more about the actual 
condition of the school. There are, of course, notable 
exceptions. But the rule is that the women of the com- 
munity are more interested in almost anything else than 
they are in the school or the immediate subject of educa- 
tion in the town. 

Some time ago, however, a sort of sporadic interest in 
the school was taken by the woman's club. This organ- 
ization offered prizes for the best essay by a public-school 
pupil. The principal subject selected was ‘‘ The Hague 
Conference.” I got myself very much disliked at the 
time by asking why they didn’t select a subject that 
some of the pupils understood, or took some immediate 
interest in. As, for example, a short history of the 
county in which we live. But such a subject as this 
was considered too commonplace. 

I do not mean to imply that the fathers of acommunity 
necessarily take a preponderating interest in the educa- 
tional lives of their children. Both fathers and mothers 
neglect their children too much in this respect. But, of 
the two, my experience is that the fathers are more 
practically interested than the mothers. 

In some way or other, possibly because the business 
man is trained in business methods and knows how to 
conserve his time, he will always give up a few moments 
each day to the supervision of his child’s education. Asa 
general rule, if children want a problem solved or any help 
in their lessons they will go to their father in preference 
to their mother. This is a fair test. 

As an instance of the practical working of the mascu- 
line mind there was a little boy in our school who did not 
get on with his arithmetic—a not uncommon failing. 
He was unruly, and practically refused to learn his lesson. 
Unquestionably the boy needed discipline. At the sug- 
gestion of the Principal the teacher told the boy that 
before he could continue with his arithmetic he would be 
compelled, as a punishment, to learn a long piece of 
poetry and recite it before the class. 

For days the boy struggled with that poem. Finally 
he complained to his parents. His father went to the 
Principal and demanded an explanation. The Principal 
said that the child was unruly, and he considered it was 
good discipline to set him such a task. Furthermore, he 
indicated that it was not desirable for parents to take 
the side of their own children in interfering with the 
school training. 

The father listened, and then replied: ‘‘ That’s all 
right. I understand your point of view. But I’m a tax- 
payer in this community, and I’m sending my boy to 
school to learn arithmetic. I don’t care how you teach 
him. If he needs punishing, why punish him. But you 
give him what I’m paying for. If you don’t I'll get up 
at the next public meeting and tell the voters of this 
district my experience, and unless I’m greatly mistaken 
they'll agree with me.”’ 

That settled the matter. The boy was put back on his 
arithmetic and at last accounts was doing well. 

Schools are Overcrowded and the Air is Bad 

Y FIRST official visit to our school I shall not soon 
forget. The school isa fine, large building erected at 

a cost approximating eighty thousand dollars. It contains 
twelve class-rooms, and the present enrollment is five 
hundred and twelve. The actual attendance is about four 
hundred and eighty, which means about forty pupils to a 
room. The law—which does not vary greatly in all 
States, where it is specified at all—requires that every 
pupil shall have at least two hundred cubic feet of air. 
The class-rooms are twenty-five feet square and twelve 
feet high; so that we have here only seventy-five hundred 
feet of air, with a legal requirement of eight thousand 
feet. This is, indeed, better than the average school, 
which is likely to be even more crowded than this—say 
up to fifty or sixty in a room. 

By Thomas L. Masson 

This is purely a physical condition, of course, and is 
entirely aside from the other mental question of the num- 
ber of pupils that one teacher can take care of. Some 
authorities assert that this number should never be more 
than fifteen. But the average sentiment seems to be that 
thirty-five pupils are all that any teacher can manage. 
Why is it, one is tempted to ask, if schools are constantly 

violating the laws, and are crowding more pupils into 
their class-rooms than the State law permits, that the 
State does not take cognizance of the fact and compel 
local Boards or communities to do better? The State has 
the authority to act. 

The reason is that in the last resort no law can be 
made effective unless public sentiment is behind it. The 
reason in this instance is that fathers and mothers do not 
take enough interest in the schools to insist that the con- 
ditions shall be up to the legal requirements. 

If all the fathers and mothers in my State—or the 
majority of them—would just think about the question, 
would just put their minds on it for a little while, they 
would see two things: First, that if the State has made 
two hundred feet of air a legal requirement for each pupil, 
in all probability this is too little, because the law, in the 
case of physical requirements, is always lagging behind. 
It is always in the nature of acompromise. And, second, 
that a general sentiment against overcrowding is all that 
is necessary to prevent it, and that the sum total of this 
general sentiment depends upon the average sentiment 
about it among all the people. 

Of course, communities who lag behind the legal require- 
ments in regard to school accommodations—and they are 
in the majority—always have excuses. Their tax-rate is 
already too high, they cannot go to any more expense. 
This is the main burden of their plea. The State authori- 
ties, knowing all this, are usually reticent in forcing a 
particular community to ‘‘toe the mark.’ If they did it 
with one they would have to do it with all. 

Teachers Have Too Many Pupils in Their Classes 

N MY first visit to the school I was therefore much 
impressed by two things: the bad air, and the fact 

that the teacher had too much to do. The method of 
heating and ventilation was up to date, but it had more 
than it could do. 

The teachers themselves showed the effect of the 
atmosphere even more than the pupils: many of them 
were anemic. They did not look fresh and vigorous. 

In one of the class-rooms there was recitation going on 
involving a case of simple arithmetic. The teacher wrote 
a sum onthe blackboard, half-finished, and then instructed 
the pupils to write the answer underneath. Of course, the 
effectiveness of the test depended upon its simultaneous- 
ness. One little girl deliberately waited until the boy 
next to her had written the answer, and then she waited 
until she had compared his answer with the answer of 
another little girl still farther away, to see if they agreed 
and were presumably correct. Then she quietly and 
expertly copied it off as her own. She did this under the 
teacher’s nose. When the teacher’s eyes swept her way 
she interposed her own little form between the teacher and 
her sum, apparently absorbed in it, and then, when the 
teacher’s eyes were elsewhere, she had copied the answer. 

This is a good illustration of one of the fundamental 
defects of our educational system. Every one who has 
studied the subject will recognize it instantly as a common- 
place example. Its frequent occurrence in class-rooms 
is due to the fact that the teacher is handicapped by bad 
air and by too many pupils. 

The other thing I noticed in my first visit was the atti- 
tude of the pupils themselves. . They sat back listlessly in 
their chairs. One boy had his knees hunched up against 
the seat in front of him. No attempt had been made 
to shine or clean their shoes, and I remarked to the 
Principal that after my morning’s visit I was convinced 
that some one during the night must have gone through 
the town and abstracted all the combs and hairbrushes. 
I asked him why he didn’t do something about it, why 
he didn’t insist upon every boy’s sitting up straight and 
having a clean face, a well-brushed head of hair and clean 
shoes when he entered the school. 

“Certainly, it ought to be done,” he said; ‘‘but, you 
see, there is nothing in the school law to provide for that. 
I urge the teachers to use their influence and to say what 
they can in a quiet way, but, you see, it wouldn’t do to 
criticise the personal appearance of the pupils. Suppose, 
for example, I should tell that boy whom you especially 
noticed that he must brush his hair and shine his shoes— 
why, he’d go home and tell his parents, and from now 
on they would be my enemies. You, as a school trustee, 
can speak of it in a general way, but I can’t.” 

This was the whole story in a nutshell: If he had been 
too critical it might have cost him his job. 

Pupils Should be Required to Look Clean and Neat 

HIS incident led me to the question of how far the 
- t State shall go in its physical requirements. I asked 
questions of a number of parents. The expression of 
opinion varied, but the general consensus seemed to be 
that the State had no jurisdiction over the physical 
appearance of the pupil, or at least only in a general way. 

One man—a “‘level-headed”’ business man—said: ‘‘ If 
you are going through the school to criticise the way the 
pupils look, whether their hair is brushed or their faces 
are clean or their shoes are shined, you will get yourself 
disliked. It is no part of a public school’s affairs. We 
don’t pay our good money to train up a lot of dudes and 
mollycoddles. A public school is a place where boys and 
girls go to learn the three R’s. It is not an afternoon tea.” 

This answer is really significant—more so than it 
seems. This man himself was keenly interested in the 
subject. He was a good father, and working hard to give 
his children an education. But in his resentment at what 
he considered was a foisting of a social atmosphere on 

a democratic institution, he neglected to perceive the 
immense importance of a closer regard for the physical 
welfare of children. Personal cleanliness does not make 
mollycoddles. As a matter of fact, had he taken the 
trouble to look into the matter he would have discovered 
what I did: that parents of small means are more par- 
ticular as a rule about the appearance of their children 
than are those of wealth. This is because, in the first 
instance, the mother looks after the children herself, and 
takes a motherly, personal pride in them; whereas, where 
the parents are well-to-do and have too many servants, 
the children are relegated to the care of subordinates. 

In matters of education there ought to be a good reason 
back of everything. You can’t get the best use of your 
brain working in bad air. Business men have learned 
that, and in large offices this subject has been carefully 
investigated. You can’t do your best work if your phys- 
ical tone is low. And your physical tone is low when you 
loll at your desk with your feet screwed up in the air. 
You can’t do your best work when you are not clean— 
when, so far as your appearance is concerned, you have 
not done your duty by the community. It is one thing to 
be a real boby—to make mud pies, to play ball, to roll in 
the dirt, to do all the things that a boy ought todo. It is 
quite another to be a slouch, and that is what our public 
schools at present permit, just because the average public 
sentiment 15 not alive to the importance of this question. 

The Question of Changing Textbooks 

HE next thing I noticed in my first visit to the school 
was the textbooks. These were of all sizes, shapes and, 

presumably, qualities. I made up my mind that I would. 
look into this subject, so I got a copy of the school law and 
read it carefully. The law said—quite specifically—that 
no textbook should be purchased unless by the consent of 
the whole Board of Education. Had this been done? 

At the next regular meeting of the Board I propounded 
the question: ‘‘Gentlemen, who selects the textbooks?” 

The answer was, ‘“ The Principal.” 
Then I pointed out the law. 
It was briefly explained to me that while, technically 

speaking, I was right, it was generally understood by the 
members of every Board of Education that the subject of 
textbooks was to be left to the Principal. 

Later, however, I propounded the following question to 
the President, a man who had given the subject long and 
careful consideration: ‘‘Suppose I look into the matter of 
textbooks. Suppose I interview publishers and obtain a 
list of the books in use in public schools all over the 
country, and from all this information that I gather I 
prepare an ideal list. And suppose that I then compare 
this ideal list with the list actually in use in our school 
and am convinced that the books we are using are bad.” 

This made the President thoughtful. ‘‘I wish you 
would!” he exclaimed. ‘It would be a good thing to do. 
I should like to see such a list.” 

“But would anything come of it?” 1 urged. 
“If it could be proved that the books we are using are 

really bad,” he replied, ‘‘why, of course, doubtless some 
change would have to be made. But todo this, you under- 
stand, would involve us in considerable expense. We 
should have to buy a lot of new books—hundreds of dol- 
lars’ worth—and this would appear in the next annual 
budget. It would naturally be asked: Who put us to this 
expense, and what was the reason? It would then appear 
either that we were wrong originally in permitting bad 
books, or that some crank on the Board was permitted to 
carry out his own ideas about books. For you must 
remember that the real question—as to whether the 
present books are bad or not —could not be determined for 
some time, and meanwhile both sides would have their 

advocates. Then there is another thing. Presumably our 
Principal, whom we know to be a conscientious man, and 

one who has made a study of textbooks, must know more 

about them than one, like yourself, who takes up the 

subject and studies it for a few weeks.” 
This seemed logical. Nevertheless I determined to 

investigate. For this purpose I wrote and obtained lists 
from the leading public schools all over the country. I 
then found that the books we were using in our school 
were practically the same as those used in the best schools, 
with two exceptions—namely, arithmetic and geography. 
These two books then became the subject of my scrutiny. 
I questioned a number of parents—men who had children 
in the school, and who had taken their time to help these 
children. We agreed pretty well among ourselves that 
both the arithmetic and the geography were bad, or at 
least not so good as the best. 

I reported this to the Board, and, after some discussion, 
the Principal disagreeing with me about one book, and 
feeling neutral about the other, we changed these two 
books to those I suggested. 

The first thing I heard about the new geography was 
this: One of the teachers said she didn’t like it because it 
contained so many things that the old one didn’t have! 

With regard to the new arithmetic I questioned one of 
the teachers who was using it. 

‘Don’t you like it better than the other one?’’ I asked. 
‘“No, indeed!”’ she replied emphatically. ‘‘ You see, I 

had got used to the other.”’ 
Then I subsided, and began seriously to wonder 

whether my efforts to ‘‘do something for the school” were 
really worth while. 

Attempts to Awaken Interest in the Schools 

UT I was still interested in the subject of education— 
in spite of the fact that I had now been a member of 

the Board of Education for more than two years—and 
my enthusiasm again got the better of me. 

I concluded that if, in an official capacity, I could do 
nothing to raise the standard of the school, I might, 
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“Her Steadfast Eyes were Solemn as She Listened” 

XXIII 

Y-AND-BY Betty sent a reply to 
the cable message informing her 
of her father’s death, begging the 
lawyer to act for her in her absence. 
She cabled from the little telegraph 
office next to the hotel where she 
had once spent such happy weeks. 
But she shrank from appealing 
to him about the flowers that she 
wished laid on the grave. About 
those she cabled to Dardy. 

On the morrow came another message, assuring her that 
all should be done as the dead man had desired; and after 
that was silence. 

Mrs. Norbury had said: ‘‘ You'll want to go away? You 
know you can leave Baby with me?” 

‘I’m sure you'd let me! But I sha’n’t be going away— 
my father was in America; I couldn’t get there in time. 
I feel so awful!” 
“Tm sorry.” 
‘We weren’t friends—that makes it worse.’ 
‘Poor girl!” 
‘I'm afraid you must think sometimes I’m very reserved 

with you? I dare say you’ve wondered? But I can’t talk 
about my affairs. It isn’t that I’m not fond of you, Madge, 
but. l:can tt! 

‘I've never thought anything of the kind. I haven't 
wondered at all, except ——”’ 

‘*Except what ?’”’ 
‘‘Well, you told me your husband was alive—I’ve won- 

dered sometimes whether you got on together.” 
‘‘No, that’s right; we didn’t get on together. But it 

wasn’t his fault at all. You see, my father was a rich man, 
and my husband wasn’t—and I| was very extravagant. That 
was the whole trouble. But I’m going to do better next 
time! That’s why I want to know things; I don’t want to 
be such a useless fool any more.” 

’ 

got 

They were anxious days that followed, and the silent 
evenings were heavier still. Brooding in the little lamplit 
room, or pacing the narrow path in the darkness, she faced 
one overwhelming question. The fear of the millions, of 
the vastness of their responsibility, weighted her soul. 
“You'll be one of the richest women on earth!’’ She quailed 
at the thought. All her ambitions were absorbed by her 
plan for happiness and home—she prayed to escape the 
burden of this complication in her life. 

Her mind groped among conjectures. Dick must have 
read of the death; he pictured her in New York still! But 
if this mountain of wealth descended on her? Then she 
could no longer be economizing unknown in a village; the 
press of America and Europe would flame with her relin- 
quishment. Must he learn her whereabouts then? Would 
he come to her? 

She said to her friend at last: ‘‘I wish I could alter those 
things we were talking about—it would give me something 
to doin the evening.” 

And while she trembled before the magnitude of the 
inheritance she took a lesson in lengthening her baby’s 
clothes. 

**Not so fast!’’ she pleaded. ‘‘Show me! 

how you do it.” 
And it was, ‘All right; I'll cut out a pattern of the 

waist! Now lay it on the material. Now stick in the 
pins! Now cut! Not so close—you've got to think of the 
turnings!” . d 

hen, hindering the thought of the ‘‘ turnings,’ the news 
of the millions flashed across the ocean. A reference to the 
funeral; next: 

I want to see 

‘By the will you inherit everything your father possessed, which I 
estimate to have a value of two hundred million dollars. Your 
presence desirable. I await your instructions.— DORFMAN.” 

Two hundred millions! 
Both Continents were talking of her. 

would flatter her. 
her feet. 

Crowned heads 
The world would prostrate itself before 

The woman gazed over the kitchen garden with her 
child’s ‘‘ mending” in her hand. 

For days a word had eluded her. : ‘‘Tistribute?”’ No! 
She borrowed a dictionary, and read under D until “ Disin- 
tegrate’’ leapt out. 

‘“‘Ducksums” played beside her while she scribbled, while 
she discarded sheets of paper. 

ae 

Drawings by George Brehm 

The cablegram was written. She read it through, her 
baby scrambling in her lap: 

‘*Make immediate formal request on my behalf to President of 
Republic to nominate committee for the purpose of administering 
the whole of my father’s fortune to such charities, American and 
European, as they think deserving. I stipulate that the whole be 
disposed of within two years. My unalterable intention is that the 
fortune be disintegrated, and my desire is as far as possible to 
benefit all those who have suffered in the process of its amassment. 
With these exceptions: Pay promptly ten thousand pounds to Joe 
Duplock, Pear Cottage, Atherall, near Hammick, Tunbridge Wells. 
Fifty thousand pounds to Nurse Emery, Fernando Prospect 
Sanatorium, the nurse who attended my brother daily during my 
stay. Fifty thousand pounds to Madge Norbury, of this address. 
Send all documents to me here for signature.—KEITH.”’ 

Once more she pondered if these three gifts were incon- 
sistent with her aim. She denied it. Throngs would benefit 
whom the Trust had never harmed; among them, why not 
four struggling lives whose worth she knew? Truly their 
wants could have been relieved by humbler grants, but that 
point she was not the woman to discern. When Betty gave 
she gave ‘‘enough.” 

Over the common, unregarded, she went with her answer 
that was to thrill the world. 

‘Six pounds, fifteen,” said the clerk in charge. 
“So much?”’ she exclaimed. ‘I don’t know if I have it.” 
““There are a hundred and thirty-five words.” 
“‘Oh, well’’—she emptied the purse—‘‘it has to go! 

Will you send it for me at once, please?”’ 
A minute she lingered, listening. She stood gathering 

her scanty change, as the apparatus ticked away her mil- 
lions to the poor; no girl, swept headlong by an impulse—a 
woman completing a resolve. Her steadfast eyes were 
solemn as she listened. Her mind beheld the ruin of the 
dead man’s earthly hopes; yet her spirit viewed some 
shadow lifted from his soul. If, from the Infinite, her act 
were seen millions looked lesser there—and pity, most. 
From the Great Beyond he would not condemn. 

A Grimy Hand Shoved E.vening Papers to His Clutch. “This 

is a Bit of All Right, Guv’nor? Gord Bless the Lady!” 

19 
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The Romance of a Multi-Millionairess 

By Leonard Merrick 

Peace flooded her heart as she turned away. Many a 
still evening there had been the same, but none like it unto 
her. The flush of the sky, the tenderness of the hour, all 
Nature breathed a promise. Care was behind—ahead, 
the sweet fulfillment of her plan! Her step was buoyant 
on the grass. Clearer than the village lights that sprang into 
the gloaming she saw the light of Home. Nearer than the 
poverty that she reéntered she found the wealth of joy. 
The lamplit room was mean, but her friend was in it; the 
hill had been steep, but its height was climbed. 

XXIV 

T OCCURRED to her afterward that, instead of ‘‘on m 
behalf”’ in the cablegram, she might have said ‘‘for me,” 

and so saved a shilling. Probably she might have saved 
more shillings than one. She had just resigned millions 
cheerfully, but she could not help thinking of that six 
pounds, fifteen. It annoyed her, therefore, to receive a 
reply which put her to further expense: 

‘Most earnestly counsel consideration. The course you contem- 
plate is open to you. always. No need for haste. Confer with me 
before you act. If you cannot come here I will go to you.” 

She condensed her rejoinder with care, and it ran: 

“You have received definite instructions. Please cable immedi- 
ately whether you will fulfill them.” 

To this a final warning: 

‘*Your wishes shall be obeyed, Legal formalities cannot be com- 
pleted before two months. After that, revocation impossible.” 

She resigned herself to the delay, and the weeks stole by. 
A child from the village sauntered no more into the drowsy 
garden with tidings from distant lands. The woman who 
was to be world-famous during a nine days’ wonder trod the 
roads of Rusthall unremarked, and continued her daily 
parsimonies. The woman who was to be astounded by 
news that would metamorphose her life continued to be 
nurse, author, dressmaker, and the playmate of her child. 
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The colors of the common changed and the colors of the 
garden, and, one by one, ‘‘ Ducksums’s’’ petticoats were 
lengthened. But in the routine of the women nothing 
changed. Their days were as before. 

Meanwhile, as Betty had supposed, Keith believed 
her to be still in New York. He imagined her sustained 
by Mrs. Waldehast, condoled with by society, urged by 
confidants more strongly than ever to sue for her freedom. 
He had been prepared for her to do that earlier, and 
given thanks for the silence. The silence hinted that some 
feeling for him remained. 

Time had softened his memory of their dissehsions; 
perhaps the joy of accomplishing good work had softened 
it even more. If his means had improved he would have 
written to her; a score of impulses had seized him to 
write, even as it was. But, when the pen was in his hand, 
what could be said? She had drooped under the poverty, 
and he was still as poor. Only if his picture fuifilled his 
expectations would there be anything to say. Uf ‘‘The 
Harbor of Souls”’ succeeded he would implore her to return! 

Not to effect a reunion had he begun the picture—the 
man was an artist, and he painted because he must—but 
he had thought of her homecoming when he set his palette 
in the early morning, and he had thought of her home- 
coming when he washed his brushes at the close of day. 

Then he had read of her brother’s death and of her 
father’s—and he fancied his wife reigning in the great 
house that she had quitted, mistress of the colossal fortune 
that she meant to sign away. And, in spite of this, the 
canvas had claimed him still. The picture of the home- 
coming had faded, but the picture on the easel had pro- 
gressed. And now the work of ten months was finished 
and the victory that he had prayed for all his life had 
come. ‘‘ The Harbor of Souls” had been bought by the 
Chantrey Bequest—on Keith had been bestowed the 
highest recognition that can be granted to any painter in 
England. And, being an artist, he exulted; and, being a 
man, he mourned. From the summit of success he raised 
his arms to wife and child, to make the joy complete. 

ox 

Redirected from Talemachus Mansions, a letter was 
delivered at the studio. And the first words startled 
him, and he turned to the signature—and the signature 
was strange, and he read the first words again: 

‘* Dear Sir: Since I came back with Mrs. Keith from America 
in April, Mother has been ailing, and I have been keeping house 
for Father. But now I am going to take a place again, and | 
should be much obliged if Mrs. Keith would kindly send the 
Character she promised. The lady that I am going to has written 
to Rusthall, but her letter was returned from 3 Fuchsia Terrace, 
marked ‘Gone Away,’ so I am taking the liberty of writing to 
you, hoping you will send this on to Mrs. Keith if she is not at 
home. Hoping Baby is well. 

“Yours respectfully, **HIARRIET FRY.” 

The nurse! And Betty had ‘‘come back in April!”’ 
His mind ran riot. What could it mean except that 

But why strive to conjecture what it meant when he 
might be able to ask her, face to face! Rusthall! Per- 
haps she was in Rusthall now? At least he should con- 
trive to find her! He crushed the letter in his pocket and 
sped down the flights of steps. 

Among the four-wheelers a mouldering hansom stood. 
“‘Charing Cross—as quick as you can go!”’ he cried. 

Its quickest was a crawl to his impatience. And 
while he leaned over the doors of the cab a placard struck 
his senses, and the wonder of the hour was hurled. 

‘“‘Lynch’s Daughter Gives Up Her Fortune!”’ 
As he jumped the board was passed. 
“Forty Millions to the Poor!” 
The proclamation fluttered at a street corner, strident 

voices yelled it to the crowd. 
“Stop!” he called, and a grimy hand shoved evening 

papers to his clutch. 
“This is a bit of all right, guv’nor?”’ exclaimed the 

newsboy. ‘Gord bless the lady!” 
‘‘God bless the lady!’’ echoed her husband. ‘ There's 

a sovereign—keep the change.” 
“Strike me pink, the world’s gone barmy!” gasped 

the fellow, and the cab jerked on. 
But the dispatch was short; just the sensational 

fact was cabled: ‘‘Lynch’s Daughter Gives Up Her 
Fortune!” That was all, but that was everywhere. 
Contents bills blazoned it, newsboys bellowed it, London 
resounded with her deed. At the station he seized more 
papers in the hope of learning where she was, and 
scanned them while he waited for his train. No hint! 

In the compartment all the men were talking of her. 
The journey among strangers chattering her name 
seemed eternal. If it failed? He hungered to discover 
her. He wanted to kneel at her feet, to bow his head on 
her knees. And she might not be in England, after all! 
Perhaps while his nerves strained for Rusthall, she was 
looking from a window in New York! 
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UNBRIDGE WELLS at last! In the twilight he 
was rattled over the road on which they used to stroll 

together past the walls of the hotel where they had 
stayed. Fuchsia Terrace was unfamiliar; when the 
stoppage of the hack announced it his throat grew tight 
that she had known its ignominy. 

A slattern advanced with a trail of unhealthy children. 
‘Is Mrs. Keith here?” 
‘“Mrs. Keith?”’ She tossed a frowzy head. ‘‘Oh, no!” 
‘*She did lodge here, didn’t she?”’ 
‘“Mrs. Keith left months ago.” 
‘‘Do you happen to know where she went? It’s most 

important that I should see her at once.”’ 
‘“*T couldn’t say, I’m sure.” 
‘‘Can you tell me if she is still in Rusthall?”’ 
‘“*T couldn’t say, I’m sure,’’ repeated the woman. 
He brought out some shillings and rejoiced the 

unhealthy children, none of whom said ‘‘ Thank you.” 
The woman hesitated. ‘I couldn’t say for rights 

where she’s staying, but I’ve seen her about, once or 
twice, since she left me.” 

‘“‘Lately?” 
‘I suppose the last time I seen her might ha’ been a 

fortnight ago.” 
““Thank you very much!” 
He rushed back to the hack and told the man to drive 

to the post-office. At the post-office he astonished the 
girl by taking off his hat to her. Could she favor him 

with the address of a lady in the neighborhood named 
Mrs. Keith? 

‘“Mrs. Richard Keith?” 
‘“Mrs. Richard Keith!”’ he stammered. 
“‘She’s living at Hyder’s—over there, the house by the 

poplars,”’ said the girl graciously. 
By the poplars a high gate; through the gate a dark- 

some path. Six strides, and he had reached the door. 
“Mrs. Keith?” 
‘‘Who shall I say, sir?” 
‘‘*Her husband,’ please,’’ he answered. And a girl 

beyond cried, ‘‘Mrs. Keith’s in the drawing-room, 
Mother!’’ He was left standing on the porch. 

Into the light of the little hall a lady hastened with 
friendly, smiling eyes. ‘‘ Your wife just went upstairs, 
Mr. Keith,” she said; ‘‘I’ll show you the way.” 

‘*T shall be grateful.” 
But, instead of inviting him to enter, the lady led him 

around the house toa kitchen garden. And at a stair- 
head was an open window, shining yellow on the night. 

‘‘Your wife’s up there,’ she murmured, and was gone. 
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He mustn’t frighten her! The thought thrust him 
back in time. 

‘‘Betty!”” he whispered, trembling. Only the fruit 
bough rustled in the breeze. 

“Betty!” he called. And a figure came between the 
lamp-glow and the dusk. 

“Betty!” 
It was her wondering face that bent in the darkness! 

It was her wondering voice that broke with his name! 
She flung out her hands to him. And he stumbled up the 
staircase and caught her in his arms. 

And afterward he didn’t know what he had said, or 
what she had said in the first few moments, but ‘If you 
go on being so penitent I shall begin to think you must 
have treated me very badly!”’ she was smiling. And love 
and girlhood were in her smile, and her dimple was sun- 
ning in her cheek. And would any other woman, with big 
tears splashing, have laughed? ‘‘I always did stroke 
your hair the wrong way, didn’t I? You've got to put up 
with it.” 

Then she was exclaiming: “I’ve got so much to tell 
you, but I can’t get a word in sideways! How did you 
find me?” 

And when he began to say how he had found her, 
memories sprang interrupting —and called other memories 
—and he had to begin again ——— 

‘“‘Nurse rs 
“‘Dickie!’’—she beat feeble hands on him—‘‘ why do 

you keep saying ‘Nurse’? What has nurse got to do 
with it?” 

“She wrote to me—she wants a ‘Character,’ and 
doesn’t know where you are. But she said you had gone 
to Rusthall.” 

“Oh! Now you're rewarded for not sending her away 
when you wanted to—look how nice it is for you! Yes? 
Well? Go on, tell me all! Oh, if you were a woman 
you'd have told me, everything in ten seconds—every- 
thing that has happened to you—only you couldn’t have 
told me anything that was half so lovely to hear! Go on, 
Dickie; never mind what you say—just hold me tight 
and talk!” 

‘I got her letter this afternoon, and I tumbled into a 
cab; and on the way to Charing Cross I saw the news, 
what you’ve done si 

“You know?” 
“Know? All London’s shouting it! And I stopped 

the cab to get a paper, and the newsboy said, ‘God bless 
the lady,’ and I said, ‘God bless the lady,’ and—and- 
it is ‘God bless the lady!’ Betty, you’re an angel! 
You’re the greatest woman on earth!” 
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““Oh—oh,” she cooed. ‘‘And then, and then, and 
then? Well?” 

“Well, then I went to Fuchsia Terrace. My heart, 
what a place for you, kiddy! And she told me she had 
seen you since you left; and I went to the post-office, and 
they gave me your address, and —— Betty, has it been 
very awful for you? You’ve been living on that five 
hundred dollars a year? Why didn’t you tell me what 
you were doing?”’ 

““My!” she mocked him with dismay; ‘that reminds 
me—you’ve come much too soon; you're all ‘out of the 
picture’; I meant to be here for a year before you knew 
what I was doing! I ought to send you away again. 
I’m learning to be a proper wife to you! Dardy said I 
couldn’t, but I am. How do you suppose that Baby’s 
-— Well!” Her radiant face grimaced at him. 

“You're a fine father. You haven’t asked about your 
son yet!” 

‘‘How’s our son, my wife?” 
““How is he? He is unique. He’s asleep in there. 

Come and look!” 
They crept to the cot, and stood silent. After a min- 

ute she whispered: ‘‘He can walk! He topples some- 
times, but no other baby ever toppled so well.”” Next: 
‘“Come back, or we shall wake him! I’ve got 
something to tell you. How do you suppose his clothes 
have been made big enough? I did them myself, to save 
buying new ones. Mrs. Norbury downstairs showed me 
how—I’m just great at altering clothes today!” She 
popped a pink finger to his lips; ‘‘I don’t know if the 
needle has roughened my finger for you—feel!”’ 

And then Miss Hyder appeared with a potato pie, and 
Betty whispered to him, “‘If I had known I’d have 
company to supper I’d have saved some rice pudding!”’ 

He watched her cut the loaf. She cut it with amazing 
skill, and chid him for ‘‘daintiness’’ because he was so 
sick with love that he couldn’t eat. But she was no 
better herself. 

On the path where he had called to her the moon shone 
now, and from their chairs the kitchen garden was 
enchanted. She wanted to hear how it was that he hadn’t 
‘come in at the door, like anybody else,” and laughter 
rippled when he told her of his guide. ‘‘ There was the 
touch of the dramatist about that— Madge writes plays, 
you know! What are you painting now, Dickie? How’s 
the work?” 

“Sweetheart,”’ he answered, ‘‘take some potato pie— 
it’s your last chance!” 

Her chair fell back, she was beside him in a flash, her 
hands on his shoulders: ‘‘What have you done?” 

“I’ve finished ‘The Harbor of Souls.’” 
For an instant, though her lips smiled, her gaze was 

wistful—she hadn’t been there to see! 
‘Good ?”’ she faltered. 
‘Sold for a thousand guineas!’ 
‘“A thousand guineas?” 
‘‘The Chantrey Bequest!” 
‘‘Dick!”” No shade on her rapture now—she clung 

to him, breathless, eager, triumphant. It was the 
moment of his life, and hers. ‘“‘ The ‘Chantrey Bequest’ 
means fame?”’ 

“It means the biggest thing that could possibly have 
happened to us! They’ve invited me to exhibit it at the 
Academy next year. The public will say it’s magnifi- 
cent, incomprehensible, or rotten; but they’ll flock to see 
it, and they'll talk about it, because the Chantrey Bequest 
has bought it. From the Academy it’ll go to the perma- 
nent collection at the Tate Gallery.” 

‘‘Permanent? When Baby grows up?” 
‘“‘Always—it’s bought for England, it’s the property 

of the Nation!” Tears sprang to his eyes. ‘‘Oh, my 
dear, I’m proud of the honor! And yet, when I think of 
yours, this thing that I have done seems too petty to talk 
about. But it isn’t the honor only, Loveliest; it means 
the end of the struggle, it means I’m ‘made.’ After this 
my prices are whatever I choose to ask. I can give youa 
pretty home and peace of mind. I can take you away 
from here tomorrow morning—to London, Paris, Rome, 
wherever you'd like to go. If I painted more quickly we 
could have six or seven thousand pounds a year now; 
even doing my best work we can be sure of three or four. 
You’ve only to say what you want to make you quite 
happy—only tell me what I’m to do!” 
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“You are to do—your best work,’ she told him. 
“‘That’s what we’re going to live for, Dickie, to do our 
best! Oh, I am glad for you, glad, glad! Yes, you shall 
take me early tomorrow, and the first thing I’m to see 
your picture. Talk to me about it! When did you begin 
it—how long ago?” 

“I began it soon after you went. And I’ve been at 
work on it ever since.”’ 
“How did you manage, Dick— you’ ve been hard up?” 
“About two shillings a day—I did a sketch now and 

then to keep me going. And I thought of you while I 
was painting—I meant to beg you to come home if I 
made a hit. And all the time I was afraid of the mail!” 

“The mail?” 
‘‘ Afraid they’d persuade you to get rid of me before the 

thing was done.” 
“Oh, my dear,’”’ she moaned, clinging to him, ‘‘my 

dear!” 
“All the time I thought of you, Betty, I wanted you so 

much, my love! If I had guessed! Tell me, what do you 
do here—you’ve no nurse at all?”’ 

‘“‘T’ve Queenie.” 
““Who’s Queenie?” 
““She’s a child who comes to wheel Baby’s carriage for 

me. We go out every morning and afternoon if it’s fine. 
Sometimes we go to the Happy Valley.” 

‘““My poor little girl!” 
‘“No, you aren’t to say that; it hasn’t been so rough as 

you think! I’ve got quite used to it. There’s always 
something to do to keep me from being dull, and it doesn’t 
seem a rush any more, as it did at the start. When I 
come back there’s dinner, and then Baby goes to sleep. 
And then we play, and go for another walk—I think I like 
our afternoon walks best. I’ve found such pretty bits I’d 
like to show you! Then there’s tea. And I give him his 
bath. And after supper 

The landlady’s daughter knocked again, with a basket 
of clean washing. ‘‘Oh, Mrs. Keith, Mrs. Tobitt says 
would you very kindly oblige her with the money tonight, 
instead of on Monday?” 

‘“What, this week, too?” said Betty gayly. ‘Oh, 
that husband of hers! Will you wait while I count them, 
then, Miss Hyder? You might clear away while I’m 
doing it, please.” 

Wondering, he saw her lift the things on to the sofa 
and arrange them in neat little stacks and compare them 
with the list. 

As naturally as if she had been doing it all her life she 
checked the bill, and produced two and ninepence, and 
penciled in the book that a pair of Baby's socks was 
missing. Amazement possessed him as he watched her. 
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“‘And after supper,’’ she went on, as if nothing had 
happened, when they were alone, ‘‘I’ve got his frocks to 
mend. I’m terribly vain of mending frocks! And there's 
my friend downstairs—we sit on those steps and talk 
every evening before we go to bed. It’s so beautifully 
still; there isn’t a sound except a church clock that chimes 
protectively. I—I don’t know -” She looked around, 
hesitating. ‘Don’t imagine I won’t enjoy a good time 
on the Continent, but I’m not sure I’m so keen on saying 
‘good-by’ to all this in quite such a hurry. I'd like to go 
and feast on your picture before breakfast tomorrow, but 
don’t you think we might come back for two or three 
days?” 

‘“You want to?” he asked, marveling. 
“If you won't think it silly? It’s difficult to put into 

words, but - You see this has been my home for a 
long while and I’ve felt so much here!”’ Her voice 
trembled. ‘‘I’d like time to—to look at it, and look back 
at it, before I go. ’Tisn’t that I don’t want to go to you, 
my love. It’s because I love you, because I’ve tried so 
hard to be better for you here, that the place means so 
much to me.” 

“Kiddy!” he said chokily. Her palm lay upturned 
in her lap, and his hand closed on it. 

“You don’t mind?” 
“It’s what I’d choose! I'd like to go with you for the 

walks—‘ Queenie’ shall take us all. I’d like to watch you 
while you sew the things; I’d like to live just the life that 
you've been living, my dearest dear! Never mind how 
long—even if it’s only a few days, it will always make the 
time we’ve been apart seem shorter to me afterward.” 

‘“‘That’s what I thought,’’ she murmured—‘“‘ we shall 
have been together here. And we couldn’t be more than 
happy anywhere!” 

So they saw ‘‘happiness’ —to be together. 

THE END 
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Why Does Mrs. Smith Get on My Nerves? 
By Annie Payson Call 

QF YOU want to know the true answer 
to this question it is ‘because you 
are unwilling that Mrs. Smith 
should be herself.” You want her 
to be just like you, or, if not just 
like you, you want her to be just 
as you would best like her. 

I have seen a woman so annoyed that she could 
not eat her supper because another woman ate 
sugar on baked beans. When this woman told me 
later what it was that had taken away her appetite 
she added: “And isn’t it absurd? Why shouldn’t 
Mrs. Smith eat sugar on baked beans? It does not 
hurt me. I do not have to taste the sugar on the 
beans; but it is such an odd thing to do. It seems 
to me such bad manners that I just get so mad 
I can’t eat!” 

Now, could there be anything more absurd than that? To see a 
woman annoyed; to see her recognize that she was uselessly and 
foolishly annoyed, and yet to see that she makes not the slightest effort 
to get over her annoyance. 

It is like the woman who discovered that she spoke aloud in church, 
and was so surprised that she exclaimed: “‘ Why, I spoke out loud in 

church!” and then, again surprised, she cried: ‘“‘ Why, I keep speaking 
aloud in church!’’—and it did not occur to her to stop. 
My friend would have refused an invitation to supper, I truly 

believe, if she had known that Mrs. Smith would be there and her 
hostess would have baked beans. She was really a slave to Mrs. 
Smith’s way of eating baked beans. 

“Well, I do not blame her,’ I hear some reader say; “‘it is entirely 
out of place to eat sugar on baked beans. Why shouldn’t she be 
annoyed ?” 

I answer: ‘Why should she be annoyed? Will her annoyance stop 
Mrs. Smith’s eating sugar on baked beans? Will she in any way- 
selfish or otherwise —be the gainer for her annoyance? Furthermore, 
if it were the custom to eat sugar on baked beans, as it is the custom 
to put sugar in coffee, this woman would not have been annoyed at all. 
It was simply the fact of seeing Mrs. Smith digress from the ordinary 
course of life that annoyed her.” 

It is the Same Thing that Makes a Horse Shy. The horse does not 
say to himself, “There is a large carriage, moving with no horse to pull 
it, with nothing to push it, with—so far as I can see—no motive power 

at all. How weird that is! How frightful!’”’—and, with a quickly- 
beating heart, jump aside and caper in scared excitement. A horse 
when he first sees an automobile gets an impression on his brain which 
is entirely out of his ordinary course of impressions—it is as if some one 
suddenly and unexpectedly struck him, and he shies and jumps. ‘The 
horse is annoyed, but he does not know what it is that annoys him. 
Now, when a horse shies you drive him away from the automobile and 
quiet him down, and then, if you are a good trainer, you drive him back 
again right in front of that car or some other one, and you repeat the 
process until the automobile becomes an ordinary impression to him, 
and he is no longer afraid of it. 

There is, however, just this difference between a woman and a 
horse: the woman has her own free will behind her annoyance, and a 
horse has not. If my friend had asked Mrs. Smith to supper twice a 
week, and had served baked beans each time and herself passed her 
the sugar with careful courtesy, and if she had done it all deliberately 

for the sake of getting over her annoyance, she would probably have 
only increased it until the strain would have got on her nerves much 
more seriously than Mrs. Smith ever had. Not only that, but she 
would have found herself resisting other people’s peculiarities more 
than ever before; I have seen people in nervous prostration from 
causes no more serious than that, on the surface. It is the habit of 

resistance and resentment back of the surface annoyance which is the 
serious cause of many a woman’s attack of nerves. 

Every Woman is a Slave to Every Other Woman who annoys her. 
She is tied to each separate woman who has got on her nerves by a 
wire which is pulling, pulling the nervous force right out of her. And 
it is not the other woman’s fault—it is her own. The wire is pulling, 
whether or not we are seeing or thinking of the other woman, for, 

having once been annoyed by her, the contraction is right there in our 
brains. It is just so much deposited strain in our nervous systems 
which will stay there until we, of our own free wills, have yielded out 
of it. 

The horse was not resenting nor resisting the automobile; therefore 
the strain of his fright was at once removed when the automobile 
became an ordinary impression. A woman, when she gets a new im- 
pression that she does not like, resents and resists it with her will, and 
she has got to get in behind that resistance and drop it with her will 
before she is a free woman. 

To be sure, there are many disagreeable things that annoy for a 
time, and then, as the expression goes, we get hardened to them. But 
few of us know that this hardening is just so much packed resistance 
which is going to show itself later in some unpleasant form and make 
us ill in mind or body. We have got to yield, yield, yield out of every 
bit of resistance and resentment to other people if we want to be free. 
No reasoning about it is going to do us any good. No passing back 
and forth in front of it is going to free us. We must yield first and 
then we can see clearly and reason justly. We must yield first and then 
we can go back and forth in front of it, and it will only be a reminder 
to yield every time until the habit of yielding has become habitual 
and the strength of nerve and strength of character developed by 
means of the yielding have been established. 

Let Me Explain More Fully What I Mean by “Yielding.” = Every 
annoyance, resistance, or feeling of resentment contracts us in some way 
physically; if we turn our attention toward dropping that physical 
contraction, with a real desire to get rid of the resistance behind it, we 

shall find that dropping the physical strain opens the way to drop the 
mental and moral strain, and when we have really dropped the strain 

we invariably find reason and justice and even generosity toward 
others waiting to come to us. 

There is one important thing to be looked out for in this normal 
process of freeing ourselves from other people. A young girl said once 
to her teacher: “I got mad the other day and I relaxed, and the more 
I relaxed the madder I got!” 

“Did you want to get over the anger?” asked the teacher. 
“No, I didn’t,’’ was the prompt and ready answer. 
Of course, as this child relaxed out of the tension of her anger, there 

was only more anger to take its place, and the more she relaxed the 
more free her nerves were to take the impression of the anger hoarded 
up in her; consequently it was as she said: the more she relaxed the 
“madder” she got. Later, this same little girl came to understand 
fully that she must have a real desire to get over her anger in order to 
have better feelings come up after she had dropped the contraction of 
the anger. 

I Know of a Woman who has been holding such 
steady hatred for certain other people that the 
strain of it has kept her ill. And it is all a matter 
of feeling: first, that these people have interfered 
with her welfare; second, that they differ from 
her in opinion. Every once in a while her hatred 
finds a vent and spends itself in tears and bitter 
words. Then, after the external relief of letting 
out her pent-up feeling, she closes up again and 
one would think from her voice and manner—if 
one did not look very deep in—that she had only 
kindliness for every one. But she stays nervously 
ill right along. 

How could she do otherwise with that strain in 
her? If she were constitutionally a strong woman 
this strain of hatred would have worn on her, 
though possibly not have made her really ill; but, 

being naturally sensitive and delicate, the strain has kept her an 
invalid altogether. 

““Mother, I can’t stand Maria,” one daughter says to her mother, 
and when inquiry is made the mother finds that what her daughter 
‘‘cannot stand” is ways that differ from her own. Sometimes, how- 
ever, they are very disagreeable ways which are exactly like the ways 
of the person who cannot stand them. If one person is imperious and 
demanding she will get especially annoyed at another person for being 
imperious and demanding, without a suspicion that she is objecting 
vehemently to a reflection of herself. 

There are Two Ways in Which People Get on Our Nerves. The 
first way lies in their difference from us in habit—in little things and in 
big things; their habits are not our habits. Their habits may be all 
right, and our habits may be all right, but they are “different.” Why 
should we not be willing to have them different? Is there any reason 
for it except the very empty one that we consciously and unconsciously 
want every one else to be just like us, or to believe just as we do, or to 
behave just as we do? And what sense is there in that ? 

“T cannot stand Mrs. So-and-so; she gets into a rocking-chair and 
rocks‘and rocks until I feel as if I should go crazy!” some one says. 
But why not let Mrs. So-and-so rock? It is her chair while she is in it, 
and her rocking. Why need it touch us at all? 

“But,” I hear a hundred women say, “it gets on our nerves; how 

can we help its getting on our nerves?” The answer to that is: “Drop 
it off your nerves.”” I know many women who have tried it and who 
have succeeded, and who are now profiting by the relief. Sometimes 
the process to such freedom is a long one; sometimes it is a short one; 
but, either way, the very effort toward it brings nervous strength, as 
well as strength of character. 

Take the woman who rocks. Practically every time she rocks you 
should relax, actually and consciously relax your muscles and your 
nerves. The woman who rocks need not know you are relaxing; it all 
can be done from inside. Watch and you will find your muscles 
strained and tense with resistance to the rocking. Go to work prac- 
tically to drop every bit of strain that you observe. As you drop the 
grossest strain it will make you more sensitive to the finer strain and 
you can drop that —and it is even possible that you may seek the woman 
who rocks, in order to practice on her and get free from the habit of 
resisting more quickly. 

This Seems Comical— Almost Ridiculous—to think of seeking an 
annoyance in order to get rid of it; but, after laughing at it first, look 
at the idea seriously, and you will see it is common-sense. When you 
have learned to relax to the woman who rocks you have learned to 
relax to other similar annoyances. You have been working on a 
principle that applies generally. You have acquired a good habit 
which can never really fail you. 

If my friend had invited Mrs. Smith to supper and served baked 
beans for the sake of relaxing out of the tension of her resistance to the 
sugar, then she could have conquered that resistance. But to try to 
conquer an annoyance like that without knowing how to yield in some 
way would be, so far as I know, an impossibility. Of course, we would 
prefer that our friends should not have any disagreeable, ill-bred, 
personal ways, but we can go through the world without resisting 
them, and there is no chance of helping any one out of them through 
our Own resistances. 

On the other hand a way may open by which the woman’s attention 
is called to the very unhealthy habit of rocking—or eating sugar on 
beans—if we are ready, without resistance, to point it out to her. And 
if no way opens we have at least put ourselves out of bondage to her. 

The second way in which other people get on our nerves is more 
serious and more difficult. Mrs. So-and-so may be doing very wrong 
—really very wrong; or some one who is nearly related to us may 
be doing very wrong—and it may be our most earnest and sincere 
desire to set him right. In such cases the strain is more intense because 
we really have right on our side, in our opinion, if not in our attitude 
toward the other person. Then, to recognize that if some one else 
chooses to do wrong it is none of our business is one of the most 
difficult things to do—for a woman, especially. 

More than that is it difficult to recognize practically that, in so far 
as it may be our business, we can best put ourselves in a position to 
enable the other person to see his own mistake by dropping all personal 
resistance to it and all personal strain about it. Even a mother with 
her son can help him to be a man much more truly if she stops worrying 
about and resisting his unmanliness. 

‘“‘But,’”’ I hear some one say, ‘‘that all seems like such cold indiffer- 
ence.’ Not at all—not at all. Such freedom from strain can be found 
only through a more actively-affectionate interest in others. The 
more we truly love another, the more thoroughly we respect that 
other’s individuality. 

The other so-called love is only love of possession and love of having 
our own way. It is not really love at all; it is sugar-coated tyranny. 
And when one sugar-coated tyrant antagonizes herself against another 
sugar-coated tyrant the strain is severe indeed, and nothing good is 
ever accomplished. 

The Roman Infantry Fought with a Fixed Amount of space about 
each soldier, and found that the greater freedom of individual activity 
enabled them to fight better and to conquer their foes. This symbol- 
izes happily the process of getting people off our nerves. Let us give 
each one a wide margin and thus preserve a good margin for ourselves. 

We rub up against other people’s nerves by getting too near to them 
—not too near to their real selves, but too near, so to speak, to their 

nervous systems. There have been quarrels between good people just 
because one phase of nervous irritability roused another. Let things 
in other people go until you have entirely dropped vour strain about 
them—then it will be clear enough what to do and what to say, or 
what not to do and what not to say. People in the world cannot get 
on our nerves unless we allow them to do so. 

NOTE —To the next issue of The Journal (for October) Miss Call will contribute 
another article, taking for her subject “‘ You Have No Idea How I am Rushlied.”’ 
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The Man of Ambition and His Home 
By the Governor of Illinois, the Honorable Charles S. Deneen 

may blight the home, ambition 
is the most subtle, because it 
starts in a worthy impulse, 
often in a desire to better the 
very home it sometimes de- 
stroys. The rewards of suc- 

cess are great and opportunities are many, 
so there is great danger of going beyond the 
point of wholesome activity to the limit of 
sacrificing things far more worth while than 

success and fame. Almost invariably the 
home is the first thing to suffer seriously 
from an overzealous ambition, and whatever 
hurts the home hurts the nation. 

But, happily, there are examples in almost 
every community of the deliberate sacrifice of 
ambition for the family and the home. Per- 
haps these instances are more numerous than 

we realize, because the dropping out, even of 
a successful man, occasions little comment, 
and therefore it is not always easy to recall 
those who have turned their backs on ambi- 

and the most important step is taken—for 
without this there is little hope of victory. 

The orators and the writers of this country 
have so long and so persistently harped upon 
the theme: ‘Make the most of yourself,” 
that the suggestion of selfishness in following 
ambition seems almost heresy. We have 
small respect for the young man who has not 
snap enough to “make something of him- 
self,’ but do we not let this blind us to the 
selfishness of the man who, consciously or 
unconsciously, sacrifices others in order to 
gratify his ambition? I believe that we do 
—and that one of these errors is about as 
common as the other and both are fatal to 
the home. There is little doubt that we are 
overdoing the “get there’’ idea. 

The Cementing of a Home is a process 
which requires the time of the home-builders 
as well as their affection and loyalty—time 
for the kind of intimacy which comes only of 
association in moments of relaxation and 

tion to give more of comfort, cheer and pro- repose. 
tection to their homes. However, I can give 
one instance which shows how a man of ambi- 

The heart of the husband or wife may 
be in the home, but that is not enough; 

tion is called upon to choose between his the members of the family must be there, in 
home and a public life. PHOTOGRAPH BY THE ROOT BTUDIOS 

The Man of Whom | Speak is a Thoroughbred American from 
Puritan stock. He came West while a boy, read law with a pioneer 
practitioner, and soon took high rank, owing to his splendid gift of 
oratory and his legal mind. In those days to be a leading lawyer in a 
country district was to be a leading politician. The man who was elo- 
quent at the bar was naturally “drafted” to do service on the stump, 
and the brilliant young lawyer soon became one of the best political 
speakers in his district. He was sent to the Legislature for several terms, 

and became known in the State, where his ability to make quick friend- 
ships and hold them was another strong clement in his steady rise. 

Finally he became identified with a new movement within his 
party: the movement spread to the next National convention, and the 
candidate whom he championed was nominated. Then he came into 
prominence as a State figure: he devoted all his energies to the cam- 
paign, and not only spoke but also directed the campaign along new 
and original lines. At the election his State gave a large plurality for 
his party, and the newly-elected President credited him chiefly for the 
victory. In consequence, when the matter of political appointments in 
this State was taken up at Washington, the President made it known 
that the country lawyer must be consulted. The man found himself 
in a position of great power, which he used with tact and discretion, 

and two years later he was urged to accept the nomination for Governor, 
a nomination which was equivalent to election. 

Meantime His Family had Grown; the demands upon him had 

increased, but the game of politics had become terribly absorbing. 
He had been forced to neglect his private affairs and his law practice; 
he had become a familiar figure in his State, but an unfamiliar figure 
in his home and his office. Up to the time when the Governorship had 
been placed before him he had been carried along by the current of 
excitement, but this opportunity halted him, and he paused to “take 
stock” before answering. He saw two sets of facts; on one side his 
private business was in bad shape and some of his investments were in 
a precarious condition. They might turn out all right, if supported by 
his personal attention and energy and the surplus income which a 
large law practice would allow. On the other hand, the Governorship 
of the State was his for the taking; a seat in the United States Senate 

was a near likelihood, and beyond that the prospect was alluring, if 
somewhat indefinite. If he chose this public career it must mean 
some great sacrifices for his family, and the question before him was: 
Should he give up his ambition, or should he go on with his career and 
let his home bear the burden? 

He decided that the sacrifice should be his own, and he has held to 

this resolution unyieldingly. ‘Today he has the satisfaction of knowing 
that his home has not been deprived of any comfort, or even luxury; 
that he has given it far more of his own society than would have been 
possible had he followed a public career; that he knows his children 
more intimately than he could possibly have known them had he not 
put home before ambition. 

Not all men who see a tempting political career open before them 
find themselves confronted by such a choice; many are in circumstances 
which permit them to indulge in a public career without home sacri- 
fices. But the fact remains that too often the interests of the home are 
lightly considered when political success beckons. 

There is a Popular Belief that Members of the Theatrical pro- 
fession are not successful as home-makers, and it is at least fair to 
say that those who follow this calling are not conspicuous as domestic 
successes. It seems to me that the cause is easily found. Ambition is 
the very breath of life to the actor, and its stimulus is so great that even 
home loses its perspective and significance in this unceasing fight for 
popular approval. Of course, the man of the stage will say that the 
player’s work prevents the cultivation of that repose and seclusion 
which really makes a home a home; that he entertains the public in 
the hours in which home is most cemented; that he must wander from 
city to city until the sense of “local habitation” is almost obliterated. 
This is true; but it still seems to me that the appetite for applause 
and the gratification of ambition is really the element that blights the 
home-making instinct. 

But if the life of the footlights seems to afford the sharpest examples 

of the sacrifices which ambition imposes upon domestic life, it has 

remained for the stage to furnish in Mary Anderson Navarro the most 
conspicuous and brilliant instance of the desertion of ambition to make 
ahome. Ata time when her genius gave almost certain promise of 
carrying her to still greater heights in her art, when the public of every 
civilized country stood ready to lavish upon her a future honor and a 
peculiar affection felt for few of the great dramatic stars, she left all 
these allurements behind and dedicated her life without reserve to her 
husband and her home. The entreaties of managers and even the 
Mvitations of a King have failed to tempt her to leave that home even 
for a week. 

This brings us up to the practical point: What precautions should 
the ambitious man take to insure his home against his ambition, against 
allowing his desire to succeed to encroach upon his relations with 
his family? 

The first step is to get a firm grip on the fact that no gratification 
of ambition is worth the sacrifice of a happy home; that any success 
is a pitiable failure at such a cost; that to score a success as the head 
of a family and the builder of a home is in itself as worthy an 
am bition as any citizen need hold. Let this become clearly established, 

bodily presence as well as in spirit, in order to 
create a real home: nothing else will suffice. 

Right here is where ambition generally plays its most subtle part 
with those whose desire to succeed is the most worthy and whose 
intentions are the best. Unless watched and controlled, ambition 
becomes the thief of time that belongs to the home and without which 
the home must be more or less a failure. The man of ambition does 
not go about the streets saying: ‘‘I intend to win honors that my 
children, and their children, and their children after them, will be proud 
of,” but thousands of men make it the ruling purpose of their lives, 
and it is an honorable aspiration and reflects credit upon those who 
hold it. All vices, it is said, are but virtues carried to extremes, and 
the observation applies fitly with regard to such an ambition. If it is 
not gratified at the expense of individual character or of home obliga- 
tions, then it is to be desired and applauded. If it is not held in restraint 
by these higher considerations it will work mischief. 

When a Man Finds that the Pursuit of His Ambition is steal- 
ing time from his home to such an extent that there are few occasions 
when he is alone with his family—with the world shut out and the 
“home feeling” the prevailing atmosphere—then he will do well to 
call a halt and settle the question with himself. The moment he 
ceases to find regular periods of relaxation and rest at his own hearth- 
stone and to feel that those hours are the best of his life, he may 

know that he is drifting out of his course and into troubled waters. 
Now and then one meets a man who begins to grow restless after he 
has spent an hour or two in his own home. Such men are objects of 
pity because either they do not know the real meaning of the word 
“home,” or else the word is fast losing its finer significance. 

It is not intended to assume that ambition is the only enemy of home 
life, or that all men who find themselves ill at ease in their homes are 

blamable for that unfortunate condition. Other causes and other 
members of the home circle may be responsible, but it still remains 
true that a man of ambitious impulses who is bending his energies hard 
to a given end will generally find that he must watch himself carefully 
to avoid gradually giving more and more time to the pursuit of his 
ambition and less and less time to the development of his home. I 
know of no danger-signal more trustworthy than this tendency to 
become restless when he finds himself alone with his family and in a 
position to have a few hours of the highest and best enjoyment that a 
mortal may have on this earth. Unless he actually hungers for this 
pleasure and misses it when some unusual circumstance deprives him 
of it, he is not making a well-rounded success of his home life. 

Failure to see to it that the home has a rightful amount of a man’s 
time, and has it with fair regularity, will invariably lead to a failure of 
normal interest in the home. Lack of contact and association with 
the home must result in a warped and disordered view of the value of 
things. The object of ambition becomes unduly magnified and the 
home grows smaller. Environment and association are powerful 
factors, and if we Jive in our ambition more than in our home we will 

naturally come to think that our ambition is of greater moment than 
our home. 

Thousands of homes have been absolutely wrecked because the 
head of the household has felt it necessary, in the course of winning his 
way, to absent himself for long periods from his family. Of course 
this seemed not only justifiable but necessary at the time. The only 
answer to this is that there are few things and few circumstances which 
can justify a man in a long-continued absence from his family circle; 
that the greatest prizes to be gained by these absences are not worth 
half what they cost in the sacrifice of the home life; that the history 
of the best intended of these voluntary exiles from the family circle is a 
history of sad mistakes and of unfortunate sacrifice of the better for 
the worse. 

Another Safeguard to the Home of the Man who is fired with 
a determination to make a name and a place for himself is to take his 
ambition into his home and his home into his ambition. If the wife, the 
mother, the son and the daughter feel a full partnership in the purpose 
which is so absorbing to the head of the household, the danger of isola- 
tion of interests, of drifting apart, of each following his or her solitary 
way, becomes greatly lessened. What need to look to those outside 

the home for that sympathetic support which every normal human 
being craves, when it is to be freely had in the family circle? 

Did you ever know of a really unhappy and unsuccessful home in 
which husband, wife and children were the chosen confidants of each 

other, where there was a fresh and renewed understanding day by 
day of the desires, the purposes and the aspirations of each member 
of the home? I never did, and I doubt if such a one exists. Close 
community of interest is a cardinal secret in the art of home-making, 
and it seldom fails of rich results. 

Looking to the success of the homes of the next generation I can see 
no more practical way to guard against the encroachments of possible 
overzealous ambition than to cultivate a clear understanding in the 
young that there is nothing so desirable and so satisfying, within the 
reach of man, as a good and a happy home. Talking alone will not 
do it, although it helps when backed by consistent daily practice. 
Put the emphasis here instead of on “making a great success” or 
“winning a name.” The school readers, the graduation-day orators 
and the magazines and periodicals dedicated to the “ get there” idea 
will see to it that the god of Success is not without devoted worshipers. 
Let us see to it that the ideals of home have a larger share of sup- 
port in our own households. 
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| Rooms to Young Men 

How I Have Successfully Done it for Years 

By Tekla Grenfell 

FURNISHED ROOMS WANTED. 

A young gentleman wants a small furnished 
room in a good neighborhood; about $10 a 

month. A Address . B. C. Tribune. 

to appear in one of a big city’s 
daily papers the advertiser would 
need a satchel to carry home his 
replies. There would be all kinds: 
some neat and inviting, others 
scrawled on postal-cards or written in pencil on torn 

scraps of paper. If the young man were to visit and examine all of 
the places (which he would not) he would find scarcely half a dozen that 
would do at all, and probably none that just suited him. Now this 
little talk is going to exploit some of the idcas that have pleased young 
men who have boarded with me. we 

Renting rooms is not done as an amusement, it Is a hard business 
proposition. For every dollar invested you must get a certain amount 
of return in rent money. Incidentally you can be good to others and 
your young men soon learn to think a good deal of you. Landladies 

as a rule do not realize this: if they did they would be more successful. 
Suppose, we will say, that a small room is worth five dollars a month 
unfurnished: this figure to include light, heat and service. The room 
can be furnished nicely for one hundred and twenty dollars. The cost 
of the room to you each month, therefore, averaged up for the year, 
would be as follows: 

$120 at six per cent. interest $7.20 
$120 at ten per cent. depreciation .. 12.00 

Furnishing, thus, by the year $19.20 

“y = by the month ... . . . $4.60 
Monthly rent unfurnished . . . . . . . . = §.00 
Total cost of room ey Sa aes. |& Sa + OO 

By the investment of one hundred and twenty dollars you have 

increased the cost of the room to six dollars and sixty cents a month, 

but on the other hand you have also increased its renting value to, say, 

ten dollars a month, and thus you can make a profit of three dollars and 

forty cents a month. From these figures it appears that it would pay 
to invest money in room-furnishing. ‘The only question, then, would be 
how to spend the money to the best advantage. 

Try to Have a General Sitting-Room 

HE best place to put young men is on the top floor. There they are 
by themselves and out of the way—they like it better, too. If one 

good-sized room can be set aside for a sitting-room (at your own 
expense) it will be found to be a paying investment. T he young fellows 
will congregate there, tell stories and fraternize. ‘This will make your 
house a popular place, and instead of having to hunt for young men you 
can pick and choose among those who want to ¢ ome to you. Again, if 

they have some place to sit they can get along with very small bed 
rooms, and you will be able to rent litthe corners which otherwise 

would not be bringing you in any return. 
Young men are like hickory-nuts: rough on the outside. But do not 

think for a minute, because they are mannish when among themselves, 
that they do not appreciate a neat, tidy bed. There never yet was a 
young man who liked anything about his bed that was not exquisitely 
neat and clean. A bed cannot be too dainty for him—but he wants a 

woman to fix it and keep it so; to pay attention to such things would 
be beneath his lordship’s dignity ! 

A woman likes a folding-bed, she likes a washstand that shuts up 
into an imitation sewing-table; she likes to keep the chinaware out of 

sight. Aman cannot see that; he argues that every one knows that he 
has a bed and uses a washstand, and why should he be ashamed of 
them? 

One cannot make any mistake when buying new furniture for a 
young man’s room in getting a white iron bedstead— a single bed for 
each even where there are two or three in a room. Get spiral springs; 

woven springs sag in the middle and men dislike them. Over this 
should be a good felt or hair mattress. The pillowcases and the ends 
of the blankets should be covered with white silkoline or scrim. A 
cover should also be made of light material to go over the spread to 
keep the bedclothes clean during the day and be turned back at night. 
When a bed is arranged like this it looks very inviting and will go a 
long way toward renting a room. 

‘The Best Way to Decorate a Room 

ANY people do not understand decorating a room. They buy the 
pictures and bric-a-brac that are offered for sale at the shops; con- 

versely, the shops offer trashy decorations for sale because there is a 
market for them. Generally the things are not beautiful and do not 
decorate. The first essential in a decoration—whether it be picture, 
piece of furniture or some little odd and end—is that it must be well 
made. It may be simple and inexpensive—indeed, so much the better 
—but it must represent a good workman; that is, we should surround 
ourselves with things that are suggestive of the ideals we are trying to 
attain. Now one of the decorations of a room is wall-paper. The wall- 
papers of our grandfathers were awful and they have not improved so 
much as they ought in the last fifty years. They are generally a repe- 
tition of conventional designs which give a color effect but are not 
good to look at. Then we put pictures up to hide the paper— because 
all of our friends and neighbors have done the same thing ever since 
we can remember we take it for granted that it is the proper thing to 
do—and our room is decorated. Let me describe a little room deco- 
rated in good taste. Below the eye-line the paper is dull green; above, 
it isa yellow-brown. Itis plain paper to enable the eye to rest easily on 
the decorations; if the paper were a mass of detail the eye would want 
to focus on that, too, and that would take away from the beauty of the 
pictures. As it is, the dull, plain paper brings them out and helps them. 
Around the room at the height of the eye, as one sits on a chair, the 
wall is paneled by a light, gilt moulding. The panels contain pictures 
that are well drawn: instead of attempting an elaborate design, and 
failing, the artist has boldly taken up a simple subject, and has 
succeeded. 

When the summer is over, and the fly-screens come down, leave up 
one screen in each of the bedrooms and cover it with scrim or some 
light cloth. It will provide a ventilation in the room similar to that of a 
tent: fresh air and no drafts. In places where soft coal is used it will 
keep out the soot. 

On the wall near each gas-jet tack a large piece of sandpaper to 
scratch matches on. Do not let your young men throw their match- 
sticks into either their jars or their waste-baskets. One of the nicest 
ways of disposing of them is to keep an ornamental two-quart china 
pitcher on the window-shelf. It can be emptied every day, and it is 

good-looking and safe. Each bedroom should 
have a glass pitcher and a thin drinking-tumbler 
for drinking-water. The pitchers should be filled 
every night just before the men get home from work. 
If the room is small get a wide oak board and screw 
it down on the windowsill, making a wide shelf. 
This will do instead of a stand or table and will be 
found to be very decorative and convenient. If 
the room has no closet — and few hall-rooms have 
—put hooks on the back of the door on which to 
hang clothes and arrange a light curtain to go over 

them. Under the bed keep wooden boxes with hinged lids. These 
boxes can be pulled out and shoved back and do very well to keep 
clothes in. When one considers that people on a private yacht pay 
something like a hundred dollars a day for the privilege of going with- 
out closets it makes the hardship seem less severe! In the tropics, too, 
the houses do not have closets on account of the dampness. A low 
wooden box with a hinged top covered with sofa-pillows makes a fine 
place for men to sit when putting on their shoes—and the inside is a 
fine place to keep the shoes. 

Some of the Furnishings it is Well to Provide 

HIEN a man comes home at night his underclothes are moist and 
warm—some of them not to be put on again the next day. The 

nicest way to handle them is to put a willow hamper next to the dressing- 
stand. He can then put on clean clothes for the evening—lighter 
weight if he is to be in the house—and leave his day’s underwear in the 
top of the hamper over his clothes for the laundry. They will be 
fresher and sweeter arranged in this way than if kept in a closed closet 
where there is no ventilation. 

The best dressing-stand for a man is a deep, narrow, high chiffonier 
with a shaving-glass on the top. It costs but little to bring the gas- 
jets on each side, which seems necessary in shaving. A little wooden 
shelf screwed to the side of the stand with metal lining for fire protec- 
tion makes an excellent place for a little gas heater to heat shaving- 
water. You will win your boys’ hearts at once if you will give them a 
means of getting their own hot water like this! 

A small, curtained shelf should be near the washstand for shaving 
material; a brass hook should be placed to take the toothbrush, and 
a larger one, conveniently placed, for the razor-strop. I give each of 
my boys an ounce bottle of oil of cloves when he comes with me. If he 
puts three drops in his glass of water when cleaning his teeth it keeps 
his brush sweet and clean, and when the glass of water is emptied into 

the jar it keeps the latter sweet, too. Anything but the smell of dirty 
water in a bedroom. 

The washstand in a bedroom is always a problem. If stationary 
there is always the suggestion of sewer-gas, so do not make it stationary. 
The ordinary washstand has nooks and crannies and dark cupboards 
underneath that make a good place for germs to multiply. We have 
outgrown our ideas of putting wainscoting around the bathing-tub, 
etc., in a bathroom, and now have open plumbing: why cannot we 
come to light, airy, sweet, clean washstands? ‘The maid who cares for 
the room should be taught to empty the pitcher every morning and wipe 
it clean inside. She should remove all the soiled towels and replace 
the toothbrush tumblers and drinking-tumblers with clean ones. If 
you leave the cleaning of the tumblers to the young men they will 
invariably use the hand-towels to wipe them with. My toothbrush 
tumblers have little stars etched over them, and the drinking tumblers 
are plain, to keep them from getting mixed. 

The bed should have both sheets changed for clean ones once a 
week; the young fellows will have the upper sheet put down for a 
lower one soon enough when they get married! 

What Sort of Pictures There Should Be 

HE pictures in a bedroom should be different from those in any 
other room in the house. The pictures in the sitting-room (the boys 

will call ita den) should be strong, bordering on frisky: bulldogs with 
big collars, famous baseball players, pictures of college boys and 
college scenes, horses, etc.—nothing that is not nice, but on the 

other hand nothing that is soft and tender. A man’s sitting-room 
should represent his workaday life—that of a man among men. 

But his bedroom is different. It should be prophetic of his home 
life, and a man’s sense of refinement is prohibitive to sharing his home 
thoughts and making them common to his fellows. It is in the bed- 
room that the young man gets away from the rough world that he has 
been battling all the day. His pictures there should be soft and inspir- 
ing like the caress of a good woman or the gentle touch of a child. 
The young man has no mother, sister, wife or child to keep his life 
sweet and clean, his ideals true and high; the influence of his land- 
lady, who should be his friend, is all that he has to offset the profanity 
and viciousness that he is meeting all the day long. 

Every young man should have an American flag; it cultivates 
patriotism. 

It is no mistake to hang a Madonna in a man’s bedroom; all men 

like Madonnas, and if a picture of the Master is there so much the 
better. Light watercolors or framed photographs are in much better 
taste than printed pictures. Most young people muss their rooms 
up with portrait photographs; they do not enjoy them, they just 
leave them there to be covered with dust, to get fly-specked and 
broken. That is a mistake. One or two photographs of the mother 
or best girl should be neatly framed and kept nice — moreover, they 
should be looked at every day; the rest should be put away. 

Have the Woodwork White, with Rugs on the Floor 

HE best color for the woodwork in a bedroom is white. It is harder 
to keep clean, but it paysinlooks. It is better to paint or varnish the 

floors and use rugs; they are harder to care for than carpets, but men 
like them better. Every small room should have a portiére hung on the 
outside of the door. At night the door can be thrown wide open, 
giving more air. 

A man likes to have plenty of clean towels on his rack (and then 
will use the same old towel until you take it away from him). He 
should always have at least one Turkish towel for his bath. It is 
better for the landlady to furnish soap and matches; men like a plain 
soap better than all kinds of fancy soaps. These last two items cost 
very little to furnish and often are the dividing line between a cheap 
boarding-house and a good one. 

Sometimes a young chap will come to me who cannot afford to pay 
my price. If I like his looks and want to help him I give him work 
cleaning the walks or tending the furnace, for which I pay him cash. 
I then charge him full price, the same as any one else, and keep the two 
transactions entirely separate. I do not think it pays to let young 
fellows wait on the table for their board. 
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—magnificently printed and 
profusely illustrated in colors 
on plated paper, beautifully 
bound with silk cord, deckled 
edged cover, and containing 
new designs for decorating 
every room in the home. 

IT TELLS 
— How to decorate in harmony 
with your woodwork. 

—Why vivid colors are un- 
desirable. 

—How to avoid discords in 
color. 

— How to make a narrow room 
look wide. 

—How to make a small room 
look large. 

— Why certain colors are more 
suitable than others for bed- 
rooms. 

— How to stencil a wall. 

—How to get tile effects in 
your bathroom and kitchen. 

—Why Alabastine is superior 
to wall paper or kalsomine. 

These, and many other prac- 
tical suggestions, are given to 
aid you in the beautifying of 
your home with 

If you are considering decorat- 
ing or redecorating send us 1oc in 

coin or U. S. stamps for ‘‘ Dainty 

Wall Decorations.’’ It is the best 
practical book published on the 
subject. 

Alabastine is made from pure 
Alabastor rock and comes in 

powdered form. It requires no 
glue nor paste to make it adhere, 
and so it is cleaner and more 

healthful than either wall-paper 
or kalsomine. 

Alabastine is very durable, very 

economical, does not fade, rub 

nor scale off, and its soft velvety 
tints reflect the light, making the 
home bright and cheerful. 

FREE SAMPLES 
We will very gladly send you 

without charge, some samples of 
tints done in Alabastine and with 
them an interesting folder telling 

about what can be done with 

Alabastine. Kindly write us to-day. 

THE ALABASTINE COMPANY 
100 Grandville Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

EASTERN OFFICE: 
Dept. 10, No. 105 Water Street 

New York City 
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Simple and Attractive Work for the Home-Makerx 

By Virginia Demarest 
4 

HE woman who is interested in making her home pretty some- 
times has trouble in finding the wall-paper that she wants —all the 
designs in the shops seem either prohibitively expensive or else 

-when she looks at the less costly ones —so inartistic and common- 
place that she “wouldn’t have them on her walls!” But isn’t it pos- 
ible to make a virtue out ofa necessity? Suppose that the wise woman, 
recognizing her dilemma, gives up all ideas of buying her wall-covering 
and turns to creating her decoration for herself. She will find this 
plan ever so much more satisfactory in the long run because the result 
testifies to her own taste and handicraft. 

DELICATE design in apple blossoms on grayish-green paper is shown 

above. The blossoms are in several shades of pink, with crisp green 

leaves and pinkish-gray stems. The narrow border on the curtains carries 

out the decoration, being outlined with heavy floss in the same colors. 
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N ATTRACTIVE plan fora dining-room dec 

A , " oration, Genet wall tone a warm buff. 

BASS : ge? Fruit friezes in dt ‘low, pinkish-purple and 

QV OG PS cee olive-greens, the intertwining ribbons of blue 
f 4 > green. Details of two borders are shown on left. 

= Curtains of rough silk in soft buff. The screen 
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AS IN TERE STING treatment fora library is s ucvested here, the idea bei: 

Indian. Ona warm yellow-brown wall stencil the “ hatchet” border; the 

of) 
Lo 

nangles in green-blue, red flowers within, the central hatchet pattern buff. 

Use the same colors for the bead borders on the ns of buff silk. 

One of the best ways to decorate thus is to stencil in colors. It 
is not hard, and the suggestions on this page are none of them 
beyond the execution of the woman with good taste and clever fingers. 
In all cases the bac kground is on absolutely plain paper of soft tint, 
on which the stenciled design is applied. Choose for the unit a 
simple design and cut the stencil from it, to be used over and over 
again; your final effect, after the stencil unit is once drawn and cut, 
depends on the placing and repeating of the unit. Oil colors diluted 
with turpentine will do very well, even on the curtains, for, used thin, 
they have the consistency of dyes and will hold their colors in w ashing. 

ISTARIA blooms and vines on soft gray furnish the motif for this 

frieze. Use two tones of quiet grayish-green for the leaves and a 

purple-brown for the stems. On the curtains is stenciled a little leaf design 

in corresponding greens. Do not allow the tones to grow deep or hear 
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Teel a bedroom nothing is more charming 

than a rose pattern. Here, on delicate 7% 
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buff walls, rose garlands are stenciled in SUR” oat 2 
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several shades of pink and soft greens. A pore Sage ss 3 
letail of the frieze is shown on the right. < ayes 4 

Dainty garlands as a bordering for the cur 

tains can be touched in lightly with oils, and 5 ‘ a? 
st ‘ 

add greatly to the general effect. ow / 4 
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HE idea of the valance hung above the window makes an attractive 

feature in a room. Here the design, corresponding with the stenciled 

fecoration on curtain and wall, is first colored in lightly, then outlined in 

heavy linen or silk floss. Window-seats and beds may be thus draped. 

AP-A-LAC 
is made for the purpose of 

Economy in the Household 
It isa stain and varnish combined; 

put up in eighteen different colors and 
can be used for refinishing everything 
about the home from cellar to garret. 

Any housewife can use it with good 
results, It produces a hard, lustrous 
finish, which dries quickly. You can 
refinish floors, interior woodwork, 
scuffed and scratched furniture instead 
of employing someone else to do it, or 
buying anew, thus saving money. 

It’s a pleasure to use JAP-A-LAC, 
and the satisfaction of knowing you 
have accomplished such splendid _re- 
sults at so low a cost will seem like a 
growing bank account to you. 

Useful Hints to 
Housekeepers 

A C he Natural Jap-a-lac applied over old 
0a or new linoleum or oil cloth will double 

its life, by preserving the original coat of vat 
nish which would otherwise soon be washed 

or worn off, 

front doors are revived and 
Weather Beaten beautified when coated 
with Jap-a-lac, and ‘“‘newness follows the 
brush.’’ It is best to use the color nearest 
that of the old finish. 

. screens should be coated 
Window and Door with Jap-a-lac each fall 
before storing ; it prevents rust; use the Bril 
liant Black on the wire, and the Mahogany, 
Oak, Cherry or Walnut on the frames. It gives 
them new life and they will be ready for im- 
mediate use next season. 

should be protected and Porch Furniture jecitisied each fail with 
Jap-a-lac. It is best to use the color of the old 
finish; but if vou wish to change the color, 
use Red or Green Jap-a-la 

cont with Mahogany, Wicker Furniture (32 "p\,o Rea. Matactite 
Green or Gloss White ap a-lac, looks better 

than new. 

. furnace fronts, radiators, hot 
Water Pipes, water tanks and iron fences 
are preserved and beautified with the use of 
Jap-a-lac. Use the Gold, Aluminum, Dead 
Black or Brilliant Black. 

e candelabra, gas fixtures, 
Picture Frames, lamps, etc., given a coat of 
Gold, Aluminum or Dead Black Jap-a-lac, are re 
newed almost beyond belief ;— the Dead Black 
produces that beautiful wrought-iron effect. 

ld A bil carriages, wagons, agri- 

0 utomo lies, culturalimplements, etc., 

Jap-a-lac-ed with either Brilliant Black, Red 
Green or Empire Blue, look 100% better, and 
are given new life. The cost is nominal, and 
the work can be done by an inexperienced 

person. 

a household necessity, and can 
Jap-a- lac |; be used in a hundred and one 
ways, from “cellar to garret,’? and is espe- 
cially adapted for finishing old or new floors 
and woodwork. Ask vour dealer. 

For Sale by Paint, Hardware and Drug 
Dealers. All sizes from 15c to $2.50. 

A WARNING against the dealer who 

tries to substitute. 

If your dealer offers you a substitute, say to 
him: ‘*No, thank you; I want what Lasked 

for. Good-bye.’’ Trade with the dealer who 
gives you what youaskfor. That’s Jap-a-lac. 

Write for beautiful illustrated booklet, and 
interesting colorcard. Free for the asking. 

YVVOUR de aler « does notkeep JAP-A-LAl 
end us his name and 10c \except for Gold 
which 1 eV ¢ fof matline, and 

7 ¢ wall end EREL Sample (quarter pint | 
can o any point im th lnitted Siat 

rhe name ** Glidden’ 
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974 Rockefeller Bidg., Cleveland, 0. 
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ell Without a Doctor 
A Doctor Himself Tells How Easily We Can Keep in Health if We Only 

Can Get Away from Some False Notions 

the houses around you and notice 
how rarely a window is open to 
admit thefreshair. Inthe morning 
hours the windows of bedrooms are 
quite frequently opened, but by 
noon practically a}l are closed to 

keep in the artificial heat. 
If the time happens to be winter the windows 

are closed to keep “‘the house warm.”” On warm 
days they are closed to “keep the house cool,” and 
on snowy or rainy days to keep “the damp out.” 
In March we are afraid of the raw air; in April of 
the moisture; in May, although the air feels warm, 

it “may be damp,” and in early autumn we “keep 
the chill out.”” And so all through the year we 
hold the deep-rooted notion that there is some- 
thing in the fresh air which must be kept out of 
our houses. The stoutest heart quails at the thought of breathing 
“night air.’ It is seldom that we see bedroom windows generously 
lowered after sundown: an inch or two from the top is the rule. And 
on rainy or stormy nights everything is tight shut. On every hand 
exists the idea that if the “night air,” so deadly in the estimation of 
thousands of people, be let in, it must be in homoeopathic doses. And 

on stormy nights it must be kept out entirely: then “it is dangerous”! 

Surely We Need a Fresh-Air Campaign in this country as much as 
we can possibly need anything: we need a truer understanding of the 
marvelous benefits of fresh air: an education of the people that will 
do away with many false and foolish notions. But, first of all, must 
the physicians be educated. It would be positively humorous, if it had 
not its pathetic side, to see the average practitioner of “the old school” 
prescribe for the average cold. He listens to the lungs, thumps the 
chest and counts the respirations. Out comes his little prescription 
pad, and he prescribes! Then follows the most wonderful and intelli- 
gent part of all: either the patient is sent to bed, or he is told to remain 
at home and stay in “‘an even temperature,” which, of course, means 
furnace heat and impure, breathed-over air. If the patient is a child 

and he has a croupy cold all windows are ordered closed, fresh air is 
excluded, and a murderous vapor is burned in the room for the child to 
inhale in order to soothe the irritated mucous membrane. More heat 
is turned on in the room, so that what is called an “even temperature” 

may be maintained. Once or twice a day, perhaps, the room is “aired 
out,” and the patient carefully warned “to get under the blankets” 

during the process— presumably so that he may be all the more certain 
to inhale the poisonous gases exhaling through the pores of his body. 
The mother or the nurse or both remain in the room, adding more 
pairs of lungs to exhaust the oxygen in the air, and likewise themselves 
to inhale the impure and breathed-over air, 2s well as the poisoned 
exhalations of the patient. 

But Does it Occur to the Doctor to find out the cause of the cold ? 

Does he inquire as to what his patient has caten? No, because the 
truth that a cold comes from overeating is generally beyond his 
horizon. Does he ask whether the patient smothers his skin with too 
much clothing? No, because he believes that the more clothing you 
pile on the warmer you are. Does he ask how much of God’s sunshine 
is allowed to come into the house by day through open windows, and 

how much fresh air comes into the bedroom at night? No, because he 
believes that colds are contracted from this very air. Does he look 
around and see the stuffiness of the house, the overfurnished bedroom, 
the heavy curtains and thick carpets, and suggest that they are simply 
dust-catchers and hiding-places for microbes? No, because he sees no 

connection between a person’s health and the surroundings in which 
he daily lives and breathes. Does he ask whether the patient takes a 
cold bath each morning and keeps the pores of his skin free? No, 
because he believes that cold water is ‘a shock to the system”: delete- 
rious to the action of the heart. Either his beliefs and convictions are 
all wrong along these lines, or he does not ask these questions for fear 
of offending the patient—criticising his habits of life or the furnish- 
ings of his home might result in a loss of practice. 

Here and There We Meet a Physician who is progressive and more 
alive to Nature’s remedies than to the efficacy of drugs. He walks into 
a room, and immediately orders fresh air. ‘Let the windows down, 
and let God’s greatest tonic to mankind come in,” is his mandate. 
“You never caught cold in the fresh air, for fresh air is a tonic, not a 
depressant. Vapors for croup? Why?” he asks. “Fresh air is more 
soothing than all the vapors ever invented. Stay in for a cold? No: 
not unless you have a fever with it. On the contrary, go out into the 
sunshine. Take a walk, or a sun-bath. 

Lie down there by the window and let 

make use of them and get away from the false 
notion that either of them properly used can be 
harmful. 

Said a physician not long ago: “If we would 
all learn how to breathe properly, to live in the 
fresh air day and night, bathe daily, and drink 

cight glasses of clear water every day, two before 
breakfast, two during the morning, two during the 
afternoon and two before going to bed, the doctors 
would be out of business. In those two things lie 
health: only they are so cheap, so easy to be had, 
that we do not place the right value on their won- 
derful properties.” 

We must, first of all, then, believe that a per- 
son cannot take too much fresh air, by day or by 
night. That means that we must empty the lungs 
of foul air as many times a day as we can. When- 
ever we are in the clear open air we must pucker 

up the lips into a small hole as though we were going to whistle, blow- 
ing out the breath thoroughly and letting the intake look after itself. 
A rubber ball, when you squeeze it and then let it go, will fill up im- 
mediately with new air, so the lungs will immediately fill up again by 
simply blowing out the contained air. 

Learn to Breathe Intelligently: to expand the chest and breathe 
deeply is the first rule. The next is to keep out in “the open” as much 
as circumstances will permit, and to allow, at any cost, the fresh air 

constantly in our rooms and houses, and in the places where we work, 
never entirely shutting it out of any room. And at night lower the 
windows generously: not an inch or two, but all the way down, letting 
in plenty of outdoor air, remembering always that you cannot let 
in too much fresh air! 

All this will seem plausible and worth trying to many people 
during favorable weather. Unfortunately, to most of us rain or snow 
or any sort of inclement weather means dampness and consequent 
danger. ‘This theory is absolutely fallacious. So strongly-rooted and 
deep-seated has it become, however, that it will take a long time to 
upset it. We forget that the air is always purer when it rains or snows: 
that the very moisture which we dread is beneficial because it absorbs 
any dust that may be floating in the air. If you doubt this fill a cup 
with rain-water sometime and look at it through a microscope, o1 

melt a cupful of snow, and the truth will be revealed to you. It does 
us absolutely no harm to go out into the wet, provided we are well shod 
and well clothed. And if we happen to get wet we must keep in 
motion until we get a chance to change our clothes and shoes and 
stockings. ‘This is the only precaution we need observe. As a proof 
of this, look at President Roosevelt, who invariably takes his longest 
walks in the wettest weather. I have seen the President return from 
one of these walks ‘‘soaked to the skin,” but he never takes cold. As 
he himself has said: ‘The rain and I have been friends for forty years: 
we have lived together too long not to know each other.” But some 

woman will say, “The President is aman. A woman cannot do that. 

She is more sensitive.”? What, then, can be said about Mrs. Roosevelt, 
or the President’s daughter Ethel, who frequently accompany him on 
his horseback rides through rain and slush and on his walking trips in 
wet weather? Mrs. Roosevelt comes home with her clothes as wet as 
the President’s. Has she ever ‘‘taken cold” from the exposure? She 
will smile if you ask her, and tell you that neither she “nor any one else 
has ever taken cold from getting wet.” Yet thousands of intelligent 
people cannot shake off this old-fashioned, deep-rooted fallacy that 
fresh air and cold water are dangerous of themselves. The danger is 
in an improper mode of life which renders us oversusceptible to what 
does not hurt vigorous people like the President and his family. 

Colds Come from Overeating: from allowing the pores of the skin 
to become clogged up, and the eliminative functions to be choked. 
If we eat moderately and use plenty of water inside and out we shall 
avoid nine-tenths of our “‘common colds.”? Wash inside and out: that 
is a rule to live by. Many of us wash outside all right enough, but the 
equally important rule to wash ourselves inside rarely occurs to us. 
Here is where pure, clear water comes in, and if your water supply is 
in doubt buy some pure, good water. It will be one of the best invest- 
ments you ever made for your health. Directly upon rising drink at 
least two large goblets of water, cold or warm, as you prefer. Many 

people do this and stop there. But that is not enough. See to it that 
during the morning between the hours of ten and twelve you drink two 
more glasses, provided you lunch or dine at one: if you eat at twelve 
drink the two glasses between nine and eleven. Theoretically you 
should not drink for an hour before nor until an hour after eating. 
Never drink anything at all with your meals. Then, in the afternoon 

between two and four or five o’clock, 
drink two more goblets of water, and two 

the sun bathe your back. Heat? No: 
shut it off: warm yourself by the natural 
heat: the sun, more powerful, more life- 

giving than all the heat ever stoked by 
wood or coal. See that plenty of fresh air 
gets into the room,” he says to the nurse, 
“‘and cut down the patient’s diet. Give 
him practically nothing to eat for twenty- 
four hours, and so give his overtaxed 

system a chance.” And without a drug 
or a prescription the doctor leaves the 
room. That is the type of medical man 
who first treated tuberculosis by the open- 
air method because he realized that the 
Indians and all forest-dwellers rarely had 
tuberculosis while they lived in the open. 
This is the physician who at the first sug- 
gestion of pneumonia puts the patient out 
on the porch, balcony or roof, winter or 

summer, and lets him breathe the pure 
original oxygen into his lungs instead 
of administering canned oxygen to him 
later. But how many such broad-minded 
physicians are there? The education of 
the average practitioner certainly seems 
lacking in the fundamentals. 

Meanwhile, Let the Public do some 
thinking on their own part and then do 
some experimenting. It is taking no risk 
to experiment with fresh air. Fresh air 
and clear water are God’s greatest gifts 
to man. In these two elements, accessi- 
ble to the poorest, lies the elixir of hejlth : 

more just before you retire. You will 
thus have consumed eight glasses of 
water during the day, which quantity 
every man, woman or child should drink 

not less. Then the system will be well 
flushed out and kept clean. 

Seize upon Every Chance to keep out 
in the open air. If you can do no more 
stick your head out of a window as many 
times a day as you can, if your work is 
confining, and give the lungs a good blow- 
ing out in the way I have indicated. Walk 
instead of riding whenever you can, 
whether you feel like it or not. Train 
yourself to it. Keep out of trolley-cars 
as much as possible; the air in them is 
frightfully poisonous. On all occasions, 
walk, exercise, play, do anything, in the 
open, if it is only to sit in the sun and take 
asun-bath. There are few things better 
for you. Whenever you can, sleep in the 
open. This is not only for tuberculous 
patients: it is good for us all. But let 
us get one point correctly fixed in our 
minds: that the greatest tonic that God 
has given us is the fresh air: whether it 
be cold or warm, rainy or sunny, snowy 
or murky. It is always healthful: and 
the finest element that we can take into 
our systems. 

“*God sent his creatures light and air 
And water open to the skies. 
Man locks him in a stifling lair 

for the human being, provided he will DRAWN BY GERTRUDE A. KAY And wonders why his brother dies.” 
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Good Words 
from Good 

Housekeepers 
In solving a puzzle in 

which a part of one of 
our advertisements fig- 
ured in a recent num- 
berof one of the leading 
magazines, some of the 
readers of the magazine 
took occasion to say 
something in com- 
mendation of our cocoa 
and chocolate. From 
over 300 notes we 
quote afew expressions 
which fairly show the 
spirit of the whole. 

“All the early years of my life 

were spent in the tropics of India, 

and in the many English and Amer- 

ican homes with which I was fa- 

miliar, Baker’s Cocoa was almost 

universally used. Since coming 

to this Country I have experi- 

mented with other makes but have 

put themall aside for Baker’s which 

seems so much more acceptable.” 

“Personally I can recommend 

Walter Baker’s Cocoa, as it was 

given to me when I was a baby. 

I made fudge with it when at board- 

ing school and college; used it as 

a substitute for tea when I became 

a housewife, and I am now in turn 

giving it to my own little ones, 

feeling, as I do, so sure of its purity 

and nutritive value.” 

“The Walter Baker Cocoa has 

been used in our family for years 

and I can say that it is the most 

reliable cocoa on the market. We 
would not use any other on our 

table and advise everyone to 
buy it.” 

“IT have used numerous brands 

of cocoas and chocolates but never 

found any that could compare with 

Baker’s for flavor, color and 

strength. Whenever I want per- 
fect success I always obtain and 

use Baker’s products.” 

A booklet containing all 
of the notes with names and 
residences of writers, will 

be sent free with a copy of 
“Choice Recipes.” 

i 50 

in Europe 

and America 

\ 128 

Increasing Sales Registered, 
U. S. Pat. Off. 

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd. 
(Established 1780) 

Dorchester, Mass. 

Highest Awards 

Years of Constantly 
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The Rapidly-Spreading Idea of Sleeping in the Open Air 

EOPLE used to speak of certain other people as “ fresh-air 
That is over now. Every sensible person knows 

that fresh air must be brought in the house in ample volume 
if the family is to be kept well; and the bugaboo of the “dangerous 

’ 

does not cause the alarm it did formerly. 
trary, the most thoughtful people are trying all the while to get just 
as much fresh air in the house at night as they can with safety. 

is why there are so many styles of window-tents on sale. Probably 
new and better designs will be brought out as the demand increases, 
but the tents already offered appear to serve quite well the needs of 
those — entirely outside the ranks of tubercular sufferers—who have 
learned or are Jearning that one of the surest ways to get well, and 
to keep well, is to provide plenty of pure air in their sleeping-rooms. 
The prices of these tents range from five dollars to fifteen. 
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The Tent Raised Out of the Way 

ERY different in one respect 
from many of the window-tents 

commonly used is the Aérarium. 
This tent provides for the projection 
of the upper part of a cot bed over 
the window-sill, so that the sleeper’s 
head and shoulders are really out- 
doors. For protection from drafts, 
rain or snow there is an outside 
awning covering the whole window. 
From the lower edge of the sash, 
when it is raised, there is suspended 
a heavy curtain to prevent a rush of 
cold air into the room. Of course, 
the sleeper must wear a head cover- 
ing in winter, as well as warm 
nightclothes. 

The Aérarium is made by the 
Denver Tent and Awning Company. 
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Section Cut in Tent to Show the 

Awning as Lowered in bad Weathe1 

HERE is one tent which covers 
the whole window. Itis called 

the Allen Health Tent. Naturally 
when such a tent is used the window 
may be opened at both top and 
bottom; and the tent is so adjusted 
that it does not interfere at all with 
the lowering of the window in case 
a storm comes up. The user of 
this tent is supposed to wear a 
hood and thrust his head through an 
opening in the bottom of the tent 
when he is ready to lie down and go 
to sleep. 

This tent is made by the Indoor 
Window Tent Company. 

Before You Get into Bed 

NE of the attractive inventions 
for ‘‘sleeping outdoors in the 

house’’ is that of Dr. S. A. Knopf. 
It is a sort of awning attached on 
the inside of the room, and so con- 
structed that the air in the room 
cannot mix with the fresh air in the 
tent. The bed is placed parallel 
with the window, and after the 
sleeper has got into bed the awning 
is lowered. By means of a trans 
parent celluloid window he can look 
intothe room. As the lower part of 
the window of the room itself is 
opened wide the sleeper is virtually 
outdoors. 

This tent is made by the Kuy 
Scheerer Company. 

As the Sleeper Appears from the Inside 

HILE the first tent shown 
above, invented by Doctor 

Knopf, is placed wholly inside the 
house, that known as the Walsh tent 

is so made that it is both inside and 
outside. It is designed with a view 
to easy shifting from one window to 
another if that proves desirable. 
The tent comes in over one side of 
the bed and down over the pillow, 
covering the head of the sleeper, 
which is slipped through an elastic 
hole in a detachable skirt or curtain. 
Two persons may occupy the same 
bed while the head of only one is in 
the tent. The outside awning may 
be kept raised ordinarily, but 
lowered in stormy weather. 

This tent is made by the Walsh 
Window Tent Company. 

Section Cut Out to Show Sleeper 

When the Porte-Air is Adjusted 

OMETHING in the nature of a window-tent, but really only an air-carrier, bears the name of Porte-Air. Briefly described, it is 
a long, ten-inch, flexible tube, made of strong cloth supported by steel rings. 

the other end comes down over the sleeper as he lies in bed. 
One end of this tube goes out of the window and 

There is an appliance for regulating the quantity of air to be admitted 
through the tube, and the construction is simple, making it possible to set up the tube in any room in a few minutes. 

Plan ideal 

heating 
If you are newly build- 
ing, don’t discredit your 

property at the start by 

putting in old-fashioned 

heating apparatus. No 

other feature of the 

home will save you so 
much or give such 

uniform comfort as 

AMERICAN [DEAL 
RADIATORS BOILERS 

These outfits for Low-Pres- 
sure Steam or Hot Water 
will soon repay their cost 
in coal savings, lessened 
labor, absence of repairs, 
and low insurance. All 
ash-dust, smoke, soot, and 
coal-gases are kept out of 
the living-rooms—reducing 
house-cleaning one-half and 
savingthewearoncarpets, 
decorations, and furniture. 

If property is sold, you get back 
their full value, or 10% to 15% 
higher rental. The saving of 
but oneton of coalin ayear will 
meet the interest upon $100, 
and this sum will nearly cover 
the difference in the cost of 
IDEAL Boilers and AMERI- 

CAN Radiators as compared 
with a hot-air furnace for a 
good-size cottage. 

IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN 

Radiators are annually replacing 

thousands of hot-air furnaces and 

stoves that have been found wasteful 

and wanting in OLD cottages, houses, 

stores, churches, schools, etc. Ever 

heard of any one going back to other 

forms of heating once they have tried 

our way? Any argument in that to you? 

No tearing-up necessary— and in these 

less hurried months you get the serv- 

ices of the most skillful, quickest 

fitters! Please let us tell you the full 

why, how, and present affractive price. 

Ask for free valuable booklet. 
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Showing inhabitable portion of house in zero 
weather and a northeaster blowing. 

AMERICAN RADIATOR (OMPANY 
DEPT. 25 CHICAGO 
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a AA s About the Sunday-School Lessons 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 

3 

An Attempt to Make Each Month’s Sunday-School Lessons More Interesting 

to Teacher and Scholar in a Popular, Modern Way 

The King’s Spear 
For AuGustT 30: From I Samuel xxvi 

LL this happened in the Dead Land, which 
lies beside the Dead Sea. It is called The 

Wilderness, or,in Hebrew, Jeshimon, which means 
devastation, and that describes it. It is a place 
of yellow sand, jagged hills and crags, and low 
bushes filled with thorns. This bleak desert 
borders the land of Judah on the east, coming 
close to the populated towns and lying next to the 
green farms and pastures. Here John the 
Baptist had his dwellings here our Lord entered 
into His temptation, and to this place David had 
fled from the anger of King Saul. Here he wa; 
in the hill of Hachilah which is beyond Jeshimon. 

Should They Have Done It? ‘This hiding- 
place of David’s was revealed to Saul by the 
Ziphites. Should they have done it? 

Yes. For to the Ziphites David was a brigand. 
They were the farmers and sheepmasters whose 
fields were beside the desert. Suddenly there 
would appear at the farmhouse of those honest 
people a crowd of rough men from the wilderness 
demanding something to eat. And the farmer’s 
wife, like Abigail, must bring out bread and wine 
and meat and parched corn and figs and raisins. 
David was the leader of such a company. He 
was therefore regarded by the Ziphites as Robin 
Hood was regarded by the sober merchants of 
Nottingham. They wished to get rid of him, as 
quiet people wish to get rid of tramps. ‘Thus 
they were right in reporting his hiding-place to 
the King. 

No. For David and his men served as a guard 
to keep the sheepmasters from worse visitors. 
“‘The men were very good unto us,” said the 
shearers of Nabal. ‘‘We were not hurt, neither 
missed we anything, as long as we were con- 
versant with them, when we were in the fields: 
they were a wall unto us both by night and day.” 
Also David was different from the other brigands. 
The Ziphites with a little investigation might 
have discovered that. He looked like a brigand 
or a tramp, but he was in the desert because he 
had been driven unjustly from the Court, as he 
was destined to be a king of great renown. The 
Ziphites were as blind as the peasant woman who 
scolded King Alfred for letting the cakes burn. 

It shows the wisdom of finding out about 
people before we side with their enemies. ‘They 
may be kings in disguise. 

The Weakness of Strength. David had six 
hundred men, but Saul took three thousand to 
pursue him. It is plain that he had a high 
opinion of the fighting qualities of David. But 
coming thus in great strength he was over- 
confident. When it was night he and his men 
went to sleep without setting a watch. ‘The 
result came near being like that of the race be- 
tween the tortoise and the hare. ‘There is a 
certain strength in weakness, for the knowl- 
edge of weakness makes one take more care and 
pains. Thus invalids often outlive their more 
robust neighbors. Thus dull students, who find 
the lessons hard, often learn them better than 
the clever student. There is a certain weakness 
in strength. ‘They who are aware of their own 
superior wisdom er might or goodness are 
tempted to neglect the essential precautions. 
The camp of their character is left unguarded 
and the enemy gets in. 

For Gain or for Love?) When David learned 
the situation the spirit of adventure came upon 
him. He proposed to visit the camp of Saul, as 
Gideon had ‘visited the camp of the Midianites. 
He asked two men to go with him. One was 
Ahimelech, the Hittite. When the Israelites 
came into Palestine they found the Hittites 
living in the mountains. ‘They appear on 
Egyptian monuments with black hair and yellow 
faces, wearing pigtails and snowshoes. The 
other man was Abishai, the son of David’s sister, 
Zeruiah. ‘The two men had joined David’s 
company with very different motives. Ahimelech 
was led by gain; Abishai was led by love. To 
Abishai his uncle David was a splendid hero. 
The chance of danger brought out the difference, 
like that between the Good Shepherd and the 
hireling. ‘The man who served for gain was 
silent. The man who served for love spoke up 
and said: ‘‘I will go down with thee.” 

The Test of the Wide Horizon. Coming 
into the camp and finding everybody asleep 
Abishai offered to kill the King. But David 
forbade him, David tested the deed by the test 
of the wide horizon—that is, he considered it in 
its relations with the world about him. He 
thought of it not as an isolated act, but as having 
large social consequences. He perceived the 
difference between dealing with an individual 
and dealing with society. He saw that no man 
liveth or dieth to himself alone. If he killed 
Saul, supposing that he had a right, he thereby 
struck a blow at law and order. His own reign 
would have been haunted by such a precedent. 

Coals of Fire. The act of David in sparing 
Saul’s life, and taking instead his spear aad a jug 
of water, was immediately justified. Saul was 
profoundly affected. His old affection returned, 
and he confessed his folly and wrongdoing. He 
was honestly sorry, and thereby he was punished, 
and the proverb was proved which says: ‘If 
thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat; 
for thou shalt heap coals of fire upon his head.” 
Our proper wish, in the case of one who has 
injured us, is to make him sorry for it. And the 
Bible and the psychologists agree that this is the 
way to doit. Revenge by thrust of spear would 
have caused the death of many, the innocent 
with the guilty, and would have been the begin- 
ning rather than the end of trouble. Revenge by 
ccals of fire ended the feud. David, indeed, did 
not trust himself to Saul, but the last words 
which he heard Saul speak were words of blessing. 

The Death of Saul 
For SEPTEMBER 6: From I Samuel xxxi 

HE Philistines had marched across the Great 
Plain to attack the valley of the Jordan. 

Between the plain and the valley was a pass. 
Saul had established himself on Mount Gilboa 
to defend the pass. The Israelites had the 
advantage of the high ground, but the Philistines 
outnumbered them. 

Where was David? Saul might have gained 
the day if he had had the help of David. Where 
was David? 

He seems to have intended to fall on the 
Philistines from the rear. He tried to get him- 
self and his men enlisted in the Philistine army, 
but the Philistine generals were too wise for that. 
He might still have marched to the aid of Saul 
if it had not been for the Amalekites. Just at 
that moment the Amalekites made a raid and 
captured David’s family and goods, and he had 
to go after them. Thus, as Samuel had pre- 
dicted, the Amalekites, whom Saul should have 
destroyed, were the cause of his ruin. They 
were like faults which, not having been overcome, 
weaken men at critical moments. 

The Two Accounts. Of the deaths of Saul 
and Jonathan there are two accounts. ‘The first 
report said that Saul, being sore wounded, begged 
his armor-bearer to kill him lest the Philistines 
torture him, and that when the armor-bearer 
refused he killed himself. But another report 
was brought to David by an Amalekite, who 
came bringing the King’s crown and bracelet, 
and claiming that he himself, at Saul’s desire, 
had killed him. This he thought would be good 
news to David, but he was tragically mistaken. 
Nobody knows which of these accounts is true. 
As is often the case in the Bible the two are set 
down side by side and we may choose. 

The Dead March. When Handel wrote the 
Dead March in the oratorio of ‘‘Saul” he had in 
mind the poem in which David lamented the fall 
of the heroes. ‘This is copied into the history 
from the Book of Jasher, which contained also 
the ballad about Joshua’s staying the sun. In 
this song of the dead there is no mention of the 
wrong Saul did to David. 

The Gratitude of Jabesh-Gilead. The 
Philistines fastened Saul’s body to the wall of 
Jethshan. ‘That was the place where the pass 
which they now had won opened into the Jordan 
valley. But the men of Jabesh-gilead remem- 
bered how Saul had saved them from having 
their eyes put out, and they buried him. 

David Made King 
Fork SEPTEMBER 13: From II Samuel ii. 1-7; v.15 

HE death of King Saul, like the death of King 
Edward the Confessor, was followed at once 

by a War of the Succession. David claimed the 
throne, and was supported by the province of 
Judah in the south, and had his capital at Hebron. 
Saul’s son, Ishbaal, claimed the throne and was 
supported by the other provinces north and east, 
and had his capital at Mahanaim, across the 
Jordan. David’s captain was Joab, his nephew. 
Ishbaal’s captain was Abner, his great-uncle. 
‘““Ish” means man, ‘‘baal” means’ Lord. 
‘*Bosheth” means shame. Saul named his son 
Ishbaal—‘‘a man of the Lord” —but when this 
history was written the name baal had come to 
be used only of idols, and the historian so dis- 
liked it that he wrote ‘‘bosheth” instead. A 
famous name ending in ‘‘ baal” is Hannibal. 

The Tournament of the twenty-four cham- 
pions. ‘The chief battle of the war was fought 
beside the Pool of Gibeon. First they had a 
tournament with twelve knights on each side, 
but the result was a tie, for every man of the 
twenty-four was killed. Then they all fought 
and Abner’s army got the worst of it. 

The Chase of the Wild Roe. After the 
battle, when Joab and his men were pursuing 
Abner and his men, an brother, Asahel, fol- 
lowed Abner himself. Asahel was as light of 
foot as a wild roe, so that Abner could not get 
away. At last, as Asahel almost overtook him, 
Abner thrust back his spear at the young man 
and killed him. ‘Then the pursuit was stopped, 
and Abner with his defeated army went to 
Mahanaim, and Joab and his victorious army 
went to Hebron. 

The Treachery of Abner. But Ishbaal and 
Abner hada quarrel, and Abner, being very angry, 
and also seeing that Ishbaal had the losing side, 
went to David and offered to desert to him and 
bring his army. David accepted the offer, and 
Abner went away in peace. 

The Revenge of Joab. Then Joab, when 
he heard that Abner had had a conference with 
David, and that he was still near by on his way 
back, started out after him and found him by 
the gate of Hebron and killed him in revenge for 
Asahel. David was not strong enough to punish 
Joab, but he disowned the act and showed pub- 
licly his grief for Abner, and attended the funeral. 

The Assassination’of Ishbaal. Finally, two 
men, seeing that with the death of Abner the cause 
of Ishbaal was lost, broke into Ishbaal’s house, 
found the King taking his afternoon nap in his 
bedroom, and cut off his head. They took the 
head and went all night across the plain and 
brought the head to David. David had them 
served like the Amalekite who said that he had 
killed Saul. Then came all the chiefs of the 
north and east and submitted to David, and he 
became the King of all the land. 

The Call of the Drums. The appeal of the 
battle is one of the everlasting facts. “The sound of 
the drum calls to the soul of man in all lands and 
ages. The contention of the twenty-four cham- 
pions and the chase of Abner stir our blood. To 
this appreciation of courage of the fist we need to 
add a like appreciation of the courage of the con- 
science. It is a mighty difficult kind of courage 
and highly deserves both our admiration and our 
imitation. When the opportunity comes for us 
to exercise it let us hear the call of the drums. 

The Sons of Zeruiah. The important thing 
about David’s sister, Zeruiah, is that she was the 
mother of three heroes. Nothing is said about 
their father. Probably he died when they were 
small, and she brought them up. They were her 
“works,” as we say of authors, in three stout 
volumes. Joab was the first to scale the wall at 
the taking of Jerusalem. Asahel would contend 
with no less man than Abner. Abishai was one 
of the three who broke through the Philistine 
army to get a drink of water for David at the well 
at Bethlehem. ‘There was something fine and 
unusual in the spirit of these heroes. That was 
their mother’s contribution to her country. 

The Strength of the Hills. The men of 
Judah gained the victory though they were 
opposed by all the north and east. They were 
greatly outnumbered. But it is quality that 
counts. Their quality came from the fact that 
they were poor and had to work hard. Their 
residence was among the rocks. The other tribes 
had more fertile fields, but their easy life enfeebled 
them. Judah had the strength of the hills. 

The Bitterness of the Sword. Swords are 
like the dragon’s teeth which Cadmus planted, 
each of which brought forth a man in full armor. 
Abner kills Asahel, Joab kills Abner. One deed 
of violence leads to another. And so it goes. 
Was there ever a war which did not do more 
harm than good? Could not the good have been 
gained by peace with patience? 

Was David Right? Ishbaal was the legiti- 
mate king, was he not? He succeeded his father 
as King Edward succeeded his mother. David, 

- who had been a brigand, became a rebel, did he 
not? What right had he to the throne? David 
was a rebel by divine command; he had been 
anointed King by Samuel. He was convinced 
in his soul that God wanted him in that place. 
And that was true. Commonly, God is on the 
side of the established order, but not always 
David was a rebel by the grace of God; like 
Saint Paul against the Jewish church, like 
Washington against the English State. 

NOTE—No lesson is given for September 20, as for 
that date a review of the quarter’s lessons is assigned. 

Drink and the Devil 
FoR SEPTEMBER 27: Itrom Isaiah v.11-23 

HE first five chapters of Isaiah begin with the 
great arraignment. God is the accuser, the 

nation is the prisoner at the bar, and the heavens 
and the earth sit on the judge’s bench. Finally, 
in the fifth chapter, the goodness of God and the 
badness of man are set in contrast, and the case 
is concluded with the verdict of condemnation. 
Both the contrast and the condemnation are 
connected with the use of wine. In the parable 
of the vineyard the place is fenced and planted 
and provided with a winepress, and the master 
looks for grapes, but finds only wild grapes. 
Presently the woes of God are pronounced upon 
such as have changed the good wine into the 
worse by their excess. 

Sin and Society. These offenders are con- 
sidered in their relation to society. For the 
prophet is mainly concerned with the effect of 
sin, not on the individual, but on the people— 
that is, he is thinking not so much of the harm 
which sin does to the sinner as of the harm sin 
does to the community. He might have said: 
‘*Your sin will destroy your soul”; instead of 
that he said: ‘‘Your sin will bring defeat and 
disaster to the nation.” ‘Thus, in intemperance, 
the question is not simply, ‘‘ Will this hurt me?” 
but ‘‘ Will my example injure my neighbor?” 

Between Earth and Heaven. ‘The trouble 
about drinking, as Isaiah says, is that it comes in 
between earth and Heaven. It emphasizes the 
physical side of life. It persuades people that 
feasting and the pleasure of the senses are of chief 
importance. It dulls the sensitiveness of the soul. 
Finally, the strong drinker regards not the work 
of the Lord. He forgets God. 

Between Good and Evil. Another evil 
consequence of a drinking habit is that it blurs 
the distinction between good and evil. It dimin- 
ishes the fear of God, so that, while men are 
pulling sin and penalty toward them as with a 
cart-rope, they defy God, saying: ‘‘Let him 
make speed!” It makes it easy for men to take 
darkness for light and light for darkness, and to 
be wise in their owneyes. It makes the conscience 
deaf and dumb. 

Against the Welfare of the People. They 
who by intemperance have lost the sensitiveness 
of their soul, and have deprived their conscience 
of speech and hearing, become enemies of 
society. It is bad enough that they should be 
the enemies of their own success and happiness, 
and that the mean man and the mighty man 
should be brought low together; but these 
offenders blight the joy of the general life. “They 
break the hearts of those who care for them the 
most, and they prove false to their trusts. They 
take bribes to justify the wicked for reward. 
They forfeit the confidence of their friends. It 
seems impossible at the beginning, but Isaiah had 
seen it worked out within his own observation. 

Oid Dutch 
Cleanser 

is now the only cleanser employed 
by modern housewives to keep their 
homes clean, bright and spick and 
span from cellar to attic. This one, 
handy, all-round cleanser does all the 
cleaning work formerly done by soap, 
soap-powders, scouring-bricks and 
metal-polishes—and doesit with half 
the labor, time and expense necessary 
with these old-fashioned cleaners. 

Old Dutch Cleanser cleans, scrubs, 
scours and polishes—wood floors, 
woodwork, painted walls, enamel and 
porcelain tubs, mosaics, tiling, marble, 
glassware, cutlery, pots, kettles, pans, 
boilers, sinks, flat-irons, fattcets, door- 
knobs, railings, brass, steel, etc. It is 
too fine and feathery to scratch, and 
keeps the hands soft and white. 

Large, Sifting-Top Can 10 Cc 
(At All Grocers’) 

The Cudahy Packing Co. 
So. Omaha, Neb. 

Branch, 
Toronto, Can. 

We'll gladly pay 22c postage to send 
you this can of Old Dutch Cleanser, 
should your grocer not happen 
to keep it, if you'll send us 
his name and |0c instamps. 
Also write for free book- 
let “Hints for House- 
wives.” Dept. 106 

Note 

Sifting- 

ents EVERY THING 
PICK AnD SPAN _ 
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Speaks a Good Word for The La ies’ Aids and Gives Them Some 

Novel Suggestions for Raising Money 

AST spring there appeared in 
this magazine an article entitled 
“For the Good of the Church,”’ 
which advocated the assessing 
of the women of the church a 
certain amount every year, 
instead of having them wear 

themselves out body and soul with fairs, 
suppers and whatnot. I heartily approve the 
saneness Of that article, to say the least, not 
to mention its spiritual values. No one 
believes more heartily than I do in the great 
movement in the church today, especially 
among its young people, toward tithing one’s 
income and giving systematically, avoiding all 
this effort of raising money under stress and 
provocation. But this page this month is 
“For the Good of The Ladies’ Aid,” and this 
is the reason why: 

A woman who lives in South—oh, no! I’m 

not going to tell you where she lives; her 
husband might recognize himself—wrote to 
me because she had something to say on the other side of the ques- 
tion. I'll tell you a few of the things she said in her letter: 

‘In the little town where I live the church is small and the salary of a 
minister would be well-nigh impossible were it not for the work of the 
women. Our Ladies’ Aid pledges itself to raise so much a year toward 
the pastor’s salary. We have a cake and bread sale or a supper, then 
with an ice-cream sale and a sale of fancy articles we raise the money. 

‘*Maybe we do wear ourselves nearly sick and pay for it in nerves. It 
would be nicer and easier to say: ‘I am tired of all this, and I will give 
the money instead and be free.’ But where shall we get the money to give? 
For the many who, like myself, have not even a nickel to put on the collec- 
tion plate without asking for it, I see no other way. I can’t go to the head 
of the house and demand the money, for he would say: ‘I am giving now 
more than I can afford.’ I have tried the asking way. 

““We women want the pleasure of giving 
to our church, but until the money question 
is more equally settled between husband 
and wife I am afraid we shall have to ‘ work 
it out,.’” A WORKER. 

I wonder if it ever did occur to the 
critics that all that thousands of women 
have to tithe are their time and the prod- 
ucts of theirhands! So until the brethren 
shoulder—no, no, I mean get down on 

their knees to laying carpet on the par- 
sonage floor, and give to mect all needs, 
the sisters will have to keep at it. 

This page aims to present in its church 
social and financial suggestions only 

honest methods of conducting these affairs. And, in case the good 
husbands don’t “ loosen up” on the purse-strings this autumn, we’|l just 
plunge right in now and talk about some ways by which The Ladies’ 
Aid can have a little bit of fun—truly, it’s the only diversion some 

women have—and make a large bit of money. 

For a Guessing Contest 

PIENNY is the same size today as it was not so long ago when the 
ladies of the Aid were little girls, but somehow it seems to take 

more pennies to satisfy us. I have seen such wonderful things accom- 
plished by simply the ingathering literally of the pennies that I want 
to point out some of these good ways. 

To gather ‘“‘A Mile of Pennies” is the stupendous task which is just 
now one of the most popular ways of raising money for benevolent 
purposes. The plan is worked in different ways as best suits local 
conditions. A mile of pennies means $844.80, as sixteen pennies cover 
one foot. Some societies have distributed three-foot lengths of adhe- 
sive plaster one inch in width, on which the pennies have been stuck, 

starting the strip with a bright new penny. Other societies have used 
the sealed slips, or coin collectors, one foot long, in which the pennies 

are visible, which come for 
this purpose; while still others 
have used the ever-popular 
little bag. The prepared slips 
come in two colors, so that it 

is possible to carry out the 
contest plan which creates so much enthusiasm. Don’t you need “ A 
Mile of Pennies” in your society? Here is the plan explained in verse: 

16 Pennies =1 Foot 

Fifty-two hundred eighty feet 
Stretched out make just one mile, 

And sixteen cents for every foot 
Are enough to be worth while. 

It won’t take long to get the cents 
To fill a foot or two. 

Then if you’ve sense to work right on 
And others help you, too, 

You'll be surprised to find ere long 
The task that seemed so great 

Is done with ease, for foot by foot 
Pennies accumulate. 

NSTEAD of trying to cover a mile a woman’s society in a Pennsylvania 
church decided to cover a line drawn around the church property, 

including the adjoining parsonage. They announced 
through their church paper at what point the line 
would start, and reports were made from time to time 
in the paper how far the line had reached. Any one 
interested could cover as many inches or as many 
feet as desired. When I heard from them the women 
were busy planning for a “Sixteen Social’? —because 

How Many Pennies Would Go Around 

Your Church Property ? 

WISCONSIN society used the little bag and 
sent out this advertisement on a dainty 

card to which a bag was fastened: 

WANTED! 

Workers to assist in paving a mile with 
pennies. For safekeeping each bag of paving 
pennies should be stored, when filled, with the 

Paving Manager, Mrs. JOHN BLANK. 

Here is a good form of invitation for a pleasant 
evening’s entertainment when you plan to have 
music and games and refreshments, and here 
again is the reason for its success: it appeals 
to each guest individually, and Mr. John Johns 
can get in for nine cents, while Mr. William 
Williams will have to pay fifteen cents—for 
which he won’t be to blame. It is really a 
good fault on his part. Or, a penny for each 
foot in height might be asked. This would 
also be a good form of invitation to use for 

the social when the “ paving” pennies are brought in; those who 
have not ‘‘paved” paying their admission in this way. 

For every letter in your name 
A penny take and cast the same 

Within this little pocket; 
And if you would be very nice 
Go through this operation twice, 

Then quickly shut and lock it. 

Attend our Social on this date, 
Where music fine and games of fate 

Will entertain and please you; 
Refreshments, too, will be on hand, 
Served to you by our faithful band, 

And that will surely cheer you. 

UT here’s another way to make money, and this, too, will be popu- 
lar because it has to do with something we see every day. In the 

West more than in the East, I think, the women of the church have been 
successful in disposing of newspapers and magazines by the carloads. 
When the plan was proposed in an Iowa society and the method out- 
lined every one was eager to get to work. Every woman helped to 
solicit papers and magazines. They collected until they had enough 
to warrant their securing a car to ship to a paper pulp mill. They were 
paid eighty cents for every hundredweight of magazines, and seventy 
cents for every hundredweight of newspapers. ‘They secured barn- 
room for storage and had the magazines tied in bundles separately 
from the papers for convenience in weighing. As they needed money 
they shipped before they had a carload and were delighted to receive a 
check for one hundred and two dollars. There were some expenses 
to pay for carting, etc., but the verdict : 

was that the whole experience was like 
finding money. And now they are at 
it again. They expect to make one 
hundred and eighty dollars on their 
next car, which will contain a full 

load. They tell me the car is thirty 
feet long, six feet high and seven feet 
wide, and if you can fill a space of 
those dimensions you may be sure 
you have a carload which will weigh 
about th’rty thousand pounds. 

ID you ever give a potato supper? 
It is novel—and_ inexpensive. 

The reason why Iam telling you about 
this is because of the catchy invitation. If you should have this invita- 
tion printed on brown paper I am sure the people would come out of 
curiosity, and to help along in the way the last line so aptly suggests. 

A Sociable next Friday night! 
Look down below, first left, then right 
And you will see the ‘ Bill-of-Fare” 
In English language written there: 

Turning Newspapers into Money 

POTATOES HOT, POTATOES COLD, 
POTATOES NEW, POTATOES OLD. 

Some we will boil and some we’ll bake, 
And some serve in a hot loaf-cake; 
Potatoes also we’ll prepare 
In brown croquettes as light as air, 
And some make up in griddle-cakes 
As nice as any French cook makes. 
And then dessert—for those who wish 
We will prepare some dainty dish, 
“Fit for the gods,” you’ll think, we know, 
Though mostly made of potato. 

This sociable is to be given 
Between the hours of four and seven, 
At ——— Hall next Friday night, 
And one and all we here invite: 
Be sure to come: don’t be afraid. 
Your presence will—‘‘THE LADIES AID.” 

A JOTHER good plan is to regard the church and the community as 
being bounded by the rim of a huge imaginary wheel. Let the 

church building and its officials represent the Hub, and 
then divide into eight sections and let some responsible 
person in each section represent a Spoke and act as 
treasurer. Each Spoke confers with the Hub as to dates, 

so that socials and entertainments in different sections 
do not conflict. A California Aid Society tried this and 
each Spoke cleared on an average ninety-six dollars. 

of the sixteen pennies in a foot—at which time the 

line would be declared completed and the total 

announced. They were going to charge sixteen cents 

admission, admit every sixteenth one free, have sixteen 

numbers on the program, etc. 

One form of entertainment for such a social might 
be the guessing of the number of pennies on a disk, 
something like the picture. Make a double row 
around the edge—merely drawn circles will do—and 

make the initials L. A. in pennies. Give each one a 
certain number of seconds to guess, charging, if you 
like, one cent to have the guess recorded, and giving 

a penny of this year’s coinage as a souvenir to the 
most successful guesser. Refreshments sold by the 
penny’s worth would be an innovation 

tainment 

day Social 

An Old-Fashioned Singing Enter- 

A Novel Fishing Excursion 

Handkerchief Bazar and Drill 

A ‘*Seasonable’”’ Affair 

A New Arrangement of the Birth- 

A Tour of Five Cities 

A Measuring and Test Social 

A Progressive Chafing-Dish Supper 

You could arrange for as many Spokes as you wish. You 
will find suggestions for socials and entertainments for 
eight Spokes in the wheel pictured on the left, and you 
may have details of these affairs if you wish them by 
sending to me a self-addressed stamped envelope. Each 
section might work, say, for six months, giving as many 
money-making affairs as it chose, or just one evening’s 
entertainment on a large scale might be given. A divi- 
sion of work makes labor light. 

“There are earthly ways of doing Heavenly things,” 
and let us not forget that it is largely due in many 
cases to the efforts of the Saint Marthas in the church 
that its individual societies are able to follow the 
advice of a certain tentmaker to “owe no man any- 
thing.” 

NoTe—The Minister’s Social Helper will be glad to aid church workers through personal correspondence if a 

stamped addressed envelope is inclosed, and will pay for any idea sent to her which she can use. i 
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The Shoes 

this Fall 
will surprise you. 

Never were they so varied. 
In every way conceivable new touches 

are given. 

HIS shows the trend of 
fashion. Has the new 

blunt toe that will be worn 
so much this fall. No. 70 
Red Cross button boot, 
made in tan, with suede 
or cloth top; and in patent 
leather or in dull calf, 
$4 . 

“Tt bends 
with the foot” 

These two models give you some idea 
of what to expect —the waved tops, the 
braiding, the colors and perforations. 
To get a// the new ideas write for the Red 
Cross Style Book, illustrated in colors. 
It shows every style that will be worn. 
Thousands of women use it for a guide 

in choosing shoes. Write for it today. 
Have it sent you every season. 

Get style and comfort 
get both 

It is not the shape, not the s/y/e of the ordi- 
nary shoe, that makes it hurt. 

Ninety-five out of every, 100 cases of foot 
suffering can be traced directly to stiff soles! 

Their constant rub, rub, rub is what brings 
hard, callous places, what makes your feet 
draw, burn, ache. 

In the Red Cross Shoe, there is nove of this 
rubbing. 

el 
bends 

with 
the foot” 

q as5Gfice | 

Its sole is flexible. 
It is tanned by the special Red Cross proc- 

ess which preserves all its natural life and 
suppleness. It is of regular thickness, yet it 
bends with the foot, follows every movement, 
justas a glove moves with the hand. 

Don’t think this an exaggeration. 
Go to your dealer’s and see the Red Cross. 
Bend it. Walk in it. Know for yourself 

the feeling of ease, of freedom, the buoyant, 
springy sensation it gives! See what a wou- 
derful difference its flexible sole does make! 

"THE most fashionable 
model you can wear. 

No. 89 Red Cross, pitent 
leather lace, with per- 
forated shield tip and 
braided top, in tan, Copen- 
hagen or navy blue, cloth 
or suede, $5.00, 

“Tt bends 
with the foot” 

The Red Cross is sold in New York ancl Brooklyn bby I. Blyn & 
Sons —- 4 store ewark, li. Heyman; Jersey City, Bernstein ¢ 
Co.: Baltimore, I. Teweles, 1. Benesch & Sons; Washington, 
S. Kann Sons & Co.; Pittsburg, The Red Cross Shoe Store, 210 

Hengerer Co.; Cleveland, The 
, G. W. Crouse; Detroit, 

.; Cincinnati, The Potter 
» Alms & Doepke Co. ; Louisville, 

nan Straus & Sons Co.; New Orleans, A. 
& Son; 8t. Louis, The Mitchell Shoe 

wope Shoe Co., J. G. Brandt Shoe Co. ; 
ago, Mandel Bros., The Boston Store, Roths 

& Co., J. L. Temple; Minneapolis, A. 
Kn auch & Sons ; 8t. Paul, Mannheimer Bros. ; 

Kansas City, Robinson Shoe Co.; San Fran- 
cisco, A. Goodman & Sons; and 

ading dealers in all cities. 

look for the trade-mark and the name Krohn, Fechheimer & Co 

If your dealer hasn't the Red Cross, write us and we shall give you 
the name of one who has or supply you direct Fit guaranteed. 
Oxfords, $3.50. High shoes, $4. Special styles de luxe: Oxiords 

$4. High shoes, §5. IW rite today for Style Book 

Krohn, Fechheimer & Co. 
501-521 Dandridge Street, Cincinnati 

¢ 
d 

Trade-Mark 



I wonder if this month seems to you—as it does to 
me—to be the time for “getting ready,’’ as it were, 
for the autumn and winter, casting a few last lingering 
looks back upon the happy summer that is almost gone. 
This latter fact may be vividly recalled by some article 
of dress which you feel is not yet ready to be discarded. 

Possibly your blue linen dress has become much faded. Now is the 
time to have it dyed a good blue, for you can wear it in our mild 
climate for two months more. Your black hat is, I am sure, ready for 
a thorough shoe-polish bath, and to have the faded flowers replaced 
by a stylish quill or wing. Pumps 
and ties feel themselves going at the , 
heels and need straightening, while 
new laces or bows and perhaps half- 
soling will extend their lease of life 
for three months longer. And so 
one’s whole wardrobe may be reno- 
vated just a little to effect a good 
appearance for this between-season. 
Then, too, it is a splendid time to 
plan a few little things for the house 
—some of the lighter draperies. 
‘Launder all the muslins and linens 
that may be useful for scarfs, pillows 
or doilies, and let them be your fancy- 
work for the next six or eight weeks, 
so when your house-cleaning is over 
in October all your pretties will be 
ready for their respective places. 

The Neat Girls Tell How 

“3 DO dislike to use pins in dress- 
ing. Don’t you?” asked Iris. 

“In making some new sets of collars, 
bows and jabots I sewed an invisible 
eye on the front of each collar and 
fastened a smal] hook pointing 
upward on the bows and jabots. 
This holds them secure without 
pinning.” 

One of the first things to be done 
in another house was to ravel out 
some crocheted shawls that were 
soiled and to wind the yarn into balls, 
being careful to tie it if it broke. 
The balls were then wound off into skeins and carefully tied four or 
five times; these were thoroughly washed and dried in a warm place, 
but not hanging, as the yarn must not be stretched. This made tufts 
for a new comfortable. 

“Last autumn,”’ Canada writes in a recent letter, “I searched in 

vain at our boot-stores for gaiters in the length I wanted. They cost 
a dollar, and the storekeepers assured me that the longer ones would 
be a dollar and a half, made to order. At home were remnants of two 
old black broadcloth jackets from which I had evolved one good-looking 
new coat for autumn wear. From the left-over pieces I cut the gaiter 
sections, using my old ones as patterns. The lower part of the back 
and the strap I strengthened with kid from an old pair of boots; the 
edges containing the byttons and buttonholes were reénforced with 
strong black sateen from the piece-bag. The top, bottom and seams 
were made neat with black tape inside and machine-stitching outside. 
I used the buttons-and buckles from my old gaiters. All I had to buy 
was a bunch of black tape and a spool of black buttonhole twist for the 
buttonholes. A tan coat would have resulted in tan gaiters.”’ 

The patent fasteners of discarded kid gloves make first-class fast- 
eners for skirt plackets. In removing them from gloves leave enough 
of the kid to stitch the fastener on with. 

ORAWN BY 

MARY HITCHNER 

“My Economy,” Says Anna, “ took the form of making four curtains 
and an evening waist out of ten yards of net, and the cost was just four 
dollars. I was unwilling to endure a cheap, ready-made curtain. So 
I purchased a plain écru net, in the forty-cent quality. I divided it 
into parts for the windows, allowing a sufficient quantity for hem and 
some tucks. As I was folding my remaining strips of net it occurred 
to me that perhaps I had enough to make a net waist. I found that 
I could utilize a cast-off écru pongee waist for a foundation. Then] 
found some odds and ends of écru trimmings. After adding a finish 
of narrow lace at collar and cuffs I had a very dainty waist.’ 

“TI longed so for pretty clothes for my trousseau,” writes a bride-to- 
be. ‘‘I was not able to afford a fine corset, so I got a plain one of good 
quality, then with a little beading and 
ribbon I followed all the lines or seams. 
I trimmed the top and bottom edges 
with a frill of lace and ribbon—and a 
daintier corset I have never seen.”’ 

Acharming letter from Betty: “ From 
a trip to the Orient my uncle brought 
me a wonderful piece of heavy Chinese 
embroidery, but, unfortunately, it was 
done on astrip of satin of an impossible 
shade of green. With a pair of nail- 
scissors I carefully cut out the figures 
of the embroidery, flowers and leaves 
and butterflies in the natural colors. 
These I twisted and arranged on a black 
broadcloth coat which I had made, until 
I formed revers-shaped designs on the 
fronts_and a little decoration for the 
cuffs; I applied it all with fine silk and 
tiny stitches until the fastening was 
scarcely noticeable. I cut a pattern 
from my leather ‘ Peggy-bag,’ and made 
a bag like it of black velvet, applied 
a little more of the embroidery and lined 
it with the same pale-gray satin that the 
coat is lined with. I bought a hat- 
frame, covered it with black silk. braid, 
stuck ona white plume, and I have 
quite a striking outfit.” 
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Marie” 

It is an Evening Scarf about which 
Leila tells us. ‘ It was ridiculously easy 
to make, being nothing but a piece of 
crépe de chine two yards and a half long 
and a yard and a half wide. Each end is gathered into a close knot 
with a silk tassel fastened to it. The scarf is thrown about the shoul- 
ders, with the ends hanging down in front. The right end is then 
brought around the throat and put over the hair. The tassel comes 
over the left temple and the gathered end of the silk forms a little hood 
for the head. If the hair is done high, so that the tassel comes well 
off the forehead, the effect is charmingly coquettish.” 

ris tell 

The Dainty Waist that a Pennsylvania Girl Made 

from an Old Braided Pillow-Sham 

***How Do You Like My 

Dressing-Table ?’ Asks 

\ Va } 1. 
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Some Easy Helps —Educationally 

ABEL is increasing her vocabulary each day by writing five or 
ten words from her dictionary and memorizing them with their 

meanings. 
Alice loves to own books, but with her limited income she cannot 

manage to buy very many, so she buys bargains in a second-hand 
store, choosing those in the best condition. Among them one day 
were “The Lady of the Lake” and “Childe Harold,” each for a ten- 

cent piece; the text was in a perfectly good condition in each case, 
but the covers of white linen and a green-figured cloth were very 
soiled. A rubbing down with art gum made them beautifully clean, 

and over the corners—which were 
badly worn—she fitted new little 
corners of white passepartout tape 
and added a tiny lire of gold to keep 
them in touch with the decoration. 

Mary is never seen without a tiny 
pocket-edition of some famous work. 
These little volumes can be tucked 
inside one’s shirtwaist or in a hand- 
bag, and are such good friends with 
whom to while away a ten-minute 
wait in a railroad station or a dress- 
maker’s parlor. 

Vernan has such a charming idea 
for a book-plate, though she is afraid 
it dare not claim such a dignity —it is 
so tiny, with just a little individuality. 
She cut from a copy of THE JOURNAL 
the little heads of Minerva and pasted 
them in the middle of the flyleaves of 
her “‘ best-beloved” books, with her 
name and the date of acquisition. 

“A Few Years Ago,” Michigan 
writes to me, “I was a girl of fifteen 
years living ona farm five miles from a 
town of any size and three miles from a 
town of any kind. I had finished the 
country school of eight grades, and 
my longing was to attend a High 
School. At the town five miles distant 
was a twelve-grade school which my 
brother had attended, and which I 
desired to attend, but this was out of 
the question. My mother’s health 
was poor, and I was needed at home 

to assist her. So I looked about for the next best thing. My brother 
was teaching in a High School, and he suggested that I should 
take up the studies of the first year at home. He wrote out some 
outlines and acted as general adviser and counselor to me. My 
mother had been a school-teacher in her younger days and she aided 
me in every way possible. 

“The next summer I raised poultry and secured sufficient money for 
all my personal expenses and had some left for school expenses, if I 
were fortunate enough to need any for that purpose. At the town 
three miles away there was a ten-grade school; here I resolved to go 
with my cousin, who lived near me and who was also anxious to attend 
school. We resolved to plan together. My father had an old horse 
which was not required in the work of the farm. My cousin could 
furnish a carriage and a harness. This was our outfit. To make a 
long story short, as the novelists say, we drove to school in the morning 
and returned at night during the entire year. A part of the time the 
weather and roads were terrible. In May we had the satisfaction of 
receiving the coveted diploma. 
“My next summer was passed much as the previous two summers had 

been. I had by no means given up the idea of a complete High-School 
education. My brother again came to the rescue, and I continued 
to study by myself as before. I read good books of all kinds, including 
the works of Shakespeare. The second year of this work is now 
passing, and although my plan of study at the High School has not 
yet materialized, I feel that my time has been well spent.” 

By Way of New Little Furnishings 

GOOD way to use up your brother’s ties and your own old ribbons 
is to cut them into strips, sew them as you would sew carpet-rags, 

winding them on a ball. Make a frame about the size of a sofa-pillow 
out of one-inch strips of wood and put nails half an inch apart on 
opposite sides. Wind the rags around these nails across the frame, 

and thread a bodkin with the rags. Weave them back and forth as 
the kindergartners weave their mats. 
The result will be a stunning sofa-pillow 
top. Sateen makes a good back for it. 

If you need some dainty small white 
pillows, Margaret says, you can possibly 
use the embroidered fronts of some 
waists of which the sleeves are worn out. 
Parts of the backs and sleeves may be 
converted into ruffles around the pillow. 

Another idea is a way to use left-over 
pieces of voile. Martha got almost a 
yard too much of rather coarse cream- 
white voile, double width, but it all 

“came in handy” for curtains with 
stenciled borders. Of the smaller pieces 
were fashioned square pincushions 
worked in cross-stitch and lined with 
colored material; and also little hem- 
stitched square doilies with a con- 
ventional pattern done in satin and 
outline-stitch in dull lavender, gray- 
green, lemon and orange. 

“How Do You Like my dressing- 
table?”’ asks Marie. ‘‘It had once been 
a long, drop-leaf, cherry side-table, but 
the poor thing had lost both leaves, and 
nothing was. left but a narrow, battered 
top, supported by. four graceful legs. I 
found an old sheet, folded it the desired 
size, laid it on the top and tacked it 
down over the sides, which were about 
five inches deep. Some of the plain white 
Swiss strips left from my curtains were 

sufficient for a ruffle. For the top I used a piece of white Swiss dotted 
with blue to match my blue-and-white room. A little blue-and-white 
jardiniére made an artistic match-holder, and I evolved a fancy blue- 
and-white shade for my candlestick. You would have to see it to 
appreciate the dainty and unusual effect.”’ 

Farewell, everybody! Many happy returns of all the birthdays of 
the months. With best love, DOLLy. 
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Style 
—and 

More 

You, Madam, who would 

not wear a gown of last 
year’s mode — 

Are you wearing a corset eight 
years behind the times ? 

—Or, the Gossard — the front- 

lacing corset of to-day ? 

The Gossard Corset is not only ‘‘cor- 

rect style,’ but artistic, supremely com- 

fortable, hygienic. 

Because back-lacing corsets were 

inartistic, Mme. Consuello Foulde de 

Grasse, the famous Parisian painter, 

in 1900, conceived the idea of a front- 

lacing, habit-back corset. The idea was 

developed for her by Mme. Margaine 
La Croix, the noted French gown-maker. 

The Gossard Corset is that creation, per- 

fected and brought down to date. 

It conforms to the teaching of that famous 

English Master Student of Beauty, Ho- 
garth, who wrote that the spinal column 

of a perfectly formed woman is the most 

beautiful line in art. 

The Gossard Corset does not disguise or 

deform that line — it’ develops and brings 

out its true effect in the shapely, habit- 

fitting back. It contributes to greater sym- 

metry of waist and bodice. 

The Gossard Corset is the modiste’s choice, 

because it gives her a more perfect figure 

to fit. 

Because the line of beauty is the line of 

health, the Gossard is endorsed by physi- 
cians; it gives splendid support and buoy- 

ancy —holds the spine—and gives free 

play to the vital organs. 

Thinking women will realize that one 
Gossard Corset at $5 is more economical 

than three ordinary corsets at $2 each. 

Gossard Corsets are for sale throughout 

the country by the store which ranks 
first in class in each city — where 
an expert Gossard fitter will in- 
variably be found — and by the best 
dressmakers. 

Write for the name of the Gossard 

agent in the city nearest you, and 

a Free copy of our charming 
Storiette by a well-known author. 

The H.W.Gossard Company £ 
Importers, Manufacturers, Retailers 

Station A 9 

Steinway Hall, Chicago 
Factories: 

BELVIDERE, ILL. 
DIxoOn, ILL. ELKHART,IND 

For sale in New York by 

James McCutcheon & Co. 
345 Fifth Avenue 

Olmstead CorsetCo. 
44.W. 22nd St. 

For sale in 
Brooklyn by 

Abrahams 
& Straus 49 
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A Group of Bright Suggestions from Two Contributors 

HE showers described here were given by 
i a club of girls to various members who 

at happily-short intervals took unto 
themselves husbands, and as all the showers 
were economical ones and given at regular 
club-meetings so as to avoid extra expense, 
they will doubtless prove suggestive to other 
girls. 

The first was a “Passepartout Picture 
Shower,” and the gifts, prepared at a club- 
meeting, were made from good reproductions 
of masterpieces which one can buy for a penny 
apiece; some were taken from magazines, and 
some were camera pictures of familiar haunts. 
An artistic member of the club had evolved a 
beautiful illuminated motto, and another brought one of her own 
pen-and-ink sketches; both of these we framed in passepartout. 

Then came a “ Plant Shower,” for the bride-to-be was a lover 

i of flowers. A few had known of the plan long enough before 
to have some ferns and plants well started; others just started 

slips; all done with practically no expense beyond the pots. 

ox 

EXT week the girls gave a “Recipe Shower.”” We bought 
a notebook with flexible cover, and the hostess made 

for it a cover of an old piece of tan linen and embroidered a 
simple design in brown. Each member took as many leaves as 

i she could fill, and wrote some good recipe on it, giving specific 

directions. Some decorated their pages with pen work; others 
pasted especially good ideas cut from magazines, while others 
filled their pages with illustrations of handy shelves, table deco- 
rations, etc., so that when all were bound our little bride had a 
book to which she could turn in many an emergency. 

Then we had a ‘‘Sachet Shower.”? We had sachets made of 
all kinds of materials scented with dried rose-petals and lav- 
ender. There were sachets for 
the linen-closet, for the dresser 

drawers, scented coat hangers, 
id trunk pads, and tiny little ones 

to fasten in waists. 
Our ‘Bag Shower” called 

forth not a little ingenuity, as it 
| was agreed we would spend 
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practically nothing onit. There 
was a sponge-bag lined with 

The gilt arrow in a pink 

rose (on the left})could 

be appropriately used 

IS a party prize ol 

dinner favor, 

This cretonne-covered card 

pincushion is a pretty favor 

for a luncheon, 

Evening party favors in decorated paper butterflies —the gilt crowns to be 

worn by the girls, and penwipers by the men, pinned to their coats, 

The ball pincushion 

above, made of cotton and 

covered with Japanese 

paper, is for the girls. 

Our beloved “Teddy 

Bear’ in fancy paper with 

a sandpaper back for a 

match scratcher goes to 

the men ata party. 
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One of the prettiest cotillion favors is the decorated 

hoop which should be slipped over the arm, 
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vil silk, a bag for soiled collars and cuffs, i 
another for milady’s kerchiefs and turnovers, ' 
one of black sateen for rubbers, another to i 
hold dust-cloth and sleeve-protectors, one for 
the clothespins, a shopping-bag, a fancy-work 
bag, one for opera glasses, one for mending, 

another for parties large enough to hold the 
slippers, with a lace-trimmed chamois-skin 
tucked in a little pocket. 

At our last and most enjoyable shower we 
“showered” articles made of the not-to-be- 
despised flour-sack. Our bride was going 
into a humble little cottage, and what we 
made we knew would be in keeping with other 
things. We had bleached the sacks until they 

were of snowy whiteness, then starched and ironed them, and 
one would be surprised at the results. There was a pillow-cover 
with a conventional design outlined in different shades of blue 
mercerized floss, a pair of stenciled curtains for a small bathroom 

window, pads for dresser drawers made with one layer of sheet 
wadding, sachet powder, knotted with blue baby ribbon and i 

caught together around the edges with blue floss. Covers for 
small tables were made by double-hen®&titching the sack. Last 
of all, the busiest girls hemmed theirs to use for wiping 
dishes! —JESSiE M. Forp. 

ex 

PRR EY 

NE little bride of last season was made happy by some 
friends who gave her a luncheon and ‘ Hosiery Shower”? 

combined. The table was decorated with smilax and asparagus 
ferns, and laid for twelve guests. The chair at the foot of the 
table was tied with a white satin bow and three “ Bride” rose- 
buds. A Cupid hung suspended by a white ribbon from the 
drop-light, above the bowl of ferns and ‘“ Bride” roses in the 
centre. Across the dining-room was stretched a rope, wound with 

white ribbon, from which hung 

nya eee " 
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eleven pairs of silk stockings, bs 
— , arranged so that they covered A 

ses a 4 only the space across the table. j 
rm.” a 

Phese were clasped to the rope 
by tiny gilded clothespins. 
From the toes of each pair { 
the giver’s card dangled by a 

bi $ narrow white ribbon. 
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Companion favors are 

shown in these gilt 

ribbon bows, the lapel 

rosette for the man and 

the shoulder bo { 

Hand fire-screens, like those shown above, make pleasing party favors. 

he frames are filled with cretonne or silk and bound with tinsel ribbon. 

| 
4 

| 

4 

When the girls wear 

floral wreaths like the 

dainty one shown 

above, either in nat 

ral flower or of 

fain paper, the met 

wear boutonnieres of 

the same kind of 

An amusing favor for 

amanis the one shown 

on the right a little tin 

horncovered with paper. 

It should be pinned to 

the coat lapel by the 

bow of gilt ribbon. 
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Lord & Laylor 
Wholesale Distributors 

Fosiery 
Look for Stamped 

this Trade-Mark on every pair 

will make your vacation time doubly 
enjoyable ; beautiful in design and 
color, they please both the eye and 
senses ; made of good, honest yarns, 
they wear well; every pair has our 
trade-mark —ask for the ‘‘Onyx’’ 
Brand, and get the full hosiery value 
that youareentitledto. Try the fol- 
lowing numbers, which have become 
famous throughout the country: 

For Women 
No. 599 S: Black Gauze Lisle, Garter 

| | splicing, re-enforced seam, heel, sole and 
| | tue. Price 50c. 

No. 310/13: Black Six-thread Lisle heel 
| | and toe, four-thread all over. Price 50c. 

No. 409 K: Black, Tan and White Gauze 
| | Silk Lisle, soft, glossy, flexible. Has ail 
| | the properties of Silk, minus the cost. 

Price soc. 
| No. 130 K: Black, Silk Lisle, extra wide 
| 

| 

hose, re-enforced heel, sole and toe. 
Price 75c. 

Special Value | 

No. 106: Pure Thread Silk, Black, 
White and Tan, Oxblood, Copenhagen 
Blue, London Smoke, Paris Tan, Amer- 
ican Beauty, Pongee, all colors to match 
shoes or gown—unquestionably the best 
value in America—pure dye. Every 
pair guaranteed. Price $2.25 

For Men 
No. E 310: Lisle, Black and Colors— 

Great Value. Price 50c. 

No. E 325: Silk Lisle, Black and Colors 
— None Better. Price 50c 

SOLD EVERYWHERE: Ask your dealer, 
or write Department A. We will direct you 
to nearest dealer, or mail post-paid on re- 

ceipt of price any number as above stated. 

New York Broadway 

HIS trade-mark, famous for over 
a quarter of a century, zvari- 

ab/y means Cut Glass that is flawless. 
It greatly simplifies your buying. 
Look for it and you are sure of the 

highest skill and perfect workman- 
ship; then you can turn your atten- 

tion wholly to designs and patterns. 
This is one reason why 

Hawkes Cut Glass 
is used more frequently for gifts 
than all other makes combined. 

If your dealer doesn't sell Hawkes 
Cut Glass, write us tor address of one 
who does. No piece without this 
trade-mark engraved on it is genuine. 

T. G. Hawkes & Co. Corning, N. Y. 

All 

Widths 

PEQUOT SHEETING IN THE PIECE BEARS THIS MARK 

NAUMKEAG 
STEAM COTTON COMPANY 

INCOKPORATED 1839 

Salem, Massachusetts 

YAR TICULAR housekeepers appreciate 

Pequot sheets and pillow cases because of 
their snow white purity, great strength, high 
quality, and because they do not vary 

Made up in sheets or pillow cases, and by the yard, 

Ask your dealer for them. 

PARKER, WILDER & COMPANY 
Boston ard New York 

e Invitations, Announcements, Etc. 
100 in script lettering, including two 

sets of envelopes, $2.50. Write for 
samples. 100 Visiting Cards, 50c. 

| L. OTT ENGRAVING CO., 1021 Chestnut St., Fhiladeiphia, Pa. 
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Helpings Teachers in a Commo on Problem 
A Practical Plan of “Seat Work” for the Youngest Children 

By Aljean Edward Starr 

2UR public schools being as crowded 
as they are today, it often happens 
that anywhere from forty-five to 
sixty-five First-Grade children, 
divided as a rule into two groups, 
one six months in advance of the 
other, and designated as Division 

A and Division B, are placed under the care of 
one teacher, and perhaps the greatest problem 
which this teacher has to solve is the arranging 
of suitable “‘seat work” for Division B, the little 
people who have entered school for the first time 

These little people come to us with minds that 
are almost blank; figures, letters, words are as 
yet undiscovered worlds, original work is impos- 
sible. The most they can do is to imitate, and 
that none too accurately at first. And so the 
teacher finds her ingenuity taxed to the uttermost 
to arrange feasible “‘seat work” with which to keep Division B busy 
while Division A is reciting. 

The following plan is especially arranged for those children who 
enter school for the first time. As all teaching advances from the 
known to the unknown, little except copying can be done with either 
words or figures for the first month and a half at least. Always 
picture your words— when you tell the children to draw or cut a certain 
figure draw it on the blackboard; if they are told to write, write on 
the blackboard; keep the object or word constantly before the children, 
requiring memory work only when repetition has sufficiently impressed 
it. The following plan of daily‘ ‘seat work ”’ allows twenty days to the 
school month: 

Jnl es, Og 
CERO) 

oot 
SEPTEMBER: 

1. Distribute the boxes of cardboard squares. (Boxes containing 
small cardboard squares of all colors, such as are found in almost all 

schoolrooms.) Put all the blue squares in one pile, and all the red 
ones in another. (This work may seem too puerile, but many children 
do not accurately distinguish colors.) 

2. Give each child a piece of white cardboard, the thinnest obtain- 
able, on which are the figures 1, 2, 3, very large, a darning-needlc, 
some colored zephyr. Outline the figures with the zephyr in small 
stitches. 

3. Draw a square, cut a square, fold a square. (Draw a square 
on the board, but suggest no dimensions; the children are too young.) 

4. Distribute the boxes of cardboard squares. Build a big blue 
square out of all the small ones. 

5. Write 1, 2,3 onthe board. Supply the children with “unmarked” 
cardboard, needle and zephyr. Form the figures 1, 2, 3. (On the 
second day they merely “‘outlined” the figures; here, as the cardboard 
is unmarked, they are supposed to form them for themselves, merely 
looking toward the board for their model. ‘‘Outline” means with the 
figures already drawn upon the cardboard. ‘ Form” means blank 
cardboard, with the example upon the board.) 

6. Draw an oblong, fold an oblong, cut an oblong. 
trate at the board except when the directions say: ‘“‘ From memory.’’) 

7. Build the letters A, E, F, H, I out of paste-sticks—the thin, flat 

sticks used by the children when pasting. 
8. Make the flag of the United States. Give each child a sheet each 

of red, of blue and of white paper (the small four-by-four colored 
squares used in kindergartens will answer nicely), a pair of scissors, 
paste and paste-sticks. Place a flag, or the picture of one, in full view. 
Have the children cut the red and the white paper into oblong strips, 
and cut a small square out of the blue paper. Paste the oblongs and 
square on a sheet of tablet paper so as to form the flag, cut out, paste 
the paste-stick to one end to be used as a staff. (Of course, the stars 
in the flag are omitted as too difficult.) 

g. Distribute the boxes of colored squares. 
pile and all the green in another. 

10. Outline the word ‘‘Cat” with zephyr. 
second day of the month.) 

1. Distribute the boxes of colored squares. 
oblong. 

12. Outline 1=I, 2=II, 3=III. 
13. Cut two squares; color one red and one blue. (This is the first 

time that the children have been asked to cut two, so be sure to see 
that they recognize the number.) Use colored crayons. 

14. Write the word ‘‘Cat” on the board. Form on cardboard with 
zephyr. 

15. Make the flag of France. (See the directions for the United 
States flag, eighth day. The flags suggested in this outline are those 
that require the cutting of oblongs and squares only, and so come 
within the child’s scope.) 

16. Give each child a sheet of white paper, a pencil, scissors, a 
yellow, a red and a green crayon. Place in full view an orange, a 
banana and an apple; draw, cut and color the three fruits. (Endeavor 
to have perfectly-shaped specimens.) 

17. Write and sew 1, 2, 3 from memory. 
18. Draw a triangle, cut a triangle. 
19. Outline the word ‘‘The” with zephyr. 
20. Cut three triangles; color yellow. 

(Always illus- 

Put all the yellow in one 

(See directions for the 

Build a big green 

OCTOBER: om 
1. Make the flag of Belgium. (See the directions for the United 

States flag, September, eighth day.) 
2. Outline on cardboard 4=IV, 5=V, 

3. Draw, cut and color fruits. Place in full view a lemon, a pear 
and a blue plum. (See directions for September, sixteenth day.) 

4- Distribute fifteen paste-sticks to each child; 
triangle, an oblong. 

5. Make a cabin. 

6=VI. 

Draw a triangle, cut a door half-way between 
the ends of the base, slightly turn back the ends of the base, place 
upright upon the de sk. (It would be well for the teacher to make one 
first in view of the children.) 

6. Outline 3, 4, 5 with zephyr. 
7. Build from memory the letters A, E, F, 

sticks. 
8. Write and outline “The” from memory. 
g. Distribute the boxes of colored squares. 

a separate pile. 
10. Build the letters L, M, N, T with paste-sticks. 

1. Make a stable. Draw and cut an oblong, cut out a door from 
each of the four long sides, slightly fold back the two ends, place 
upright upon the desk. 

12. Outline “Where.” (It is well to use abstract words, for they 
are the most difficult cs the child to achieve and it helps to impress 
them.) 

13. Write and outline the word ‘‘Cat” from memory 

H, I. Build with paste- 

Put all of each color in 

build a square, a 

14. Outline 4, 5, 6 with zephyr. 
15. Form ‘‘ Where” with zephyr. 
16. Build the letters W, X, Y, Z with paste-sticks. 
17. Write and sew 3, 4, 5 from memory. 
18. Draw a circle ,a square, a triangle, a an oblong. 
19. Cut a square, fold into halves, then into 

fourths, cut into four equal parts. 
20. Build all the figures that you know. Build 

from memory. 
oot 

NOVEMBER: 

1. Cut three squares; color one green, one purple 
and one brown. 

2. Cut oblong strips of paper; paste them so as 
to form the letters W, X, Y, Z from memory. 

3. Cut three triangles, then cut twice as many. 
4. Make the flag of Spain. 
5. Outline “TI see.” (Outline meaning, as be- 

fore, on cardboard with zephyr. It is supposed that “I” and “see” 
have bech previously learned.) 

6. Draw five lines, make four dots, and draw two squares. (Do not 

specify dimensions, as this is meant merely for the recognition of the 
numbers 5, 4 and 2.) 

7. Copy from the board the words, “Cat,” “ Dog,” “The.” 
each word four times. (Use pencil and paper, not slates.) 

8. Outline 8, 9, 10. 
g. Cut twelve one-inch squares and color red; 

squares and color black. 
squares. 

10. Copy from the board the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
seven times. (Use pencil and paper.) 

1. Outline the sentence: “I see the cat.” 
12. Break five paste-sticks into halves, lay in piles of two each. 

How many piles? How many pieces in all? 
13. Make the Rob Roy Clan Tartan. Give each child a piece of 

white cardboard four inches by six inches, paste, paste-sticks, and the 
colored squares saved from the ninth. Cover the cardboard with the 
squares, alternating the red and the black. 

14. Copy from the board the words “See,” “Is,” “When,” “To.” 
Copy each word eight times. 

15. Draw four oblongs, three squares, two triangles 
16. Copy from the board the sentences: 

the dog.” ‘Can you see the dog?” 
(Impress the idea of punctuation. 
of Surprise’’—it is easier.) 

17. Give each child four paste-sticks, break each one into three 
parts, lay in piles of two each. How many piles? 

18. Supply the children with the pattern of a pumpkin which’ has 
a stem. ‘Trace a pumpkin on white cardboard, cut out and color 
the stem green and the pumpkin yellow. Use colored crayons. (As 
it is near Thanksgiving Day pictures of pumpkins can be found in 
most of the newspapers; use these as original patterns, cutting the 

others out of manila paper.) 

19. Write from memory: ‘I see the bird. Where is the bird?’ 

(This presupposes that all these words have been used freque ntly.) 
20. Outline }, 4, 4. 

Copy 

cut twelve one-inch 
(Use red crayon and charcoal.) Save the 

Copy each figure 

and seven lincs 
“See the dog!” “TI see 

Copy each sentence three times. 
Call the exclamation-point a “‘ Mark 

ont 
DECEMBER: 

1. Draw three squares, cut out. Cut one into halves, one into 
thirds and one into fourths. (In the schoolroom of today the children 
are taught the fractional parts right along with the units, so that one- 
half, one-third, etc., are as familiar terms as one, two, three.) 

2. Distribute the boxes of ‘‘ Anagrams.” (Boxes of small cardboard 
squares with printed letters on each.) Pick out all the letters “t,”’ “h” 
and “‘e.” See how many times you can make the word “‘the.’ 
+ Outline 7=VII, 8=VIII, g=IX. 

Plait cord. Give each child three pieces of cord, each one yard 
ice, 

5. Make blotters. Give each child a Piece of blotting-paper twelve 
inches by eight, cut in halves lengthwise; cut each half into three equal 
parts. Cut a four-inch square out of green cardboard, punch a hole 
through all the squares with the green cardboard on top. Tic together 
with gilt cord. Print ‘‘ Merry Christmas” across the card. (Have the 
words “ Merry Christmas” printed on the board.) 

6. String cranberries. Use to decorate the room. 
7. Make the flag of Ecuador. 
8. Distribute the boxes of ‘‘ Anagrams.” 

can build the word “‘Where.”? (See December, second day.) 
g. Trace and cut gilt stars. Give each child a piece of gilt paper 

and the pattern of a star, about half an inch from point to point. 
Trace and cut. Save the stars. 

10. Form }, 4, }. 
1. Write a sentence using the word “Cat.” 

using the words “ Dog” and “Run.” 
12. Make picture-frames. Give each child a piece of white card- 

board eight inches by six on which the teacher has drawn an oblong 
six inches by four, paste, paste-sticks, scissors, and the stars saved 
from ‘December, ninth day. Cut out the oblong and decorate the frame 
with the gilt stars. 

13. Distribute the “Anagram” boxes. Make a sentence using the 
word ‘‘ Boy.” Make a question using the word “Ball.” 

14. Trace and cut holly leaves, color green with water-color paint. 
(As it is nearing Christmas the pictures of holly leaves can be found 
in almost any newspaper. Use these as patterns, and select the largest 
ones.) 

15. Trace and cut two small stockings from a pattern; color black, 
use paintbrush and ink for coloring. Save. (The daily papers usually 
contain pictures of stockings among the advertisements; the teacher 
can use these for original patterns, cutting the others from them.) 

16. Make bricks. Give each child a piece of white paper, a red 
crayon, and a paper oblong an inch by half an inch. Trace and cut 
bricks, color red. Save the bricks. 

17. Build open fireplace. (The teacher should draw on the board 
the picture of an open fireplace with two stockings hanging from the 
mantelshelf. Two vertical oblongs three feet by half a foot drawn 
two feet apart and connected across the top by a line will answer. 
Fill in the vertical oblongs with bricks, use red chalk. Draw the 
stockings with charcoal. Give each child a piece of white cardboard, 
paste, paste-sticks, and the bricks saved from the previous day. Build 
an open fireplace like the one on the board. Paste the stockings saved 
from December, fifteenth day, to the mantelshelf. 

18. Write a sentence using the “Surprise Mark.” Write one using 
the ‘Question Mark.” 

19. Outline 4, 4, 4. 
20. Write a complete list of all the words you know, putting them 

in rows of five. 

See how many times you 

Write a question 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 
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Well-Dressed 
Bed 

Women are appreciating more and 
more the convenience and advantages 
of buying sheets and pillow cases ready 
for use, made up from the standard 

“Utica” and ‘‘ Mohawk” Sheetings. 
These famous brands of sheeting 

have been the favorites with the best 
housekeepers for several generations, 
and the excellence of the made-up 
sheets and pillow cases has made but 
a tradition of the old custom of hem- 
ming at home. 

UTICA 

MOHAWK 
Sheets 

and 

Pillow Cases 
are made with the same regard for 
care and cleanliness that would be 
exercised in the home—the skill and 
experience of the workers producing 
results which more than equal the 
finest home work. 

They come in neat packages, steril- 
ized and laundered, ready for imme- 

diate use. 

mh, the two brands, ‘‘Utica’”’ is the 
ier, ‘‘Mohawk’’ being of the same 

hack ennui but of medium weight, and 
costs a little less than ‘‘ Utica.”’ 

Made up into all standard sizes, 
both hem-stitched and plain. Also 
in special sizes if required. Sold by 
dealers everywhere. 

Look for name ard label on the hem. 
Sheetings, both ‘‘Utica’’ and 

“Mohawk,”’ are sold also by the yard, 
either bleached or unbleached, in 
widths from 42 inches to 108 inches. 

The Utica Steam and Mohawk Valley ) 
= Cotton Mills, Utica, N. Y. 
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A PIANO POSSESSING] S 
INDIVIDUALITY 

The Piano Buying Public of today desire 
a piano which not only possesses an ex- 
quisite quality of tone and essential features 
which guarantee durability in construction, 
but they also desire a case design which is 
pleasing to the eye. 
The Bush & Lane Piano Co. have origi- 

nated ,and covered by United States Patents, 
their case designs, which are unique and 
attractive. 
They have also invented many appliances 

which are used in the interior construction of 
their pianos and which are very valuable 
and assist materially in the manufacture 
of a piano possessing an exquisite quality 
of tone, perfect scale, and which will stand 
the test of years of usage. 

Bush & Lane Pianos 
can be seen and tested at the leading music 
stores in every state in the Union. 

Our handsome catalogue, fully illustrated and giv- 
ing description of our various styles of Upright and 

Grand Pianos, mailed on request. Write forittoday. 

Bush & Lane Piano Co., Holland, Mich. 

HE 
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SQUEAKS 
stopped; ‘3-in-One"’ oils everything right, locks, clocks, 
hinges, sewing machines, t erg generous free sample 
sent by 3-IN-ONE OIL » 41 Broadway, New York. 
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How Boys Can Give a Vaudeville Show 
By A. Neely Hall, Author of “The Boy Craftsman” 

Illustrated by the Author and Norman P. Hall 

BOUT the best kind of show for a neighborhood of 
boys to give is one in which each boy can do a special 
act or stunt. It may be an exhibition of magic-lantern 
views, a sleight-of-hand performance, panorama or 
puppet show, boxing match, or one of an endless 
variety of entertaining acts. The strong man, magical 

“8 mortar, boy with a wonderful voice, crack-shot and 
ventriloquist acts described on this page are easy to prepare. 

Sam Dow, the strong man (Figure 1), should wear a long-sleeved 

shirt with the shoulders and sleeves padded out to form large muscles; 
also build out the 
calves of the legs. 
For the great act 
of holding at arm’s 
length a chair upon 
which a boy is 
seated you will 
need an old seatless 
chair, or a box with 
the ends knocked 
out and two 
uprights and cross- 
pieces nailed to it 
for a back (Figure 
2). Drape the 
chair or box witha 
sheet or a piece of 
cloth of any kind 
large enough to 

ar hang down to the 
Figure 1. “Sam Dow, the Strong Man,” Holding a floor all around 

Seated Boy at Arm’s Length when the .chair is 
Figure 2. The Framework in Which the Boy Stands held out at arm’s 

length (Figure 1). 
Next get a pair of short trousers, stuff out the legs, and fasten a pair 
of stuffed stockings to the knees; fit the feet into a pair of shoes. The 
boy who is to appear to be seated upon the chair stands in the open- 
ing in the seat with the waist of the false trousers fastened and 
concealed under his coat (Figure 1). While the chair sets upon the 
floor the boy rests on his knees, but when the strong man grasps the 
back of the chair and begins to lift, the boy slowly arises to his feet, 
taking the position shown by the dotted lines in Figure 1. 

HE famous dumb-bell-lifting feat must not be overlooked. Make 
the thousand-pound dumb-bell as shown in Figure 3, cutting the 

handle from a four-foot piece of a curtain-pole and making the ends 
out of barrel-hoops. Cover the hoop ends with black cloth and paint 
the handle black. A couple of boys should drag the dumb-bell on to 
the stage, then the strong man should demonstrate his strength by 
lifting it with each hand, holding it upon his chin, and lifting it with his 
tecth by means of a piece of string tied around the handle. The strong 
man may also demonstrate his ability to juggle with heavy balls 

croquet or bowling 
balls covered with 
silver or black 

paper. 

F‘ IR the magical 
mortar get a 

sugar-barrel from 
your grocer and a 
packing-case about 
thirty inches by 
thirty by forty in 
size. If the barrel 
has wire hoops 
fasten them toeach 
stave with small 

I staples; if wooden 
I yy hoops fasten them 

7 with small nails. 
SV Cut away one side 

Figure 4. The Construction of the Magical Mortar of the barrel, as 

Figure 5. The Barrel as Cut to Fit the Box shown in Figure 5, 
and cut away a 

little of one end of the box for end A of the barrel to fit in; set end B 
inside of the box (Figure 4) and fasten its hoops (DD, Figure 5) to the 
box sides. Make the bearing blocks as shown at C (Figure 4), and 

tack a piece of cloth over end B and to the edges of the box. Cuta 
twenty-inch opening in one side of the box for a door (see dotted 
lines, Figure 4). 

The “Professor” exhibiting the mortar must have two assistants, 
Number 1 to wait upon him, and Number 2 to operate the mortar 
from within the box. For the wonderful hat trick the professor should 
take an old derby, fedora or straw hat, a duplicate of which has been 
placed inside of the box, and tear it into bits, then put the pieces intoa 
paper bag, throw the bag into the mortar, and shoot the hat from the 
mortar in a whole condition. Of course as the mortar is discharged 

assistant Number 2 throws 

out the duplicate hat. Other 
objects may be transformed 
similarly by the mortar. 

Ay 
a 

Zz 

< 

SSISTANT Number 1 

should wear a false-face 

in order to be prepared for 

his special act. In this act 

the “‘ Professor”’ first plac es 

the mortar to one side of the 

stage, where assistant Num- 
ber 2 can get out of the box 

through the door in the side, 

then sends assistant Num- 

ber 1 for more powder. 

There is a terrific explosion 

(strike a piece of sheet iron 

with a hammer) and what 

appears to be the assistant’s 

body is thrown upon the 

stage, with its head, arms 
Assistant Number 1 then crawls into the 

’ 

Figure 6. The 

Ventriloquist 

Working the 

Speaking Doll 

and legs dismembered. 
box, unseen by the audience, the ‘‘ Professor”? moves the mortar to 
the certre of the stage, gathers up the body and puts it into the 
mortar; the mortar is discharged and the assistant jumps forth whole 
and al've. Make the dummy out of old clothes, ripping off the 
sleeves and legs of a coat and pair of trousers, and stuffing them 
with newspapers. Make a stuffed head and fasten upon it a false-face. 

ALSETTE, the boy with a wonderful voice, proved a great success 
in an amateur vaudeville. He stands in front of a curtain stretched 

across the stage, and back of the curtain are four assistants, two boys— 
one with a bass, the other with a tenor voice, and two girls—one with 
an alto, the other with a soprano voice. At the left of the stage the 
young vocalist sings the first verse of a song in pantomime, while the 
assistant with the tenor voice stands directly behind him on the other 
side of the curtain and does the actual singing. Responding to the 
applause, Falsette bows, walks over nearer the centre of the stage and 
goes through with the second verse in a soprano voice; for the third 
verse he moves a 
little farther over to 
the right and here 
his voice changes to 3S 
bass; and in an alto : 
voice he sings the 
fourth verse at the 
extreme right of the : 
stage. 

HE ventriloquist 
who throws his Figure 7. The 

voice into the mouth Framework for 
of a doll in such a 7 IF the Head of the n| Wy l 
way that it sounds Ventriloquist’s 
to the audience as Doll 
though the doll were : ; TT] 
actually speaking is Figure 8. The 
always a good enter- Doll's False-Face 9 

tainer. Itisasimple ; 
matter to male a hams or Maes 
ventriloquist’s doll ¢C tins tls 8 as 
(Figure 6), and if y ee ee Be 
you haven’t the AJ 
power of throwing 
your voice and talking without moving your lips you can obtain just 
about as good results by having an assistant behind a curtain back of 
the doll do the talking, while you operate the doll’s head and mouth. 

Make the head framework (Figure 7) out of seven-eighths-inch 
strips and buy a false-face for the face. Cut strip A four inches long, 
B and C nine inches and a half long, E five inches long, and F sixteen 

inches long. Fasten the end of A between B and C, and centre E upon 
B and C (Figure 7). Cut the false-face as shown in Figure 8, tack the 
upper portion to strips A and F at 1, 2 and 3 (Figures 7 and 8) and the 
chin to strip D at 4; with a nail pivot the end of D between strips B 
and C (Figure 7). Fasten a rubber band between A and D and a 
piece of string with a small ring tied to its end to the under side of D 
(Figure 7). Set strip F between the lower end of B and C, and after 

fastening it in place whittle 
TR it round as shown. Cut the 

(( \ \ body strips H and I (Figure 
(AA \eak ML g) thirtv inches in length, 
\ \\\\ the foot blocks J and K six 
QQ inches long, and the shoulder 

crosspiece G_ fifteen inches 
long. Nail the pieces 
together as shown and fasten 

a barrel-hoop to strips H and I at L; bore a hole in the centre of G 
large enough for the neck strip F to turn in. With the framework 
prepared it is a simple matter to put a suit of clothes upon it and stuff 
it out with rags and newspapers. Paste paper across the eve open- 
ings and paint the pupils with water-colors; build out the back of 
the head with paper and cover it with cloth. Fasten a collar and 
necktie around the doll’s neck and a pair of stuffed gloves in the ends 
of the sleeves for hands. Pin up the tails of the coat so that you can 
reach the end of stick F and slip your finger through the cord jaw- 
manipulator. Prepare a conversation to carry on with your doll, 
select several songs for him to sing, and request your audience to 
talk with him. 

\ 

Figure 3. How the Strong Man’s Heavy 

Dumb-Bell is Made 

ILL SHUTE, the crack-shot of the world, shoots portraits upon 

targets. Get some fresh pieces of heavy manila wrapping-paper 
at the grocery store for your targets. Sketch a simple outline of a 
head (Figure 10) upon one sheet, then get a piece of small brass 
tubing (an old gas-burner will do) and file one end to a sharp cutting 
edge. Lay the sheet upon a piece of linoleum and, with the tubing as a 

Figure 13. The 

Blunderbuss 

Made for “ Bill 

Shute” 

is 

= ————— 

10 12 

Figure 10. The Outline of the “ Portrait” Shot Out by “ Bill Shute” 

figure 11. The Reverse of the “ Portrait,” Showing the Paper Backing 

Figure 12. The Blank Paper Which the Audience First Sees 

punch and a hammer to strike it, punch out holes along the sketched 
outline (Figure 10). Lay this punched sheet upon another sheet of 

the same kind of paper and mark the location of each hole, then cut 
away all except enough to cover the holes. Tack the punched sheet 

upon a wooden frame, stretching the paper as tight as possible, then 
fasten the cut-out portion of the second sheet over the back of the 
holes with small paper strips (Figure 11). You can make several 
portraits, also write out the names of a few of the audience. 

HE frames should be set in a row upon a table and be surrounded 
T by draperies to conceal the assistant behind them. The light 

should be thrown upon the targets from in front to prevent the holes 
from showing. Bill Shute announces that he will shoot the portrait of a 

boy upon the first target, then with a small toy gun he aims at the 
target and commences to cock and pull the trigger. As fast as the 
trigger snaps the assistant tears off the paper backing beginning at A 
(Figure 11). The audience will see nothing but a blank piece of paper 
at first (Figure 12), but as each hole is uncovered it will show up 

black (Figure 10). With a blunderbuss (made by fastening a tin 
funnel upon the end of a toy gun (Figure 13) an entire portrait can 
be made in one shot. 
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Food for 

OOD for thought 
must be rich in the 

phosphates —the mate- 

rial that repairs and re- 
plenishes waste nerve 

cells. You cannot think 
any thoughts that are 
worth thinking on 

starchy, fat making 

foods. In the making of 

Shredded 
| Wheat Biscut 

all the phosphates and 

nitrates in the whole 

wheat berry, which are 

largely discarded in the 
making of white flour, 

are retained and made 

digestible by steam- 

cooking, shredding and 

baking. 

Clear thinking and 

clean living are the fruits 

of intelligent eating. 
Shredded Wheat is the 

ideal food for school or 
workshop because it com- 

bines in well balanced 

proportion and in a di- 

gestible form the ele- 

ments that are needed for 

the perfect nourishment 

of every part of the body. 

If your brain doesn’t 

work easily and smooth- 

| ly, cut out meats and 

pastries for a while and 

try Shredded Wheat 
(heated in oven) with 
milk or cream, baked 

apples or other fruits. If 

youlike Biscuit for break- 

fast, you will like toasted 

Triscuit (the Shredded 

| Wheat wafer) for lunch- 

| eon or other meals. It 

ideal food for 

picnics, for camps, for ex- 
is the 

cursions on land or water. 

Our newand handsomely 

Illustrated Cook Book 1s 

sent free for the asking. 
oS 

| “IT’S ALL IN THE SHREDS” 

| THE SHREDDED 
WHEAT CoO. 

Niagara Falls, N.Y. 

Thought 
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Which Novels are \ 
DOEOPLE forget the great change 

: which has come, especially in the 
United States, in the supervision of 
the habits, manners and associa- 
tions of children. A generation 
ago the education of the home was 
still one of the articles of faith in 

this country, and the elective system had not then 
begun at the cradle. It was the belief and practice 
of the great majority of Americans that some 
reparation of body and mind was _ necessary 
fore the child could be turned loose in the con- 

fusion of ideals, tastes and habits which prevails 
in society. So far as the old system of home 
education was rigid and harsh it was bad; but the 
reaction has gone too far, and many children are 
suffering irreparable loss because the best and 
most effective schooling in the world has gone out 
of their lives. Moreover, a generation ago there was far more 
reticence concerning the physical facts of life in popular writing than 
today. There was, indeed, a kind of conspiracy to keep certain great 
experiences from the knowledge of children. 
Today all this is changed; the discussion of morbid physiological 

and psychological conditions which was once confined to the labora- 
tory and the medical lecture-room now goes on in the daily newspapers; 
and the stories of vice, once told to the ears of the police justice, are 

now told to the reporters and repeated in every household in which 
certain newspapers are taken. It is sickening to see young girls on 
ferry-boats and in street-cars reading detailed reports of divorce cases 
in the sensational newspapers and even in journals which claim to be 
respectable. The publication of the evidence in the Thaw case was 
a national defilement, and some of our newspapers have become 
surface sewers, through which the moral pollution of the world pours 
into our homes without any protest on our part. It ought to be the 
first rule in every home that no newspaper which prints scandalous 
matter shall be allowed to pass the doors, no matter how able or 
reputable it may be. It ought to be a second rule that no book of 
questionable taste and morality shall lie on the table or rest on the 
shelves of such a home. Books which deal in a flippant spirit with 
the sex relation have no excuse for being: they are mere bids for 
purchasers—cheap manufactured stories, made out of hand to meet 
a prurient taste or to stimulate an impure one. It is reported that a 
certain novel has reached the sale of over two hundred thousand 
copies in this country. It has no quality of art; it is written in the 
most flamboyant and inflated style; it deals with a fundamental rela- 
tion with a luxury of detail and with a flippancy of spirit which make 
it an indecent book. Against all novels of this kind the doors of 
decent homes and libraries ought to be shut. 

Be sore 
ses, on a ° 
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How to Protect Youn& Readers 

OUNG people ought to be protected from evil books and the 
premature reading of certain good books: first, by excluding all 

immoral books from the home and the library; second, by such inti- 
macy with the child as will keep the older and responsible person in 
constant touch with reading habits and reading material, so as to give 
direction by suggestion and influence, by furnishing the child with such 
a variety of interests and such opportunities for the putting forth of 
energy of mind and body and by developing such sound taste that it 
will be kept by instinct from things which do not belong to it. A 
thoroughly-trained boy will be protected by his own tastes from the 
contamination of vulgar boys. A child who has learned what good 
books are by reading good books will be safeguarded by that knowledge 
and by the taste which comes with it. Greater intimacy between 
parents and children would mean, among other things, an end of the 
ignorance in which many children are kept of the mysteries of life, so 

that knowledge of these things comes to them at wrong moments and 
from illicit sources. They hear sacred things defiled before they know 
of their existence, and they are often brought face to face with real 
crises in their own lives before they understand what is happening to 
them. What society needs is not a prudish—that is, an unwhole- 
some, self-conscious—silence about either moral or immoral relations 
between men and women, and the happiness or miseries and tragedy 
which grow out of them, but clear, sane, normal knowledge of these 
things. Children ought not to be excluded from this great world, 
but they ought to be led into it gradually by wisely-timed and 
carefully-imparted knowledge, of the kind which takes the edge off 
curiosity and starts the child with a normal instead of an abnormal 
idea of functions and relations. For innocence, which is ignorance, 

ought to be substituted virtue, which is knowledge organized into 
character. A very large part of the education of life comes through 
this very knowledge. 

Things to be Guarded Against 

T IS for this reason that there are stories and passages in the Old 
Testament, in the greatest literature of the world, and notably in 

Shakespeare’s plays, which deal very frankly with the physical facts of 
life and the tragedies which grow out of them. Are these books to 
be shut out of libraries because of this frankness? Decidedly not. 
Nobody but a prude, a person of unwholesome self-consciousness, 

would exclude serious treatment of sex relations from shelves and 
tables in homes. Many of these books are the greatest textbooks 
which the world possesses; and they hold this rank by virtue of the 
fundamental way in which they treat fundamental things. It is not 
a question of keeping Shakespeare out of the hands of young people; it 
is a question of preparing young people to read Shakespeare. And 
frankness must not be confounded with immorality; and, for that 
matter, a sharp line must be drawn between coarseness and immo- 
rality. ‘There are some very coarse books which are in no sense 
immoral. A child who is well-founded will not be harmed by 
coarseness and surface vulgarities. These are not the things to be 
dreaded; the things to be dreaded are the premature awakening of the- 
passions, the confusion of moral ideas, and the separation of conse- 
quences from actions. Some of the most immoral books are abso- 
lutely above reproach so far as language is concerned; but they 
destroy the very foundations on which the moral life of society rests. 
On the other hand, there are coarse books which are full of moral 
vitality and wholesome activity. Do not be afraid to give well-trained 
children the freedom of a good library. Rabelais Gught to be on an 
upper shelf; but Shakespeare may be left within their reach. 

A Great Moral Novel 

T IS impossible to frame a schedule of ages at which all children 
ought to read certain books, because there are such differences 

between children in the matter of maturity. Certain boys and girls 
of a strong literary bent can read with impunity books which other 
boys and girls, who are led by a strong human curiosity, or mere love 
of narrative, cannot read without loss. In the end it must always be 
a question of somebody’s judgment. No exact set of rules can be 
framed to cover all books and all children; but a few novels may 

ise for 
be taken as representative of large classes. Let 
“Anna Karénina” stand, for instance, as a type 
of a really great story, in which the moral law is 
illustrated with the impressiveness, dignity and 
certainty of a Greek tragedy, but in which sex 
relations are treated with the greatest frankness. 
What is to be done with books which combine 
high literary quality and genuine seriousness of 
spirit with entire frankness concerning the pas- 
sional side of life? Asa rule, “‘Anna Karénina” 

and books of its type ought not to be read by 
the majority of boys and girls under twenty, for 
the reason that novels of this order assume for 
their right understanding a knowledge of life 
which young readers do not possess, and the dan- 
ger of putting them into the hands of such readers 
is that these readers shall miss the tremendous 
moral significance of the story, and, through the 

awakening of curiosity and the impartation of knowledge in advance 
of their own development, suffer loss. An ideal scale of reading 
would adjust a book exactly to the knowledge of life of the reader, 
because on that knowledge depends the ability to understand and 
appreciate the book, and to set whatever experience it describes in 
normal relation to the totality of experience. The danger in put- 
ting books of the type of “Anna Karénina”’ in young hands is that 
they bring the experience before life has brought it, and that they 
present it with such power that it assumes abnormal proportions in 
the general view of life. 

Stories Like “The Scarlet Letter” and ““Adam Bede” 

N THE case of “The Scarlet Letter”? the passional experience is 
already a thing of the past when the story opens, and its conse- 

quences are set forth with such restraint, through such. carefully- 
wrought symbolism, with an art at once so delicate and true, that the 
interest is transferred from the deed to its consequences; and, aside 
from the startling apparition of the scarlet letter itself, most children 
would probably read the story, if they read it at all, without much 
curiosity or interest in what had already happened. Of all books of 
its kind, “The Scarlet Letter” can probably be read with profit by 
a great number of young readers. 
“Adam Bede” isa story of an entirely different type. Its central 

incident is the seduction of a light-hearted, light-headed country girl. 
Like all of George Eliot’s stories, it is a very careful study of character, 
and a thorough working out of moral acts and moral consequences. 
George Eliot’s strength lies for the most part in her wide and close 
observation of life and in the maturity and compass of her generaliza- 
tions. With the exception of ‘Silas Marner” she has written very 
little which would attract young readers. The study of character 
and the humor even in a novel of so much movement as ‘‘The Mill 
on the Floss” do not, as a rule, catch the attention of older children. 
The central theme could hardly be touched with more reserve and 
reverence than in ‘The Mill on the Floss.’’ It is closer to the reader 
than ‘‘The Scarlet Letter,” but it has an elevation and a certain 

breadth of movement as an interpretation of experience, which, without 

sacrificing its vitality, take it out of the realm of passional novels. 
Stories written in this spirit, and with this sanity of setting, while 

they may bring the sex question prematurely to the minds of readers, 
are not likely to awaken their curiosity; certainly not likely to arouse 

their passions prematurely. ‘‘Adam Bede’ may safely be put in the 
hands of most boys and girls over sixteen. 

A Recent Story that Can Usually be Read with Profit 

hg ‘geen another type of story dealing with the sex relation with 
clear-cut moral discernment is represented by “The Awakening 

of Helena Richie”: a novel of singular freshness, veracity, and full 
of moral insight. ‘There is nothing in American fiction more pro- 
foundly true than the final scene between Doctor Lavendar and the 
unhappy woman whom, though his heart aches for her, he will not allow 
to get off her knees until she has cleansed herself by full confession. This 
story is so contemporaneous, and touches life under present conditions 
so intimately, that it is quite impossible for any child to read it without 
understanding it, and the question whether a particular person should 
read it, or leave it unread, can be decided only by one who knows the 

stage of development which the particular person has reached. The 
question in regard to the novels of this class is simply whether the 
individual reader has enough knowledge of life to appreciate both the 
problem and the spirit in which it is treated. Some young people 
ought not to read this story, but the great majority over sixteen or 
seventeen can read it with safety and profit. 

Where the Danger Lies in Reading Some Novels 

HE danger in stories which deal with sex questions with the vivid- 
ness and intensity of ‘Tess of the D’Urbervilles,”’ Mr. Phillpotts’s 

“The Secret Woman,” or even with the reserve of Mr. Galsworthy’s 
“The Country House,”’ lies in their power to stir the imagination and 
to precipitate prematurely an agitation of emotion. These books, with 
various degrees of frankness, present illicit relations in such a way as to 
set the imagination at work by suggesting an experience, unknown and 
mysterious, in which a young reader is not slow to discern one of the 
deepest mysteries of life. It cannot be said too often that there is no 
more fatal mistake than the attempt to hide or taboo an element which 
enters into the deepest experiences, is closely related to the awakening 
of the imagination and of the emotions, is coincident in its birth with 
the poetic impulse, with the highest dreams of men, with the most 
splendid energies and impulses of youth; something mysterious, sacred 
and beautiful, but susceptible of tragic misuse and abuse. The word 
“Caution” is to be written over stories of this kind, not because they 
touch this great fundamental subject, but because, for certain readers, 
they touch it too closely and with too much emotion. 

In this matter it behooves those whose standards of literature are 
of the highest to lead the way to a sane and rational position. It is 
noticeable that men and women who argue vehemently for perfectly 
free discussion of these matters in fiction, and point to the work of 
representative novelists, are not aware of the fact that there are many 
European novelists of rank who would be horrified if they found their 
own stories in the hands of their daughters. This is preéminently true 
of the French writers: Daudet dedicated ‘‘Sapho,” a powerful study 
of the moral complications of an illicit relation, to his sons when they 
should be twenty years of age. That life should be uncompromisingly 
reflected in art does not touch the question of the kind of fiction which 
ought to be placed in the hands of young readers. This is fundamen- 
tally a question of preparation for reading. On the other hand, the 
prudish view, sometimes honored by the adjective ‘“ Puritanical,”’ 

ought not to be taken into account. It is the view of ignorance, and 
of a fundamentally false conception of the sex-element in life. 

Namen W/. Wt a bei. 
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The First Degree of Excellence 
First day, last day, and 

all other days, are days that 
prove up the value of 

Examinations, class - room 
notes, study hour memos.— 
all the little things and all the 
big things that you need to 
write—all can be done RIGHT 
THEN, and done better and 
done quicker, and more con- 
veniently, if you use a 
Waterman’s Ideal. 
Styles — beautifully chased or 

superbly mounted in gold or silver 
—for school girls; and perfectly 
plain or dignified styles of gold or 
silver mounting —for college men. 

Chatelaine Styles or Velvet 
Pockets, which can be conve- 
niently pinned to the dress—for Prices 

$2. girls’ use; and the popular and 
uwwards efficient Clip-Cap — for gentlemen. 

Adopt a Waterman's Ideal and use 
Waterimaw s Ideal ink, and your writing 
requirements are happily solved forever. 

Sold by leading dealers everywhere 

SAR Setermanlo.113 Proudwey NY, 
742 Market St., San Francisco 8 School St., Boston 

209 State St., Chicago 
136 St. James St., Montreal 12 Golden Lane, London 

Plated Silver 
with pieces of 

Sterling Silver 
ai 
“at the points 

Ke at . 

where Itrests on 

the tahle 
“Solid Silver 

Where it Wears” 

Discovery _ 
It wasfound after 
the heavy plate 
had been removed @%& # 
that pieces of 
solid silver had 
been inlaid at the 
back of the Bowl 

and Handle. 

Ro 

| Fact 

They have out- 

} STERLING worn our 25 

| pees year guarantee. 

ES TCVeR INCATOFE ) 
Trade Mark on every piece. 

Send for the little 
book W- 128. 

HOLMES 
& EDWARDS 
SILVER CO, 

Bridgeport, Conn. 

rc 

Successor 

LAFAYETTE 
YEASPOON 
Patented) 

: e A Wheel Chair is often 

2. ee airs an invalid’s greatest 
5 comfort. We cffer 

ay, over 75 styles of these easy, self-propelling and 
Invalid’s Rolling Chairs, with latest im- 

provements. Ship direct from factory 
to you, freight prepaid, aad sell on 

THIRTY DAYS’ fRIAL 
Liberal Discounts to all sending 

for free Catalogue NOW. 

GORDON MFG. CO. 
540 Madison Ave., TOLEDO, O. 
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Where [here is Litt 
By Lilian Barton W 

“NCE upon a time, when 

furniture was literally 
portable property, when 
kings and princes on their 
journeys from one palace 
to another took with them 
their furniture, bookcases 

were indeed cases or caskets. Manu- 
scripts were precious, and instead of the 
decorative rows of books the walls were, 
in not a few instances, lined with secret 
panels where books could be concealed. 
Even in our day one may walk the length 
of seven hundred feet in one of the world’s 
great libraries without seeing a single. 
book; this corridor of the Vatican library 
is lined on each side by the most exquisite 
caskets which entomb books. In the pres- 
ent day of permanent homes, where more 
than one generation may live out a lifetime, 
the covers of books have become one of the 
chief features in decorative schemes. The 
value of the decorative quality of books 
is appreciated in large and elegant houses 
more often, possibly, than in the modest 
home where the restful influence of rows 
of books might be so readily utilized. 

If you have a corner in your cottage into which various pieces of 
furniture you possess refuse to fit themselves, be sure that you can 
arrange bookshelves there, like those shown above, with a space for 

a little vase or a bit of bric-a-brac you prize. A thoughtful combi- 
nation of this kind is full of interest. There is a wonderful amount 
of expression in a row of bindings, a world of suggestion and an 
unlimited opportunity for the imagination. Of course, I am con- 
sidering books from the decorative standpoint only—and since books 
need not be works of art as to their bindings in order to be beautiful — 
but just every-day, workaday books — this fact proves that imagination 

that quality of 
the mind which is 
picture-loving and 
picture-making— 
has something to 
do with it. 

mca GR AIOE 

GOOD seat 

which is both 
convenient and 
comfortable, with 
a few volumes 
near, will serve as 
an opportunity for 
a few hours’ read- 
ing which would 
otherwise, but for 
this inviting little 
nook, be quite 

wasted. This is 
the special advan- 
tage of a pretty 

writing table or 
desk placed perhaps on a stair-landing. There is very much in conven- 
ience which is inviting. Such a scheme as this is shown on the right. 

Those of you who are students will readily acknowledge how often 
good work has been interrupted by the inconvenience of searching 
for a book or crossing the room to find one. Let me suggest to you 
how a book-desk may be made quite easily by a carpenter. You 
will not need a skilled and expensive cabinet-maker. Arrange the 
drawer spaces as bookshelves and have the boxed back pigeonholed 
below, with a bookshelf above. A desk and bookcase combined, like 
the one I have described, is shown above. 

Students Will Find This 

Sort of Desk Convenient 

FTEN you can utilize a window recess, and convert it into a 
O book corner. Illustrated below is the corner of a sunny room with 
a common-sense sort of bookcase built in. This may be made a 
whole reference library corner in itself by distributing the large books 
below and using these magazine pockets to classify the periodicals. 
A little detachable bookcase may be set upon this shelf to break 
the severity, and this will hold small books. 

This corner- bookcase 
is so simply built that 
you can readily copy 
it with the help of a 
cabinet-maker. Do it 
in light wood if the 
room is dark, and you 

will have a bright 
corner, especially if you 
puta little mirror above 
itand a burnished 
candlestick. 

I know of a cottage 
in which a large closet, 

tunate in having a 
ndow in it, has been 

converted into the most 

charming little library. 
The shelves were put 

( e along one side 

and one end, and 
the nook formed by the 

attic stairway was filled 

in with broad shelves 

for magazines and 
papers. The only fur- 
nishings of this little 

library are a few framed 

prints and a clever step- 
ladder which answers 

as both a ladder and a 
scat. A great many vol- 
umes can be placed in 

4 
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Drawings by Sara B. Hill 

Utilize Your Odd Corners for Artistic Bookcases 

Common-Sense and Simplicity are Combined in This Reference-Library Corner 

le Room for Books 
m= oO & ison 

The Useful Standing Desk 

a very small space, if the shelves 
are thus thoughtfully built in. The 
uprights and shelf edges of this 
surprising library corner are fur- 
nished with an ornamental scroll 
which was made by the son of the 
home with a little hand-saw. 

A standing desk, like the one 
shown above, is often most rest- 
ful to the student. The suggestions 
in this one are for utilizing the space 
to the best advantage. You will 
notice that the partition board runs 
through the lower shelves, so that 
the books may be distributed in two 
rows, one front and one back, and are 
saved from slipping through. Refer- 
ence books may be kept at the side, 
and portfolios on the upper shelves. 

A table rack is always serviceable, 
especially in a small room where, if the classification of its contents is 
understood, it will save the family much searching. Such a rack is 
shown at the top of the first column. 

OW, in a small house which you have planned yourself, or in a large 
one which has been made for you, or in that most difficult class of 

all, in a house which somebody else has made without regard to your 
taste, let me make this suggestion: Whatever space or corner you 
find impossible for any- 
thing else, use it for books. 
You can devise some way 
of laying it under tribute as 
useful space, and as an 
ornamental feature by 
some arrangement of or 
for books. 

As a general principle, 
let the placing of books 
seem permanent. In lay- 
ing this down as a rule 

we have come a very long 
way from the portable book- 
cases to the almost essen- 
tial effect of permanence. 
The “built-in” part-of- 
the-whole impression is a 
restful feature in a home. 

KNOW a woman who 

lived for several years in 

the expectation that she 

might at any time be called 

upon to move from an old 

home. She said tome: ‘‘] 

do not want to change. I 
feel rooted, and I feel as 

though the furniture were 
screwed to the floor.’ This 

is not necessarily the ap- 

peal of either art or archi- 

tecture—it is the home 

appeal, but without it we 

should have neither 

“marble halls’? nor cot- 

tages. We do not live in 
tents, and when we are hurried or under the excitement of expected 

change we are not likely to read. Books imply, therefore, very much of 
that spirit of tranquillity which we need to cultivate, and if we are in 

fact hurried and burdened we will unconsciously enjoy the reposeful 

effect of even the outside of books which are thoughtfully and worthily 
placed. Every book-lover knows that as the first element in the enjoy- 

ment of a book is its 

literary quality, or its 
human appeal, so the 

second element is that it 

shall be available — 

conveniently at hand. 

For a Quiet Hour of Reading 

HETHER or not 

vou mean to stay 

in a certain house for 

the rest of your life you 

ought to make it look 

as though you meant to 
remain there. In other 

words, all house deco 

ration should be in its 

effect architectural. 

Detached ornament is 

a superfluity, and the 

nearer we get to the per- 
fection of beauty in 
home decoration, the 

more architectural this 

beauty issure¢ tobe. The 

great underlying princi- 
ples of proportion and 

symmetry are here con- 

cerned. Soin using the 
decorative value of 

books consider the re- 

poseful effect,the idea of 

leisure, and the impres- 

sion of permanence. 

~~ 
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Brentlin 

Get Shades 

‘That Wear 
Ordinary shades ¢¢ crack’’ because 

they are ‘filled’? with chalk to 
make them opaque. 

In handling, this chalk breaks 
and drops, leaving the unsightly, 
conspicuous pinholes and lines so 

often seen, 

Brenlin, the new window shade 
material, is made without filling of 
any kind, but with a natural body 
that makes it hang straight and 
smooth and rea//y shade. 

It is supple, not stiff—there is 
nothing about it to crack! 

It won’t wrinkle or sag, won’t 
let in a glare like Holland shades. 

Won’t show shadows! 

Won’t spot! 

Won’t fade! 

Go to your dealer’s and see 

istered. 

the new 

window shade material 

It is made in all colors and sey- 

eral tones of each color and in 

Brenlin Duplex, dark one side, 
light the other. With Brenlin Du- 
plex you can have auniform color 
outside, yet inside have the color 

that blends with each room. 

It your dealer hasn’t Brenlin, we 

will give you the name of one who 
has or supply you direct. 

Write today for samples in colors 

and our new booklet showing how 

the best lighting effects are secured, 

Cuas. W. Breneman & Co. 
2043-2053 Reapinc Roan, Cincinnati 

Look for this Marking 
The name Brenlin is perforated 
in the edge of every yard. You 
can only see it by taking the 
shade in your hands, but before 
your shades are hung make sure 
that it isthere. It is your pro 
tection against shades that /ook 
like Brenlin, but crack ! 

A Brenlin Shade 



The Fallacy of Studying Music Abroad 
Why the American Girl Can Train Better at Home 

By Constantin von Sternberg 

RAVELING, whether 
for pleasure or for 
study, is likely to 

broaden the mind, enlarge 
the point of view and de- 
velop the sense of the «s- 
thetic. But, in order to 
reap the benefits of travel, 
it is essential for us to com- 
ply with two important 
conditions : we must men- 
tally prepare ourselves for 
the appreciation of the 
things we are to see, and we must 
exercise good judgment in choosing our 
route and our destination. Al!I this is 
particularly true of a trip to Europe. 
We must not go to the Netherlands for 
mountains, nor to Switzerland for the 
sea. And in gathering souvenirs by the 
way we must select something that is 
tvpical of the place of purchase. We 
could not very well buy an American ’ : 
sewing-machine in Venice, or an American typewriter in Madrid, with- 
out provoking an amused and not very complimentary smile from 
our friends. 

And yet just such an error of judgment as this last is committed 
every year by great numbers of music students who cross land and 
sea to Europe in search of something which they can most easily 
obtain within their own country—as good here, if not better, with far 
less expenditure of time and money, much less moral risk and fewer 
domestic heart-breaks. 

This Country Offers Splendid Musical Opportunities 

GNORANCE of parents on this question undoubtedly accounts for 
this over-frequent error of judgment. For how else could we explain 

the fact that so many of our people who desire to give their children 
a musical education persist in a practice which may have done well 
enough thirty and more years ago (and might then have been neces- 
sary), but which we have today absolutely outgrown? These parents 
do not seem to be aware of the fact that there are today no finer opera 
companies and no finer symphony orchestras to be found anywhere in 
the world than in America, and that their number is growing larger 
year by year. This, in itself, is a potent proof of the development of 
our taste for the highest types of music. Is any one so stupid as to 
assume that these orchestras and opera companies are flowers grown 
in some inexplicable, miraculous way out of a desert? It is our 
expanding appreciation of good music that has called these organiza- 
tions into being, and this appreciation is but the accumulated result of 
the faithful work done by American music-teachers in the quarter of 
a century just elapsed. 

When Napoleon III as a prisoner, after the Franco-Prussian War, 
asked William I to what he ascribed the unprecedented victories of his 
German soldiers, William I answered: ‘‘To our German school- 

teachers.”” Analogously speaking, if we have outlived the anti-musical 
legacy of our Puritan and Quaker ancestors, and are today becoming 
a full-fledged ‘musical nation,’”’? whom but our native and resident 

music-teachers have we to thank for it? 

Our Best American Musicians Today Studied at Home 

HERE are two questions always asked when the superstitious belief 
in the necessity of “studying music in Europe”’ is contested. First: 

Have not all our prominent musicians studied in Europe? Second: 
Have not all the really successful pianists who concertize here come 
from Europe? This retort is supposed to stop all further argument, 
but it does not; for both questions may be answered by an emphatic 
“No.” The best native American composers of the present day have 
never studied in Europe. The best native American pianist—a woman 
of the highest type—has been in Europe only to earn well-merited 
praise as a concertist. She has, incidentally, taken some lessons while 

there, but this speaks loudly for her modesty, for it is generally admitted 
that she played fully as well before she tookthem. Many of our young 
pianists who went to Europe, allegedly for study, returned a good deal 
the worse for wear, in spite of the excellent teachers they had there. 
These students found themselves far away from home and friends. 
The distracting sights and life of foreign cities; the novel, alluring 
pleasures; the ever-present temptation to indulge in liberties they 
would not think of at home: such considerations must be taken into 
account when we think of sending a boy or girl to Europe for an 
education. 

Just consider for a moment—or let me tell you, if it happens that 
the knowledge has not come to you—how our American appliances 
and methods for the acquisition of piano technique are today being 
used in many of the progressive conservatories of Europe. Just 
consider, further, how a number of American music-teachers hold 
today enviable positions in Germany, France and other countries. 
Take Mr. Charles Clarke, in Paris, for example: he is considered to be 
one of the best voice-builders. Until home affairs recently called him 
back to America Mr. O. B. Boise stood high in Berlin as a teacher of 
composition and orchestration. Mr. Hugo Kaun, from Milwaukee, 
enjoys a fine reputation in Berlin, both as a teacher and as a composer. 

Among the vocal teachers in Berlin no one ranks higher than Mr. 
Ferguson. s 

The Idea that the Only Good Teachers are in Europe 

HEN these men were in America, right among us, they were not 
appreciated at their full worth; but now that they are thousands of 

miles away it is our American students who crowd their studios, eager 
for the selfsame advice they could have had here, from the selfsame 
men and without the trouble and expense inseparable from a trip to 
Europe. 

Leopold Godowski, recognized as one of the great masters of the 
piano, lived eighteen years—I say, eighteen years—in Chicago, and 
more than a year in Philadelphia, without attracting any particu- 
lar attention, except from his colleagues. He left us—a little piqued, 
Idaresay. And now? Now he is one of the highest-priced and most- 
sought teachers in the world. He lives in Berlin, and if the Berliners 
have any fault to find with him it is only that he allows American 
pupils to engage too much of his time. 

These things are well worth pondering over. They remind me of 
something that happened of my own knowledge not so very long ago. 

An American artist 
painted a landscape which 
found great favor in the 
eves of a well-known 
American merchant. The 
price of the picture was 
put at eight hundred 
dollars. The merchant 
offered the artist two 
hundred dollars for it, and 
came alarmingly close to 
being thrown downstairs 
for his pains. Three years 

later the painter had moved to Paris, 
and there our American merchant 
bought that same picture and paid five 
thousand dollars for it! 

Are we not amply justified in calling 
this asuperstition? Oris it, worse yet, 
a mere fawning upon the foreign im- 
portation stamp? The alternative is 
very unpleasant, for the custom must 
have either one origin or the other, 

since, if it signified merely a certain trust in Europe’s older civilization 
it could not in reason be carried to such an absurd extent. 

DRAWN BY GERTRUDE A. KAY 

Not All the Best Concert Pianists are European 

OW as to the second question: “Are not all the really successful 
pianists who concertize here from Europe?” I can safely say: 

No, not all. But, I may add, the most of them are. Take Josef 
Hofmann, as an example. He is one of those exceptional men in 
whom we recognize genius. Let us remember, however, that it is no 
less true of him than of others that he was not born with a ready-made 
reputation, but that he acquired it only with the assistance of two 
never neglectable forces. First of all was innate talent. But then 
came serious, unremitting work. These integers alone would, how- 
ever, in many cases not suffice to pull men out of obscurity. There 
must be another agency employed—an agency in which we, in America, 
are as yet lacking. We are too prone to apply the principles of the 
race-track to the field of art. The champion horse gets evervthing; 
the second, no matter how close a second, gets nothing. We demand 
“‘the finished article,” not caring where it comes from. It is different 
in Europe. The people there, too, seize upon every chance of seeing 
and hearing their great artists; but they also see to it that the supply 
does not run out. They providently interest themselves in the young, 
rising artists; they give unknown students opportunities to be heard; 
they keep the whole field in sight. Innumerable clubs and societies 
over there make it a point to serve young artists as stepping-stones by 
which they may secure greater publicity. They do not engage these 
budding artists through agents or lyceum bureaus, but are constantlv 
inquiring of eminent teachers if they have not a “nearly-finished” 
pupil, ripe for a hearing. This saves them (as well as the young artist) 
the agent’s commission and gives them the gratifying consciousness of 
having fulfilled a mission far nobler than that which panders to the 
social prestige of those who gush over some European mediocrity 
whose reputation is press-made and whose appearance is a freak. 

Great artists, wherever they are born, belong to no particular 
country; they belong to the world, and, hence, also to America. But 
we give well-booked seasons to many European pianists who are any- 
thing but intrinsically great and whom we can outmatch by large odds 
with native and resident artists. This comes from the fact that we 
seem unable to cut loose from the superstition that whatever is done 
in Europe in art is necessarily better than what is done here. 

The Relations Between Teacher and Pupil in America 

A THE risk of being misunderstood,.I must refer to one difference 

between the youngsters of Europe and America. If the comparison 
appears to be in favor of European boys or girls the credit belongs not 
so much to them as to their parents. The European pupil is a pupil. 
He is not a “customer,”’ not a “‘client,”’ much less a “ patron’’; he is a 

“pupil,” with all that this beautiful word implies— with confidence in 
and obedience and personal attachment to his teacher, who, after all, 

is the man to develop the finest, noblest traits of his pupil, and 
must, therefore, have free access to his affections. Furthermore, the 
European pupil, while having his full share of frolic, does work. He 
does not say of a piece that he has not yet studied: ‘I think this piece 
is horrid.”? He does not bring excuses to three out of four lessons. 

Justice compels me to say, however, that this particular difference 
between the European and American pupils has of late greatly dimin- 
ished. The relations between teacher and pupil in America have greatly 
improved and are now in some cases what they should be, though the 
number of these cases might be larger. This imprevement, however, 
is but one more point to the credit of our teachers, for it shows how far 
beyond purely musical matters they have extended their influence. 

Our teachers cannot, and do not, complain of the monetary returns 
of their work. They have usually more applicants than time and are 
reasonably well paid. But—as General Wood said—there are other 
things besides money. Every true workman loves his work and he 
loves to finish what he began. The American music-teacher very 
seldom has a chance to finish his job; for as soon as his pupils can 
worry through half a dozen Cramer études, off they go “to Europe.” 

The Only Real Benefit to be Gained from European Study 

NE of the fondest hopes of the American teacher is that he may be 
allowed to develop his pupil to that point where he can say to her: 

“Now, my dear girl, go to Europe. Live a year or so in a different 
atmosphere. Learn the views of life held by an older civilization. 
You will find some of these views broader and some narrower than 
ours. Gatherexperience. You do not so much need teachers there as 
associations, influences, inspirations. Go to one of the great artists in 

Berlin, St. Petersburg or Paris. Obtain his criticism, his advice, and 
weigh well what he says. Study! Get acquainted with vourself, and 
when you have found yourself—ah, then you need not worry about a 
career. For the world always has need of capable people.”’ 

Until that highest form of study—self-study—is reached our pupils 
should stay in America, where they understand their teacher and the 
teacher understands them. It is truly pathetic to see our little half- 
baked amateurs rush to Europe under the pitiful delusion that thev 
may learn music there by some miraculous dispensation which will 
save them the trouble of hard work. They go there by the thousands. 
How many are ever heard from after their return ? 
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Hat Pins 
Made of 

Real Roses 

A live 

Oregon Rose 
before 
metallizing 

METALLIZEO 

Real Rose Hat Pins 
‘tae process of changing live roses into 

metal is a discovery of the noted French 
electro - chemist, Prof. L. G. Delamothe, 
and is without doubt one of the lost arts of 
the ancient Egyptians. The roses used are 
grown in Oregon, famous all over the world 
for their beauty and superiority. Being 
made out of live roses, there can be no 
two alike, making presents which are ex- 
clusive and can’t be duplicated. They are 
the most beautiful of all hat pins —almost 
as light as a feather. Finished in colors to 
conform to the prevailing fashions in milli- 
nery, such as Gold, Rose Gold, Green Gold, 
Pink Silver, Oxidized Silver, Oxidized Cop- 
per, etc. Made in six sizes, from the small- 
est rose-bud to the full blown flower, at 

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.75, $4.50 

First try your local dealer,but if you can’t 
obtain the genuine DELAMOTHE Real 

Rose Hat Pin (look for the name near the 

top of the pin) then don’t accept an inferior 
imitation, but send us the cost price and 

we will supply you direct. A beautiful de- 

scriptive Booklet about this wonderful dis- 

covery mailed FREE upon request. 

Delamothe Distributing Co. 
Sole Distributors 

Dept. 10, Spokane, Wash. 

LENGTH SFT 3/4iN Princess Grand —- : ¢ orn sft 94 

\ si Lh WIDTH 49. 10%its | 
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| Ivers & Pon 
Princess Grand. 

| A miniature Grand especially de- 
signed for small rooms, with full 

| keyboard compass and all the desir- 
| |} able characteristics of tone quality 
| |] and action perfection produced by 
| 

| the large Grands. ‘The Princess is 

undoubtedly the finest musically and 
handsomest in case design of any 
of the little Grands now so fashion- 

able in the musical world. 
HOW TO BUY We will personally select you a 

e beautiful Princess Grand and ship 

it for trial in your home (if we have no dealer near you) 
wherever in the United States you may live. Catalogue, 

| price-list, attractive plans of easy payments, and a per- 
sonal letter outtining the advantages we offer, mailed 

free. Paper pattern exact size of Princess Grand will be 
sent if desired. If this interests you, send your address. ! 

IVERS & POND PIANO CO. 
117 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 
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PARKER'S Arctic Socks 
Registered in U.S. Patent Office. 

Healthful for bed-chamber, bath and sick- 
» room. Worn in rubber boots, absorb per- 

% spiration. Madeofknitted fabric, lined 
with soft white wool fleece. 

Soldin all sizes by dealers 
or by mail, 25c a pair. 
Parker pays postage. 

Catalogue free. Look for Parker’s name in every pair. 
J. H. Parker Co., Dept. I, 25 James St., Malden, Mass. 
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A Russian Volksons 

Arranged for the Piano by Jean Paul Kursteiner 

Moderato. 
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Greater progress 

in playing 
‘$e NIQUE — mechanical 

skill in artistic work —is what 
bothers most players of the piano. 

Nothing is a greater aid or a 
greater hindrance than the actzon 
of the instrument. 

It should not be the least bit 
sluggish. It must besmooth, quick, 
responsive. 

But piano actions are intricate, 
complex. 

And the more intricate a thing, 
the more important is s&z// in the 
making. You know this. You 
apply it to some things. You don’t 
question the wisdom of buying a 
fine watch. 

Watches average 135 parts. 

Piano actions 7,478. 

Each little part has a distinct 
value, should accomplish a definite 
purpose, 

To get the whole as perfectly 
adjusted, as accurately balanced as 
in the Baldwin piano, the shape, 
size and weight of each piece of 
wood, leather or felt was deter- 
mined upon, experimented with, 
changed, special features designed, 
improvements made until — 

7oday the Baldwinactionts so light, 
soquick to vespond, that de Pachmann, 
after one of the greatest recitals he 
ever gave, said, ‘‘1 can play two such 
recitals on my Baldwin with greater 
facility and less fatigue than one on 
any other piano I have ever used.”’ 

A Baldwin Piano would aid you. 
During the many hours you devote to 
your technique, it would help you 
more than you can realize until you 
have tried it. To test its action, play 
Mendelssohn’s ‘‘ Spring Song.’’ Watch 
how your lightest touch is transmitted 
without the slightest loss of power or 
velocity. 

You may do this either in the 
Jaldwin salesrooms in Cincinnati, 
Chicago, New York, Boston, St. Louis, 
Indianapolis, Louisville, Terre Haute, 
Denver, San Francisco, or in other 
cities in the salesrooms of any of their 
four thousand dealers. 

THERE ARE OTHER SPEC/AL 
FEATURES of piano construction in 
the Baldwin which you ought to know 
about. Write us and we shall tell you 
about them simply and clearly. Then, 
when you try the Baldwin, you will 
understand and look for them, you will 
know why you like it so well. This puts 
you under no obligation to us. The 
important thing is to write us while 
you think of it. 

Che Balnin Company 
Cincinnati 

4 Grand Prix 
Paris, 1900 

Grand Prize 
St. Louis, 1904 
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lI om Li ems he Ideas of a Pla 
GET a great many letters, and 
some of them quite scolding ones, 
from woman suffragists raking me 
over the coals for my position on 
the woman question. Itseems there 
is a great furor just now, particu- 
larly in England, over equal rights 

for women. I have several times in these columns 
repeated the statement that I am not an anti- 
suffragist. While not wholly convinced of the good 
of women’s having the ballot, I shoyld not like to 
stand against any movement that will make the 
world better or happier. I have been peculiarly 
situated for seeing all sides of politics, and I believe 
that politics would not be purified by the accession 
of women’s votes. PHUTOGRAPH BY 

The idea which women seem anxious to impress £m, suitn 
is that they are good and that their votes would 
necessarily go toward purifying the muddy pool of politics. 1 think 
a lot of my sex. A good and bright woman is a creature a little lower 
than the angels, but women are not all good, not all honest, not all 
kind, and their sense of justice is notoriously fallible. 

ox 

I Can Only Judge Other Women by Myself. I can conceive get- 
ting interested in a political campaign. I might want some man to win 
an office for a certain reason. I know as well as I know anything that 
toward the end of the campaign the idea of winning would have taken 
such hold upon me that I wouldn’t stop at anything that would elect 
him. I would argue that nothing succeeds like success. I would per- 
ceive that the balance of power lies in the vote of a class of people who 
are like dumb driven cattle, and I just know I would go after those 
votes exactly as the men do. This may seem a damaging admission, 
but I am truthful. I believe the woman in politics would be quite like 
the man in politics. I suppose good women might go to the polls 
without actual loss of dignity, but if they mixed in ‘practical poli- 
tics” they would have to learn a lot about discarding their best ideals. 
And they would learn it— women are quick at intrigue, and an unscru- 
pulous woman is ever more merciless than any man. 

In my mind the great barrier to woman in politics is the natural 
physical one. There are so many times when home is the only proper 
place for a woman. This fact is inexorable. It seems to me that the 
only proper time for a woman to mix with men at the polls is after she 
is fifty years of age. I do not say this flippantly. I believe it. I think 
that sex is the real barrier to woman’s rights. 

I am convinced that the whole secret of woman’s clamoring for her 
rights lies in the pocketbook. It is said that the love of money is the 
root of all evil. There is no doubting the fact that woman’s unrest, her 
discontent, her desire to get into business and politics arise directly 
from her sense of injustice over money. Men want to give women 
“what money they need” —they propose to be the judges of this, and 
women, year by year, have grown more weary of it, more desirous of 
having things more equitably arranged. Now on this one point I am a 
suffragist. If by voting we could settle this unlovely dispute, remove 
from women’s lives this cloud of unhappiness, I would say, let us vote. 
Let us go to the polls with the babies in our arms and the little ones 
tagging after. But I cannot see how suffrage would make this matter 
any better. If the law should name a certain percentage of a man’s 
salary as the just portion for a woman’s services as his partner in life 
there would still be room for dispute. She might spend it foolishly and 
have to fall back on him for a further portion, or she might keep up a 
continual fussing over the inadequacy of the amount; it would resolve 
itself, after-all, into a domestic problem to be worked out according to 
the common-sense of the parties involved. 

oot 

So Long as Marriage Remains an Institution, so long as men and 
women mate together with the idea of keeping to each other for a life- 
time, these questions of domestic equity will come up and they will 
have to be settled by the couple themselves. No law can intervene 
here. Sentiment and custom can change, are changing, but the actual 
condition of woman in the married state. if she is living according to 
Nature, will remain about thesame. There is that in the old, old story 
of life and love which cannot be changed, and which, after all, we do 

not, want changed when it comes to the point. For this reason I think 
most women would vote with their husbands—I know all unmarried 
women would vote with their sweethearts—I never saw a girl who 
wouldn’t change her politics to suit her lover. 

It is this idea of the actual immutability of the history of human life 
that makes me feel how little change the ballot would actually bring, 
and also makes me doubt that much good would come of it. I believe 
there is no more destroying force than the idea that very soon—next 
year or the year after—there is going to be a change, and that mean- 
while what offers isn’t worth doing. 

You remember the history of Richard Carstone in ‘‘ Bleak House”? ? 
His life was ruined by the prospect of a fortune. It unsettled him 
for all steady application. I think woman stands just now in some- 
what ‘the same attitude: she is on the lookout for something new— 
for a liberation, a reward, a release from a world-old slavery and 

wrong. We are especially prone to feel this premonition when we 
are young. We feel it about other things besides our civic rights. It 
seems to us that there is a promise somewhere. Life surely did mean 
to offer us something a little more satisfactory. 

: oo 

The Sooner We Learn About Mirages the Better. Life is full of 
them. It seems a pity, but it is true, that we are always seeing, some- 
where on the edge of the desert, the city of peace with its fountains and 
its palms. But even in the city of peace there would be rooms to keep 
clean and dishes to wash. You wouldn’t want to go to it without John 
and the children, and when you all got there you would find that your 
dispositions hadn’t changed. He would still have his irritating ways, 
and the children their traits that you can plainly trace to his side of 
the house. The road to contentment does not lead ‘‘over the moun- 
tains of the moon, down in the valley of shadow”; it merely follows 
the path to the milk-house and the garden, and the plain, beaten track 
of the day’s routine. We are peculiarly blessed and favored when we 
find this out early in life. 

The women who write me about my shortcomings on the suffrage 
question invariably say to me: “You are too bright a woman— 
you have too good a mind to remain dense on the suffrage question.” 
I insist that I am not dense about it. I declare that suffrage would 
cut very little figure in my life, and I am not ashamed nor afraid 
to sayso. I amawoman. I like my home. I like to see the rooms 
straightened up and to have three meals a day and a general air of 
domestic life around me. 

I have a great many friends, men and women. I like them for 
various reasons. The men are a set of rather indifferent fellows, 
but, taking everything into consideration, they do fairly well. I wish 
that their ideals of success and spiritual development were a bit higher, 
but I do not think I have any special mission to reform them. When- 
ever I get a chance I tell them what I think about the plain duty 

of a human life: how I believe we ought all to live 
for the best that is in us, and cherish every beauty 
and joy of simple living and loving. In their midst 
I try to live somewhat as I would like to have 
them live, seeking the interesting, the satisfying, 
in common daily existence. In order to do this I 
need every safeguard of quiet domestic life. I need 
every little allegiance, and point of honor, and duty 
of parentage, and vow of wifehood, and love of 
home, and sanctity of every domestic relation. 

I say I need these things, and if I, a woman, need 

them to hold me to the proper ideals, how much 
more does man with his fuller natural liberty need 
them? I say natural liberty, and I mean it when 
I say it. It may be a galling thing to women to 
admit it, but Nature provided man with wider 
liberty than woman. No legislation nor change 
of custom can ever alter this fact. There is not, 

and never can be, any natural equality between man and woman. 
Whenever you find a woman who can go among men as one of them, 
making herself a mere automaton, a thinking-box, a business machine, 
you find a creature who is not a woman at all. Men can be natural 
in business with each other. Between men and men and between 
women and women there is a natural sex understanding that need 
not be curbed nor guarded. But between men and women sex is the 
danger point. I have nothing against the business woman. I admire 
her courage and her self-control; nevertheless I say her position is 
unnatural if it takes her, all day long, into a world of men. If we have 
a generation of girls who would rather support themselves than to 
marry, and wives who would rather be breadwinners than mothers, 
Nature must have made a dreadful mistake, or else man has been a 
notorious failure as a ‘ houseband.” 

oot 

| am So Devoted to the Old-Fashioned Idea of Home that I take 
fright at anything that threatens to disturb it further. Do you remem- 
ber when you were a child how dreadfully you felt if you ever returned 
from a visit or a journey and found that mother had been called away 
from home? What a lack there was in life then—how limp every joy 
seemed to hang! Yet you didn’t want any very special thing of mother 
—you just wanted her to be there. I feel just in this way about the 
simple home woman—I want her to be there when the heart returns— 
and so often, these days, she isn’t there! The suffragists insist that 
the ballot would not take her further away, but would only make our 
homes more intelligent. I doubt this. Woman has at present unlim- 
ited opportunities for intelligence. I look at the average voter and I 
do not see in him a creature of much enlightenment. Why do we sup- 
pose that the franchise would improve women when it certainly does 
not improve men? 

To be sure, I believe in the rights of citizenship, and, as I have said, I 
am not actively opposed to woman’s rights, but I do profess my own 
inability to vote intelligently. I know how political parties fish up 
issues and catchwords. I know how elections are carried on and how 
impossible it is for the citizen to express himself by vote. Shall I ever 
have a chance to vote for the equalization of wealth and the proper 
distribution of labor? If so, let me vote for a law that will force every 

living soul to do a certain amount of real work every day. Let me vote 
that every living woman must cook her own dinner or render in actual 
labor an equivalent for that cooking. Let me vote that no man or 
woman shall have a body servant. Let me vote to reduce the salaries of 
all officials and the cost of living to suit more moderate and moral ways 
of life. You see, the things I want to vote for are not ‘‘on the cards.” 
I suppose every woman should wish to vote against whisky —I do. 

While I am the prophet of contentment I loathe stupid content- 
ment. I object to the feminine air of a cow in a clover-field. When 
you have married a man who can “keep you” and are settled down to 
home-making you should have only properly begun a mental and 
bodily development that discounts education and polish. All that you 
need to do is to recognize your opportunity and appreciate your priv- 
ilege. The harder the conditions the greater the chance. Remember 
the self-contained business woman—the restless suffrage agitator is 
often the woman who has been denied your great opportunity. 

ax 

One Great Mistake of Women is the idea that marriage is the end 
of all things, and that having achieved it one is not expected to accom- 
plish anything else. When we speak of accomplishing things we are too 
likely to think of success as a tangible thing. It is an American idea 
thai nothing counts unless we can turn it to a money advantage. This 
idea has chased thousands of young folk away from home and sent 
many a woman to the lunatic asylum. Through it we take up the dis- 
tressing notion that our work is work that “doesn’t count.” I verily 
believe that my best mental development took place during dish- 
washing. I just vowed I wouldn’t allow it to be stupid. I used to 
preach and exhort and recite poems and review books. I called my 
reveries dish-water philosophy. I really did turn some of them into 
money—but that was a trifling gain compared with my personal 
development and the tangible results in the minds of my children. 

Perhaps one reason I have cared so little about suffrage is because 
I have been so busy making the most of everything that came in 
my way. Perhaps, too, I care little about it because, personally, I have 
my liberty. I have it because I took it. Any woman can do the same. 
She can successfully cultivate a soul liberty that man can scarcely cope 
with save by like intelligence and understanding. My conception of 
liberty may not be the proper one and may seem amazing to some 
women. I am married. We are poor. We probably always will be 
so, because we are built for it—we lack the quality of making a money 
success. We have a talent for poverty and can never get away from it, 
yet I am free, a free moral agent, a free human soul. I can be what I 
choose to be, think what I choose to think. 

I may not be able to govern circumstances, but circumstances shall 
not govern me. I am an entity, and as such the Universe must 
recognize me. We do not arrive at this state of liberty by doing things 
which, at the moment, people call great. We are more likely to find 
it by sticking to those simple duties that misguided folk call common, 
and by recognizing limitations we cannot change. 

ox 

| Think I am All Right on the Suffrage Proposition. I am not 
very strong on reform. The mills of the gods grind slowly and we must 
be patient. Meanwhile I am learning to knit. A grandmother who 
does not knit is an incomplete being. My mother left mea knitted bed- 
spread and lace enough for pillows for myself and the girls. I think 
more of these visible tokens of her sweet, old-fashioned life than of any 

documentary evidence of her greatness she could have left me. Mother 
would have voted if she had had the chance. She lived a widow for 
over thirty years and she always said she was opposed to taxation with- 
out representation. But she never fretted over it, and I think her 
aemeny lacks nothing it would have gained by her having had the 
dallot. 
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makes long railroad journeys with the 

| | baby easy and comfortable. Simply 
heat enough milk for a day and put it hot 
into THERMOS Bottles. They willkeep 
it warm and sweet all day or all night. 

The same THERMOS Bottle keeps liquids 
steaming hot 24 hours or ice cold 72 hours. 
The vacuum does it. Nochemicals. Lasts 
a life time. Filled, cleaned, emptied the 
same as any ordinary bottle. 

A Boon in Sickness 
Keep a THERMOS Bottle filled with hot 

water by the child’s bedside—then if 
croup develops during the night when 
the fire is out youll have hot water for 
bandages right at hand. 

In any sick room the THERMOS Bottle 
makes it easy tou keep nourishment or 
drinks, hot or cold, always at the bedside. 

AT HOME, OFFICE, FACTORY, or when 
MOTORING, TRAVELING, or on all OUT- 
ING TRIPs, the THERMOS Bottle will sup- 
ply drinks hot or cold just when you want them, 

700,000 sold in 1907. If your dealer will not 
supply you we will ship direct. Pints $3.75. 
Quarts $5.75. Patented in all countries — 
beware of infringements. 

Write for free booklet by Dr. M. Frances 
Thornton, on Emergency Treatments for 
Nursery and Sick Room — of permanent 
value in every home. 

American Thermos Bottle Company 
529 Fifth Avenue, New York 
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Do You Want 
Greatest Value? 
The largest retail 

piano business in the world has been built up by us 
in the past 45 years. Let us send you tree informa- 
tion and prices of 20 leading makes. Also new plan 
of easy payments. Pianos shipped 
everywhere. We give absolute 
guarantee of high- est musical qual- 
ities. All prices wonderfully rea- 
sonable. Special Bargains: 12 second-hand Steinway 
Uprights, 3 Webers, 2 Lyon & Healys, 6 Washburns 
rebuilt in our factory equal to new, at very low 
prices. Teachers and students would appreciate 
these instruments. /WVrite today. 

LYON & HEALY 
11 Adams Street, CHICAGO 

ij varra Art Gtalog? 
UAphmtanl cs sctostie ana | € Contains valuable and |) 

instructive suggestions || 
for everyone interested 
in Painting and Drawing. i 
Lowest prices ever quoted |) 
for high-grade supplies. |) 
Write to-day—a post- 
card will do. 

IRSHBERG Arr CO 
“408 N. HOWARD ST, BALTIMORE, MD. 

- Americans will buy 
e ave oun ut patrioticsongs. They 

are buying these: 

The Saucy, Cocky, Yankee Sailoree 
True Blue American Volunteer Columbia 

Sent postpaid for 25c. (silver) for the three. 
No stamps. Full Sheet Music Size. 

The Bright-Hayferd Co., 21 No. Sixth St., Minneapclis, Minn. 
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A chic little bow of tan 

New-style party-slipper leather for russet 

bow of white satin pumps. These bows are 
trimmed with opalescent serviceable and easily 
beads. There are three cleaned with the shoe. 

loops of graded sizes on 

each side. 

A new accessory to 

the handsome collar 

of Irish lace is a satin 

One of the most attract- stock. This one is in 

ive slipper bows of the pale pink and fastens New collar frill of fine cotton net in 

season, especially for in the front with a plaits with an inch-deep hem. The 

| a bride, having satin small hook and eye. polka dots in Copenhagen blue are Irish lace insertion 
| A jaunty silk tie with additional ribbon roses in a chiffon The band is tucked appliquéd only on the top piece. one yard in length 

ends to form a double bow. rosette. across the back. They are easily embroidered on fine forms this simple tie. 

batiste, then cut out and applied to Crocheted rings and 

the net. They may vary in color. balls trim the ends. 

) 

] 
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A smart new-style belt made of shadow cretonne in pastel shades. The lining is of 
white moiré silk. The buckle is duil gilt. 

A strip of ribbon velvet with plaited lace Dainty collar tab of fine 

ends, designed to wear at the base of the linen, the flower being 

stock, worked in pink and green. 

j 
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Knitted belt of natural-colored raffia to wear with a pongee dress. The 

buckle is studded with green jewels, though coral-red, dark blue or 

robin’s-egg blue are appropriate. 

Coat set of handsome quality and unusual design. The simple lace 

pattern is of Irish crochet applied to hand-made filet net. 

| 

} 
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The new idea in Irish lace is shown in this collar which has the raised 
flowers with colored centres. It may be a touch of dainty yellow, forget- 

me-not blue or rose pink. Not only is this color combination pretty in this 

A charming combination of pink style of collar, but in applying it to a coat set of plain white, to a small tab, 

embroidery and white linen in collar a collar and cuff set, or to dress lace trimming, the effect would be striking 

and tab. and unusual. 

Collar of Irish lace and embroid- 

ery with tie of pale-blue silk. 

These ties may also be worn 

becomingly around the collar of 

a ngerie waist. 

* 

Dainty and simple collar and tab 
n all-white linen —embroidery 

sa ff in polka dots and scallops. One 

: ! the most popular and becom- 
y 1g Styles for general wear. 

A new collar design for a very young girl. It is made of sheer New jabot to wear with a coat suit. 

lawn, beading and blue ribbon. Lace pattern outlined in color. 
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HEN it comes to gloves, 
some women believe in 

Luck. They are never sure 
of getting glove satisfaction. 
But gloves as good as 

W NE 
GLOVES 

do not ‘‘happen.’’ They are 
made of good skins, selected 
from the world’s best markets; 
prepared and sewed by experts. 
Each and every pair represents 
conscientious endeavor to 
uphold a reputation which 
started one hundred and thirty- 
one years ago. 

If you would always have 
satisfaction, forget Luck and 
remember—‘‘ If it’s a Fownes, 
that’s all you need to know 
about a glove.’’ 

All styles, shades and lengths. 

Sold by good stores every- 

where — never under any 

other name than Fownes. 

Outings 

Are made by only one 
mill in the world and 
they are the best Out- 
ing flannels in the 
world. Made exclu- 
sivelv of the cele- 
brated Challahoochee 
Valley Colton, admit- 
tedly the best staple 
grown. Patterns 
elegant, charming, 

exclusive. KIMONO 
OUTINGS are 

Standard of 
the World. 

Just what you need for Skirts, Waists, Slumber Robes, 
sreakfast Jackets, House Gowns, children’s wear, 

etc. Your dealer either has or can get KIMONO 
OUTINGS. Send his name and ask for samples and 

beautiful booklet. 

EAGLE & PHENIX MILLS, Columbus, Georgia. 
America’s Greatest Mills. 

ENT-BONE 
See Through-Sew Through 

COLLAR 
SUPPORTER 

VENT-BONE having 
in open centre can be 
easily sewn to collar. 

VENTILATED 
WASHABLE 

Round Ends 
No Poking Through 

High Point Effect 
with Comfort 
Zhe, 254, 3,344,342 & 4ins. 

All Sizes 5c. a Card, 3 to the card. 
oss LER (2 149-151 Fifth A SCHLOSS SPEIER York” New 

o 

Cloth from the Mill | 
Woolens and Worsteds in great variety of s¢ 

sonable patterns for Women’s, Children’s ar 

Men’s wear at Mill Prices. Samples of Skirtings, 
Cloakings, Raincloths, Suitings and Trouserings 
FREE, Please mention garment you intend making. 

All grades and prices from 50c to §. 

RIDGEWOOD MILLS, 640 MainSt., Holyoke, Mass. | 

“WEDDING 
nnouncements, etc., engraved and printed. V \ 

Latest styles, best quality, sent prepaid anywhere \ ) 

100 50c ;with case 75c. Souvenir post cards _A 
and monogram stationery W 
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What Nature Really Intended Us to Eat 
By Mrs. S.T. Rorer 

$9 NE of the greatest curses with which 
“ we have to contend is the urging 

of people to eat when they are not 
hungry. Hunger means to the 
average person a faint feeling and 
a sort of gnawing at the pit of the 
stomach—really a mark of disease. 

True hunger is known by a sort of restlessness 
and an unusual flow of saliva in the mouth—the 
mouth then becomes very moist. Whenever the 
mouth is dry do not eat. Frequently, if a person 
is not hungry, some kindly friend orders a tonic, 
which is a deathblow to the invalid, weakens the 
strong, and creates diseases for which there is no 
recovery. Centuries of abuse have imposed false 
standards and created many incurable diseases. 

I have before me many letters telling me that 
my diet would not sustain a “small bird,” and 
still, when I consider the amount of labor, mental and physical, that I 
at my age do in twenty-four hours on one good meal a day I wonder 
that they can for a moment suspect that I am ill fed. 

I learned a long while ago that a small amount of well-cooked food, 
slowly and carefully masticated before swallowing, would give entire 
satisfaction, and a sustaining power far greater than three hurried 
meals a day. Headaches and the various bilious conditions to which 
so many are subject are always the result of bad eating. 

Our Vegetable Diet Should be Far in Excess of Meats 

UDGING from the variety and number of teeth, the amount and 
nature of the digestive secretions, man is omnivorous. We must not 

fail to observe, however, that, to be natural and consistent with Nature’s 
plans, our vegetable diet should be far in excess of meats. Even a meat- 
eater will not be so irrational, I think, as to uphold a meat diet in warm 
weather. In the first place, it is difficult to keep meat in warm weather, 
and decomposing flesh, that usually known as “ well-hung meat,” is 
dangerous. Second, meat produces heat, without a corresponding 
amount of energy. Nature intended that our food should be not only 
well blended but also taken in small quantities. Violation of this law 
creates odd and objectionable conditions in the body at once. The 
stomach and intestines, constantly overcrowded, soon lose their elas- 

ticity and fall heavily on the wall of the abdomen. Nine times 
out of ten a distended abdomen foretells an early breakdown and 
frequently a sudden death. In short, the overfed have never a strong 
hold on life. The majority of gluttons—and all who overeat are cer- 
tainly gluttons—are heavy meat-eaters. Meat wel] and simply cooked 
is appetizing and digests quickly, but it leaves one in condition to get 
hungry in a few hours, so that three to four meals a day are absolutely 
necessary to satisfy the hunger of a meat-eater. Such persons have no 
conservation of force. They are nervous rather than active. Who has 
not seen the youth who prided himself on his muscle, his vigor, and his 
ability to withstand cold weather without an overcoat, break down at 
forty, and spend the remainder of his life seeking health at the mouth 
of a drug-bottle? 

What to Eat at This Season of the Year 

NATURAL diet is composed at this season of the year of such 
light animal foods as eggs and milk, and of such nitrogenous, 

muscle-making foods as nuts, gluten macaroni, whole-wheat bread, 
lentils, peas and beans, with a bulk of succulent vegetable materials 
and fruits. Such foods satisfy hunger and give ease with a corre- 
sponding amount of energy. 

I think I am in diet a naturalist, and by this I mean that I fully 
believe in eating foods in season in the locality in which I live. For 
example, in Alaska I should take animal fats in large quantities, to 
support the heat of the body and keep up the vital power; while in 
Southern Italy I should live on fruits, nuts and succulent vegetables, 
with good macaroni, skimmed milk cheese (Parmesan), and such 
vegetable fats as olive oil. Inthe temperate zone we are really in Alaska 
in winter and in Southern Italy in the summer. Hence, we must 
change our diet twice a year. Use, if you like, sparingly, in the winter, 
bacon and meats, and in the summer fruits, fresh vegetables and salads. 

The summer dishes are attractive and easy to serve—a great recom- 
mendation to a woman doing her own work. Nuts, being rich in oil, 
grow rancid quickly; during the summer they must be kept in your 
refrigerator, just as you would keep meat. A portion may be ground at 
once, made into butter, packed into tumblers and covered. Another 
quantity may be put through the meat-chopper to use for such dishes 
as nut roll, nut soufflé, for stuffing green vegetables such as toma- 
toes, summer squash and cucumbers. Another portion may be kept 
whole to use in scalloped dishes. I should have the greatest amount 
in pecans. If you have hickory-nuts or English walnuts use them. 
Pine or pifion nuts are cheap, tasty and easily kept. English walnuts 
may be used occasionally. Theyare rather dense, compared with pecans. 

I have in mind almost a hundred dishes that can be made from 
eggs, milk and nuts, which are distinctly different, palatable and 
sightly. An easily-prepared nut dish is made by covering the bottom 
of a baking-dish with squares of toasted bread. Over this put peeled 
tomatoes cut into blocks, then a layer of pecan nuts, then a layer of 
carefully-boiled rice, another layer of nuts, tomatoes and bread. Bake 
this for half an hour; dust the top with grated cheese, and it is ready to 
serve. With a salad ora dish of fruit you have a very complete meal. 

If you have boiled rice today save that which is left over for tomor- 
row. Mix with it an equal quantity of chopped nuts, a hard-boiled 
egg chopped fine, and a very little seasoning, salt and onion juice. 
Mix thoroughly, put it into a baking-dish, cover with half a pint of 
cream sauce. Dust the top with grated cheese and bake until brown. 

Another attractive dish is made by boiling beans until they are soft 
and pressing them through a colander. Put this pulp in layers, using 
nuts between the layers. Bake for one hour in a moderate oven. This 
is highly nitrogenous, having a far greater sustaining power than meat. 
With this you will serve either potatoes or rice, and a green salad 
— tomatoes, lettuce, string-beans or peas. 

Avoid All Heavy, Starchy Foods in Hot Weather 

UCH light meats as Hamburg roast, broiled lamb chops or panned 
chicken should take the place of the heavy joints in hot weather. 

Pork, of all things, should be avoided. Veal requires five hours for 
perfect digestion; if it is used at all have it very carefully and thor- 
oughly cooked. During the heated term avoid all heavy, starchy 
foods—such as hot puddings, hot breads, pastries, cakes and candies— 
as they are heat producers. Sugar is no doubt a good food, but is not 
good when wixed with such complicated dishes as pies, cakes or can- 
dies. Two tablespoonfuls of sugar taken alone will be easily digested 
and assimilated, but when taken with other foods, especially in drinks, 
as tea and coffee, will create fermentation and produce sour stomach, 
which in turn causes indigestion. 

I fully believe the cause of much intemperance 
—the desire for stimulants—is a lack of vital force, 
caused by indigestion, with heavy tasks to perform. 

I do not for a moment wish to induce people to 
live on raw foods, or on restricted diets, for these 
are not natural in our present conditions. But I 
would like them to substitute fruits and bread 
and butter for pies as well ascakes; to cook simply ; 
to bake, boil or stew their potatoes, instead of 
wasting time and fire on croquettes or fries; to 
boil, broil or roast meats, instead of frying and 
ragoiting them; to serve nice green vegetables, 
simply boiled in salt water, instead of stewing 
them for hours with fat meats. I should like to 
see them use dainty green salads, instead of pickles 
and condiments; use fruit in season, instead of 
preserves and sweet jellies; use the vegetables 
in season, instead of those prepared; have good 

bread and butter in the place of cake; pay more attention to the 
fresher vegctables and light meats, and less to the complicated methods 
of cooking; not to hunt up all the new recipes for ‘‘devil’s food” and 
“angel’s hash” (a vile combination), but to use these same materials 
served daintily and in an appetizing manner. 

Let the Housewife Personally Select All Her Food 

SHOULD like to see the housewife select all food, rather than to 
order that which she does not see; to write her bills-of-fare a week in 

advance, which will enable her to have a change each day without great 
variety at each meal and without hurried cooking. Select the simplest 
and best methods of preparing the foods accessible in your own neigh- 
borhood. Make use of all left-overs, but do it in the simplest way. 
The housewife, if she is the mother of the family, has a thousand and 
one things besides cooking todo. There is the sewing, the care of the 
house, and she must be agreeable to the family when they come home 
at night. She must have a pleasant smile for the children when they 
come from school, and she cannot do these things if she spends her 
valuable time in making artificial compounds and fancy cooking. 

The beauty of simple living lies in this: one’s appetite becomes 
keener, one’s taste more acute, and foods not doctored are more accept- 
able than the old foods of a year ago. There is a taste of the mouth 
and an after taste of the stomach. Food must be kept in the mouth 
until every particle of the mouth taste is satisfied, then swallowed. In 
this way a small amount of food will satisfy hunger. 

Simple living means a better table, higher thoughts and _ better 
health. A ten months’ trial of really good, well-cooked food, masti- 
cated carefully before it is swallowed, will prove to any family that 
health depends upon the manner in which they live. 

I doubt sometimes whether it is possible to restore a degenerate 
palate. When one has lived wrong for many years he cannot think 
correctly. He feels that his case is a special one, and he must have 
condiments—he must take tonics; and so he goes from bad to worse. 

Have Foods Tasty and Well Selected for a Bill-of-Fare 

HEN arranging a simple bill-of-fare, first have all foods tasty and 
well selected. Have them cooked quickly, in an easy manner, and 

served the best you know how. Garnish every plate. Have the dining- 
room light and cheerful, and have every dish in its proper place, on a 
snow-white cloth. Vary the bills-of-fare each day, but do not have a 
great variety at each meal. If you are fond of cereals have a different 
cereal every morning during the week. Serve it differently: one day 
with milk, another with cream, then with fruit juice, then with sliced 
fruit; sliced peaches with farina, and chopped dates with hot oatmeal, 
are appetizing. Eggs may be served in a hundred simple ways. If 
you have toast for breakfast have it hot and crisp. Do not put butter 
on it before toasting. Whole-wheat bread, well buttered, with a dish of 
fruit, is quite enough to sustain one through a severe morning’s task. 
If you have dinner in the middle of the day have a light soup, one meat, 
one starchy vegetable, potato or rice or macaroni or hominy or grits, 
or a nice dish of corn bread, a green vegetable and the salad; or the 
salad may serve in the place of the green vegetable. If you have fresh 
fruit use it as dessert, or in the place of one green vegetable. This will 
give you a fairly balanced ration. 

One advantage of a vegetable diet is that rice, peas, beans, lentils 
and nuts are easily transported and kept in any climate. They are as 
easily got by the housewife on the desert as by the one in the city. On 
the desert the bulk of green foods must be canned goods, while in the 
city we have fresh vegetables the year around. The woman on the 
farm has her kitchen-garden, and if she has attended to it properly she 
will have all the vegetables necessary for a good-sized family. 

A Good Recipe for Stuffed Tomatoes 

ELECT solid tomatoes, and cut a slice from the stem end. Remove 
theseeds. Mix together half a pint of dry breadcrumbs, half a pint 

of chopped nuts, a little parsley if you have it, salt, and a dash of 
pepper. Break in one raw egg. Stuff this into the tomatoes, replace 
the slice that you cut off, and bake in a moderate oven for half an hour. 
Serve plain or with a tomato sauce. 

Stuffed Cucumbers 

ARE and cut good-sized cucumbers into halves. With a spoon 
scrape out the seeds. Fill the space with the same mixture as for 

the tomatoes. Put the two halves together, tie them carefully, brush the 
outside with olive oil, put them in the oven and bake them until brown. 
Then pour in the pan a pint of strained tomatoes or three or four raw 
tomatoes chopped. Cook slowly for one hour. When done remove the 
strings, dish the cucumbers carefully, add a little water to the pan, and 
strain the contents over the cucumbers. 

Long-necked summer squash may be cooked in the same way. 

How to Prepare Macaroni with Cheese 

HIS is one of the nicest of dinner dishes. Break the macaroni into 
pieces two inches long. Throw them into a large kettle of boiling 

water. Boil rapidly for thirty minutes; drain and throw into cold 
water. Change the water until the macaroni is perfectly cooked. Put 
into a saucepan two tablespoonfuls of butter or olive oil. Add one 
chopped onion. Shake over the fire until the onion is soft, not brown. 
Add a pint of strained tomatoes and the macaroni. When the maca- 
roni is thoroughly heated add half a pound of grated American cheese, 
and half a cupful of milk or cream, and a palatable seasoning of salt. 
Stir and serve at once. A good accompaniment to this would be rice 
or baked potatoes, followed by a lettuce salad or fruit. 

NOTE—In the next issue of The Journal (for October) Mrs. Rorer will tell of ‘‘ Easier 
and Better Ways in the Kitchen ’’—howthe housewife may, by labor-saving schemes 
and careful planning, make her kitchen-work lighter and pleasanter. 
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NABISCO 
SUGAR 
WAFERS 

Sometimes 

for 

dessert. 

Sometimes 

for 

entertainment. | 
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they're 
so good. 

In ten cent 

tins 
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cent tins. 
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confection in 
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delicious cream. 
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Window-Gardens for Practically Nothing 
By Frances Duncan 

NY one for whom 
plants will grow can 
have a good window- 
garden. In expense 
window-gardens dif- 
fer one from another 
as widely as clothes. 

While one woman will spend money 
a-plenty on costly plants only to kill 
them speedily and unintentionally, 
another by the exercise of ingenuity 
and garden sense will contrive a 
vastly prettier little garden at extraor- 
dinarily little cost. 

Suppose you cannot afford to 
spend much on your window-garden. 
First look over your yard and see 
what you have to make one with. 
There are the house-plants which 
have been summering in the garden; 
these can be taken up soon and repotted. But geraniums which have 
been blooming all summer can’t be expected to do winter duty also 
without a period of rest and recreation; so take cuttings, shake the 
soil from the roots of the parent plants, then repot and let them rest for 
the winter. Cuttings or slips can be taken now from all kinds of bed- 
ding plants—heliotrope, ageratum, begonia, coleus, alternanthera and 
the like: it is very easy to root these in sand; besides, it is a pity for the 
plants to depart this life and leave no families behind them! Begonias 
may be rooted by merely laying down a leaf on the sand, pegging it 
down at various places, and at every break the roots will start for a 
new plant; or else a leaf may be torn and set up on edge in the sand, 
the torn edge inserted, and many little plants will result. 
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Annuals for Winter Blooming 

= immediate effect and extreme inexpensiveness there is nothing 
like the annuals which are already growing in the garden. Many 

of them will respond cheerfully to an encore and give a pleasing 
repetition of their summer performance: verbenas, stocks, snapdragon, 
China asters, Drummond’s phlox, petunia, salvia, coreopsis, corn- 
flower or bachelor’s buttons (centaurea), tobacco plant, marigolds (both 
the French and the African), pansies (if you choose the smaller 
plants); scabiosa and salpiglossis will bloom if taken up very care- 
fully. Of the vines, Cobea scandens—the ‘‘cup-and-saucer vine” — 
can be dug for window-gardening uses. Plants of the little perennial 
English daisy can be taken up too. Dig and pot carefully. Don’t take 
up a plant from the garden when the soil is wet; if you water about 
five hours before potting the earth will be in the right condition. Cut 
down the tops, put the plants in the shade for a few days that they 
may recover from the shock and the surprise, and they will speedily 
take to blooming again. 

If you have no outdoor garden, or no annuals growing in the one you 
have, then sow some now in boxes. Plants from these will not be so 

certain of abundant bloom as plants already growing, but the five-cent 
seed packets are no very large risk. The best annuals to try are 
nasturtium, sweet alyssum (variety ‘“‘Carpet of Snow” or “Little 
Gem” for an edging), coreopsis, cornflower, marigolds, forget-me 
not, tobacco plant, mignonette, and the butterfly flower—schizanthus. 

Put six or eight nasturtium seeds in a seven-inch pot with a piece of 
brush in the middle for them to climb on. 

The Best Way to Plant in Boxes or Pots 

OR starting the seeds boxes are usually more convenient than pots. 
Probably the handiest ones are ‘‘ flats’?—shallow wooden boxes 

about twelve inches by fifteen by two and a half like ordinary soap- 
boxes. Nail bottoms on, leaving cracks or else boring holes in the 
bottom for drainage. First put in a layer of potsherds, then a layer of 
coarse screenings, next the fine soil. Press this well down into sides 
and corners. Sow the seed in lines, sift a little sand over for covering 
—four times the depth of the seed is the rule. Water carefully—a 
bulb sprayer isa good thing to use; some gardeners lay a piece of fine 
muslin or cheesecloth on the sand and water through this so as not to 
dislodge the seeds. When the seedlings are up thin them or they will 
amount to nothing. 

Mignonette and schizanthus are best sown in pots. For the mignon- 
ette make ready as many two-inch pots as you want plants. Make 
a little depression in the middle of the pot with your finger, drop in two 
or three seeds, cover with soil. In about two weeks the seed will have 
germinated, then give only the strongest seedling the pot to itself, 
pulling out the others. Mignonette should not be checked; as the 
pots become filled with roots, shift first to four-inch pots, then to eight- 

inch, when they should have two inches of drainage. In repotting 
disturb the roots as little as possible. Don’t let the plants become pot- 
bound, keep them cool, and don’t let them dry out at the roots, but at 
the same time do not keep them wet or the soil may sour. The plant 
likes to be kept rather cool. 

Some Ready-at-Hand House Plants for Country Folk 

hy gine inexpensive and decorative plants can be secured by taking 
up and potting seedling pines or hemlocks or junipers. Price as 

well as distance can lend enchantment; yet a beautifully-shaped baby 
hemlock tree with its delicate feathery foliage is quite as good to look 
at as an araucaria and is infinitely less expensive. A four-foot 
plant of common white pine makes an excellent plant for a hall- 

way, and one does not worry over its health as if it were a bay tree or 

an aged Japanese cypress— besides, it can be clipped bay-tree fashion 
Ht one likes. A squat, spreading juniper in a Japanese jar will look 
quite Japanese. Take these infant evergreens from places where so 
many brothers and sisters are left that one you take will not be missed. 

Dig the plants carefully, and, until you can pot them, mud the roots 
or wrap them in wet moss. Before being planted the roots of ever- 

greens must never be allowed to become dry nor should they be exposed 
to the air. If you are careful about this you can do almost anything 

with an evergreen. I have potted a tiny spruce in a strawberry-basket 
and carried it home in a trunk and it lived happily for years afterward 
and died from other causes. I have also had small hemlocks living in 
small terra-cotta Japanese pots with no drainage whatever—not ideal 
conditions certainly, but the plants bore them nobly. 

When you go out into the highways and byways in this fashion to 
find y our plants the simplest way is to take note first of the pots or 
Jardiniéres you have and select the plants to fit the pots. Fern-dishes 
can be filled with small plants of the hard, shining, little polypody 
fern; a tiny spruce shaped like a miniature Christmas tree is very 
pretty in a fern-dish. 

These plants like light, but not direct sunlight—they live best in a 
cool room and at a north or west window, though they do not need to 
be in the window. 
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The Kitchen Conservatory 

VALUABLE aid to a home 
window-garden is a “kitchen 

conservatory.’ Both the well-being 
of the plants and the pride of the 
window-gardener will be increased if 
there is a place where they can be 
comfortably lodged and well taken 
care of during those weeks when 
they are not at their prettiest; for this 
purpose the kitchen is ideal with its 
uniform heat and the moisture from 
steaming pots and kettles. 

The “conservatory” described 
here laid no claim to beauty—unless 
measured by the ancient adage of 
“handsome is as handsome does.” 
It was but an easily-arranged device 
that made for the comfort both 
of the plants and of their owner. 

Fastened to the window-frame were strong brackets, and laid on these 
were the shelves, each being an inch or two narrower than its sup- 

porting bracket, but extending at each side to a safe distance beyond 
the brackets. The shelves were not nailed in position—a screw-eye 
on the bracket prevented the shelf from slipping forward. On any 
extremely cold night the shelves were lifted down bodily, plants and 
all, and moved to a position of greater safety. 

A convenient though not necessary modification of this arrangement 
is to have the brackets slope slightly forward and to have one a trifle 
higher than its mate, so that the surplus water will run off at one 
corner—after the manner in which a shelf at a kitchen sink is some- 
times arranged. At this lowest corner is a hook on which some 
receptacle may be hung to catch the dripping after watering. 

The shelves may be as near together as one pleases, but the second 
shelf should be high enough above the first to clear the heads of the 
plants below. The simplest form of shelf for an affair of this sort is a 
board grooved at the lower edge to catch the water; or one may make 
a raised edge by nailing thin two-inch-wide strips at the edge of the 
shelf and filling in the crevices with putty. 

At one kitchen window blest with a conservatory of this order there 
is an interesting protecting device. Instead of the usual window-shade 
is an old-fashioned shade roller (of the ancient type which is worked 
up and down by acord at the side), and on this instead of a shade has 
been tacked a two-yard piece of thirty-inch burlap, and on cold nights 
the burlap is pulled down behind the window-garden, between the 
window and the shelves, as insurance against possible disaster. 

Such a kitchen window-garden is an excellent place for starting 
seeds and cuttings, for invalid plants, for those which have been cut 

back and must look stumpy for some weeks, and for the young potted 
slips for next summer’s garden. 

MAS Sore 

Some Points About Making a Window-Garden 

IRST consider where it had best be put A southeast window is 
the exposure most plants prefer. If you have only a west window 

at your disposal then don’t choose sun-loving plants. Next consider 
the probable temperature: if you haven’t even heat, and there is 
danger some night of the plants’ coming perilously near freezing, then 
it is a great saving of mental strain if you have no plants to which 
such an accident would be fatal. Azaleas, narcissuses and _ tulips 
can stand a great deal of cold; white callas and hyacinths cannot. 

A convenient form of window-garden is the ordinary deep window- 
box, set on a bench so that its top is level with the windowsill. 

In this the plants are set, the smaller or shallower ones propped 
underneath with blocks of wood to bring the tops of the pots to a level, 
and within a box of this sort individual plants may be growing in any- 
thing—even tin cans, and your window-garden will look none the 
worse for it. Paper pots will be found very convenient, and plants in 
them can be squeezed into places where otherwise there would be no 
room for them. But don’t try growing bulbs in paper pots! Pack the 
spaces about the pots with moss and keep this damp. 

The window-garden of the illustration at the top of this page is of a 
more permanent order. It is really an indoor flower-bed and made to 
fit into the bay-window. This ‘flower-bed” is two feet and a half 
wide and eight inches deep; the box is at such a height that the soil is 

level with the windowsill. The first box is lined with zinc and a pipe 
takes off the superfluous water after the manner of a refrigerator 
drainage-system; this box is merely for drainage. The garden proper 
is in a second box which fits inside and holds the soil; this is only six 

inches deep and it fits tightly at the sides, but between its bottom and 

the zinc-lined box beneath is a space of two inches. The owner of this 
ingenious garden has utilized the space underneath her flower-beds 
for cupboards. In a window-garden of this order plants may be set 
out as if in the ground, and potted plants may be “ plunged” as in a 
garden-bed. The English ivy growing around the windows is a 
permanent feature, but this also was most inexpensive, having been 
grown from cuttings rooted in water. An amusing feature of this little 
garden is its pool. All gardeners know that house plants are the better 
for the neighborhood of a basin of water to counteract the excessive 
dryness of the living-room; here a large shell bought at a bargain is 
the pool, and above it—secured to the wall—is a smaller one. The 

water is led into it through a slender pipe attached by rubber tubing to 
the nearest faucet, which is turned on whenever the fountain isin action. 

It would be quite possible, however, if this seems ambitious, to sink in 

the “garden” any sort of basin and have in it easily-grown aquatics. 

For Bloom at Thanksgiving and Christmas 

ZALEAS. If you want your azaleas for Easter then there is no need 
of taking them up until the end of October; they can stand an out 

door life until the weather is quite cold; but if you want them in 
bloom at Christmas they should be taken up in September. 

EASTER Lity. The Bermuda or Faster lily should be potted at once 

if wanted for Christmas. Plant in a deep pot. 

FREESIA. Pot at once for bloom at Christmastime. The _ best 
variety is Freesia refracta alba. Plant seven bulbs in a five-inch pot, 
setting the bulbs two inches below the surface of the soil. These bulbs 
do not need darkness. Set the pots in a cool plac e, but bring indoors 

before frost. 

RoMAN HYACINTH AND PAPER WHITE Narcissus if potted now 
will bloom easily by Thanksgiving Day. They should have four 
weeks in a dark, cool place to make root-growth. The narcissus will 
grow in stones and water, like a Chinese lily, and with two weeks in 

the dark will bloom in six weeks from the time of planting. 

NOTE — Miss Duncan is always glad to hear from readers of The Journal, and will 
answer by mail any questions about gardening. Only be sure to inclose a stamped 
self-addressed envelope. Address Miss Frances Duncan, in care of The Ladies’ Home 

Journal, Philadelphia. 
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Dont buy a stove or range 
before you first see 

How Much You Save 
by getting 

A Kalamazoo 
Direct to You’ 

TRADE MARK REGISTERED 

If you conduct your household finances 
intelligently and economically, you are 
interested in both Price and Quality 
—especially in times like these when you 
want to make every dollar count. 

If you need a stove or range of any 
kind, I ask you to allow me to send you 
a Kalamazoo catalogue. Whether you 
are in the habit of “buying by mail” or 
not, | want to show you how easily and 
conveniently you can buy a Kalamazoo 
and how much money you save by buy- 
ing direct from our factory at actual 
factory prices. 

Take our catalogue and compare the 
Kalamazoo line with the best stoves and 
ranges you find on sale in stores. Com- 
pare price and quality, and | promise 
you that you will save more money 
by buying a Kalamazoo, and that you 
will get a better stove or range for the 
money than you can get anywhere else 
in the world. 
Understand my promise: (1) As high a grade 

stove or range as you can find anywhere at any 
price; (2) A saving to you of from 20% to 40% 
— amounting to $5 or $6 on our smallest stoves 
and as high as $30 and $35 on our largest; (3) 
A plan of selling that is safer for you, more 
convenient and more satisfactory than 
buying at retail; (4) Your money back without 
a quibble if you do not find your purchase in 
every way exactly as represented. : 
Do not take it for granted that ‘* you can do just 

as well’ elsewhere. Investigate. You can- 
not form an intelligent opinion of the Kalamazoo 
plan unless you know more about it. Let me 
show you the difference between the manufac- 
turer's price and the retail price. A postal card 
will bring you full information. Give me a chance 
to prove what the Kalamazooplan meansto you. 

We Pay the Freight 
We have sold in the past six years, thousands 

of stoves and ranges to readers of this magazine ; 
we have a larger number of individual customers 
than any other stove company in existence — 

more than 100,000 families who have found 

— that Kalamazoo prices save money; 

—that Kalamazoo quality gives entire 
satisfaction ; 

— that the Kalamazoo plan enables you 
to buy more safely and more easily 
in your own home than you can in a 
retail store. 
We are manufacturers—not “mail order 

dealers."’ We own and operate one of the largest, 
best equipped and most modern stove plants in 
the world. 
We sell to you direct from our factory, freight 

prepaid, at actual factory prices. You save all the 
dealers’, jobbers’ and middlemen’s profits. 
We sell to you on a 360 days agpcrs test, and 

I promise you now that we will promptly and 
cheerfully refund every cent you have paid us, if 
you do not find your purchase in every way 
exactly as represented, 

know that Kalamazoo quality will satisfy 
you because you cannot secure a better stove 

or range, in the whole world ; 
I know that Kalamazoo prices will surprise you 

when you compare them with the prices of stoves 
and ranges sold in the ‘* round about "’ expensive 
way; 

| know that you will find our selling plan easy 
and convenient for you. 

But | cannot convince you of this, unless you are 
willing to let me quote you prices. 

Set our catalogue. Even if you do not pur- 
chase from us, you ought to have our prices for 

comparison. 

Send Postal for Catalogue 
For coal and wood stoves and ranges ; 

Catalogue No. 306 

For gas stoves and ranges Catalogue No. 807 

Write today to 

William Thompson, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr. 

Kalamazoo 

Stove Co., 

Mfrs. 

Kalamazoo, 

Mich. 

We Pay 

the Freight 

360 Days 

Approval Test 

All Kalamazoo cook stoves and ranges have patent 
the: mometers which make baking and roasting easy. 
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What Other Women 
This department is an “ Exchange 
sewing-room, or any other part of the house - 
dollar bill is paid for any idea accepted. 
very briefly: just the hint itself, to The Editor of ‘ 

An Emergency Shelf 

will prove a blessing 
to those who do not 
live near the stores; 
and even those who 
do may find it better 
than sending for neces- 
sary articles at the 
eleventh hour. The 
best emergency shelf 
is a closet, made with 
a door of heavy net- 

ting, which the ‘‘handy man” will put 1 
in the cellar or pantry, and fit with loc 
and key. Instead of stocking it at once, if 
that is too expensive, plan to add one thing a 
week to it until it is filled to suit you. Be 
sure that as soon as a can or jar is taken from 
the closet it is replaced as soon as possible. 
A good beginning for such a closet would Le 
canned soups, fruits and vegetables, two cans 
of each; marmalade, cheese in jars, potted 
mieats, olives, pickles, sardines, anchovies and 
a home-made fruitcake. When the unex- 
pected. guest arrives the home table may be 
embellished and the housekeeper will never 
be found unprepared. M. M. K. 

Unique Ninepins for Children 

may be made of pine cones with a small 
square of cardboard tacked to the lower end 
of each cone to make it stand firm. Instead 
of ordinary balls use horse chestnuts. This 
is an easy way to provide a good time for the 
little folk. ae. ee 

When Picking Up Pieces After Dressmaking 

pin all of one kind together with a large safety- 
‘a then lay them away in a drawer or in 

xes, or else hang up on a hook in the 
sewing-room closet. They are easier to find 
when needed, and are not so much mussed up 
as when rolled. Bo, ey, ae 

Before Using Bottled Milk 

wash and wipe carefully the top and neck of 
the bottle. The milkman usually carries the 
bottles by the necks, and while the bottles 
themselves may be sterilized in the most 
approved manner, there may be dangerous 
germs on the outside by the time you are 
ready to pour out the milk. Vee ora 

For Kitchen Windows of Apartment Houses 

neat boards painted the same color as the 
window frames, fitting the ledges of the 
windows, and standing high enough in front 
to conceal the inevitable milk bottles, will 
make a great improvement. The idea also 
could be adopted by those keeping lodging- 
houses who wish to have the exterior. of their 
houses looking neat. CLEVELAND. 

What ° 

Have 
” 

To Stain Stairs that are in Use 

stain every other step the first day, requiring 
all members of the family to go upstairs two 
steps at a time, skipping the varnished stair. 
The next day stain the steps that were passed 
over, and use the dry ones, A block placed 
on each step which may be used will * an 
effective reminder. Mrs. R. L. 7 

A Preserve-Closet for a Flat-Dweller 

may be made in the following way, if the flat 
contains a hall window that is not conspicu- 
ous Half a dozen shelves, each two feet and 
a half long by a foot anda half wide, boarded 
up at the sides and across the top, ‘form the 
closet. One of the broad sides only is covered, 
forming the door, which is fitted tight and 
has alock. The other open side is fastened se- 
curely to the lower half of a hall window on the 
inside. The degree of heat and cold needed 
is regulated by opening and shutting the win- 
dow at the back of the closet. . W. 

To Exterminate Ants 

that are such a pest when they enter a house 
the following suggestions may prove of value : 
Get a large sponge, wash it and squeeze it dry. 
This will leave the cells open. Sprinkle the 
sponge with some white sugar and place it 
where the ants are troublesome. When it 
seems filled with insects drop it into a basin 
of hot water. Wash the sponge, and set the 
trap again. The ants will soon be exter- 
minated. Another way to catch the very 
small ants that are so troublesome in some 
houses is to have a piece of bacon rind in a 
saucer. The ants will be attracted to it. 
Scald the rind often, and soon the ants will 
disappear. MASSACHUSETTS. 

To Keep Ice in a Sick-Room 

jut a square of coarse flannel—the more 
foosely woven the better — over a wide-mouthed 
preserve-jar in such a way as to make a bag 
that does not quite touch the bottom of the 
jar inside. The flannel may be kept in place 
by a rubber band vireitiedl around the neck 
of the jar. Putin the flannel bag the crushed 
ice that the patient is allowed to have, and 
screw on the top of the jar. As the ice melts 
the water is drained into the jar. This pre- 
serves the ice longer, and the ice is also easy 
to get at when needed. NURSE. 

A Way to Save Money for Children 

is to put aside all the coins coming into your 
possession bearing the date of the children’s 
birth-years. If the coins are put into little 
banks, one for each child, and these banks are 
opened once a year, and the contents deposited 
in savings-bank, quite a littlesum may accumu- 
late while the children are small. iF. 

Young Mothers A we Pa R 
AS K A 

ound Out 
of ideas: of any helpful hint, whether it concerns the family, the kitchen, the nursery, 

to which any Journal reader is cordially invited to contribute. A crisp, new 
But no manuscripts can be returned; unused ones will be destroyed. Write 

*The Journal’s Exchange,’’ The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia. 

To Amuse an Invalid 

or to while away the time of a friend who is 
going on a long journey, send a box of 
‘*Limerick Powders,’ with instructions to 
take one as often as needed. Prepare them as 
follows: Write the most amusing limericks 
you can, or copy some that are appropriate, 
on small slips of paper, and fold these just as 
a doctor folds powders. Put them in a small 
pasteboard box, getting a suitable one at a 
drug store, and write on the outside the direc- 
tions as above, signing your name. 

. D.M. 
To Clean Fruit-Jars Easily 

a dish-mop and a long-handled clean paint- 
brush will be found useful. With these sim- 
ple aids the work may be done thoroughly 
and quickly, without the usual danger of 
scratching one’s hands on the rough edges of 
the jars. Mrs. H.C. G. 

Using Clothespins to Fasten Cloth Strainers 

whenever a large quantity of fruit juice is to 
be strained will lighten the work somewhat. 
Just fasten the cheesecloth bag over a 
granite pail by clothespins, and it may he 
left until all the juice has gone through. 
Where rain-water is used for washing pur- 
poses it often requires straining. Cover the 
top of the wash-boiler with a piece of cheese- 
cleth, pinning it to the edges with clothespins; 
then pour into the water. Iowa 

Keep a Long Crochet Needle in the Bathroom 

to draw from the waste ps s any threads or 
hairs that tend to stop the aaa of the 
water. W 

Use a Coffee-Pot When Warming Thin Soups 

and see how much easier it is to pour out the 
soup into the cups or plates. None need be 
spilled, and just the right amount of soup 
can be put in. But if this plan is followed a 
coffee-pot should ke reserved fcr this special 
purpose. M 

Save as Receptacles for “Left-Overs” 

those tumblers which have originally con- 
tained sliced bacon or dried beef. They can 
be covered tightly, take up little space in the 
refrigerator, and you can see at a glance what 
is in them. gS. EB. P:'G. 

To Remove Paint from Clothing 

mix in a cup equal parts of turpentine and 
ammonia and apply the solution to the paint 
with a piece of cloth the same color as the 
garment. Rub gently the way of the nap 
until the paint is removed, then sponge with 
warm water and a little white soap. This 
will not injure any fabric which will stand 
water. 
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By Emelyn Lincoln Coolidge, M. D. 

Former House Physician of The Babies’ Hospital, New York 

Doctor Coolidge is always glad to answer the questions of Journal mothers about their children. 
When an answer is desired by mail a stamped addressed envelope must be inclosed. 

When Cutting Teeth 

Is there any remedy that 
will relieve pain while a 
child is cutting teeth? My 
baby is ten months old and 
has two lower teeth through, 
but his upper gum is ter- 
ribly swollen—the teeth 
seem just at the pcint of 

coming through but do not appear, and he is 
often in great pain. Mrs. M. B. 

A cooling mouth-wash diluted with a little 
water and then rubbed on the swollen gum might 
help the child somewhat. If the teeth are so 
nearly through perhaps you could rub them 
through altogether. Take a perfectly clean piece 
of gauze or cheesecloth or a clean towel, place it 
over your finger and rub the gum very hard. 
This will often break the mucous membrane 
over the teeth; it will at least let out some of the 
blood and relieve the tension. After doing this 
use a boric-acid mouth-wash every two or three 
hours, so that there will be no chance of the 
gum’s becoming infected. 

Unsafe for a Mother to Give Chloroform 

My little girl, who is four years old, has had 
séveral convulsions lately and my doctor told me 
to use chloroform to bring her out of them. Is 
there any danger of my giving her too much? 

. Mrs. H. 

In such a case I think you will have to be 
guided by your own physician. He must have 
had some very good reason for allowing you your- 
self to give the chloroform to the baby. It is an 
exceedingly dangerous thing for an inexperienced 
person to handle. I have never allowed a mother 
to handle it herself. 

Kindergarten for the Three-Year-Old 

Do you think it would be advisable to send my 
little three-year-old daughter to the kindergarten 
this autumn? She has no one to play with at 
home. She has always taken a nap from eleven 
to one, and in case I let her ge to school I should 
not know what to do about this, for she seems 
to need the sleep still. PERPLEXED. 

I think it would be wiser for you to wait one 
more year before letting the little girl regularly 
attend the kindergarten. If 
you live near the school 
you might be able to ar- 
range with the teacher to 
have her run in for one 
hour in the morning and 
then go home in time to take 
her nap. In this way she 
would have a little compan- 
ionship without missing her 
needed-sleep- — 

Graduate of 

tive mothers answered by mail. 
are welcome to write 

. but not about children. 

If the Baby is Ton2ue-Tied 

My month-old baby does not seem to nurse 
well and often makes a little clucking sound with 
his tongue. Do you think anything could be 
wrong with his mouth? INEXPERIENCED. 

Perhaps the baby is tongue-tied. Take him to 
your doctor and have an examination made. Ifthe 
tongue is tied have the little web clipped at once. 

The Proportion of Lime-Water in the Food 

How much lime-water shall I put in my baby’s 
food? He is four months old and is fed on modi- 
fied milk. Mrs. F. G. 

Use one ounce of lime-water to each twenty 
ounces of the food; if the baby is inclined to 
vomit and is not constipated you may double 
this amount. 

Raw Apples Not So Good as Cooked Ones 

Is it all right to give raw apples to my little 
two-year-old boy? He is very fond of them and 
the new apples will soon be Tipe. 

1 ET SR 
It would be wiser to cook the apples, especially 

the early ones. Occasionally you might try to 
scrape a little of a raw apple and give him a few 
teaspoonfuls of this. 

The Reason for Weaning a Year-Old Baby 

Why is it best to wean a child when he is a year 
old? So many people say a baby should be nursed 
through his second summer. Mrs. F. T. B. 

After a baby has reached bis first birthday the 
mother’s milk is not strong enough in the bone- 
making material and other ingredients. The 
child then needs more of a variety of food and will 
do much better on a mixed diet. 

When the Baby’s Leas are Not Straight 

I wish to know what I can do for my ten- 
months-old baby whose legs are so very bent. 
Would it be well for her to wear braces now or 
later? Mrs. T. A. 

The baby is too young for braces. At present 
you can only use massage. When she begins to 
walk get her a pair of ‘‘bowleg shoes,” then, 
if these do not correct the difficulty, take her to 
a good physician and have him prescribe the 
proper kind of brace. 

Advice Will be Given to Prospective Mothers 
By Marianna Wheeler 

he Sloane Maternity Hospital of New York, and Formerly, for Fifteen Years, 

Superintendent of The Babies’ Hospital of that City. 

In acceding to the requests of hundreds of readers The Journal has arranged to have the letters of prospec- 

No questions of this character will be answered in the magazine. Readers . ° 
letters to Marianna Wheeler, in care of The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia, gry; it may relieve your 

and she will take pleasure in giving any advice or answering any questions about the mothers themselves, 
All such letters must be accompanied by a stamped self-addressed envelope. 

How to Make Barley-Water Properly 

My five-months-old baby has had a severe 
attack of summer diarrhoea and I am making 
barley-water for him, but I fear I do not make it 
just right. Will you give me a recipe ? 

Mrs. L. kK. 
Take one full teaspoonful of barley flour, mix 

it into a smooth paste with a little cold water, 
then stir it into one pint of boiling water, add a 
pinch of salt and boil for twenty minutes, add 
enough water to make up the pint, and strain if 
at all lumpy. 

Girls and Boarding-School 

It will soon be time for school and we are con- 
sidering the advisability of sending our twelve- 
year-old daughter to boarding-school. Do you 
approve of boarding-schools for girls? 

Mrs. K. 

It all depends on the individual girl. If your 
daughter is in need of regular discipline and com- 
panionship of other girls I should send her to a 
good boarding-school by all means, but if she is 
the sort of girl who needs home influence then 
sending her away would do more harm than 
good. 

Long Garters, Not Round Ones 

Which kind of garter do you like best for a 
child four years old? Mrs. K. J. 

The kind that buttons on to the waist by all 
means. The garter that is worn around the leg 
is very bad for the circulation. 

Discipline for the Disobedient 

Please tell me through THE JOURNAL what 
means I can adopt to make my little one (a year 
and a half old) know that she must obey. “She 
is very bright, but dreadfully mischievous. She 
will snatch things off the table, pull at the cur- 
tains, turn chairs upside down, and she scratches 
and mars everything available. I spank her, 
but feel it is wrong to do so, especially as it has 
no effect on her. An ANxiIouS MOTHER. 

When the child does anything especially 
naughty try putting her in her crib by herself, or 
place her in a large chair and tie her in for a 
while. Get her some blocks or kindergarten 
gifts and let her have one thing at a time, and 

when she grows tired of it 
take it away and give her 
something else. Ifyou teach 
her to amuse herself with 
suitable things she will not 
have so much time for mis- 
chief. Never spank her 
when you yourself are an- 

feelings but it rarely helps 
the baby. 
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Best for Babies 

‘LOUISE THOMPSON 
SUMTER ,.N.C. 

Practically the only infant's 
food used in the hot countries— 

India, Australia, South and 
Central America, the African 
Colonies. 

Its use there gives immunity 
from diarrhea and cholera in- 
fantum. 

That’s why you should 
use NESTLE’S FOOD 
during warm weather. 

We have a new book on Infant =~ 
Hygiene which we will send = “ 
with large trial package = 7. 
NESTLE’s Foon (enough 9-7 4° 
for 12 feedings) free Pais ve 
on request. oy * 
MAIL THIS <* 

” 

‘° ee 

COUPON y/o ee S| 
TOM: AG ee | 

BABY 
F RE BOOKLET 
A handsome little publication— illustrated. “Just 
the thing” for mothers and expectant mothers. 
Tells how to feed and care for babies and children. 
Tells how to treat an irritated skin—how to bathe 
an infant, proper temperature, etc. Tells how to 
“sterilize” milk, in fact, full information con- 

cerning babies. 

Sent Absolutely Free Upon Request 
Tells how to make clothing for baby. Tells about 
the new baby fabric, “ luff-O-Down’’—the dain- 
tiest, softest and most healthful material — will not 
irritate the most delicate skin. Fluff-O-Down 
Flannels are 
manufactured 
and sold exclu- 
sively by us. 
They cannot 
be obtained 
elsewhere. 

Send four (4) cents, in 
stamps, for samples of 
Fluff-O-Down, Long 
cloth, Nainsook, Dim- 

ity, Lawn, Baby-Clot} 
Sanitary Sheeting and 
materials for infants. 

The Elder & Johnston Co., Dept. A, Dayton, O. 

The“SWEET BABEE” WIDE MOUTH 
, Nursing Bottle Prevents Sickness 

ci because it is easily 
worme 7 thoroughly washed insi 

by hand; thus getting 1 
of all sourness and ger: 

Form 

4a Hygienic 

Rubber 
Anti- 

A Colic 
Nipple. 

— = 

‘Tf yourdrugygist doesn't k« 
** Sweet Babee’’ send us 
name and 30c and we ' 

by doctors mail you one. For $1.5 
and nurses. will send 6 bottles and nippl« 

YANKEE MUFFLER CO., UTICA, N.Y. 

BABY OUTFITTERS ie 
A complete line of dainty things for 

your baby, from birth to three years old. 
Strictly nand-made garments, of finest materials, 
our specialty. Send for latest catalog. 

THE OUTFIT CO., Yonkers, New York 

» Indorsed 

' 
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By Lilian Barton Wilson 

Gauntlets Combining 

Knitting and Crochet 

HERE is sufficient 
variety in the stitches 
and methods of the 

articles shown here to attract 

both the experienced knitter 
andthe amateur. The gaunt- 
let gloves are in close knitting 
up to the wrists, and the 
gauntlets added in firm 1 
crochet. This is a simple shell stitch, and the widening is done 
as one proceeds, row after row, at the sides of the gauntlets. 

The light, pretty shawl scarf is knitted, and the stitches are 
dropped to form the rows of openwork; take up four and slip two. 
It should be done in twofold Saxony. The fringe is afterward 
knotted in. 

The afghan is made in bands of “tricot” work joined together with 
bands of “‘tufting.” The mother will appreciate the special advan- 
tage of this afghan’s shape at the top. It is a very good plan to tack 

A Light Shawl Scarf of Saxony 

Wool with Fringed Ends 

A Bonnet Crocheted in 

Shell and Star Stitch 

A, ribbon ends to each of 
f& | the upper corners and tie 

. them around the baby or 
to the back of the carriage 
pillow. This afghan is in 

| rainbow color effect, the 

stripes being alternated 

An Afghan of Convenient Shape in bright blue and pink. 

for the Baby’s Carriage It would also be very 
pretty all in white. 

The little bonnet is a charming bit of crochet—a combination of 
star stitch and shell stitch. The shell stitch about the edge, fulled on 
in a ruffle, is very becoming to the baby’s face. The little bonnet 
is interlined with plain crocheting. It is a new and exceedingly 
pretty pattern. . 

The baby’s sweater is plain ribbed knitting done in fine Shetland. 
The shaping is simple and easy to follow from the illustration. 
These close-fitting sweaters are the nicest possible little garments for 

This Sweater for an Infant is Done in Plain Knitting 

the wee baby in winter, either under the coat outdoors, or as an 
extra comfort in the house. 

The jacket illustrated below is exactly right for the little sister. 
It is loose-fitting and comes just to the waist-line, with kimono sleeve 
effect. It is done in rows of crocheting and you can sce from the illus- 
tration how it isshaped. Under the arms itis tied together with dainty 
little bows. Itis a good idea to crochet this in one of the pearl-grays, 
so that it will not soil so readily as white. A little wrap of this kind 
constantly at hand will save many a “taking cold,” and if you do not 
make the garment too delicate in color it will be very serviceable. 

A Serviceable Extra Wrap for the Little Sister 

ee and Crocheting 
By Marion Wire 

New Collar Bow of Crocheted 

Lace and Lawn 

LL of the novelties in this 
column are delightfully 
suggestive of easy, light 

work for the late summertime. 
Special working directions are 
scarcely necessary for such sim- 
ple designs, but a few hints 
about materials and stitches may 
be helpful. 

The little white bow speaks for itself, 
claiming at sight a place among the 
new and becoming styles in collar bows. 
It requires but two small pieces of lawn 
and some crocheted lace of which any 
pattern may be used. The one shown is 
very pretty and easy to do, and suggests 
a good use for wheels and edgings. 
The baby’s cap, made of Shetland 

floss, is plain knitting. Use large 
wooden needles and knit loosely. Cast 
on 120 stitches and knit plain for 84 
rows. The strip when finished should 
measure about twenty-one inches wide 
and not quite a yard long. Join the ends 
and let this seam be the centre of the strip. 

In folding as described keep this seam under. Fold strip in half, 
bringing the four open edges together. Fold again and join the eight 
open edges you now have with a loose chain. Turn cap to make 
this joining on under side. Fold back about two inches of the 
knitting around the front. Thread ribbon through the four thick- 
nesses of knitting about two inches or more from the edges. 

The very stylish crocheted belt is done in slipper stitch in mercer- 
ized cotton. It measures about an inch and a half in width. Its 
simplicity suggests that it was designed for morning wear, made in 
white with a white linen suit; in écru with a pongee dress, or in blue; 
violet or brown, harmoniously with different gowns. 

A Comfortable and Pretty Cap for 

Baby, Knit of Shetland Floss 

The Baby’s Knitted Cap 

Before Folding 

A White Crocheted Belt 

with Dull Gilt Buckle 

A Stylish Collar Tab Made of Sheer 

Linen and Crocheted Lace 

This way of making collar tabs 
will appeal to the girl who may — ——— 
have some odd pieces of lace and Cool and Dainty Sandals that 

insertion, if she does not care to Any One Can Make 

make new crocheted trimmings. 
The plaited top should be hidden by the collar and the folds held in 

modish fashion by a pin. Plaited net or dotted Swiss could be 
adapted to this pattern. 

The plain crocheted sandals show a design possible for any one to 
make. ‘The directions for making them are as follows: Chain 16, 

work back on ch, making 15 s c, ch 

1 andturnr sc in each of first seven 
stitches, 3 singles in 8th, 1 each next 7 
stitches, always taking stitch from back 
to form slipper rib. 2d row: 1 single in 
each stitch, making 17. 3d row: 1 
single in each except centre; put 3 in 
that. Every other row plain: every 
other widen in centre stitch. Continue 
until you have 19 ribs, then work back 
20 stitches, turn and decrease 2 stitches 

each row until but 2 remain. Work 
other side the same. Finish with shell 
across the top. These directions are for 
No. 5 or No. 6 soles. Half a skein of 
No. 3 cotton will be required. 

The crocheted pincushion is charming in its quaintness, and 
would be especially pretty for an old mahogany bureau. The under 
side of it is a square of plain crocheting, forming a pocket for the 
cushion. 

For the chemise yoke, or corset-cover trimming, very fine cotton 
should be used so as to obtain a lacelike effect. 

Crocheted Pincushion 

Cover of Unusual Design 

A New Pattern for the Ever-Popilar Chemise Yoke 

43 

New Fitted Petticoat 

The “ANNA HELD” 

The sensation of the Fashion 

MRE eS AS 

| - | World. Clinging closely to the form 
~} from the waist over the hips and | ~ 

~-41 down tothe deep flounce without a é 

ve gh 
pucker, it presents anideallysmooth [> 
surface upon which the closest fitting | 

~4 gown of to-day’s Fashion will hang [> | 
*) without a wrinkle. And yet,—and | ~ 
| here’s the genius of it—7 positively |— 

| does not bind, all through a clever - 
| || trick in the making. . 

Best quality silk taffeta, black and |” 
all colors. Cut circular, fastens at ? 
the back with glove snaps, has deep 

«/] flounce fashioned in various styles. 
| & Allleading Department Stores inthe 

* 1 United States sell the ‘‘Anna Held”’ 
Fitted Petticoat at $5.00, $7.50and up 
to $10; or we will send you one direct. 

Write for Free Booklet telling all about 
the ‘‘Anna Held,"’ entitled ‘A Peep 
in the Boudoir.’’ 

E. G. MURRAY & COMPANY | - 
| Manufacturers Bank and Market Sts. 

PHILADELPHIA a 

This pattern “‘Art-Stitch’’ 35c a dozen yards 

bb gtio. - m r PoP in Nee os axgs hie LT 
tints SAO Y) A FLEE OSE 

Give REAL LACE EFFECTS ata 
Cost of only 35c to $1.50 the dozen yards 

**Art-Stitch’’ copies so accurately the patterns used in real hand- 
made laces that if you use it beside a fine bit of real lace, 
““Art-Stitch’*® will look as genuine as the hand-made. 

“Art-Stitch’’ is the only inexpensive lace made in which you can 

get the same fashionable patterns that are used in real crochet, 
hand-made fagoting, Irish Racord, Renaissance and fine French 
laces It is much used in combination with costly materials for 
beautiful lingerie dresses, for smart shirtwaists and all women's 

wear. It has all the possibilities of real lace at a very meager out- 
lay — 35 cents to $1.50 dozen yards 

If your dealer doesn't carry ‘*Art-Stitch’’ he can easily get it 

for you. Insist that he does. Refuse to be satisfied with laces 
that costas much but don't give as much as ‘‘Art-Stitch."” Send 
for ‘‘Art-Stitch ’' catalog and mention your dealer's name. 

Ju'ius Strauss & Co., 146 Fifth Avenue, New York 

This pattern “Art-Stitch ” 60c a dozen yards 

Are You Satisfied 

With Your Thread? 

JOHN J.CLARKS 
BEsT 6 Corb 

SPOOL COTTON 
' Excels in strength 
/ and smoothness 

It is flawless, durable 

—the six cord standard. 

SPECIAL Ask your dealer for John J. 
Clark’s Best Six Cord. Ifhe 

doesn't keep it, send his name (with 2 cents 
| to pay postage), and get full sized sample free. 

| BLODSETT & ORSWELL CO., Pawtucket, R. I. 
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HESE pictures are the last installment of the 
and child photographs obtained in our recet 

The pages given here and in the preceding issues of 
stitute a gallery of American mothers hnd childrer 
which will at once be recognized as one of the 
presentations of American motherhood ever attem 
In accordance with the promise we made when the 
no names of mothers or children are published. 
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installment of the collection of mother 
1ined in our recent prize competition. 
preceding issues of THE JOURNAL con- 
thers hnd children taken from real life 
ed as one of the most comprehensive 

erhood ever attempted by a magazine. 
we made when the contest was opened 
are published. 
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OR five generations the 
Cranes of Dalton have 
made the best writing 

papers. The styles 
have changed with 

changing seasons, but 

es Pretty Girl Questions 
By Emma E. Walker, M.D. 

Questions about health which are of interest to girls will be answered by Doctor Walker, but inquirers must give their 

names and addresses. A correspondent wishing an answer by mail should inclose a stamped addressed envelope. 

What to Do for Insomnia 

City WORKER. Plain 
diet, regular exercise, 
abundance of fresh air, a 
cool head, comfortable bedy 
temperature are to be sought 
after by the sleepless girl. 
In order to keep the head 
cool, the plump, ordinary 
feather pillow is well ban- 
ished for a flat one made of 
hair. Probably the cele- 
brated hop pillow owed its 
reputation more to its cool- 
ness plus ‘‘suggestion ” than 
to any direct influence of 
the flowers of this vine. 
“It is said to have been first 
used to woo sleep for a 
merry monarch now de- 

Advantage of Self-Control 

Ursula. Noise—never- 
ending, ceaseless city noise 
—has much to answer for | 
in the rasped nerves of the 
daily toiler. But although 
you are not able to get away 
from noise long at a time 
you do have a certain con- 
trol over the way that you 
bear it. Not long ago a 
girl who wasmatron’s assist- 4 
ant ina large building was the quality, never. The 

awakened early every secret of the excellence morning by the grinding ‘ ; h : 
and pumping of machinery | Of the Crane papers is the painstaking care 

in the laundry just beneath — exercised in their manufacture. The purest 
her room. When her ; ‘ "a 
nerves had almost reached | Water in the world is used, the most skilled 
the breaking point she | and careful workmen obtainable are em- 

IR Tn TR Pn ree peers 

Remember 
that the four 
great essen- 
tials of desir- 

able silver— 
artistic patterns, 

correct style, proper 
finish and plate that 

wears —are all per- 
fectly combined in silver 

plate that is stamped 

‘aT 
ROGERS BROS. 

For three-score years 

this famous brand of 
silver plate has been 
proven by the test of 
service and has worth- 
ily earned the well- 
known title 

**Silver Plate 
that Wears.’’ 

Ask dealerto show you 
“1847 ROGERS BROS.” 

ware and accept 
no substitute if | 
you wish the best 
in silver plate. 
Send for catalogue 

““W-28" showing 
the various patterns. 

MERIDEN 
BRITANNIA CO. 

Meriden, Conn. 
(International 

Silver Co, 

Successor) 

New York ; 
Chicago; 
Hamilton, 
Canada. 

parted.” Darkness in the sleeping-room being a 
most desirable factor in courting sleep, sombre- 
colored shades, especially green, are preferable to 
the many tints of lighter hue. 

September Outing 

Betty. Indeed September is not too late for 
an outdoor picnic. Keep up the Saturday outings 

, just as long as you can. But be most careful 
never to sit on the ground. Doubtless you have 
had this advice preached to you from your pina- 
fore days. But if this word prevents even one 
girl from doing such a dangerous thing it will be 
worth while. 

Night Blindness 

Ray. Night blindness is often hereditary. 
The sight is defective, especially at night. Some- 
times the person is able to read while he cannot 
walk about by himself. This condition affects 
both eyes. A person so afflicted should never 
overstrain the eyes. The general health ought 
also to be kept up. 

Colorless Brows and Lashes 

JitL_. There is no doubt about the trial of 
possessing colorless brows and lashes so often 
found with tow or taffy-colored hair. Ina large 
number of cases the hair darkens with age. 
Rubbing the brows with sweet-oil is said to 
darken them in time. 

Sweet-Water Bath 

CLAIRE. Ina bag sew a quart of pine needles. 
Throw the bag into a tub and cover with boiling 
water. After standing about five minutes add 
cool water and the bath is ready. 

Superfluous Hair on the Arms 

EvELyN. As the hair on your arms is too 
thick and too fine for treatment by electrolysis 
vou can bleach it by the use of hydrogen per- 
oxide. 

Consult a Physician About Moles 

S. T. P. Very risky it is for girls to tamper 
with moles. Even if you do succeed in removing 
them without injurious results there is always 
danger of scarring. A competent physician is 
the person fitted to remove these blemishes. 

How to Treat Ivy Poisoning 

Counrry Visiror. If taken in the beginning 
a very strong solution of bicarbonate of soda 
(the ordinary baking-soda) applied to the blotches 
often checks the trouble. Plain vaseline is sooth- 
ing to the irritated skin. If neither remedy is at 
hand lather the spots with a soft shaving brush. 
This decreases the burning and itching of the 
poison. 

Talking with the Deaf 

CORNELIA. It is a mistake to scream at deaf 
people. When you wish to make yourself heard 
at a distance use your chest tones for talking. 
In conversing with a deaf person always speak as 
slowly and distinctly as you possibly can. Look 
directly at the one to whom you are talking 
and you will generally succeed in making your- 
self understood. 

Soap a Skin Tonic 

DELLA. Soap is really an important tonic for 
theskin. The moderate use of pure, mild soap is 
very beneficial to the skin. Have a care at the 
same time that the washcloth is kept perfectly 
cleansed by boiling water, air and sun. These 
measures guard against pimples. 

Bedrooms Plainly Furnished 

SERENA. Do away with all unnecessary fur- 
niture and bric-a-brac in your bedroom. — This 
is the room where you spend one-third of your 
life. See to it that you have there plenty of 
fresh air and sunshine. 

For Sunburn 

O. T. U. When you come home burned from 
an outing avoid cold water. Gently rub on the 
skin good cold cream, leaving it for an hour or 
so. You may then wipe it off and use warm 
water if you choose. 

Prurftus 

P. D. You are one of many girls who 
ae from itching or burning directly after a 
bath. The discomfort may last only a few min- 
utes or it may continue for fully half an hour. 
This trouble is generally increased by too long a 
bath or by extremes in temperature. Sometimes 
strong soap is the cause. Scratching only in- 
creases the itching. In susceptible persons very 
little rubbing should follow bathing. Dry the 
skin gently with a soft towel and then powder 
with a mixture of starch and zinc oxide, four 
parts to one. Sweet-oil patted on the skin is 
often found to be soothing. 

To Avoid Dyspepsia 

A. B.N. Sometimes outdoor life for a time 
will overcome disorders of digestion. Avoid 
chilliness; keep the feet warm; keep the bowels 
in good order; never nibble between meals; 
eat at regular intervals; do not eat any food that 
you know disagrees with you. 

decided to get the better of the situation. So she 
determined to ‘‘make believe’”’— when the noise 
began—that it was the pumping and thumping 
of an ocean liner. The ruse worked so well 
that sleep instead of insomnia became the rule. 

Home Treatment for Tuberculosis 

MapcE. Send me a stamped and addressed 
envelope and I will give you the reference to an 
excellent article on this subject. 

For Aching Feet 

Apa. After bathing the feet in hot water you 
may rub them with the foilowing mixture: 
Spirits of camphor, 2 ounces; ammonia water, 
2 ounces; sea salt, 6 ounces; boiling water, 6 
ounces; alcohol, 8 ounces. This should be put 
into a bottle and mixed thoroughly. 

To Remove Blackheads 

NANNY. Never use the uncovered nails to 
press out a blackhead. Cover the nails with 
several folds of soft cloth and gently with firm 
pressure express the ‘‘worm.” Before trying 
this treatment put cold cream on the face, cover- 
ing it for a few seconds with a towel wrung out 
of hot water. This softens the skin, making the 
tiny plug yield readily to slight pressure. 

Cheerfulness an Antidote to Ill Health 

JANIE. Just give cheerfulness one week’s 
trial. Make up your mind not to fret or worry 
about anything. Keep yourself in first-class 
physical condition and absolutely refuse to worry. 
Improvement in both health and looks will 
result. 

For Perspiring Hands 

MABEL. As you are annoyed by perspiring 
hands when you sew, wash them in hot water, 
dry, and dust them with powdered oatmeal. 

Danger in Impure Ice 

City Girt. If you must use ice in drinking 
water make sure that it is pure. Artificial ice is 
the safest toemploy. By placing bottles of water 
on ice the water is ccoled sufficiently for comfort, 
and you run no risk from the ice. 

Hot Water for Flatulence 

SUFFERER. Fermentation of food in the stom- 
ach, giving rise to the formation of gas, may pro- 
duce considerable distress, such as _ palpitation 
and breathlessness. The diet should be properly 
medified and relief will often be gained by sip- 
ping a tumblerful of very hot water half an hour 
before meals. 

Cucumber Cream 

Atice. Here is the formula of a cucumber 
cream: Almond oil, 4 ounces; spermaceti, 1 
ounce; white wax, 1 ounce; cucumber juice, 
2 ounces. Select cucumbers ripe enough for the 
table, cut and chop them fine, pound to a paste 
and squeeze them through a jelly-bag. Perfume 
with half a drachm of violet extract. 

Oatmeal a Substitute for Soap 

CORNELIA. It is not too early to begin your 
campaign against chapping. Keep a box of 
powdered oatmeal on the washstand. It is 
superior to many soaps for whitening and smooth- 
ing the skin, especially if you are obliged to use 
hard water. 

The Coin of Beauty and Health 

Frances. Aptly is it said that when a girl 
sleeps she is in the shop for repairs. Her entire 
machinery is being made ready for the demands 
of the following day. As a rule, a girl requires 
more sleep than her brother. Those who have 
the most brain-work to do need the most sleep. 
Worry and overstudy are two giant enemies of 
sleep. If you fondly believe that you can cheat 
yourself of rest and sleep by crowding extra work 
into night hours the later you discover your 
error the harder will it be to recover lost ground. 
Nature is a most expert accountant. The price 
she demands for broken rules is paid for in the 
coin of beauty and health. 

Bran Bath 

EsTELLE. For this bath boil about two 
pounds and a half of wheat bran for an hour in 
three quarts of water. Pour off the liquid part, 
adding it to the kath. Such a bath may be used 
in cases of eczema. 

Formula for Dandruff 

MARIANNA. For dry dandruff the following 
formula suggested by a French physician may be 
used: Sublimed sulphur, 1 drachm; vaseline, 4 

4 
ounce; balsam of Peru, % ounce. 

What to Do for Obesity 

Jutta. The best diet for a girl with a tendency 
to obesity consists of lean meat, green vegetables 
and fruit. Potatoes or coarse brown bread—on 
account of great waste—are advised in place of 
white bread. Food cooked with fat or flour is to 
be avoided. ‘The appetite will tend to decrease if 
one drinks between instead of during meals. The 
most efficient exercise for fat reduction is moun- 
tain climbing. But this must never disturb deep 
and regular breathing. 

ployed and the highest degree of cleanliness 
is maintained. 

Foremost in popularity among the Crane 
Writing Papers is Crane’s Linen Lawn, a 

paper well deserving of the position it has 
attained on account of its splendid quality, 

perfect finish and inimitable style. 

ighland 
wen 
ORE Highland Linen 
paper has been sold 
than of any other 

writing paper. Seven 

attractive shades, all 

sheets and envelopes, 
Pemew 

and a surface that is a 

luxury to write upon, together with its 
popular price, are some of the qualifications 
that have made it so much in demand. 

tATON, CRANE & PIKE COMPANY 
PITTSFIELD, MASS. 
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WAYNE KNIT full fashioned hosiery — that mean ‘ i 

full value—long wear, fit, comfort and shapeliness. Shaped 
in the making to the contour of the natural foot and leg 

WAYNE KNIT Stockings for women. Full lengt! ae 
beautiful finish—elastic. We suggest our Flare Top tors 

women. 25 cent, 35 cent and £0 cent grades. 

WAYNE KNIT Socks for men are durable, generous 
in length and comfortable. 25c, 35c and 50c grades. 

WAYNE KNIT Pony stockings for ——— are 
marvels of wear for school and play days 

Colors, al! that are popular, finest 

dye and tested blacks. Soles plain 
or white. Ticket or name stamped 
on every pair. A good dealer 

in every town Stands behind 
our product. If you cannot buy 
WAYNE KNIT hosiery at your 
dealer's — write us and we will see 

that you are supplied. 

Wayne Knittinz Mills, Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
Best for 17 year 

[NAME -ON' 
Is a New Kind of | 
UMBRELLA | 

Your b« srrowing friend simply ‘ ast 
einer tt back. It has your nam 

address woven in any colo l 
in the fabric,—see picture. Th 

free umbrella insurance. 

mane -on” t : ° ter-pr Gace” umbrellas are covered with a pure dye, water-proo! 

gloria silk that won't crack or split. The steel ribs are stror 
but light, won't rust or come loose, and are extra close rolling 

For 80 years we have manufactured umbrellas. By buy 
direct from us, you save dealers’ profits, and get new, Ire 

goods with style and character. @-68" umbrellas are st 
good value and so novel that they make splendic d gift s i 
2.00 we will send you, express prepaid in the U. 

brella that would cost more at your dealers —and we ad re 
any name in it free. Money back if not satisfied. 

Founded 1822. 

WILLIAM H. BEEHLER, 26 W. Lexington Stree 
7 ma, 

Patents Pending. Baltimore 

the correct sizes of 

al 

th 

Ou 



These Six Silver Butter-Spreaders 

They are marked Wm. Rogers & Sons AA. 

That means their famous Extra Plate, with a 

base of highest grade of Nickel Silver. 

The design is new and original, known as the 

Armour Lily Pattern. 

You will find individual spreaders in the best 

jewelry stores, and the price will be $3, or more, 

for the six. 

They are worth it. One can’t find a design, 

even in solid silver, more chastely artistic. And 

no better plate is obtainable. 

Here is a way to get them: 

We want you to use a little Armour’s Extract 

of Beef—just enough to know it. We don't 

want to give you a jar—that would cheapen it. 

It is good enough to buy, and we ask you to 

buy it. 

But we are going to give you, for a little time, 

a present worth more than you pay. That is 

this individual butter spreader—the most pop- 

ular silver table article sold in the stores today. 

Our offer is this: Send us the metal cap from 

the jar that you buy. Or send us the paper cer- 

tificate under the cap. 

Send with it ten cents to pay cost of carriage 

and packing. We will then send you one of 

these butter spreaders. 

most Free to You 

You will want a whole set when you see it. 

So we are going to supply you enough for your 

table—all on the same terms. 

Send us one cap or certificate for each 

spreader you want. Send them any time—just 

as you buy the Extract. Send with each cap 

the packing and mailing cost—ten cents—and 

we will send you one spreader for each. 

Our usual limit is six to a family, but we will 

send up to twelve if you need them. 

That means you can get $3 worth of standard 

silver for 60 cents, simply by proving, for your 

good and ours, the merits of Armour’s Extract 

of Beef. 

The spreaders, of course, have no advertise- 

ment on them. They bear only the name of 

Rogers, the maker, as you find them in jewelry 

stores. 

One object is this: There are numerous ex- 

tracts of beef on the market not nearly so good 

as ours. 

Perhaps they cost a little less. You may buy 

them on that account. But, even with the best 

of them, you are obliged to use four times as 

much as you do of Armour’s. 

Wewant youto prove that—in yourown home. 

Prove that one jar of Armour’s Extract of Beef 

goes as far as four jars of other kinds. 

Then judge for yourself if you want an extract 

four times as good as the common. 

Another object is this: American cooks have 

not yet learned the hundred uses of Armour’s 

Extract of Beef. German cooks use fifty times 

as much. 

The making of beef tea is one of the least 

of its uses. Any meat dish that needs more 

flavor calls for extract of beef. 

You need it in gravies—in soups—to reinforce 

sauces. You need it to utilize left-overs. It 

makes left-overs appetizing and gives them a 

savor. You can save in this way a vast amount 

of waste. 

There are directions with every jar. Please 

follow them. You'll wonder how you ever got 

along without its daily use. 

This is why we offer these individual butter 

spreaders. We are willing to give back more 

than you spend—for a little time—to show you 

what Armour’s Extract of Beef means to you. 

Then you will use it forever, and use it in a 

hundred ways. 

now before you forget it. 

Then send the cap with ten cents to Armour & 

Company, Chicago, Dept. A. 

Please order one jar 

Sold by grocers and druggists everywhere. 

Armours Extract of Beef 

Always Ask for 4rzm20urs 
When you buy Extract of Beef, or any packing house product, 

be sure that you get Armour’s. 

With this vast trade at stake, you may be certain that nothing 
bearing the Armour name will be less than the best of its kind. 

We have told you that Armour’s Extract of Beef goes four times 

as far as the common. 

beef, concentrated to give you the utmost of value. 

Without 

expense, we give to every article bearing the Armour name the utmost 

So with every product we make. 

of possible value. 

That is why this is the largest house of its kind. 

our sales exceed any competitor's. 

This is because this Extract is real extract of A small army of Government inspectors, constantly in our plant, 
protect you on essential points. 

regard to time or labels tell the truth. 
They insure healthfulness and cleanliness. 

There can be no misrepresentation. 

But the name Armour is your insurance of quality. 
name is our vast trade our long-established reputation. 

sure that we are going to protect it. 
That is why 

good as another. 

Use one of our products and you will use the others. 

ARMOUR E > COMPANY 

They see that the 

Back of that 
You may be 

One is as 
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Mother Knows that: 
are the only stockings for boys and 
girls with a definite warrant that 

they will wear for 3 months without holes. 

mean freedom forever from annoying 
daily darning. 

are made of the finest double twisted 
yarn and reinforced at knees, heels 

and toes with linen thread. 

‘(yanderhoos are made to wear. 

special sanitary dyeing process leaves 
the fabric soft, elastic, wonderfully ab- 

sorbent (solid comfort for perspiring feet) and abso- 
lutely fast color. 

for the children, her husband or her- 
self never vary in quality or durability. 

are warranted to wear without darn- 
ing or mending in heel, toe or sole 

for 3 months from date of purchase. 

cost no more than ordinary hose but 
wear longer. 

Children’s Black and Tan 
$1.00 Per Box of Four Pairs 

Women’s Black and Tan 
$1.00 Per Box of Three Pairs 

Men’s Black, Tan, Navy, Grey and Black 
with white feet. $1.00 Per Box of Four Pairs 

These are onl. a few of the reasons why Wunderhose 
is the popular hose for your whole family. 

If your dealer hasn’t 
Wunderhose a box will be sent 

you on receipt of $1.00. 

Write for our free booklet “The Story of Wunderhose 
from Field to Feet.” It tells all abqut the best wearing 
hosiery in the world, 

Manufactured by 

The Chattanooga Knitting Mills, East Chattanooga, Tenn. 

F REE Pinot: dis 22 tach 

Beautiful Centerpiece 
The design is easily transferred to linen by passing a 

hot iron over the pattern. GIVEN until Feb’y 1, 1909, 
to every embroiderer sending 16 cents for our 

New Embroidery Book for 1909 
This book is entirely new and just off the press. Full of 

new ideas and designs. Invaluable to embroiderers as show- 

ing what and how to embroider. Contains instructions for 
working above design; over 100 pages of other designs; 
hundreds of illustrations ; complete instructions for them all; 
- diagrams for beginners. ee see oe Colored Plates showing how toem- 

Easrowwery broider popular flowers; Center- 
ey Lessons on mo ve pe Sofa Cushions,etc., 

Mm Coxcuen Stones n Wallachian,Lazy Daisy ,Evelet 
and Mountmellick; Coral Work 
Designs; Centers and Doilies on 
Huck, Centers and Doilies with 
Net Insertion, Hosiery Designs; 
Dainty Christmas Novelties. 

Send 16c. for book and postage. 
One Transfer Pattern No.1160 B will 
be sent you FREE. Ask for Pat. 
1160 B in your letter. If more than 
one of this pattern is desired, then 
price is 6c. each for duplicates. 

Book will reach you in one envelope 
and FREE pattern in a separate 
envelope. Address 

THE NEW The Brainerd & Armstrong Co., 
EMBROIDERY BOOK 6 Union 8t., New London,Conn. 

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $1.50 

WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS. HAIR SWITCH 
Send a lock of your hair, and we will maila 2% oz. 22-in. short stem 

fine human hair switch to match. If you find it 
a big bargain, remit $1.50 in ten days. or sell 3 
and get your switch free. Extra shades a little 
more. Inclose Sc. postage. Free beauty book 
showing latest style of hair dressing—also high 
grade switches, pompacours, wigs, etc. 

Ayers, Dept. T 22 
St. Chicago 
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17 Quincy 

Good Manners and Good Form 
By Mrs. Burton Kingsland 

Mrs. Kingsland will be glad to answer on this page any questions of good manners and good form, of 
interest to girls. A correspondent wishing an answer by mail should inclose a stamped addressed envelope. 

Receiving Boy Callers 

When my boy friends 
come to call on me is it 
proper to showthem into the 
sitting-room with the rest of 
the family, or into the par- 
lor, where we may be alone? 

POLLY. 
From our American point 

of view, when a girl is old 
enough to have boys or 
young men call upon her 
she should have learned so 
toconduct herself with them 
that she may receive them 
unchaperoned—her own 
self-respect imposing the 
proprieties with as much 
certainty of their being ob- 
served as though her mother 
were present. I think, however, that a very 
wholesome restraint is exercised when the rest of 
the family are near enough to overhear any 
sounds of merriment that threaten to overstep 
the bounds of good taste, when the mother or 
father may very properly appear before the 
young folk with the question, ‘‘What is going 
on here that is so amusing? I want to share 
the fun, too.” Best of all is it to have the 
daughterly relation such that she is glad to have 
her young man friends shown into the family 
living-room first for a little while, even if later 
she suggest that they go to the parlor under the 
oretext of leaving the family to their own devices. 
it is above all important that the parents be 
versonally acquainted with their daughter’s 
lends, and know their reputation with their 
elders and their standing wit 

Why Not Take a Woman’s Arm? 

Please state your objections to a man’s taking 
a woman’s arm. It seems to be the custom here. 
Is this simply not good form or is the man taking 
a liberty? IGNORANCE. 

It is merely bad form. The custom is never 
followed by those whose position and breeding 
entitle them to be regarded as examples in mat- 
ters of social usage. 

PHOTOGRAPH BY 

dANE OUOLEY 

their fellows. 

The Engaged Man’s Letters to Other Girls 

Will you tell me if an engaged man, whose 
engagement has not yet been announced, but 
who is to be married in a few months, has any 
right to correspond with several other girls when 
he is away because ‘‘the letters make his trips 
pleasanter ” ? His SWEETHEART. 

He has not. His fiancée has every right to be 
indignant at such light conduct. As a man of 
honor his betrothal binds him to as exclusive de- 
votion to his fiancée as her promise binds her to 
him. ‘‘ There is safety in numbers,” but there is 
also danger that one who holds himself so free to 
follow his fancy now may not be wholly faithful 
to the sacred vows that require of him to keep 
himself only unto her so long as they both shall 
live. 

About Giving the Bride Away 

Please state what would be the correct form at 
a church wedding if the bride has no male rela- 
tive to give her away. ALYS. 

It may be arranged with the clergyman to omit 
that part of the ceremony, or the bride’s mother 
may give her away. ‘This she may do by merely 
rising in her pew and bowing assent, or she may 
advance and place her daughter’s hand in that of 
the bridegroom, or in that of the clergyman, who 
in turn places it in the bridegroom’s hand, as is 
the custom in some churches. 

Introducing a Girl Friend to His Family 

May a young man invite a young woman to 
call upon his mother and sisters? Jack. 

Yes, if he gives the invitation as a message 
from his mother or sisters. Or he may ask, 
‘*May I bring my sister to call upon you some 
time?” It is a distinct compliment to a woman 
for a man to desire that the members of his own 
family should make her acquaintance—especially 
the women. It is an evidence that he holds her 
in high esteem. 

The Correct Plan for a Musicale 

Will you give me some suggestions about giv- 
ing a musicale? I have secured the artists. 

(Mrs.) B. A. C. 
For an informal musicale the invitations may 

be given on your visiting-cards. Write the word 
‘*Music” and the day, date and hours in the 
lower left corner. These should be sent two 
weeks before the entertainment. Have the piano 
newly tuned and placed so that the singer or per- 
former can face the audience. Should the num- 
ber of guests exceed the regular seating capacity 
of the rooms, chairs—that do not creak—should 
be placed in rows as at a concert. Avoid long 
programs. Alternate selections grave and gay. 
The hostess greets her guests upon arrival. Keep 
late-comers outside the portiéres while the music 
is in actual progress. Check conversation by a 
smiling ‘‘hush!” Remove all disturbing ele- 
ments, out of courtesy to the performers, if not 
to the audience. Have short pauses between the 
numbers so that conversation shall not become 
so engrossing as to make the music an unwel- 
come interruption. Serve refreshments at the 
end of the program, either from a table in the 
dining-room ‘‘en buffet” or have them passed to 
those who remain seated in informal groups. 

Marked Attentions from an Employer 

I am a young stenographer and should like to 
ask you if it is proper for my employer to pay me 
marked attentions. If it is not right please tell 
me what to say so as not to let him feel that I am 
angry. ARY. 

The trouble is, I fear, that you are not really 
angry, or you would know just what to say, or 
at least you would show the man so plainly that 
you do not wish to receive his attentions that no 
set form of words would be necessary. Believe 
me when I say that any unusual attentions from 
an employer are compromising to a young girl’s 
good name. 

The Engaged Man 

Will you tell me what 
privileges a girl should 
allow a man to whom she 
is engaged? If you will 
answer this question unre- 
servedly and in detail you 
will help many girls who, 
like me, are wondering 
about the matter. - 

FIANCEE. 
Such a difficulty as yours 

always appeals to my in- 
terest and sympathy; but 
it is a little like lifting the 
veil from before the holy 
of holies for any one to 
intrude upon such delicate 
matters. The permissions 
and restraints of such a 

relationship are influenced by deeply - rooted 
rinciples of character and breeding. Every 
over, however, feels himself privileged to kiss, 
to encircle with his arm, to hold the hand of his 
promised wife—but her person should be so 
sacred in his eyes that no touch that is not pure 
in its source should come near her. A man’s 
sweetheart was referred to in the current speech 
of some years ago as ‘‘his divinity.”” The love of 
a true-hearted man for a pure woman has an 
element in it of reverent worship. 

The Boys to be Invited to a Girl’s Party 

Upon my daughter’s graduation I am goin 
to give her a party, but I know few boys that 
care to invite. Would it be proper to invite the 
girls to have their boy friends come with them? 

(Mrs.) P. L. T. 
Such a mode of gathering the young men is 

extremely provincial, and although in some parts 
of our country where civilization is somewhat 
primitive it may be allowable, it is far from cor- 
rect according to accepted social standards. The 
invitations should be issued in your own name, 
and you are privileged to ask the sons of your 
friends to the party, even though you may never 
have met them. Your husband, too, may extend 
the invitation to certain young men of his 
acquaintance and to the sons of his business 
friends and associates, but the formal invitation 
in your name should follow promptly upon his 
intimation that he should be glad to see them at 
his house and present them to his daughter. 

A Piece of Flagrant Discourtesy 

Is it discourteous, while at an afternoon recep- 
tion, to pass remarks about the rooms, photo- 
graphs or the refreshments? F.. B. W. 

Undoubtedly —unless to praise them. 

“Why was I Not Invited?” 

I am not invited to an entertainment to be 
given by an acquaintance, and most of my friends 
are asked. I am awfully disappointed. What 
can I do about it? ESTELLE R. 

There is nothing that you can do. Possibly a 
friend may be willing to manage it for you by 
very tactfully inquiring of the prospective hostess 
when she sees her if you have ‘‘accepted” her 
invitation, assuming that you have been asked. 
It may be that the mail is in fault. If we are over- 
looked while others are invited let us be slow to 
wrath, and take only the revenge of making our- 
selves so agreeable when we meet those who have 
so slighted us that their regret will be more poig- 
nant than our own. 

Write “ Dear Madam,” Not “Dear Miss” 

When I am writing to an unmarried woman 
who is an absolute stranger to me which would 
be more correct to say : ‘‘ Dear Madam” or ‘‘ Dear 
Miss” ? Cok. 

‘*Dear Madam” is the correct form of address- 
ing an unknown woman, irrespective of her being 
married or unmarried. 

When Your Fiancé Talks Admirinaly of Others 

How may I accept the confidences of the man 
to whom I am engaged when he talks enthusi- 
astically about other girls? DISTRESSED. 

Join with him in generously praising the young 
women, if you can do so with truth, and try to 
see them in a friendly light. Don’t allow jeal- 
ousy to get the upper hand—unless you have 
reason to believe that the man is intentionally 
trying to arouse it so as to force you to withdraw 
from the engagement. There is little prospect of 
married happiness if you try to hold him now 
against his will to a compact that has grown 
irksome or unwelcome. 

Try to Keep the Conversation Simple 

Is not all good conversation based on simplic- 
ity? z 

It is. Without simplicity no conversation has 
charm. The moment it appears labored, or if 
unnecessary mention is made of desirable ac- 
quaintances, or a mock-innocent display of 
advantages—the ‘‘pose” is evident. It is better 
also to be frankly dull than pedantic. The cap- 
ital ‘‘1” should be used sparingly, and anecdotes, 
the interest of which is due to their having befallen 
ourselves, reserved for our intimates. 

When the Hostess Should Suggest Music 

Piease tell me if it is better for a hostess to wait 
for her guests to request some music, or to sug- 
gest it herself. MOLLIE. 

If the hostess herself is to be the performer it 
were better for the suggestion to come from a 
guest, or some member of the family may say, 
‘*T wish that you would play (or sing) so-and-so 
for—” (naming the guest). When’ a little pro- 
gram has been arranged in advance, or if some 
guest has musical ability, the hostess takes the 
initiative. 

Keep the Plate that is Passed to You 

Should I keep the plate that is handed to me 
at the table, or should I pass it on to some one 
else? JENNIE. 

The supposition is that the plate’s supply was 
intended for you, and it is therefore proper for 
you to keep it. 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 
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Corn Starch 
The most carefully prepared 

desserts often seem ‘just ordi- 
nary.” Why not introduce 
variety that will be welcomed by 
all the family ?—avail yourself of 
the many possibilities offered by 
Kingsford’s Oswego Corn Starch. 

For example, blanc mange or 
similar pudding made from this 
pure and wholesome product is 
delicious with a sauce of sea- 
sonable fruits, fresh or stewed, 
poured over it. Easily prepared 
and a novel dessert. 

This is but a suggestion — 
there are a hundred unique ideas 
in our book ‘‘ Original Recipes and 
Cooking Helps’”’ by two famous 
authorities. Free upon request. 

Sixty-six Years 
of Superiority 

T. KINGSFORD & SON, Oswego, N.Y. 
National Starch Company, Successors. 

is candle-lighted—but candles have to be 
trimmed—a real nuisance! They ‘‘gutter”’ 
and splutter; they flicker and flare; in a 
warm room they seften and bend; there is 
always danger of fire from burning shades. 

Twilight Candle Lamp 
looks exactly like a wax candle, but burns 
kerosene, gives a brighter but equally soft 
glowing light, requires no attention after 
once regulated, and can’t set fire to shade. 

Odorless —Safe — Economical 
The “ candle "’ is the kerosene reservoir — of 

one piece and can’t leak; fits any candlestick. 
Burns five hours with one filling, costs twenty 
times less than candle-light for same time. 
The light comes from miniature lamp, with 
braided wick, glass chimney and holder for 
any shade, which entirely conceals lamp and 
making it look exactly likeawaxcandle. Metal 
parts are nickel plated. 

If your dealer cannot or will 
not furnish them, we will send $ 00 
them on an absolute guarantee 
to refund your money if not en- 
tirely satisfactory. Price {@™ Per 
(mail or express charges prepaid) Pair 
Illustrated folder free. 

H. G. McFaddin & Co. , 38 Warren St., New York 

Baby and Children’s 
Send today for 

Clothes my fall cata- 
logue illustrating a most 
complete line of infants’ 
pi and children’s suits 
tog years of age, including 
short and long handmade 

. dresses, French piqué 
slippers, etc., of the most 
exclusive styles. Made 
in sanitary quarters under 
my personal supervision. 
Postage or express paid to 

any place in the United States or Canada. Satisfac- 
tion positively guaranteed. My New Illustrated outfit 
of 30 long or 12 short patterns, with full instructions 
for making, etc., only 25 cents. Both sent under 
plain cover. Lady agents wanted in each town. 
MRS. ELLA JAMES, 100 Hodgkin Bldg., Syracuse, N.Y. 

Ornamental Wire and Steel Fence 
Cheaper than wood, 

= combining strength and 
art. Forlawns,churches, 
cemeteries. Send for 
Free Catalog. Address 
THE WARD FENCE Co. 
Box 727, Decatur, Ind. 
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7 Pure wholesome } 

grape-crysials from selected 

luscious grapes — the chief 

imc redient in 

BAKING POWDER 
The only Baking Powder 

made from Royal Grape 

Cream of Jartar 
Costs a little more than the cheap powders made 
from injurious alum or phosphate of lime but when 
you buy ROYAL you are sure of purity—you are sure 
of healthful food. 
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Chafing Dish Cooking 

Many dainty dishes can be 
prepared inachafingdish. 

LEAS PERRINS 
SAUCE 

THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE 

adds a piquant flavor in- 
dispensable to 

good chafing 
dish cooking. 

Fish, Shrimps, 
Oysters, Clams 
and Lobsters; 

Frogs’ Legs and 
Welsh Rarebit are 
given an appetiz- 

ing and delicate 

relish by its use. 

Imitated but 
Never equaled 

Joun Duncan’s Sons 

Agents, N. Y. 

Take Pride in 
the Appear- 
ance of Your 

Stove 

Make vour stove 
look like new 
—you can do it 
and do it easily 
with Black SILK 
— the wonderful 

guaranteed stove polish. It 
anneals to the surface of the 
iron— becomes part of it 
—and the polish stays. 
Stove dealers use it and 
make shop-worn stoves 

look better than new—they 
are able to get higher prices on 

the improved appearance of their stoves. 

Be “Stove Happy” 

Stove 
Black SIL Polish 
makes the hardest, glossiest shine you 
ever saw—will not rub off or dust off— 
odorless — perfect. 

Liquid or paste —one quality. Look for 
name and picture of Lewis D. Wynn. 

Ask for Black SILK and Get it. ° If 
your dealer hasn’t got it—send ro cents 
now for regular Can. Address 

Dept. R, Sterling, Ill. 

The Home of 

Black SILK Stove Polish 

Realize your 
_ al of rest- 
ulness and 

Simeon hy get- 
ting a Kyndu 

Lounge or 
Chair. 

No other piece 
of furniture made 

means so much 

" LUXURY IN 
THE HOME 

Supports and rests every muscle of head, body and limbs. 
Rests secure in any one ned > score of positions, or rocks if de- 
sired. Very easily adjust Noiseless. Write for fine free 

The KYNDU COUC 

booklet to EYNDU MFG. Go. ,735 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago 

Made 
From 

BEE RUGS * 
Old Carpets 
NEW YORK RUG CO. 

401 West 124th St., New York, N.Y. .~ 
ALEX. ALLEN, Pies. 

TI AA BAALLD 

fecenvre 

i 
‘ 24 
} 

Send for booklet giving full informa- | o 
tion as to prices, shipping, etc. id 

Social Affairs for September 
By Mary McKim Marriott 

WISH we knew who 

suggested that 

‘A little nonsense now 

and then 

Is relished by the wisest 
” 

men. 

The lines have been jin- 
gling through my head ever 
since I started to arrange 

this page of nonsense 
games, 

Fourteen girls and four- 

teen laddies were invited 
by postal-card to one of the 
cleverest of these nonsense 
parties—a Leap-Year 
Labor-Day affair—given 
by a Western hostess. The 
girls were requested to wear housemaids’ frilly 
caps and aprons, and the men working shirts and 
overalls. 

To break the ice, in the very beginning of the 

evening the hostess directed each girl on her 
arrival to make a Labor- Union cap for her partner 
with a sheet of white tissue-paper and some pins. 
Then began the progressive ‘‘ Labor Party.” 

Manila Paper Score-Cards Were Used, those for 

the girls being tied with white string and those 
for the men with brown cord. Each card bore 
the name and. number of the Union to which its 
possessor was assigned. ‘T'wo girls and two men 
formed a Union; for instance, a pair holding 
cards for Carpenters’ Union Number 1 were 
partners, and were the opponents of the couple 
having cards for Carpenters’ Union Number 2. 

Here are some of the names and tasks assigned 
to the various Unions: 

The Contractors’ Union: Each of these con- 
tracted to build a house of cards in less than seven 
minutes. The architects of the most imposing 

edifices each received a little red brick cut from 

heavy cardboard, to be tied to their score-cards. 

The Carpenters’ Union: Each workman was 
given a small block of wood about four inches 

square, also a little hammer, and ten nails to be 

driven in true carpenter fashion straight into the 
blocks. The score went to the couple who came 
through the ordeal without bending the iron nails 

or mashing their own. 

The Members of the Tailors’ Union were each 

given a piece of fabric six inches by eight, and 

a needle, thread and scissors with which to 

fashion a tailored article. Since 

‘It takes nine tailors to make a man’”’ 

one could hardly expect a poor little Union to 

complete anything quite so ambitious as a man’s 

tailored suit, therefore the members contented 

themselves with the less intricate task of design- 

ing a feminine costume. ‘The contestants at this 

table also had to submit an estimate concerning 

the amount of material required for the gown, 
the cost, and style in which it should be made. 
The results were amazing when read aloud; one 

single man had discovered that a costume con- 
sisting of three yards and a half of Balmoral or 

the same amount of bombazine, combined with 

chiffon on the bias, would cost seventy-five 
dollars. 

At the fourth table the members of the 

Telegraphers’ Union were all on a strike, and so 
nothing could be expected of them; but at the 

tap of the bell each of the four received a folded 
telegram to add to the score-card. 

The Printers’ Union Received a number of pic- 

tures cut from magazines, and with these pictures 

as subjects the members had to evolve original 

poems; then each poet had to write a ‘“‘press 
notice” on his poem. The poems and notices 
were read aloud between the games, enjoyed, and 
voted upon by the members a the other Unions. 

In the Domestic Employment Union each girl 

had to write out an application for domestic 

employment, and each man a first-class reference 

for himself, stating his characteristics, habits, 

experiences, and soon. The hostess, who valued 

her peace of-mind as well as her household goods 
and chattels, wisely discouraged any attempted 
exhibition ‘of domestic skill on the part of the 
inspired youths; though later inthe evening she 
allowed them to help ‘to pass around the dainty 
little lunch-baskets in which ‘‘supper for two” 

was temptingly stored away. 

A Dinner Celebrating the National Campaizn 

OMETHING unique in the way of a dinner 

was planned and carried out by a party of 

New York women whose husbands are much 

interested in the national political campaign of 

1908. For the centre of the table they built a 

rough model of the White House from children’s 

building-blocks, which they beautified by a coat 

of white paint and topped by the ‘‘ Star-Spangled 

Banner.” 

Radiating from the ‘‘White House” were a 
number of paths of broad yellow ribbon. At the 
end cf each path stood a small, sturdy doll, each 

made up with a little paint and false hair to repre- 
sent in some rough way one of the Presidential 
candidates. In order to satisfy those guests who 
might lack active imaginations the puppets bore 
on their backs little signboards which permitted 
no mistake as to their identity. 

Other attractive features graced the table. 

Candle-shades were yellow. Menu-cards were 

miniature ballots, the various eatables taking 

the places usually occupied by the candidates’ 

names. At every cover were 
small baskets of candied 
fruit labeled ‘‘Sugar Plums 

(Political).” Ices were 

served in little pasteboard 
boxes draped with tiny 
flags, lined with oiled paper, 
and easily fastened to the 
packs of toy “G,. 0. 2’ 
elephants and toy donkeys. 
‘Upon arrival at the home 

of his hostess each guest 
had to register in a ponder- 
ous blank-book, using his 
left hand to hold the pencil, 
and writing his or her name 
backward. The hesitating 
one was lost indeed, as such 

hesitation was regarded as conclusive evidence 
of unsound political principles; therefore the 
right of registration was denied. 

During the dinner ballots were cast by those 
whose names were properly enrolled on the pages 
of the register, collected in a ballot-box, and 

announced at the close of the evening. The 

host considerately refrained from requesting the 
women of the party to explain their votes. 

A “Bottle Party” with Original Features 

NEW JERSEY hostess succeeded in arous- 
ing the curiosity of her girl friends by invit- 

ing them to a ‘‘ Bottle Party,”’ and by requesting 
each girl to bring an empty bottle with her. The 
invitations resulted in an assortment of bottles of 
every size, shape and description. Festivities 
began when the hostess brought in yard-lengths 
of crépe paper, cotton, pins, etc., and bade each 
girl make a doll of her bottle, using cotton for the 
head and crépe paper for its costume. After 
prizes had been awarded for the funniest doll— 
and there were some absurd ones—the hostess 
passed around to each person a little card with a 
tiny yellow pencil attached. Caricatures of large 
noses were sketched on each card, and below the 

noses four groups of figures were written—each 

group containing figures from 1 to ro. 

About the room were four tables, on each of 

which stood ten bottles of all sizes and shapes, 
from pill bottles to vinegar cruets. Each bottle 
was daintily covered with yellow paper to conceal 

its contents, and each had a yellow ribbon-tied 
tag numbered from one to ten. The rest of the 

affair was conducted as a progressive ‘‘Sniff” or 
‘‘Whiff” party, the contents of the bottles to be 

ascertained only by the sense of smell. 

Vinaigrettes and Bottles of Cologne were given 

as prizes, and the dining-room table was charm- 

ingly decorated with a mass of mint leaves and 
tiny yellow chrysanthemums. Dainty sachets of 

crushed orris-root tied with yellow ribbons were 
used as place-cards, and boxes of perfumed tal- 

cum powder were given as souvenirs. 

Just before the party broke up the hostess 
blindfolded the girls and led them one by one 
into a little room decorated and set aside for the 
purpose, and where bottles of all kinds stood 
primly around on the mantel, tables and stands. 

Each bottle boasted a different flower. To the 
girl who could recognize the largest number of 

these flowers by their perfumes a brilliant nose- 

gay of chrysanthemums was awarded as a prize. 

Where Grown-Ups Played at Being Children 

lw YTHER nonsense party took the form of an 

‘* Alphabet” party to which the grown people 

were asked to come dressed as children in dainty 
sashes, long-waisted gowns, and knickerbockers 

brave with many buttons. A castle of A B C 

blocks set on a wonderful mirror lake, surrounded 
by moats and turrets of building-blocks, over 
which flowers and ferns trailed gracefully, was 

arranged as a centrepiece. Candle-shades were 
decorated with brilliantly-colored alphabet let- 

ters, and A B C’s cut from stiff, colored card- 

board were scattered all over the cloth. 
At the very beginning of the party a little alpha- 

bet placard was pinned to the back of each 
guest, being plainly visible to everybody but the 
person who bore it. Each card was decorated 
with a large letter of the alphabet and a line of 

A B C doggerel, such as 

A is for Angler 
Who sat on a log. 

Fished all day long 
And caught only a frog. 

Each Person had to Discover what letter and 

object he represented, but only by means of the 
teasing comments addressed to him. 

Then the ‘‘little folks” were next set to guess- 

ing the contents of twe — little bags, each bag 

containing an article beginning with a different 

letter of the alphabet. ‘The bags containing a 

feather, cotton and nothing were marked ‘‘F,” 

““C” and ‘‘N” respectively, and the successful 
contestant was given something he could ‘‘C” 

into—a tiny hand-mirror, on the back of which 

the following poetical effusion was written: 

This is not for vani T, 
Rather as a guaran T 
That you know your ABC. 

Later in the evening lemonade, big sticks of 

candy, animal crackers and cookies were served 
by smiling ‘‘nursery-maids,” and the affair 

wound up with a ‘“‘ Backward Spelling-Bee.” 

NOTE-- Miss Marriott will be glad to answer by mail 
questions in regard to entertaining and table decorations 
if a stamped addressed envelope is sent her in care of 
The Journal. But such questions should be sent at least 
two weeks in advance of the date of the entertainment. 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 
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Children | 
Educated 
at Home 
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CALVERT SCHOOL, Inc 
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Do You Know Her Tailor? 
Do You Know Where You Can Have Your Fall Suit Sy al ) ye)? 

Made to Your Order, in New York Style, of 
Guaranteed Materials and Still Save Money ? 

Have you ever had a “NATIONAL.” suit made to your order? We make suits to order 
from measurements sent us by mail. We have been making suits to order in this way for Twenty 
Years—and “NATIONAL.” suits have pleased over half a million American Ladies. That's 
the reason we know we can please you. 

You can easily have your Fall suit made at the “NATIONAL”. All you need to do 
is to write To-day for the Free Style Book and Samples pictured below. You select 
your suit in the quiet of your own home. We relieve you of all dressmaking troubles, make 
your suit to your measure, send it to you express charges paid, and with the “NATIONAL 
GUARANTEE TAG” attached. 

Tailored Suits ( 
MADE-TO-ORDER $7.50 ny $3 5 
NEW YORK STYLES 

Style Book and Samples Free 
The “NATIONAL” 96-Page Style Book (sent free) shows all the desirable new suits as 

worn in New York this Fall. W/ouldn’t you like to select your suit from among them? All the 
radical changes in fashions— all the really new, desirable models are illustrated in our Style Book. 
And you can make your own choice of any of these Made-to-measure suits, have it trimmed 
to please you, and made to your order out of your own choice of our 400 new materials for Fall 
and Winter wear. 

And remember all the risk of fitting you and of pleasing you in style, workmanship and 
material—all this risk is ours. Wouldn't you like to see this Style Book? Wouldn't you 
like to see Samples of the new Fall Materials? 

Learn what NewYork is wearing. Write for this “NATIONAL” Style Book and 
Samples, sent free. You will be interested in seeing the new Long Coat Suits, the new Trimmed 
Skirts and the other new styles for Fall—all sold according to 

THE “NATIONAL” POLICY 
Every ‘““ NATIONAL” garment has the ““ NATIONAL 

GUARANTEE TAG” attached. This tag means 
‘‘your money back if you ask for it’’. 

We pay all postage and express charges on all 

*““NATIONAL” garments to every part of the U. S. 
no matter how large or how small your order. 

We Please Our Customers 

The “NATIONAL.” was established Twenty Years Ago, making garments to order from simple measurements 

sent by mail. The one foundation principle of the “NATIONAL” was to “Please the Customer”. No matter 
who made the mistake, always ‘‘ Please the Customer”. No matter what the cost, “‘ Please the Customer". This 
policy has won as our loyal friends over one-half a million American Ladies, who, each season, turn to the 
“NATIONAL” Style Book for their wearing apparel. So many ladies do all their shopping at the “NATIONAL” 
by mail that to-day We Sell More Ladies’ Garments than Any Other Firm in the World. We occupy 
our own eleven-story building and have 1800 employees all drilled to always Please our Customers. So we have 
become the Largest Ladies’ Outfitting Establishment in the World. 

Our new 96-Page Style Book also shows, complete, the following “‘ NATIONAL” Ready-Made Goods: 

Coats Furs Boas Petticoats Sweaters Hosiery 
Waists Hats Costumes Corsets Muslin and Merino Underwear 
Skirts Plumes Rain Coats Kimonos Misses’, Infants’ and Children’s Wear 

This “NATIONAL” Style Book Free 
Write for this 

Style Book and Samples. 

Sent FREE. 
and Samples to Every Reader of 

The Ladies’ Home Journal. 

YOU may have YOUR FREE 
copy of this 96-Page ‘““ NATIONAL” 
Style Book and Samples of the new 
materials sent you Free by simply ask- 
ing for them. This is the handsomest, 

the most interesting and valuable 
Style Book even we have ever 

issued. Write for your 
t copy today —NOW. No 
‘Wan / 4 obligations at all. We 
Va f want you to get acquainted 

with the “NATIONAL”. £& 
\ fi 

\Gy 
So write for the Style {84 
Book Free, To-Day,and fw: 

if you wish samples 
of materials for a ia 

Tailor-Made , Pe 
Suit, state the 44 
colors you prefer. 

NATIONAL CLOAK & SUIT COMPANY 
221 West 24th Street, New York City 
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Child’s Good-night 
is rest upon the 

0 
Mattress LO. 

For young or old, rich or poor, 
the wonderful Ostermoor has proven 
itself to be the cleanest and most 
comfortable bed. 

It is flattered by scores of poor 
imitations whose only claim to con- 
sideration is that they are “‘cheaper.”” 
They ought to be. 

May We Send You Our || 
144-Page Book | ! | 

It is truly called “‘ The Test of Time’ and is | 
oubtless the most complete and handsome 
ook ever issued as an advertisement. Your 

name on a postal will do. | 
The genuine Ostermoor (with the name and | 

trade-mark sewn on the end) is for sale by 
many good dealers. Write us for the name of | 
ourdealerinyour place,an | 
if we have none, we will se 
you direct on 30 nights’ free } 
trial, express prepaid — | 
money back quick if it is 
not all you even hoped for. 

ake us prove our claims 
—we can do it —write us. 

OSTERMOOR & COMPANY 
117 Elizabeth Street NEW YORK 

Canada: Alaska Feather & Down Co., Ltd., Montreal 
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OE Write for Art Fashion Book No. Eael> 

and your favorite materials, to-day. We | | 
show you how to dress fashionably and | | 
in good taste at a mere nominal cost. 

Ladies’, misses’ and children’s wearing 
apparel of standard makeatlowestprices | | 
always at 

PHILIPSBORN, THE OUTER GARMENT HOUSE | | 
197-199 E. ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO, ILL. | 

| 

| 
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HARTSHORN | 

SHADE ROLLERS | 
Bear the script name of 

Stewart Hartshorn on label. 

Get “Improved,” no tacks required. | 

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers 

WHEEL CHAIRSG 
Wwe MAKE OVER 7O STYLES 

Catalog ‘‘B”’ illustrates—describes—(free) 

*f SARGENT CO. 293,Fouzth Ave. | 

The Actress 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8) 

For once I had no reply. I could only look 
grieved; and Aaron, quite unnoticing it, bundled 
me up in my second-best wraps. 

‘I’m going to put you in a hansom and let you 
drive uptown to have some air,” he said, when 
we had reached the pavement. ‘‘I must get back 
to the office.” 

‘“‘T shall see you tonight?” I asked, leaning 
out cf the cab. 

‘*Ves; and every night until —— 
The horse started up suddenly, and Aaron’s 

speech was never finished. 

Hl 
UNIUS CUTTING asked me not to make 
known my engagement until he was ready to 

publish the cast. So told no one beyond Aaron 
and Maggie, my dresser—that is, not outright. 
I had quite a struggle with my conscience before 
I told Frederica. She is one of the best friends a 
girl ever had. She cannot act much, but then she 
is quite pretty, and had always wanted to go to 
London, only she never could save up enough 
money. Once she saved forty dollars and sent it 
to her father to invest, but before the money- 
order reached him she had wired for it. She had 
been all the season without an engagement, 
living on a small allowance her father sent her. 
He didn’t mind this, he said; he had to economize 
only when she began working. Then she had to 
have a maid and cabs, for, although a large, 
healthy girl, she was deadly afraid to go out at 
night. In short, Frederica was in no way in- 
tended for the stage, only her sweetness made it a 
much better place for the rest of us while she 
was around. 

As she lived next door to my theatre she ran in 
almost every evening. The pretense to the stage- 
door man was that he came to massage my face. 
Being in the dressing-room she was really obliged 
to hear about my engagement. I wanted to give 
Maggie fair warning, so that she could get some 
one else to dress. Maggie burst into tears when 
she heard the news, and said she ‘‘hoped I’d 
make a hit.’”? Theatrical dressers are a type all 
to themselves. They are not exactly maids, for 
they are often the relatives of the stage-hands in 
the theatre. They will do a hundred things for 
you that a lady’s maid would never do, and call 
you ‘‘honey” while they do them; and they can 
get you in and out of your garments with a deft- 
ness that would astonish a Frenchwoman. 

Frederica did not know the truth until the end 
of the second act; at least, I kept most of it back. 
Then I sat down for my long wait and began to 
make up my hands. I wear gloves during the 
first act, and only have to rouge my wrists to 
make them look chapped, and color the end of 
the finger that sticks out through a rip. I have 
a dreadful time getting shabby-looking gloves, 
nor can they be up-to-date in style; so whenever 
I find old-fashioned ones I buy a lot and make 
Maggie wear them around the dressing-room, 
which she hates to do. But at the beginning of 
the second act I stain my arms to the elbow, and 
after that is dry I put grease-paint over the nails 
to take off the shine, and paint blue veins on the 
hands and up the arms. 

oot 

Frederica had just told me what a gocd thing 
it would be for Junius Cutting to engage her, too, 
because she could live with an aunt in London 
and wouldn’t need much salary, when Mr. 
Charles Benny came sauntering in for his even- 
ing call. 

Mr. Benny is a comedian, as his name for- 
tunately suggests. He is little and dried up, and 
so funny playing ap himself that there have 
been moments on the scene when I could scarcely 
look at him without laughing. His whole 
personality exudes humor, and if he could sus- 
tain a long réle he would be a great comedian, 
but he can’t. He is known as an excellent ‘‘bit 
actor”; he dashes off and on the stage and the 
audience ‘scream at him; but in a long scene 
his cheery little self becomes entirely swamped by 
those around him. He rarely gets a big part, 
however, and is wise enough never to attempt to 
be anything but Mr. Benny. 
We had no sooner looked at Mr. Benny than 

we looked at each other, the same thought in our 
minds, and Frederica said solemnly, ‘‘Rhoda, 
it’s your duty.” You see we both felt what an 
excellent type Mr. Benny was, and how nice it 
would be to have him go along to cheer us up; 
for he wasn’t a noisy comedian, but just a kindly 
old fellow with shrewd eyes and no grammar. 

I hesitated, however. ‘‘I don’t think it would 
be right,” I said; ‘‘I gave my word.” 

‘*Well, I didn’t,” said Frederica; ‘‘so I’ll tell 
him.” 

‘*But I confided in you,” I persisted. 
““No, you didn’t, Miss Miller,” burst in 

Maggie. ‘‘ Miss Frederica overheard you telling 
me.” 

‘*Well, then, Maggie,’’ I concluded, ‘‘you go 
downstairs and listen for my cue. Give me 
plenty of time; better come back when the 
minister exits.” 

So Maggie went away, much disappointed, 
and Frederica told him the news, advising him to 
go right around to Cutting in the morning. 

‘*Gee! I'd like to get it,” said Mr. Benny. 
‘*Was the parts good?” 

I had to confess that, although a lady of some 
importance, I’ had not been offered the script. 
‘*There’ll be a reading of the play in three 
days,” I added, ‘‘and I’m to call in for my part 
tomorrow.” 

‘*Gee! I wisht was morning,’' said Mr. Benny. 
**Can’t seem to wait.” 

” 

or 
I went on down, always a little nervous when 

out of hearing of the stage, and found Maggie 
moving away from a knot of stage-hands, They 
saluted me with a new respect, formed other 
groups, occasionally reénforced by an inquiring 
member of the company, and by the time the play 
was over it was generally understood that 
Frederica, Mr. Benny and I were going to 
London. 

And they really were engaged! I met Mr. 
Benny on the corner of Thirty-ninth Street as I 
went down for my part the next morning, and he 
was beaming from ear to ear. 

‘*T was there at nine o’clock,”’ he began, ‘‘ but I 
didn’t have a chanst to say a word. Cutting, the 

minute he cum in, cut a swath with his eyes 
around the room that made us all jump, and 
when they lit on me he just said, ‘Come in, you.’ 
’Tain’t much of a part, but he’s goin’ t’ let me do 
what I please with it” (this with a delightful 
conscious pride). ‘‘I like him; seems a nice 
fellah.” 
We all of us like managers when they engage 

us, and hate them when they don’t. 
At Thirty-sixth Street I met Frederica. ‘‘It’s 

all right, Dear,’’ as she greeted me. ‘‘He said he 
needed a handsome woman who was an Amer- 
ican to lead the dance-hall girls and understudy 
as well, but he couldn’t possibly pay over twenty- 
five dollars. Of course I said I’d go for less 
gladly ——” 

‘*Frederica, you didn’t!” 
‘*VYes, I did. There were a dozen far better- 

looking girls in the outer office, and I was afraid 
he’d see them before he settled with me. But 
don’t rave, Dear; I did bargain with him a little.” 

‘‘How?” I demanded. 
‘‘Well, after I said that he replied that if I 

would go for ten dollars a week, just to get the 
trip over and see the city, he believed he could 
settle the matter then and there.” 

‘*And you accepted?” I shrieked. 
“Give me time, Dear,’ retorted my friend 

triumphantly. ‘‘I said that would be quite 
impossible; but that I would accept fifteen.” 

‘*And you are going for that ridiculous sum?” 
Frederica looked uncomfortable. ‘‘ Well, not 

exactly, Rhoda. Somehow he wouldn’t entertain 
that either, and just as he was about to roll back 
his chair in that dreadful way he has of ending 
our hopes I suggested a compromise. So I’m to 
get twelve dollars and fifty cents.” 

I put my head down on Frederica’s shoulder 
and laughed in her, not my, sleeve. Then I went 
on down to get my part. 

Junius Cutting wore an exhausted look. ‘‘I 
can’t imagine how the news of this London pro- 
duction got about,” he said, as he drew out my 
= from a lot of others. ‘‘I have been utterly 
»esieged this morning.” 
‘*They all need work so,” I half apologized, 

feeling a trifle guilty. 

a 

I took a cab back to the house; it’s not a habit 
with me as with Aaron, but I couldn’t wait any 
longer to look at my part, and no one likes open- 
ing in a car those blue-bound typewritten half- 
sheets of foolscap with which all New York is 
familiar. Of course, I couldn’t tell what bearing 
it had on the play, but the lines read well. They 
were short and not too many, and so written that 
the laugh evidently came at the end of the speech, 
as it should, and not in the middle of the line. 
Also the exits were good, to judge by the sugges- 
tion of business in the brackets, but there was a 
continual reference to a grotesque appearance at 
the head of each act, which suggested that I 
would have to be once more what Aaron called a 
**clown.” 

I would rather not have been grotesque again, 
and I sighed a little the day of the reading of the 
play when I found what a lovely part the leading 
woman had. But I sternly checked this regret, 
and to mortify my flesh I supped with Aaron that 
night in my very old violet gown: although for- 
tunately it was my most becoming one. 

I had not given as much time to Aaron as I, or 
rather as he, wished. Every morning I was up at 
eight, for rehearsals began at ten, and in the late 
afternoon, when he sometimes dropped in at our 
hotel restaurant, I was scouring the second-hand 
clothing stores for old boots and shabby gowns. 
I often found myself staring at queer p Bac on 
Italian women, and from off the head of one I 
did actually buy an old hat. She spoke little 
English, and it was some time before I could 
make her understand that she was going to get a 
beautiful new one for the article I was trying to 
wrest from her. A crowd collected, but I finally 
got it and left her staring transfixed at the two- 
dollar bill. 
When all my wardrobe was collected Maggie 

took the articles, and, after fumigating them, 
baked the batch in her oven, for I dared not 
wear the garments as they were, nor yet wash 
them and thereby lose their ‘‘atmosphere.” 

at 
Every moment seemed full of my new part. 

Even after the play, when Aaron would take me 
out for a bite before I went home to study, I 
would sit with one eye politely on him and the 
other studying wrinkles on the faces of those 
about me. 
‘Why don’t you study my wrinkles?” Aaron 

would complain, when he would see me wander- 
ing. 

‘*Yours are only a few firm lines,” I replied; 
‘they would give strength to my face, and this 
character is a weak half-breed.”’ 

‘“‘’m not positive mine wouldn’t do,” he 
answered, a little sadly. ‘‘I feel that I’m a net- 
work of them these days, and it sure is a weak- 
ness that has put them there.” 

Then for the first time of late I looked at Aaron 
closely, rightly, as though I had lifted a gauze 
mask from his face; and I found him looking 
tired and grave, and that his smile was only 
painted on the gauze. And once more out of the 
midst of all that rush I felt that I might be losing 
a great deal when I lost him, and I had to think 
hard of the joy of that scene in the last act, and 
how delightful the laugh of the house would be if 
I could land it just in the right place. 

He had not bothered me in the least about 
marrying him since our day in the downtown 
restaurant; but still the flowers came. Not the 
kind that you order over a telephone and that 
arrive, a dozen each, with a few dead ones at the 
bottom; but boxes breathing spring fragrance 
and the thought of the giver. Sometimes arbutus 
and deep, long-stemmed violets; sometimes just 
little crocuses with white star flowers; again a 
riot of tulips, or cool gardenias on beds of green. 
I was not unappreciative; and I often wished 
that Aaron could see how they made alive my 
hotel room. 

‘*You ought to see them today,” I would say. 
And he would draw on the menu an elaborate 
design of the room that he had never seen and we 
would make dots for the bowls of flowers. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 54 
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La France shoes for 4 
women are comfortable is 

that they are made that way. 
If you had a pair of gloves, the 

seams of which overlapped on 
the inside and which were full of 

ridges of superfluous leather, you know 
they would hurt you and look badly — 
but that is the way many shoes are made. 
In La France Shoes the seams are even 

and smooth like those of a glove, and there 
are no inside ridges of leather to hurt or 
chafe your feet. 

N \\ 
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Therefore, they have a comfortable, glove- 
like feeling, and for the same reason they fit H 

beautifully and always present—whether new 
or old—a neat, graceful and beautiful } 

ma \\\S appearance. 

Let the next pair of shoes you buy 
from your dealer be La France shoes 

and you will learn what real shoe 

& 
Z 

\ 
\ Williams, Clark & Co. 

362 Washington St. 

LYNN, MASS. 

**Mollie’s Strategy”” 
is the most unique 
andinterestingshoe 

of the year— 
besides giving you 
the Falland Winter 
Styles. Write for 
it today. 
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Send 10c 

for a 

Swedish 
Hair Powder 

The Dry Shampoo that cleanses 

the hair without washing. 
Removes dust, grease and excessive oil after brushing. Not 

injurious. A liberal sample an our pamphlet ‘* How 
have handsome Hair’’ mailed on receipt of 10c. Regular 
size 60c. and $1.00 per box. At your dealer or sold direct by 

WALDEYER & BETTS, Dept. L, 170 Fifth Ave., New York 

HAIR approvat 
| We are the Largest Manufacturer in the World of Hair 

Goods and Toilet Requisites. 

Switches from $1.00 up 

2 oz. 22 in. switch . . . $1.25 
2% oz. 24 in. switch . 2.29 
% oz. 26 in. switch . . . 4.00 

Lightweight wavy switch . 2.50 
Featherweight stemless switch, 
2 in. long, natural wavy . 4.95 

| 26 in. long, natural wavy . . 5.75 
Natural curly pompadour . 2.90 

Finest wigs, made to order, $15.00 to 5.00 
Gray, Blond and difficult shades cost a littl € 

Coronet Braids . . . $6.95 
Billie Burke Curls. 2 . 7.65 

Wigs for men and women $15.00 to $50.00 

Book on Hair 
Beautifying F ree 

The book also describes upwards of 500 c« te 
lines of switches of every description 

E. BURNHAM 
Dept. 109, 70 and 72 State Street, Chicago, [1l. 

Concrete Houses of Moderate Cos' 
Book of Prize Plans $1.00 

Beautifully illustrated. Contains views of all « 
vations, floor plansand itemized estimates of co 
Full plans of 24 houses of all designs, costing fro: 
$2,000 to $4,500. Every plan is a prize winner. 
dcllar bill brinacstuin naar toyouprepaid. Addre 
Association of American Portland Cement Manufacturers 

Land Title Building, Philadel phia, Pa. 
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Fashion’s 

nde “ETI DAGR” Mirrors 

lor Fall Wear—The French masters of fashion insist 
on silks of a soft satin pliability, and on account of the nature 

of the correct costuming for Fall have been obliged to discard 
wool weaves for silk, and in this suggestion they develop that 
decided undercurrent of female fondness for silk as the correct 
fabric for female dress. 

“VMQAGE” is soft, pliable and 
clinging, conforming perfectly to the 
reigning styles. Made of pure silk, 
it is not only dressy, but most de- 
sirable and practical for Fall and 
Winter wear. 

Its rich satin surface imparts to a 

costume a degree of elegance to 
be found in but few materials — 

66, 99 . 

MMIRAG POSSESSES a, peculiar 

individuality which develops irresist- 
ible effects. 

So wonderful has been the success of “ARAGE’ that it has been 

~ taken up universally by the leading Parisian dressmakers. 

‘The color assortment includes eighty beautiful ideas that portray every 
suggestion of the French fashion world. It is possible to have extremely 
dressy and serviceable gowns a\ « Not a\ 99 
for this Fall, if you insist upon “MI QAGR” only is “MM QA\GR 
admirable for strect wear, but for silk coats and theatre wraps it 1s peculiarly 

charming. 

No dress material will lend itself to more extensive dressmaking 
manipulation. 
thority in ¢, MRA gy for Fall. 
regard to Ml GE of the selvage for 
your protection. Ask your dealer 

a skal cenuine MA GE 
ply you, send us his name. 
will send you samples, and tell 
you where you can 

L. & E. STIRN 
489-493 Broome St., New York 

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

This trade-mark ap- 
pears only on the prod- 
uct of the Gallia Mills, 
and is a guarantee of 
superior quality. 

Ask your dressmaker or consult your favorite fashion au- 

The name is printed on each yard 

We have a limited edition of A 
to show Unique Mystery Story that will in- 

9 If he Can- | terest every woman who enjoys a 
cleverly written tale, teeming with 

not sup- human interest. Multi-colored illus- 
We trations show the heroine costumed 

C | in gowns especially designed by 
a leading fashion creator (Drawn 
by Anna Burnham Westermann). 

procure it. | Each gown a dream of loveliness 
representing the advance styles 
now being shown in this country 
and abroad for Fall and Winter. 
Mailed free, upon request. 

Kindly mention the name of your dealer. 
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The way to be sure of sock 
© be sure of the maker. 
More than forty years’ repu-. 
tion is back of every pair of 

Pilling & Madeley Socks. 
Dealers all over the country | 
know us, and know they can. 
always depend on Pilling &. 
Madeley quality. 

Pilling & Madeley socks hold their 
color, look right, fit well, and last 
long. They are made of yarns from 
the best spinners, knit in our own 
mills, dyed with our own fast stain- 
less colors, carefully matched, and 
perfectly paired. 

This knowledge makes dealers ab-*— 
solutely sure of us; sure that every 

pair of socks that leaves our mills is 
right; and sure that their customers 
will be satisfied. 

Ask your dealer about us. Ask 
him for Pilling & Madeley Socks— _ 
the socks you can he sure of. 

12'c a pair and up. 
Your money back, of course, if not 

satisfied. 
Look for “Pilling & Madeley” on the foot of 

every pair. If your dealer can’t supply you _ 
oe. pie name 

Write,” on 

Economies in Building 
appeal to every one when they do not cheapen 

or weaken the structure. A purchase of 

will save you money over every other make, 
and are absolutely superior, style, quality, 
workmanship, and price being considered. 

$5000.00 
has been spent to demonstrate this in issuing our Catalogue 
‘*DeLuxe,’’ 80 pages (11 x 14), including the beautiful supple- 
ment **Colonial Beauties.’’ 
These books (which cost us 
50 cts. to deliver), are sent 
on receipt of 12 cts. to pay 
postage, to interested peo 

ple, who will state number 
of mantels required 

We send our book 
‘ Evidence’’ FREE on 
request, 72 pages oistyles 
and what our customers 
say,some in yourlocality. 

Do not fail to investi- 
gate KING MANTELS. 
It's worth while. 

King Mantel Co. 
517-519 W. Jackson Ave. 

Knoxville, Tenn. 

4 Preserve Your Family History 7 
Such a record will eventually become highly 

prized by every member of the family. 

The Diary of the Home 
A Journal of the Everyday Doings of the Family 

Is a book in which you can preserve every detail of family his- 

tory worth recording. It is one of the most important things 

in the family to keep as complete and accurate a record as 
possible of all events of interest and significance. This book 
meets just this need and you cannot be without it. It is by 
far the most suitable wedding or gift book ever offered. 

There is a splendid opportunity for anyone desiring the 

agency for selling this book as big commissions are given 
and every family wantsone. Write at once for particulars. 

May be had from your bookseller. Send postal 
today for prospectus. 

GRIFFITH-STILLINGS PRESS, Publishers 
360 Congress St., Boston, Mass. = 

A can that lasts eight 
aauemm years! Seems incredible! 

But the other day a man 
sent us back his can for a 

| new bottom. Said he had 
Mm used it eight years 

| wanted it mended — ex- 

pected to use it another 
eight. 

Get years of service from 
i ash and garbage cans. 

itt’s. All steel, corru- 
sated. Galvanized inside and 

Won't dent. Won't rust 
“ oe 

Three sizes each, can and ail 
If your dealer hasn't them we'll 
supply you direct. Known by 

the yellow label. Look for it. 

The Witt Cornice Co. 
Dept. 2, Cincinnati, O. 

| | 
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The Actress 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 52) 

“*Don’t you think,” he would say, ‘‘that this 
jar of crocuses is apt to get water on your book 
of Gibson girls, being so Close to it?” 

‘Aaron, I have no Gibson girls. A copy of 
Maeterlinck’s ‘Wisdom and Destiny’ is sure to 
be there, Shaw’s plays (or I wouldn’t be an 
actress), "and a little thumbed volume of the 
Browning things that I can understand. ik 

‘*But where,” Aaron would insist, *‘if you put 
the daffodils on the top of your desk —whe re will 
my photograph be?” 
“*Where it has always been,’ I would reply; 

but I wouldn’t tell him where. 
I really put it on my dressing-table behind the 

heart-shaped pincushion to quiet the chamber- 
maid. Each day when I first came it was her 
custom to select a photograph of one of my men 
friends from the mantel piece, and, placing it in 
that coveted position, wait for me to declare my- 
self; and each day I ‘would rele -gate her selection 
to its old place until, exhausted by her guerrilla 
method, I secured a perfectly new picture of 
Aaron and a perfectly new heart-shaped frame, 
and put them back of the heart-shaped pin- 
cushion. 

Sut if Aaron had never seen my room there 
had been walks through the Park and drives in 
the dusk along Riverside, with a halt on the via- 
duct ostensibly to look at the lights of the river. 
Perhaps it was for the sake of those old times that 
he suggested a drive around Claremont before 
taking me down to the boat. We were sailing at 
daybreak and must sleep on board. 

rs 

I was as near collapse as an actress could be, 
yet still play (and that is saying a great de al), when 
the curtain rang down, and the orchestra, to the 
great surprise of the audience, played them out 
with ‘‘ Auld Lang Syne,” while "a chorus of voices 
came swelling from the stage to be muffled by 
the fall of the asbestos curtain. 

All through the evening our playmates had 
been slyly joking with Mr. Benny and me. Crape 
was hung on our dressing-room doors; the stage- 
door man had been continually bringing i in ridic- 
ulous gifts addressed to ‘‘ Miss Miller, London ” 
Mr. Benny had been handed on the stage during 
the acta book marked‘ Jokes— English version, 
and found upon investigation to be a pamphlet of 
a ‘‘casket company”; and our daring leading 
man and woman played an entire scene for 
our benefit with an alarming Cockney accent. 
Maggie, Frederica and I were all weeping wildly, 
and Mr. Benny was ve ry intent Upon swe allow- 
ing his Adam’s apple. ‘‘ Kinda hate to go,” he 
said, 

We were all over it in fifteen minutes, and 
Aaron, knowing this would be the case, let me 
cry as loudly as I pleased while the cab rolled 
over the wet asphalt and scrunched into the 
gravel of the Park. It was not easy to stop alto- 
gether. I was so tired with the packing, the 
rehearsing, the playing, the choosing of my ward- 
robe, the strain of committing lines and the 
ceaseless fear that my part would be a failure, 
that Aaron’s broad shoulder so temptingly near 
me seemed a haven of rest. I resisted the temp- 
tation, however, one of the reasons being that I 
was not asked. 

That was chief of the queer things about 
Aaron; he was the sort of man whom you—one 
well, 1 could not sit next to as we rolled along in 
the dim warmth of a cab and not feel that he was 
of the kind who is born to hold a woman in his 
arms, andthat it was his strength,not his weakness 
—as though all his knowledge of stocks and 
‘puts ” and ‘‘calls” were really but a small part 

\ f h re t 

of him, and that as a lover he would be at his best. 
And yet Aaron had never tried to show me this, 
and I had never tried to make him; for of all the 
types of womanhood held in poor esteem by an 
actress, the most despise dis she who permits a 
man some liberties, but limits them to her own 
inclinations. 

Some nights as we had gone through the dark- 
ness he had taken my hand and laying it on his 
knee covered it with his own, but his arm had 
never been about me. And this last night he 
did not even lift my hand from my muff, but 
sat with his own large ones gripped toge ‘ther, and 
watched the lights through the open window. 

ot 

I huddled myself up in my corner feeling very 
far off and alone, and yet too tired to care much. 
At least this was the end of things, and almost 
any kind of end is better than a messy continu- 
ance. I was but moving out of Aaron’s life for a 
wiser and better fitted woman to move in. J was 
very sorry for myself at this, and thought how 
easy it would be for me to let the tears roll down 
my cheeks as a ‘‘ pretend” to Aaron that I was 
grieved at leaving him. But I conquered the 
temptation as one not beneath me, but beneath 
him, and instead was about to exclz tim that I had 
forgotten my toothbrushes, when he suddenly 
pulled up the window—for the rain was coming 
in—and turned to me. 

“‘Good-evening,”’ I said. 
Aaron laughed. ‘Have you got lots of warm 

things for the boat. Warm under—er—all sorts 
of flannels?” 

“T don’t wear them.” 
“Dearest, you must.” 
“T won't!” 
“A hot-water bottle?” 
“Yes, but I don’t use it.’ 
“Keep it in the berth for your feet.” 
CAR figut.”” 
A silence. 
“Tm glad little Benny goes with you; he’ll 

look after you” 
“Pll probably look after him and Frederica, 

too.” 

“Don’t let that kindly, elephantine girl sap 
your strength. My child needs rest.” 

My lips wanted to quiver at this; they really 
did, but I wouldn’t Jet them. 

Aaron peered out through the rain-smirched 
glass. ‘‘We’re almost there. Get a deck chair 
on the sunny side, won’t you?” 

“Yes. | will’ 

a 

Another silence. I found myself holding 
Aaron’s coat-sleeve. He Jet me, but ‘‘ Dear little 
love,’ he said, then stared out of the window 
again. We were twisting our way along the 
wharf. The rain was so heavy we could not see 
out, and no one could see in, but the lights came 
sifting through. 

“Is all your luggage looked after? Even 
while he spoke Aaron’s lips seemed to be forming 
other words, but he would not give them sound. 

“Yes, 1 drove to the ship this afternoon and 
Maggie ‘took down my make-up tonight. You 
won't come aboard, will you?” 

“T think not, then. I'll say good-by here. 
Rhoda és 

Then, without warning, Aaron took me in his 
arms, forced up my face, which I had hidden 
against his shoulder, with his strong chin, and 
kissed me on the lips. 

CONTINUED IN THE OCTOBER JOURNAL 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12) 

diary and copied from it brief entries relating to 
the dream and the telegram. 

The following case, from Mr. E. W. Hamilton, 
C. B., contains remarkable evidence of accuracy 
in detail: 

“JT had dreamed that my brother, who had been 
long in Australia, and of whom I had heard noth- 
ing for several months, had come home; that after 
an absence of twelve years and a half he was very 
little altered in appearance, but that he had some- 
thing wrong with one of his arms; it looked 
horribly red near the wrist, his hand being bent 
back. . . Inthe course of the day I made 
in my little Letts’ diary a mark thus, X, with my 
brother’s name after it. 
“On the following Monday morning, the 

twenty-sixth of March, I received a letter from my 
brother, which bore the date of the twenty-first 
of March, and which had been posted at Naples 
(where the Orient steamers touch), informing me 
that he was on his way home, and that he hoped 
to reach London on or about the thirtieth of 
March, and adding that he was suffering from a 
very severe attack of gout in the left arm. 

‘The next day I related to some one this 
curious incident, and I commented on the ex- 
traordinary coincidence of facts with the dream, 
except in One detail, and that was that the arm 
I had seen in my dream did not look as if it were 
merely affected with gout: the appearance it had 
presented to me was more like bad eczema. 

‘My brother duly reached England on the 
twenty-ninth, having disembarked at Plymouth 
owing to the extremely pasate’ condition of his 
arm. It turned out that the © doc tor on board the 
ship had mistaken the case; it was not gout, but 
a case of blood-poisoning, re esulting j in a very bad 
carbuncle or abscess Over the wrist joint. : 
My brother has altered very little in appearance. 
I have not to my knowledge ever noted a dream 
before in my life. 

got 

Now, to sum it all up, What have we really 
found out about telepathy ? 

Making every allowance for imperfect obser- 
vation, fraud and coincidence, there still  re- 
mains more than ample proof, e xperimental and 

spontaneous, that the mind has many and 
various abilities which are as powerful as they 
are mysterious. It seems likely that they work 
somewhat in the manner of wireless te legré aphy, 
though the instruments of transmission and 
reception, two human brains or souls, are 

marvelously complex and ali but impenetrably 
mysterious. This theory or explanation has 
lately been confirmed by an Italian scientist, 
who, after fixing his mind and will for a time on 
the forehead of his daughter, perceived on it con- 
verging points of white light. Repeating the 
experiment with a camera, and thinking of the 
face of a friend in Vienna, he found registered, 
or Says he did, a small portrait of the friend he 
had in mind accurate in all details. This 
observation is solitary, and requires thorough 
authentication before it can be accepted. 

oor 

Even if telepathy is in the end established we 
shall still have only the vaguest evidence of how 
it Works sut this need not disquiet us. We do 
not know how chemicals combine. When Sir 
Isaac Newton confronted the question of how 
gravitation works he declared that he was not in 
the guessing business—or a Latin phrase to that 
effect. There is, however, one great difference 
between telepathy and these other things: what 
the latter do they do with absolute certainty, and 
they are of such vast importance that if either 
chemical action or gravitation were to cease the 
entire universe, as we know it, would go to 
smash, while telepathy might cease this moment 
and the only difference we could actually prove 
to have occurred in human happiness would be 
that many people would be actually happier in not 
having to put up with a good deal of mysterious 
foreboding, which frequently comes to nothing! 

So far tele pathy has not been adequately 
explained, for the simple reason that it cannot be 
explained. But that there is such a thing, what- 
ever it is, there is no longer any reason to doubt. 
It is too well established. 

NOTE — In an early number of The Journal there will 

be another article by Mr. Corbin, entitled *“*What We 

Have Found Out About Dual Personality.” 
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RAIN COATS 

are suitable for all weathers and for every 
outdoor use — for calling and for business, 
shopping, driving or 
motoring. 

Kenyon Rubberized 
fabrics are selected to 
take the rubber without 
injury to the cloth, also 

| | dyes are used which 
|| do not damage the 

rubber. DURABILITY 
is scientifically insured. 

Kenyon Cloth Rain- 
| | coats are rainproofed 

by the most highly per- 
fected process known, 
hold their stylish shape 
and satisfy the user as 
no others can. 

Kenyon Styles are direct 
from Paris or approve 
American types o! 

} the highest fashion, 
| with conveniences 

and merits in details of 
construction found ONLY in 
Kenyon Coats. Look for the label. 

Kenyon Coats are the most serviceable 
and satisfactory ever made, and will 

excel your highest expectations 

| They are not ——— A wide 
| choice at $10 and up to $45. 

Send us your dealer's name. We 
will see that you are supplied. Tell 
jem = type of garment you desire and 

what you wish to pay. We 
abou al our Style k and samples 
of cloth, or will, if desired, forward 
complete garments to a dealer for 
your inspection, enabling you to 
examine the most celebrated Rain- 
coats in the world at your own 

| convenience. 

C. KENYON CO. 
23 Union Square, New York 

Address Mail to Factories: 
627 Pacific Street, Brooklyn 

Something NEW 
Write us immediately 
for full information. 

A postal sent TO-DAY, 
with your name and address, 
will let you into the secret 
of dressing in the most he 

coming, inost fashionable, 
most economical, perfect 
fitting and best hangin; 
garments you have ever 
seen. Send in your nani 
to-day so as to be in time 
for your new Fall under 
and outer garments. 

If you never had a suit 
or dress that ever fitted 
you, write to us. 

You will want a Fall 

anyhow, and it is tor } 
decide whether it is to | 

ready-made or Made-to 
Order suit. The hands¢ 
suit illustrated here I} he 

made to your measurements :: 
the exceptionally low price « 

$14. 98 
Made of all the latest ma 

rials in plain and fancy eflect 

Samples of material 
free upon request 

let us send Free our | 
and handsome new cata 
containing all the new a 

teststylesin women’s, 
and children’s apparel 

Send no Money 
— simply your addre 

rd a postal,— rig pe DY - 

and we will s send the h 
Style Book and Sas FREE 

“ ples of Materiads 

Hofmeister Woolen Mills, Dept. 99, Racine, Wis. 

Pears 
Economy is a watchword 

of the thrifty. 
That’s one reason so many 

prosperous people use Pears’ 
Soap. Zhere’s no waste about 
77. It wears out, of course. 

On sale everywhere. 

Our latest books of plans, giving views, sizes, costs, etc., ae: 
78 Cottages less than$800 .50 194 Cstg.$2000to$2500 $1.00 
98 Costing $800 to $1200 50 174 “ . 

136 Catg. $1200t0$1600 $1.00 189 “ $3000t0$4000 1. - 
186 $1600 to $2000 1.00 154 “' $4000andup'd 1.0 

| THE KEITH CO., Architects 103 ee0i5? Sains: 

$2500t0$3009 1. 00 
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Preserves Spoil! 
We want every woman who uses glass 

jars —no matter what kind—to mail us ten 
cents today for this sample dozen of extra 
thick, air-excluding 

p RUBBER JAR RINGS 
We want you to do this in order that you may see 
for yourself the superiority of these rings over any 
other jar ring you have ever used — their ability to 
positively exclude air, something the thin, stingy jar 
rings can never be guaranteed to do. 

The rubber in PARUCO rings 
Pore Para. They are made extra thic 

or edges on the zinc or glass tops —a 
the thin rings you have heretofore 
They are packed each dozen, i 
t-proof box, which keeps them 

ou have them. 

Send 10c today (coin or stamps) an 

for each extra dozen. We'll send 

Booklet A with PARUCO sample. 

is not waste but 
k in order to make 

them positively proof against cutting by sharp points 
feature not found 
used, 
n a clean, round 
perfectly so that 

y are always in fit condition for use no matter where 

d state whether 
you use Mason, Vacuum, Lightning or Crown jars. 
There is a PARUCO ring for every jar you will 
use. On larger mail orders than sample send 12c 

them immedi- 
ately; and arrange so that next time the rings will 
be surely at your grocer’s. Interesting Jar Ring 

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. 
JEANNETTE, PA. 

Beautifies without injuring 

The Wooden Box retains the 
delicate perfume until the last 
speck is gone. Sold every- 
where. Insist on getting 

| Polzonys 
is entirely free from harmful ingredients and 
is prepared of purest materials. 

the skin. 

Tey CASS 
x / 

A delightful, fr agrant mouth 
== wash — with a pleasant 
ea after-taste — very bene 

1) MEADE 6 Bauer's ficial to gums and teeth 
too, At your druggists, 

mOUTH WaAs,, 25c —50c — $1.00. 
33% ALCOMOL 

A liberal sample— enough 
to prove its worth-—sent to 

i 6any address for 10c to cover 
postage. 

alco al 0 Meade & Baker 
ANTISEPTIC & DISINFECTANT 92 Franklin Street, Chicago 
_ MEADE& BAKER (Formerly Richmond, Va 
ABOUT MOUTH WASHCO 

Dr.GRAVES’ 
TOOTH POWDER 

= 

2 | 
D | —— 

Excellent for good teeth — and 
better for poor ones. 

sures pearl white teeth. 
Destroys accumulative tartar. 
Your dentist recommends it 

and he knows. 
On eipt of 10c, to cover postage, 

end you a liberal sample. 

, tn handy 

92 Franklin St., Chicago 
Dr. E. L. Graves Testh Powder Co. 

NO CROCKING 
NO RIPPING 
NO FADING 

One Dye For All 
Renew the Freshness 

of Faded or Dingy Clothes 
10c. Pkg. FOR HOME USE. Pkg. 10c. 

NO POISON 
NO ACID 
NO ODOR 

Fabrics 

St., New York City 

RACTICALLY everything in and about the home can 

be made to look bright and new and clean with the right 

paint, varnish, stain or enamel. The housewife and 

the householder can do much of this work with very little 

expense and a great deal of pleasure. There is, however, one 

important thing to remember:— 

Use a finish that is made expressly 
for the work you want to do. Do 

not buy a product that is made for 
a variety of uses or surfaces. 

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS BRIGHTEN UPFINISHES 
are made for finishing tables, chairs, walls, floors, pipes, picture frames, shelving 

and hundreds of other articles and surfaces in and about the home. Each is a 

specialty—made for a particular purpose. Each contains the essential qualities 

that insure good results. Ask your dealer for Brighten Up Finishes. ‘Tell him 

what you want to finish and he can give you the right product from the following 

Brighten Up Finish Line: 

Bath Enamel 
Porch and Lawn Furniture Enamel 
Stove Pipe and Iron Enamel 
Screen Enamel 

Family Paint 
Aluminum Paint 
Gold Paint 
Varnish Stain 
Flat Black Radiator Enamel 
Enamel Durable Household Varnish 

Our booklet on “ Brighten Up Finishes” tells all about the Brighten Up 
line, gives suggestions and tells where and how to use the different finishes 
to secure pleasing results. Sent free on request. 

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co. 
LARGEST (Because Best) PAINT & VARNISH MAKERS IN THE WORLD 

Address all inquirics to G17 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio 

In Canada to 639 Centre St., Montreal 

London Address; 4 Well Court, Queen St.y EC. 

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 
PAINTS E-VARNISHES 

E make a special paint, var- 
nish, stain or enamel for every 

requirement of the manufacturer, rail- 
road, street railroad, steamship com- 
pany, carriage builder, master 
painter, decorator, farmer, house- 
wife. There are more than 5,000 
active S-W. formulas, more than 
600 S-W. lines of products. 

DIAMOND 

EYELETS 

asa ‘‘brassy” eyelet. The 
old and worn out appearé 

wished from all others by a 
little Diamond Be trade mark which is 
slightly raised" on the surface of each 
eyelet. Made fagiack and color. Diamond 
Fast Color Eyéiété preserve their bright, new 
appearance and:Tast longer than the shoes. 
They will not{Ghip or roughen and cut the 
lace. Leading! Spe manufacturers the world 
over use themjissAsk your dealer for shoes 
fitted with Dien Fast Color Eyelets and 
before taking t a be sure and 

7 cs Poe 
LOOK FOR*.HE DIAMOND 

TRADE <> wan 
by 

my, 
te 

UNITED 

Only genuine FAST COLOR 

Fast Color EYELET Co. 

Eyelets have it Boston, Mass. 

BLAC 
FACE 

? Peaches 
and 

Cream 
is the appella 
tion accorded 
to such com 

plexions as 
are enjoyed by 
the users of 

Lablache. Thou 
sandsof women 
who use this 
wonderful 
beautifier have 
a skin, soit, 

smooth,velvety 
youthful in appearance 
blemishes as are caused by excessive per- 
spiration or exposure to sun and wind, It 
is pure, harmless and refreshing. 

Miss L. Mae Wainman, of Evansville, 
Ind., whose picture appears above, writes 
“ To all ladies who desire a beautiful com 

plexion I recommend Lablache Face Powder.” 
Refuse Substitutes. They may be 
dangerous. Flesh, White, Pink or 
Creain. 50c. a box, of druggists or 
by mail. Send 10c. for sample. 

CO., French Perfumers 
Dept. A 

125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass. 

(7 

From 

BRYAN’S TOWN 
Sterling Silver 
Teaspoon Size. 

BRYAN SPOON | 

Three Styles of Handles: 
Corn, Golden Rod, 
or State Emblem. 

Bears faithful likeness 
of Mr. Bryan or picture 
of Fairview (his home). 

Sent by insured mail 
(quantities by prepaid 
express) to all parts ot 

N United States, Canada, 
} Mexico and the 
i British Isles.... $1.75 ; 
| - 

i whether Bryan yh 

} Fairview in Ordering. 

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 
Send for full size sample package. 
Lamont, Corliss & Co., Sell Agents 
Dept. 2,78 Hudson 
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These garments are pro- 
duced through the best ef- 

forts of the three greatest 
firms known to the Textile 
World, and are thereby 
trebly guaranteed. 

You know the silk-like 
beauty of Hydegrade 
cloths, as well as the 
service-giving qualities 
oftheseexcellent fabrics. 

You know that the 
most perfect water proof- 
ing is the Cravenette 
process. 

This “ best cloth” and 
“best proofing” is well 
backed up by thesuperior 
Hodgman tailoring. 

“Hydegrade 
Cravenettes 

“sy HODGMAN” 
therefore means the best 
and most economical 
coat you can buy. 

It’s a coat for good 
days — dusty days — and 
rainy days — walking 
riding — motoring. ‘The 
ideal coat for every oc- 
casion. 

In allthe fashionable French 
Militaire models. Mannish 
single and double breasted 

mn ¢ . aD] styles. Semi-fitting and Eng- 

This siastentes $750 l lish box effects. Plain and 
; contrasting colors in pleasing 
4 pede ee li Priee re combinations. For Women, 

his label is your protec- Ghteace and Ch ; 
tion against imitaticns. You | Misses and Chifidren 
will find it in the neck of [|] Priced from $5 to $10 a 
every garment. Iook for it. garment at all good stores. 

gue pom If you can’t find Hodgman 
Hydegrade Cravenettes at 

vourdealer’s writedirect tous 
for Free book of styles anc we 
willsee that you are supplied, 

“Hodgman” 
808 Broadway, New York 

NEW YORK 

Sar tnttil 
The Best Protection 
for Skirts, Petticoats 
and Trousers. 

Increases 
life of gar- 

ments,preserves 
original lines and 

$175 folds, saves closet 
= space and expense of 

pressing. 
NO ADJUSTING —simply insert garment be- 

tween springs and it will be held in even 
tension. Holds up to 12 skirts or petticoats or 
6 pairs of trousers. Write for dealer selling 
et in mg per ge Holder in your city. If 
not on sale we send direct on receipt 
it, Se) ier $1.75 
Money back if not satisfactory. Folder Free. 

BUCKINGHAM RAE CO. 
Dept. L, 177-179 Adams Street, Chicago, Ill. 

Not a mark nora 
heel-print — move a 
trunk or piano across 
the floor, if you wish 
—even if you dent the Sg 
wood you can't crack 
the Varnish. 

SEND FOR SAMPLE PANEL = 
finished with ‘'61°' Floor Var- 

nish. Test it for yourself — hit it 
with a hammer or stamp on it. 
You may dent the wood but the ¢ 
varnish won't crack off. It's water- 
proof too. Buy from your <lealer. 
Write us for sample and booklet. 

PRATT&LAMBERT-INC. 
75 Tonawanda Street, Buffalg, N.Y. 

FACTORIES 

NEW YORK BUFFALO CHICAGO 
LONDON PARIS HAMBURG 

will keep jewelry, silver- 
ware, cut-glass, marble, por- 
celain, statuary, bath-tubs, 
etc., beautifully polished, 
with never a scratch or mar, 
and with trifling expense 
and little trouble. 

Generous Sample Free 
with our booklet, ‘“‘ How to Care 

E for Silverware.’’ Don't fail to send 
for it. Most good dealers sell Silver Cream. 

J. A. WRIGHT & CO., 70 Court Street, Keene, N. H. 
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THE SECRET OF 
SUNSHINE 

By Cynthia Westover Alden 

Pind dor on the good things that you have 
and do not need to some one who is glad to 
use them is the whole secret of the joy in 

the Sunshine Society. The most beautiful part 
of our work, we think, is the ‘‘ passing-on” fea- 
ture, and to explain to you exactly what I mean 
I will take my ‘‘yood cheer” book under my arm 
and play I am calling on you for the purpose of 
initiating you into our work. 

You said to me one day, ‘‘I’d like to belong to 
Sunshine. What can I do?” After our visit 
together today I feel sure that September will be 
a busy month with you. 

You have a lovely home, haven’t you, and what 
alot of books! Here in my ‘‘cheer book” are 
addresses of families who live on canal-boats in 
New Jersey the year round. Let’s take some of 
your duplicate books and extra volumes that you 
do not care for and make a package for them. 

Is this your boy’s room? What a pile of post- 
cards. And he is tired of them? Dear me! 
Let’s divide them and send part to this invalid girl 
who is amusing herself by imagining she is jour- 
neying all over the world and is trying to get just 
as many postcards of as many places as possible. 

ost 
yeu say that you have not been through that 

bureau for ages, and it is full of things! 
Then, of course, you can’t need them very much. 
I’ll check names off my ‘‘ cheer book” just as fast 
as you can find something that fits the need. 

That sweater that you have discarded we 
will send to this young girl. The doctor has 
ordered her to sleep outdoors nights. 

This package seems to be arubber ring. Your 
eople are all well now? The rubber will decay 

if left here in the dark. Let’s send it to this 
young girl in the hospital. She has been i!l three 
months with typhoid fever and the skin on 
her shoulders is getting tender, ‘This rubber 
ring is better than a pillow. Aren’t you glad that 
it can be used in this way? 

This closet is full of good clothes that your 
husband says he will not wear any more. We'll 
clear the whole thing out. Here’s a good man 
who has been ill twelve months and his wife asks 
if we have anything in the way of clothes. We’ll 
just fit him out, won’t we? I think this suit, how- 
ever, would fit a boy we are educating, so we will 
hold it out. 

There’s a bundle of canes. Oh, your husband 
says they are too good to throw away and so 
you just keep them? We’ve not sent anything 
in a long time to the Sunshine Home for Aged 
Men. I'll pay the ve ii og on this bundle of 
canes and sticks and we’ll have the old men 
draw for them. Won’t they have a fine time! 

I wouldn’t give all those half-worn shoes to the 
junk-man. Here’s a family with children of all 
ages, from two to twelve. They were in one of 
last spring’s floods and lost everything. Now the 
shoes would be all right until they can afford to 
buy new ones. No, | don’t want that good pair. 
Your little boy can wear them yet. All you must 
do is to pass on what you are not using. There 
must be no sacrifice in what we are sending away. 
The beauty of our work is allowing the article 
to serve its life out—not to die of idleness. A 
coat is made to be worn as a coat, and if your 
boy outgrows his, and if you are a Sunshiner, 
you will hunt up a little boy whom it fits. 

That baby carriage! Your baby has out- 
grown it? I promised one to the district nurse 
only a few days ago, for I felt sure that I would 
run across one somewhere not in use. It cost 
fifteen dollars! Well,so much the better—it will 
last the longer for the district nurse. 

aX 
O YOU know I'd love to call like this every 
month on some one? Now let us go up in 

the garret. We’ll find a gold mine there. 
Here are several calls for satchels—one for a 

missionary, one for a school-teacher in the coun- 
try, and this other is for a woman who sells 
coffee from door to door to support herself and 
her little boy. She is a cripple, but she makes a 
good living. Can’t I have that satchel with the 
handle off? She will make another handle, and 
it is just what she needs. 

Where’s that box of old school-books? Here 
is a country school where the children would be 
glad to have them. Some of the boys can attend 
only three days in the week, and in those books 
they could study at home. One boy, a cripple, 
lives on a farm with his aunt, and he is trying to 
keep up with his friends who go to school. Let 
us send him a few books too. 

And now let us take this box of odds and ends 
that you don’t want, and pack them up and send 
them to a young woman who is at the head of a 
small branch. She has the poor boys and girls 
of her neighborhood come to her once every two 
weeks, just for the sake of giving them a social 
evening. She can open this box and let them 
take out the things they would like to have. I 
have done that once or twice, and she says the 
evenings are never to be forgotten, for the pleas- 
ure they create. Really it is lots better than to 
have them put away in the garret. 

I don’t suppose you have got this? ‘A mis- 
sionary has lost his horse, and lives miles away 
from his church and wants a horse.’”’? Don’t get 
discouraged —I may get the horse, because I shall 
write to the nearest stables and ask if there isn’t 
somewhere a,horse too old to work, but which 
would be perfectly capable of taking this min- 
ister to his church. He will give it a good home. 
I will get the horse, never fear. 

You say we’ve not gone over half the things 
that you could pass on, but our time is up 
and I must gc! Neither have I checked off a 
one-hundredth part of the names in this ‘‘cheer 
book.’ V’ll tell you what to do. Set aside a box 
of some kind for your Sunshine things, and when 
you come across something that you are inclined 
to tuck away because you’ve no place for it put 
it into this box and when it’s full tell me what 
things you have and I’ll tell you where they are 
needed. You will have great pleasure in this 
giving and will thereafter understand thoroughly 
that the secret of Sunshine is ‘‘passing on.” ~ 

NOTE —In addressing Mrs. Alden, President-General 
of the International Sunshine Society, at 96 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City, regarding Sunshine matters, will our 
readers kindly bear in mind that invariably a stamp should 
be inclosed for a reply? Otherwise, Mrs. Alden has to 
answer correspondents at the expense of her work. 

| 
| 
| 
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The Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 

Guaranteed 
Karpen Upholserea Furniture 

The interior shown in the above illustration is a suggestion of the beauty which 
may be expressed in the home through Karpen Furniture. 

Of rarely artistic design and sturdy make Karpen Furniture imparts to your 
home an air of substantial worth and alluring comfort. 

To furnish the new home or refurnish the old, Karpen Furniture will delight 
you with its beauty—and surprise you with its satisfactory prices. 

Leading dealers everywhere will be glad to show you their regular Karpen 
stock, as well as many choice, specially selected Chairs, Rockers, Davenports, 
Couches and Three-Piece Suites. These and many authentic reproductions of 
famous Period Furniture, French, English, Flemish, Colonial, Mission and 
correctly styled modern designs are 

Illustrated and Described in Karpen Style Book ‘‘L.S.”’ 
which will be sent you free on request. This large 64-page book contains over 
500 photographic illustrations with descriptions and prices of Karpen Guaranteed 
Upholstered Furniture. Send for the Style Book today—it will enable you to 
make a wise selection. It will tell you how to know genuine grain leather from 
the cheap, split and imitations so commonly used. 

It will show you how to detect fraud so easily hidden in upholstered furniture 
by unscrupulous makers and how to know the genuine—Karpen Furniture. 

Remember, that Karpen reproductions are exact— Karpen construction is lasting— 
Karpen alone puts a guarantee and trade-mark on upholstered furniture—Karpen Ster- 
ling leather is the tough oz/side of the hide—Karpen fabrics are harmonious in color 
and honest in material— Karpen springs are specified by the United States Government. 

Write for free book “‘L. S.”’ today. We will send you with this book the name of a 
dealer who will make you a special introductory price. 

Karpen Bldg., CHICAGO 
S. Karpen KX Bros. Karpen Bldg., NEW YORK 

World’s Largest Makers of Fine Upholstered Furniture 

Guaranteed 
Upholstered 

atee Weatty 
_CHICAGO-NEW YORK 

1 RADE-MARK | 

Sixty Nights of RESTFUL 
Sleep FREE 

IRSCHMAN Mattresses range in price from $9 to $50. Regardless 
of price they are superior to any line made or sold by any maker 
anywhere. And to prove this to your own satisfaction, we make 

the following liberal offer : 

60 NIGHTS FREE TRIAL 
To Prove Their Comfort and 
Superiority — To Satisfy Your- 
self that You Are Getting Your 

Money’s Worth 

Your Dealer will Supply You 
OST does not determine the value of a 
mattress. Comfort does. Don’t buy a 
pig in a poke—or a mattress ‘‘on faith.” 

There are lots of good mattresses made — 
so far as appearance and quality of material 
goes. But there is only one 
Hirschman quality of comfort. 
Hirschman beds combine 
quality of material, construc- 
tion and workmanship with 
rest-giving comfort. If they 
did not, we could not offer to a Se 
let you sleep on a Hirschman a a a ee ae ee 
Mattress 60 nights free. 

Your dealer will send a Hirschman 
mattress to your home— put it on your 
bed —and let you sleep on it 60 nights 
free. This is absolutely without ex- 
pense, for if you are not fully satisfied 
— if you do not want to keep it after 
60 nights’ trial—say so to your dealer — 
he will come and take it away and 
return your money without protest. We 
do not want you to keep a Hirschman 
mattress unless you are fully satis- 
fied with it. 

Write today for the Hirschman Book, 

Look for this a Mark 
See that this is on Every Mattress or 

Upholstered Spring You Buy 

The Hirschman Guarantee 
Protects You 

ie 2 2 se as as Se me EP 
P ear eae ge oe ae = a so oe pet ga ge Tee 
Pee Se SS se se me a se oS ei 

on tagagne 

$ 0 OC Hirschman’s “Imperial” 
4 50 pounds Cotton Felt Mattress 

Built of extra quality cotton felt. Eacl yer 

“The Story of a Good Bed *’—will be hand laid by experts—snowy white, guar eed 
sent you free forthe asking. It tells how : free from all foreign substances. Biscuit tufted. 
and of what materials the Hirschman Closely stitched on border with imperial edge. Upholstered it ity 

Line is made. Illustrates and describes design and delicate tints of high grade satin finish or art ti Ife 

all our mattresses, enables you to make » 
a wise selection. Write for it today — Ifirschman cotton felt mattresses range in price thus: $9, #1 2.75, 

so that you may take early advantage $14, $16.50. Hirschman Upholstered Spring Mattresses $20, $30, 
of our 60 nights’ trial offer. $40 and $50. From a simple, good quality, cotton felt mattress the 

You can order today from this adver- ; finest sanitary double-decked Turkish Upholstered spring, wit! est 
tisement. Our guarantee protects you. curled hair mattress. Write for Catalog D and full descriptions. 

The J. C. Hirschman Company 
Department D Indianapolis, Indiana 

If Your Dealer Can’t Show You The Hirschman Line, Write Us and 
We Will See that You are Promptly Supplied with Just What You Want 

a 
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Allow free action of the lungs, at the 
same time giving the desired restraint to 
the figure. 

Bring the weight of the clothing upon 
the shoulders—support the back, abdomen 
and waist. Beautify the form, and give 
perfect comfort. 

<4 Ferris Waists are of all styles and shapes 
Style % ~'D Price necessary to properly fit all ages from s 

- Childhood to Womanhood 

Comfortable as an undervest, yet holding 

the figure in beautiful, easy, graceful lines. 

Inferior imitations are sometimes sold as 
Ferris Waists. Protect yourself by look- 
ing for the name FERRIS on the front of 
each waist. Every garment is guaranteed. 

For Sale by All Leading Dealers 
Write for Free Ferris B ook, 
“30 Years of Good Sense.’ 

—J rice le X 

sf NS THE FERRIS BROS. COMPANY 2” 

6 mos. to 14 yrs. 

Cambric, trimmed with lace. 

For Misses 8 to 12 yrs. 
Button front, laced back. 

Fine quality Jean. Young Ladies’ Waist, plaited 
Double ply, nicely — 341 Broadway, New York busts. Specially adapted to 

Sizes 21 to 28 inches. growing girls 12 to 17 yrs. 

200,000 WOMEN 
Helped Lae Gs this Cabinet nines saver 

oi Hoosier Mfg. Co., New Castle, Ind. 

ie Send me your catalogue of this 
~\. “woman’s cabinet,” also cory The 

i | Bi Hoosier “\. of your guarantee. 

al r Kitchen Cab- 
F inet is the cream N Name bs sepa ceipaveyocsecgededdedecsses 

of the ideas of MA SISEPGRE sclgelatyavesicthcsccooeess. 
200,000 practical 
housekeepers, who by es chante matataa 

’ their suggestions and 
helps in the last ten years 
have made it what it is — 
better than a man’s invention 
of a woman’s article, because 
it was perfected by practical 
women for their own use, com- 

pletely filling their own needs. 

The Hoosier 
Kitchen Cabinet 

Solid Oak can be distinguished by its trade mark, which 
Fisws Bin means it is a saver of kitchen work, sold under 
and Sifter a double guarantee of satisfaction — one from the furniture merchant 
Sugar Bin and another from us—an old established and reliable manufacturing 
Extension Top concern, with a reputation to maintain. Unlike other cabinets, the 
Metal Drawers wood is solid oak, which we guarantee will not warp or split in the 

changing heat of the kitchen. If it is oak it will last. 
Finished in four coats— not affected by See this ‘‘woman’s cabinet’’— her very 

water or steam. own ideas in labor-saving conveniences 
Ask the furniture merchant if he will —at a price lower than others and 

guarantee cabinets madeof Gum, Elm, doubly guaranteed besides. Do.not make 
etc., of which 95 per cent of other cab- your labor unnecessarily hard by doing 
inets are made. without a Hoosier any longer than you 

200,000 women have made it the most haveto. Get one now and save somewhere 
convenient cabinet in the world and have else. Did you ever see a man do unneces- 

insisted on the money saving flour bin sary work three times a day to save a few 
and sifter (located exactly where we have dollars for a labor-saving machine? Not 
it, so none will be wasted); mouse and much. Why should a woman? 
bug proof bread and cake drawers (metal OUR GUARANTEE 
lined) ; the dust proof sugar bin, extension We guarantee the Hoosier price is $3.00 to $10.00 
working table top, etc., really makes Pires phy. 4 pig prone, Serre prin mi wg so A and 

: nish and if after 3 ays'tria e purchaser fin any 

kitchen work a pleasure. ' just cause for complaint and we cannot correct to your 
The Hoosier is a money saying and satisfaction we will see that your money is refunded. 

labor-saving machine. You will be safe We have a reputation to maintain — our cabinets 
in selecting a kitchen cabinet that 200,000 must be all right. Why take any chances? Write for Y F 

: our handsome catalogue to- 

practical women have effected. day. It has some sugges- 

Send for a catalogue. No matter _ tions that will make 
whether you can see a cabinet at afurni- [y°TY womans 

ee kitchenwork eas- 
ture dealer’s in your own town or not. ier and shorter, 

THE HOOSIER MANUFACTURING CO. 
Established 1891 

Factory and Sore Gmce, —— New Come, toa. ott 
exington Ave. ( ce Only) New Yo y. 

Branches: {4339 10th Bt, (Ofiice Only) Ban ¥ranciaeo, Gal, 
Trade Mark 

The Only Salt That Always 
Flows Freely 

UST tip the shaker and out flows Shaker 
Table Salt— every time. Think how much 

/ this means in convenience and trouble sav- 
ing—think how much annoyance it saves for 
you — your family —and your guests. 

Not only in convenience but in “saltiness,” savor 
and purity as well, Shaker Table Salt 
is far superior to ail other table salts. 

Because we are sole owners of the 
only process of salt refining —the 
only process which removes the 
dangerously unhealthjul 
impurities natural to 
salt, which, therefore, 
are ‘always’ present in 
all salt except ours. 

E will gladly send you Government Proof 
of this on request, and your physician 
will explain the dangers of Gypsum 

(Plaster of Paris) found in all salt e xcept that 
produced by our patented refining process. 

If your grocer 
Free does not sell 

: Shaker Tuble 
And Shaker Table Salt is the ony table salt Salt, send us his and your 

that is properly packed and protected —comes — Gwy name and address, and 
to you in the ov/y convenient and sanitary salt- we willsend youa generous 
box with patented spout for filling salt shakers sample of Shaker Table Salt 
without bother or waste — this box is air-tis ght, +. a miniature carton which 
water-proof, dust and dirt-proof, germ and 7; alao an dadividual eatt 
odor-proof — keeping Shaker Table Salt pro- shaker. a double value cou- 
tected from the contaminating germs, odors, pon roy apply on a genuine 
impurities of the grocery and kitchen which ‘ cut glass salt shaker (illus- 
all bag salt must absorb. trated above), a booklet 

Get Shaker Table Salt from your grocer’ which tells you things you 
today—1o cents a box—costs about 10 cents need to know about salt, and 
a year more than common, rank, sharp, Government Proof of the Su- 
bitter-tasting, coarse, gritty, soggy, lumpy, fertor Quality, St ength and 
dangerously impure salt. Purily of our Salt. 

The Diamond Crystal Salt Co., Station I-5, St. Clair, Mich. 
Shaker Table Salt, Diamond Crystal Cooking Salt. Makers of 

The Only Salt 99 7-10 per cent Pure 

—Proved Best by Government Test 

oe. “Saltiest”— Purest Salt 

Preserving-Day 
Essential 

Pure Refined Paraffine 
is necessary to ensure the 
keeping qualities of your 

preserves,catsups and jellies. 

It positively excludes all air 
and prevents mold, keeping the 

contents of jars, bottles and glasses 
sweet and wholesome until needed. 

Pure Refined 

PARAFFINE 
is very easy to use. To seal jars, simply dip them in a pan of 
melted Paraffine after contents have cooled, and tops have been 
screwed on. Cork catsup bottles tightly and dip cork ends in 
melted Paraffine. Just pour melted Paraffine on jellies, and no 
paper tops or covers are necessary. 

Pure Refined Paraffine can also be 
used for adding gloss to starched 

Sealing 
Fruit 
Jars 

‘ A ; Sealing 
things; for making washing and ely 
° ° ° . sses 

ironing easy; for imparting a — 

beautiful finish to floors; and 
for a hundred and one 

other household purposes. 

Sold by your 
grocer in 7 
handy cakes 
at a price 
that makes 
it poor 
economy to 
be without it 
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Lehn & Fink’s: 
Talcum Powder 

is His Comfort 

Freedom from 
chafing and 

prickly heat, and 
a cool, soft, satiny 
skin, come from 
its use. 

The lightest, 
“finiiiest 

smoothest and 
most delightfully 
perfumed of all 
talcum powders. 

Large 
Glass 
Jar— 

5 inches 

high— 

with 
sifter 

top 

Ask 
Your 
Druggist 
Sold by druggists in large 5-inch, sifter-top, 

GLASS jars at 25c. If your druggist has none 
in stock, ask him to order some of his whole- 
saler. He will readily do so at your request. 

Write Us for Free Sample 
To show the fine quality and unique per- 

fume of Lehn & Fink’s Talcum, we will gladly 
send you a trial package free, if you will send 
your name and address. <A postal will do. 

Lehn & Fink, 121 William St., New York 

HAIR BOOK FREE 
Every woman should have this . Write for it 

book. It tells how to preserve Maco Today 
the natural beauty of the hair— 
how to regain this beauty if it 
has been lost, and how toacquire 
it. Compiled from best author- 
ities. This book also lists all 
of our latest 

Paris Fashions in 
Hair Dressing 

AT THE 
LOWEST PRICES 

Extra short stem switches, well 
made of good quality hair and to 

Hair Goods match any ordinary shades, at 
Postpaid the following special prices: 

O8 ap- 2o0z.,20in. Switch . $ .95 
proval. 20z.,22in. Switch . 1.25 
Pay 2% oz., 24 in. Switch 2.25 
when 20 in. Light Weight 

Wavy Switch. . . 2.50 
og Our 28 in. Wavy Switch 5.65 

Featherweight Stemless 
Switch, 22 in., Natural 
Wav 4 eee 

200 other sizes and grades 
ofSwitches 50c to $25.00 

Pompadour, Natural 
iar PF 

8 Coronet Puffs, Curly 3.45 
Wigs, Ladies’ and Men's 

$6.50 to $60.00 

Send sample of your hair and 

describe article you want. 
We will send prepaid Ou 4/- 

proval. Mf you find it perfectly 

satisfactory and a bargain, remit 
the amount. If not,return to us. 

Rare, peculiar and gray shades 
are a little more expensive; 

write for estimate. 
Our Free Catalog also con- 

tains valuable directions on 
“*The ProperCareoftheHair.” 
Write us today. 

PARIS FASHION COMPANY 
Dept. 19, 209 State St., Chicago, Ill, 
Largest Mail Order Hair Merchants in 

the World. 

**Devices for Hanging Up 
the Little Things’’ 

Moore Push-Pins 
Moore Push-Points 
Moore Push-Tacks 
Moore Push-Buttons 

You've used the celebrated Moore Glass Push-Pins 
—the last three are younger generations of the 

PUSH family. The distinctive feature of them all— 
the fine quality STEEL Points! This quartette covers 

the entire decorative field from the picture of several 
pounds to the small post-card, and all without dis- 
figuremeut to walls or wood-work. All sizes and colors, 

from 10c per % doz. to 10c for 4 doz. 
At stationery, hardware and drug stores or 10 cents 

will bring you full assortment and particulars. 

MOORE PUSH-PIN CO.,137 S. 11th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
— 

Ornamental Fence 
25 Designs, All Steel 

Handsome — cheaper than wood — 
more durable. ial prices to 
churchesand cemeteries. Don't buy a 

fence until you get our free catalogue. 
KOKOMO FENCE MACHINE CO. 

408 North Street, Kokomo, Indiana 
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THE GIRLS’ CLUB 
Another Privilege for Members 

OU know the adage —‘‘ Next to 
} the pleasure of making money 

is the pleasure of saving it.” 
Our Club was formed ‘‘With one 
idea: to make money,” but now it is 

to be extended so as to help you to save it also. 
I suppose that most of our members spend 

their money about as soon as they earn it—you 
know girls are not particularly strong when it 
comes to saving—but a lot of them have saved 
their earnings with a view to some day having a 
ood big sum for some special object, and I 
Cow of scores who are saving ‘‘just for a rainy 
day.” Every few days some girl writes to me for 
advice as to how to invest her earnings so that 
they may yield some income. Of course I can- 
not take the responsibility of giving advice of 
this sort, and I asked our good friends on 
‘FHE JouRNAL how to answer such inquiries. 
They thought it over for a day or two and said: 

‘*Tell the members that any one of them 
who so desires may hereafter deposit with the 
Company all money earned through her memter- 
ship and reccive thereon interest at the rate of five 
per cent. per annum,” and so I pass along the 
news toyou. That is, any member may hereafter 
send to the Company through the Club any 
money earned through her membership and re- 
ceive interest on all such deposits at the rate of 
five per cent. a year. The privilege is open only 
to members of the Club, and extends only to 
money earned through it. Nothing more than 
that can be accepted. 

Each depositor will receive a book in which all 
deposits will be entered. Interest will be added 
and compounded at regular intervals, and, of 
course, the money can be withdrawn at any time, 
in part or in whole. Of course this is only a very 
brief outline of the plan, for I have not room here 
to go into all the details, but any member can 
learn all about it by writing for the information. 

It would scem that this generous offer thus 
rounds out and completes our Club, for not only 
can a girl now earn money through it, but she can 
also save it and make it earn interest. Judgin 
from the many letters which I have Fecelved 
asking for advice as to how to save money, this 
new opportunity must be a very welcome addi- 
tion to our list of privileges, and I shall be 
greatly disappointed if in a short time hundreds 
of our girls are not taking advantage of it. 

The offer is open to any member of our Club, 
but do not send the money until you have writ- 
ten for and received a booklet which I have, 
telling you just what to do. 

as 
T IS just five years ago this month that 
‘THE JOURNAL announced the formation of our 

Club and turned it over to us. When I started to 
write our column this month I was tempted to 
moralize a little and to quote some figures, but 
I will forbear, and instead will just tell you of 
a very pleasant reminder of those first days of 
our Club which I had a few days ago. 

The first letter addressed to The Girls’ Club 
after its formation had been announced in 
THE JOURNAL was from a girl in New York City, 
and I have always keptit. ‘The writer said that she 
had come to the city from a town in the interior of 
the State a year before for the purpose of taking 
an art course, that she had enough money to pay 
for instruction and board, but almost nothing 
more, and that any plan which would enable her 
to earn money would, as she expressed it, be 
‘*Heavenly,” for it would save asking for money 
from the folks at home. 

For nearly two years this girl earned an aver- 
age of about three dollars a week by giving an 
occasional leisure hour to the Club work, and 
then I heard no more from her until I got this 
recent reminder. This time she wrote: ‘‘If you 
remember me at all you may be interested to 
know where I am sad what I am doing. Well, 
at the end of three years of hard work I was 
given a year’s scholarship in recognition of what 
the committee were kind enough to call ‘unusual 
progress.’ Of course that relieved me of the ex- 
pense of my tuition and gave me for myself the 
money which I had expected to pay for it. That 
made smooth sailing, and I stopped earning 
money through The Girls’ Club, though, of 
course, I did not lose interest in it. At the end 
of the year I was making considerable money 
by illustrating for magazines and newspapers, 
and each year since I have gone on improving 
and increasing my earnings until I now feel that 
my future is reasonably assured. It is possible 
that I should have struggled through in some 
way without the help cf the Club, but it cer- 
tainly smoothed my way and I shall always be 
grateful to it.” 

I have cften wondered just what became of 
our one ‘charter member,” and I know that you 
will be as interested as I am in her success. 

Et 
ND now about autumn plans. If I should 
tell you what amount of money our girls have 

made this summer through the weekly-salary 
offer announced last spring I fear you would 
have a suspicion that I was ‘‘stretching it.’ 
This much I will tell you: the amount of money 
earned by members this summer has been more 
than double the sum earned last summer. Some 
members who a year ago earned small sums 
“just for fun,” this summer earned enough to 
take extended vacation trips; many new mem- 
bers for the first time in their lives had sufficient 
**nin-money” to buy some of the thousand and 
one things which every girl wants and which to 
older eyes sometimes seem “‘ useless.”’ 

Of course, every member is now wondering 
whether she is to have equal opportunities for 
money-making after the first of October, which 
was the date announced last spring when this 
plan would expire. Many have written to find 
out what plans are in contemplation. I can’t go 
into details now, but will just tell you that in next 
month’s issue will be announced a plan which 
during the entire winter will offer to our girls 
opportunities for earning a larger amount of 
money than ever before. You will have to wait 
for the details until then. 

All the privileges connected with our Club are 
open to any girl in America. The only quali- 
fication necessary is a desire to earn money, and 
if any girl has that she need only send a line of 
inquiry addressed to 

THE GirLs’ CLuB 
TuHE Lapres’ HoME JOURNAL 

PHILADELPHIA 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 

Enameled Tin 
The Latest and Best Container for 

HEINZ 
Preserved Fruits 

Interior 
of golden 
enamel ! 

Sealed 
without solder ! 

These are the important features which make the 
Heinz Enameled Tin superior to all other containers for re- 

taining the delicious fresh fruit flavor of Heinz Fruit Preserves. 

Don’t put up your own; get Heinz! 
Heinz Preserves have every quality of home goodness, with 
the many added benefits resulting from our exclusive facilities 
for securing the best materials and our long experience in pre- 
paring them the best way. Not the ordinary canned fruits, 
but the same rich, heavy-syrup preserves you have heretofore 
purchased in glass and stone crocks. 

Made from only the finest selected fruits preserved 
with pure granulated sugar—the whole 

process being one of Heinz characteristic 
cleanliness and exactness. All kinds. 

Let us send booklet. 

H. J. HEINZ COMPANY, 

New York — Pittsburgh — Chicago — London 

Soft steady restful light 
Where reading and writing are to 

be done, and where an artistic effect 

is considered, no other artificial light is 

comparable to that of a good lamp. 

But — lamp-chimneys that do not 

fit, cause endless annoyance from 

smoke and smell] and 

flickering light. 

MacsetH lamp-chimneys fit and 

insure perfect combustion, full illu- 

mination, and light of the soft, steady, restful 

quality that is the unique charm of lamp light. I make 

a chimney to fit every style and size of lamp and burner, 

and my name is on it. Get the right one for your 

lamp. My Index, sent free, will tell you which one. 

MAcsBETH lamp-chimneys are made of lamp-chimney glass that will not break 

from heat, and that is clear as crystal. My name is on every one. Address 

M AcBETH, Pittsburgh. 
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———E BURSON 
FASHIONED 
HOSE 

The 

Burson 

is 

the 

only 

hose 

s ha ped pad 

without “oe 

: have 
seam 

SHAPED FOOT 

Above we show the BURSON and the “* others’’— 
turned inside out—note the difference. 

The Burson stocking is knit to shape 
in leg, ankle, heel, foot and toe without 
seam, corner or uneven thread any where. 
It keeps its shape. 

Burson stockings can be had in Col/on, 
Lisleand Mercerized—and in all weights 
—a complete line of Women’s Hose in 
all sizes and qualities. Made in Rib 
tops and out sizes also. 

Prices range from 25c up to 50c a pair. 
All dealers should have the BURSON. 

If your dealer hasn't, write us. 

Rockford, Ill. BURSON KNITTING CO., 

RIXDORFER 
Parkett Floor Covering 

(It comes in rolls 78 inches wide.) 

The ideal floor covering for every 
room in the home—reception hall, 
dining room, living room, library, bed- 
rooms, bathrooms. 

Better than Carpets or Hardwood Floors 
—more sanitary, durable and beautiful, 
less expensive and far easier to keep clean. 

Send for Free Booklet 

showing beautiful lithograph reproductions of 
this new floor covering in parquetry designs and 
natural wood colors. Write to Dept. C. 

P. O. JUDSON & CO. 
16 East 17th Street New York City. 

lintensinisnian 

“Stork” Pants 
(Trade-Mark Registered) 

WATERPROOF 
Keep Baby’s Dresses Cry and Sweet 

sutton neatly over regular diaper. 
Made of ‘*‘ Stork ’’ Sheeting —a rub- 

berless, water-proof fabric, light as 

linen. Easily cleansed. Aseptic and 

lygienic. 50c a pair. 
Suld by dry goods dealersthrough 

out the United States. 

“STORK” SHEETING 
by the yard, $1.00 and 4% 
$1.50. ‘‘ Stork’’ Catch- 
All-Bibs, 50c. ‘‘Stork’’ \\ 
Diaper Bags (black and 
white check) 50c. Ii your 
dealer hasn't ‘* Stork’’ 
goods, send to us STO ate 

FREE — For your dealer's © 
name — Baby Sponge Bag, made of 
** Stork *’ Sheeting, as a useful sam- 
ple also descriptive booklet 

THE STORK CO., 72 Broad St., Dept. 1-S, Boston, Mass. 
(Also Mfrs. ** Stork’’ Absorbent Diapers) 

“28 INCHES WIDE 
Fleeced Back Fast Colors 

crade printed fabrics for wrappers, 7pRpapg 
treet gowns, dressing sacks, r 

‘waists and dresses for children. 
Acknowledged the best of their class. 
Variety of patterns. 
Retail prices of both, 10c per yard. 

; Besure that the tickets all bear the name 
> - 

Hig! 
house 

Shirt-w 

MARK | 
Tf your home retailer will not supply you, write to 

JOY, LANGDON & CO., Manufacturers’ Agents 
Boston and New York 

Improved Finish Fast Colors 
36 INCHES WIDE 

he makers, the familton Manufacturing Co, f& 

MY EXPERIENCE ON A 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18) 

as a private citizen, by using some of the priv- 
ileges I had as a member of the Board, be 
possibly of some slight service. So I proposed 
to the Principal that I give a monthly talk to 
the pupils, not necessarily because I claimed 
to be an authority on the subjects I proposed 
to touch upon, but because I hoped that the 
enthusiasm of the pupils might be stimulated. 
My idea was to arouse the spirit of school life. 
A suggestion for the first talk was the current 
events of the past month. 

The Principal thought it might be a good 
thing. He wasn’t quite sure. I then spoke of it 
to some of the members of the Board. They 
thought it might be a good thing. But they 
weren’t quitesure. The Principal’s doubt about 
it arose from his fear that it might take the atten- 
tion of the pupils. away from their ‘‘legitimate” 
interests. His objection might be formulated as 
follows: The school term consists of so many 
days of so many hours each. To get through wit 
the courses of study prescribed by the State it is 
necessary that the attention of the pupils should 
not be distracted by any outside interests. 

This seemed logical, but being a radical I was 
not to be turned aside. I persisted. I gave my 
talk. None of the other members of the Board 
was present. Later this talk was followed by 
others. A course of regular lectures is now pro- 
posed for next year. 

Thus in three ways during my first term as a 
-member of the Board I endeavored to awaken an 
interest in the subject of education, outside of the 
purely perfunctory duties attendant upon the 
office. I failed in two and only partly succeeded 
in the third. I must not, however, forget to men- 
tion the fourth. 

An art fund had been established, and as there 
was some money in the treasury, and more was 
being raised by popular contribution, I was 
deputed to select two statues to go in the front 
hall. I was rather in favor of the Hermes of 
Praxiteles for one, but after considerable discus- 
sion we finally decided that the Apollo Belvedere 
should grace one end of the hall and the Venus 
de Milo the other. These two noble statues, of 
heroic size, are now a part of our regular school 
life. ‘Toraise the additional money necessary to 
buy these statues the parents were asked to 
contribute. Each pupil was requested to bring 
ten cents, if his or her parents were willing. 
There was no compulsion. 

The Solution Lies Largely with Women 

ROM what I have written my readers will 
doubtless be willing to admit that what I 

have done for the past three years is to make a 
nuisance of myself, without accomplishing any- 
thing. And the event proved that the people 
of the district so regarded it. For recently | 
came up again for reélection. On the eve of this 
election a strong opposition party developed. 

“‘It has long been thought,” read the circular 
issued by this party, ‘‘that the personnel of the 
present Board should be changed.” The italic 
are mine. 

I got in by two votes. Doubtless next time, if 
my pernicious activity continues—and I promise 
them it shall—I shall be snowed under. 

The result of my experience leads me to offer 
the following suggestions: 

The solution of the question lies largely with 
the women of every community. Until they are 
willing to take a personal interest in the schools, 
and by their influence to raise the standard of 
public sentiment, the school question in this coun- 
try will remain where it is now: in the hands of 
hurried business men, conscientious in the per- 
functory performance of their duty, but unable 
to introduce any real reform. 

In every community of any importance there 
is now a woman’s club. Let this club include in 
its duties some practical interest in school affairs. 
I do not mean that they need necessarily meddle 
in school affairs or attempt to do things that are 
better done by trained employees. I mean simply 
that their mental attitude toward the school 
should be an interested one. Just the thought 
that the good women of a community are willing 
to put on this subject will make all the difference 
between slipshod educational methods that con- 
front us today and a higher standard. 

Take Grievances Before a Committee 

O MUCH from the outside. From the inside 
it must he remembered that members of 

SZoards of Education are usually hard-headed 
business men, who are not supposed or required 
to take an active interest in the running of the 
school. Their duty requires them to see that 
those in charge of the school are fitted for their 
task and fulfill the letter of the law. They meet 
once a month—or oftener if necessary—to pass 
bills, to keep up the equipment of the school 
buildings, and to direct, in a businesslike way, 
the general management of the school. They 
do not go into matters of detail. ‘They are not 
supposed to, and it is better that they should not. 

This much, however, can be done: Every 
3oard of Education should appoint an informal 

committee, to be called the Citizens’ Committee. 
This committee should be formed for the pur 
pose of conferring with the parents or other inter 
ested citizens in regard to all school matters. 

If a parent has a grievance against the school 
nine times out of ten he will not go before the 
3oard to air it, but he will talk about it to his 

neighbors. But if he can talk about it informally 
and confidentially with this committee many 
questions, which at the time seem of slight import 
ance, will be given a proper discussion. In this 
way the entire community will come in direct 
touch with the school, and all unjust criticism 
will be silenced. 

Then I believe that twice a year there should be 
a meeting of the members of the Board of Edu 
cation and all the staff of the school. This meet 
ing should, ina sense, be a formal one, and should 
have a definite purpose. Educational subjects 
should be assigned and papers read, and a general 
discussion should follow. Members of the Board 
will thus have an opportunity to enlighten them 
selves about many subjects which they have hith- 
erto ignored, and to discover the individual stand- 
point of the teachers. Ideas will be exchanged, 
and the whole spirit of the school management 
will cohere. This meeting should preferably be 
held in the evening, when all can be present. 

The BELDING 
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Silk Sewed Seam. 
WILL STAND 
A BULL DOG STRAIN 

SEWED WITH 
COT TON 

a 

02399 
THIS iS TO CERTIFY THAT 

pi 
= {Aer 
Pree SILK 

GUARANTEED NOT TO 

BELDING BROS & CO. 

~~ 

“Seams are not always what they seem!” 

The BELDING LOCK TAG attached to the article you 
purchase is a guarantee that the seams are sewed with 

BELDING’S 
“The Very Best” 
Articles not bearing this 
tag are probably sewed 
with cotton or cheap silk. 

BELDING BROS. & CO. 
Silk Manufacturers 

NEW YORK AND BRANCHES 

PRIZE 
MEDAL SILK 

For Home Sewing ask for 
the BELDING BRAND 
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Triumph Violet 

/ 

? ~ Perfumer 7 Lhe Particular — 

expositions 

Bal 

’ You will be quick to take 

oe , of this offer, never before made with any 
of the famous Lorenz line. 

are six exquisitely fragrant, high- 
priced Lorenz perfumes: 

<< a 

Here 

Triumph 

Hexenblume 

Each has added largely to the fame of this long established house. 

Send us roc to help pay for the postage and packing, give 

us the name of your dealer, and we shall send you a liberal 
sample of the perfume you select, together with a P 

Special Atomizer Free 
Use the coupon and remember that 

we must have your dealer’s name 
or the atomizer will not be sent. 

THE GEORGE LORENZ CO. 

New York, N. Y. 

PERFUMES ARE THE SOULS OF 

ay ONES of culture and refined 
taste use a single scent of high 

degree, its delicate fragrance lending 

the final touch of charm. 

The George Lorenz perfumes were 
awarded the highest honors at five great 

This explains why they appeal to the ap- 

preciative everywhere—to 

recognize and enjoy distinctive quality. 

May We Send You 

vv Address 

FLOWERS 

in this country and France. 

those who 

a Sample? 
advantage 

Miracle of May 

Mountain Mist 
Rose 

se 
George 

E Lorenz Co 
New York, N.Y. 
Enclosed find 

10c tor a Sam.- 
ple bottle of 

perfume and One 

Free Atomizer. 

Address 

Dealer's name 
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Your Fall Suit THE CHAPERONING 
Made to Order by Larkin Co. OF S H EIT IT A 

eet Beet 

W i t h Oo u t & Oo S t (CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14) 

upon the intelligence which the butler had given 
; ™ oie | to her with the fish, and had, at each succeeding 

Wearing _Weane 33" course, amplified. At first it had been a mere | 

Apparel fe, on ae gee de Regen sg Miss Sheila, | 
and would you speak to her when convenient | 

BOOK AND | after dinner?” But as dish followed dish the | 

SAMPLES | whispered warning grew ever more sinister. 
‘*She says where is she to put them all, Miss? 

Mailed FREE They all come prepared to stop the night,” 
garnished Sheila’s piece of turbot. Later it was | 

You can clothe your- yee ‘She says that if one of them was a man or if 
self with the handsome, =F mate two of them was married she could maybe give 

dependable wearing- i a craw bh hly in di 
: . : “1: Sheila had never felt so thoroughly in disgrace 

apparel a Suits, Walking-Skirts, Furs, Milli- as she did when she at last ooaaht the thunder 
9 7 aye Rain Coats, ete. presence cf Mrs. O’Leary. Every member of 1 

—that is given with the the party in the drawing-room was intensely un- 
Larkin Products. Our |} | comfortable, and each, with perfect justice, held 
suits and skirts are tailor- her responsible. Miss Adelaide and Lawrence 
made, just as you order were enjoying themselves, but they were not 
them. In Furs we offer | in the drawing-room. They were out on the 

. jilit terrace, watching the moon wheeling slow] exceptional values — you twilit terrace, watching the moo 8 4 up behind the trees, and the soft laughter whic 
canpossessa Scarf, Muff punctuated their discourse made the gloom 
or Coat without cost. within doors almost palpable. 
Satisfaction guaranteed With the pleasant informality of the Irish serv- 
ornopay. Overa mil- ant the butler appointed himself to the committee 
lion satished customers. on sleeping arrangements and proposed the 

fi most extraordinary adaptations of apartment to 
F ap deny nda sy ta > guest. After much debate a plan was reached and 
ce a « idle ep- . 

weattanki ahd Tare: Sood the servants were sent staggering about the upper 
Specialties from us, the | regions under towering mattresses and pillows. } ’ g 
manufacturers, saves mid- | 
dlemen’s protits and ex- roa) | 
yenses. FKor$l0.00 Larkin 7 ; 
Factory-to-Family Deal- The Duchess and Miss Lytton had long ago 

ing gives you $10.00 worth announced their intention to go back to the 
; pd oon a, dhe sage Dower House, but her compassionate Grace had ’ 

$10.00 worth of reliable promised to stay with Sheila until the phalanx of : 

if Wearing-Apparel, Furni- chaperons should break and retire. About Paint 
t? 2 acted ag ont “*After that you will be safe until the morn- 

; remiums to select from. ing,” - ge rene _ ae I do —— For several months 

dear, that breakfast will be rather an ordeal. P , 
7 ete, Will’ you tell me,” she asked with her pretty we have been telling the users of paint how they can be 

smile, ‘‘why you played such a trick on us? To : eee? : ge a : : 
Coupon to think one had escaped the frumps and then to i of — Pui ‘ bey ee ye which to he their 

ind them gathered here?! ny? ses x . S ‘ ino 1 e > < 

Larkin Co. Buffalo, N.Y. “T can’t explain,” cried Sheila miserably. me actories, churches, oats, i conimami ar ments, 
12s Qt a), ae “You ~~ just believe that I never meant to do etc. The many letters of appreciation we have received 

y *.y Pesticide ain sable it. You do believe that? You must!” ; : : ° 
Seer mete ear acne eee! Rookies “But you asked them,” insisted the puzzled show how welcome the information has been. 
ing myself out of present cost of living. a nye s pt gh brcthers tell me that you —— great thine is heed biden just “her oe expect ot 

admit having asked them.” ; ' pe : 5 : “ - 

ae = “Oh, I = pe sor ol the girl answered, “‘but paint. To make a bad selection means thie Joss of the 

rs OO te oe : When a om one he things were going as cost of applying it as well as the cost of the material. Pune pecs te 

P.O. well as might ke among the bedrooms she ap- Perhaps youintend topaintthisFall.and have not yettried the Sis bes lglled bei 
ies G.P.67 | proached the scene of revelry again and encoun- simple blowpipetest. Write us for Test Equipment(S). It includes purity, but full 

tered upon the hall table a very forest of bedroom blowpipe, clear instructions and painting information—all free. weight of White 
| candlesticks which, for some seconds, gave her Lead. Our packages 

pause. She then went forward to her duty and NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY are not weighed 
discussed blankets with the Curate’s mother. wave ae pincer ed 

Gerald was playing some bright French ‘‘ chan- in whichever of the following cities is nearest you: the “aon nt of 
sons” at the piano, and the Duchess was listening New York, Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland, St. Louis; White Lead desig 
to Mrs. Dimmick’s fifteenth explanation of her Philadelphia John T. Lewis & Bros. Co.) ’ Pittsburgh (Nat'l Lead & Oil Co.) nated on the outside. 
presence in the Avonmere drawing-room when 
she should have been at the Dower House. | 
Desmond and the Doctor’s wife were playing | 
chess, and Owen was wandering about, like an 
uneasy but courteous spirit, from group to 

ere 
where the greatest pull | group. Every one was visibly longing for bed- 

comes, you want The Pin time, and Mrs. O’Leary would require at least 
You Can Depend Upon— | | half an hour’s grace. Lawrence and Adelaide 

| were still upon the terrace, and the Curate’s 
9 | mother, through the folds of her blankets, was 

| still disapproving of them. 
Then Lawrence, fer the second time that 

DUPI ] xX | evening, constituted himself herald. ‘‘There’s 

| ‘ 
e | ‘*Don’t let them in,” cried Sheila wildly. 

Safety Pin | ‘Oh, Lawrence, don’t let them in.”? And as the 

a carriage coming up the drive,” he announced. 

groups broke up she turned desperately to 
Made of extra quality | | Desmond, ‘‘I didn’t ask them, whoever they are. 
wire that withstands | | Indeed and indeed I didn’t.” 
severe strains. But there was no portcullis at Avonmere and ae 

Have the only effect- | | sounds of cordiality were already to be heard COMPACT ee on FLUFFY SR eo 
ive guard which pre- | | upon the terrace. Then the hall door opened, 
vents fabric catching in 
the coil. 
The needle point | | 

pierces the heaviest cloth. oo ° : 
The General and his wife were so amazed at 1s S Ows t e ] erence 

seeing their guests, and so busy concealing this 
amazement, that an appreciable season of calm 

} aS Si - ail HLEAVY—NOT WARM LIGHT, AND WONDERFULLY WAKM 
the butler’s voice rose IN SUFPFisec wel ome, and CROSS SECTION OF ORDINARY COMFORT (BEST QUALITY) MAIsH LAMINATED COTTON Down 
Lady Mary and the General were in the room. 

Send 4 cents in stamps 
today for an 8 cent sample 

card of assorted sizes. 

Consolidated Safety ae. was granted to Sheila before her father broke The Maish is wonderfully warmer, yet lighter than ordinary comforts. 
151 Farrand Street, out: ‘‘Upon my word! my dear Mary, we are rhese photographs show why. 
Bloomfield, N. J. ” 

ae the ni omagecse ven oe It is in the making. 
‘*They are quite well, I hope,’ began Sheila at eye ae one 2007 > “iS aminate , ; ‘t iS . = wide random. ‘‘Mother wrote that you were to FN ee without weight the Maish Laminated Cotton Down Comfort is 

a Retave hi are th Oye | spend the evening with them. We did not ex- made dailterently. 
pect By the wonderful new Maish process, the long fibres of the finest snow-white cotton 

Fyeglasses “‘Oh, they are all right,” said the General. | are separated, curled and then woven into one continuous, soft, downy piece, the exact 
a dl Pa saaee 9 ° fe Pa Tr ° : : 

“In fact they’re here, size of the finished comfort. The same fluffy thickness throughout—no lumps, no 
“Here!” echoed Sheila. ‘‘Here!” : me » 6 : : ht thin places. 

The newest style “‘Shur-On’’ : a | | “‘On the terrace with the children,” purred p> | at rt ke his filling is. w ill send y 4 niece On and off with one hand “a Lady Mary delightedly. ‘The night was so per- _ To show you how light, how buoyant this filling is, we will send you a picce. 
oe touching yo neta = fect that we persuaded them to drive out with us. Compress it. Then watch it expand! 
anea nger- piece does it, Oo , “ 4 . oe . ° “7 oe ~ ° “es 

objectionable coil springs that have omaagin en rw A — have por- You can see how different the Maish f//ing is, but — 
constantly break; no screws ast at cock-crow and be at the Kingston Fier as You can’t realize how luxuriously warm, how wonderfully light it makes the 
to work loose. ” early as if they had spent the night in town. ae er ? 
cane eg" Shur-Ons they 7 ‘“And where will they spend it?” Sheila heard Maish Com/fort— 

yracetu in a Parance anc | . Ne « Ate > rhy- « 2130y > nic Ie nf ine , aAWwU . , ‘tS hud Anmaly withoot piackinar herself asking as she looked at her corps of _You can’t appreciate what a delight the Maish is after ordinary heavy comlorts 
Get the genuine “‘Handy”’ Shur-On. Wm chaperons and thought of Mrs. O’Leary. until you ¢ry it. 
Backed by 44 years’ reputation. Ask “Where wi “y che : - . . ae ae ° . . . ‘ _ 
your optician.” Shapes to fit any nose. SS Where will they spend it, dear Lady Mother? It gives a sense of ease you can’t conceive of until you sleep under it! 
**Shur-On™ stamped on every mount- ae 1 shall arrange all that with O Leary pres- 

ang, Appystrateds DOOR wee. ently,” said the innocent Lady Mary. ‘But The new fall patterns are now on sale! Two splendid new poppy Maish 
E. Kirstein Sons Co., Dept. A, now I want you and the boys to be nice to Mrs. designs, Oriental and Shirley, and exquisite rose, daisy and chrys- ais 

Established 1864. Rochester, N.Y. Potter. She is very much interested in all of you. anthemum yagi in slikolene, sateen one —_ 04 sizes, Tang Comfort 

She remembers some of you as babies in India Te BETS TOE Fie Ee Oe Seo te eee ee Oe , ; . A, - ’ - anatnaite. ©). 0K ts : Crib. $2.50 ; IN SILK 
= | ‘They have no children of their own and live all | Bassinette, $1.25 aud up; Crib, $2.50 and up. ee re 

Bust and Hi Ss | by themselves in a great, many-chambered house | Look for the name and trade-mark sewn in silk to each SCARLET PO! 
p | in Arlington Street.” | comfort. Don’t accept a substitute—if your dealer hasn't fp AND BORDE! 

Every woman who attempts to makea | “London?” asked Sheila almost inaudibly. the Maish, write us. We shall give you the name of the rs ASK TO SEE IT 
dress or shirt waist immediately dis- |  «« Arlington Street. London?” ¥ dealer in your city who has, or supply you direct. Write 
covers how difficult it istoobtain agood | ee es ee ; é< : today for sample of the filling. 
Siby oe venshl sexing oe metond,” with I lo ne sure, 1g erg gg It will y 
herself forthe modeland alooking glass ye nice for you to know them when you go to r _o " . ~ A 
with which to see how it fits atthe back. | Jondon with Desmond.” . THe Cuas. A. MAtsu Co, y , 

b 951155 Rane Cc teas *INCINNATI 
And so it was at the end of a long and alarm- 1125-1155 BANK STREET, CINCINNAT 

| filled day that discovery came to Avonmere. It “The Perfection 
Adjustable Form” | was all over now. All the pleasant, friendly 

‘ , , _ | days, all the loving companionship with Lady 
does away with all discomforts and disappoint- Marv which had been so precious to the mother- 
ments in fitting, and renders the work of dress- | > %'2 “y : . ff 2 - 
making at once easy and satisfactory. This less counterfeit. All the jolly friendships with 
form can be adjusted to 50 different shapes and the four brothers. On the morrow the real 

sizes; also made Jonger and shorter at the waist ~ : 
fee viet co ticerad so suit any desired Sheila would be sent for and the Lady Rosnah 
skirt length. It is very easily adjusted, cannot would go back to Glencora and to the excite- a Maish 
get out of order and will x a lifetime. | ments of inspecting puppies and planning 5 mata 

Illustrated Booklet containing com- PR, we > 3 5 ° fs 7 FRE glete line of Deeas forme with prices. flower-beds. For Mrs. Potter of Arlington # ran ea 
iat titead Diese Ceeue' Colney Street was an old friend of the Earl of Creighton 
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HOME TRAINED 

NURSES 

Names and 
addresses below 

THE CHAUTAUQUA SCHOOL 
HAS SUCCEEDED 

BECAUSE — There is a world wide field for the activi- 
————_ ties of the Chautauqua Nurses. 

DECAUSE—We seek only such pupils as derive real 
ee and lasting benefit. We retain no dis- 

satisfied pupil. 

-You may try our Course and withdraw 
without expense if dissatistied for any 
reason. 

BECAUSE- 

BECAUSE 
——————__ are enthusiastic instructors. Our study 

Course is modern, practical, easily under- 
stood, and is spec jally adapted to the out- 
of-school student. 

PBECAUSE— Onrstudent nurses can earn during study. 

BECAUSE 
How to teach. The pupil’s interest is 
maintained by reciprocal interest and per- 
sonal encouragement. 

BECAUSE— We fix no age limit — 
—_———"_ age é 

BECAUSE— We enroll the trained nurse, the practical 
———__ nurse, and the beginner. 

BECAUSE — Ours is a helpful work to the physician, 
e———— the nurse and the patient. 

Our students aver- 

We have trained thousands of women in their 
homes, to earn $10 to $30 a week. Our method has 
been proven— its success admits of no question. 
S-nd today for 56 pp. explanatory Blue Book. 

stories of experience by 100 graduates and physicians. 

The Chautauqua School of Nursing 
315 Main Street, Jamestown, N. Y. 

‘‘l owe my success aS a nurse to the Chautauqua School.'’ Mrs. 
Mary E. Tilton, King Ferry, New York. 

‘| have all the work I can do—receive $25 a week."’ 
Virginia Avens, 488 Nostrand Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

‘* Before 1 took your course I earned $3a week, I now receive $15."’ 

Miss Fannie A. Hungerford, Chester, lowa. 

‘*On my last case | received §20 a week.’’ 
Stevick, 774 North 23rd St., 

5 

Mrs. Flizabeth W 

Philadelphia. Pa 

NANA 

Wu, 

Write for this Cook Book 
Do you know that Salmon—the best 

fish caught, is capable of being pre- 
pared ina great number of most uncom- 

mon and appetizing ways? 

Here is a beautifully illustrated 

Cook Book which tells you how. 
The very names of the good things 

told about in this book are enough to 

temptan epicure — Salmon fritters, Sal- 

mon cutlet, Salmon curry, Scrambled 

eggs with Salmon and many more 

recipes —all splendid and all possess- 

ing gveatfoodvalue, for Salmon isreally 

justas good as meatand movehealthful. 

Write for this free Cook Book 
let it be i 

and 
your guide to good eating. 

ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

We know not only WHAT to teach but 

Also interesting 

Miss 

FOR HOME MADE GARMENTS 
Use the fabrics made only by the 

King Philip Mills 
A FEW OF THEM BEING 

No. 200 Long Cloth 

No. 2611 Lady Cloth 
Comfort Cloth King Philip Cambric 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS 
ie Kefuse tl just as yood”’ and insist upon having 

KING PHILIP MILLS FABRICS : 

No. 2611 Nainsook 

the 

HANDIHOOK 
Have you seen this new hook? 
It’s the cleverest little device 
for hanging up things ever thought of. The 
Handihook is a hook that needs no hammering 
or screwing. All you dois to push it in with your 
thumb and there’s your hook. Isn‘tthat h mer? 

Andonceupsecurely, it holds 10 pounds. Leaves 
no marks, either. It's just the thing for hanging 

pictures, calendars, whisk 
brooms, coats, w peg 

skirts, kitch en utensils 
etc. Made in brass, oe 
metal, nickel 

ind itique copper, SDC desen 

Send 100 with your stationery or hard 
ware dealer's name for sampleassortment. 

A. GOERTZ &CO.,278 Morris Ave., Newark, N.J. 

ENGRAVED 100 for _| THz 30 
ING 

INVITATIONS 2720 |statzoxzey 
Each Additional Hundred $2.50 

vered free in the U. S. Write for book of 
unsurpassed for artistic excellence, 

ind finish. 

914 E, Main St. 

Richmond, Va. 

Write now. Sent on request. 

-With a thorough belief in our work we | 

THE CHAPERONING 
OF SHEILA 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 60) 

and his daughter had spent several happy weeks 
in the many-chambered house. 

The General was already enacting the réle of 
Nemesis. Mr.and Mrs. Potter were renewing old 
memories with the boys and Lady Mary hastened 
away to assist. Sheila clung to her chaperons, 
who had tactfully retreated to another part of the 
room, and wondered how much grace would 
be granted her. None apparently. General 
Fitzgerald’s touch was on her arm. He took her 
hand and led her up to his friends. 

‘*This,”’ said he with an emotion which sur- 
prised the Potters, ‘‘is my daughter.” 

Lady Mary was beaming, the General was 
swelling visibly with fatherly affection, the 
brothers were frankly delighted and admiring. 
Desmond was more than ever determined now 
that Sheila should be presented to his London 
friends, for she disclosed an entirely new charm 
as she stood beside her father, timid, blushing, 
with eyes fastened upon the carpet. 

Mrs. Potter stared and her husband gouged an 
eyeglass into his short-sighted eye. Slowly Sheila 
raised her beautiful eyes and wistfully she smiled 
at the woman who had been her hostess not three 
months before. Surprises were the order of that 
day at Avonmere and the Potters were not to be 
overlooked. Mrs. Potter looked into the sweet 
eyes fixed upon her, looked at the surrounding 
Fitzgeralds so proudly serene, looked at her own 
amazed husband and spoke. 

‘*You were not born, my dear,”’ she said, 
‘‘when I left India, and yet I feel as though I had 
known you, too, before this evening. Will you 
humor an old woman’s whim and come for a chat 
with me when we go upstairs?” 

““You are very kind,’”’ breathed Sheila. 
‘*Ged bless my soul!” cried her husband sud- 

denly when he » hed focused his eyeglass to his 
satisfaction. ‘‘God bless my soul!” he repeated, 
as his wife’s foot touched his warningly. ‘‘And 
burn my body!” he amplified as he listened to 
the General’s words: 

‘Not in the least like those boys of Lady 
Mary’s, you see. She is, as I told you in the car- 
riage, the living image of my poor, dear mother.” 

WHAT MONEY IS REALLY | bby properly 
GOOD FOR 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17) 

became a suburb for the gentry. Mr. Russell 
Sage amassed a large fortune and was criticised 
for giving so little while he lived. I suspect he 
was wise. He had never known how to give 
and respected his own limitations. Dying, he left 
his fortune to his wife, who has proved by her 
wise administration that she possesses the 
capacity for beneficence which he lacked. ‘The 
benevolence which is well wishing does not 
always result in beneficence which is well doing. 
Beneficence requires both means to do with and 
capacity to do, and the two do not always 
together. It might prob ably be truthfully 
that they rarely go together. 

go 

aid 

Wealth Does Not Add to the Larzeness and 
liberty of life, as we who do not possess it are apt 
toimagine. If poverty has its limitations, wealth 
has also. If there are many things which the poor 
cannot do because they are poor, there are many 
things which the rich cannot do because they are 
rich. Mrs. Croesus cannot entertain this season 
at her country house because she has only four 
servants; Mrs. Lazarus, with no servant at all, 
and with four children, has a friend of her hus- 
band’s in herhospitable guest-room every Sunday. 
Mrs. Croesus cannot ride to the village, for one 
member of one of her two spans is lame and the 
other span is busy; Mrs. Lazarus walks with 
keen enjoyment. Mrs. Croesus has two gar- 
deners to tend her hothouses and her flower-beds. 
What does she know of the freedom of Mrs. 
Lazarus, who pores over the florists’ catalogues 
to see how she can secure the richest color com- 
binations with her meagre allowance for flowers, 
and digs joyously in the Llack mould and watches 
the children of her love and tending coming up 
to greet her? Mrs. Croesus has a nurserymaid 
for the baby and a governess for the next in 
years; Mrs. Lazarus sings her own babes to 
sleep, teaches them their first lessons, and lives 
over her happy childhood by living with them in 
their own imaginary world. 

At this point I imagine my reader smiling 
as he says to himself: ‘‘ This comparison is all 
true enough, but I doubt not that Mr. Abbott 
would accept a few thousands with great equa- 
nimity.”’ The smiling reader is quite right: I 
would accept a few thousands, not only with equa- 
nimity but even with gratitude, for I think I could 
so use them as to add to my happiness and possibly 
slightly to my usefulness. But I should regret a 
bequest of a million. For I have had no training 
that would fit me to use a million with advan- 
tage either to myself or to others; and it would 
increase my responsibilities and probably not 
increase either my welfare or the welfare of others. 

Money is Not Without its Value, considerable 
value; but that value is often overestimated, 
and still more, often falsely estimated. It will 
buy things but not character; and the joy of life 
and the largeness of life depend, not on the thing: 
which one possesses, but ya the character of the 
possessor. Money will buy many things which 
minister to happiness; but happiness it will not 
buy. It will not buy even the simplest pleasures, 
still less the higher joys. On the contrary, it tends 
to make friendship difficult and even disinter 
ested love a suspect. It more often procures for 
its possessor the criticisms, if not the envy and the 
hatred, of its neighbors than their esteem. It 
more often separates him from the brotherhood 
of his fellows than admits him to that brother- 
hood. Wisely used it is often an instrument of 
great power; but no less does it emphasize the 
fatal weakness of the weak and put the folly of 
the fool in the lime-light. Whether it is injurious 
or useful to the community depends upon how it 
is used, and that in turn on the wisdom of him 
who is using it. That he has the best of inten- 
tions is not enough; he must also have the best 
of judgment if he would not see his intended 
benefactions increase the very evils which he 
wished to cure. 

| 
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Let Your Baby be 

A MELLIN’S FOOD BABY. 

OU can make the hot 

weather a time of sun- 

shine and happiness for your 
little tot, if you will. 

You can make him gain just 
as steadily, just as healthily 
in Summer as in Winter, if 

you know the way.’ 

What is the use in worry- 
ing along, when there is an 
easier and a better way? 
A better way for you,—a far 
better way for baby. 

The mothers of Mellin’s 

Food babies have no thoughts 

of anxiety, when the warm 
weather comes. 

Mellin’s Food babies are 
healthy babies. And they 
grow steadily through the 
whole twelve months, with- 
out losing a moment’s pre- 
cious time. 

Won’t you let us teil you 
more about it ? 

There never will be a better 
time than now. 

Let us send you a copy of 
one of the best books on ‘The 
Care and Feeding of Infants,’ 
that has ever been published. 

THIS BOOK WILL 
BE SENT FREE. 

It is literally full of good, sen- 

sible, helpful suggestions. 

It tells you how to clothe 

How to bathe him. 

How to put him to sleep. 

It tells you how to feed him 

rightly. 

And about Mellin’s Food. 

The good food,—the food that 

is rearing into a healthy, rugged 

childhood, thousands upon 

thousands of youngsters at this very moment. 

Cut out the little coupon in the corner; write 

your name and address on it, and send it to 

us today, so that we may mail you, this beau- 

tiful Book, worth having. 

Mellin’s Food Company, Boston, Mass. 

GOOD POINTS. ee 

AAS Mellin’s Food is to be 

YINFANTS* prepared with fresh milk. 

Mellin’s Food perfectly 

modifies fresh milk and 

iS makes it easy of digestion. 

: | Mellin’s Food is starch 

free. 

COMES OUT A RIBBON 
LIES FLAT 

ON THE BRUSH 

ANTISEPTIC DENTAL CREAM 
Perfect not only in its delicious flavor and wonderful cleansing power, but in the real 
convenience of the new package. More efficient than liquid, less wasteful than powder. 

TRY THE CREAM BY SENDING FOR SAMPLE. 
Mailed to you Sor a 2-cent stamp. 

COLGATE & CO., Dest. H, 
Makers of the World-famed Cas 

55 John Street, S. A. 
amtere , Be muquet Toile z Soap, Pow re rs an 1 Perfumes. 

New York, 

@ From us direct to you, thus saving you a middleman’s proft. High-grade work only, < 
but at very moderate prices. The finest and most complete catalogue in America (show- 
ing pins in go -and-colors) will be forward 
BUNDE & UPMEYER CO., Mfg. Jewelers, 41 Mack Block, 

free of charge to any intending buyer. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

', 
& <A Perfumed Luxury for the Bath 
yh As invigorating as a Sea Bath. 
“ Softens Hard water. 
Ke 25 Baths 25 cents. 

‘BATHASWE 
BATHASWEET RICE POWDER 

Vegetable and Antiseptically Pure. 
Sunburn and Chafing. Softest Baby Powder 

and Face Powder. White or pink 
Relieves 

ENGRAVED 

WEDDING *7 
INVITATIONS 

Highest Grade—N ota printed imitation—Correct s 
Each additional hundred $2.25. Outside and Inside 
Envelopes. Transportation prepaid. Send for free samples. 

PALMER ENGRAVING CO, 
134 E. Van Buren St., Chicago 

100 
styles. 

100 Finest E gt aved 
Calling Cards, $1.00 

——AGENTS WANTED — 
to sell New York’s latest style Embroidered Shirt 
Waist Patterns, Women’s Neckwear, etc. Repre- 
senting us you are sure to make money. We have 
an enormous factory and will sell you goo ds at 
the same low prices we make to large wholesalers. 

rite for particulars today. 

The Swiss Embroidery Works of America, 27 W. 22ed St., New York City 

Swans Down 
Prepared Cake Flour 

Learn How to Bake Finest Cake §§ 
“CAKE SECRETS” booklet sent without cost upon request, 

name 
information on fine cake and pastry baking. A 
Igleheart Brothers, Dept. Q, Evansville, as a 

with your grocer. 32 pages of valuable reci mane 
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WHAT BEING A WOMAN Why these 
| HAS MEANT TO ME Hose — 

i RS Must wear 
Six months 
Without a Hole, Rip 

For Ladies 
In boxes of six pairs 
only—one size to a 
box—solid or assorted 
colors as desired. 

Death was not much, I argued, and | dared him 
to the limit. I made up my mind that it would be 
better to kill myself working than to sink into 
poverty andshabbiness. So I made ascatterment 
of existing conditions. I saw that I was the one 
who must start out on these lines, so I set about it. 
I left Mother’s house for good and all and began 
housekeeping in earnest. All the previous years 

Egyptian Cotton— 
$2.00 a box. Colors, 
black, black with 
white feet, and tan. 

Silk lisle—light weight 
of my married life I had been squeamish and or Tear —$3.00a box. Colors, 

nervous. Now I slashed and burned my arms : black and tan. 

and fingers and never batted an eye—I killed EVERWEAR Hosiery for men and 
women is known as ‘* The Hose With 
the Real Guarantee.’’ And this guar- 
antee is absolute. If a hole develops 
in any pair within six months, a new 
pair will be given you free. But we 
know you will not be bothered with 
returning a single pair, because they 
will live the life of the guarantee. 

Both covered by 
our positive guar- 
antee, 

chickens, drowned kittens, shot superfluous 
dogs, drove wild horses, and worked, as the old 
folks used to say, ‘‘like a Turk.” 
My sudden transformation from a child to a 

woman was the beginning of ten strenuous years. | 
J haye lived to be sorry for most of the principles 
on which I founded this reform. I am sorry | 
thought there was no God. I wish I had+had 
more children. If I had it to do over again I 
wouldn’t drown the kittens nor shoot the doy 
there was only one dog—but I had started out to 
be nervy, and [thought I must keep it up all along 
the line. I suffered a good deal in giving up 
Ged. While I was doing it I thought sometimes 
He was going to make a revelation to me of what 
it was all for—but He didn’t. And as I couldn’t 
forgive Him for making me a woman we had to 
part company. I remember the day | gave up 
immortality. I just walked the kitchen floor and 
cried—but it did no gocd—I had to get supper 
just the same. 

[| 
MODERN PRISCIILA 
A Fancy-Work Magazine 

Is the authority on all kinds of Art Needle- 
work, Crochet, Knitting, Lace and Embroidery 
for C ‘ostume: s, Lingerie, and Home Decoration. 
There are also editorial de *partinents, each in 

charge of an expert, under such titles as these 
* Cooking,” “Entertainments for the Home,’ 
“Dressmaking” (including fashions and p: it- 
terns), “ Mother and Child,” “ Helps for Hlouse- 
keepers,” and one story eac h month, 
Subscription price, 50 cents per year. 
Canadian subscriptions, 25 cents extra. 

Special Shirt Waist Offer | 
Perforated stamping pattern of shirt waist, No. 50 (order 

by number), and a box of stamping paste, with full direc 
tions for stamping, 50 cents; or given with one year's 

I Think of Discarding Morality 

peers given up God and immortality I had 
some idea of discarding morality, but some- 

way never quite saw the time for it. When you are 
working with might and main to make a pretty and 
comfortable home for two intensely interesting 
and companionable little girls you really haven’t | 
much time for immorality. I did not mean to | 
be low or vile. I had no taste for that, but I 
entertained a lot of theories that I know now 
were far from healthful. I was convinced that 
my husband and I did not love each other; 1 was 
deeply sensible of his neglect and lack of ambi- 

is made to wear where the wear comes 
most. Extra strength is given to the 
heel and toe by a special knitting proc- 
ess, which does not allow these parts to 
become bulky or stiff, and thereby cause 
discomfort to the wearer. There are no 
seams or rough places to chafe the feet. 

For Men 
In boxes of six pairs only. 

to a box —solid or 
as desired. 

One size 
assorted colors 

Egyptian Cotton—two 
: made of the ‘ ipti THE sc rai . . . F weights—light and medium And then this hosiery is : : 

atin ranaelded ae poset ply lang nal $ ep tion. I had decided to live my own life. e > 00 ae nes finest. material throughout. It is knit 

or given with one year’s subscription to THE PRISCILLA About this time I fell afoul of a fearful mess black. black with white to conform to the foot without wrinkle 

for ag Waist design stamped on 2% yards of ——— of bad reading. The popular fiction of the day feet, blue, steel gray ahd Z ~ ge lh re cei 
lawn, $1.50; or given with one year's subscription to THE - eS “ . ° ae eS f “te Z DP hk ar 7) its size and color, anc eel comfortable 
PRISCILLA for $1.75. Cotton for working, 20 cents extra. was decidedly unsettling. There were a lot of light and dark tan. aie Gee Rane Whe Went oF how 

story-writers who reveled in married heroines 
Corset Cover to Match Waist 
Perforated stamping pattern of corset cover, No. 51 (order 

by number), to match the above shirt waist, and a box of 

stamping paste, with full directions for stamping, 45 cents; or 

Silk lisle—light 
weight —$3.00 a box. 
Colors, black , blue, 

; . ; often washed. 
and questions as to the duties of the 
state. 
truth. 

married 
j Read description and prices in the circles. 

I thought it was courageous to face the I | per h Order six pairs of your dealer today. 
truth dark 

given with one year's subscription to THE PRISCILLA for 
70 cents. Corset cover design stamped on fine cotton lawn, 

50 cents; or given with one year's subscription to THE 

PRISCILLA for 75 cents. Cotton for working, 20 cents extra. 

If You Subscribe Now 
or before November Ist, we will send you Free om request 
copy of our 76-page Priscilla Needlework Book contain 

ing 300 embroidery designs. Price of Needlework Book 

alone, 10 cents. 

Copy of The Priscilla ‘current issue) sent for 10 cts. 

THE MODERN PRISCILLA 
85 J Broad Street, Boston, Mass. 

eS sete Be ae 

TRADE alt 

indiron — 14% inches high— $9.2 25 per set. 

“Rostand” 

Brass Fire Place Fixtures 
and Brass Candlesticks 

Con- 
They are 

No. 150% « 

easily stand in a class by themselves. 
noisseurs pick them out by instinct. 
artistic and practical — both. 

They have solid worth; no skimping of 
metal to save in the cost; nath- 
ing of a light or flimsy nature to 
cheapen the refinement of effect. 

If there’s no dealer in your town 
handling the“ Rostand” line, we 
will send you the articles illus- 
trated on receiptof price(F. O.B. 
Jactory) and name of your dealer. 

Catalogue of other andiron 
and candlestick designs on re- 
ceipt of 10 cents for postage. 

The Rostand Mfg. Co. 
Box 105, Milford, Conn. 

On any brasses which you prize, 
use Yale Metal Polish. Ask your 
dealer. Sample can 25c. postpaid. 

Brass Candle- 
stick No. 69. 
Height 8 ins. 
Price $4.50 
per pair. 

A BOON TO THE SLENDER WOMAN 

The only garment 
that, without artifi- 
cial attachments, 
produces the high 
bust and tapering 
waist which present 
styles demand. 
Thousands of women 
recommend it. 

No pressure on 
heart, lunges or 
stomach, throws 
shoulders back nat- 
urally and expands 
the chest. 

There is no sub 
stitute. Ask vour 
dealer for‘‘SAHLIN,”’ 
which is your guar- 
antee. We willsend 
direct if he cannot 

FO supply you. Money 
No Ho0OKS ~ PATD—-NoryeLETS refunded if not per- 
NO STRINGS NOHEAVS STEELS fectly satisfactory. 
Comes in high, medium high, or low bust. Made 

in white or drab corset sateen, also white batiste. 
Give actual waist measure and bust measure 
desired and length from armpit to waistline. 

Best Grade $1.50, Medium $1.00 
Ash for Free Fashion Booklet full of interesting information 

THE SAHLIN COMPANY, 1326 Wabash Avenue, Chicago 

I think so still, only my idea of the 
has undergone a complete transformation. It 
never does any good to spend much time pitying 
yourself—or even thinking that certain times in 
your life were fairly too bad. But it is a fact that 
a young woman with refined tastes and a passion- 
ate love for the beautiful is a bit piteous if she is 
very poor and has a careless, improvident hus- 
band. And a husband may be both without 
being wholly a bad fellow. 

Sut husbands fail to realize many things. ‘The 
pretty woman who knows the trials of shabby 
garments, and the nagging cares of scant supplie 
of fuel and even of food, who must overwork and 
plan and suffer from humbled pride, is sure to 
encounter almost intolerable trials of moral 
trength and courage. But she must meet them 

in silence. A woman never gets anything but 
hlame for disclosing experiences under such con- 
ditions; and people have a habit of blaming the 
woman for her husband’s failure in life. ven 
her own indomitable energy, the precious 
essence of her immortal soul, which she puts into 
neat and tasteful rooms and white curtains 
evolved from nothing, is set down as extrava- 
gance. I remember being told by one of my 
husband’s people that it was owing to my extrav- 
agance that he did not get along, when the very 
article she was criticising me for buying was a 
dress which I had purchased for my daughter by 
the work of my own hands and which lasted her 
for years, during which time this  relative’s 
daughter had half a dozen gowns which cost four 
times as much and did not look half so well. 

My Life of Sheer Defiance 

LIVED during these years in an attitude of 
sheer defiance of the powers that be. I was 

determined to make things go. It is hard for a 
girl who is naturally haphazard and idle to learn 
to be thrifty. It is hard for her to be mother and 
father both. I was not naturally a strong char- 
acter nor a good manager. All I had to goon 
was mother-love, a fierce sort of pride and cour- 
age. My husband made an insufficient living 
and we tried to kee ‘pup ina measure with friends 
who were worth much more. ‘Though it was 
impossible for us to live as our friends lived, 
we still had a sort of social st inding which i 
thought we must preserve. I have since changed 
my mind about social standing. When my 
children were growing up I suffered a good 
deal over it. I had to see my frie nds much better 
housed and clothed than we were; I had to see 
the women I knew better loved, more carefully 
guarded. : 

But I was not disappointed in life. Whatever 
my own losses were—and they were great, for the 
want of a husband’s love and protecting care and 
support is a great loss—life remained full of pas- 
sionate sunshine and joy. I was no sorehead to 
quarrel with life! There was always an under 
song, a hint of rapture. I followed an invisible 
beckoning hand. No matter how deeply my 
spirit was at times cast down by pure human dis 
couragement, there was always my supple young 
body pe rfect in he salth, and my normal mind 
refusing to narrow itself to my own personal griefs 
and cares. There were always my friends—my 
bright, congenial friends, and my sister—my 
keen, humorous, spirited sister, and my incom- 
pars ible mother —yes, Mother was the real angel 
of my life then as she is now, though she is gone! 
The children, I thought, were cares. Often I 
was impatient over their existence, and many 
times I deliberately shut myself out of j joys that I 
might have had through them by magnifying 
the worries. But this was because motherhood 
was not fully awake in me. I was acting dumbly, 
prompted by instinct rather than reason. 
felt the sacrifice of motherhood, and though I 
never shirked any utmost duty, I lacked the com- 
plete fulfillment that God means us to get from 
all our sufferings and seeming injustices. But I 
was to learn about this later, as I shall tell you. 

CONTINUED IN THE OCTOBER JOURNAL 
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Remember the name EVERWEAR. If 
your dealer hasn't them, he can get them 
for you. Otherwise, send us his name 
with the price, stating color, style and 
size desired, and we will ship them 
postage paid, 

Send for interesting free | ook le t 
“An Everwear Yarn. 

Everwear Hosiery Company 
Dept. 19, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

DIGESTIVE BISCUIT 
One Eaten with Each Meal Relieves Stomach Troubles 

A nutritious, palatable, appetizing food, contains 
the tonic, digestive and laxative properties of 
wheat, rice and barley, supplying the natural 
elements lacking in ordinary diet. It does naturally 
what medicine does unnaturally-—it strengthens 

where medicine weakens. 

A Food, Not a Medicine 

Its mission is to aid digestion by natural 
means —to Fes stomach and_ bowel 
disorders and to overcome constipation. 

Ask your grocer or druggist for it. 
If they haven't it, send us their names and 
50c te a box or $1.00 for three boxes 
delivered prepaid at your door. Booklet 
full of interest free on request. 

The New England Food Company 
31 Winfield St., So. Norwalk, Conn. 

INDIA— 

¢ 

Mum’”’ 
A pure, snow-white cream with no 

odor of its own. 

the body, and 

robs perspiration 
of its odor 

without injury to body or clothing 

25c at drug- and department-stores. 

If your dealer hasn't ‘‘ Mum,” send us his 

and 25 cents, < name and we'll send it postpaid. 

MUM MBG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia 

Doesn't ‘‘disguise’’ — 
just chemically neutralizes all odors of 

Cushion 

Rubber Button 

Worn all over the world 

Do not be deceived 

by buttons made of 
wood, painted or col- 
ored to imitate rubber 

THIS GUARANTY ' 
COUPON — In Yellow HOSE 
is attached this way hes? ||SUPPORTER 
to every pair of the is Guaranteed to 
genuine—BE SURE Dealer and User 
IT’S THERE against imperfectior 

Sample Pair, Mercerized 25c., Silk 50c. The Buttons an 
Loopsare License 
for use on thi 
Hose Supporter 

ONLY. 

Mailed on receipt of price 

George Frost Company, Makers 
BOSTON 

Get the Only One Genuine ‘ 
éé Real Irish Mail 

Thing The car everybody kn 
are similar but 

the ge 

Patented 
Send for Catalog 

Ao 1 ler doesn’t have it 

Hill- Standard Mig. Co., 458 Irish Mail Ave , Anderson, In 

n't 

for prophylactic cleanliness. 

within the scope of its usefulness. 
Dioxogen bubbles and foams as it cleanses, purifies and makes aseptic; 

and feel it work. Oxygen is the only active agent in Dioxogen. 

THE OAKLAND CHEMICAL CO., New York 

The Oxygen Cleanser That Meets All Demands 
As powerful as Bichloride of Mercury 1 to 1000, but Harmless. 

Cuts, wounds, burus, sores and all conditions requiring antiseptic treatment come 

you can see 
At druggists every where. 



BLUEJABEL 
as SOUPS 2% 

possess a delicacy of flavor and | 
genuine wholesomeness rarely 
obtained in the home-made 
product. 
They are made from the finest 
materials — vegetables grown 
in the famous gardens of the 
Genesee —prepared by skilled 
and experienced chefs in our 
model kitchens. 

Twenty Kinds 
of Blue Label Soups present a 
variety of delicious flavors to please 
and delight every taste. 
The many ways in which Blue Label 
Soups and other products may be 
served are told in our new booklet 
“Original Menus’’—of special interest 
for those who appreciate the pleas- 

ures of good dinners, luncheons and 
camping and automobile spreads. 

We will gladly send this booklet free on request. 

Curtice Brothers Co. 
Rochester, N.Y. 

Q fp 

Garland Gas Ranges and Heaters 
: Made on Honor 
in the Painstaking Garland Way 

You pay nomore foratime-tried “Garland” 
than for an unknown brand. It pays first, 
last and all the time to have the BEST” 

Sold by First-Class Dealers Every where. 

Ranyes furnished with Garland Oven Heat Indicator. 

Booklets Free by Mail 

The Michigan Stove Company 
l_argest Makers of Stoves and Ranges in the World 

Detroit, Mich. Chicago, Ill. 
a TA mI 

The J-K want FASTENER e J- WAIST 

— and long waist Adjuster 
Holds the waist down firmly, smoothly and 
ecurely. No steels or pins to tear gar- 

ments. Ready for immediate use and 
easily adjusted. Absolutely no sewing. Made ot 

Strong elastic web, all metal parts nickel plated. 

iid ae toni ot Erice 1O0c 
| JOHNSON & KASPER, Manfrs., Dept. B, Paterson, N. J. 

Special 30 Days’ Offer 
Pearl Collar Supporters With Heads That Won't Come Off 
Tointroduc¢ e these, the best Collar Supporters made, 

we will send a pair anywhere in the United States 
or Canada, for 25c. postpaid. ‘This price holds good 
only for the month of September. After then the 

price will be 50c a pair. Send in your order to-day. 

FRIED & CO., 565 Broadway, New York City 

“DAEMO” 
Shield-Clamps 
Two used on each shield, 
one ateach point as in sewing; quicker, handier 
than any safety pin or sewing; neat, comfortable, 

everlasting; will not rust. Set of four Nickel 
DY” plated 15¢ or 7 sets $1.00; 4 Gold plated 25c. 
\, At dealers, or mailed, postpaid. Money refunded 

if returned in 20 days. Agents wanted 

‘ _D.S. CLAMP CO.., Dept. J, Met. Bldg., New York City 

r——— CLUB WOMEN —— 
We assist in preparing programs, addresses, papers, et 

} CLUB WOMAN'S AID CO., 5046 Forrestville Avenue, Chicago 
a | 
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THE MYSTERY OF 
MISS MOTTE 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16) 

“Yes, it had a tiny square of looking-glass on 
the cover.” The girl looked up, startled inquiry 
in her eyes. ‘‘Do you remember?” he asked 
tenderly. ‘‘Can you recall where you left it 
now?” 

‘*Yes, it comes back to me,” she said slowly. 
“T had utterly forgotten—that lowest desk 
drawer.” Her cheeks flushed deeply. ‘‘And 
you found it? And Maman ——” 

‘“‘That is nothing, an insignificant detail,” he 
broke in with a firm smile of reassurance, although 
inwardly increasingly stirred by Mrs. Motte’s 
persistent ignoring. ‘*And so the bit of faded 
jasmine and the breath of these blossoms which 
Doctor Hartlieb was literally inspired to bring 
you tonight are calling you back to your India, 
Noelle, dear? Well, why not go back?” 
“How can 1?” she asked, looking with a 

child’s artless appeal into his face: 

Et 

‘‘With me,” he said, speaking with passionate 
earnestness. ‘‘I love you. You, too, can love— 
do love me. There is some mysterious barrier 
which keeps me from you here, but it cannot 
reach all the way to India, Noelle. Let us go 
there together. I, too, feel the call for real work 
where work is needed. My soul is sick of the 
methods I am using here to build up the social 
pride and material luxury of what they call 
‘Calvary.’ There is, there must be, a better side, 
but through and through I-am conscious that we 
are working here in the name, but not in the 
spirit, of Christ. A year’s association has marred 
miserably my ideal of the man I had most revered 
as a religious force.” 

‘‘A year is too short a time to know Doctor 
Tiffany,” interposed Noelle gravely; ‘‘he is not a 
religious force in the sense in which you supposed 
him to be. Still, he is a very great man. But I 
think you ought to be a foreign missionary. I do 
not see how a man with your temperament can 
be satisfied to be anything else. I hope you will 
go to India.” 

‘‘And you? My wife must go with me.” 
“‘T can never be your wife. The barrier—you 

have spoken of there being one—would be the 
same there as here.” 

‘‘Noelle, what can it be more than your 
mother’s opposition?” 

‘“‘It is her love for me,” said Noelle, her eyes 
downcast, her hands clasped tightly; ‘‘my 
mother cannot bear the idea that any one can 
ever come between her and me—that I could love 
any one more. She knew intuitively, the moment 
she saw you—that—I must care. And I did. 
That is all.”’ 

‘‘But it is insanely selfish.” Noelle’s face 
grew a shade paler; she did not speak. ‘‘It is 
oe wrong to let such an inhuman promise 
spoil the lives of two human beings. You have 
rights to be considered. So have I.” 

‘It is a promise, it cannot be broken.”’ Noelle 
laid her little cold hand for a moment on his, and 
met through her tears the stern protest in his 
eyes. She rose. He, rising also, caught he 
trembling hands. 

‘‘No, you cannot leave me yet,” he said impe 
riously. ‘‘I have more to say. I can wait 
years if I must. Let us wait then until you are 
alone, my darling, and there is no one to oppose.” 

She shook her head. 
“The trouble, oh, love, the trouble could not 

be changed even if dear little Maman were gone. 
The trouble ” Her voice faltered; she 
turned quickly, hearing a step approaching. 

“JT must know. You cannot refuse me—it is 
my right ” Dane began. Noelle made a 
gesture imploring silence, and turned to speak 
with a maid who, unperceived by him, had dis 
covered their presence in the oriel. 

‘“*! was looking everywhere for you, Mi 
Motte. Doctor ‘Tiffany wants to speak to 
you.” 

Dane stood motionless, and Noelle, without 
turning to him again, followed the maid to the 
head of the staircase, where Doctor Viffany stood 
waiting. 

‘*‘Come and taste the sweetness of success, Mi 
Motte,”’ was his greeting, ‘‘and let it put some 
color into your face. Your return is awaited with 
impatience, I assure you.” 

‘*T cannot go down, Doctor Tiffany,’ Noelle 
said wearily. ‘‘Will you please ask my mother to 
come up? We must go home.” 

‘*‘Glory’s thrill is o’er then, is it?” he com 
mented, studying her face narrowly. ‘‘ Very well. 
It is your night. Your monarchy is absolute.” 

” 

ex 

Turning, he descended the stairs slowly, but 
stopped on a landing and stood in the shadow of 
a tall palm, his arms crossed upon his breast, 
thinking closely. The guests were now begin 
ning to move toward departure; although many 
passed him he did not see them, but when 
William Dane, his overcoat over his arm, his hat 
in hand, came into sight on the stairs above, his 
eyes were instantly upon him. 
“As Dane passed the older man noted two 

things: a profoundly striking change in hi 
countenance, and a spray of bruised jasmine 
carried unconsciously in his hand. In Dane’ 
altered look Doctor Tiffany recognized the reac 
tion of the same baffled passion which he had 
detec ted just now 1n Noelle The crushed flower 

in his hand told the rest of the story 
Mrs. O’Brien and Doctor Hartlieb appeared 

now at the foot of the stair With an abrupt, 
resolute movement the clergyman lifted his head, 

by force of will blotted from his face its strained 
intensity of reflection and made ready to inter 
cept them 

‘*Mrs. O’ Brien, will you be so good as to take 

Mrs. Motte home in your carriage?” he asked in 
a casual tone as they met. ‘‘Il am on my way to 
beg of Madam the privilege of conveying Mi 
Motte to Gore Terrace myself—in my own hired 
brougham.” 

***Do you think, at your age, it is right?’” 
quoted Mrs. O’Brien laughingly. 

‘“T think, at my age, it is safe, dear lady 
Doctor Tiffany was already past them on his way 
down to find Mrs. Motte. 

When the pastor of Calvary settled back in 
his carriage beside Noelle a little later, driving 
away from the Bishop residence, he said to him- 
self, ‘*And now for my surgical operation!” 

” 

CONCLUDED IN THE OCTOBER JOURNAL 

THE WONDERS OF VACUUM CLEANING 
The Only Thoroughly Efficient and Strictly Sanitary 
Cleaning System the World Has Ever Known 

BROUGHT WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL 
BY THE 

Ideal Vacuum Cleaner 
Operated by Hand “It Eats Up the Dirt” Or Electric 

Motor 

The Greatest Event in the History of Household Economy 
Since the Appearance of the Sewing Machine 

Broom and brush remove only surface dirt. 
The carpet-sweeper is the least thorough of all. 
Carpets, rugs, furniture, draperies, etc., foul 
with pulverized street dirt, breed gerims and 
quickly are ruined. 
Vacuum cleaning is Sanitary Science’s solution 

of thecleaning problem. Hithertoits splendid ad 
vantages could be had only by installing acostly 
power plant or the even more costly method of 
hiring nen who operate wagon gas engines, 

Thus a strong demand arose for a machine 
that would make Vacuum Cleaning thoroughly 
practical and possible for all. ‘The IDEAL 
VACUUM CLEANER is the answer. 

The IDEALVACUUM CLEANER contains all 
the parts of the most efficient Vacuum Cleaning 
System. Weighs only 20 pounds, and is readily 
carried about. Operated either by hand or 
little motor connected with any electric light 
fixture. No strength or skill of any kind 
needed, 
The IDEAL VACUUM CLEANER is the first 

really scientific application of the Vacuum 
Cleaning principle. It is of the strongest 
metal construction throughout. It always 
works easily, and always is reliable. Neat, 
compact, firm and strong to endure, it is built 
for hard and lasting service. 

Important to Every Woman 
You know how much of your time and strength is given in the attempt to 

keep things clean. If vou employ servants, you know how hard it is to get 
them to clean thoroughly. 

The IDEAL VACUUM CLEANER frees cleaning of all its painful toil and 
drudgery. If servants work with it at all, they must do thorough work. It 
means contented servants, and leaves them, as well as mistresses, with more 
time and strength for other tasks. 

With the IDEAL VACUUM CLEANER, you simply place the nozzle of the 
hose against whatever object you want to clean, and instantly every particle 
of dirt, dust and grit on the object, in the object and throughout the object, is 
sucked into the hose And along with the dirt go germs, moths, vermin— 
nothing can escape that suction force. It is the only really dustless system, 

No More Ripping Up or Tearing Down 
All the terrors and confusion of special housecleaning times abolished. 

Nothing has to be taken up and beaten. The IDEAL VACUUM CLEANER 
thoroughly renovates every time it cleans. It cleans and renovates carpets, 
rugs and matting without their being taken from the floor. It cleans and 
renovates upholstered furniture without its being taken apart. It cleans and 
renovates draperies, etc., without their being taken down. 

Get a Machine Now 
rice of the IDEAL VACUUM CLEANER 

juipped for hand operation is $25, 
h direct current electric motor, $ 

ig current motor, $60 Both prices in 

clue 2 feet of hose and one nozzle for carpet 
or rug cleaning Special nozzles tor special 
purposes at $1.00. The machine quickly pays 
for itself many times over, In the wear and 
tear on your furnishings, it will save you; In 

t *, labor, strength and health it will save 
You can't afford not to have it. 

Your Protection 
Every machine is guaranteed to be just as here rep 

resented and to give absolutely satisfactory service 

Give it a thorough trial for a week; then, if for any 

reason you are not thoroughly satistied with it, let us 

know and your money will be refunded at once. 

We ask merely that you give us a chance to prove 

that our perfect litthe machine yives, in general, 
more satisfactory service, month in and month out, 
than any other means or system of utilizing the great 

Vacuum Cleaning principle. 

Send $25 for hand machine or $55 for direct current electric motor or 
$60 for alternating current, and we willship direct to you, all charges 
prepaid East of Missourt River—proportionate reduction West. 
Send money today by Postal or Express Money Order, Draft o1 
Registered Mail. If you order electric machine, state whether your 
lighting current is direct or alternating, and also give the voltage. 

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET FREE 

The American Vacuum Cleaner Co. 
225 Fifth Avenue New York City 

TELL YOUR OWN TOOTH BRUSH BY YOUR OWN EMBLEM 
When buying, see to it that the box, the yel/ow box that protects the brush and guarantees cleanli 
ness, is marked with one of the emblems shown above and different from those owned by other 
members of your household, and always ask for that mark thereafter. ‘The mark on the box is 
also on the handle of the brush inside, near the hole by which you hang your brush to keep it clean 
aud dry and in your own place, This is only an added excellence to what is already the conceded 
best brush in the world. Curved, bevel-pointed handle with superior bristles trimmed to fit 

Made in America under American sanitary conditions, ** Prophylactic’ 
rigid handle and *t Prophylactic Special”? new flexible handle. 

Adults’ 35¢. Youths’ 25c. Children’s 250. ene 
3y mail or at dealers. el 

between the teeth 

Send fo or 
our free booklet, “ Tooth Truths.” 

FLORENCE MFG. CO.,110 Pine 8t., Florence, Mass. 
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. For the Woman who Wants to be Suited 
Every woman who examines the LA VOGUE Suits pictured here will 

be attracted with the grace—the air—the tone of them. 

Just three of our countless styles are shown—but of course, LA VOG UE 

suits are made in every material, including prevailing style feature, thus offering 
an immense diversity of effects, that any woman, no matter what her taste, 

will surely find the style that best becomes her. She'll be suited. 

LA VOGUE garments are fashioned to fit living, breathing, active women 
—not pictures or impossible models. “They're made to be worn with grace, 
comfort and enduring shapeliness. 

Those “big” little things, such as placing a button or the turn of a 
plait—shields, skillful finishing are what make LA VOGUE Suits and 
coats the peerless garments women say they are. 

LA VOGUE offices in Europe and New York assure correctness 
to the women who wear LA VOGUE Styles—in fact they're universally 
recognized as “THE STANDARD OF STYLE.” 

And they’re practical as well as stylish. Made from proven matenia!s 
picked from the World’s products, particularly lasting quality linings, 
strictly man tailored. 

And they'll thoroughly suit you. 
Your dry goods dealer should be able to show you LA VOGUE garments — ask him, but 
don't be satisfied until you do see them. 

Look for the little label that is sewed in each garment. When it’s there, you'll know you 
are wearing a coat or suit worthy of any occasion. 

Send us your address— we'll gladly mail you our beautifully illustrated Fall Style Book. 

Wale JOHN ANISFIELD CO, 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
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rs of Fashion 
Mme. Anna Gould 

(formerly Countess De Castellane) 

Kthel Barrymore 
Fritzi Scheff 
Lulu Glaser 
Virginia Harned 
Margaret [llhington 
Mrs. John Drew 
Mrs. Timothy L. Woodruff 
Olga Nethersole 

Commend 

Coats SUITS Skirts 
_No matter where you live, you can wear 
he identical Styles worn to-day by the best 

essed women in New York, London and 

ris. 

for WOOLTEX Garments. 

The H. Black Co., Makers 
Paris, France 
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Distinction and Simplicity are Combined in 

this Cloth Costume 

HE new fashions are so decided in character this year 
that a great deal of judgment and diplomacy will have 
to be used by women of taste in choosing their clothes 

to follow the fashions implicitly would be at the risk of 
one’s own looks and future economy. Perhaps this is an 
unwise way to begin a fashion talk—to divide the fashions 
into prices, as it were—and yet this is what most people must 
do when it comes down to actual facts. 

he very newest styles—what we may call the extreme 
fashions for those who can afford to have many clothes 
are so severe in character that more clothes are required for 
the same needs than formerly, and more than most people 
can afford; so it resolves itself into arranging the new 
fashions to meet the needs of every-day purposes. This is 
what I have aimed to do in designing the clothes illustrated 
in this issue—to keep as it were the lines and character of 
the clothes without their exaggeration and extravagance. 
If we cannot have all the things that we want, or that will be 
seen in the fashions, at least | can tell you about them, and 
we can come as near to them as is practicable and within 
our reach. Many of the fashion writers will tell you that 
the clothes are “classical,” or that they belong to this period 
or that. No doubt this is true in a sense, and there certainly 
is some ground for the statement, but ‘‘classical’’ clothes in 
a modern trolley-car do not seem to agree. Unless the thing 
can be well done throughout it is better to compromise. The 
fashions are undoubtedly modeled more or less on simple, 
regular lines which suggest a classic origin; but then, in the 

very next person you meet, you see a suggestion of quite 
another period: the Directoire, for instance; while the third 

person will wear a bodice and sash suggesting the clothes of 
the Orient —so, you see, there is nothing hard or fast as to 

a “period.”” Personally, I think all this sort of thing may 
have its influence, but, as I said before, it is the practical 

needs of the day that one has to be dressed for, and not an 
artistic perspective. 

O LET us come down to dots and talk about actual clothes 
for real people—first taking up colors and materials, 

which will come under one general heading. I cannot rec- 
ommend too strongly the new colors for the winter clothes: 
they are soft and low in tone, they look so well-bred and 
modest—you understand what I mean by a ‘‘ modest” 
color ?—do not think of Quaker-gray alone, but of the whole 
scheme of quiet colors. The blues run through a whole 
line, from the dark navy and marine blues to the palest and 
softest shades of the Nattier blues, and in between these 
two shades are many others, but all soft and low in tone 
blues that are mixed with plenty of gray. The hard, cold 
stone-blues and the bright purple-blues should be avoided 
for two reasons: they are more liable to fade, and they are 
sure to be unbecoming. 

The color of one’s clothes is more important than ever 
this year, because the trimmings are nearly always the same 
color as the material of the gown; this is very noticeable in 
clothes of all kinds, from plain tailored suits to evening 
gowns. It‘is in just such points that the much-talked-about 
Classical” simplicity of the new clothes is shown. To be 

simple in dress is such an art that no small point can be 
overlooked. The most simply-made patterns can give the 
most “‘fussed-up”’ appearance if the colors and trimmings 

are out of key, and in this one can be more quickly out of 
fashion than in the actual cut and make of the garment. 

But let us go back to the subject of color and material 

being a woman I naturally cannot keep to my subject. 
After the blues come the brown shades, and they are quite 
as soit and mellow in tone as the blues, much mixed with 

gray and yellow; in fact, the combination of brown and 
gray is quite noticeable, but contrasts this season are not in 
color, but rather in shades of color. They must look as if they 
were closely related and not on formal visiting terms. There 
are Warm gray-browns which are chiefly used for suitings, and 
the soft, deep seal-browns with a dull finish for coats and for 
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the dressier tailored suits. The plain, solid colors are better 
for the nicer clothing, while the mixed stripes and checks 
are kept entirely for the every-day tailored coats and skirts, 
but even in these the pattern and color are not too pro- 
nounced. Among the new colors are two known respectively 
as ‘‘khaki” and ‘‘mustard.”” These are very much toned 
down, and when material of these colors is made into coats 
and coat suits it is used quite alone, without any contrast 
whatever in trimmings. There is a revival of many of the 
old-fashioned colors and materials, not only for gowns but 
for blouses and coats as well—the soft colors we have 
known in the broché and moiré silks. 

AILORED clothes and tailored styles were certainly 
never before so much worn: they show the most unques- 

tioned variety of style and cut. They have been found so 
useful and economical for one and all of us in every sort of 
place that now all kinds of materials are being used to 
develop them—satin‘and velvet, for instance. To be sure, 
these materials are not for the economical, practical, every- 
day suit, but in many instances they have taken the place 
of the finer, softer cloths and voiles, which have been so 
much used for the past year or so. As a matter of fact, a 
tailored coat of satin or moiré is far from unpractical and is 
the most favored coat of the dressier tailored type to wear 
with the one-piece gowns. As most of the gowns are made 
to look like one-piece gowns a separate coat of one kind or 
another is indispensable. 

The very new things in fashion are the revival of the 
polonaise, the overskirt, the long Directoire coats, and the 
Directoire one-piece dresses, the big revers generally used on 
the gowns, the scantily-draped bodices, the plain, long skirts, 
and the long, close-fitting sleeves. This list simply gives an 
idea of the most decided novelties, and not only where the 
fashions have changed but also along the lines where they 
will continue to change in the future: points which should 
be considered in making new clothes and in changing old 
ones. Of course, between these points lie many details, of 

which I hope to speak more fully and to give you help 
whenever I may. 

I really should not say that the clothes are extremely 
simple to make. They appear at a glance very simple in 
line and character, and that unquestionably is the sought- 
after impression, but it requires considerable cleverness and 
ingenuity to make them simple, so to cut and construct 
them that they can be easily made. It is quite a mistake to 
imagine that because a thing looks simple it is simple 
throughout. As a matter of fact, after many years spent 
in the study and construction of clothes, it seems to me that 
I have never before known them so difficult to make, and 
the reason is that they are so simple in outline and general 
design that nothing which is not really good can be left in. 
When all the little turns and twists that go to hide and 
conceal bad workmanship must be left out, and only that 
which is true in line may remain, I assure you it is a test of 
good cutting and making. 

HEN you look at the new designs shown in this issue of 
THE JOURNAL you may say: Sut how plain they look 

how flat! Iam sure I can never wear them—I need some- 
thing broad to make me look well.” Ido not want to seem 
impolite and contradict you, but I do think it is a mistake to 
hold to preconceived ideas along certain lines of clothes, and 
really the present fashions, of which I have tried to give 
you a general idea, can be adapted to every one in a becom- 
ing way. Take the new sleeves, which have grown so sud- 
denly plain, long and tight: as a fashion they are much less 
exaggerated than the mode of sleeve we have had for some 
time past, and can be adapted to the individual much 
better. Then the plain, long, untrimmed lines of the skirts 

are becoming to almost every one. The short, ankle- 
length skirt is kept entirely for rainy days—a skirt which 
we all need, but which we have been apt to wear at the 
wrong time. The new skirts do not flare, but are cut with 
long, straight, clinging lines that follow those of the figure, a 
cut which is becoming alike to stout, thin, tall and short 
women, though, of course, to one and all a certain personal 

touch and cut must be given. 
A point I must speak of is that clothes to look well this 

year must be taken as a whole—the entire costume is con- 
sidered in color and cut. This, as I said before, is absolutely 
necessary to give those long, plain, straight lines that are so 
prominent. You cannot simply take one point and say: 
“‘T will have that on my coat,” or ‘‘I will have this on my 
bodice’’; you must consider whether that yoke will look 
well with the general line of the gown; and really, you know, 
a line this year does mean a great deal. You must have 
that one-piece, long, slender look that suggests a continua- 
tion of line and an omitting of those interrupted lines that 
have been so mistakenly used in clothes, with the delusion 
that we were trimming them or making them becoming. 
All these things have been left out this year. Simplicity 
is aimed at in clothes of all kinds, and not only in line but 
also in color. There is no confusion in even the most 
elaborate gown—no startling contrast which detracts from 
the gown as awhole. I know it sounds uncomplimentary, 
and I hope you won’t misunderstand me, but I believe that 
the good lines and the necessary good workmanship in the 
new fashions are due to the number of tailored clothes being 
worn. This has brought a standard of work into women’s 
clothes that has not always been there, and it has put in so 
much good cutting, and left out so much of the “folderol” 
that meant nothing, that it has unquestionably had a gen- 
erally strengthening effect on the fashions. 
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Long, Unbroken Lines Give Grace to This Afternoon 

or Evening Gown 

The shortened line at the waist is seen in all kinds of 
clothes, even in those plain tailored coats where it would 
seem almost impossible to hint at the Directoire or the 
Empire fashion, yet these coats are cut with just the sug- 
gestion of the shorter line to give them the necessary new 
look. The scanty cut and hang are very noticeable: I say 
‘‘cut’’ because in these very plain coats it is really the cut- 
ting far more than the making, because when the material 
is cut it only remains to be sewed and finished, as there is 

absolutely no superfluous trimming. 

SF -ARATE blouses are worn, but they do not look sepa- 
rate: they are made to appear a part of the skirt with 

which they are used, and they suggest the idea of a one- 
piece costume. The idea of the separate blouse is more in 
the difference of material than in anything else. The waist- 
line, asa hard, straight, round band of division between the 
bodice and skirt, no longer exists. Either the skirt is cut 
with a mounted girdle or the bodice is cut with folds or 
drapery to form a girdle. They call the new cut of skirt 
“mounted” rather than ‘‘Empire,”’ these skirts having the 
gores cut to cover the waist-belt and so do away with the 
separate girdle. When the sash or girdle is worn separately 
it is made wide and soft, suggesting drapery. There is no 
doubt that clothes have a tendency to be more fitted—and 
by fitted I mean they follow more closely the lines of the 
figure. The bodices do not blouse so much—indeed, there 
is a marked revival of the old-fashioned pointed bodices 
which were worn a couple of decades ago. 

In order that the lines and colors may not be monotonous 
several materials are combined in one gown—such as cloth, 
satin and net. Infact, net in various weights and qualities is 
to a large degree quite superseding the ever-popular chiffon 
and silk voiles. Net is a practical material, fully as much so 
as chiffon, although the latter is still much used, particu- 
larly for the separate, long, fitted sleeves. Three and even 
four materials are combined in a gown, and yet the effect is 
anything but patchy. Many of the skirts are made with 
paneled and cut sections set in flatly; 6r the open petticoat 
skirt, the.under part of which is of a different material from 

the upper, matching in color the sleeves and the yoke. 
Yokes, by-the-way, are cut very much deeper and with square 
and pointed lines rather than round. In fact, some of the 
new yokes quite cut the bodices in two as they extend nearly 
to the waist-line in front and quite to it in the back, and yet 
they do not suggest that very much overdone fashion 
known as the ‘‘jumper.”’ This is not suggested, because the 
bodices are made almost entirely of one color and the 
sleeves are usually of the material of the skirt, or, if not of 

the same material, certainly of the same color. 

MBROIDERIES and braids have never been more used 
than on the new clothes—not the old-fashioned sort of 

passementerie embroideries, but embroideries made in very 
simple, regular designs of narrow soutache braid and partic- 
ularly of narrow satin folds and cording. Everywhere you 
see this cording and piping: to finish seams, to put in 
sleeves, to attach the collar, to finish a fold, etc. This is 

really what the new trimmings consist of; in fact, trimming 
today suggests a part of the clothes, and not a separate thing. 

Buttons are on everything, and it is really impossible to 
imagine the variety of kinds and types. A button is no 
longer just a button, but an ornament. As a rule they are 
small or medium-sized, and finish rather than trim a gown 
or suit. They are covered in satin, in moiré, in cloth, and 
usually match the color of the gown. Many areembroidered, 
while others are piped and corded with silk and satin. It is 
now quite difficult to make good buttonholes; they are very 

large, long and slender, and are bound with satin or silk to 
match the trimmings of the suit or gown, and around the 
buttonhole is a cording or piping, further increasing the 
apparent size. Indeed, for the tailored and semi-tailored 
clothes this frequently forms the only trimming. 
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Suggestions for the Woman 

When Choosing Her 

More Practical Clothes 

HE question of coats and cloth suits is usually of 
first importance at this time of the year. Coats 
have changed from last year, not only in their cut and 

general style of making, but also in the uses to which they 
are put: a change due to the increasing vogue for all tailored 
fashions. So let us begin our little talk of every-day things 
with the tailored clothes, as this year they really take first 
place from a practical standpoint, as they are so different 
in type that they fill widely different needs. For those women 
who must make a few clothes go a long way theres nothing 
that can replace some type or another of tailored clothes. In 
buying a plain, every-day tailored suit, for instance, select 
one which will be appropriate for different purposes, and, if 
possible, have the coat of such a cloth, cut and color that 
you can wear it with different gowns as well as with the 
skirt which matches it. 

These plain tailored suits are much ‘‘closer”’ in cut. The 
coats hang straight, and yet they are more fitted. Do not 
think I mean by the word “fitted” the old-fashioned idea 
which implied clothes so moulded to the figure that every 
outline was marked and shown distinctly, because this is 
very far from the meaning of “ fitted”’ in the clothes of today, 
which is more to suggest a line than to mark it or to outline 
it rigidly. The length of the coats varies between the short 
three-quarter length and the long three-quarter length; it 
depends entirely upon the height of the person and the length 
of the skirt. The majority are single-breasted with round- 
ing cutaway fronts, not sharply cut away, but curving 
gradually from the bust to the hem, giving a round shape, 
which is usually becoming. The shoulders are narrower 
than they have been; by narrower I mean that they are not 
cut larger than the shoulders of the person really are. It is 
a very good change and insures a better cut, as the coat 
must in this way fit and balance from the shoulders. The 
sleeves, which are plain and long, are put into the armholes 
with little fullness. Binding is still used on some of the 
coats of this kind, but should tone in color with the material 
and not be a strong contrast. 

’ 

KIRTS to match these coats are made much plainer 
than last year—that is, the kilted and plaited skirts are 

not so much worn with the plain three-quarter-length coat as 
are the plainer gored models. There is a very good reason 
for this: you see as the coats are cut smaller, scantier in 
line, the skirts must be cut in proportion to look well with 
the more fitted coats. Av-suit of this kind is invaluable for 
every day, and if the coat is of a soft neutral color you 
can wear it with other gowns. If your plain tailored suit 
is of navy-blue fine-twill serge you could readily wear the 
coat with other blue gowns of softer material, or even with 
a separate skirt of blue and white mixed material. This 
would give you three changes of costume: the blue coat 
and skirt, the coat worn with the mixed skirt, and the coat 
worn with a gown. The extreme plainness of all skirts is 
one of the marked fashions of the time, and a very good 

and practical.one it is. Not only are they all without trim- 
ming, but there is a certain simplicity in the general cut 
and make of the skirts as well which is generally becoming 
and suits admirably the long, flat lines of the coats. This 
same feeling of flatness is seen in the skirts, as they are 
without much fullness. Most of the new skirts are made on 
the gored models or on the modified-circular patterns, so 
that, after all, they can be practical. Even in the shorter 
lengths, where only a gored skirt is practical, the lines hang 
straight without flare, and yet all the fullness and width 
needed at the lower edge are retained. 

In the new plaited skirts the plaits are arranged in 
panels to give a kilted look to the front and again to the 
back, while the sides are left quite plain. The placket 
should be at the side hidden under one of the plaits, as the 
centre back of the skirt must be kept perfectly flat and with- 
out a break of any kind. The plaits are stitched very flat 
at their extreme edge and the material is cut away beneath. 
These skirts are made without any foundation except an 
extra-heavy, wide piece of belting ribbon for mounting the 
waistband. A plaited skirt is useful and goes nicely with 
cotton shirtwaists, or it could be used for a light-weight 
woolen material with a sim- 
pler bodice to match. Such 
skirts are not much used in 
costumes, but rather for the 
coat suits, or as odd skirts. 

F YOU choose a coat of a 
more fancy model—that 

is, a tailored coat with a 
waistcoat— then you would 
find that one of the plain, 
new, fancy-gored skirts 
would be better than a 
plaited.one. I mean by a 
fancy-gored skirt such aone 
as is worn with the small, 
short coat shown on the 
page of tailored clothes 
this month. <A very use- 
ful skirt to wear with the 
fancier coats is (No. 4025) 
illustrated on the page 
“Clothes that Can Easily be 
Made at Home.” This is 
also askirt which would look 
well with one of the belted 
coats made with a basque. 
These coats are new, very 
pretty,and can be made 
practical. The body 
part of the coat yvoucan 
make quite plain with 
larger revers than we 
have been using; single- 
breasted fronts, with 
the skirt part of the coat 
cut circular, and set on 
to the body portion. 
These coats are of seven- 
eighth length and have 
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the advantage of being suitable as a separate wrap as 
well as a dressy afternoon coat to wear with a long skirt. 
Again, about the length of skirts: for the really dressier 
gowns the skirts have an irregularity of length—if you can 
imagine such a thing—quite matching the idea in the coats. 
They are cut, for instance, in round lengths in the front and 
at the sides, while the ‘‘tail”’ at the back is cut longer—it is 
what is called a “‘ fish-tail”’ skirt, and these are made not only 
in cloths but in the dressier silks as well. Of course, for 
practical, every-day cloth suits they are not a wise choice, 
but they do look pretty for house gowns, and are charming 
for party dresses. 

A {D now to speak for a moment on that subject of endless 
variety and interest, the separate bodice; and then a 

word or two afterward of our inseparable friend, the shirt- 
waist. The dressy separate blouse is not so much in favor 
as it has been in the past, and there is really a good, sensi- 
ble reason at the back of this. Fashion now says—with 
much common-sense—that if you are to be dressed enough 
to require silk and satin you should be dressed in a costume 
and not in a very fancy blouse. The more dressy separate 
blouse has now really become a part of a costume, as it is 
made to be worn with certain skirts, or as often with 
certain suits, which means that the blouse must match 
in color the material of the skirt or suit. 

The one-piece gowns are more than conspicuous, though 
to tell the truth, they are not always—in fact, they are rarely 
—cut in one piece. To obtain the best results in a one-piece 
gown it is best to cut it in two pieces, which is truly an Irish 
“bull.”’ Not only is the gown itself cut in two pieces, but 
the foundation for such gown is also cut and made in 
two pieces. You see, to handle the amount of material 
necessary for such clothes is much more difficult when 
made in one piece than when they are cut in two pieces, and 
yet the cutting and making of them in two pieces can be so 
arranged as to give the one-piece look when it is finished. 

These entire costumes of heavier material—I say heavier, 
and yet they are as light and soft as the materials from 
which we have been making separate blouses—have to 
a large extent taken the place of the separate skirt 
and the fancy blouse. Gowns of cashmere, light-weight 
cloth and crépon are so much more useful and practical, 
not only to make but also to keep in order, than are the 
separate bodices and skirts that there is reason for their 
being favorites. Then, most important of all, several fea- 
tures in them are immensely becoming: first, the whole 
dress is in one color, giving length to the average figure; 
second, the fashions of the day are simple and plain, with 
long, graceful lines; and finally, these gowns look so well 
when worn under one of the new three-quarter or seven- 
eighth length coats. 

N A WAY, gowns of one color have taken the place of 
the separate shirtwaist and skirt—if such a thing can be 

done—and yet they have rather extended the field of the 
shirtwaist suit, because the shirtwaist gowns are so useful 
that to give them up would be unpractical, and they can be 
so cut and arranged that they are never out of fashion. 

But the place where the shirtwaist belongs is clearly 
America. The plain tailored shirtwaists have won such a 
victory over the fancy lingerie blouses that the much- 
trimmed lingerie blouse is afraid to show its head in the 
present fashions. The plainer shirtwaists, to be sure, can 
be somewhat modified from the stiffest-of-stiff tailored 
styles and softened with little frills and fine plaits, and 
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very simple regular embroidery that suits the style of 
the blouse; but the narrow laces and masses of embroid- 

ery are no longer on well-made shirtwaists. These plainer 
styles are so much more useful and suit so much better the 
purposes for which they are intended that it is only right 
they should retain and increase their well-earned victory. 

With the plain cloth suits only the very simple shirt waists 
are worn, and all kinds of surprising new ideas and touches 
can beshown in them. For instance, on the plain, finer ones, 
striped, checked and flowered batiste is used as piping to 
the plaits, or again as frills to finish the front and the rolling 
cuffs, and still another idea is to insert between the plaits 
plain strips of the figured, striped or flowered batiste, giving 
a touch of color; this little note of color is quite noticeable 
in both the tailored and semi-tailored shirtwaists, or again, a 
plain pink or blue shirtwaist is made with white collars and 
cuffs or the plait finished with a little under-band of plain 
white. It is a small thing, but you have no idea how pretty 
and how entirely different it makes a shirtwaist look. Even 
in linenand madras waists color is combined with the 
soutache braids. Braiding is also used to finish the edges 
of plaits, collars and cuffs and to outline the yoke. 

OW a word about sleeves, which are made in so many 
shapes that I almost hesitate to bring up the subject. 

Certainly they are smaller, and in gowns and coats they are 
long and close-fitting, but in bodices made of chiffon, and 
very soft, transparent materials, some of them are made 
three-quarter length with slight fullness on the under side. 
They are a modification of the butterfly sleeve with a small 
armhole, as they have no fullness at the top. In others the 
inside line of the sleeve is kept plain, while below the elbow it 
is close-fitting. In many cases the upper part of the sleeve is 
cut in one with the sides of the bodice, but the very newest 
sleeves are the long, close-fitting ones with frills that fall 
over the hands. Then there is the draped sleeve which is 
also close-fitting, but is put into a medium-sized armhole 
and brought in tight to the elbow and below it, the material 
at the top being put back in folds to the lining. 

The kimono sleeve is still used but greatly modified, being 
smaller and simpler, the flat line from the shoulder to the 
elbow depending upon the material. As to the long, plain 
sleeves: these are more generally worn than are the fancier 
ones in everything from shirtwaists to wedding gowns, and 
are made in a variety of materials from cloth to tulle. There 
are many simple ways of breaking the plainness and monot- 
ony in the length of the sleeve: small plaits, or stitched-on 
bands of embroidery, or braid, for instance—just some little 
thing that will take away from a certain bare look that the 
long, tight sleeve in some materials is apt to have. But all 
this is a question of taste. 

HE separate belt is very rarely worn with the new skirts, 
as the skirts are extended above the waist-line to form th 

belt; but if the mounted waist-line is not becoming to you 
personally it is also possible to make the girdle in one with 
the skirt without extending the skirt above the waist-line. 
This you can arrange in several ways: by making the belt of 
the same material as your skirt, for instance, attached to it, 
with the seam hidden by a slight fold or drapery which, 
though just a fold, looks better than a separate fold, as it is 
softer and does not give the division at the waist-line that is 
often unbecoming, especially to women with stout figures. 

When separate belts are worn with the tailored clothes 
they are pretty and really new. Linen is much used, while 
a novelty is narrow braid woven in a simple design. The 
buckles are worn far to the side, and in many cases in the 
side back, leaving a plain band of the belt in the centre 
front and centre back. The ribbon belts, which are worn 
with the plainest kinds of tailored suits, are nothing more 
nor less than sashes of a medium-length ribbon with fringed 
or tasseled ends; the ribbon is passed twice around the 
waist and knotted at the side to fall low over the hips. Then, 
again, to wear with practical clothes, there are belts of soft 
suéde and leather with sash ends tied at the side. 

I want to say a word to you about those little things that 
must be worn, no matter what kind of clothes we decide upon 

~such things as belts and 
veils, and little odds and 
ends which are, after ali, 
quite as necessary asa rain- 
coat and an umbrella. 

EILS are in the large, 
fine meshes, and are 

worn loosely to suit the big 
hats. Dotted veils are not 
used at all, the new ones 
being all in light, square 
meshes. Hand-bags for 
shopping are much smaller 
and are square in shape. 
Gloves have changed with 
the new sleeves: long onc: 
are worn only for the afte: 
noon and evening, and 
short ones for general we 

the grays and ta! 
stitched in the ba 
having taken the plac 
of white ones for ti 
ored suits. Handker- 
chiefs now have a note 
of color to match a 
dress or suit, being fh 
ished with very sn 
bordered edges :n 
stripes with the mon» 
gram embroidered to 

ee match. The separaic 
if stock collars should not 

be startlingly different 
in color from the blouse 
—they are usually 
fine batiste or the tulle 
nets, finished at the top 
with a plaited frill. 
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full ruche and the 

sted ends are new. 

The softest of silk and 

net lace are combined in 

this stock. 

An attractiveas well 

s serviceable neck 

iff of soft ribbon, 

ompleted by a bow 

nd a ruching of 

rich plumes. 

ADS, frills and furbelows in their right 
places are charming, and this season the 

long, graceful lines of the clothes are made 
more attractive by some frivolous touch, 
which, like the clothes themselves, must be 
simple. 

The little tucked batiste collar at the top of 
the page, for instance, you could easily make; 
the ruching at the top being formed by the 
fullness from the vertical tucks. The cravat 
is of silver ribbon finished with two oddly- 

shaped ends fringed by tassels of narrow rib- 
bot [his may be worn with a simple silk 
blouse, while with a muslin waist the 
me below it could be worn. In this 

the full ruche—made of plaited, 
blond net edged with a thread of a 
dark color—is the new feature: the 
collar itself is of lawn, the folds 
being turned down, while two shades 
of ribbon form the bow and pretty 
twisted loops. Quite new is the 
stock and jabot of plaited net lace 
with the collar-band braided in 
Nattier-blue soutache. Still another 
collar is the one of wide soft ribbon 
with the loosely-crossed ends, which 
are edged—as is also the collar 
with a frill of white lace. 

ve lin the group above is one of 

the new neck ruches to wear with 
tailored costumes. It is made of 
colored satin ribbon finished with a 
soft rosette bow and a softer finish 
of ostrich plumes at the top—-this 
gives a smart touch to a tailored 
costume and should be worn with 
the bow on the left side. 

The Directoire waistcoat in the 
centre of the page, which is quite 
new in cut, is worn with all kinds 
of coats, long and short, from the 
plainest tailor-made styles to the 

more trimmed semi-tailored suits. 
These waistcoats are cut with some 
fullness and decidedly short-waisted, 

and, as a rule, tone in color with 
the material of the suit. 
On the right is a soft, dainty, 
lingerie gown, but the new touch is 
the sash-belt which passes twice 
around the waist and is then knotted 
low down on the hips, with the tassel 
ends of even length. These sashes 
are of soft silk or satin, and are worn 

with semi-tailored clothes as well as 

the e dressy ones—cloth and 

Suk, ell as batiste 

I bie louse on the right of this 

ig [am sure you will like. It 
Is iple and vet has so much 

character and charm and is just the 
thing to wear with a semi-tailored 
sult Pulle net is used for it with 

large lots embroidered in’ white 

mercerized cotton. The sleeves are 

long and close-fitting, with plaited 
frills falling over the hands, while a 
wide frill is used down the front and 
a Narrower one at the neck. The 

hat is one of the Directoire shapes 
with a high crown, trimmed with a 
scarf satin tied on one side, the 
ends falling slightly over the edge 
of the brim. 

Just the collar for asemi- 

tailored blouse of fine 

batiste, soft crépe or silk. 

The graceful sash-gir 

OMETHING quite new 

gesting the lace mitts 

grandmothers’ time is the 

and cuff set of fine black 

shown on the waist on the 

right. The net is used quite 

plain and edged with fine 

knife-plaited ruffles, an 

inch and a half deep, 

being merely tacked in 

place so they can be 

removed when the 

waist is laundered. 

HE Directoire 

waistcoat— 

shown below—is 

one of the attractive 

features of the 

season, as well as a 

most useful style, as 

it may be made of 
moiré silk or cre- 

tonne, and when of a 

neutral color may be 

worn with different 

styles of coats. 

Ralston: With 

mothers’ time. 

basted over the waist. 

easily follow. 

noon or evening gowns. 

1once or twice at the dle which is knotte leather belt embroidered in two sha 
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llustrations .from Photographs 

UITE a different blouse is the one on the left with the touch of 
bl ck at the neck and wrists, suggesting the mitts of our grand- 

It is made of fine batiste and French filet lace, 
with a group of tucks forming a round yoke. But it is in the 
collar and cuffs of fine black tulle that the novelty lies. 
These are edged top and bottom with plaited frills, and may 
be removed when the waist is laundered, as they are only 

This combination of white batiste 
a great deal for the more 

dressy separate blouse, and is frequently very becoming. 
Below js a scarf which takes us back to the early 
Victorian era with its suggestion of the drooping shoulder- 
line—a_ most graceful style and one which you can 

Soft satin-taffeta is used for it, trimmed 
with wide bands of a colored meshed-silk net—applied 

as a folded band. Each 
side of the net border 
is finished with double 
bias folds forming two 
ruches: one placed at 
the outside edge of the 
silk net forming the 
border, and the other 
about two inches from 
the inner edge. This 
scarf should be made 
the full width of the 
silk and two yards and 
a half in length. In 
the light colors—pink 
or blue—it would be 
charming for the even- 
ing for young girls, 
and in pearl-gray for 
older women, while in 
the darker shades it 
may be worn for the 
afternoon with dark 
costumes. 

NOTHER style of 
neck ruche is just 

below, made of black 
muslin, satin ribbon, 
and black and white 
plaited-tulle frills. The 
collar is laid in folds, as 
are the twodouble ends, 
which are drawn 
together and fastened 
with silk tassels shaped 
like a pointed hood-end. 
These ruches_ invari- 

ably fasten either at the 

back or the side, with 

the bow or knot falling 
toward the back. 
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Silk, Chiffon, Net and Bands of Embroidery are 

Combined Here Without Looking “ Patchy” 
A Half-Worn Tailor-Made Suit May be Remodeled 

into This Smart “ Tail-Coat” 
oT 
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O ALTER clothes so that they do not look like made- 
overs is a most difficult thing todo. This is especially so 
now, when the fashions are so plain and long in line that 

to ‘‘fuss them up” or overtrim them to hide changes puts 
them rather more out of the fashion thanin. However, there 
is one good thing that will help a great deal, and that is the 
combination of many kinds of materials of different weights 
and qualities as well as colors. For instance, satin, cloth, 
chiffon and cashmere may all be combined in one garment. 

The illustration of the three-quarter-length coat just 
above shows how an old coat cut after the plain tailored 

or net, finely tucked and finished with a little frilled jabot of 
tulle. If you want to make your sleeves in the new, small, 
full-length shape have the cuffs longer than shown in the 
illustration, tucked and quite close-fitting, fastening with 
small lace or crochet buttons on the under side. 
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ERE is an idea for a home milliner, a hat which can be 
made of silk, satin or cloth, provided that the latter is of 

a sufficiently light-weight, flexible quality. It is one of the 
new bell-sailors, made with a curved frame of wire or cape- 
net. To be in the new fashion the crown must be high and 

model of last year or the year before may be altered by An Qutgrown Skirt May be Renovated and large, and as your old frame probably has not this feature, cut 
combining another material with it. If it is not possible to lengthened by Bands of Plain Material your old crown out and replace it with a new one of cape-net 
cut it entirely from the cloth of your old coat you could or wire. Cover the top of the crown to match the brim, while 
probably use a breadth or more from the skirt of your 
suit; it is better to make one good garment out of your 
old coat and skirt than to attempt to patch up the 
two into one unsatisfactory suit. The odds and 
ends left over will always come in for something, 
especially today, when collars, muffs and even 
hats are being made of cloth and all kinds of 
materials that quite turn topsyturvy one’s 
preconceived ideas. 

But to speak again of this coat: you see it is 
made over an entire under-waistcoat of another 
material, which in this particular case is satin, 
but you could use any other material harmoniz- 
ing with the color of yourcloth. This waistcoat 
should be made as a separate garment, almost 
on the lines of a man’s waistcoat, close and 
tight-fitting, with a plain back. The coat is hung 
over the waistcoat, being attached to it at the 
shoulder-seams, and—where most needed—with long 
tailor’s tacks of heavy thread. The edges of the cvat 

the sides are covered by the trimming. This trimming 
is of soft satin, silk or muslin, finished with a large 

rosette at the side front, and all edged with a finely 
knife-plaited frilling of sheer lawn. The facing 
should match the scarf and rosette. You will 
find it a hat which you can really trim yourself 
and cleverly adapted for rearranging. You 
probably have enough soft white material in 
the house for the lingerie frilling and surely 
enough material for the scarf: if not, an inex- 

pensive quality of chiffon or silk will do. Cut 
the brim covering on the bias fold of the 
material, putting the longer edge to the outer 
edge of the frame, and holding the fullness in 

small plaits at the base of the crown. 
Then there is the blouse shown above, which can 

really be called a ‘‘party”’ blouse, as it is suita- 
ble in style, if made of the proper materials. This 

blouse can really be made up from odds andends. To 
be sure, it must be of a certain quality and size, but 

may be bound with braid or finished with bias folds of silk or A Bell-Sailor of Cloth Trimmed with Silk Edged with at least it possesses possibilities, as it may be made from silk, 
satin. The reason the front has been cut in two sections is a Knife-Plailed Frilling of Sheer Batiste chiffon, tulle and a band of embroidery and yet not look at all 
that it is better in line and more easily fitted, and it also “patched together.”’ The front and back are of chiffon with 
gives a chance for the use of other material already cut into 
sections or gores. Now if you like you can make the sleeves 
of the same material as your waistcoat—provided always 
that it matches in color the cloth of your coat. The back of 
this coat is in one piece, but may, of course, have one centre 
seam or two side seams, according to your cloth. The chief 
thing to remember is the general line and style of the 
garment—the back hangs straight and easily and is what is 
known as a “‘tail-coat,’”’ being longer in the back than at the 
front and sides. 

This is a pretty style for a separate coat to be worn with 
either short or long skirts; it is not a coat for the plainest 
kind of tailored skirts, but rather for the afternoons or for 
those informal times when the severe tailored coat is out of 
place. Wear with it a blouse of tulle or silk with a plaited 
jabot in the front. Indeed, you can use an old blouse and a 
separate jabot made of plain white tulle and look well 
dressed. Your skirt could be perfectly plain and yet your 
costume would be dressy enough for the afternoons, and | am 
sure that you will find a coat of this kind can be readily remade 
from an old cloth one. 

gehinge down outgrown skirts is a question that mothers 
meet every year. In the second illustration I am sug- 

gesting a way to solve this problem, not only for outgrown 
skirts but for remodeling old skirts as well. Perhaps you could 
use two old dresses, changing them into one good separate 
skirt. This is a kilted model, a band of plain material let in at 
every second plait. Around the lower edge of the skirt is a 
six to eight inch band of the straight of the material trirnmed 
with a fold of the plain. This band should be different in color 
from the skirt, but not too marked a contrast; if your skirt 
is a brown-and-white checked material the let-in plaits should 
be of a plain brown cloth, and the band at the edge of the 
skirt of a soft beige color with the set-on bands of the brown. 
I think this quite a clever way to rearrange a skirt, as it 
allows not only for lengthening but also for added fullness, 
and even if the skirt to be altered is not a plaited one you 
could use this general idea. : 

The simple little shirtwaist worn with this skirt has several 
nice possibilities about it for alteration. The set-on scalloped 
plait in the centre front may be of another material from that 
of your shirtwaist, not in color, but simply in the quality of 
the material. If your blouse happens to be a linen the front 
scalloped plait may be of batiste with a small polka dot, or 
striped percale or lawn would be quite as pretty, with the 
collars and cuffs to match. This same idea you can use on a 
silk blouse, making the collars, cuffs and front piece of tulle 

two plaits on the shoulders, the outer edge being finished with 
a hemstitched hem, and the yoke-line trimmed with a band 

of embroidery. The collar and the small upper yoke, the 
side bodice and the tops of the sleeves are made of fincly- 
plaited net, the lower part of the sleeves being made of chiffon 
to match the upper part of the blouse. The back and front, 
which form the high, girdle-shaped pieces, may be of cloth, 
satin or silk—almost anything you like that will look well 
with your skirt—it gives a chance to change an old waist and 
to use up so many things that have gone out of fashion. 

OU probably have a skirt that is good enough to take 
some trouble with—one which needs altering to freshen it 

up for another winter, and a coat perhaps that you want to 
change even though the cloth shows no signs of wearing out; 
so with these facts in mind I have made this design. ‘This 
jacket or Eton—I hardly know which to call it—can be 
readily remade from almost any old coat you happen to have. 
Recut the coat like this one, with short, rounded fronts anda 
longer back, with a straight back panel. The fronts show 
the new Directoire revers and small, straight waistcoat —a part 
of the revers. Here you have the chance to introduce your 
new material, which, in color and design, should be a contrast 
to your original cloth. The revers and waistcoat may be of 
silk, or of cloth if you like, and the smaller ones should be of 
silk or satin to match the color you use in altering your skirt. 
The sleeves should certainly be recut as they are decidedly 
smaller this season. If your old sleeves were seven-eighths, 
instead of full length, add deep turnback cuffs of the silk or 
satin, piecing the sleeves down under the cuffs with any 

scrap of material you may have. You can use your last year $ 
sleeve pattern for recutting by folding a tuck through the 
centre to reduce its size correspondingly. 

The alteration of the skirt is not great and can be adapted 
equally well to any kind of gored skirt. Open the tront 
gore and insert a circular section, which could be continued 
in a band around the lower edge of the skirt, stitching the 
upper material to the let-in band of silk, satin, cloth, oF 
whatever you decide to use The back panel of the skirt 
probably has an inverted plait; this I should take out and 
have the back panel flat and plain and fastened wit! 4 
placket on the left side. The buttons should be covered with 
the satin or the material to match your trimmings, with 
the buttonholes bound with braid. 
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S : 1 ie 5 erate are nv patterns supplied jor the designs show om 
The Directoire Vest and Revers and a Little New P this page, as they are intended chiefly as suggestions for making 

Material Will Freshen a Suit for Another Winter over clothes, and can be followed by any clever home dressmaker. 
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“THE lingerie waist as we have known it has undergone a decided change, 

and is now worn with a skirt and coat suit, and not to form the waist to a 

dress. It has taken the lines of the new clothes: a straight, square look, 

which is noticeable in the waist shown in the centre at the top of the page. 

Two rather scant oversleeves fall over a tight-fitting undersleeve which may 

be of seven-eighths length or reach to the wrist. Figured net lace is used 

for the waist, with bands of Irish lace and fine hand-embroidery in the lower 

part, while Valenciennes lace forms the shallow yoke and collar. It would 

be very pretty, however, if made of much simpler material—batiste with 

batiste embroidery, or Swiss with Valenciennes lace—and is given as a sug- 

gestion for line rather than material. 

4040 —Here is the new draped waist in its simplest, prettiest form —a style 

which can be made to suit stout as well as slender figures. Satin or Indian 

crépe, or a material not too light in weight, should be used for it, and should 

match the skirt in color. Indeed a separate bodice of this kind is appropriate 

for a semi-tailored suit with a long skirt, or it may be used to make a complete 

gown and worn with a separate coat. Patterns (No. 4040), with a fitted lin- 

r e in four sizes: 32 to 38 inches bust measure. Size 36 requires i 

two yards and seven-eighths of 27-inch material without nap. 

4039-4043 —The first figure below shows the back view of the new polo 

hich is quite as pretty as the front view—on the extreme right of the 

grout This would make a charming afternoon or evening gown, or even a 

wedding gown made in soft cloth or silk—or both combined if of the same 

color with the yoke and tops of the slee\ of tulle and the lower part of 

chiffon to match the gown itself. The girdle and sash are of soft silk of a 

darker shade. Patterns (No. 4039) for the polonaise come in five sizes: 32 

to 40 inches bust measure. Size 36 requires two yards and seven-eighths of 

44-inch material without nap. Patterns (No. 4043) for the underdress come 

in six sizes: 32 to 42 inches bust measure. Size 36 requires five yards and 

ilf of 44-inch material without nap. 

The Lines of This Waist are Particularly Good and May be Copied 

in White Batiste or a Soft Crépe 

Designs by Mrs. Ralston 

by Anna W, Speakman 

O BE simply and becomingly dressed is to be 

well dressed, and simplicity now means more than 

it did in the past, as the new clothes are so constructed 
that, although the effect is undoubtedly simple, the 

making is not always so. However, the fashion is set 

in a good direction and should be followed by every 

woman of good taste and judgment, particularly by 

those women who practice economy, for it is economy 

to dress well in simple clothes, to consider individual 

style and to choose good materials. 

The best feature of the new fashions is that all super- 

fluous trimmings have been left out: for the street, for 

the house, and for the dressiest of times. Today, to 

look as though you were dressed up would put you far 

out of the fashions. On this page I have aimed to 

show the newest points of the newest fashions — the 

overskirt as it is today, the wide draped ‘‘ Murat”’ or 

““Robespierre’’ sash, the short Directoire bodice, 

the long, closely-fitted sleeves, and lastly the polonaise 

in a simpler, more becoming, style than formerly. 

man in Sim 

4042 

thes 
4042 — Quite new in design and yet very simple to make is this separate 

waist, which is particularly pretty in striped material. Of pongee or soft silk 

it would be most useful during the autumn worn with a tucked collar of ivory 

tulle with cuffs to match, edged with a plaited frill. The back closing is 

invisible, while buttons and loops make a pretty trimming and a soft sash 

forms the girdle. Patterns (No. 4042), with shoulder yokes cut in one with the 

sleeves, come in four sizes: 32 to 38 inches bust measure. Size 36 requires 

two yards and seven-eighths of 27-inch material without nap. 

4037-4038 — The graceful line of the overskirt in its new modified form is 

noticeable in this simple house or afternoon gown —the second one from 

the left in the group below. Voile or silk cashmere could be used for it — the 

material of soft brown trimmed with old-gold satin braided in black tulle and 

soutache, with an upper yoke and collar of ivory tulle. Patterns (No. 4037) 

for this surplice waist, with sleeves in tight outline or slightly larger, come 

in five sizes: 32 to 40 inches bust measure. Size 36 requires two yards and 

three-quarters of 36-inch material without nap. Patterns (No. 4038), includ- 

ing circular skirt with apron overskirt, faced at lower edge and applied fold, 

come in four-sizes: 22 to 28 inches waist measure. Size 24 requires five 

yards and five-eighths of 36-inch material without nap. 

4033-4035 The “ Robespierre ish is one of the most attractive points 

of the costume shown below. It has only one end, made of the double of 

the silk. Chiffon, broadcloth, silk crépon, or one of the heavy Indian crépes 

could be used for it in mauve, with the embroidery on the yoke and front of 

silk on mauve chiffon with a collar of ivory tulle. The long, scalloped-edged 

sleeves may be of cloth or of chiffon to match. Patterns (No, 4033) for the 

waist come in four sizes: 32 to 38 inches bust measure. Size 30 requires 

three yards and one-eighth of 36-inch material without nap. Patterns 

(No. 4035) for the five-gored skirt, with simulated triple box-plait, in short 

sweep or floor length, comein four sizes: 22 to 28 inches waist measure. Size 

24 requires five yards and a quarter of 36-inch material without map. 

Patterns (including Guide Chart) jor the numbered designs shown on this page can be supplied at fijteen cents jor each number, post-jree. The amount of material required jor the various 
sizes is printed on the pattern envelopes. Order jrom your nearest dealer in patterns, or by mail, giving number 
skirts, and inclosing the price to the Pattern Bureau, The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia. 

pattern, bust measure for waists, and watst and hip measures for 
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| 4026—A suggestion of drapery in a very simple way is given in the blouse | | 

illustrated above which could be worn with the dressier tailored skirts. Sills | 

or satin pongee, matching the color of the cloth skirt, could be used for it, } | 

“hung ’’ overa soft foundation lining; or it could be made of chiffon and: | 

The lace —which may be either filet net or net braided in soutache, the braid | | 

taking the dark tones of the skirt —is put on merely as a trimming, arranged | 

to give the short waist-line in the front. Patterns (No. 4026) come in four 

sizes: 32 to 38 inches bust measure. Size 36 requires three yards and 

half of 27-inch material without nap. 

4018—Empire gown 4019-4020 —A useful 
with the charm of sim- gown for the house or Fess 

plicity in its graceful long general afternoon wear. . 

4018 : 4019-4020 4022 lines. Silk « répon in a The skirt and be dice may I 
soft brown, with satin be of the same material, ie NA 

. - trimming a shade darker or the skirt may be of ff Ng 

HARMING in line are these two gowns, while the Empire coat is simplicity itself and could be easily with a golden tinge, would cloth or any wool or silk | 

made at home, as the material used for these coats is soft and pliable: cloth, satin and silk. The first make a charming house material, with a chiffon 

gown, which is for the afternoon, could be of cloth, and worn with a long coat for the street; and the other ra Nv se gee agi ppesee pein * : ~~ | 

gown, for theatre wear, is of a soft crépe, with pipings of satin and yoke of lace. supple cloth could be satin and-cattnecovercd 
used, worn with a sepa- buttons form the trim 

rate coat in seven-eighth ming. Patterns(No.4019 

length. Patterns (No. for the waist, having a 

4024-4025 4045 4014-3857 

HREE useful dresses— the first a gown for the afternoon which is appropriate for cloth and chiffon; 

the second, a morning dress, cut all in one piece, held in place by a belt, and as simple to make as 
it is comfortable to wear. Last of all is a waist and skirt, which could be used together or separately —the 

waist with other skirts, and the skirt with a fur coat or a seven-eighth-length coat. 

ATTERNS (including Guide-Chart) jor all these designs can be supplied at fifteen cents for each number, post-jrec. The 
amount oj material required jor the various sizes is printed on the pattern envelopes. Order from your nearest dealer in 

patterns, or by mail, giving number oj pattern, bust measure for waists, coats and costumes, and waist and hip measures jor 
skirts, and inclosing the price to the Pattern Bureau, The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadclphia. 

$018) for this Empire dress, 

closed at the left side 

front, consisting of a 

waist, fitted lining with 

full or three-quarter-length slee\ es, 

and a six-gored skirt having the 

side-front and side-back gores 

lengthened by acircular flounce sec- 

tion, come in five sizes: 32 to 40 

inches bustmeasure. Size 36requires 

five yards and three-quarters of 44- 

inch material without nap. 

4022—One of the new seven- 

eighth-length coats which is simple 

in line and rather scant. It may 

be made of cloth or the heavier silks 

orsatins, frequently form- 

Zz ing a contrast to the skirt 

or gown with which it 

SS is worn. The smail roll 

collar and the buttons 

and loops should be of 

as = contrasting material — not 

yee color —while a really new 
i > Tins 

touch is the attractive frill 

which falls over the hand. 

The back though perfectly 

plain is given the shorter 

waist-line by buttons and 

loops. Patterns (No. 

4022) in straight or cuta- 

way outline,and in seven- 

eighth or three-quarter 

length, come in five sizes: 

32 to 40 inches bust measure. Size 
36 requires, for seven-eighth-length 

coat, three yards and three-quarters 

of 44-inch material without nap. 

ybt 

4045 —Something entirely new is 

this good-looking morning dress, as 

it is cut in one from the neck to the 

hem, and also has the advantage of 

fastening at the side front—a really 

practical, easy-to-get-into garment 

which is a dress, not a wrapper. 

Cashmere or challis in one of those 

between-shades of blue or 

‘ green would be attractive 

al for it—not a light shade, 

f as it would soil quickly, 

nor yet a dark one, but a 

gray-green or blue. Make 

the buttons and loops to 

match. Patterns (No. 

4045) with shirtwaist and 

full-length fitted sleeves, 

come in six sizes: 321042 

inches bust measure. Size 

36 requires six yards and 
a quarter of 36-inch mate- 

rial without nap. 

fitted lining, full-length 

fancy or plain sleeves, 

come in five sizes: 32 to 

40 inches bust measure. 

Size 36 requires three yards and a 

eighth of 36-inch material without 

nap. Patterns (No. 4020) for + 

four-gored skirt, closed at the left 

side-front plait, come in four sizes: 

22 to 28 inches waist measure. Size 
24 requires six yards of 36-in 

material without nap. 

4024-4025 —An afternoon gow 
of cloth for street wear, to be wor 

with a separate coat of cloth or satin. 

Any one of the soft cloths or crepe 

materials could be used, 

with the collar and small 

round yoke of ivory tulle, 

while the deep, square 

yoke is of tucked chiffon 

matching the cloth. 

Braided net harmonizing 

with the material could 

form the trimming. Pat- 
terns (No. 4024) come in 

five sizes: 32 to 40 inches 

bust measure. Size 36 re- 

quires two yards of 44- 

inch material without nap. 

Patterns (No. 4025) for 

the three-piece skirt, with 

panel back gore closing 

at the left side front with 

the skirt, come in five sizes: 22 to 

30 inches waist measure. Size 24 

requires four yards and a quarter of 

44-inch material without nap. 

4014-385 7—A blouse for t 

morning to wear with tailored suit 

A silk and wool material, cashine 

wool voile and French flannel are a 

nice materials for it, trimmed wit 

bands of cloth embroidered in 

tones of the material piped wit! 

silk. Patterns (No. 4014) for 
blouse, closed in front, 

come in five sizes: 32 to 

40 inches bust measure. 

Size 36 requires three 

vards and.an eighth of 

27-inch material without 

nap. Patterns (No. 3857) 

for the six-gored skirt — 

which could be of broad- 

cloth to wear with a fur 

coat — come in five sizes: 

22 to 30 inches waist meas- 

ure. Size 24 requires six 

yards anda quarter of 44- 

inch material without nap. 
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the elbow is fastened with buttons and finished by loops of braid 

The waist may be in washable cotton material, 

U0 

—— 

4021--"' The sleeve’s the thing” in this very good-looking plain ene 4 

Phe upper part or sleeve-cap is a separate section, so that the lower part may 

more easily follow the curve of the arm. 

the only trimming on the waist. 

The slash which reaches nearly to 

which form 

or in what is being much used for all kinds of plain tailored or semi-tailored 

shirtwaists 

ear a stiff bow tie. Patterns (No. 4021 

Size 36 two 

material without nap. 

bust measure. requires 

3966 

ble semi-tailored 

which will be invaluable 

for the autumn, and could 

be used throughout the 

This is a sensi- 

dress 

inter as well, worn with 

fur coat, or a separate 

three-quartel 

Make it of a worsted 

trimming of ide ta 

and good-sized button 

The collar and cuffs may 

be of white net made re 

movable for laundering, 

or of dark net matching 

the material over a white 

China silk foundation 

the latter is very pretty and practical. 

(No. 3966) for the 

closing waist, and seven-gored skirt 

Patterns side- 

also closing at the side, come in five 

sizes: 32 to 40 

ure, 

inches bust meas 

Size 36 requires seven yards 

india half of 36-inch material with- 

out nap and three yards of braid. 

4017 Rather more fitted than le 

the new tailored suit for the sea 

on. This cutaway coat gives the 

hew lines which curve gradually in 

the most graceful fashion 

n the front, while the 

sleeves are smali with the 
| barest bit of fullness at 

and the back 

panel talls 

the top, 

from 

the neck. The skirt i 

in but few pieces, plain in 

the front and back with a 

little fullness at the side 

Straight 

again a new feature this 
Use 

broadcloth with the collar 

season, serge ot 

the buttons and the loops 

(No. 

COoNnSsIsting of a 

of satin. Patterns 

1017), 
Cutaway coat and a gored 

skirt, with Empire waist- 

lne,come in six sizes: 321042 inches 

bust measure. Size 36 requires five 

rds and seven-eighths of 44-inch 

ithout nap. 

1011-3300—The new feature of 

‘ ire it 

} oO i iwol } ¢ r¢ 

be sed, t! he olla 

ind cuffs faced hs ! 
ft the same color. P 

ern No. 4011) for 

coat come in elgtiit ize 

32 to 46 inches bt 

ure. Size 36 require 

three yards of 44-in 

material without nap. 

Patterns (No. 3300) for 

the seven-gored skirt 

come in eight sizes: 22 to 

36 inches waist measure. 

Size 24 requires four 

yards and an eighth of 44 

inch material without nap, 

-flannel and light crépon de soie. 

) come in six sizes: 

Make the stock of muslin and 

32 to 42 inches 

36-inch yards and five-eighths of 

4028-4029 —Here tlie 

attractive lingerie chemi 

sette is one of the prettiest 

features, and a contrast 

to the cloth, 

Panama which 

ised for the dress 

serge or 

could be 

in blue 

or green with trimming of 

black satin. The buttons 

hould be covered with 

the material, but make 

the loops of satin. Pat- 

terns (No. 4028) for the 

waist come in five sizes: 

32 to Winches bust meas 

ure. Size 36 requires one 

yard and three-quarters 

of 44-inch material without nap. 

Patterns (No. 4029) for the skirt, 

with upper and 

shaped flounce, come in four sizes: 

22 to 28 inches waist measure. Size 
24 requires three yards and seven 
eighths of 44-inch material without 

nap. 

six-gored section 

3833-4027 —Separate waists and 

skirts are something we all need 

times, so here Is a good-looking 

shirtwaist which may be ntade of 

pongee, wash silk or tna 

dras, with a washable 

stock collarand frill. The 

skirt is pretty for short, 

separate skirts—the line 

skirts of different 

marked. 

between 

lengths is very 

Mixed material 

orings, 

and col 

such as tweed, 

hopsacking and serge,are 

justthe thing forit. Pat 

(No. 3833) for the 

tucked shirtwaist 

32 to 42 

measure 

terns 

come 

in six Sizes: 
' 
inches bust 

Size 36 requires two yards 

and a half of 36-inch ma 

terial. Patterns (No 

4027) for the ten-gored skirt come in 

five sizes: 22to JO incheswaist mea 

ure. Size 24 requires five yards of 

44-inch materia thout nap. 

3728-3741—1 ould make the 

most uset of school dre for 

( l ( 0 4 

ove! ‘ ed, P 

( 1 ZOO ti ¢ ¢ é 

one he ( i Have 

he ollat ¢ fi ed 

oro oO un 

¢ ht on 

ou cove t ti . 

e! Patte Ne ‘e 

3728) for tl 

come in four size 14 

16,17 and 18 year Size 

17 requires two yard 

and three-eighths o 46 

inch material. Patter 
No. 3741) for this 

six-gored skirt come In 

four sizes: 14, 16, 17 an 

Wvears. Size 17requires 

six yards and a half of lf 

36-inch material. 

thes for Autumn and 
esigns by Mrs. Ralston: With Drawings by Anna B. Westermann 

ee 

3966 4078-4029 4017 

WO useful semi-tailored dresses to be made of serge or Panamacloth, and a tailored suit. The first 

which shows the new long tight sleeves 

has the front opening bound by a bias fold of satin with the loops of the same. 

dress is trimmed with braid and buttons, while the second 

The smart coat and 

skirt suit may be of cloth or broadcloth serge, its simplicity of line making it becoming. 

SRR ta chee RRR oman RIN es 

‘OR older women, or women inclined to be stout, nothing could be better looking than the tailored svit 

in the centre of this group. Cheviot suiting and piece-dyed worsted make serviceable suits in 
smoke-gray or mole —two colors which will be much worn. Lighter-weight worsted would be suitable for 

either of the two dresses, or the waist on the left could be of pongee or washable cotton. 

P% TTERNS (including Guide-Chart) for the designs shown on this page can be supplied at fijteen cents for each number 
post-jree. The amount of material required for the various sizes is printed on the pattern envelopes. Order 

nearest dealer in patterns, or by mail, giving number oj pattern, bust measure jor waists and coats, and waist and hip measur: 
jor skirts, and inclosing the price to the Pattern Bureau, The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadel phia. 

rom your 
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The New Hats 

By Mrs. Ralston 

HE size of the shapes seems to be 
the principal feature of the new 
hats. They are either very large 

or quite small. The crowns are large and 
high, the brims are wide and are what you 
might call ‘‘shaped,”’ as you rarely see a 
hat with a straight, heavy line to the 
brim. They curve and roll, and in many 

cases are made with the irregular brim 
known as the Directoire, with a de- 
cided peak in the front. Hats are worn 
low over the face, not put forward, but 
simply fitted with a drooping line which 
falls more over the face than away from it. At a first glance 
this gives the appearance of being top-heavy and perhaps 
overtrimmed: one sees the enormous choux of ribbons, the 
size of the flowers, the length of the plumes and the number 
of quills and wings; it is a sudden change, but although there 
is much trimming there is not or should not be overmuch. 
The general style of the new hats is ‘‘overflowing”’ and unques- 
tionably picturesque, being copied from the old masters of 
the English school. 

HE trimming is arranged rather high and full, made nec- 
essary by the size of the hat and the height of the crown, 

and this is why scarfs and draperies around the crown are 
replacing other trimming, and, moreover, trimmings of this 
kind go so well with the new clothes. All kinds of materials 
are being used to make hats. It is no longer necessary to 
think of felt and velvet alone for winter hats, as now they 
are made of materials unthought of in the past for practical, 
every-day hats. Yet this year satin, moiré, cloth, crépon 

and taffeta are used, and so on through an endless variety of 
materials. Certainly hats made in these materials are softer 
and in more becoming shades than a stiff felt, and less clumsy 
than many of the long-haired beaver hats. In some satin, and 
cloth are combined, the crown of one and the brim of the 
other, or the brim is entirely of chiffon, with a facing of satin 
and the crown of satin. The variety is endless, and the 
possibilities are not only charming but they also suggest all 
kinds of ways of making over old hats, and of using up good 
material for practical purposes 

Facings have come back again and may be put in very full, 
laid in — ple 1its, Or again quite plainly turned over the 
edge of the brim and finished with a cording. Another novel 
feature of the winter hats is the use of narrow soutache braid 
on the brims, arranged in a simple border design. Of 
course, it is pretty only when the braiding is well done, and it 
should never be made to look too heavy, but put on as a 
facing to finish the edge of the brim on the upper side. 

And if there are new ideas in the materials used for the 
hats there are quite as many in the new trimmings; ribbons, 
for instance, are made in the most lovely changeable colors 
—an especially pretty one they call ‘‘ Moonlight”; it is a shade 

KO : a 

How These Hats are Trimmed 

ICTURESQUE and charming is the 
Directoire hat of black satin at the top of 

the page in the centre: it is trimmed with 
ostrich feathers arranged as a double wreath 
around the crown, with one high feather at 
the side and strings of black tulle —a hat for 
dressy occasions. On the right is a Bergére 
hat of satin beaver in navy blue, with a scarf 
of ribbon in a softer shade and a garland of 
flowers; which may be made in velvet or 
taffeta. This is an afternoon hat, as is the 
one on the left, of chiffon velvet and satin. 
The upper brim is of gray velvet and the 
under one of deep claret, matching the wreath 
in which gray is also combined. A large white 
ostrich plume is the noticeable feature of the 
hat below, which has the wide slanting crown 
inspired by the Chinese type, while on the 
right of this is one of the bell brims, with 
high crown, and brown and white flowers of 
gold tissue ribbon. On the evening hat at the 
left of the page the crown is of plaited ruching, 
the brim of mauve pink satin, and the scarf 
of black satin. On the extreme right of the 
page is a simple hat for the morning of light 
beige satin cloth, with soft gray-white quills 
and again a scarf. The hat trimmed with 
wings is of beige felt, to be worn with a 
tailored suit. And last is a satin hat of 
hunters’ green, with a wreath of foliage and 
a scarf of dull porcelain blue. 

_ 
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Drawings by 

Norris 

between gray-yellow and silver, which 
is charming and soft, and though it 
looks well with all other colors it also 

lightens up a hat of sombre shade. 
The new ribbons are very much wider 
and softer to suit the large hats; indecd, 
many of them are sash width. 

When untrimmed the new hats look 
hopelessly ugly, as the crowns are so 
big and high that they have an awk- 
ward and ungainly appearance, but 
when trimmed they are charming and 
more becoming than the hats have been 

in the past. They seem to have an old-fashioned feminine 
look about them, if you know what I mean, with soft lines 
that suit so many faces, and are becoming not only to young 
people but to those women also who are older and who have 
more difficulty in finding becoming shapes. 

The draped hats are quite as much a part of the fashion as 
are draped styles in clothes. In these, wide scarfs are wound 
loosely and softly around the crown, falling on the brim at 
one side; the ends of the scarf are caught. up and knotted 
loosely into a big, soft bow, the ends of the bow being caught 
together and finished with tassels or with satin rosettes d rop- 
ping slightly over the brim. You cannot imagine how pretty 
and simple this style of hat is. It is dressy and yet quite 
simple enough to wear with the plainest tailor suits, and the 
colors can be arranged to go well with a number of suits and 
gowns. 

INGS will be much used again, but they are a good «eal 
larger than last year and are dyed in all sorts of pretty 

colors, and used with hats of contrasting color. Both wings 
and feathers are frequently arranged to form a stiff band w ‘ich 
fastens around the crown, while on one side two other wi of 
a different size turn downward, falling over the brim. a 
general rule the trimming is arranged at the side, but ma: v o! 
the new models show it decidedly to the side back of the ‘iat, 
the front being left quite plain, with folds draped aroun: the 
base of the crown and the trimming raised toward the k, 
higher than the crown. 

For practical use, such as traveling and morning ar, 
very small toques will be worn again; these are moder in 
character and the trimmings are made of the same mat ils 

as the hat—dquills or the stiff-finished feathers. Ost vich 
feathers will be used for the evening and afternoon hats i: the 
soft pastel shades to match the color of the gown and rm 
with a darker hat—for instance, a soft gray-green satii hat 
is trimmed with the palest Nattier-blue feathers. 

Quills and flowers are being made in satins and silk he 
satin flowers are delightfully new and charming and « be 
made by the clever home milliner. They may be of sa‘. oF 
moiré, the edges finished with a very tiny cord; they arer lly 
lovely and can be used in many combinations of color. 

a 
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ERE are some of the prettiest 
ens : i little things’’ for younger 
girls that I saw in Paris. 

\lost attractive is the band of black 
-elvet, just above, which is quite 
he nicest way of holding up the full 
rill which now edges the collar, and 
t gives as well a note of color which 
should match any trimming of the 
lress. These bands fasten in the 
back with a clasp and have small 
suckles or ornaments in the front. 
\ltogether they are a pretty little 
ouch, and so inexpensive that any 
irl can have one; using a pin at the 

back instead of a clasp. Something jf. \ 
new in hatpins is the one of raffia / \ 

shown on the right—with a tur- q 
quoise head set in the centre. This may be used SS) 
with a stiff hat, while the attractive rhinestone 
in a starlike design is for more dressy hats. 

The good-looking washable belt at the top of the page is of 
linen and crochet insertion: the top and bottom edges of the 
helt are of bias folds of linen, stitched, while between the bands 
of insertion a straight piece of linen is set embroidered in a 
simple design—another thing which any girl can make herself. 

“HEN the girdle on the figure just below is a pretty little 
corded affair made of soft silk, which you sce fastens at the 

side front and is finished with two soft ends and fringe tassels, 
which, by-the-way, can be made of embroidery silk. The 
dress itself is suitable for the 
afternoon or evening, and may 
be made of silk crépon or a silk- 
and-wool material relieved with 
bands of lace piped to match 
the girdle. The long sleeves 
may be of the same material 
as the waist, or of chiffon to 
match it in color, while the yoke 
is of tucked net. Bands of lace 
placed to give a line of drapery 
trim the simple tucked skirt. 

Patterns (No. 4012) 

for this women’s and 
girls’ waist, with plain 
long sleeves and tucked 
elbow sleeves, come in 

six sizes: 30 to 40 inches 
bust measure. Size 30 

requires two yards and 

one-eighth of 
36-inch material 

without nap. - 
Patterns (No 

3871) for the 

seven-gored skirt come in four sizes: 14, 16, 17 and 18 
years. Size 16 years requires three yards and thre¢ 

quarters of 36-inch material without nap. 

N THE figure in the centre of the page is shown 
/ a pretty blouse, a hat and a tulle ruche for a young 

girl. The blouse is trimmed with the new French filet 

lace. The hat—which, please notice, is modest in size | 
with a moderate brim—is made of woven velvet braid, | 

and requires no bandeau. The crown is made entirely 
of satin, of which the bow is a part and through which } 
the quills are stuck. This hat is an appropriate one for 
all kinds of tailored suits and one which will stand wear 

and keep its shape, especially if of brown or blue. 
Phe ruche is of plaited tulle and should match the 

trimming of the hat, fastening in the back under a 
bow of satin ribbon of the same color. = 

oOuns 
By Mrs. Re 
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by Mary Hit 
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UITE new is this odd and pretty 
cravat, which is made of satin 

and iridescent beads: this also you 
could make yourself of pale blue, 
with silver and gilt beads—or any 
other color you choose. It is worn 
at the base of the collar, loosely 
crossed with the ends of different 
lengths. Nothing could be a nicer 
bit of fancy-work, nothing would 
make a prettier birthday gift for a 
friend, nor add .a more attractive 
touch to an afternoon blouse than 
just this little tie. 

Then, too, here is a handkerchief: 
| HS ; isn’t it a perfect dear? It is made of 

eJ sie fine linen, with a narrow, hemstitched hem 
AN? and three butterflies of colored batiste in the 

corners. These butterflies are cut out of 
colored material and applied to the handkerchief with fine 
stitches. Usually they are of different colors and of varied sizes, 
and may be placed wherever you think prettiest. Indeed, you 
could put them on any fine handkerchief which you have. 

HE good-looking coat shown below has a new feature in the 
prettily-pointed cape which is bound with a contrasting 

material. The large buttonholes, further enlarged by braid, are 
another attractive feature, while the hat and boots are equally 
new. For the coat, either serge or cheviot would be nice mate- 

rial in blue—a leading color 
this autumn. Patterns (No. 
4015) for this girls’ single- 
breasted coat in full or seven- 
eighths length, and with or 
without the circular cape, come 
in four sizes: 8 to 14 years. 
Size 14 years requires three 
yards and one-eighth of 54- 
inch material with nap. 

In the group on the left are 
some particularly useful and 
simple things. At the top is a 
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small cravat made of fine lawn: a 

it is laid in two fine plaits and ene fees a 
finished on the edge with a row ag Gas Pye Sop A im 
of feather-stitching in floss silk. eu ag! 
Silk brocade or cretonne may en ith 7 
be used for the bedroom slip- ; 
pers to be worn with a dressing- 
gown. They are lined with 

satin and trimmed with 
a little twisted edge 
made of velvet ribbon of 
two colors, finished in 
the centre with a rosette. 

| Useful indeed is the little pocketbook or ‘ porte- 
monnaie,” which has a strap to carry it over the wrist. 
rhis one is of suéde, with a strap to match. 

aay 

OR young girls the collar of net is particularly attract- 
ive. The collar-band is in groups of tucks with a 

full plaited frill at the top, while a wider ‘‘ Pierrot”’ 
knife-plaited frill forms the lower part of the collar 
This is very practical and dainty, as it can be washed, 
and is just the thing to wear with a simple dress of 
cashmere or a blouse of silk. 

And now, last of all, here is a real novelty in a belt 
narrow linen braid woven in a simple design and com- 
pleted with a plain buckle covered with linen—for this 
use any plain buckle you have. The belt may be 
made in any color, using soutache or Hercules braid, 
and is charming with lingerie waists. 

: . ; ; ; ; j f Oe, a terial required 
Patterns (including Guide-Chart) jor the numbered designs shown on this page can be supplied at fijteen cents jor each number, post-jree. The amount oj material required 

jor the various sizes is printed on the pattern envelopes Order jrom your nearest dealer in patterns, or by mail, giving number of pattern, bust measure jor waist, age and bust 
f ; 1 ; , ; imo > ce > > » i ee Ibs ° 

measure jor coat, and age, waist and hip measures jor skirt, and inclosing the price to the Pattern Bureau, The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia. 
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The Girl Who M akes Her Own Clothe all Creations 
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By Helen Koues: Wi 

HIS month, girls, instead of mak- 
ing new clothes let us make over 
our old ones. You will be amazed 

to find how very nice-looking and 
“un-made-over” they can look if you 
go about it in the right way and give 
just as much care to them as to a new 
suit or dress. This is really the secret: 
If you feel they are just old things 
and anything will do they will proba- 
bly look it; but if you make every detail 
important you will really change old 
into new. 

The majority of girls expect to wear 
a tailored suit two years and perhaps 
three, and there is no reason why the 
suit shouldn’t look nearly as well after 
the first season if a little care is taken 
in cleaning, pressing and possibly some 
recutting. ‘The coat of a suit bought 
during the past two years is probably 
semi-fitted (single or double breasted) 
and the skirt plaited. You may feel 
that you are undertaking a good deal 
to alter a cloth suit yourself, but if you 
will do the small things well I. know 
you will be successful. Brush the suit 
thoroughly; you may even put the skirt 
on the clothesline and beat it—of 
course, this should have been done 
before you put it away for the summer, 
but even so it will do no harm to repeat 
it—then look carefully in a strong 
light for spots; the less noticeable 
ones may be removed by soft water, 
pure white soap and a little household 
ammonia, but to prevent making a ring 
around the spot put blotting-paper 
under the material, and rub round 

and round. For grease spots sprinkle 
French chalk on them, leave it for some hours, place blotting-paper 
over it, press with a hot iron, then brush thoroughly. For old mud 
spots or ink stains use a te aspoonful of oxalic acid and one of cold or 
lukewarm water; increase the strength if necessary, but as soon as the 
spot disappears rinse quickly and thoroughly, and rub gently, for the 
acid tends to rot the material. Keep it out of the way of children and 
be careful of your hands. With paint or varnish spots, first cover with 
olive oil or butter, then saturate with chloroform, follow with soapsuds, 
rinse and rub. 

N ALL probability the main part of your coat will require nothing 
except a good pressing, but the sleeves are likely to need alteration, 

which indeed will be quite worth while, for a garment is dated by its 
sleeves. So rip them up, brush, wet with a piece of material—do not 
be afraid of water—cover with a muslin cloth and press with a hot 
iron; do not leave the iron in one spot, but put it on the cloth and lift it 

off, put it down again and lift it—this freshens 
and presses, but does not mark the cloth. And 

now I want to lay a ghost that haunts home 
dressmakers — this fear of leaving the mark of a 
hot iron on the material. Perhaps you have done 
it in the past, and may do it now before you get 
the trick of lifting the iron quickly. If you have 
marked the cloth all vou need do is to wet the 
material again and put the iron down and up 
quickly on the spot. ‘This steams the cloth and 
takes out the mark and shine. Don’t be afraid 
of it; like most other things, you will succeed if 
you attack them boldly, backed by knowledge. 
When your cloth is in nice condition cut it by the 

pattern (No. 2645), which comes in three sizes: 

small, medium and large, and requires but seven- 
cighths of a yard of 44-inch material without nap for the medium size. 
Now, to put the sleeve in: perhaps there is nothing so generally mis- 
understood and nothing which affects more the comfort and appear- 
ance of a garment. The gathers must be spread across the top and 
eased on the under side. By this I do not mean gathered on the under 
side, but a good deal of “‘easing”. can be done without showing and 
adds more than I can say to the “‘sct.””, Some of the new sleeves are 
almost plain at the direct top with fullness at the side front and side 
back. Bind the seam with the flattest silk binding, and lastly turn the 
seam back—toward the neck—tack it to the shoulder-seam and press. 
This is another small thing, but it is one of the things that tell. 

Strengthen the buttons, and if the buttonholes are in bad condi- 
tion rip out the old threads and make them over. A new feature 
this season is the use of cord-braid, outlining the buttonhole about half 
an inch from it. This is very pretty and something I advise you to do. 
Reline the coat if necessary, cutting the new lining by the old; or, if 
not, sometimes a reénforcement under the arms or across the shoulde rs 
is sufficient. 

ee 

A Sleeve is Fased 

to the Armhole 

HE skirt I should rip apart, clean all spots, press and recut by a 
plain seven-gored pattern (No. 2173), which is cutin nine sizes: 20 to 

36 inches waist measure. I know that this can be done, as I have tried 
it for you on the usual nine-gored plaited skirt of the last two 
years. * The diagram at the bottom of the page shows how the 
plain gores will cut out of the plaited ones, and you need piece 
it only under the inverted plait in the back, which you would 
have to do in anything but very wide material. If you find the 
line of the plaits shows after wetting and pressing wash the 
material with soapbark in this way: Pour a quart of boiling 
water over five cents’ worth of soapbark, steep for two hours Tailored Lapped 

on the back of the stove, so that the water will not boil away; 
strain through cheesecloth into a jar, then wi 
empty the jarintoatubfulofwarm water, ™ bash 
and wash the material just as though 
soapsuds were used. Rinse in water of 
the same temperature to which a little 
ammonia has been added; then press 
with a cloth between—while it is still 
damp. Make the skirt with lapped seams a ‘| 
—that is, lay the front gore half an inch 
over the first side gore, take a one-eighth- 
inch seam on the wrong side, turn over 
top gore, as shown in the diagram; press 

and stitch on the right side either one or 
two rows deep—the diagram shows two 

| 
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“Before and After’ —- An Old Summer Dress Remodeled 

for Allernoon and Evening Wear During the Winter 

Seam write me. 

Showing How a Plain Gored Skirt May be Cut 

from a Plaited One 
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rows—one an eighth of an inch from the 
edge and the second three-eighths of an 
inch from that; repeat at each seam, let- 

ting the front gore overlap the back. 
Turn a three-inch hem at the bottom of 
the skirt, but instead of turning it in at 
the top baste a flat binding over the 
edge, on the wrong side, and stitch on 
the right side on both edges, using the 
basting threads as a guide. Finish the 
placket with medium-sized hooks and 
eyes, sewed three-eighths of an inch 
apart on the under side of the plait so 
that the stitches will not show—do this 
after the pressing, so that the cloth will 
not be marked. Your suit should now 
look quite like new, and there is no 
reason why you, yourself, cannot make 
it look as well as a dressmaker or tailor 
would if you will consider no detail too 
small to do carefully; and if you do 
make a mistake, or stitch something 
crooked, rip it out and do it right. It 
will cost you, including the two pat- 
terns, cleaning stuff, sewing silk and 
braid, less than seventy-five cents. 

a a else we all need is a 
dress for evening wear. In the 

afternoon a waist of silk crépon match- 
ing the color of our tailored suit is com- 
plete without a coat, but for evening we 
must have something light and pretty — 
and a light waist and dark skirt will not 
do. You surely have a light summer 

3973 dress which has possibilities—perhaps 
some new material will be required, as, 
for instance, in the illustration in the 
centre of the page. How many of us 
have yoked dresses, with or without the 

bertha and a flounced skirt! Though this is a style always more or less 
worn it is not new, but it may be changed into the pretty design shown, 
which, by-the-way, is fairly bubbling over with suggestions. First your 
old dress should be spotlessly clean—and my experience is that soap and 
water is the best way to make it so, even for sheer organdies and lace. 
Rip the bertha off and wash the waist carefully; if there is lace 
which is not in good condition it is best to replace it after the waist is 
washed. The rest of the blouse may remain as it is with the exception 
of the sleeves, which are too large. Rip the seam and lay the sleeve out 
flat on a piece of brown paper—which should be cut exactly like the 
sleeve then remove it and pin a tuck in the paper through the centre, 
taking out as much fullness as you think necessary. Pin the paper 
pattern together to see if it looks about the size of the illustration, and 
then recut your sleeve by it, finishing it with any kind of a cuff you 
wish. The flounce should not be too full, so use your own judgment 
about taking out some of the width, and if you wish the skirt longer 
lengthen it by a shallow yoke. ; 

Now for the pretty little overblouse and tunic skirt; it is just the 
shape you see in the diagram, and first I want to tell you how to make 
it out of bordered lawn or batiste : 
to wear over your old dress. For 
bordered material, cut each side of 
the overskirt in one piece (like the 
diagram) instead of two, lapping 
the seams of the pattern three- 
eighths of an inch. The border is 
cut at the front edges and the 
corners mitred so that it can be 
carried up the front. This is all 
there is to it, and it takes but four 

yards for the skirt and blouse 
together. This may be trimmed 
with the border if it is narrow 
(which would have to be applied 
as a band), or with lace if you wish; but set the lace in as insertion, 
not on the edge. Attach the waist and skirt with a belt so that they 
can be slipped on all in one. Including lace it will cost but: 

Strips of Material and Lace of the 

Same Color May Form the Overdress 

4 yards of 36-inch bordered material at 25 cents ; . $1.00 
3 yards of lace for blouse at 7 cents, and thread 27 

$1.27 

OW perhaps instead of a muslin you have a challis or voile which 
has the general air of the dress of yesterday—this you can also re- 

model by this pattern. If vourskirt is plaited, and now looks “stringy,” 
the most satisfactory thing is to make a thorough job of it and recut 
the skirt into a plain seven-gored model. If you have a good foundation 
of the same color merely make the bottom of the material (using the 
seven-gored pattern) ; or, again, if you have the pattern of a circular skirt 
which is deep enough you can use it. From a full skirt you may get 
enough material to make the overskirt of strips joined by lace 
beading—as shown in the diagram—dyed exactly the shade of the 
material. Or if you have not enough material strips of silk of the 
same color joined by the dyed lace could be used, though this is not 
so nice as when of the material. The overblouse you can easily make, 

while the sleeves should also be of the material, or of -net to 

match—if you cannot buy the color dye it. A new full-length 
sleeve pattern laid in horizontal tucks is No. 4023. Any white 
lace can be combined with the net for the collar and yoke, but 
remember that although the dress will be made from many pieces 
it must not look it, and will not if your bands, beading and 
material are the same color. I cannot give the directions for 
dyeing lace here, but will gladly send them to you if you will 

Patterns (No. 3973) for this tunic overblouse come 

in five sizes: 32 to 40 inches bust measure. 
Of new silk and lace it will require: rx 4% yards 2-inch insertion, b 

| at 7 cents. $ .32 
as) 15% yards 5 inch bands, or 

’ \e 27% yards of silk on the 
% 

4% bias at 50 cents ; ; 1.44 
\ S17 
\ $1.76 

And now, girls, I should be glad to have 
you write me of anything you would like 
me to devote this page to another month. 
I wish you would tell me the kind of 
clothes you find most difficult to make, so 
that we can take up the subject together. 

Patterns (including Guide-Chart) jor the overdress and skirt can be supplied for fifteen cents, and for the sleeves for ten cents each, post-free. 
The amount of material required jor the various sizes is printed on the pattern envelopes. Order from your nearest dealer in patterns, or by mail, 
giving number of pattern, bust measure jor waist and sleeve, and inclosing the price to the Pattern Bureau, The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia. 

This 

Fashion 

Book 

Ready 
(September 10th) 

FREE 
(Postpaid) 

Write 
To-day 

Bedell New York Catalog 
Limited De Luxe Edition 

contains the last word about authoritative 
Fall Styles. Style censorship is acclaimed 
in every model. 

Previous Efforts Fairly Outdone 
will be the verdict of every woman 
who gets a copy of thisfamous 4 
fashion book. With its gerrer- 
ous collection of exquisite 
creations, the Bedell Catalog 
is the standard of style 
and the criterion of taste. 
It truthfully describes 

| and illustrates 

Tailored Suits 
$10 to $50. 

Fall Skirts 
$3 to $10. 

Dressy Skirts 
$5 to $25. 

Rain Coats 

$5 to $20. 

Fall Jackets 
$5 to $15. 

Winter 
_ Long 
Coats 

$7.50 to 
$35. 

Fur-Lined 
Coats 

$15 to $75. 

Dressy Waists 
$2.50 to $25. 
OUR LIBERAL GUARANTEE: 

As proof of our positive belief that we can fit you 
perfectly and save you fully a third on your outlay. 

BEDELL Cheerfully Sells on Approval. 

If you are not satisfied, money refunded. 

REMEMBER you take absolutely NO RISK 
order with perfect freedom what 

you desire ; any Bedell garment that does nol satisfy you 
fully, return promptly and we will refund the money. 

We Prepay Express Charges Everywhere 
-To your home, which means a big saving to you. 

Catalog contains blanks and simple 
directions for self measurement. 

THE BEDELL COMPANY 
14 West 14th Street New York nd 

‘(itydes rade): 
Petticoats 

are the next best to 

Heatherbloom. 

Be sure you find this 
label in the waistband: 

4 

rade» 
| Pe ADE MARK J © 

hate ioimtohanine naa ad 

A. G. HYDE & SON, New York — Chicago 
i ee e s e ha Heatherbloom. 4 

Health, Comfort and Economy 
ne ndin Fay Stockings. Because they sav i rene 
Save cost of supporters. Wear longer 

waist. Never come down or sag Most co ne 

summer or winter. Once tried always used. 

FOR MEN, WOMEN, BOYS and GIRLS 

ts % Stock- 

Fay Ideal’ *::: 
and HAI.F HOSE y. men. Best dyes — best in app 
ance. Leastmending. Every pair guaranteed. Money ! 

if not satisfied. BUY of your dealer, or sent on receij 
price. Agents wanted where nodealers. Write for cir 

| THE FAY STOCKING CO.,61 E Street, Elyria, Oh:» 
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After a vacation’s 
wear by a healthy, active 
girl, the Heatherbloom 
petticoat comes back 
home practically as 
good as when it was 
purchased—silk’s wor- 
thiest rival in looks— 
silk’s superior in every 
other way. 

This is the actual 
case With thousands of 

the most carefully dress- 
ed women of America el} 

returning from their es 

vacations, whose minds have been unalterably made up to this: —‘‘For our Fall and Winter ward- 

robes, Heatherbloom Petticoats every time instead of silk. They wear ‘bree times as long and cost 

one-third as much, besides looking so much like silk it is hard to distinguish one from the other.” 

LOON Petticoats 
——< 

POZO 6A Oy Ni BSB Na Se 
TRADE MARK OG Cex — 

are displaved in leading stores in every community in the most fashionable colors and models. Everything that is 

known in the finest silk petticoats is reproduced in Heatherbloom Petticoats. Designs embroidered in silk, smart 

Parisian colorings, stripes and _ plaids. 
The most fastidiously dressed women wear Heatherbloom Petticoats at all times. They are sold at prices 

ranging from $2 to $8, according to workmanship and design, the Heatherbloom material being of one quality only. 

aes, «fi Zila 
This silk label fener oe watstband of 
appear s in the TRAOE MARK : 4 every pelticoat 

HEATHERBLOOM BY THE YARD, 40c: This world-famous fabric takes the place of silk for almost every purpose. Where 

economy and durability are both required, Heatherbloom is unequalled. For dropskirts and as a lining it is immensely superior to any 

other fabric. At lining counters—one quality only —Heatherbloom on every yard. 

Autumn [Hydegrade) Linings 
These splendid fabrics are all full-blooded relatives to Heatherbloom. The Hydegrade group contains practically every quality, 

every shade, every weave, every weight. There is not a lining need in any home that cannot be filled perfectly by Hydegrade. They 

are the most durable fabrics made and retail at all prices from 15c to 45c a yard. Each one is the best lining at the price that can be 

made. Every yard is guaranteed. Simply ask for Hydegrade at the lining counter and make your own selection. One hundred 

shades 36 inches wide. Be sure you see Hydegrade on the selvage. 

Send for the series of colored Heatherbloom and Hydegrade Post Cards, free. 

-A. G. HYDE & SONS, New York—Chicago 
Makers of Hydegrade Fabrics 
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HOUGH the practical clothes must be 

considered first, we all want pretty 

things for our children as well, if we can 

afford them. This satin hat has the new 

high crown with the narrow brim of the 

* Directoire'’ type, and may be worn by a 

child of six or eight or even a smaller child 

as a muslin cap can be placed under it. 

From the illustration you could make of 

cape-net a frame of this shape, if you are 

unable to buy one, covering it with bias 

folds of satin joined with cording —the folds 

being wider on the crown than on the brim 

The rosette, which looks like a flower, is of 

bias strips corded on the outer edges and 

finished in the centre with satin-covered 

buttons. 

4013—New lines are noticeable in the child’s 
afternoon dress above on the left. Silk, cash 

mere or any soft material could be used for it 

with trimming of braid, and a soft silk sash tied 

at the side—a new feature, while another is the 

long tight s!eeve of the guimpe, which should 

be made of washable net or batiste finely 

tucked. Patterns (No. 4013), including blouse 

waist, Straight plaited skirt and separate 

guimpe, come in four sizes: 8 to 14 years. 

Size 10 years requires two yards and three 

eighths for the dress and one yard and a half for 

the guimpe of 36-inch material without nap. 

3989 —Of dark blue worsted this would make 

the nicest of school dresses, outlining the yoke, 

sleeve-caps and front opening with three rows 

of narrow soutache braid. Among the prettiest 

as well as the best-wearing materials are the 

fancy worsteds in chevron and shadow stripes 

and diagonal weaves in one color. Patterns 

(No. 3989) for the overblouse dress closed at 

the side front, having a six-gored plaited skirt, 

8 to 14 years. Size 10 

years requires three yards and an eighth of 36- 

inch material without nap. 

come in four sizes: 

3989 

2 Peopl 
s by Mrs. Ralston 

Drawings by 

Grac ce Cochrane Sanger 

3985 

3955 — Por really little tots wash dresses in 

light colors are tar nicer than woolens. Here 

is a pretty design for a gingham or galatea, 

whichis made in one piece and simply trimmed 

with bands of checked gingham. Patterns 

(No. 3955) come in five sizes: 1,2,4,6and 8 
years. Size 4 years requires a yard and 

seven-eighths of 36-inch material without 

nip. Patterns (No. 3898) for a plain guimpe 

come in seven sizes: 2 to 14 years. Size 4 

years requires a yard of 36-inch material. 

blue or brown would be a serviceable color for 

it with a velvet collar of a darker shade and 

plain bone buttons to match. Patterns (No. 

3985), in full, seven-eighth or three-quarter 

length, come in six sizes: 4 to 14 years. 

NOVEL as wellzas a N THE right is a bonnet Sarin nian Small size 

most useful feature of for a child from two to 73% x8! rice. $1 

the dainty baby bib shown five years old which may te For sale at the best 
on the left are the two sash made of muslin and lace or dry goods stores, If one 

ends which button in the silk and lace. The narrow cannot supply you send 

back, giving quite a pretty 

effect and at the same time 
brim is really a part of the 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 

ASHES and soft silk girdles with ends 
of various lengths are worn with dresses 

of many kinds, surah and dull-finished 

silk being used with woolens, and satin or 

satin ribbon with cashmeres or sheer ma- 

terials. A fancy belt for the latter is shown 

above made of satin ribbon, its rather short 

ends trimmed with small, flowerlike tassels 

of narrow ribbon. The girdle section is laid 

in soft plaits and should fit the waist 

though, of course, no bones are used 

fastening in place with hooks and eyes. 

The six-looped bow may be tied or made in 

milliner’s fashion and is placed to conceal 

the closing. This would be particularly 

pretty in a delicate color for a fine lingerie 

dress and may be worn by children from 

three to twelve years old. 

4050 

4010 Ihe Empire front is an attractive 

feature of the afternoon or Sunday -school dress 

shown above on the left, which may be made 

of cashmere or wool voile with yoke and sleeve 

bretelles of contrasting material. Of blue 

camel’s-hair serge with scarlet trimming, and 

sash of black satin, it would be particularly 

pretty, and, requiring no guimpe, it is sensible 

and warm for the cool weather. Patterns (No. 

4010) for this dress closed in the back, with 

fitted lining and straight plaited skirt, come in 

four sizes: 6 to 12 years. Size 8 years requires 

three yards anda half of 36-inch material with- 

out nap. 

4008 — This is a one-piece dress known as the 

** Cossack,’’ which is quite as suitable for wools 

as cottons. The size of the buttonholes —which 

form the trimming — is a distinctive feature of 

all clothes this season, as is the soft fringed 

sash looped at one side. Make the dress of 

heavy, loose, woolen serge with trimming of 

braid around the collar, down the front and 

outlining the large buttonholes, and use cloth- 

covered buttons. Patterns (No. 4008) come in 
five sizes: 4tol2 years. Size 8 years requires 

for dress and bloomers three yards and three- 

quarters of 44-inch material without nap. 

~ aE 

ESI &@ 
LIPUTIAN Migs 

“A lth 
Infants’ Outfitting 
We supply everything in Infants’ 
and Children’s Wear, in dainty de- 
signs and distinctive fashions. Our 
workmanship is the very best and 
our materials the finest qualities. 

Our New Fall and Winter 
Catalogue Will Be Ready 

About Sept. 5th, 

copy mailed to any address upon 
receipt of 4 cts. to cover postage. 

Children’s Nainsook Dresses with 
round yoke of lace insertion and 
feather-stitching. Skirt has plain hem; 
neck and sleeves finished with lace; 
sizes 6 mos. to2 yrs. . . $1.10 

Children’s Percale Dresses, Russian 
style; box plaits and feather-stitching; 
sizes 2 and 3 yrs. . $1.25 

Children’s Long Waisted Dresses, 
made of fine lawn. Waist has hem- 
stitched tueks and embroidered inser- 
tion; skirt has tucks and embroidered 
trimmed ruffle; sizes 2 and 3 yrs. $1.50 

Mail Order Service 
By our modern way of caring for 

mail orders out-of-town patrons have 
the same advantages as those who 
purchase at our store. 

All goods ordered by letter are 
carefully selected by one of our ex- 
perienced house shoppers. 

3985 As a coat like this requires in full Address Dept. 

length but a yard and three-quarters of 

54-inch material without nap in the 6 60-62 West 23d St., New York 
year size it will not be expensive if made of 

in excellent quality of serge or cheviot 

which always pays in the end. Either darl 

Cc 

The Coward Good Sense Shoe keeps young feet 
healthy and promotes theirshapely growth. A nat- 
ural aid to correct walk and carriage, Specially 
constructed to furnish support to ankle and arch. 
Prevents flat-foot. 

For Children, Women and Men 

JAMES S. COWARD 
268-274 Greenwich St., near Warren St., New York 

Send for Catalogue. Mail Orders Filled | 

Sold Nowhere Else 

The New Style 

‘Anthony Bag 
isthe most stylish hand 
bag for the woman of fash- 
ion. Made of the finest 
imported goat skin, in 
black, tan, brown, red 
green, grey, and navy 
blue, and is the most 
convenient and practi 
calshop ping purseever 
desig rned N ade in 

"illite 

dealer’s name and price, stating color wanted, 
and we will mail postpaid in U. S. or Canada, 

crown, wire or cape-net 
If holding the bib in place. being used as a foundation 
| 1 Use handkerchief linen or and covered with batiste. 

batiste for the bib itself, On this rows of plaited 

putting a pad of piqué under 

the upper part, 
ribbon and lace are placed 

on both the under and the 

upper sides. A new thing is 

which may 

be tacked to it or left quite 

The “Anthony” Belt is especially curved fo give the 
figure that neat appearance which the shirtwaist denen 

ae ; Made in the same colors as the bags. Sizes 24 to 30 inches 
free. The edge is finished the ribbon loop to be worn | 50 cents. Extra sizes, black only, 32 to 36 inches, $1.00 
by a beading to which the under the hair, matching | Sent postpaid on receipt of price if dealer hasn't it 

Cluny edging is whipped. the bow on the crown. Send for Catalogue of other Leather Goods. 
| Avoid cheap imitations. Insist on seeing our label on every t 
} genuine ‘‘Anthony’’ Bag and Belt. = 

| ‘ANTHONY MFG. CO., Lynn, Mass. / 
} ee 
| . 316 book | 

Patterns (including Guide-Chart) for all the numbered designs above can be supplied at fijteen cents each, post- free, except Numbers Preparation for Motherhood Eliscbeth R beads 

39055 and 3808, which are ten cents each. Scovil—cloth bound. Valuable to young wives and mother 

Tells about hygiene, ailments, diet, mental state, etc. Sent to 

$1.00, postpaid. Henry Altemus Co..513 Cherry 8t.,Philadelphis P 
Order jrom your nearest dealer in patterns, or by mail, giving number of pattern, 

age, breast measure and length o} back, and inclosing the price to the Pattern Bureau, The 
re ai eb Fai? 

Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia. 
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The REDUSO will improve the figure of over-developed 
women. It accomplishes remarkable results with the greatest 

ease, effecting a positive reduction of from one to five inches entirely by its scientific 
construction and entirely without the aid of cumbersome straps or harness-like devices. 

REDUSO, Style 770 (as pictured) for tall, large women. Made of very serviceable white coutil or batiste with 
three pairs hose suppcrters. Sizes 19 to 36. Price $3.00 

REDUSO, Style 772—for shcrt, large women. Made of durable white coutil and batiste, same construction and 
hose supporters as Style 770. Sizes 19 to 36. Price $3.00 

REDUSO, Style 774— A most desirable corset for tall, large women. Made about one inch longer below the waist 
line than Style 770, but of a material especially woven to withstand extreme wear and strain. Three pairs hose supporters. 
Sizes 19 to 36. Price $5.00 

REDUSO, Style 775 — Another model for tall, large women. This garment is perfection in all essentials of this type 
of corset. Fabric is the finest self-striped imported coutil, richly trimmed and especially boned to insure extra flexibility 
and undoubted strength. Sizes 19 to 36. Price $10.00 : 

W. B. NUFORM—The Hip-Subduing Corset 
That precise hip fit to your costumes and gowns, the “long figure” effect, is entirely dependent 

on the correctness of the corset you wear. Wherever the full benefit of a corset is desired, 
the NUFORM or the ERECT FORM is sure to prove the pride of the wardrobe. These 
corsets are made in a great variety of shapes, insuring an absolute fit for every type of figure. 

NUFORM, Style 463 — The average tall woman will find Style 463 especiaily suitable. Made of white coutil and batiste. 
Hose suppoiters front and sides. Sizes 18 to 30. Price $1.00. Also made in $1.50, $2.00 and $3.00 qualities. 

A sk any dealer anywhere to show you any of the models described here and the many other equally attractive styles. 

/ 

WEINGARTEN BROS., Makers, 377-379 Broadway, New York oss 
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The Petticoat’s Fit Makes 

the Gown Effective 
You know from experience that no matter how smoothly 

and perfectly your gown may fit, a petticoat which does zof fit 
will spoil its good effect. 

The new slim, hipless modes especially require a petticoat 
that becomes part of the wearer, that doesn’t gather, ‘‘bunch’’ 

Cli 
or sag. 

APPT N : DE: i, a Are 

a ae. 
Glove-Fitting 

Adjustable Top 

The chocolate Petticoats 

$300 $380 / 4 

5 OO a 
vici kid shoe 

will be ex- instead of hampering the fit, add to the ; 
tremely popular effectiveness of the gown. me pie 

for late fine napied Our Patented Glove-Fitting Adjust- ue Olle, 

ya ; ment Fastener makes the Elite Petticoat absolutely rg wy 

and early fall wear. true to the waist line—insures a wink/eless lit over ie 
Vici kid has always been the hips. 

a popular leather. Its softness The only petticoat over which you can wear 
the new straight-form gowns with absolute makes it easy on the feet and it has an q 

‘ certainty of good effect. attractive fini ic ives it a verv dressy ; aks erenseses ide ; hide : ra aah | hnish which gives it a very dr Sy appearance, Aside Made ina size for every figure. 

lrom the assurance you have of the high quality of the leather in | They have abundant hip fulness 
every pair of the every garment standard fulness and siz 

+ Elite Giove-Fitting Petticoats are all 
tailor-made. The materials are Black 

merican a y oe and Colored Taffeta Silk, Feather-weiglht 
Materials, Heatherbloom Taffeta, Satines, 

u have the satisfaction of knowing that the style is authoritative and etc. $1 to $15. Style 131 
the comfort [fk ‘ : ay fi rfe ‘ ati reine ) = ——. th : the y fit you « rec wh i It is the combin ition Style 131 — shown in illustration — is made of the 

\ —— qualities W ith the best workmans Ip “ ch produc e the remark- best grade of heavy, rustling Taffeta Silk. The finish is 
able durability tor which the American Lady Shoes are noted. natural to give the best wearing results. Deep Heatherbloom underlay 
Ty : . << - ahkal aie : nae and dust ruffle. Very wide drape made of one wide ruffle. Decorated 
lhe shoe illustrated, No. 6178, is a chocolate vici kid blucher, with mili- with vertical groups of pin tucks and three narrow ruffles. Also has a 

tary heel and light welt sole. It is made on the stylish Vassar last. wide tailored strap attached to bottom of each ruffle. 
: : E a ; A very attractive style. Comes in black and all pre- 

Over 21,000 dealers in all parts of the world sell American Lady Shoes. vailing colors. Price > aa 

If your Dealer does not sell Elite Glove-Fitting Petticoats, write 
to us, and we will see that you are supplied. Complete price list on 
request with over 100 Styles to choose from in Silks and Cottons. 

Jackson Skirt & Novelty Company, 201 N. Mechanic St., Jackson, Mich. 
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PRINTZESS FASHIONS 
are made to fit you at just those critical 
and very vital points where most “ready- 
mades” fail—at the shoulder, front, 
collar, and hips. You will find a smooth, 
snug-fitting quality, a graceful ease and 
“perfectness” the day you don them, 
but what is more, the fit stays— 
remains from the first try-on because the 
Printzess shape is built right into the 
garment. Every particle of fabric is 
tested for strength and lastingness. 

Printzess garments are favorably known 
for their“‘ style distinction.” The Printzess 
tailors are oe observers and intelligent 
craftsmen, quick to adopt the latest, 
cleverest conceits of Parisian origin, and 
capable of creating new vogues that might 
flatter the foreign-born ideas. 

Most every establishment of note is 
headquarters for Printzess garments. 

We'll gladly send you a special book of 
fashions describing the newest fall ideas in dress 
and telling you at which store in your locality 
the full Printzess line is shown. 

THE PRINTZ-BIEDERMAN CO. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

— 
PRINTZESS 
FRONT 

SS SS 
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Albrecht Furs } 
Northern-Caught —‘“‘/*ro% Trapper to Wearer Direct.” 

Made by Albrecht, during fifty-three years 

of fur supremacy, in Saint Paul, 
famed for the world’s best furs. 
Save all middlemen’s profits by 
buying direct from the manufac 
turer. Accept no substitutes from 
dealers Guaranteed exactly as 
represented — prime ‘‘ Northern- 

Caught Furs’’ in latest styles. 
L.owest possible prices for genuine, 

reliable furs. 

To get early orders we of 

fer Special Reduction of 
off Catalog 

Prices, on 
all orders be- 

fore October Ist, 1908, 

Cut of Albrecht 1908 
Model 109-A and Albrecht 
Trimmed Pillow Muff. 

This attractive neck- 

piece and muff make up in 
a variety of furs at the Spe- 

cial Reduced Price—good only 
until Oct. Ist.—British Colum- 
bia Mink $31.50, muff $38.25; 
Blended Sable Squirrel $12.60, 
muff $12.60; Japanese Mink 
$16.20, muff $17.10; Blended 
River Mink. $8.10, muff $6.75. 

Sent express prepaid on receipt 

of price. Satisfaction guaranteed 
or money refunded. Catalog No. 10 
of 68 pages, sent for 4c.in stamps, ; 
showing hundreds of latest styles 
in Garments, Neckwear and 

8. The world’s authority on 

fur fashions. \ 
Original Albrecht models. Gives valu- 

able information on all kinds of furs. 

@ Buying Albrecht Furs @y sad? is as hi 
safe and satisfactory as buying in person. 

E. ALBRECHT & SON ? 
6th and Minnesota Sts., Station A 

Saint Paul, Minnesota 
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Look for the Heart 
Trademark 

The comfort, fit and dura- 
bility of the Congress Shoe 
or Slipper largely depend 
upon the quality of the gore. 

Hub Gore Fabric 
is best because, if it does 
not outwear the shoe, we 
replace it at no cost to you. 

Be sure the little heart 
trade-mark is on the elastic 
in both sides of the shoe. 
Write to-day for our 

guarantee certificate. 

HUB GORE MAKERS 
Boston, Mass. 
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By Mrs. Ralston 

ININGS for the new clothes of seams is to turn them once and run 

all materials, from cloth to " by hand; they must not be hemmed, 

the transparent net and lace hii as this would make too thick an edge. 
blouse, are invariably of soft- rm “i The edges of the seams from the 

° . . : ° Fo MY\IEIC Q ° ° ys 
finished, light-weight goods. Never LIVI waist-line to the lower edge of the 

under any circumstances are the stiff, 

heavy linings used, and just as ob- 

jectionable are those finished with a stiff dressing. 
Inexpensive materials now used for linings are 

the batistes and soft-finished cottons, of which 

there are a variety to be bought. If you are 
*making up a really good dress of nice material 
you will find it true economy to use a soft satin 

for your bodice lining; perhaps you may have an 

old coat or skirt which you can recut for this 

purpose. The stiff dress-taffeta is no longer used 
to line cither a skirt 

bodice should have three clearly-cut 

notches, such as are shown in the 

illustration, sufficiently deep to give spring and 
ease to the seam. The bodice linings made with 

the ordinary French darts are better than the 
linings cut with two or more under-arm sections, 

as the French darts give long lines and a better 

proportion. Only for stout figures are more than 

two under-arm sections ever used. 
You will notice there is a wide piece of light- 

weight white cambric lining sewed in with the 

seams in the lower part 

or a bodice; a cotton or (C 

batiste lining is prefer- 
able, or, if you can afford 
it, soft silk, satin, India 

silk,andeventhe cheaper 

grades of crépe de chine. 

The crépe de chine is 

used for unboned lining 

to wear under a chiffon 

or lace blouse. 

You will the 

bodice lining illustrated 

here that the inside is 
neatly finished but not 
over-finished. Many 
well-cut bodices are 

ruined by over-finishing 
the linings, as it is liable 

to tighten them. This 

illustration the 
inside of a bodice with a 

see in 

shows 

soft, loose arrangement 

of the outside material. = 

of this bodice. This is 

cut in two sections; the 

front section is the depth 
of a girdle and cut on the 

bias, placed across the 

front of the bodice from 

under 

J 

arm seam to 

under-arm while 

the back section of this 

girdie lining is cut on the 

straight. The use of a 

piece of material of just 
this shape in the bodice 

is quite new, and though 

it resembles what is 

known as ‘‘backing” a 

lining, this girdle piece 

is not so deep, but like 

the ‘‘backing” it is an 

excellent idea for keep- 
ing the set of the lin- 

ing; it is better than 

boning and will keep the 

seam, 

You will notice that it 

is closed in the centre back. The front is cut 

with a seam which is slightly gored from the bust 

to the waist-line. The sides are cut with the long 

French darts and have a small under-arm section. 

I}xcept for very stout figures it is a mistake to 

bone all the darts and bodice. It 

gives a hard, tight appearance to clothes which 

is quite at variance with present styles, not to 

speak of comfort. 

seams of a 

For the average figure it will 

ufficient to bone the centre front, back 

The waistband 

w attached only to the centre-front 

is all that i 

find the 

be found 

hould 

eam —that 

You will 

edu ol 

and under-arm seams. 

needed to ho'd it in place 

to finish the neatest way your 

1 illustration shows a Hilt second 

cloth walking-skirt cut in a mod 

ified circular style. 

with 

It has a panel 

and back. 

Skirts of this character are never made 

with the full-length foundations—at the 

most these small apron linings are all 

that are used. ‘This one is made of soft-finished 

taffeta, and is cut in two circular front sections 

(a seam in the centre front) and two straight 

front circular sides 

sections in the back; this gives a very much 

better-fitting lining—smoother and closer to the 

figure—than a circular foundation, and at the 

same time it is less likely to stretch. It is darted 

in the back sections over the curve of the hips. 

The back edges are turned in, hemmed, and 

finished with sufficient 

line of your waist in 

place, and though a splendid support to the lining 

it will not detract from the soft cut and fit of it. 

The finishing of the the top is 
another important point, and to prevent the 

awkward, ‘‘stick-out” effect leave them entirely 

free from the lining threc-ecighths of an inch at 

the top. 

bones at 

Use light-weight boning, cut an inch 

When stitched 

in place rip the casing half an inch down from the 

top, cut the bone away, then turn the casing over 

on the bone and overhand neatly. 

longer than the required height. 

Of course the 

height of the bones depends upon the figure, but it 

is better to have those at the under-arm and back 
than the one in the ] higher centre front 

apron foundation) ; these are of narrow 

tape tacked to hold the fall of the godet 

in place, put in from the front 

the back of the skirt, and a 

all circular skirts. You will 

great advantage in 

keeping the fullness in place, and should 

be put in always above the knee-line, never below. 

As a rule they are about five inches below the 

lower edge of the placket. 

No walking-length skirt is now lined through- 

out with a tight-fitting lining cut to match the 

skirt, nor is there any interlining or stiffening 

used at the lower edges of the skirts —in any mate- 

rials whatever; from the softest to the heavy 
weight this rule applies. 

side 

around 

used in 

eC 

find they are of 

Everything is finished 

very lightly and softly, so 

placed a 

than an inch 

to keep it firmly 

and closely fastened, 

This little lining, though 

small, must fit smoothly 

and snugly around the 

hips. ‘The foundation 

finished is cleven inches 

hooks and eyes 

not 

apart 

more 

in the front and a secant 

ten inches in the back. 

The lower edge of the 

skirt, whether gored, cir- 

cular, plain or with a set 

on flounce, is faced with 

a soft satin-finished silk; 

surah is nice for this pur- 

pose, or an inexpensive 

quality of dull-finished 

satin. The facing is cut 

circular, the upper edge 

being bound with silk 

tape and the lower edge 
finished with a soft 
mohair skirt-braid, 

showing just the barest 

fraction 6f an inch below 

the the skirt: edge of 

that nothing may inter 

fere with the graceful and 

the 

garment on the whole. 

In the short, kilted, 

tailored skirts or the 

plain gored models the 

>) 
oft appearance of 

lower edge is finished 

with a narrow mohair 

skirt-braid, the apron 

foundation and the small 

tapes to hold the plaits in 

their places. These three 

points are particularly 

recommended for all 

skirts of the short walk- 

ing length, the full-length 

foundation slip lining 

being used only in the 

long skirts with trains. 

The mounted skirts 

those slightly raised 
above the waist-line, and 

with the girdle cut in one 

with the of the 

skirt —have a foundation 

belt lining of elastic belt 

aa 
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ing which is fitted to the 
this braid is hemmed at 

the top and then run close to the edge of the 

skirt, but of course not a stitch must show on the 

right side. You will see from the vhotograph 

that the upper section of this skirt is lined with a 

different material from the wide, lower flounces: 

the upper lining is of chiffon taffeta and in all 

cases should be of a lighter material than the 

lower section. Of course, in a skirt which is cut 

with only one flounce—this has two—it is not 

necessary to have this second facing or lining. 

But what I want you to notice particularly is 

the small tape tie-backs (the first line below the 

figure, having the apron 

foundation sewed to its lower edge. Three bones 

are placed on each side of the back —one in 

the direct centre, one a little back of the under- 

arm, and one between these two. This makes 

a firm foundation on which a skirt which is 

slightly raised in the back may be hung. If the 

waist-line is in its usual place in the front the 

outside skirt is sewed to the lower edge of the 

foundation, sloping up to about three inches in 

the centre back; although the height is a matter 

of design, it is seldom higher in a tailored skirt 

in which belts of this kind are used. 

How to Obtain a Pattern Agency 
Those who wish to act as agents for the sale of our patterns should apply to The Home Pattern 

Company, 615 West Forty-third Street, New York City, which is the regularly-authorized 

concern for the manufacture and sale of The Ladies’ Home Journal Patterns. 

_ THE PRINTZ-BIEDERMAN CO. 

Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 

DISTINCTION IN DRESS 
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PRINTZESS ADVANTAGES 

Note the collar, it sets “full up” 
against the neck—note the shoulder, 
the curve and how carefully it is worked 
to retain permanent shape — note the 
front, wrought by hand so as to be proof 
against sagging or loss of shapeliness. 
Linings are carefully fitted and made 
from materials of sureness and durability. 
Even the item of sewing silk is double 
strength in quality. 

Note the fit of the hips—that smooth, 
graceful line which can only be obtained 
by perfect making and precise cutting. 

It is necessary to point out all these 

Printzess betterments, because ‘‘Printzess”” 
garments are not dependent on style 
attractiveness alone, but the more material 
assets of tailoring-—the parts that make \ 
good style lasting. \ 

We'll send a handsome Style Book 
at your request. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

PRINTZESS 
SHOULDER 

AERIENNE... 
BRASSIERE 

“*The kind that laces in front”’ 
The standard brassiere of the world 
Makes Your Figure Trim and Graceful 

The AERIENNE pre 
vents ugly corset lines 
in the back when sit- 
ting or bending 
forward as well 

They launder as easily 
and daintily as an ordi- 
nary corset cover. 

Get the AERIENNE 
today and be styl- 

as unsightly ish and com- 
breaks in bust fortable. If 
line in front, your dealet 
The AERIENNE cannot ipply 

laces in front, you send us his 
can always be name and ad- 
fitted snugly and dress, your bust 
perfectly over measure, and 
any corset, < your ow $ 
high or low, ¢ A name and 
holding the ' addr 
bust firmly wit 
and insur- and will 
ing natu- send you 
ral, grace at once at 
ful, taper- AERIENNE, 
ing lines made from 
to any dainty white 
figure. B iste. 
The Extra fine 

AERIENNE ; ide ol 
is simple, \ satiste 
graceful “ ‘ osts 
and practi- ; - 7 2.00 
cal. It gives } ed n d + 
elegance of | \y Silk 
Aarau ‘ ; = 2 (\(), 
figure with WW Notice the front lacing P s gpreates C ou 
the great t Insures perfect adjust- see 
comfort to ment at waist and bust ae 
the wearer. fied 

. > l 1 
AERIENNE Brassieres 9 "eturn the a 

can be washed, boiled and your mot 
and ironed without remov- cheerfully ret ‘ 
ing the boning. Address Dept. 6 

LILY OF FRANCE CORSET CO., Inc. 
625 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

eee 

Eyes for Women’s Dress 
Forevening dress, tailored gown, shirt w: skirt 
or any woman’s garment... The ideal fast 1g 

PEET’S weiitic EYES 
HERE IT IS 

Make every garment fit 
prevent sags, folds an 

openings — A necessity ! 

ly 

dress. Easy to fasten at 
Invisible when fastene - 
Superior in every other 

metal eyes or silk looy . < 
white. All sizes; at all st or DY 
mail. Sold only inenvel doz. 
eyes, 5c; with spring 10c 

PEET BROS 
WILL NOT RUST i phia, Pa. Dept. I, Philadelph ia, Fe. 
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Does the lining of your dress break, 
or split, or wear out? Have you been 
disappointed after having a new dress 
made to find it become an old story 
right off because you have had to 
reline it? 

Do you know that the wearing 

power of your dress depends entirely 
in the strength of the lining? 

Realizing the trouble all women 
have from Taffeta Silks a lining was 
made first about ten years ago that 
vas all pure silk, and had no foreign 
substance mixed with it to make it 
ook shiny and bright, but that was 
imply and absolutely a pure all silk 
ning. It was the strongest silk lining 

that had ever been made, and therefore 
t was called 

Samson Silk 
Women who have once bought it, 

and who make their own dresses, will 
never use any other lining. If their 

dresses are being made tor them they 

instruct the dressmakers to be sure to 

use Samson Silk. 

Samson Silk can be bought in every 
shade—at every lining department in 
the United States, and the universal 
and only price is §8c a yard. Samson is 
guaranteed to wear for two seasons — 
your dealer is sure to have it. 

orn . 

: STA LISHED 1865 

Cloths are Guaranteed 
This means that if you buy Worumbo Broad- 

cloth, Covert Cloth, Opera Cloth or any other 
cloth stamped XW it must prove 

satisfactory orunjbo as to 

Durability, Permanence of 
Color and Finish 

or the merchant of whom you bought it will 
either refund your money or give new material. 

All AS orunjbo fabrics are ALL wool 

If you fail to find Worumbo Cloths at your 
local dealer's, please write 

DEERING, MILLIKEN & CO., New York 

No More Torn Waists 
If You Use 

Hunkins Pin Tube Tapes 
As an attach- 
ment for corsets 
and children’s 
Waists it pro- 
vides a secure 
means for fast- 
ening pin top 
hose supporters 
to the garments, 
prevents tearing, 

and keeps the 
supporter in 

The Old Way position. The New Way 

Th ais o pi PATENTED) ove — Pes 
pin tube to iinet —=e=g THAT cr at 5< 
which the TUBE. per pair or 
tapes are a J} 4° \\ 6 pairs for 
attached "TI < 1A 25c. Sam- 

Pheyare put ple pairs 
1 pair in envelope ready sent by mail for 6 cents 

on to waist or corset. in stamps. 

Address DIECKERHOFF, RAFFLOER & CO- 
560 Broadway, New York City 

Illustration show za/ an 

Leona Underwear 

v wa V woman 

‘light of a ILEONA, 
em »llowing proposition 

lf your dealer does not keep 

these garments, send us his name 
and address, tog r with this 

advertisement and rown waist, 

hip and bust measure and we 

will send you 

One only $3.50 garment 
for $2.00, or One only 
$5.00 garment for $3.00 

These garments are guaranteed 
to be exactly as represented, 

made of best materials and un- 
equaled finish. If not perfectly 

4 satisfactory, money will be re- 

m funded. Write today. Dept. A, 
LEONA GARMENT CO., LaCrosse, Wis. 
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\ ——- \, JL. the Woman Who Does 

Her Own Work 

Designs by 

Mrs. Ralston 

Drawings by 

E.M. A. Steinmetz 

Ihe Backs of the Design 

Above and Below 

Ps TTERNS (including 
Guide-Chart) jor all the de- 

signs shown on this page can be 

supplied at fijteen cents for each 
number, post-jree with the excep 

tion of No. 3968, which is ten 

cents. The amount oj material 

required for the various sizes is 

printed on the pattern envelopes. 
Order jrom your nearest dealer 

in patterns, or by mail, giving 

number of pattern and bust 
measure for waists and costumes, 

and inclosing the price to the 
Pattern Bureau, The Ladies’ 
Home Journal, Philadelphia. 

3968 —A plain, well-fitted shirtwaist is one of the best- 
looking as well as one of the most economical things a busy 
woman can have —it is easy to make, launders well, and 

keeps clean longer than a more fancy waist. A fair quality 

of either percale, madras or linen is suitable, worn with a 

turnover collar and tie blending. in color with the belt and 

skirt. Patterns (No. 3968) come in eight sizes: 32 to 46 

inches bust measure, and in size 36 it will require: 

2% yards of 36-inch madras, at 15 cents . $0.36 
Pattern, 10 cents; findings, 10 cents ... .20 

$0.56 

3948 

morning, and by very neat women is considered appropriate 

for the bedroom rather than for general wear. Make it of 

an inexpensive print, gingham or dimity, neatly trimmed 

with turnover collar and cuffs of embroidery. Patterns 

(No. 3948), closed in the front, with fitted back, and with 

This house dress may be worn only during the 

or without the fitted lining, come in nine sizes: 32 to 48 

inches bust measure. In size 36 it will require: 

115% yards of 27-inch material at 12% cents $1.46 
1 yard of 36-inch lining, and findings . . . .20 
Pattern . a ; ia . 15 

$1.81 

3976 For the woman who does her own work this nice, 

trim, yet ample apron is just what she needs to keep her dress 

clean and you see a dusting-cap and sleeve-protectors 

are included a regular outfit which may be made of calico 

or gingham and is easy to slip into, as the straps fasten in 

the front. Patterns (No. 3976) come in four sizes: 32, 30 

40 and 44 inches bust measure. Size 36 require 

S*s yards of 27-inch calico, at O09 cents . . $ .48 

Pattern, 15 cents; findings, l0cents ... a 

aay KS 

4007 
quality of being perfectly comfortable to x 

Last and best, here is a dress which has chat rare 

ork in and yet so 

good-looking that it could be used as a shirtwaist suit a 

well. If preferred the collar may be higher and a blouse 

lining used to which lone cuffs could be attached. | 

gingham, or for winter wear a light-weight worsted Pa 

terns (No. 4007), consisting of a kimono blouse closed at the 

left le-front, and a five-gored skirt also closed at the side 

front, joined by a belt, come in five size 32 to 40 inche 

bust measure. If gingham is used in size 36 you will need 

6% yards of 36-inch gingham, at 18 cents $1.22 
Pattern, 15 cents; findings, lO cents . : 25 

$1.47 
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We Can Help YoutoDress 
Better for Less Money 

Even good clothes run down after consider- 

able use. The question then is,— Must yon 

buy new ones, or can you prolong the life of 

the old ones? The latter method is cheaper, 
if properly done. 

In renovating used garments, cleaning them, 

freshening up the colors and dyeing, if nec- 
essary, we are “‘past-masters.’”’ We have the 

largest and _ most complete cleaning and dye- 
ing works in America. 

Some JOURNAL readers write to us for dye. 
We do not sell dyes, nor do we recommend 

that this kind of work be done at home. Ex- 
cept in simple cases, cleaning and dyeing 

should be intrusted to a professional; other- 

wise you may ruin the garment you are trying 

tosave. Many cleaners and dyers are incom- 
petent, or have not proper appliances. With 

our corps of experts and extensive machinery 

for doing special work, we can undertake 
cleaning and dyeing whose delicacy would 

baffle your small local establishment. 

The season is rapidly coming when your 

heavy clothes, furs, plumes, fall suits and many 

other garments will be needed. Take time 

by the forelock and look them over. Then, 

let us put into service for you clothes which 

might otherwise have been thrown away. 

There is a_ booklet, 

“Possibilities of Clean- 

is not an ordinary book- 
let, but is a work of art. 

It will give you useful 

information on keeping 

vour wardrobe fresh 

and new looking. Let 

ussend you the booklet, 
free, Along with it, we 

will also send, without 

charge, an interesting 

booklet.by Lilian Bell, ‘How to Dress Well 
on Little Money.’’ 

bes, 

We have a unique establishment, and there 

is not another so complete in the world. We 

want to make your acquaintance, — todo work 

for you in such a way that you will trust us 
We know we can become valuable to you and 

earn your confidence. 

True economy lies in getting your money’s 

worth. Let us send vou the booklet which 

will show you how. 

Footer’s Dye Works 
Cumberland, Maryland 

TAILORED 

WAISTS 

Well-dressed women are realizing 

more every day that a fine tailored 

waist possesses more comfort, style 

and fit than any other waist. 

King Tailored Waists have the distinction of being 
the finest line of strictly tailored shirts made. For 
over twenty years they have been the authoritative 
models in tailored fashions, Many of the most popu 
lar waist styles ever produced were originated by 
our designers 

You can’t imagine the fine material quality —the 
perfect fit—the smart style—the unusual comfort 
that is embodied in the King Tailored Waist until 
you wear one, If you wish to present your personal 
appearance at its very best, then the King Waist will 
challenge your favor. 

look for the ** King "’ label sewed inside the waist 
It is your guarantee of quality. Be sure you find it 

See the King Tailored Waists at your dealer’s. 

If he can’t supply you, give us his name for our 

handsome Book of latest styles, and on receipt of 
price we will see that you get the waist desired. 

THE KING WAIST COMPANY 
278 Sherman Ave., Newark, N. J. 

N. Y. Salesroom, 16 East 18th 8t. 

_‘*T have used Danish Cloth for my daughters’ dresses and __ 
~~ cannot too highly endorse all that is said in its favor.” 7 

Half -Wool 

DANISH CLOTH 
Retails at 15c per yard. 

Just the thing for economical, serviceable school 

dresses for misses and children. 
Equally as adaptable for shirt-waists, suits, 

skirts, kimonos, house and street dresses 
The same fabric 36 inches wide is known as 

POPLAR CLOTH 
Retails at 25c per yard. 

Full line of shades, light and dark colors. Navy 
s}ue (630) has a white selvage, is fast and 

will not crock. Black is also dyed by MRADE jf 

special process, is fast and will notcrock 
Uf you cannot secure these fabric ! 

home vretatler write us, and we will te 
how and where to get the goods 

JOY, LANGDON & CO., Manufacturers’ Agents 
Boston and New York MARK 
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THE ih urt SHOE 

New ork 
Nothing that picture or text 
can tel you about a shoe 
is So convincing as the feel 
and look of that shoe on 
your foot. ; 

dwin CBurt isthe name 
which to ask for the best 

_shoes made for women. 
dwin CBurt shoe on 

the foot is the strongest ar- 
gument we know how to make. 
Ask your regular dealer 

first. [fhe does not carry them 
we will tell you who does 

Prices $4.99 and $500 

tdwin OC. Burt Co, 
138 Duane Street 

ew Yor 

New Fall 
RITE for our Free 
Style Book, also free 

samples of newest Fall mate- 
rials. Let me tell you how we 
are able to make to your 
measure, becoming, dressy, 
man-tailored, beautifully fin- 
ished garments that fit, at 
these low prices: 

A. M. Hoffheimer 

Man-tailored Suits 
$7.50 to $33.50 

Man-tailored Skirts 
$3.50 to $14.00 

Rain Coats and Cloaks 
$5.50 to $22.50 

Above prices include all 
materials, linings, etc. We 
prepay express charges. 

Our book shows 72 models — 
very latest styles — any of which 
may be changed to suit your 
inclividualtaste. Youmay choose 

from our stock of over 250 new- 
est fabrics. Our plan, there 
fore, insures a most becoming 
garment as it gives you un- 

limited choice in selecting 
model and material. All gar- 
nents made to order in our 

Sanitary Sunshine Shops. 

We guarantee fit and satisfac- 
tion or prompt return of money 
even if there is a mistake in 
measurements. This never 
broken guarantee has appeared 
for 16 seasons in highest grade 

magazines. Anyone at home can 
tuke your measure. Simply follow 

our plain instructions. We have 
thousands of delighted regular cus- 
tomers, representing every State. 

Here is a specimen letter written 
June 18, by Mrs. D. M. Sinith, 
of Omaha, Neb. :— 

**My suits are beautifully tai- 

lored. Have worn them long 
enough to know they will keep 
their shape. The jackets are 
beautifully made, the bust 

rounding out beautifully and 
retaining itsshape. You have 
treated me fairly and squarely 
and in every way pleased 
me greatly."* 

Write today for our free Style 

Book, samples and full informa- 
tion. We will mail all free 

Albert M. Hoffheimer, Pres’t 

The Ladies’ Tailoring Co., 349 Power Bldg., Cincinnati, 0. 
We will make up ) eur own materials at reasonable prices. 

For Society or Lodge A 
125 

College or School 
Factorytoyou. Madeto orderin any style or material. 

Read this offer: Either of the two styles here illustrated, enam- 
eled in one or two colors, and showing any letters or numerals, 
but not more than shown in illustration (order by number), 

Silver Plate, $1.00 doz.,sample, 10c. 
Sterling Silver, $2.50 doz., sample, 25c. 

FREE — Our new, handsomely illustrated catalog, shows 
new styles in gold and silver. Satisfaction guaranteed. We 
also make the highest grade sulid gold and silver Pins, 

Bacges, Seals, Rings, Fobs, etc., at moderate prices. Special 
designs and estimates free. 

BASTIAN BROS. CO.,132 South Ave., Rochester, N. ¥ 
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Suggestions for 
the Stout Woman 

By Mrs. Ralston 
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HE new fashions are so simple in line that 
their severity, unless well handled, is, to say 
the least, trying to a woman who is stout. 

Do not think for a moment that I mean that 
trimmed or elaborate clothes are better for stout 
women, because that is the most fatal error; but 
there is a happy medium between the severe, 
scant simplicity of the rather classic lines notice- 
able in the new clothes and the fussiness of 
overtrimmed clothes. ‘The first and really the 
only thing for a stout woman to consider is what 
she personally looks well in, and then she must, 
as far as possible, after she has found her own 
style, adapt the new fashions to her individuality. 

‘Take the hat, which is for the time being large, 
to put it mildly, and worn rather low over the 
face. Now a very large hat crushed upon a large 
woman’s face is almost sure to be unbecoming, 

as it adds to the general size of the whole figure. 
And equally unbecoming is a small hat perched 

up on top of her head; this does not look well, 
because the face is too broad for the hat. But 
between the two extremes there is a happy 

medium which suits the width of the face. So 

choose, therefore, a hat which gives height more 

than width, and yet is wide enough to be in pro 

portion to the head. ‘The modified ‘‘ Directoire ” 
shapes would look well, rolled up at one side 
and slightly down at the other, with the medium- 

high crown and rather high arrangement of the 

trimming. 

Veils should not be much figured nor heavily 

dotted—the lightly meshed net veils are far more 
suitable. Lace veils with a heavy border should 

not be worn either, as these give a line across 

the face and decrease its apparent length. 

A EVIVAL of an old fashion this season which 

will be becoming to the stout woman is the 

‘*polonaise”—a style which gives simple, long 

lines to the body. Another good model is the 
very long, plain coat—which may be worn sepa- 
rate or as a part of asuit—coming almost to the 

edge of the skirt and often cut slightly shorter at 
the sides and front. It is made with long, plain 

sleeves and with scarcely any trimming, and is 

much more becoming to a stout figure than is 

the three-quarter coat. But of course for the 

every-day coat-and-skirt suit one must have a 
short coat, and a stout woman should always 
choose one which reaches beyond the hips, a 
length that turns the full curve of the hip-line 
and that does not finish distinctly at the waist— 
a coat which hangs straight in the back and 
front, and is shaped at the sides and under-arms, 
as in the design shown on this page. 

I particularly advise that the stout woman’s 
garment be designed and cut especially for the 
lines of her figure. It is a mistake to imagine 
that every coat or dress, provided it is made in 
large sizes, will be becoming to a stout figure; it 

is not a question merely of ‘‘getting into” a gar- 

ment, but how the lines of that garment suit a 
stout figure. For instance, you will see that this 
coat design has more seams in the front and back 

than are used in the same style of coat in the 

smaller sizes, for the seams break up the width of 

a stout figure and also make the garment easier to 

cut and dart—in other words, the material may 

be handled more flexibly. 
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pronounced. A coat for a stout figure should 
fit easily, should fall softly, but it should not 
be big, nor should it be tight. 

Patterns (No. 4041) for the coat illustrated, 
which is cut for stout figures, come it six sizes: 
40-50 inches bust measure. Size 44 requires three 

yards and three-quarters of 44-inch material. 

HE shirtwaist is so necessary and convenient 
a part of one’s clothes that it seems hard that 

it should be unbecoming to stout people; but to 
tell the truth, a plain shirtwaist is not a becoming 
thing unless it is more than ordinarily well made. 
The usual full shirtwaist in a large size is the 
most unsuitable thing imaginable to the woman 

with a large figure. A shirtwaist for a stout 

woman should be well fitted in the back, across 

the shoulders and under the arms; it should not 

blouse over the belt, and the fullness in the front 

should not be drawn down to a point. A mistaken 
idea among most stout women is that this device 

gives length of line in the front; on the contrary, it 

shortens and brings into unbecoming prominence 

the fullness of the figure in a bodice as well as in a 
shirtwaist. Especially in the washable shirtwaist 

should the fullness be kept at the side front, 
carrying a straight line from the shoulder to the 

waist-line. 

The majority of large women will find it well 
in making shirtwaists to lay in a fairly wide tuck 
or a plait at the outer edge of the shoulder, 

stitched to yoke depth, giving the necessary full 

ness at the side of the bust, so that the spring of 

the fullness comes where it is most needed when 

the woman is sitting down, and which also 

prevents that ugly draw across the bust. ‘This 
tuck I am showing in the illustration, but as 

the pattern is a perfectly plain one you will 
have to lay the tuck in the material before 
cutting it. Another important thing about this 
waist is that it is cut especially for women 
with wide chests and proportionately narrow 

backs—a very usyal thing in stout figures. 

Now that the sleeves have grown so much 

smaller they must be adapted to each individual 
stout person; a tight sleeve is unbecoming to a 

large arm. There should always be enough full- 
ness at the top to prevent the sleeve from being 
drawn, as nothing shows more quickly than this 

that an arm is large. 
Patterns (No. 3926) for the special shirtwaist, 

with wide chest and narrow back, come in nine 

sizes: 32-48 inches bust measure. Size 36 requires 

three yards of 27-inch material without nap. 

AP now the important question of belts. A 
fancy separate belt is the one thing to avoid, 

as it divides the body into sections and cuts with 

the most unbecoming severity the bodice and 
skirt one from the other. It is always better to 
have your belt a part of your skirt; attach it to 
the skirt and let it match the skirt in color unless 
you are very short-waisted. This is more becom- 
ing than having it match the bodice, for the 
reason that it gives length to the lower part of 

the body, where length is more needed than 

above—exaggerated length above has a tendency 
to make the body look top-heavy. 

As important as a good corset is a snugly- 

fitting, firm corset-cover, 
In fact, a plain tailored coat 
of this kind is well made 
fundamentally in the cut- 
ting, and nowhere else, so 

that the extra number of 
seams is absolutely re- 
quired. A coat should fit 
rather snugly across the 
shoulders, and should hang 

from them in straight, easy 

lines throughout. Do not 

think that a coat which is 
too loose will suit a stout 
figure, nor that a tight coat 
will make the figure less 

which gives support to the 

full bust, without making 

the lines of the figure 

severe and unyielding. A 
pattern (No. 3953) for such 

a corset-cover has the 

special advantages of a 
boned front and a back 

opening in surplice fashion, 
holding the corset flat 

against the back. It is cut 

in nine sizes: 32-48 inches 

bust measure. Size 38 

requires a yard of 36-inch 
material without nap. 
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Patterns (including Guide-Chart) jor all the designs shown above can be supplied at fijteen 
cents jor each number, post-jreé; except No. 3953, which is ten cents. Order from your nearest 
dealer in patterns, or by. mail, giving number oj pattern and bust measure, and inclosing the 
price to the Pattern Bureau, T e Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia. 

New York Fall 
Styles Now Ready 

Catalogue and Samples FREE. 
WRITE FOR YOUR COPY 

To any woman who 
desires to dress in 
faultless style and at 
moderate outlay, this 
Fashion catalogue is 
indispensable. 

We Make to Order 

Tailor-made Suits 
$7.50 to $30 
Separate Skirts 
$4.50 to $12 | 

Fall & Winter Coats 
$15 to $25 

Also the following 
complete line of gar- 
ments veady to wear, 
made up in New 
York's latest styles. 

Waists, Sweaters, 
Visiting Costumes, 
Petticoats, 
Ladies’ Coats, 
Misses’ Coats, 
Children’s Coats, | 
Furs &Fur Coats | 

We guarantee full , 
satisfaction or_re- 

fund your money 
at once. We pre- 

piv expressage to 

any part of U.S. 
New “Directoire Waist” 
of allover embroidered net 
with alternating strips of 

y cluny lace cleverly fashioned 
with new effect. 
Tucked V front is outlined 

with a fold of taffeta 
aud very effective Ki- 
g>, mono shoulders are 
C produced with Ger- 

man Val. lace. 

/ ‘The sleeves are set off 
with three tucks, also 
edged with Val. lace, and 

both collar and cuffs are fin- 
ished to harmonize. Back clos- 
ing is decorated with tiny pearl 
buttons and neat strips of cluny. 
Silk lined throughout. Colors 
EcruandWhite. Sizes 32 to 44. 

Our Special Price $2.98 

Write today for our New Fall and Winter 
Style Book, ‘‘ NEW YORK LATEST FASHIONS,"’ 
—sent FREE. If you desire samples of inaterials which 
are used in our made-to-measure garments, be sure to 

mention colors you prefer. 

THE EASTERN GARMENT CO. 
131 West 17th Street, New York 

Mail Orders Ong A ents or Branche 

FREE if you send your dealer’s name. 
It tells what every woman ought to know about 

ribbons, pictures, all the fashionable styles and 

textures, and describes and prices the entire line of 

d)OROTHYAINTY 
RIBBON SETS 

Two hair bows and one sash toa set, or in 
sels of six assorted hair bows, or single 
hair bowseachina dainty envelope by itself. 

Hundreds of distinctive designs to choose 
from and each one of that pure silk, all- 
silk S. & K. quality that stands up “pert 
ly”? and remains tied —no slippery hard 
glaze to crinkle and crack with wear. 

Do not ac- a 
cept sub- 
stitutes 
for these 
ribbons. 
Dorothy 
Dainty’s 
picture on 
the box cover 
and name 
on the end 
of each rib- 
bon is your 
protection 
against infe- 
rior quality. 

Smith & Kaufmann 
567 Broadway 

\ N.Y. Nf 

Your Name Can be Woven 
in guaranteed washable color 
on fine, white cambric tape 

For Marking Underwear, etc 

M.M.dlarker + 
ee 

C h’ W. N Manufactured fo 
asn $s oven ames over 25 years. 

Far Preferable to Marking-Ink. Orders Filled in a Week 
Orders Filled at Your Store. 

If your dealer cannot do this send us his name and 

$1.25 for 6 doz. or $2.00 for 12 doz. tapes with your full name 
75¢ for 6 doz. or $1.20 for 12 doz. tapes with three initials. 

Samples, etc., sent free on request. 

J. & J. CASH, Limited 
214 Chestnut Street South Norwalk, Conn y 
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Ask your deater for 

GAGE HATS 
A bakiet of some forty 
drawings of new fall 
styles, like those above, 
will be sent on reqacst. 
Address Dept. “XXI.” 

Gage Byrothersér Co. 

Chicago 

This Handsome 

Tailored Suit gt 
Sent express prepaid anywhere in the United States. 

Made of all wool broad cloth, 
thoroughly tested and shrunk 
before the suit i made up. 

The Jacket is Jined through 
out with guaranteed satin, 

seini-fitted, 84 inches long, trim 
med in silk braid, single breasted 

effect with regular coat collar and 
full length sleeve. The Skirt has 

fifteen vores, side pleated, tin- 
ished with fold trimmed with 
buttons and braid. Colors 
black, blue, and green. 

The excellent lines of this 
beautiful tailored suit) will 
attract the admiration of 
every well dressed woman. 

In ordering give bust measure, 
Witist measure, sleeve measure, 
hip measure and front and back 
length of skirt. 

We guarantee this suit in 
every particular 

and should you for any reason 
be dissatistied return same it 
our expense and we will 
promptly refund yourmoney. 
CATALOGUE: — Write Today 

For Our Beautiful Illustrated Free 
Style Book It Contains pictures 
of the world's latest and best 
styles for Fall and Winter 

and 1909. Mailed abso 
y free, postage prepaid, 

upon receipt of a request 

The Mabley & Carew Co. 
Department 50, Cincinnati, O- 

Waterproof 
Cape $3.75 

Of lustrous silky material, stylishly cut and 
well finished, a good looking garment for any 
weather. 

No damp skirts or wet stockings with this « ape. 
It mes right down to the sho tops and isa 
beriect protection fromthe rain. Books or pack- 

Ses Carried under its folds will be dry as a bone. 
lwo neatly stitched lap openings for the 

hands. Hood can be drawn up over the hat and 

p Keep that dry too, 

You jeopardize your c} | healt en yo end 

vitho 4 p f ape é 2 jt in 

amy lothes for hours t atches 
e€ads to serious illne lake are OF your Children 
when they are young and tender end at Once for 

sur waterproot ipe ) ¥ PLONE WM if 

i “are nol euttirely Satisfied 

; If your dealer does not carry them 

we will fill your order direc? 

In red, dark blue, g 
tan, express prepa 

Iden brown or $975 
i, special price bn 

tive CAtld’ age when ordering. 

NEW YORK MACKINTOSH CO. 
_ ——— 114 Bleecker St., New York 

KARBO DISINFECTAN The Great Non Poison- 

ment nts 7 ous Disinfectant, for 
Ouse ' and General purposes. One tablespoonful mixed with 

i . f water instantly forms a Milky Emulsion, that is a power- 
“vcorizer and Disinfectant, endorsed by leading physicians. 

r gallon. Express prepaid. Directions on package. 

Agent. vanted. THE ALCATRAZ CO., Richmond, Va. 

New igns in Braiding for 
Winter Clothes 

By Helen A. Stout 

N Eof thegreat- 

est difficul- 
ties which the 

amateur experiences 

is transferring designs 
to the material. 
There are many 
simple little trim- 

mings composed of 
braiding and em- 
broidery which could 
easily be followed 
were there some 

handy method of 
stamping the designs 
on the material. 

So I want to tell 
you first of all how | 
have done this suc- 
cessfully, Geta thin 
quality of white crino- 

line, lay over the 

soutache in the centre 
are often used as 
separate ornaments 

or to simulate but- 
tons. They are made 
by coiling the braid 
between the fingers 

and tacking on the 
under side with long 
stitches. 

The separate orna- 
ment shown next may 
be made in any size 
for coat, skirt or waist 
trimming. The zig- 

zag linesare madeof a 

narrower braid used 
standing, that is, 
sewed on one edge, 

which makes a pretty 

contrast to the flat 

outlines. ‘The centre 
design you wish to of the ornament is 
copy, and trace the 
outline lightly on the 
crinoline. Now place 

the crinoline over the 

material on which you 
wish to transfer the 

design. Fasten 

together securely on 
a flat surface with 

padded embroidery 
and the inside spaces 
are filled with fine 

stitches. 

Braided coats form 

an important feature 

of the autumn fash- 
ions, and heavy cloths 

thumb-tacks. Now 
go over the outline 
with a soft pencil, 

bearing down heavily. The soft lead will go 
through the meshes of the crinoline and when it 

is removed from the material the design will be 

quite clear. Itis always advisable to go over the 

design onthe material with a hard pencil so that it 

will not rub and make a soiled piece of work. 

On dark material a colored pencil may be used. 
Various designs which one may find in news- 

papers or Magazines may be utilized for braiding 
in this way. If the material on which the design 

Simple Band Trimming 

Which is Suilable Also 

for a Panel Embroidery 

is to be worked j light in 

weight baste thin crinoline or 

heavy paper tothe back, as this 

ilk or 

soutache braid an eighth of an inch wide 

will keep the work firm and smooth. Use 

cotton 

for braiding, as a narrower width would give too 

light an effect. 

The wood-silk braid is be 

as it lend 

t for fancy designs, 

itself casily to curves and will not 

readily pucker. Care must be taken not to hold 

the braid too loosely U 

this holds the work firmer than silk, 

and sew with close stitches 

¢anumber-sixty sewing 

cotton, as 

, taking a quarter 

inch stitch on the back and a very tiny stitch on 

the right side in the centre of the braid. 

A most effective and simple band trimming is 

illustrated above on the left. The solid rings of 

White Soutache and Blue Embroidery are this 

Combined in This Blouse Design 

A Butterfly Ornament 

Formed of Braid and 

Effective for Collar and Cuffs and 

the front of a Cutaway Coat 

are well adapted to 

style of trim- 
ming, so I am show- 

ing below a simple 

design for the front of a cutaway coat, the collar, 

and the cuff ornament. Black, braided heavily in 

black, or other dark colors in self-tones, would 

be most suitable — as well as good-looking —for 

outdoor garments. 

Although braiding on net sounds quite diffi 
cult it can be done by lining the net with a light 

yellow paper or a couple of thicknesses of tissue 

paper. Baste 
many times, and you will have a fabric as easily 

together securely, crisscrossing 

After 

the work is finished remove the 

manipulated as cloth. 

bastings and tear away the 

paper very carefully. The half of a collar shown 

in the corner below would be charming for an 

evening wrap made of Brussels net braided in 

In a design of this char 

many turn 

cream-silk soutache. 

acter which ha and corners always 

fold over the braid at the corners instead of 

cewing on the same side. 

The bertha design composed of 

flat braiding and heavy embroidery stitches. 

Soutache is not necessary for this, as any other 

sort of narrow braid may be 

The pattern is laid out flat and the 

shoulder-seams joined before the braiding i 

the under-arm seams afterward 

below i 

used with equal 

success. 
5S 

done 

Here Again Fancy Stitches are Intermingled with Braid 

in This Pretty Bertha Design 

Half of a Braided 

Net Collar i 
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Three Advanced New York Styles for Fall Wear 
Order one or all three entirely at our risk, for if the style or 

the quality does not please you in every particular, if you do 
not consider them the greatest values you have ever seen, 
you can return them to us at our expense and we will refund 

your money and also every cent that you paid for transporta- 
tion charges. You take no risk in ordering from 

BELLAS HESS & COMPANY, New York City, N. Y. 

No.11L140. This Smart Man Tailored Suit is made from 
a Strictly all wool fine quality broadcloth; the weight, quality 
and finish that is only seen in the highest priced tailor made 
suits. The latest advanced model for fall with the double 
stitched tailored seams front and back designed to give that 

desirable roundness to the bust and slender waist line. Two 
tailor stitched silk strappingsand twohand- 
some large velvet and metal buttons form 

the oblique pockets in front. Coat 
buttons through with three of these 
extra large stylish buttons. Deep 
turnover cuffs and turnover mannish 
notched collar. Coat is lined through- 

out with a splendid quality of satin. 
The skirt is the new perfect hanging cir- 
cular gore model, having 15 gores. In- 
verted plaited back. Six inch fold around 

bottom. You can have it in a handsome 
shade of navy blue, the new and pop- 
ular dark bottle green, the latest 
dark brown shade or black. 
Sizes 23 to 30 waist measure, 
32 to 44 bust measure, 37 to 44 

inches length of skirt. State 
size and color when order- 
ing. Our special price, 

i 

| 
i 

Jt} b 
No. 2L141. Exquisitely 
Designed Net and Lace Waist, 
made over china silk. One 
of New York's latest ad- 

vanced models. The yoke 
is formed by the net being 
laid in dainty tucks with 
large baby Irish medallion 
in centre. The vertical in- 
sertions and edges of lace 

forming the revers over 
the shoulders and the 
centre of the waist are of 
the new exquisite Princess 
lace in a most artistic 
design. The cuffs, 
sleeves and collar are 

trimmed with the same 
lace Dainty little bow 
in front is also made 

of the lace, hither 
mire white or ecru 

olor Sizes 32 to 44 

bust measure, 

$3.45 
No. 3L142. Strictly All Wool Extra Fine Quality Voile 

Skirt in the new 15 circular gore model, with two 3 inch 
taffeta silk folds and two 4 inch tailor stitched silk strappings 
the upper fold and strapping forming the popular tunic effect 

The skirt has an extra full flare and sweep at the bottom. 

Comes in black only, sizes 23 to 30 waist measure 

37 to 44 inches length . $5.95 

$9.45 
Our catalogue, which is the largest exclusive wearing 

| 

Our special price 

\dentically the same skirt with tafleta silk drop . 

apparel catalogue published in New York City, will be ready 
on September 10th. Mailed FREE upon application. Write 

for it to-day. 

We Write 

Branch for our 

llouses, “BROADWAY. PRINCE & CROSBY STS FREE 
Agents. NEW YORK CITY.NLY. catalogue 

Graceful 

Figure 
is woman’s 

most lasting 
charm. 

Cultivate 
and preserve it 

by wearing the 

G-D ° 

CORSETS 

Whatever your figure, the 
G-D Justrite naturally pro- 
duces the now desired round, slen- 

der waist and hip effect. It slopes 
gently and gracefully zz at the 

waist line, leaving plenty of room 
for deep breathing. It has the 

perfect hip. Each model shapes 

the form to the lines of zés ideal. 

For Every Form there’s a Dusliile Fit 

Ask your Dealer to show you the G-D 
Justrite Model that is just right for 

YOU. Write us for FREE CORSET 
BOOK, a complete guide to corset selection 

GAGE-DOWNS COMPANY 
265 Fifth Avenue 

fo> 

Chicago, Ill. g 

(00 ENGRAVED 
WEDDING 

INVITATIONS 
KACH ADDITIONAL HUNDRED §2.50. 
in the U. S.— Highest quality, latest styles. 

730 
Delivered anywhe 

Samples on reque 

EVERETT WADDEY CO.,2 8. 11th 8t., Richmend, Va. 

eT 
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repitiire 
 (tepe 

Z 6is an all the year 
P ia 

BG round cotton dress 
fabric, unexcelled 

for beauty and 
wear. The 

Fall 
d 

Patterns 

comprise 

’ plain 
shades, 

many superb 
figured patterns and new border designs. 
It is made with a crinkle which will not 

STRETCH —WASH — IRON 

or WEAR OUT 

If your dealer hasn't Serpentine Crépe, 
refuse substitutes, write us his name 
and we will send you beautiful sample 
book free of charge. 

PACIFIC MILLS, 70 Kilby St., Boston 
Please mention The Ladies' Home Fournal, 

YOKES FO 

FANCY WAISTS 

By Ida Cleve Van Auken 

HE making of a fancy lace yoke for a lingerie 
T ais is really very simple, notwithstanding 

the complex appearance of a network 
formed of fine stitches and narrow laces. 
A pretty suggestion for a lingerie yoke made 

of Valenciennes and baby Irish lace insertion 
trimmed with separate lace designs is shown 
below. ‘The open spaces between the lace de- 
signs are embroidered with French knots. ‘This 
idea suggests many possibilities. For instance, 
you could use bands of the sheer material between 
the rows of insertion and embroider thickly with 

Lansdowne 
for 

pDirectoire 

Gowns 
Of all fabrics, this is 

the best adapted to the 
production of perfect 
Directoire and Empire 
Gowns. 

None other drapes 
with such soft clinging 
effect, or falls into such 
beautiful folds. 

Its wide variety of 
shades (over sixty) 
must needs satisfy 
every woman’s taste. 

Genuine perforated every 

3 yards on the selvedge 

au GOOD S$: — “ORES 

Healthful Sleep for 
Children 

} and unbroken rest for 
} mothers result from 
i the use of the 

Dr. Denton 
Sleeping 
Garments 
Children completely 

covered cannot catch cold. 

The Dr. Denton Gar- 
ments cover body, feet and 
hands. 
Made of our Special, 

Elastic, KNIT, MERINO 
Fabric which carries off the 

ae spiration,and maintains an even warmth when 
ved coverings are thrown off. Soft and durable. 
Do not shrink. Three Styles and eleven sizes for 
children up to ten years. Prices, Merino, 50c. to 
$1.10. Also made in a special mixture of Lamb’s 
Wool, that does not scratch, $1 to $2. 

Write for Booklet, giving Dr. Mary Wood 
Allen’s practical ideas on ‘‘ Healthful Sleep for 
Children.” Be sure you get the genuine Dr, Denton 
Garments. If you cannot obtain them of your 
de aler, waite us and we will see that you are 
supplied. 

Dr. Denton Sleeping Garment Mills 
220 Clark Street, Centreville, Mich. 

Mated pair 
kissing.— 
From eggs 
tosquabsin 
4 weeks. 

Write today FREE Squab_ 
~~ 

Book, | 

lew | to Make Money Breeding Squabs. 
PLYMOUTH ROCK SQUAB CO., 148 Howard St., Melrose, Mass. 

Various Lace Forms are Used in This Dainty Yoke 

French knots. ‘This would be exquisitely dainty, 
and more economical than using all lace. 

Asis customary with delicate needlework—such 
as braiding or lace-making—the material used in 
forming the design must be basted directly on to 
a heavy paper pattern. ‘This makes a substan- 
tial foundation on which to baste the materials 
used in forming the yoke. It is then easy to sew 
together the different parts without slipping the 
needle through the paper pattern. So the first 
step in making a lace yoke is to cut out of heavy 
yellow paper a plain-fitting pattern of the two 
backs and front of a waist, and join together at 
the shoulders. 

You will probably have in mind many original 
ideas for a yoke, or you could follow the design 
below. Valenciennes and linen Cluny insertions 
are charmingly united in the shallow yoke, out- 
lined with wide point de Venise. ‘lo start this 
design baste first the long strip of insertion 
directly in the centre front of the yoke. Slant the 
next strip of insertion in a position as illustrated 
clearly on the unfinished side of the yoke, joining 
it to the first strip at the throat-line. If this is 
carefully arranged the last two rows of insertion 

Showing How a Lace Yoke is Put Together 

will run straight across the back. Join the inser- 
tion together in the open spaces with fagoting or 
any pretty needle stitch. Attach the stitches in 
the wider spaces to a narrow braid as illustrated. 

In basting the wide insertion around the yoke 
allow sufficient fullness so that the outer edge 
will lie flat and smooth on the pattern. You will 
have to lap over or snip apart a design here and 
there in shaping the lace around the edge of the 
yoke. Cut out each corner carefully and match 
the design if possible in sewing together. Make 
the collar of rows of lace and overhand at least 
one row of insertion to the yoke before you take 
it from the pattern, so as not to stretch the line 
of the neck out of shape with too much handling. 
You can then snip the basting threads and gently 
separate the lace yoke from the pattern. 

As the sleeves have grown smaller and longer 
there is a noticeable change in the styles of the 
cuffs. They are usually merely a continuation 
of the sleeves prettily trimmed, or if set-on cuffs, 
the narrowing of the sleeves at this point gives 
only such a tiny bit of fullness that the cuffs 
and sleeves seem to be in one. 

IR PLAIN AND | 
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BELDINGS 

than 50 years. 

Belding’s “Yardwide 

skirts and lining purposes. 

MUST GIVE SATISFACTORY 
WEAR_OR_ WE_ REPLACE 

THE PURCHASE 
Belding Quality has been the recognized standard of silk excellence for morc 

The name of “BELDING” when stamped on the back or woven 
in the selvedge of any silk fabric, is a guarantee of texture and durability. 

Guaran toe Satin — $1.00 Yard 
full 36 inches wide, is sold in all the fashionable shades by dealers everywhere. A 
heavier quality, $1.25 per yard. This reliable satin is positively the most satisfactory 
and longest wearing lining manufactured. 

Belding’s—666—Wear Guar- 1 5 9) 
anteed All-Silk Black Taffeta— e Yard 

full 36 inches wide, is a most excellent wearing fabric, perfectly adapted for waists, 

Belding’s—777—Wear Guar- 1 7 5 
anteed All-Silk Black Taffeta— e Yard 

full 36 inches wide, is a soft, lustrous fabric that irresistibly appeals to particular 
women. Its quality lends that certain charm to a gown that is essential to correct dressing. 

COPYRIGHTED 

per 

per 

per 

IF YOUR DEALER DOES NOT SELL ALL THESE, 
SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AND WE 
WILL TELL YOU THE NEAREST DEALER WHO DOES. 

The Belding name and guarantee is stamped on the back of every yard of Belding’s 
“Yardwide” Guaranteed Satin and woven in the selvedge of every yard of Belding’s 
“Numbered” all-silk black taffetas. 

New York 

This is the “‘ Yardwide”’ 

lined with Belding’s 

Guaranteed Satin. 

BELDING BROTHERS & CO. 
SILK MANUFACTURERS 

tag which is 

attached to all ready-to-wear apparel 

** Yardwide” 

We agree to re- 

any such lining \ place, free of cost, ini 

A\ that does not give satisfactory wear. 

Chicago 

@ e A Ks 
THIS CARD INSUR’ oe » 

THE weaR OF YouR THIS GARMENT 
SHOULO THE ih is pe N E ') wae 

SATISFACTORY WEAR 
GARMENT TO US, EXP Sseldings TOGETHER WITH THIS 

WILL RE-LINE WITH 

BELDING BROS 
Silk Manufacture 

526-528 BROAD, 

New York City. 

WZ fantivid Y, 
GUARANTEED 

SATIN. 

( Smith's “Bahay s Shop” ) 
(TRADE-MARK REG’ D, 66692) 

Dainty Things For Babies 
Send to-day for our illustrated mail-order 

catalog No. 15 containing every requirement for 

an INFANT’S COMPLETE OUTFIT. 
Hland-made goods our specialty 

Above catalogue containing a list of BABY’S FIRST 
NEE DS; and a sample birth announce eme nt card will be sent 

in a plain patent sealed envelope for 2 cents. 

ALBERT DWIGHT SMITH: & CO. 
301 Lyman Bidg. Springfield, Mass. _/ 

Adding a Yoke to a Waist for Reénforcement 

Sleeves of three-quarter length are finishec at 
the lower edge with a band of insertion or edg- 
ing, set on plain or with scant fullness. In de- 
cided contrast are the full-length sleeves which 
show a revival of the deep lace ruffles sometimes 
entirely covering the back of the hand 

A splendid idea for a small yoke, which could 
be used in renewing a tailored shirtwaist that has 
worn out around the collar-band, is shown above. 
The back is cut similar to the front. Only small 
pieces of material would be required for this, or 
you could use material of a contrasting color. In 
the latter case add a piping of the colored material 
to the cuffs and centre box-plait. 

Free Stationery 
With each order for 50 engraved calling cards, in any 
of the latest and most fashionable Styles, we will pre- 
sent you FREE of COST a two-quire box of engraved 
monogram stationery. Write at once for full particulars. 

$5.00 ENGRAVED WEDDING 
100 ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Delivery charges prepaid in the U. S. Samples 
on request. Absolutely correct styles. 

ARTISTIC ENGRAVING AY STATIONERY CO. 
Established 1899. The Bourse, Philadelphia 

“WOMEN will be BALD” 
says a prominent writer, “ 
they continue to thoughtles 
pile their heads with false hair 
and hair rats, clogging the pores 
and heating the sc alp.”) Wh 
not save your hair by wearin: 
a stylish, ventilated 

sé Hairlight Crown” 
A flexible woven roll 
WITH COMBS : 

te which hold it 
‘tt, comfortably and 

securely in posi- 
tion, A clean, cool, invisible roll 
over which you comb your own hair. 

If your dealer cannot supply you, 
we will send, — “50 

cents age paid, for . 

Satisfaction, or money refunded 
$22 Bo 

AUSTIN-WALKER CO., 119 Kingston 8 ues, Boston | 

Prickly Heat, a 
Chafing, and \\: 
Sunburn Removes al Dg 

of persp! 

Delightful after Shaving. ‘‘A 
higher in price, perhaps, than w 

less substitutes, but a reason for 

Sold everywhere, or mailed on receipt of Ce 
Get Mennen’s (the original). Sample Free. 

GERHARD MENNEN COMPANY, Newark, N. J. | 

ENGRAVED 00 
OO WEDDING 7 

INVITATIONS —- 
Each Additional Hundred §2.25. Delivered anywhere in U gh- 
est quality, latest styles. 100 Engraved Visiting Car« Ay $ eae | 
Shaded Old English $2.00. Samples on request. GEO.W. SEX ON, 

Stati , 1333-126 State Street, Chicago, Ill. 
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0. 70 x 22 A. This Dressy Waist is 
made of white or ecru net over a mousse- 

line lining; it is exquisitely fastened with a 

pointed yoke, which is formed of tiny tucks, 
rows of Valenciennes lace insertion, edged 
ith frills of the same pretty lace; the blous> 
below the yoke is elaborately trimmed with 
nsertion and edying; back is also lace 
trimmed; the new long sleeves are beau- 
tifully trimmed with tucks, lace insertion 
and edging (they can be worn long as 
iliustrated or three-quarter length by dletach- 

ng the cuff, which is easily removable); 

Zinithe = Pree Gee 
a 

0.69 x20 A—The ‘‘ Favorite’’; a 
new style suit,the most attractive 

model shown for this fall and winter 
season; it is made in the new dark 
mannish mixtures in dark green and 
black, blue, electric gray, and dark ; %) an ai Be 
drab. The Jacket is a single-breasted ’ ‘ 
30-inch length model, : 
graceful curves, which will give style ‘ 
to any figure; roll collar with revers; 
full length new style sleeves with a 
prettily shaped button trimmed cuff; 
lined throughout with good quality 

kirt is made in the 
new well-fitting model which fastens 
all the way down front with self 

covered buttons; it is 
plaited and falls in full 
flaring bottom, trim- 
med with a deep loose 
fold of self material; 
sizes 32 to 44 bust; has 
the style and appear- 
ance of a 
our spe- 

cial price 

No. 70x 22A% 
aist 

ye News from Americas Greatest Department Store 
We want every American woman to know that she can buy from Siegel Cooper Co., 
the great department store, just as women living here in New York City do. Here 
are some of New York’s latest approved styles at typical Siegel Cooper low prices. 

This Fashion Catalogue FREE to you 

Write for | |: ae This 
this y 

Fashion | |. 
Catalogue 
Today 

ee Sent 
2 FREE 

NEW YORK CITYS LATEST 
FALE X WINTER FASHIONS 

FOR 1908 1909 

$10.00 : 
UTTER resin! gy See [ww] 
ORDERS 1 NO BRANCH 
NEw YORK IEGEL x ie] R oO. j wor ses! 

cin ow aban Greet wei 

eo NG OCATALOGVE NO-+46 

THIS NEW FALL AND WINTER CATALOGUE is one of the most complete 
fashion guides ever published. Every woman interested in what is stylish in 
New York should have a copy. It puts the first choice of the New York mar- 
ket no further away from you than your nearest Post Office, because it illus- 

trates in its 265 pages all that is new and fashionable in Women’s, 
Men’s and Children’s Wearing Apparel, all that is new in Novelties 
and Household Supplies. THE PRICES QUOTED ARE LOWEST IN 

AMERICA. WE TELL YOU IN OUR CATALOGUE HOW TO 
SAVE EXPRESS AND FREIGHT CHARGES. We guarantee the 
quality of every piece of merchandise sold. As this catalogue is ‘ 
one of the handsomest ever issued, the demand for it will seed 
be very great. Our edition is large, but will be quickly 
exhausted. Therefore, we advise you, in order to avoid 
disappointment, to write for it today. Address Dept. A46. 

Siegel Cooper Co.’s Liberal Guarantee 
is absolute and goes with each article 
purchased from this advertisement or 
from our catalogue. If your purchase 
does not prove satisfactory in every 
detail, if it does not prove the best 
value you ever secured, return it to us 
at our expense and your money and all 
charges will be promptly refunded. The 
advantages are all yours— New York’s 
latest styles at bargain prices. The 
risk all ours. 

A CITY IN ITSELF THE BIG STORE 

%), 
V q 

J.B.GREENHUT. President. 

SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY Sth and 19th Sts 

0.70x24A—The ‘‘Ideal’’ Waist 
Pe is just the proper weight for im- 

‘ mediate or early Fall wear; made of 

good quality white rep cloth ; the front 
is beautifully embroidered all over in 

: combination of white and lavender, 
Bhan Se white and light blue, or all white, in 

. ; neat design; further elaborated with 

cluster tucks; tucked back; the collar 
and cuffs are tucked and embroidered 

~Y¥ . Book to match the front of waist; fast- 
ens in back; sizes 32 to 44 

bust; a wonderful value at 

0.79x21A-—The ‘“‘Lily”’ Skirt is 
the rage of the season; its new 

ay ; feature is that it fastens all the way 
; U down the front with self-covered but- 

D pon tons. It is a handsome side-plaited 
model, weil tailor-stitched through- 

Request out and terminates in 
flare; it is trimmed with a deep, 
loose fold of self material; will prove 
perfect fitting; colors black, blue and 
brown; lengths, 38 to 43 

inches; great bargain at 

$1.00 

a graceful 

$4.95 

No. 70x23 A 

0 OPERG| | 

No. 70x 24A 
Waist 

$100 

Waist 

$1.00 

0.70 x 23 A. At $1.00 this Prettily Designed 
Waist is the greatest bargain of the year; it 

is made of fine white batiste; an elaborate yoke 

is formed of rows of Irish and Valenciennes lace 

insertion anc edging and tiny tucks; the blouse be- 

low the yoke is artistically trimmed with Valen 

ciennes lace inseition; tucked back; three-quarter 
length sleeves, inserted with lace insertion and fin 

ished with tucked and lace edged cuffs, tucked and 

lace trimmed collar; fastens ° 

in back; sizes 32 to 44 bust Price $1 .00 

TRADE MARK 

| Galatea | 
By the yard 20c— Every yard Guaranteed 

Is the standard all-year-round wash 
fabric. Refined as linen inappearance 
and positively alone in sturdiness of 
wear. Permanently holds the best 

tailored effects. Fashionable colors, 

stripes, checks and fancy designs. 

Look for Hydegrade on every yard. 

For Boys’ and Girls’ 

-—— Hygienic School Suits ——= 

Has stood the test for forty years— 
is the ideal material for Health Suits 
for Boys and Girls. No suit that 
does not wash can be hygienic. 
Woolen Suits gather and hold germs. 
Hydegrade Galatea is warm enough 
for winter—makes the smartest 
School and Play Suits known. 

_ Make them yourself —or youcan find these 
suitsinall an esr beg iv Look forthe word 
‘ Hydegrade”’ on the label to insure getting 
the genuine, or on the selvage of every yard. 

Send for Souvenir Postal Cards 

A. G. HYDE & SONS, New York—Chicago 

ther Jf Heatherbloom and Hydegrade Fabrics 

L_Washable” 

—_—4 

The best wash 
fabric for home 
dressmaking 
and general use. 
Mike up by 
Lapties’ HOME 
JOURNAL pat- 
terns designed 
for 24 inch ma- 
terials. Sold 
every where for 
less than 10 
cents per yard. 
We do not sell 
at retail but 
send samples 
on request. “‘TheWash Rlsyute 

that is 
Address Dept. L 

American 
Printing Co. 
Pall River, Mass. 

Be Pretty 
The first requisite is— good complexion. 
Give a woman smooth, clear skin and 

bright color, and everyone will say ‘‘she is 
pretty.’’ 

sut—prettiness is impossible— yes, a fresh clear 
skin is impossible — if you use common soaps. 

For common soaps—all of them—and some of the 
expensive and well recommended ones— contain Raw Alkali 

“the Beauty Thief.’’ 

kaw Alkali s/eads the freshness of your complexion by destroying 
the natural oils of your skin. 

Raw Alkali weakens the under skin— dries out the outer skin. 
color fades. Wrinkles come. Age creeps up. 

All this is chargeable to Raw Alkali. 

3ut you can protect your skin. 

Your 

Youthful bloom can be restored. 

Palmolive improves any complexion. 
For — Palmolive contains zo Raw Alkali. 
Palmolive is made from pure Palm Oil and pure Olive Oil — perfectly 

blended and saponified. This means a perfect skin invigorator—a beautifier, 
as well as a cleanser. 

While you bathe with Palmolive, it softens and freshens your skin. 

PALMOLIVE 
Palmolive is not artificially colored. It is the natural hue of the pure oils from 

which it is made. It needs no costly perfume to make it fragrant. 
It smells clean, sweet, wholesome. It is a solid cake of pure soap. It lathers 

freely, quickly and easily—a rich, cream-like lather that makes any water 
pleasant to your skin. 

It took years to perfect Palmolive. 

Today it is the only perfectly blended invigorator and cleanser. 
No price can buy another soap as good. 

Yet Palmolive costs only 15 ceuts for a big cake. Buy from any 
reliable dealer. 

You get a fine, liberal sample of. Palmolive for four cents (two 2 
cent stamps). Send for this sample at once and see _ for 

yourself how. Palmolive freshens your color, softens your 
skin and makes it smooth and satiny. Tell us your 

Dealer’s name and address, and we will send you, 
with the Palmolive, our little book, “The Easy Way 

to Beauty.” It tells how to use Palmolive in yvour 
bath—for massage—as a shampoo—for manicur 

ing—and for all beauty preservation. Order 
Palmolive today. Don’t expose your skin to 

the Raw Alkali in common soaps. 

Remember — Palmolive nourishes your skin 
while cleansing it. It’s “‘The Easy Way to 
Beauty.” Write us at once. Address 

B. J. Johnson Soap Co. 
322 Fowler St. Milwaukee, Wis. 

A Postal Brings 

FREE SAMPLES 
fy. ISTAL. brings you a superb sample line of the 

very latest woolens, cotton and silk dress materials, 
uch as are only shown in the biggest stores in New 

York, London and Paris. A remarkable opportunity 
for you to select in your own home — by lamp light or 
day light these beautiful fabrics. Consider the bene- 
fit of being able to choose at your leisure and get ex- 

actly what you Want. Keap the price benefit of deal- 
ing directly with mill agents. Send no money, just a 

postal brings samples of these exclusive dress goods 
Deal with us direct. Getthe smartest colors, the new- 

est designs at right prices. If you wish soft, clinging 
silks, foreign novelty woolens or wash fabrics with 
dainty French designs —a postal to us brings them 

Send that postal today, just mentioning the general 
character of the goods you want, and benefit by having 
in your own home, an array of samples of beautiful fab 

rics never shown except in the greatest of metropolitan 

stores Don’t think of selecting your next gown until 
you have seen these samples 

You Can Earn a Good Living 
by becoming our agent for your town No capital re- 
quired — big profits — pleasant, self-respecting work, 

with a future to it. Write for full particulars. 

Manufacturers and Importers Co., Mill Agents 

Dept. 27, 256 Church St., New York 

Every Prospective Mother 
Something new —only scientific garment of 

the kind ever invented. Combines solid com- 
fort and ease with ‘‘ fine form ’’ and elegant ap 
pearance in the home, on the street, and in society 

- Always drapes evenly in front and back — no 
bulkiness — no draw-strings — no lacing — no ripping 

or basting — Can be worn the year round. 
Made in several styles, and at prices lower than you 

can buy the material and have them made at home 1 
Send for our Fine Illustrated Book—‘‘Fine-Form 

TC€ Maternity Skirt’’—It's FREE to every woman 
vriting for it Fells all about these skirts, their advan- 

t 5, materia Gives opinions ot pliv 

ressinakers Ten Days’ Free Trial. 
get our book ir dealer has not yet been 

with Fine-Forjn Maternity Skirts, make your 
election of material and style, and we will make thie 
garmentto your order. When you get it, wear it ten 
days, and if you don’t find it exactly as repre- 
sented, send it back and we will cheerfully refund 
every cent paid. Other Skirts — If not need 
ot a maternity irt, remember our famous B & W 
dress and walking skirts will positive please 

you—same guarantee.— I!lustrated book free 
Write to-day to Which book shall we send? »-day 

Beyer & Williams Co., Dept. A, Buffalo,N.Y 

Free Lace Samples 
4c per yard for this pat- 

tern. Hundreds of other 
new and exclusive styles 
shown in our assortment at 
equally low prices. Write 
today —a postal will do. 

Valenciennes Lace Co. 
185 Dearborn St., Dept. J, Chicago 
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— A New Fall— 
Hat—10 Cents 

sentence from 

hat for 10 cents, 

thanks to 

Cotton, Linen and Mixed Goods. Mixe:l Goods are most fre- 
quently Wool and Cotton combined. If our Diamond Dyes 

for Cotton, Linen and Mixed Goods will color these materials 
when they are together, it is self-evident that they will color 

them separately. 
We make a Special Dye for Wool and Silk because Cotton 

and Linen (vegetable material) and Mixed Goods (in which 

vegetable material generally predominates) are hard fibers and 
take up a dye slowly, while Wool and Silk (animal material) 
are soft fibers and take up a dye quickly. In making a dye to 

color Cotton or Linen (vegetable material) or Mixed Goods (in 
which vegetable material generally predominates), a conces 

sion must always be made to the vegetable material. When 

dyeing Cotton, Linen or Mixed Goods, or when you are in 
doubt about the material, be sure to ask for Diamond Dyes 
jor Cotten. If you are dyeing Wool or Silk, ask for 
Diamond Dyes /or /1’00/. 

Diamond Dye Annual Free 
Send us your name and address (be sure to mention your 

dealer’s name and tell us whether he sells Diamond Dyes), and 
we will send you a copy of the Diamond Dye Annual, a copy 

of the Direction Book, and 36 samples of dyed cloth, all FREE. 

Address 

Wells & Richardson Co., Burlington,Vt. 

eas Supporters — 
are equally satis- 
factory for dress 
wear, with cor- 
sets, or negligee 

and athletic 
wear, without 

° eis abso- 
Princess Chic jutel, 
essential to the woman desiring 
to secure the directoire hip line 
which fashion decrees for the 
season's siyles. 
In addition to Princess Chic regular four-strap 
style, as illustrated, we have a model with six 
straps, which is greatly in favor. 

At dealers, or direct if yours hasn’t them. Price, 
4-strap, 50c and 75c; 6-strap, $1.00. 

A. STEIN & CO., 319 W. Congress St., Chicago 

“NOPOKE” is the only 
collar support made of gen- 
uine WHALEBONE that 
won’t chafe or scratch the neck. 

It has ROUNDED ENDS. 
Covered with closely woven silk — ready to sew on. 

The whalebone won’t break through because it has 

no sharp corners or points. 

‘¢Nopoke’’ Supports may be washed and ironed con- 

tinuously without removal — we guarantee that. 

All sizes — 10 cents a card 
> 

Ask your dealer for ‘* Nopoke.’’ If he doesn’t carry 

it, we will send you a card of ** Nopoke’’ Collar Sup- 

ports, postpaid, for 10 cents. State size wanted. 

Silk Tubing Company, 315 East 103 St., New York 

We Trust You r 

NEW MATERIALS FOR 
AUTUMN AND WINTER 

By Harriet Edwards Fayes 

[ison are plenty of novelties and well-tried 
favorites among the autumn fabrics which 
will appeal to women because they are 
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| both economical and well adapted to certain SIXTY YEARS LOOK FOR 

| purposes. ; EXPERIENCE THIS LABEL 
The silks hold a more prominent place than 

} 
{ usual on account of the revival of satin. But it 

is ‘not the satin we have heretofore known. The 
new satins are supple, they drape well, an¢| 
have a soft lustre which is most attractive; 
and thus are admirably suited to the construc- 
tion of the new dresses 

cotton-backed satin in the piece goods, and if 
you are purchasing a ready-made garment it is 

wide at from a dollar and a quarter to two dollars 
a yard, with an increase in price for those of 
greater width. Wide silks and satins are being 

skirt with which they 
are worn. If you can- 
not get the colored 
lace it is quite an casy 
matter to dye the white or écru Jace any shade you 
choose, only you should first try a sample to see 
that you obtain the right shade. 

Waists for mourning are made of English 
crape, square-mesh net and crépe de chine 
trimmed with crape. English crape is much 
more used now for mourning purposes than it 
has been for some years owing to the improved 
process of manufacture which makes it impervi- 
ous to water. It can actually be soaked in water, 
yet will dry out in its original shape, crispness 
and crinkliness. Hence the use of crape trim- 
mings for skirts, coats and waists. 

One of the Shadow Silks 

The long black satin coat will be much worn 
with cloth, silk and satin costumes this autumn, 
made with a vest, and for this purpose there 
are the daintiest imaginable silk vestings. The 
ground is of a shade just off the white or of a 
delicate écru tone, while the floral figures are in 

shadow effect and in 
the soft, rich shades of 
tapestry silks. The 
ribbed silks are con 
sidered nicer than 
those with a moiré 
ground. 

For the evening 
u wrap light-colored 

corsets. Come in satin will be the new 
white, black, blue and pink. idea, though pastel 

we colored broadcloth 
A Diagonal Serge will continue to be 

used. Capes will be 
preferred for the evening garment, so that an 
excellent and serviceable wrap may be made of 
black satin or cloth lined with a bright-hued 
satin such as turquoise. 

Wide-wale diagonal and herringbone and 
chevron stripes in solid color (that is, where the 
stripe is produced by the weave) make attractive 
and serviceable coats. Striped covert cloth in two- 
tone effect is the most novel material for the street 
jacket, while black broadcloth will be generally 
used for both long and short separate coats. 

Most women will be delighted to hear that 
moderately-rough cloths are coming into fashion 
once more—the splendid cheviots and unfinished 
worsteds. ‘These are shown in delightful com- 
binations of subdued colors as well as in fancy 
weaves of solid color—and are mostly in striped 
designs in which herringbone and chevron effects 
play a prominent’ part. Smooth-finished worsteds 

will still be worn, but 
not to the extent that 
they have been the 
last few seasons. 

The composée or 
combination suit 
comes to us with 
Parisian approval. 
This is a silk or satin 
costume with a cloth 
or velvet coat, or a 
skirt of fancy cloth 
with a coat of solid 
color. When the Fancy Bordered Cloth 

EVERY YARD 

SKINNERS 

S 

ESTABLISHED 1848 
SKINNER S SATIN 

William Skinner Manufacturing 
New York Philadelphia Chicago 

66 : % 
We repeat our guarantee: Skinner's 

Satin is guaranteed to wear two seasons. 

If your dealer does not handle Skinner's Satin, write us for samples. 

We will also send you a handsome booklet, ‘A Story of Silks and 
Satins.” Address Dept.G, 107-109 Bleecker Street, New York City 

WHEN BUYING 
SKINNER’S SATIN 

and coats. 
Yarn-dyed satin is : 

a better investment bn None Genuine Without The Name in The Selvage 

We have ine cases out of ten NO.28%84QUAL.236 COL.630 YOS.98% 

received than ase a is NEW YORK, CHICAGO, BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. 
plece-dyed, because Mills. Holyoke, Mass. 

hundreds of the latter, unless very 
letters about rags hp is fe 

* to rougn up, and so 
making ged | prove unsatisfactory Q C=) 
om _ the in the wear. Cotton- 
help o backed satin will soon , Fre 
Diamond Dyes. wear off, leaving the Silk with a Satin Stripe 

Sane bs & cotton exposed to view. It is easy to discover a 

Boston 

LYS SAINNIMS 

The Highest 
Art 

No. 936—$1.00, made of Mistletoe 
Taffeta, deep effective flounce contain- 

ing drop. 

No. 1903—$2.00, made of Heather- 
bloom, black and all colors; has high 

flounce containing wide tailored straps, 

fine stitching and contains Heather- 

bloom drop 

The Woman of Distinction 
Exercises Good Taste in 
Selection of Under as 
well as Outer Garments 

with graceful flowing flare, and beautifully made. 

sateen, the best silks obtainable, etc., etc. 

flounce 
headed 

in Petticoat 
Making 

No. 1826—$3.00, made of Pariseen 
Taffeta; ounce is elaborately trimme 
with deep embroidery and _ insertion 
has deep Pariseen drop. 

No. 3020—$5.00, made of heavy Tat 
feta silk, black and all colors: the f 

is made of 5 
with wide tailored straps, 

fine percaline under-rufile. 

The exceedingly large variety of striking HY ART styles offers each woman | 
choice from which she can select just what best suits her taste—all are cut full 

HY ART petticoats are 

made only of tried materials tested by actual wear, the leading light-weight 

cloths such as Heatherbloom, Pariseen, Mistletoe, and all other grades ot! 

They wear longer and give greate! 

satisfaction, yet cost no more than the ordinary kind. 
petticoats are sold by the leading dry goods dealer in your town. 
If he hasn’t what you want, give us his name and yours on 

sectional ruffle 

HY AR? 

4 
: | Pet aa : ike D IN p AS 

one: “I made a wise to make special inquiries in this regard. ff oF a a ee weney Peis 
pretty new fall You can find an all-silk satin twenty inches — | 

(va a 
\ kg 

" 

Diamond Dyes.” more and more used, because they require fewer | | ea) : - 7 
seams and so are better suited to the making of I< AZ 

Mss. R. A. Dickson, the new skirts and long wraps. Satin-finished “ If it does not, send the arment to any g 
Boston, Mass. | crépe and messaline will also be fashionable. | 3 of our stores, and we wil re-line it free zy 

| an 99 ot 

| One of the most popular silks for the dress | y j of charge. | 
intended for both daytime and evening wear is | ud U | f Sel {> 
the rough-woven silk with a lustrous finish. It | 2h nscrupu ous manufacturers are 1mli- | 3 
is long since we have had a silk which is suitable | i | : : n 

g for street jee, the colder months, yet the | '@ tating our red selvage. When buying z 
7 way in which this az ° 9 ° B| 

oar tee a coe eee of | rough silk is woven TY Skinner's Satin turn over the goods, a 
+) s ou ge rea jamonc ves. Anotlr ve a adapts it to this P= | \ va) | x ° 

+ sheen ching is iste eas Ges eliy on the Rind of Dia. sage. ? it wile se | 2 i and be sure that “SKINNER’S SATIN ” 1S vi i 

mond Dyes that is arene to the artic 24 you sae to dye. ai d te Kt : an d | ~ . ; L f h l we | 

Beware of Substitutes for Diamon yes | supple. Z woven 1n every inc oO t e se vage, A | 

These substitutes claim that one kind of dve | | Waists of silk,satin, iB! , K > 

Snap wel the clam upoe  t* ) | lace and net’ must 1° otherwise the goods are not genuine. iB 
We want you to know that when anyone makes sucha | | Mat h in color if not | 

claim he is trying to sell you an imitation of our Dye for in shade the cloth 

fi = 

Dpt 
material is the same for skirt and coat they the attached coupon and receive our Fall style catalog. 

10 Days ii apres a ee ati s : Diclhenn | must match in color. More latitude is allowed £ . Miz.Co 
$185 | when the coat is of a different material, as then As an inducement to place our Fall style booklet = cheestand.@ 
Each ; the coat may be of a somewhat lighter or darker your hands, we will send with it a doll petticoat, at? 

shade of the same color. Striped and _ plaid made exactly as shown, on receipt of three (3) ee np» 
broadcloth and striped and checked cheviot in two-cent stamps, to cover cost of mailing. a de - 
two-tone effect are used for skirts with coats of I : ; i op are : ‘ ill make any little girl ha i rs 

| the same material in a solid color. Some of the [Se ee y . PPy SEES PET 
new cloths come with borders which can be used 
for skirt and coat ornamentation, the border 
being left in its original form for the skirt, while 
for the coat it is cut up as fancy dictates. 

Write to-day for this handsome 14-inch, beau- 
Send no money. tifully curled, carefully selected Ostrich 
Feather, any color. If you find it a big bargain remit $1.85 each, or 

sell 3 feathers and get your own free. Enclose 6c. postage. Write fer 

catalogue. ANNA AYERS, Dept. 102, 21 Quincy St., Chicago 

The Dielhenn Manufacturing Company 
Cleveland and Massillon, Ohio 

My dealer is 

Name 

Town 

State 
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[GAS A-STEVENS & BROS: 
SPECIAL CATALOGUE 

Z| 1908 FALL AND WINTER STYLES 1909 
A IN 

Ladies’ Apparel 
died =e YS Fashion’s radical changes make 
eae - . it imperative that you receive a copy 

of the ‘‘Stevens Style Book’’ if you 
wish your garments to be absolutely 
correct as to style. 

Write for it today. Mailed 
free of charge upon request. 

Styles have undergone a complete 
change and you want to be informed of 
these before making your selections of 
Fall apparel. The Directoire gown shown 
in the illustration is the style that has 
attracted so much attention in Paris, New 
York and all the fashionable world, and 

has come to stay. Modifications of this 
style will be brought out in tailored suits, 

_ skirts and coats this fall, and just how 
attractively these changes will be em- 
‘bodied in the correct styles for Fall and 
Winter will be shown in our catalogue 
by over 250 beautiful illustrations. 

The fact that we are able to produce 
and deliver to you apparel in the very 

latest styles at popular prices is a dem- 
onstration of what thorough knowl- 
edge gained from long experience when 
combined with a great organization can 
accomplish. There is no house on_ this 
continent that can supply your wants so 
satisfactorily as this firm. 

The House of Stevens 
outfits each season more well-dressed and particular 
women than any other concern in the United States. 

Pe 
i\p 

{A 
\ 

This is most remarkable in that we do not cater to 
the demand for the cheapest of merchandise or that 

class of garments made to sell at a price only. We 
Sen are strictly a specialty house devoting our entire 

, thought and attention to Ladies’ and Misses 
High-Grade Wearing Apparel and carry the 

largest and most complete assortment of 
styles to be found in America so arranged 

in grades and prices as to meet the 
requirements of all. 

Our reputation will guarantee perfec- 
tion in style, fit and finish, at the lowest 
possible prices for reliable merchandise. Address Dept. A. 

Chas. A. Stevens & Bros. cnicaco, iL. 

Made in black and colors 

comfortable 

shoes made of Kid has always 

been popular, but it took 

the approval of the fash- 

ion leaders of Paris to 

make it the style in 

New 

Now every 

The wearing of 

Shoes 

made of 

this mate- 

rial do not 

get hard nor 
London and 

. York. wet. Chrome : 
» who wants 

Tanned Glazed Kid one 
to be well 

sed dres 

crack after being 

looks better, lasts 

longer and feels better 
wears 

this 
mate- 

on the feet than any other 

The fact that it is 
now in the highest favor with ; 

rial. 
should 

leather. 

the best dressed people 

secure a trial by you. 

Made exclusively from Goat Skins 

Let Us Send You our big descriptive folder 
about this wonderfully 

compact, convenient, clean, common-sense contriv- 
ance for drying clothes. Easiest, Cleanest 
Lill S Foussus Dr r Way to Dry Clothes 

€ , Put up or taken down with ease in 
Clothes yY a minute—leaves the lawn clear of 

r% insightly posts and ropes. Holds 
+—+a1 => — init as much as 150 feet of line keeps 

aniiom wy mes = clothes out of dirt, and dries them 
juickly. Revolves, so line comes 
to you, saving z steps and reaching. 
Costs very little-—saves half the Il 
work and time of hanging out the 
wash, Be sure to Ww rite today for 
the folder that tel all about it. 

oh 

ge A Sih" Sa 
~ . Sold by housefurn nishin gs here, o¢ write to °° 4 

aay oe , HILL DRYER co.. 365 Park Ave. ‘oe Mass ye ay 
- : MR TU he tet a 

Vir ppaerwy ta "4 
ral agian smarts vf 
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Sold in a 

Sealed Box W
y 

L Wh. 

or <= 
Wi; Viiiiil

e (LLL i
 li 

a 
The Brush that holds 

cnats its Bristles. 
ey 1 Different Shapes for Different Mouths 

Avrreo H.Smitrn Co, 84 CnamBers St. New York. | 

Every feature of the hitherto highest grade machines has 
been perfected and improved in the KING Sewing Machine. 
The woodwork — the castings—the bearings — the attach- 
ments — the worlz:manship — and finally, and best of all, the 
work that it does. 

From tread to thread the highest grade, easiest running, 
most durable and most efficient machine is the 

KING 
Sewing Machine 
THE WOODWORK —Pilain, artistic effect in both finish 

and design, following the newest ideas in modern furniture. 
Edges slightly rounded so that no unsightly notches appear 
when the machine is open. 

THE CASTINGS — Carefully inspected castings of the 

first grade —all ornate curves and shapes eliminated—simple 
and attractive in design, harmonizing with the lines of the 
cabinet. 

THE BEARINGS — Ball bearings remove practically all 

friction. Around the crank shaft are eleven balls—where the 
pitman is attached to the treadle there is a large steel ball and 
socket joint. Most women operate the KING with one foot, 
and by alternating can work with it all day without fatigue. 

THE ATTACHMENTS —The KING is equipped with 

all the attachments found on others and some not found 
on others. 

The five stitch ruffler accomplishes more elaborate work 
than any other. 

The adjustable hemmer guides the stitch at a fixed distance 
from the inside edge of the hem —never running off thick 
material nor leaving a ledge in thin material to catch dirt. 

WORKMANSHIP — Every part of the KING Sewing 

Machine is made by automatic machinery, so that they 
are all identically the same. Each screw, for instance, will 
turn only so far, and when tight that part is perfectly adjusted. 
No work with hand tools can be so perfectly accurate. 

PRICE — $33.00 — one price to every one, everywhere. 

Delivered to any railroad station in the United States. 
Absolutely guaranteed perfect in every respect or money 
refunded. The only high-grade sewing machine sold 
direct from the factory. 

A Remarkable Opportunity 
For Men and Women 

Do you want a Free Trip to Europe? 

Do you want a Free Trip through your own Country? 
Do you want a Free Musical Education? 

Do you want a Free College Education? 

There’s no reason why you can’t secure any of these 
advantages, and it will cost you nothing —just a very little time 
and no inconvenience. Nothing required that will be dis- 
agreeable to the most sensitive or retiring person. 

Write for further particulars. 

surely interest you. 

THE KING SEWING MACHINE COMPANY, 

630 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 

This exceptional offer will 



For perfect 
underwear 

comfort for 

Ladies and 
Children 

there is nothing so ideal as 

MENTOR 
Comfort Underwear 

in union suits or single garments. 

MENTOR underwear is really what it is 
called — comfort underwear, because it fits, 
is warm, is elastic, is absorbent, doesi't 
bind and doesn’t scratch. Moreover, it 
wears well aud is economical. 

Knitted in a variety of weights and fab- 
ries, including Shrimkprovof Wool—wool 
underwear for which you get your money 
back if it shrinks in the washing. 
SEND FOR SAMPLES of all the famous 

MENTOR fabrics, mailed free, with an 
unusually attractive book of prices Nom 
containing actual photographs, illus- e MENTOR 
trating styles for women and 4 KNITTING 
children »* MILLS 
MENTOR underwear is e 88 Bank St. 

sold in mest localities —it 0 Cleveland, O. 
not in yours, we will tell o” Please send me samples 
you whereyoucan get it. g : <? of Mentor Underwear 

ion’ s and book sl i 
Mentor Knitting 9° 4, /.:.,)) REE to it isto my advantage to wear 

fab 

Mills oo™ Mentor Comfort Underwear. 

88 Bank St., yr Van 
Cleveland, oe Say whether Mr., Mrs. or Miss) 

Ohio Addie 

Dealer's Name 

Weare makers of the famous MENTOR COMFORT 
UNIONS for men, and will send to any man inter- 
ested a very novel book about them. 
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Better Than Ever 
Your dress receives protection when you wear 
OMO Shields. They are antiseptically pre- 
pared, which destroys the odor of perspiration. 
Are odorless, hygienic, absolutely impervious, 
and washable. No others have all of these 
qualities. Are less heating to the body, as they 
contain no rubber. Every pair warranted. 
Sample pair on receipt of 25c. 

Illustrated Booklet that will interest you, on request. 

Made by The OMO MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept. B, Middletown, Conn. 

* EVERY SIZE SKIRT: 
c: Sa SIZE WOMAN k 

. is the only Maternity Skirt, 
oe instantly adjustable to any 

>. waist measure. .It hangs 
and drapes so perfectly 
that the figure preserves 
natural lines of grace 
under all circumstances. 
No other Maternity 
Skirt compares with 
“Every-Size,” in sim- 
plicity, comfort and ele- 
gance. The graceful 
lines on which it is 
constructed make. it 
the ideal skirt for 
large women. 

If your dealer cannot 
supply you write to the 

ELITE SKIRT CO. 

18 W. 21st St., New York 

~“ 
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A Rejuvenated Shirtwaist Suit 

Among my possessions is an old-fashioned 
plain shirtwaist and nine-gored skirt with two 
jaits at each gore; it is plain brown serge. I 
hae it all ripped up and wish to make it over 
with small expense. SCHOOL-TEACHER. 

Buy a yard and a half of plaid silk with red 
and brown for the predominating colors, and 

recut the waist by pattern No. 3854, price fifteen 

cents. Make a little round yoke with tab exten- 
sions of the plaid silk. Trim the extensions with 
a shaped ruffle of the silk and make plain shirt- 
sleeves with small silk cuffs. Recut the skirt 
over a plain, nine-gored skirt pattern. 

The New Materials and Colors 

Please give me a brief idea what the new mate- 

rials are that will be used for suits and dresses 

this winter. EH: M.S. 

You will find ample information if you will 

read the article in this month’s issue of THE 

JourNaAL, entitled ‘* New Materials for Autumn 

and Winter.” 

A Hand-Me-Down 

Mother wishes to make over for me a plaid 
dress of hers. It has a plain circular skirt which 
is very unbecoming to me, as I am very slight and 
tall for fourteen years. ‘The waist is plain with 
groups of tucks both front and back. What 
patterns do you think would be useful? 

a sD: 
The circular skirt can be cut over a plain gored 

skirt pattern satisfactorily. For the waist and 
skirt use pattern No. 3878, price fifteen cents. 

You will find it becom 

Ralston’s 

Answers 
Drawings by Catherine Howard 

Questions of general interest about dress will be 

inswered on this page. 

use their full names and addresses. 

Correspondents should 

will reply to inquiries by mail if a stamp is inclosed. 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for September 1908 

Mrs. Ralston 

A Special Coat Pattern 

J find that your special shirtwaist pattern de- 
signed for a wide chest and narrow back fits me 
perfectly. 1 wish you had a plain tailored coat 
planned in the same way that I could use. I re- 
quire a size thirty-eight pattern. M. E. K. 

Pattern No. 3977 is a special single-breasted, 
fitted coat. The chest is wide and the back nar- 
rower than a regular coat pattern. It costs fifteen 
cents and comes in nine sizes, thirty-two to forty- 
eight inches bust measure. A thirty-eight size in 
this coat has the same bust measurement as a 
regular thirty-eight size, but the chest is wider and 
the back is cut narrower than a regular coat 

pattern. 

A Shirtwaist Collar for a Stout Neck 

Must I wear the fashionable turnover linen 
collars with my every-day shirtwaists? They 
are very unbecoming to me, as my neck is short 
and fat. G. i 

It is foolish to wear any article of dress when 
unbecoming and uncomfortable just because it is 
fashionable. Finish the neck of your shirtwaists 
with a stock collar of the same material used for 
the waist, or make a pretty separate stock. 

An Every-Day Maternity Coat 

Please advise me as to a pattern for a coat that 
I can wear every day and any place, and that will 
be of use to me for the next six months for 
maternity wear. BD. BB: 

You need a seven-eighths-length, loose coat, 

double-breasted and with a two-piece coat- 
sleeve. The back should 

ing, as it has a full, seven 

gored skirt pattern, the 

fullness laid in tucks at 

the waist. After allowing 

for the , if the 

skirt is too short lengthen 

it with a set-on hem. 

This can be of plain 

material, using the plain 

material to trim the waist. 

Make an applied yoke 

fullness 

Style-Book: 
better in all 

supplement, 

The Autumn Style-Book 

E HAVE two new things to 

tell you about the Autumn 

First, it is not only 

that 

women’s dress, but we have made 

a special feature of a children’s 

showing 

have a centre-back seam. 

You can have big patch 

pockets if you like them. 
Pattern No. 4004, price 

fifteen cents, will be cor- 

rect, and if you are to 

make the coat yourself I 
should advise a_ final 
pressing by a tailor. 

pertains to 

the busy To Remove Peach Stains 
: lt: + nother whi ings childre i ; ; 

band, belt and cuff of it, ee herent ‘a - bie I did not notice my 

and finish the edges with | need tor school, for play, for paruies white linen skirt was 
a row of soutache braid. 

For the New Baby Second, a 

Please answer a much- 
disputed question for two 
JOURNAL friends. Which 
color is generally used for 
a baby boy, pink or blue? 
Will you also give me the 
numbers of the patterns 
vou advise for a baby’s tO any 
jayette? Mrs. G.F. Y thirty cents. 

Pink is used for a boy 

and blue for a girl. Ask 

for layette pattern No. 

1950, price thirty cents. 
It consists of a set of 

book complete. 

| and for bedtime. It is as attract- 

ively illustrated as a picture-book. 

section 

staple patterns, thus making the 

We mail this Style-Book post- 

paid (including a certificate enti- 

tling you to any fifteen-cent of 
LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL pattern) 

upon receipt of 

Order from 

nearest dealer in patterns, or by 

mail, inclosing the price to the 

Pattern Bureau, THE LADIES’ 
HOME JOURNAL, Philadelphia. 

address 

stained by peaches until 
it had been washed. Is it 
hopeless to try and get 
it out now? W.L.H. 

Put the skirt in the 

boiler with cold water to 

cover it and a few shreds 

soap, and boil for 

twenty-five minutes, not 

longer. Remove from 

the boiler, and without 

rinsing place it, dripping- 
wet, on the green grass. 

Put the remaining soapy 
water in a watering-can. 

Leave the skirt here until 

js devoted to 

your 

twenty patterns of every- 

thing necessary for the tiny baby and a printed 

sheet telling the materials to be used for every 

little garment, and other helpful suggestions. 

Washing Chamois Gloves 

I have a pair of soiled chamois gloves. I 
understand they wash satisfactorily. Will you 
please tell me how to do this? W CoS; 

Chamois gloves should be washed in cold, 

soapy water, using a pure white soap such as 

Castile for the suds. After being washed they 

should be rinsed in a soapy water also, as this 

prevents them from becoming hard. Do not dry 

them near heat, and hang them up by the upper 

edge until dry. 

To Replace Old Lace 

I have a handsomely-embroidered handker- 
chief-linen blouse, trimmed in an elaborate de- 
sign with narrow lace insertion. The waist is in 
perfect condition, but the lace is tearing away. 
It seems a labor to insert new lace. G. L.A. 

Stitch new lace a trifle wider over the old lace, 

then cut away the pulled lace from underneath. 

Useful Sailor-Blouse Dress 

What patterns do you advise me to use for a 
school dress for my little girl of six? I wish cne 
suitable for wool or wash materials. 
She is tail for her age and extremely 

4g 

thin. Mrs. T. L. H 

The loose sailor blouse with a 

straight plaited or gathered skirt 

seems to be a desirable style for the 
very thin and also for the very stout 

child, so try pattern No. 3770, price 

fifteen cents. The blouse slips on over 

the head and there is also a straight 

skirt, which can be plaited or gathered 

and which should ke sewed to a 
muslin or cambric underwaist, a pat- 

tern for which is given with the blouse 

and skirt. 3770 

all the stains have gone, 

keeping it wet all the time by sprinkling it with 

the soapy water from the boiler. ‘Two days and 

two nights should be sufficient. However, if the 

stain still remains, boil the skirt a second time, 

and bleach for another day and night. This 
process should remove all kinds of stains. 

A Fourteen-Year-Old Girl’s Dresses 

I am fgurteen years old and measure five 
fect two inches. Please tell me how long my 
mother should make my new school dresses. 

J. RN. 
You are the average height for the girl from 

twelve to fourteen, and therefore you should wear 
your dresses to about three inches below the bend 
of the back of the knee. When you are fifteen 

your skirts should be lengthened just to cover the 
calf of your leg. 

A Made-Over Coat for Baby 

Do you think it feasible to cut over my evening 
coat of light-gray cloth for my baby girl’s winter 
coat? The coat is three-quarter-length and 
single-breasted, with rather full sleeves. Baby is 
three years old. Mrs. G. R. Y. 

Yes, you should be able to make it over into a 

very pretty little coat, and perhaps you will have 

enough to make a little bonnet as well. Use coat 

pattern No. 3291, price ten cents. 

The skirt portion is attached to a little 
yoke which is covered by a deep cape 
collar. Finish the edge of the cape 

with a hem and trim with soutache 

braid the color of the cloth, using 

transfer braiding pattern No. 12,701 

(price ten cents) for the design. It is 

seven-eighths of an inch wide and 

comes in three-yard lengths. Cap pat- 

tern No. 3951 is a dear little cap with 

- a cape and is cut all in one piece, price 
ten cents. Braid it to match the 

= trimming on the coat and trim it with 

knife-plaitings of silk. 

Order the patterns mentioned above from your nearest dealer in patterns, or by mail giving the 
number, and inclosing the price, as stated, from the Pattern Bureau, The Ladies’ Home Journal, 
Philadelphia. State also the waist and hip measures in ordering skirts; the bust measure jor 
waists ; and for children’s patterns the age, length of back and breast measurement. 

 Sieat FREE—Write today for 

CAWSTON’S 
New Fall Catalogue 

and Price List 
The handsomest, most unique and in- 

structive book of its kind ever published. 
Profusely illustrated. Tells about the 
ostrich industry in America and how to buy 

OstrichFeathers 
Direct From Our Farm in California at Producers Prices 

We Have No Agents. Cawston ostrich feathe 
goods are sold direct, through the mail, saving you 
all import duties and middlemen’s protits. 

Tips, Plumes, Boas, Stoles, Pompons, Muffs 
All are made in our factory on the farm at Sout! 

Pasadena, under the ideal climatic conditions of 
California, giving them life, lustre, strength and 
beauty not found in other feather goods. 

Best in the World. Cawston Ostrich Feathers are un 
equaled anywhere. Were awarded the prize medals at Par 
St. Louis, Buffalo, Omaha, Portland and Jamestown. 

You take no chances when ordering Cawston feather good 

We guarantee the quality a: 

promptly return your money if 1 

satisfied. Free delivery everywh 

Feather Goods Repaired 
Send us your old ostrich feather 

to be. cleaned. dyed, repaired, 1 
over and recurled to look like new 

y ip jo 
y yt hte 

Fine 

One of Birds 
’ Grow 

Cawston’s Fine 
ather: Feather Producers a 

Aided by the perfect Cal- 

ifornia climate we have de 
veloped here the largest / 
ostriches in the world, pro- 

ducing proportionately 
finer feathers f 

AWSTON 
OSTRICH FARM 

= P. O. Box 4, South Pasadena, Cal. 
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Barnaby Fany Tropical Suiting 

a. | 

We Want a Reliable Woman. 
to act as our agent in every locality 
where we have none, and we will | 
give her the exclusive rights for her | 
territory. | 

It costs you nothing to start as our | 
agent, for we furnish you samples and a 
neat case for them, without any charge. 

Write us to-day for further details 
amount of commission, 3 etc. Be 
the first to write from your town. 

The W.H. Wilcox Co., 1 Moffatt Ave.,Binghamton, N.Y. | 

ING # 

0 
Makes cheap corsets good a 

good corsets better. 

WALOHN will not break, rust 
crack —can be boiled, washed «: 
ironed. 

Each Bone is stamped WALOH 
and guaranteed. 

Insist on having WALOHN 
your corset or buy brands that use 
— Such corsets are stamped “ Bone 
with WALOHN.” They last longe 
fit better and are more comfortab! 
SAMPLE and valuable information FREE 

send 10 cents for enough WALOHN Collar Bone 
two collars. State height you want—made 1 

1% inch to 4% inches high. 

WALOHN Manufacturing Co 
31 Union Square West, N. Y. 

WALOHN WALOHN 

LADIES!!! 
Buy Your Muslin Underwear in New York 

Direct From the Manufacturer 

Our free catalog illustrates 100 of the latest New 
and tells how you can buy at wholesale factory pr aying 
% to 4%. Write for it today. 

NITED UNDERWEAR “ye. co U tt 
126-128-130 Sixth Avenue, ew York City 
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Of Purest Squeeze a cotton boll tightly, then open 
_ your hand and notice with what elasticity 

Springy Cotton. the’ cotton springs back into shape. 
at material could give more re- 

siliency, more buoyancy to a mattress than pure, white springy cotton? 
And what material could be cleanlier, more hygienic, more certain to 

keep its freshness without “lumping” or “matting ’’? 
The comfort and durability of a cotton mattress de- 

pends largely upon the quality of the cotton used. The 
Stearns & Foster is made of pure, fresh, new cotton, 

direct from the fields of the South, and the perfection 
of the Stearns & Foster is based not only on the most 

rigid inspection of this cotton, 

Wr \\ S\\ \ 

NL Ni 

but also on our special- 
ized knowledge 
concerning 
the making 
of amat- 
tress of 

lasting 
See how elastic menit. 
our cotton ts. 

See For 
Yourself 
what is in the very mattress that you buy. The 

| laced opening in the end of every Stearns & Foster 
Mattress shows you of exactly what that particular 

| mattress is filled. Isn’t that better than buying from 
| a sample section and hoping that your purchase is 

the same? And, moreover, with every Stearns & 
Foster there is a guarantee that if at any time you 

| findthe filling of your mattress nof the same through- iano, liken, oie, Wa an toes aldara ota 
outas at the opening, your money will be returned. room of refinement. Your name on a postal 

| brings it with our compliments. 
Can you buy by a safer method? 

A Bedroom Book Free 
A book that besides telling youall about Stearns 
& Foster Mattresses describes and pictures the 
complete furnishings of the modern bedroom, 
as it should be. The noted authority, Isabel 

Gordon Curtis, writes fully in this book of all 
that is best in hangings, wall coverings, furni- 

the mattress will be taken away and your money returned at once. 
= \ “A “Se 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Soft, yet firm—half yields to your body, yet supports it. Gives perfect 
relaxation and absolute cleanliness. Germ-proof and needs no renovating 
except an occasional sun-bath. The same today, tomorrow and always. 

The Wonderful employed by Stearns & Foster produces a 
é6 99 Mattress that hand labor could never make 
Web Process at any price. Long experience and special 

machinery make it possible for us to build 
a mattress as the architect builds a house, as the engineer builds a 
bridge — to give service and to last. 

Our special machinery crosses and recrosses the filmy cotton 
fibers into a continuous web. Forty of these buoyant webs laid 
one upon another make a layer and nine of these layers 
make a Stearns & Foster mattress. 
When the ticking has been put on and tufted the 

mattress has been compressed to one-sixth of the original 9. --- 
height of the fleecy layers. Is it $f °°---------.. 
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any wonder that with such 
material, such a process 

and such compression, 
soft springiness and 

dependable 
dura bility This diagram 

shows the rela- 
are t h e tive height of 

these nine layers 
result > before and after 

compression, 

Four Grades 
of Superiority 

Anchor Grade — Soft and springy, better $10 50) 
than most $15.00 mattresses . .  . . 

Windsor Grade— A mattress that we guarantee is 
better than any other advertised make at any $13 50 
price. Full description below . . . ° 

Lenox Grade — A little better, a little more comfort- 
able, a little more durable than either of the $16 00 
others : ‘ ° F : ‘ ° * . 

Style A—A mattress de luxe, superior to any $22 50 
mattress of any material at any price... . 

Mattresses made in two parts, Soc. extra. 

Don’t think for a minute that because Stearns & Foster Mat- 
tresses have 4 prices that there are any poor S. & F.. mattresses. 

| SIXTY NIGHTS’ FREE TRIAL 
That is the offer that we make to you. Can you ask more? Sleep on a Stearns & Foster 60 nights, romp on it with the 
children, put it to any test you will. And at the end of sixty days we will take it back again and return your money 
immediately if your satisfaction is not complete. Just notify your dealer or us and without question, quibble or argument 

We'll make it more than easy for you to try a 
Windsor Grade Stearns & Foster at $13.50 

SEND NO MONEY -— just fill out the coupon and we will direct our dealer in your town to deliver C. O. D. and subject to60 nights’ trial the most popular 
mattress that we make. In every respect the superb quality of this mattress will be apparent to you. It is standard size, 4 ft. 6 in. wide and 6 ft. 4 in. long ( full 
45 lbs.). Its fine satin finish ticking is dust proof and daintily beautiful in appearance. The square tufting is of extra depth, giving exceptional springiness. 
Filled with pure, snow-white cotton fiber, felted and laid by the wonderful “web-process.” Insect and germ proof — clean and fresh today and just as 
clean and fresh ten years from now. A mattress that will never need renovation except fresh air and sun, a mattress on which you can absolutely 
rely for nights of comfort for a lifetime. Remember that you pay no money until you see the mattress, that you can look through the laced open- 
ing before the driver leaves the house and that the 60 nights’ trial leaves no chance for an unsatisfactory bargain. There is no risk to you and 
little to us, for we are certain that you will never want to part with such a mattress. Fill out the coupon today— now. Paste it ona postal if : r (\ r Gra 

. a F ’ : : : tress. This order is given with 
you wish, and get it into the mail at once. We'll be just as prompt at our end and the mattress will be at your door before you know it. ; 

STEARNS & FOSTER CO., Dept. L, 

Gentlemen: 

the proviso that the mattress is 
returnable at the expiration of 60 

days, and that in such case the mattress 
will be removed without expense to me, 

and the purchase price will be refunded 
immediately without question or comment. 

Name 

Address 

& i. 

COUPON 
STEARNS & 
FOSTER CO. 

Please direct your 
dealer in mytown to deliver 

to me, C.O.D., one Stearns & 
Foster (Windsor Grade) mat- 
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Too young to say Pil 
BREAKFAST FO@ 

but look at his m 

Children are satished with 
nothing else—neither are 
grown-ups — after they once 
know its dainty, distinctive 
taste. It isthe real cream of the 
choicest wheat —the heart 
of the grain, ground into tiny, 
pearly white granules. It cooks : 
up smooth and free from lumps, Ask your grocer for this 
creamy, rich, delicious. delicious new breakfast-food. 

ts double, air-tight con- There are similar foods— but 
tainer keeps it as fresh and 
clean on the grocer’s shelves oe 8 tasty —pure—clean 
ad whey AU comnes ik the and fresh. Get Pillsbury’s. 
mills, Made by the same 
Pillsbury that makes the flour 
—a guarantee of its goodness. A PILLSBURY WASHBURN FLOUR MILLS CO 

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. U.S.A 

Re: seecik hmbrergs LBS ee eee 


